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hina’s current military reforms are unprecedented in their
ambition and in the scale and scope of the organizational
changes. Virtually every part of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) now reports to different leaders, has had its mission and
responsibilities changed, has lost or gained subordinate units, or
has undergone a major internal reorganization.
Drawing on papers presented at two conferences co-organized
by the U.S. National Defense University, RAND, and Taiwan’s Council
of Advanced Policy Studies, this edited volume brings together some of
the world’s best experts on the Chinese military to analyze the various
dimensions of the reforms in detail and assess their implications for the
PLA’s ability to conduct joint operations, for the Chinese Communist
Party’s control of the army, and for civil-military integration.
The contributors review the drivers and strategic context underpinning the reform effort, explore the various dimensions of PLA
efforts to build a force capable of conducting joint operations, consider the implications for the PLA services, and examine Xi Jinping’s
role in driving the reforms through and using them to strengthen
control over the military. The chapters chronicle successes and
outstanding problems in the reform effort, and consider what the net
effect will be as the PLA strives to become a “world- class” military
by mid-century, if not much sooner.
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T

his volume is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Richard H. Yang,
founder and former Chairman of the Chinese Council of
Advanced Policy Studies (CAPS).

Dr. Yang was a scholar with strong conviction and strategic vision

who believed the world should pay close attention to the People’s Republic
of China’s military modernization and efforts to rebuild China into a
great power. He acted on this conviction by encouraging academics and
experts to apply scientific methodology to study the modernization of the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and its impact on the regional security
environment. Beginning in 1987, Richard organized the international
conference on PLA affairs on an annual basis and used the conference
proceedings as the basis for books that have stimulated debates and
become important sources of knowledge. Many young scholars and
experts have benefited from the international efforts that grew out of
Richard’s inspiration and hard work.
This volume and the continuing international PLA conference series
are efforts to build on the foundation that Richard created.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAIRMAN XI
REMAKES THE PLA
Joel Wuthnow and Phillip C. Saunders

I

ntegral to Xi Jinping’s vision of restoring China to greatness—what he
defines as the “great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” [zhonghua
minzu weida fuxing, 中华民族伟大复兴]—is building a more modern,

capable, and disciplined military. China’s economic development, territorial
integrity, and even the survival of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
itself cannot be guaranteed without an army that can fight and prevail in
modern warfare. Articulating the need for a stronger military, Xi and his
colleagues have reflected on periods of Chinese weakness, such as the era
of imperial decline in the late 19th century and the Japanese occupation in

the 1930s and 1940s. In Xi’s words, a “nation’s backwardness in military
affairs has a profound influence on a nation’s security. I often peruse the
annals of modern Chinese history and feel heartbroken at the tragic scenes
of us being beaten because of our ineptitude.”1 Such humiliations, in his
view, should never be repeated.
Xi’s ambition to reshape and modernize the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) has been apparent from his early days as CCP general secretary and
Central Military Commission (CMC) chairman. At the third plenum of the
18th Party Congress, held in October 2013, Xi and other Party elites declared
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their intention to overhaul the military’s command structure, update its
training and logistics systems, adjust the size and composition of the services, unveil new rules and regulations governing military personnel, and
strengthen civil-military cooperation in technological development and other
areas.2 In early 2014, Xi assumed leadership of a leading group on military
reform, symbolizing his central role in the process. At the group’s first meeting, Xi declared that “national defense and military reform are an important
part and an important symbol of China’s overall reform,” noting that the
overriding goal was to produce a military that can “fight and win battles.”3
Following an interval of study and assessment, Xi announced a series
of major organizational changes in late 2015 and early 2016.4 Some of the
key reforms included a reorganization of the bureaucratic structure under
the CMC, creation of a system of five joint theater commands (TCs), and
establishment of two new quasi-services that will support joint operations: the Strategic Support Force (SSF) and Joint Logistics Support Force
(JLSF). This initial tranche of reforms was followed by a series of additional
changes, such as the execution of a 300,000-person force reduction, elimination of a number of group armies and conversion of army (and some air
force) divisions to brigades, and an overhaul of the PLA’s professional military education system (more specifics on the reforms are provided later).
These changes help support the longer term vision for military transformation articulated by Xi at the 19th Party Congress in October 2017:
■

■
■

by 2020, the PLA should basically achieve mechanization and make
strides in applying information technology and developing strategic
capabilities
by 2035, national defense modernization should be basically completed
by mid-century, the people’s armed forces (including the PLA, People’s
Armed Police, and militia) should become “world-class forces” [shijie
yiliu jun, 世界一流军].5
The Xi-era reforms represent the latest stage in a decades-long process

of organizational realignment and modernization. According to Chinese
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sources, the PLA underwent 10 major restructurings between 1949 and 2013,
most of which attempted to reduce end strength, professionalize the officer
and noncommissioned officer corps, and adapt military force structure to
meet new operational challenges.6 Many of the focus areas of the current
(11th) round of reforms, such as strengthening the PLA’s ability to conduct
joint operations and rebalancing the military’s composition from the ground
forces to the naval, air, and missile forces, were conceived in the 1980s and
1990s.7 This agenda followed changes to Chinese military strategy to focus
less on preparing for a general war with the Soviet Union or the United
States—which had driven China’s defense planning during the Cold War—
and more on a smaller scale conflict around China’s borders.8 Key events
signaling the need for reform included the 1990–1991 Gulf War, which
showcased the U.S. military’s advantages in doctrine and technology, and
the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, which exposed the PLA’s inability to deter
Taiwan independence forces or counter U.S. intervention on Taipei’s behalf.9
However, fundamental reforms eluded Xi’s two predecessors, Jiang
Zemin and Hu Jintao. The PLA’s service composition remained heavily
skewed toward the ground force, for instance, and the outmoded command
structure was not geared toward rapid crisis response or joint operations.
The problem likely resulted from a combination of Jiang and Hu’s weak
political influence over the military, bureaucratic inertia, and opposition
from corrupt senior officers who profited, quite literally, from a continuation of the status quo. What is unique about Xi’s reforms is not the agenda
itself, but his ability to overcome bureaucratic resistance.10 He has done this
through his own personal charisma as well as savvy political tactics, such as
leveraging anti-corruption investigations over opponents and handpicking
loyalists for key positions. The result has been a more extensive organizational transformation than what Jiang and Hu were able to achieve, and
perhaps the most important set of reforms in the PLA’s 90-year history.
The implications of the Xi-era reforms for China’s neighbors and
potential adversaries are significant. A better trained, organized, and
equipped PLA will be in a stronger position to accomplish its three primary
3
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functions: winning modern wars, especially what the U.S. Department of
Defense terms short-duration, high-intensity regional conflicts; deterring
both larger and smaller competitors; and protecting Chinese interests
within and beyond Asia.11 Rival territorial claimants, such as Vietnam, the
Philippines, Japan, and India, will face a more confident and capable adversary in the South and East China seas and across the Sino-Indian border.
Taiwan will have to contend with a PLA that can more credibly plan and
execute joint operations, such as amphibious landings, blockades, and joint
firepower strikes.12 U.S. forces operating throughout the Indo-Pacific region
will need to anticipate a PLA that can respond more quickly to regional
crises and conduct counter-intervention operations more effectively.
Foreign analysts have only begun to explore the contents, drivers,
and possible implications of Xi’s campaign to restructure the PLA.13 Many
issues remain shrouded in uncertainty and warrant further examination.
These include:
■

■

what impacts the reforms are having on PLA operations, training, and
logistics
the prospects for the ground forces as the reforms’ nominal biggest
loser, as well as the other services

■

challenges the PLA is facing in cultivating operational commanders

■

the structure, roles, and missions of the SSF and JLSF

■

■

■

■

how the downsizing is being carried out, and what impact it might have
on social stability
the implications of reform for Party control over, and Xi’s influence
within, the PLA
whether and how the reforms will improve coordination between the
PLA and the civilian science and technology sector
what the implications might be for the defense acquisition process.
This volume explores these and other dimensions of China’s military

reforms as they were planned and implemented between 2013 and 2018. The
chapters are based on papers presented at the 2016 and 2017 PLA conferences
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co-organized by the U.S. National Defense University, RAND, and Taiwan’s
Council of Advanced Policy Studies, updated to account for more recent
developments.14 The goal is to assess the motivations of Xi and his associates,
chronicle key successes and outstanding problems, and consider what the
net effect of the reforms will be as the PLA strives to become a “world-class”
military by mid-century, if not much sooner. This introduction provides an
overview of the major elements and goals of the reforms and summarizes the
17 substantive chapters. A brief conclusion at the end of the book assesses
the progress of the reforms to date and sketches the way ahead.

Major Elements
On New Year’s Day 2016, the CMC issued a blueprint for reform that
explained how the PLA would develop into a “modern military with Chinese characteristics that can win information-age wars” by 2020.15 The
initial phase of the reforms involved “above the neck” [bozi yishang, 脖子以
上] changes to the PLA’s three major organizational pillars—the services,
CMC, and theaters—and was introduced by Xi in a series of announcements
in the winter of 2015–2016. The new PLA structure is depicted in figure 1.
First, on December 31, 2015, Xi announced three service-related changes:
■

■

The Second Artillery Force, responsible for the country’s land-based
nuclear and conventional missiles, was renamed the Rocket Force and
upgraded to full-service [junzhong, 军种] status, equal to the army,
navy, and air force.16 As David Logan argues in this volume, this was
mainly a symbolic change, though some anticipated that it could imply
greater resources and expanded missions for the Rocket Force.
The Strategic Support Force was created with the status of an independent branch [budui, 部队], though with a bureaucratic grade
equivalent to a service.17 This new organization consolidated a variety
of functions related to the information domain, including space and
cyber operations, electronic warfare, and even some psychological
warfare capabilities.18 (Another new force, the Joint Logistics Support
Force, was established in September 2016 to provide strategic and
operational logistics support to the new joint theater commands.)19
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Figure 1. New PLA Structure
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Headquarters for the PLA ground forces, which had previously been
commanded and administered by the general departments, were
established at the national and theater levels. This reduced the army’s
importance by placing it on the same bureaucratic level as the navy, air
force, and Rocket Force.
Second, on January 11, 2016, Xi announced that the four general

departments—the General Staff Department (GSD), General Political
Department, General Logistics Department (GLD), and General Armament
Department (GAD)—had been disbanded.20 Built on the Soviet model,
these departments had developed into sprawling, semi-independent fiefdoms with limited external oversight. This autonomy meant that corruption
had festered during the Jiang and Hu eras, especially in areas such as the
promotions and logistics systems.21 The general departments were replaced
by 15 smaller functional CMC departments, commissions, and offices that
would report directly to the CMC (via the CMC General Office, which was
ranked first among these organizations).22 These are depicted in figure 2,
and described in detail in the appendix to this chapter.
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Figure 2. New CMC Organization
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The CMC reshuffle impacted the former general departments in different ways. Most affected was the GSD, whose diverse portfolio was distributed
among new and existing organizations. Core operations and intelligence
analysis functions were transferred to a smaller CMC Joint Staff Department
(JSD), while signals intelligence and electronic warfare went to the SSF and
army aviation was sent to the new army headquarters. The GSD’s training,
strategic planning, and mobilization departments were all removed from
the successor JSD and placed under direct CMC control, indicting both their
significance and the need for more top-level oversight over these functions.
The other general departments were less affected, though as discussed later,
several changes were made to the former GPD to encourage greater Party
control and discipline in the PLA. In addition, the GAD’s Science and Technology Commission was placed under direct CMC oversight, signaling Xi’s
intent to improve management of military innovation.
Third, the previous system of seven military regions was replaced by five
joint theater commands. The military regions were largely administrative
constructs that had no operational control over air, naval, and missile forces
in peacetime. By contrast, theater commanders would be able to draw on
conventional forces within their respective areas of responsibility to plan and
execute operations (theater-based nuclear forces remained under the tight
control of the CMC). Each of the theaters has a specific set of missions that
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it is primarily responsible for: the Eastern Theater is responsible for Taiwan
and the East China Sea, the Southern Theater handles the South China Sea
and land borders with Southeast Asian states, the Western Theater covers
the land borders with India and Central Asian states (as well as the restive
regions of Xinjiang and Tibet), the Northern Theater would deal with a
Korea contingency, and the Central Theater focuses on the defense of Beijing and can provide support to other theaters as needed. A map of the new
theater boundaries appears in figure 3.
In planning and executing these major organizational changes, the
PLA clearly drew inspiration from the U.S. military. Assigning service
chiefs a force building function and investing operational authority in
joint theater commands paralleled similar changes made in the U.S. system
after World War II and solidified in the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act. The
similarities, however, should not be overstated. For instance, the PLA’s new
regional command structure was geographically confined to China and its
immediate environs, unlike the globe-spanning U.S. combatant command
system. The PLA also retained a number of Leninist features that have no
Figure 3. TC Boundaries
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parallel in the U.S. or other militaries in democratic countries, such as political commissars and Party committees. Indeed the reforms, as discussed
below, strengthened those features in important ways.
Following a CMC work conference on military reform in December
2016, the PLA embarked on a second phase of reforms. Several notable
changes were carried out in 2017 and 2018 that affected the PLA’s size,
composition, and personnel. First was a reduction of the PLA by 300,000
personnel, a goal that Xi had announced at a military parade in September
2015.23 The focus was on reducing the ground forces, which had constituted nearly 70 percent of PLA personnel on the eve of reform. Following
the reduction, Chinese sources claim that the army’s share declined to less
than 50 percent.24 If true, this would represent a major step toward the
longstanding goal of rebalancing the force toward the other services. The
reduction also targeted noncombat personnel, such as headquarters staff,
allowing more resources to be devoted to combat troops and equipment
that would give the PLA a “stronger battle capability.”25 Overall, more than
30 percent of commissioned officers were reportedly cut.26 Some personnel
transitioned to jobs in local governments, state-owned enterprises, or the
private sector, while others became PLA civilians.27 The reduction was
declared “basically complete” in March 2018 (though interviewees note that
the downsizing might not be fully complete until 2020).28
Second were a series of below-the-neck [bozi yixia, 脖子以下] force
structure changes. In April 2017, Xi announced that 84 “corps-level units”
had been established or adjusted, forming what he called an “indestructible
combat force.”29 Few details were provided, though the announcement signaled that the reforms were beginning to address organizational problems
at lowers levels of the PLA.30 Some of the changes included:
■

The army continued its transformation from a group armydivision-regiment structure to a standardized group army-brigadebattalion structure, which had begun in the early 2000s. The lineup of
group armies was cut from 18 to 13, 15 former army divisions were converted into two brigades apiece, and combat brigades were transformed
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into combined arms brigades. Revisions were also made at the level of
combined arms battalions, which the ground forces had earlier announced
as the “basic combat unit” [jiben zuozhan danwei, 基本作战单位] capable
of independent maneuver.31 There has also been an increase in the number
of more rapidly deployable army units, such as army aviation and special
operations forces.32
■

■

■

The navy has expanded its marine corps, which stood at around 12,000
personnel prior to the reforms. With the conversion of one army motorized infantry brigade and up to three coastal defense units to marine
brigades, the marine corps may have tripled in strength to roughly 36,000
personnel distributed among the North, East, and South Sea fleets.33
The air force continued its attempts to move from a division-regiment
structure to a base-brigade structure for fighters and ground attack
aircraft units under the theater command air forces. (Bombers, as well
as transport and specialized aircraft, remain organized in divisions.)34
In December 2017, the People’s Armed Police, previously under the
dual command of the State Council and CMC, was placed solely under
CMC leadership. Its internal organization was also significantly revised;
changes included losing its responsibilities for protecting China’s gold,
forestry, and hydropower resources and gaining oversight of the coast
guard, which previously reported to the State Oceanic Administration.35
Third were changes designed to improve the competence and quality

of PLA personnel. Bonuses and other incentives were adopted to increase
the share of college graduates among active-duty officers, while the reserve
officer program was altered to accept only college graduates.36 To retain
qualified officers, the PLA reportedly offered a modest pay increase drawn
from defense budgets that continued to grow by more than 8 percent a
year.37 The professional military educational system was restructured, with
77 institutes reduced to 43 (many were merged into the National Defense
University (NDU) and National University of Defense Technology).38 Curricular changes were adopted to focus on practical skills in areas such as
computer science, information technology, and aerospace studies.39 NDU
created a new training course in joint operations for mid-level officers and
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inaugurated a specialized joint operations track for its senior commanders’
course.40 Reforms to the grade and rank system were also initiated, though
the results of this effort had not been announced as of mid-2018.41
Another step in the reforms came at the 19th Party Congress, when Xi
announced an overhaul of the CMC membership. The congress provided
Xi an opportunity to hand pick leaders that he could trust to implement
the remainder of his agenda and remove those either too old, unreliable, or
corrupt to serve, all of whom had been selected by his predecessors. (Two
former CMC members, Fang Fenghui and Zhang Yang, were targeted by
anti-corruption investigators; Zhang later committed suicide.)42 As detailed
in the chapter in this volume by Joel McFadden, Kim Fassler, and Justin
Godby, the new CMC was also reduced in size from 11 to 7 members,
which notably did not include the service chiefs or heads of the successor
organizations to the GLD or GAD. This suggested Xi’s desire to rein in
those organizations. Added was the secretary of the Discipline Inspection
Commission, which is responsible for anti-corruption investigations in the
PLA. Figure 4 lists the old and new CMC members.
Table. Old and New CMCs
18th Central Committee CMC (2012–2017)
Xi Jinping
Chairman
Fan Changlong
Vice Chairman
Xu Qiliang
Vice Chairman
Chang Wanquan
Defense Minister
Fang Fenghui
GSD Director
Zhang Yang

GPD Director

Zhao Keshi

GLD Director

Zhang Youxia

GAD Director

Wu Shengli

Navy Commander

Ma Xiaotian

Air Force Commander

Wei Fenghe

Second Artillery
Commander

19th Central Committee CMC (2017–2022)
Xi Jinping
Chairman
Xu Qiliang
Vice Chairman
Zhang Youxia
Vice Chairman
Wei Fenghe
Defense Minister
Li Zuocheng
Joint Staff
Department Director
Miao Hua
Political Work Department Director
Zhang Shengmin
Discipline Inspection
Commission Secretary

Key: GAD: General Armament Department; GLD: General Logistics Department; GPD: General Political
Department; GSD: General Staff Department.
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What the Reforms Sought to Achieve
While broadly focused on building a military that can, in Xi’s words, “fight
and win battles,” reformers also pursued three more specific objectives. First
was strengthening the PLA’s ability to plan and conduct joint operations. This
was not a new goal: by the late 1990s, Chinese military strategists understood
that success on the modern battlefield would require the PLA to better integrate the activities and capabilities of units from the different services and
do so with the support of advanced command, control, communications,
computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems and logistics
systems. Part of this judgment resulted from observations of the changing
character of war, especially lessons derived from U.S. operations during the
Gulf War and in the Balkans, while part resulted from the specific requirements of preparing for conflict with Taiwan (including denying U.S. forces the
ability to intervene on Taiwan’s behalf, as they had done during the 1995–1996
crisis).43 As Mark Cozad explains in his chapter, PLA doctrine and training
exercises increasingly focused on joint operations in the 1990s and 2000s.
Previous reforms had failed to address several persistent weaknesses.
The most significant challenge was an organizational culture that prioritized the interests of the ground forces over the other services. As noted,
the army represented a large majority of all PLA personnel, while ground
forces officers occupied most key command and staff billets. This was out of
sync with the growing importance of developing capabilities and expertise
in the maritime, air, and space domains. A related problem was the lack of
a joint command structure. In peacetime, air and naval forces were under
the operational control of their respective service headquarters, while the
military regions took charge of army units. Prosecuting a joint campaign
would have required temporary “war zones” [战区] to be established, a process that, while useful to signal strategic intent and non-kinetic escalation,
would have slowed the PLA’s ability to respond to an emerging crisis and
denied it the element of surprise in a campaign against Taiwan. Yet another
shortcoming was the failure of the military’s training and education systems to produce qualified joint commanders.44
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The impetus for further reform was not only a result of these limitations
but also changes in China’s security environment. In his chapter in this
volume, David Finkelstein notes that Chinese security assessments became
increasingly dire under Xi, with a particular emphasis on challenges posed
by the United States (especially the Barack Obama administration’s pivot to
Asia, which many in China interpreted as strategic encirclement), Japan and
other regional territorial rivals, and separatist forces on Taiwan. Xi and his
colleagues also closely followed the global revolution in military affairs, in
which other major powers were making strides in new technologies. All this
meant that the PLA would have to be prepared to win what Chinese military
strategy termed informationized local wars [xinxihua jubu zhanzheng, 信息化
局部战争], the cornerstone of which is an ability to conduct joint operations.45
Reforms undertaken between 2015 and 2018 advanced this agenda in
several ways. In brief, these included:
■

■

■

■

■

■

rebalancing service composition to put more weight on naval, air, and
missile forces
creating the SSF and JLSF, which provided critical operational support
to joint commanders
removing the service chiefs from operational chain of command, while
granting theater commanders operational oversight over all conventional forces within their respective regions
establishing an independent training department under the CMC to
formulate and enforce joint training standards
revising professional military educational curricula to put more
emphasis on joint operations
increasing specialized forces, such as amphibious and helicopter units,
that would be essential to a joint campaign.

These adjustments coincided with personnel changes that placed more
navy and air force officers in key positions, including as commanders of
two of the five theaters.46
Second was a desire to revitalize Party control and discipline within
the PLA. The PLA has always been a “Party-army,” which must follow the
13
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CCP’s instructions and defend its interests. Nevertheless, Xi and his colleagues worried that Party control may have been atrophying to dangerous
levels. One problem was the possibility that some in the military could
prioritize the interests of the people, or the nation as a whole, over the Party.
This was an issue during the 1989 Tiananmen crackdown, in which some
local PLA units refused to obey the Party’s orders to use force against the
student protesters.47 Along these lines, Xi revived concerns that some—
usually unnamed—officers were lobbying for the PLA to be transformed
from the armed wing of the CCP into a “national army” [jundui guojiahua, 军队国家化], which if true could represent a serious threat to Party
survival.48 Moreover, the example of the 1991 Soviet military coup (which
Chinese analyses suggested was partially the result of the Soviet Communist Party’s loosening grip over the military) is never far out of mind.49
Another problem is PLA officers placing their own personal interests
ahead of the Party’s. Xi recognized that corruption in the officer corps—a
problem that had been festering on a large scale since the 1980s—could
blemish the Party’s image among the public, impede readiness and morale,
and limit the willingness of senior officers to tolerate major reforms. Combating this challenge was thus a major theme of his leadership. At a 2014
speech in Gutian, site of the 1929 Party Congress that established the principle of Party control over the PLA, Xi commented on problems in cadres’
“ideology, politics, and work style,” castigating the “lax” supervision of
PLA personnel and pointing to Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou, CMC vice
chairmen under Hu who were targeted in Xi’s anti-corruption campaigns,
as cautionary examples.50 He instead urged the PLA to develop officers both
loyal to the Party and capable of “leading soldiers to fight and win battles.”51
Central to restoring Party control was elevating Xi’s own status and
authority within the PLA. This is critical to arresting the trend of too much
power being delegated to corrupt military elites and helped ensure that his
vision for military transformation was being implemented. (It was also part of
Xi’s broader consolidation of power within the Party-state as a whole.) Thus,
Xi emphasized what the 1982 PRC Constitution termed the “CMC Chairman
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Responsibility System” [zhongyang junwei zerenzhi, 中央军委责任制], which
stated that ultimate authority over military affairs rested with that individual
(who usually serves concurrently as Party general-secretary). Other steps he
took to assert control over the PLA included attending military events at a
greater rate than Hu, personally leading reform efforts, weighing in on senior
officer promotions, and publishing military treatises that became “required
reading” for soldiers.52
Xi also oversaw a series of structural and personnel changes designed
to combat graft and ensure political orthodoxy among the officer corps.
One part was adjusting the PLA’s supervisory mechanisms. Prior to the
reforms, supervision was centralized in the general departments, which, as
noted, were notoriously corrupt. Xi changed this situation by disbanding
the general departments, elevating the Discipline Inspection Commission
to independent status, and placing its secretary on the CMC—and likewise
placing the audit bureau and military court system under direct CMC
oversight. The Political Work Department continued to oversee personnel files, political indoctrination, and the political commissar and Party
committee systems. This meant that the PLA now had several independent, but mutually reinforcing channels to monitor and fight ideological
laxity and corruption. This adjustment was complemented by continuing
anti-corruption investigations and a rotation of senior officers intended,
in part, to break up patronage networks.53
Third was the need for improvements in the area of “civil-military integration” (CMI) [junmin ronghe, 军民融合]. The term refers primarily to the
process whereby the military could leverage breakthroughs in the civilian
science and technology sector, though it also encompasses other types of
cooperation between the military and civilian realms. Examples include
expanding reliance on civilian contractors in the military supply chain,
which is cheaper and more efficient than relying on traditional suppliers,
and the incorporation of military specifications into the design of civilian
transport ships, which could be appropriated during wartime (especially
during an amphibious invasion of Taiwan). As Brian Lafferty discusses in
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this volume, strengthening CMI has been part of the PLA’s reform agenda
since the 1990s, but its implementation was hindered by ineffectual toplevel management, bureaucratic stovepiping, and other obstacles.
Xi attempted to make progress in the CMI arena through various
changes. One was upgrading the PLA’s Science and Technology Commission, previously housed within the GAD, to direct CMC supervision. This
commission is responsible for the military’s coordination with outside
civilian experts in critical technological areas. Another was reforms to
the military research system. For instance, several technical institutes
were merged into the PLA’s Academy of Military Science, helping to more
closely integrate technical advances with innovations in China’s military
doctrine.54 To improve management and supervision of the process, the
government created a new Central Commission for Integrated Military
and Civilian Development in January 2017, with Xi as chairman.55 In sum,
these motives—operational, political, and technological—were not new, but
taken together shaped an agenda that Xi and his fellow reformers acted on
to create a “world-class” force by mid-century.

Outline of the Book
The following chapters explore the reforms from a variety of angles and
are divided into five thematic sections. Part I analyzes the strategic and
bureaucratic context in which the reforms are occurring. In chapter 2,
David Finkelstein considers how domestic politics, operational requirements, and changing external security assessments provided the impetus
for reform and shaped its contents. He also asks who (other than Xi) played
a critical role in the process. Chapter 3, by Andrew Scobell and Nathan
Beauchamp-Mustafaga, discusses how the reforms are occurring alongside
the creation of a more “global” PLA that is being tasked with protecting
China’s overseas interests. On the bureaucratic front, chapter 4 by John
Chen explains why the ground forces—which had the most to lose from
restructuring—reluctantly opted to endorse the changes. In chapter 5, Ian
Burns McCaslin and Andrew Erickson examine the impact of reform on
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the navy’s modernization plans and document the emerging rivalries as
the services position themselves to be the critical part of the joint force.
Part II considers several features of the PLA’s attempts to forge a stronger joint operations capability. Chapter 6, written by Mark Cozad, traces the
PLA’s progress in the areas of joint training, doctrine, and personnel education since the 1990s, showing why previous reforms failed and how more
recent changes aim to rectify the situation. In chapter 7, Edmund Burke
and Arthur Chan explain the role of the new joint theater commands and
identify several challenges to the effectiveness of the new system, including resistance by the services (which have continued to lead some types of
operations).56 Chapter 8, by LeighAnn Luce and Erin Richter, examines the
trajectory and key features of the PLA’s logistics reforms, one component
of which is creating a “precision” system that provides “comprehensive,
timely, and accurate logistics support to PLA joint operations.” In chapter
9, Joel Wuthnow and Phillip C. Saunders assess the challenges facing the
PLA in cultivating highly qualified joint commanders, and how Xi and his
colleagues are seeking improvements in this arena.
Part III digs deeper into how the reforms are affecting the PLA’s services. Chapter 10, by Daniel Gearin, places the recent downsizing in the
context of previous force reductions and assesses the implications for the
ground forces. In chapter 11, Dennis J. Blasko discusses the army’s new
structure, recent training and deployments, and changes to its logistics,
doctrine, and educational systems, concluding that despite new equipment, the army’s modernization process has been slower and perhaps less
effective than the more technical services. Even as it remains the largest
single service, Blakso concludes that the army is the “biggest loser” in
the current reforms. Chapter 12, by David Logan, addresses the status of
the Rocket Force, which he asserts is “arguably the biggest winner in the
reforms” because it retained control over nuclear forces, increased its status,
and strengthened its ability to compete for resources. In chapter 13, John
Costello and Joe McReynolds provide a comprehensive overview of the SSF,
detailing this new force’s background, structure, and missions. The authors
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also raise important questions about whether the rise of the SSF was more
about organizational innovation or the desire by top leaders to centralize
control over China’s strategic resources.
Part IV assesses the implications of the reforms for defense acquisition and the relationship between the PLA and civilian sector writ large.
Tai Ming Cheung, in chapter 14, shows how the reforms complement the
defense industry’s transformation “from a follower to an original innovation leader” and outlines continuing weaknesses in that sector. In chapter
15, Brian Lafferty explores the CMI dimensions of the reforms. He concludes that despite important structural changes, the historical “track
record suggests that even positive returns will involve a longer and more
difficult process than the Party currently acknowledges.” Chapter 16, by
Ma Chengkun and John Chen, explores the impact of the downsizing on
military-locality relations and documents the range of policies and tactics
the government has used to try to compensate the reforms’ losers and mitigate discontent among demobilized soldiers.
Part V turns to the political elite dimensions of the reforms, focusing on
Xi’s role and status as CMC chairman. Chapter 17, by Phillip C. Saunders and
Joel Wuthnow, examines the political and ideological challenges Xi sought
to rectify through the reforms as well as his political strategy for bringing
the process to a successful outcome. Chapter 18, by Joel McFadden, Kim
Fassler, and Justin Godby, looks at the new CMC lineup that was announced
at the 19th Party Congress in October 2017. They conclude that “there is little
doubt that Xi and his generals emerged in a stronger position to steer the PLA
toward fulfilling its part in the ‘great rejuvenation’ of the Chinese nation.”
Taken together, the chapters suggest that the PLA has been able to
make major strides, within a short period of time, toward completing the
unfinished business of organizational transformation left over from the
Jiang and Hu eras. This is both a testament to Xi’s ability to push structural
changes through a bureaucracy that has historically resisted them and an
indication that the PLA is on track to field a more professional and capable
joint force by 2020. However, the chapters also reveal persistent weaknesses,
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such as encouraging operational flexibility in a system that prizes top-down
political control; cultivating proficient joint commanders in the absence of
real combat experience (China has not fought a war since 1979); reducing
interservice rivalry and the influence of the ground forces, which remains
by far the largest service and continues to hold most senior command
billets; and forging stronger connections between the PLA and civilian
technological innovators. Resolving these deeper problems will require
that Xi and his successor—whenever one is named—remain focused on
the agenda even after 2020 and be prepared to counter resistance if and
when it resurfaces.
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APPENDIX
Central Military Commission Reforms

T

his appendix analyzes the organizational logic behind the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) shift from a system centered on a small
Central Military Commission (CMC) staff and the four general

departments to a much larger post-reform CMC staff that incorporates
many of the functions of the former general departments. It also describes
the functions of the 15 new CMC departments, commissions, and offices
that were announced on January 11, 2016.1

From the General Departments to an Expanded CMC
The pre-reform CMC had 11 members, including a civilian chairman,
2 military vice chairmen, minister of defense, heads of the four general
departments, and commanders of the navy, air force, and Second Artillery.
The four general departments—the General Staff Department (GSD), General Political Department (GPD), General Logistics Department (GLD), and
(from 1998) General Armament Department (GAD)—were led by army
officers and collectively served as the ground force headquarters, among
other functions. The CMC members supervised the general departments,
services, and seven military regions and were supported by a relatively
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small staff of about 1,000 people in the CMC General Office.2 In this setup,
the heads of the general departments and services represented their organizations in CMC debates and were responsible for implementing CMC
decisions within their organizations. The CMC chairman (who served
concurrently as the Chinese Community Party general-secretary and state
president) nominally had the final word on decisions, though during the
Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao eras, considerable decisionmaking authority
and autonomy were delegated to the uniformed vice chairmen.
The post-reform CMC has only seven members, with the GLD, GAD,
and service commanders losing their seats, and the director of the CMC
Discipline Inspection Commission gaining a seat on the CMC proper (see
table 1). (See the chapter by McFadden, Fassler, and Godby in this volume
for an analysis of the post-reform CMC leadership.)
Table 1. Pre- and Post-Reform Central Military Commission (CMC) Membership
Position
Pre-Reform CMC
Post-Reform
Post-Reform
Status
Position
CMC Status
CMC Chairman
CMC Chairman
CMC Chairman
CMC Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
CMC Vice Chairman
Minister of Defense
CMC Member
Minister of Defense
CMC Member
GSD Director
CMC Member
CMC Joint Staff
CMC Member
Department Director
GPD Director
CMC Member
CMC Political Work
CMC Member
Department Director
GLD Director
CMC Member
CMC Logistics Depart- —
ment Director
GAD Director
CMC Member
CMC Equipment
—
Development Department Director
Navy Commander
CMC Member
Navy Commander
—
Air Force Commander CMC Member
Air Force Commander —
Second Artillery
CMC Member
Rocket Force Com—
Commander
mander
Discipline Inspection
—
CMC Discipline
CMC Member
Commission Director
Inspection Commission Secretary
Key: GAD: General Armament Department; GLD: General Logistics Department; GPD: General Political
Department; GSD: General Staff Department.
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The four general departments were abolished, and the post-reform CMC
staff grew into a much larger organization that now includes 15 departments,
commissions, and offices. The parts of the general departments that focused
on managing the ground forces moved into the new army headquarters, while
those involved in executing space, cyber, signals intelligence, electronic warfare,
and psychological warfare operations mostly moved to the Strategic Support
Force. The remaining parts of the general departments were either converted
into successor CMC departments (the CMC Joint Staff Department, CMC
Political Work Department, CMC Logistics Support Department, and CMC
Equipment Development Department) or elevated to the status of independent
CMC departments, commissions, or offices (see table 2).
Table 2. CMC Departments, Commissions, and Offices
Name
General Office [办公厅]

Predecessor
General Office

Initial Director
GEN Qin Shengxiang
[秦生祥]
GEN Fang Fenghui
[房峰辉]
GEN Zhang Yang
[张阳]
GEN Zhao Keshi
[赵克石]

Current Director
MG Zhong Shaojun
[钟绍军]
GEN Li Zuocheng
[李作成]
ADM Miao Hua
[苗华]
GEN Song Puxuan
[宋普选]

Joint Staff Department
[联合参谋部]
Political Work Department
[政治工作部]
Logistics Support
Department
[后勤保障部]
Equipment Development
Department [装备发展部]
Training and Administration
Department [训练管理部]
National Defense Mobilization Department [国防
动员部]
Discipline Inspection
Commission [纪律检查
委员会]
Political and Legal Affairs
Commission [政法委员会]
Science and Technology
Commission
[科学技术委员会]
Strategic
Planning Office
[战略规划办公室]

General Staff
Department (GSD)
General Political
Department (GPD)
General Logistics
Department (GLD)
General Armaments
Department (GAD)
GSD Military Training
Department
GSD Mobilization
Department

GEN Zhang Youxia
[张又侠]
LTG Zheng He [郑和]

LTG Li Shangfu
[李尚福]
LTG Li Huohui
[黎火辉]
LTG Sheng Bin
[盛斌]

GPD Discipline
Inspection
Commission
GPD Military
Procuratorate
GAD Science and
Technology
Commission
GSD Strategic
Planning
Department

GEN Du Jincai
[杜金才]

GEN Zhang
Shengmin [张升民]

LTG Li Xiaofeng
[李晓峰]
LTG Liu Guozhi
[刘国治]

LTG Song Dan
[宋丹]
LTG Liu Guozhi
[刘国治]

MG Wang Huiqing
[王辉青]

MG Wang Huiqing
[王辉青]

MG Sheng Bin [盛斌]
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Table 2. CMC Departments, Commissions, and Offices
Name
Reform and
Organization Office
[改革和编制办公室]
Office of International
Military Cooperation
[国际军事合作办公室]
Audit Bureau [审计署]

Predecessor
GSD Military Affairs
Department

Initial Director
MG Wang Chengzhi
[王成志]

Current Director
MG Zhang Yu
[张宇]

MND/CMC Foreign
Affairs Office

RADM Guan Youfei
[关友飞]

MG Hu Changming
[胡昌明]

GLD Audit Bureau

MG Guo Chunfu
MG Guo Chunfu
[郭春富]
[郭春富]
Organ Affairs General
GSD Management
MG Liu Zhiming
MG Liu Zhiming
Management Bureau [机关 Support Department [刘志明]
[刘志明]
事务管理总部]
Key: GAD: General Armament Department; GLD: General Logistics Department; GPD: General Political
Department; GSD: General Staff Department.

This shift from a PLA centered on the general department system to
one managed by the CMC and CMC staff reflects the three broad drivers
of PLA reforms described in the introduction:
■

■
■

strengthening the PLA’s ability to plan and conduct joint operations
in order to fight and win informationized wars
revitalizing party control and discipline within the PLA
improving “civil-military integration” so that the PLA can tap civilian resources and leverage breakthroughs in the civilian science and
technology sector.

Strengthening the PLA’s Ability to Plan and Conduct Joint Operations
One way the reorganization strengthened the PLA’s ability to conduct joint
operations is by reducing CMC responsibilities to allow greater focus on
jointness and managing operations. Freed from the need to serve as army
headquarters and operate technical intelligence collection and space operations, the expanded CMC staff can concentrate on building a joint force
and supervising joint operations. The removal of service commanders from
CMC membership weakens the services relative to the CMC, although
ground force dominance and the service-centric organizational culture
within the PLA remain obstacles to building a joint force. Key functions
such as joint training (including military education), national defense
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mobilization, and strategic planning were elevated from second-level
departments within the GSD to the status of independent departments
and offices within the CMC staff, allowing the CMC chairman and vice
chairmen direct oversight over these functions and improving their ability
to push forward a joint agenda without obstruction from a GSD or Joint
Staff Department director concerned about ground force equities. Some
new CMC organs, such as the reform and organization office, were created
to help implement leadership priorities.
Revitalizing Party Control and Discipline within the PLA
Bringing the general departments and most of their functions inside the CMC
strengthens the ability of the CMC chairman and vice chairmen to monitor
those personnel and activities. The CMC General Office is the key CMC staff
organization responsible for ensuring compliance with CMC directives and
gathering information on what the larger CMC bureaucracy is doing. That
office’s critical role is reinforced by the fact that Zhong Shaojun, a longtime
civilian aide [秘书] to Xi Jinping, was installed as a key General Office official
to serve as Xi’s trusted eyes and ears within the military.3 Zhong followed Xi
to Beijing, was appointed deputy director with a military rank of senior colonel, and was subsequently promoted to major general before being named as
General Office director in 2018.4 The reorganization also seeks to strengthen
the effectiveness of monitoring and control mechanisms by giving the Discipline Inspection Commission, Political and Legal Affairs Commission, and
Audit Bureau independent status and the ability to report directly to CMC
leaders without interference from their superiors.
Elevation of the CMC Discipline Inspection Commission director to
CMC member status increases the authority of that organization within the
PLA (and likely the effectiveness of its subsidiary discipline inspection commissions throughout major parts of the PLA). According to interviews, the
discipline inspection system now functions as a parallel chain of information
that reaches directly up to Xi and provides an independent assessment of the
performance of commanders, political commissars, and party committees.5
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This arrangement should reduce opportunities for commanders and political commissars to engage in corrupt practices and provide an independent
source of information for Xi to use when making promotion decisions.
Improving Civil-Military Integration
The reorganization also strengthens parts of the PLA that collaborate with
civilian counterparts in the state and party apparatus. The Science and
Technology Commission, previously under the GAD, is now an independent CMC organ.6 The commission will promote civil-military cooperation
in defense research and development and strengthen high-level guidance
for the research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) system. The
National Defense Mobilization Department, which manages the military
districts and garrisons that interface with the party and civilian government organs that run China’s provinces and cities, is now an independent
department that reports directly to top CMC leaders. The CMC’s Office of
International Military Cooperation helps ensure that military diplomacy
is coordinated with China’s broader foreign policy objectives.
Assessing Effectiveness of CMC Reforms
While the shift from the general department system to an expanded CMC
staff system has a clear organizational logic that corresponds to the goals
that PLA reforms are intended to advance, this does not necessarily mean
that the organizational reforms will achieve their intended results. The
reforms should increase effectiveness and improve monitoring by creating
a clearer division of responsibilities and improving the flow of information
from the agents (CMC staff organs) to the principal (CMC chairman and
vice chairmen). Our assessment is that the PLA has adopted a CMC organizational structure that can support development of a more effective joint
force, but that result is by no means guaranteed.
Challenges include the fact that the expanded CMC staff is a larger, more
complex organization to run than its smaller predecessor, which delegated
more responsibilities to the general departments. As in other aspects of current
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Chinese government reforms, this reflects an impulse to centralize power and
Xi’s reluctance to delegate responsibilities to others. The “CMC Chairman
Responsibility System” calls for Xi to make all the important military decisions. Given that the scarcest resource in government is high-level attention,
how much time can Xi actually devote to these responsibilities?7 Does he trust
the CMC vice chairmen enough to delegate some decisions to them?
This challenge is aggravated by the fact that the PLA’s organizational
culture does not encourage independent decisionmaking and taking
responsibility, which suggests that greater centralization may slow down
decisionmaking. According to one PLA source, many of the senior officers Xi has appointed are relatively inexperienced and reluctant to make
decisions. Instead, they pass the buck to their superiors.8 Xi’s promulgation
of his own thought on military matters—now required study within the
PLA—may also make senior officers more reluctant to challenge suboptimal decisions from the top. The result may be slower decisionmaking and
difficulty in correcting mistakes.
Finally, most key CMC and CMC staff positions are held by army officers, and all of them are staffed by officers whose careers have been spent in
a military dominated by the ground forces and with rigid promotion and
assignment systems. Will their decisions reflect their personal experiences
in a PLA with limited jointness or the leadership’s goal of building a military
capable of conducting integrated joint operations? Can the PLA move from
a service-centric mentality to a joint mentality? Even if the structure of the
reorganized CMC supports efforts to build an effective joint military force,
the individuals in key leadership positions may frustrate that objective.
Building a joint force with capable joint commanders and staff officers may
ultimately require generational change.

Overview of CMC Departments, Commissions, and Offices
The rest of this appendix describes the composition of the post-reform
CMC and functions of the new CMC departments, commissions, and
offices that were announced on January 11, 2016. These departments,
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commissions, and offices are presented in the protocol order provided by
authoritative People’s Republic of China media accounts.9
CMC Departments [bu, 部/ting, 厅]
General Office [bangongting, 办公厅]
The CMC retained a General Office whose key responsibilities include
managing information flows between CMC members and subsidiary departments, providing advice, and conducting policy research.10 Under Xi, a key
mission of the General Office has been implementing the CMC Chairman
Responsibility System, which refers to the principle that all important decisions ultimately rest with Xi.11 Authoritative Chinese sources list the General
Office ahead of all other CMC departments, including those led by former
general department directors (that is, Joint Staff, Political Work, Logistics
Support, and Equipment Development), underscoring its importance in
ensuring that CMC orders are being implemented across the PLA. The office’s
director from 2012 through 2017 was Lieutenant General Qin Shengxiang,
who previously served as director of the General Political Department Organization Department.12 In late 2017, Qin departed to serve as the PLA Navy’s
political commissar but a successor was not immediately announced. Major
General Zhong Shaojun, one of Xi’s longtime civilian aides, was promoted
from his position as deputy director to CMC General Office director in 2018.13
Joint Staff Department [lianhe canmou bu, 联合参谋部]
The Joint Staff Department is responsible for command and control (C2),
“combat command support” [zuozhan zhihui baozhang, 作战指挥保障],
campaign planning, formulating military strategy, organizing joint training,
performing combat capability assessments, and working to ensure combat
readiness [zhanbei jianshe, 战备建设].14 Thus, the department performs many
of the functions of the former General Staff Department Operations Department [zongcan zuozhan bu, 总参作战部].15 The Joint Staff Department also
likely absorbed some of the GSD’s role in intelligence collection and analysis
(former 2PLA) and, as documented in the chapter in this volume by Costello
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and McReynolds, plays a role in cyber and electronic warfare management
through its Network-Electronic Bureau (former 4PLA). Other former GSD
functions were transferred to the Strategic Support Force and service headquarters. The organization plays a significant role in the evolving joint C2
structure by serving as the institutional link between the CMC and five joint
theater commands, though the nature of that role remains unclear.16 Its initial
director was former Chief of the General Staff General Fang Fenghui. In
August 2017, Fang, who had become embroiled in an anti-corruption investigation, was replaced by former PLA ground force commander Li Zuocheng.
Li serves concurrently as a CMC member.
Political Work Department [zhengzhi gongzuo bu, 政治工作部]
The Political Work Department performs the duties of the previous GPD,
including overseeing political education, “human resources management,”
and party organizations within the military, in addition to managing the PLA’s
internal and external propaganda arms. Some have speculated that the Political Work Department might have assumed the former GSD Military Affairs
Department’s role in enlisted personnel management.17 This department is
instrumental in strengthening the party’s “absolute leadership” over the military, which has been a consistent theme of the reforms.18 However, unlike the
former GPD, the Political Work Department does not oversee party discipline
inspection or the military prosecutorial system; those functions migrated to
independent Discipline Inspection and Political and Legal Affairs commissions
under the CMC. It was initially led by former GPD Director General Zhang
Yang. Zhang, who like Fang Fenghui was caught up in an anti-corruption
investigation, was replaced in September 2017 by Admiral Miao Hua, former
PLA Navy political commissar. Miao serves concurrently as a CMC member.
Logistics Support Department [houqin baozhang bu, 后勤保障部]
The Logistics Support Department is responsible for overseeing logistics
support, setting standards, performing inspections, and carrying out other
duties previously entrusted to the General Logistics Department.19 As Luce
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and Richter note in their chapter in this volume, the Logistics Support
Department also plays a role in “facilities management, contracting, budget
management and funds disbursement, international military engagement,
and overall administration of PLA hospitals and medical programs.” A key
focus of the department is managing the logistics system, though combat
support appears to be carried out by the Joint Logistics Support Force and
its subordinate units.20 Its first director was former GLD Director General
Zhao Keshi, who retired in October 2017, and was replaced by former
Northern Theater commander General Song Puxuan.
Equipment Development Department [zhuangbei fazhan bu, 装备发展部]
Like its predecessor, the General Armaments Department, the Equipment
Development Department performs RDT&E functions and oversees procurement management and information systems building [xinxi xitong
jianshe, 信息系统建设]. However, the GAD’s Science and Technology
Commission did not migrate to this department and was instead placed
directly under the CMC (see below). In addition, the GAD’s role in overseeing equipment development for the ground forces was sent to the new
army headquarters. According to the Ministry of National Defense (MND),
the PLA aims for a division of labor in RDT&E between the new CMC
department, services, and theaters, but how this will work in practice is
unclear.21 The initial director was former GAD Director General Zhang
Youxia. Following Zhang’s elevation to CMC vice chairman in October
2017, the department was directed by Lieutenant General Li Shangfu, a
previous deputy commander of the Strategic Support Force.
Training and Administration Department [xunlian guanli bu, 训练管理部]
The Training and Administration Department is responsible for overseeing training and professional military education, and likely coordinates
with the Joint Staff Department, theater commands, and services to
develop joint training requirements and assess training programs.
It replaced the former GSD Military Training Department [zongcan
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junxun bu, 总参军训部], which had been stood up in 2011.22 Establishing
a training department under direct CMC supervision underscores the
importance of strengthening “realistic” joint training across the PLA.23
The first director was Lieutenant General Zheng He, who went on to serve
as president of the PLA Academy of Military Sciences and later the PLA
National Defense University. He was replaced by Lieutenant General Li
Huohui, who was previously commander of the 31st Group Army, one of
the PLA’s elite units.
National Defense Mobilization Department [guofang dongyuan bu, 国防动员部]
The National Defense Mobilization Department oversees the reserve forces
and the provincial military districts [sheng junqu, 省军区] and below, other
than the Tibet and Xinjiang Military Districts and the Beijing Garrison
(which were placed under the army headquarters in part due to their higher
bureaucratic grade).24 This department succeeds the former GSD Mobilization Department [canmou dongyuan bu, 总参动员部]. Elevating mobilization
to a separate CMC department highlights the importance of civil-military
integration, given the office’s oversight over reserve force and mobilization
planning.25 The first director was Lieutenant General Sheng Bin, who was
previously deputy commander of the Shenyang Military Region.
CMC Commissions [weiyuanhui, 委员会]
Discipline Inspection Commission [jilu jiancha weiyuanhui, 纪律检查委员会]
The CMC Discipline Inspection Commission is responsible for enforcing
party discipline within the PLA, including conducting investigations of
suspected corrupt personnel. Its mission parallels that of the civilian
Central Discipline Inspection Commission, which has played a prominent role in China’s anti-corruption campaign since late 2012. Although
Chinese sources describe this as a new organization,26 the CMC has had
a discipline inspection commission since November 1980.27 However, the
work of that commission was reportedly carried out by the GPD. Its inaugural secretary was General Du Jincai, a previous GPD deputy director. In
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March 2017, Du was replaced by General Zhang Shengmin, who had been
political commissar of the CMC Logistics Support Department. Zhang
was appointed a CMC member at the 19th Party Congress.
Political and Legal Affairs Commission [zhengfa weiyuanhui, 政法委员会]
This organization establishes regulations and legal norms to improve the
administration of the PLA—what the Chinese armed forces call “regularization” [zhengguihua, 正规化].28 It also helps to “prevent, investigate, and
deal with” criminal activities in the military.29 Centralizing the military’s
legal system reduces the potential for interference with the enforcement of
laws and regulations at lower levels. Previously, the military court system and
Military Procuratorate (which conducted police investigations) were under
the GPD. The organization parallels the civilian Central Political and Legal
Affairs Commission, formerly under Zhou Yongkang, which supervises the
legal and police systems. The first secretary of the CMC Politics and Law
Commission was Lieutenant General Li Xiaofeng, who previously served
as the PLA’s chief procurator. In March 2017, he was replaced by Lieutenant
General Song Dan, previously the commission’s deputy secretary.
Science and Technology Commission [kexue jishu weiyuanhui, 科学技术委员会]
As part of the CMC reshuffling, the PLA’s Science and Technology Commission was transferred from the GAD to direct CMC oversight. 30 It
continues to be responsible for advising PLA leadership on weapons development and serving as a nexus for collaboration between the armed forces
and defense industry.31 Moving the commission to the CMC highlights the
importance of civil-military integration to the PLA, a theme of the larger
reforms. The commission’s director remained Lieutenant General Liu
Guozhi, who was appointed to his position in 2014.32
CMC Offices [bangongshi, 办公室/shu, 署/zongju, 总局]
Strategic Planning Office [zhanlüe guihua bangongshi, 战略规划办公室]
The Strategic Planning Office is responsible for centralizing authority over
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“military strategic planning.”33 It replaced the GSD Strategic Planning
Department, which was established in 2011 and carried out functions
such as long-term strategic analysis, resource allocation analysis, and
organizational reform analysis.34 The new department continues to perform some of these roles, including managing military budgets and project
evaluation and accountability systems.35 Organizational reform issues,
however, appear more likely to be addressed within the CMC Reform and
Organization Office (see below). Major General Wang Huiqing remained
as the office’s director after its transfer from the GSD.
Reform and Organization Office [gaige he bianzhi bangongshi, 改革和编制办公室]
The Reform and Organization Office is responsible for coordinating military reforms and managing the PLA’s organizational structure.36 The
organization likely coordinates closely with the CMC’s military reform
leading small group [zhongyang junwei zhenhua guofang he jundui gaige
liangdao xiaozu, 中央军委深化国防和军队改革领导小组], which was
established in 2014 to provide guidance for the entire reform process under
Xi’s leadership.37 It appears to replace some functions of the former GSD
Military Affairs Department [zongcan junwu bu, 总参军务部] and may
also have acquired some responsibilities from the former GSD Strategic
Planning Department related to organizational reform.38 The office’s first
director was Major General Wang Chengzhi, who formerly led the GPD’s
Direct Work Department [zong zheng zhishu gongzuo bu, 总政直属工作
部]. In 2017, he was replaced by Major General Zhang Yu, who previously
served as the office’s deputy director.
Office of International Military Cooperation [guoji junshi hezuo bangongshi, 国际
军事合作办公室]
The CMC Office of International Military Cooperation is responsible for
managing foreign military exchanges and cooperation and supervising
foreign affairs work throughout the PLA.39 It replaced the previous MND
Foreign Affairs Office [guofang bu waishi bangongshi, 国防部外事办公
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室], which had doubled as the CMC General Office Foreign Affairs Office
(FAO). However, the MND Information Affairs Bureau [guofang bu xinwen
shiwu ju, 国防部新闻事务局], part of the former FAO that conducts news
briefings, remained within the MND. Clarifying the office’s status within
the CMC underscores the importance of military diplomacy, which has
been an emphasis of Xi.40 The first director of the office was Rear Admiral
Guan Youfei, who previously headed the MND Foreign Affairs Office.41 In
May 2017, Guan was replaced by Major General Hu Changming, who had
previously served as the office’s deputy director.
Audit Bureau [shenji shu, 审计署]
The Audit Bureau is responsible for inspecting PLA finances and supervising the military’s audit system.42 This office was previously located within
the GLD but moved to the CMC in November 2014.43 Like the Discipline
Inspection Commission, the Audit Bureau sends inspection teams to
units throughout the PLA to ensure compliance with rules and root out
corruption.44 Major General Guo Chunfu was appointed to lead the office
in December 2015.45
Organ Affairs General Management Bureau [jiguan shiwu guanli zongbu, 机关事
务管理总部]
This is a new organization responsible for providing administrative support
to CMC departments and subsidiary organs.46 The office was apparently the
result of a merger between the former GSD Management Support Department [canmou guanli baozhang bu, 总参管理保障部], which served a logistics
function (for example, facilities management), and similar offices from the
other general departments.47 The new bureau appears to continue to play a
role in provisioning supplies as well as in managing military wages.48 One
role of the office is “cutting support units and personnel,” which suggests
that it has played a role in implementing the PLA’s planned 300,000-person
force reduction.49 The bureau’s first director was Major General Liu Zhiming,
former head of the Shenyang Military Region Joint Logistics Department.
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PART I
DRIVERS AND STRATEGIC CONTEXT

CHAPTER 1

BREAKING THE PARADIGM
Drivers Behind the PLA’s Current Period of Reform

David M. Finkelstein

Closely embrace the building of a military that listens to the
Party’s commands, which can fight and win, with a superior work style.
—Third Plenum “Decision,” November 2013

I

n late 2015, Xi Jinping launched the Chinese People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) into a period of much anticipated reform that will continue
for many years. In 2016 alone, the PLA made significant changes to a

legacy organizational structure that had its roots in the 1950s, when Soviet
advisors helped to shape the People’s Republic of China (PRC) defense
establishment. Swept away were the four general departments—traditional
bastions of authority over operations and training, Party work and personnel
affairs, logistics, and equipment development.2 In their stead emerged an

expanded and more powerful Central Military Commission (CMC) that
includes a newly formed Joint Staff Department, among other subordinate
departments and organs.3
Also disestablished were the PLA’s seven geographic military regions:
ground force–dominated entities that harkened back to the immediate
“post-liberation” period after 1949, when they were created to consolidate
Communist rule after a long civil war and to defend the borders and coast
of the newly established PRC against potential external attack.4 These have
been replaced by five joint theater commands that will focus on planning
and conducting operations outward along various “strategic directions.”5
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These organizational changes have been accompanied by major adjustments in roles, authorities, and responsibilities. With the disestablishment
of the four general departments, the CMC now has direct control over
the five joint theater commands and services, the latter now serving as
force providers responsible for training, equipping, and modernizing their
respective organizations.6 Moreover, peacetime and wartime command
and control relationships have been streamlined and authorities clarified,
at least in theory.7 This is just the beginning of Beijing’s ambitious military reform agenda.8 On December 2–3, 2016, President Xi convened and
chaired the CMC Work Conference on Armed Forces Scale, Structure, and
Force Composition Reform. This conclave launched the second tranche of
major organizational reforms focused mostly on force reductions, a rebalancing among the services, a reorganization of major ground force units,
and institutional reforms such as a reorganization of the expansive system
of military academies.9
Beyond changes to the PLA’s line-and-block chart, the heart and soul of
this enterprise will be myriad institutional and systemic changes that were
announced as part of the military reform agenda in the Central Committee’s “Decision” at the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in November
2013, that were discussed at the November 2015 CMC Work Conference
on Military Structural Reform, and that were included in the authoritative
Central Military Commission Opinion on Deepening Reform of National
Defense and the Armed Forces, which was issued on January 1, 2016.10 These
institutional, systemic, and procedural reforms—some 46 identified in the
Third Plenum Decision—cover major areas such as:
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■

national military strategy

■

command and control relationships

■

the balance of forces among the services

■

service structure and size

■

force deployments within China

■

the ratio of combat to noncombat organizations
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■

■

the balance between officers, noncommissioned officers, and enlisted
personnel
the officer personnel management system (promotions and assignments)

■

professional military education

■

budget and finance

■

oversight and compliance.

Although the PLA’s timetable for enacting change in all of these areas is
unknown, the year 2020 has been set as the target date for completion.11
Needless to say, this is a bold undertaking. In some areas, such as organizational changes, the decisions to date have already gone far beyond previous
periods of reform, and more developments are expected. For example, as initial
versions of this chapter were being drafted, the PLA announced the establishment of the Joint Logistics Support Force under the CMC.12 As for institutional
reforms, that enterprise has just begun, but it will be marching over well-trampled fields. The PLA will seek to push through change in systemic problem
areas that have long bedeviled China’s armed forces. Overall, the range of
issues on the reform agenda suggests the PLA is seeking to make significant
adjustments to organizational, institutional, and operational attributes that
have defined it for decades. They are looking to break out of old paradigms.
What is driving this current period of military reform? To what ends?
Why now? This chapter argues that this period of reenergized military
reform is being impelled by three drivers that are all interacting at a moment
in time: domestic political factors, operational factors, and assessments of
China’s national security situation. When this process is complete, Beijing
hopes to have a military that is more tightly tied to the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) and more operationally capable of winning joint, high-tech
wars fought primarily in the maritime and aerospace domains.
The remainder of this chapter looks at each of these three drivers of
reform in greater depth. The analysis is based almost exclusively on PLA
and other Chinese materials that have been placed in the public domain,
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mostly in the Chinese media. Indeed, PLA leadership and a wide range of
officers have not been shy about discussing what they intend to achieve and
why they need to achieve it through speeches, journal articles, and PLA
media. While the details may be slow in coming (if at all in some cases), the
general contours of what is transpiring are in the public domain.

The Political Dimensions of Military Reform
Four key and interrelated political drivers are behind this reform enterprise.
First and foremost is a need to tighten the CCP-PLA linkage in an era of
perceived internal and external challenges to the Chinese Party-state. Second is pulling the PLA into the larger national reform agenda that Xi and
the CCP have set for the PRC. Third is strengthening Xi’s personal power.
Fourth is the need to preemptively roll over any potential resistance within
the PLA to the military reform enterprise. Each is examined in turn.
Reaffirming Party Control of the PLA
Since this period of reform was announced at the Third Plenum in 2013, a
significant dimension of the accompanying internal propaganda campaign
directed at the PLA has focused on reinforcing fundamental political principles: that the PLA is a Party-army and the armed wing of the CCP. In short,
the PLA needs to remain a force that “listens to the commands of the Party.”
“Adhere to the correct political direction” was the first of the six “Basic Principles” for the reform outlined in the authoritative CMC “Opinion” issued
on January 1, 2016:
Adhere to the correct political direction. It is necessary to consolidate and perfect the basic principles and system of the Party’s
absolute leadership over the military, maintain the nature and
purposes of the people’s military, carry forward our military’s
glorious traditions and excellent work style, comprehensively
implement the Central Military Commission chairmanship
responsibility system, and ensure that the supreme leadership
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right and command right of the military are concentrated in
the [Communist Party of China] Central Committee and in the
Central Military Commission.13
It is easy to dismiss these reaffirmations of Party control of the PLA as
standard CCP rhetoric [tifa, 提法], for there is nothing new at all in these
exhortations. However, the amount of hand-wringing over this issue is
worth noting. At a time when the CCP is facing a challenging domestic
agenda, Party leadership appears determined that there be no slippage
whatsoever in CCP-PLA connectivity.14 A strong CCP-PLA connection is
considered especially critical at this point in time under “the new situation”
[xin xingshi, 新形势] when the Party perceives that it is facing mounting
internal and external security challenges, some of which are viewed as
interconnected—an assessment that is captured in the CCP’s shorthand
phrase “the two big situations” [liangge da ju, 两个大局].
There continue to be concerns that “anti-Party forces” from within
and without China pose a real threat to the CCP-led regime. Xi Jinping
has spoken of the need to “achieve political security as our fundamental
task.”15 There is no dearth of public commentary about perceived threats
to the political system. One authoritative example comes from the publicly
released 2015 defense white paper that transmitted China’s national military
strategy. The document declared that “China faces a formidable task to
maintain political security” and that “anti-China forces have never given
up their attempt to instigate a ‘color revolution’ in this country.”16 Besides
persistent concerns about color revolutions, the example of the fall of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union stands as a stark reminder of what
can happen when a Party-army loses its political direction. Party leaders
no doubt also keep in the backs of their minds the momentary confusion
in the ranks of the PLA at one point in 1989 when some units refused to
obey orders to enforce martial law. In the face of these political threats and
challenges, a PLA not loyal to the CCP could pose an existential threat to
the regime, and so requires constant vigilance.
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Second, and directly related to the above, over the past few years senior
CCP and PLA leaders have felt a need to vociferously attack the notion of
the “nationalization” or “de-politicization” of the PLA. In 2011, for example,
the former director of the General Political Department, General Li Jinai,
wrote a widely disseminated editorial in PLA Daily that lambasted the idea of
depoliticizing the PLA as an attempt by “domestic and foreign hostile forces”
to overthrow the CCP, a common theme.17 (In August 2016, an uncorroborated news report alleged General Li was arrested in retirement as part of the
anticorruption campaign in the PLA.18) In August 2013, in a long article on
military reform in Seeking Truth [Qiushi, 求是], the CCP’s flagship journal,
then–CMC Vice Chairman General Fan Changlong warned that the PLA
must “resolutely refute and reject the erroneous political viewpoints of ‘disassociating the military from the Party, depoliticizing the armed forces’ and
‘putting the armed forces under the state.’”19 And, of course, Xi’s speech at
the All Army Political Work Conference held in Gutian in November 2014,
1 year after the Third Plenum and 1 year before the CMC Opinion on military reform, was a top-down exercise in “re-redding” the PLA.20 Addressing
concerns about “erroneous views” on depoliticizing the PLA in conjunction
with the current period of reform is likely a combination of a periodic need
to exorcise this ultimate demon that CCP and PLA officials have conjured
up in their worst nightmares, a need to counter the arguments of some
Western scholars who argue from time to time that the PLA cannot become
a professional force until it is a national force, and possibly a response to a real
discourse on this issue that may have been taking place in some quarters of
the PLA, but into which outside observers have little visibility.21
Third, there are intriguing hints, though based on thin gruel, that over
the years the absolute power and authority of the CMC (and hence, the
Central Committee) over the PLA had somehow been diluted and that the
reorganization would correct this. One article in PLA Daily spoke of “overly
concentrated power” in the four general departments resulting in them
taking on some of the prerogatives of the CMC, and that the four general
departments “in reality form[ed] an independent level of leadership” serving
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as “a substitute for several functions of the CMC”—not an acceptable situation.22 As for the military regions, the same author used a historical-literary
allusion from the Western Zhou Dynasty (11th BCE) to assert that as a result
of the new organizational changes to the PLA, the “large military regions
will also no longer have feudal powers over their domains.”23
Pulling the PLA “Inside the Tent”
Another political dimension of the current military reform enterprise is
bringing the military establishment inside the CCP’s “tent” and chipping
away at what one might refer to as the PLA’s tradition of bureaucratic exceptionalism. What is meant by this term? To be clear, it is not meant to imply
that the PLA is a rogue or independent actor within the Chinese Party-state
system or to question its institutional loyalty to the CCP. It does mean that
the PLA has been left mostly to its own devices to manage itself, regulate
itself, and set its own institutional priorities with little or no oversight or
accountability from outside the PLA. This extreme institutional autonomy
has resulted in two significant problems for the PLA: rampant corruption
throughout the officer corps (including at its highest levels) and a lack of
political will to take on the deeply vested bureaucratic, institutional, and
personal interests that have stood in the way of implementing reforms
necessary to enhance the PLA’s capabilities as a warfighting organization.
The anticorruption campaign sweeping through the PLA and the
mind-boggling number of senior officers who have been arrested speaks
volumes to Xi Jinping’s determination that the PLA not elude the larger
ongoing anticorruption campaign within the greater CCP. Through this
campaign he is underscoring that the PLA, and especially its top leaders,
is subject to the same type of Party discipline as civilian CCP members.
A PLA Daily commentator article in October 2016 strongly suggested the
anticorruption campaign in the PLA is far from over and will continue for
some time to come.24
As for the need to move forward on much needed military reforms,
the PLA has been given its marching orders directly from the CCP to make
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tough decisions and show progress despite the number of “rice bowls” that
will be upended. Military reform and modernization have been made a
part of Xi’s and the CCP’s larger national reform agenda—military reform
is not just the PLA’s business at this point.
The importance of military modernization to the larger CCP agenda
has been clear since the 18th Party Congress in 2012 and was reaffirmed at
the Third Plenum in 2013. We recall that the 18th Party Congress work report
called for “accelerating” defense reform and made its accomplishment “a strategic task of China’s modernization drive,” directing the PLA to “make major
progress.”25 The Central Committee’s “Decision on Major Issues Concerning
Comprehensively Deepening Reforms” coming out of the Third Plenum
placed military reform in the context of a larger national reform agenda that
included the economic system, government functions, the fiscal and tax systems, urban-rural issues, the “socialist democratic political system,” the legal
system, accountability of officials, social services, and environmental issues.
Announcing the key components of the current military reform effort
at a Central Committee plenum, and not at an expanded meeting of the
CMC as in the past, has been described by some PLA officers as unprecedented. Moreover, as one PLA analyst has written, this was the “first
time China’s national defense and military reforms have been integrated
into overall national reforms and been considered an important part of
executing a national strategy.”26 Finally, as students of Chinese affairs are
well aware, an important component of the CCP’s “China Dream” [zhongguo meng, 中国梦] is the “Strong Army Dream” [qiangjun meng, 强军梦].
Having been handed its own “Goldwater-Nichols moment” by the Party,
the PLA must now produce results no matter how dislocating or painful it
may be for various stakeholders.
Strengthening Xi’s Power
Finally, another result of the political muscle movements associated with
this current PLA reform and modernization enterprise has been strengthening Xi Jinping’s control over the PLA, and hence his control over the Party
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itself. Xi is chairman of the “CMC Leading Small Group for Deepening
National Defense and Military Reform” [zhongyang junwei shenhua guofang
he jundui gaige lingdao xiaozu, 中央军委深化国防和军队改革领导小组],
an organ that was established after the Third Plenum to oversee the development and implementation of military reform and modernization plans.
The implication is that Xi is personally involved in this process to make
sure it happens. In the past, the four general departments were responsible
for carrying out the stated military reform objectives of the CMC. This
usually resulted in foot-dragging or less than bold initiatives. This time,
overseeing and enforcing change has been taken over by the CMC chairman himself (Xi), who has taken the four general departments out of the
process, disbanding them and absorbing many of their former functions
and responsibilities into the CMC. Second, the PLA and Party literature
explaining the new organizational and command and control arrangements are awash with explanations of the need to strengthen the “chairman
responsibility system” [junwei zhuxi fuze zhi, 军委主席负责制]—that is,
placing more authority in the hands of the CMC chairman, namely Xi.
As one article put it, the new arrangements “will be more advantageous to
strengthening the concentrated unified leadership of the CMC, and better
implementing the chairman responsibility system . . . to safeguard the firm
grasp of the highest leadership and command authority over the nation’s
armed forces of Chairman Xi and the CMC.”27 Third, the anticorruption
campaign and the netting of such high-level generals as former CMC Vice
Chairmen General Xu Caihou and General Guo Boxiong make clear to
everyone in uniform how powerful Xi is. Indeed, Xi is getting tough with
the PLA just as Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping did. The symbolism of
Xi convening the November 2014 All Army Political Work Conference in
Gutian, the site of one of Mao’s early triumphs over the Red Army (1929),
could not have been lost on those who attended (and the rest of the officer
corps not in attendance, thanks to a barrage of articles in PLA Daily). Xi’s
alleged criticisms of the PLA are reminiscent of Deng, especially Deng’s
famous 1975 speech, “The Task of Consolidating Our Army,” in which he
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famously criticized the PLA for “bloating, laxity, conceit, extravagance,
and inertia.”28 Finally, because of the reorganization, Xi is the first CMC
chairman to take on the title commander-in-chief of the Joint Operations
Command Center.29
At this point, there should be no question in the PLA (or the CCP)
about who is in charge of the armed forces. Nothing says “I’m in charge” like
arresting active-duty and retired generals, chairing the group overseeing
the reform enterprise, having your expositions on national defense and
army-building published and studied, taking on new titles, and disestablishing organizations that have provided the bases for personal power and
institutional authority for decades. To oppose or stand in the way of military
reform is to oppose the will of the Central Committee and Xi Jinping. Such
a large degree of political power behind the military reforms is considered
a necessary prerequisite for a successful reform program simply because
of the challenges of bureaucratic inertia and resistance to change based
on vested interests. The PLA has been attempting many of these reforms
for decades, but unsuccessfully due at times to resistance from within the
armed forces. CMC Vice Chairman General Xu Qiliang, an important
political voice of the reform, has hammered home the need to get with the
program as directed by the CCP. Typical of his exhortations: “It is necessary
to break through the restrictions of traditional thoughts, break through
the obstruction of vested interests, and muster up the courage of blazing a
trail when facing a mountain.”30 And a steep mountain it is that the PLA
is trying to climb, for the guts of this enterprise is aimed at enhancing the
PLA’s capability to conduct a type of warfare it has never fought before.

Operational Imperatives
The most significant driver of this reform enterprise is the need to improve
the operational capabilities of the PLA as a joint warfighting force—one
that can prevail in information-intensive joint operations in the maritime-aerospace domains, and other high-tech battle spaces. In addition to
strengthening the CCP-PLA linkage, the PLA must come out the other end
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of this period of reform more capable of prosecuting joint warfare, an objective it has been pursuing for over two decades. In addition to prevailing in
a joint, high-tech fight, the PLA is being told to better position itself to deal
with an expanding list of nontraditional security threats faced by Beijing and
to be able to secure Chinese national interests, many of which are increasingly abroad. All of these missions require enhanced operational capabilities.
The demand signal from the CCP for such a military is captured in
the opening paragraph of the section on defense and military affairs in the
work report of the 18th Party Congress:
Building a strong national defense and powerful armed forces that
are commensurate with China’s international standing and meet
the needs of its security and development interests is a strategic
task of China’s modernization drive. China is faced with interwoven problems affecting its survival and development security as
well as traditional and nontraditional security threats. To address
these problems and threats, we must make major progress in
modernizing national defense and the armed forces.31
At bottom, the PLA is being told that it must become a force that can “fight
and win.” It is Xi himself who is demanding that the PLA enhance its actual
operational capabilities and focus its energies on warfighting.
Xi is quoted ad infinitum in articles in the PLA media and professional
military journals emphasizing that all facets of the military reform program
must be focused on the Party’s “strong army objective” [qiangjun mubiao,
强军目标] and that the most important criterion for moving forward with a
reform initiative is whether it will unleash combat power and meet the “warfighting standard” [zhandouli biaozhun, 战斗力标准]. The following passage
from The Selected Important Expositions of Xi Jinping on National Defense
and Army Building (cited by a PLA author) makes the point indelibly clear:
The military must develop the ability to fight and win wars. We
must strengthen the ability of officers and men to fight wars, to
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lead troops in battle, and train soldiers in a warfighting way of
thinking. We must firmly establish warfighting capability as the
fundamental and sole standard. We must build according to the
requirements of warfighting; grasp preparations; and ensure that
the army will respond to the call, fight, and win.32
Xi reportedly underscored this point at the first meeting of the CMC’s
Leading Small Group on Military Reform (March 15, 2014) when he stated that:
it is necessary to firmly grasp the focal point of being able to
fight and win. Persistently take preparations for military struggle
[PMS] as the lead, persistently adhere to the orientation of problem
solving, focus reforms on settling crucial and difficult issues in
preparations for military struggle and overcoming the weak links
in combat power building.33
There are two phrases in the statement that merit comment. The first phrase
of note is “preparations for military struggle” [junshi douzheng zhunbei, 军
事斗争准备], which some also translate as “military combat preparations.”
This PLA term speaks to the need to be able to equip, train, and especially
employ a military force to engage in a specific type of conflict. It is a capabilities-based perspective.34 To a large extent, many if not all of the facets of
this current period of military reform are centered on the need to be able to
fight a specific type of conflict. What type of conflict is the PLA being told
to prepare for? The answer was provided by Beijing in the publicly released
2015 defense white paper. The paper told readers that China’s current military strategy (“Military Strategic Guideline of Active Defense Under the
New Situation”35) requires the PLA to prepare to fight “informationized
local wars, highlighting maritime military struggle and maritime PMS.”36
There is no dearth of PLA writing or analyses to help us understand what
type of conflict the Chinese armed forces are being told to prepare for. Briefly,
first and foremost, it means a joint fight that integrates all of PLA services and
key capabilities. It means a high-tech and information-dominant conflict.
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It is anticipated by the PLA that operations will primarily be fought in the
maritime-aerospace domains, with actions also taking place in cyberspace,
outer space, and across the electromagnetic spectrum. The ability to fight and
win this type of fight is what the PLA reform enterprise must accomplish.
The second phrase of note in Xi’s statement is overcoming the weak
links in combat power building. This is important to highlight because the
PLA currently assesses that it is not yet where it needs to be when it comes
to fighting and winning the kind of joint conflict it currently identifies as
the “focal point” for its “preparations for military struggle.”
Those who are steeped in Chinese military literature and who regularly
read the comments and articles of commanders, political commissars, and
Chinese military analysts appreciate that there is no greater critic of the PLA
than the PLA itself. PLA expert Dennis Blasko has written and commented
extensively on this point.37 The PLA (and Xi Jinping) have multiple self-critical phrases that capture the PLA’s various self-assessed shortcomings. One
of the most common is the “two incompatibles” [liangge buxiang shiying,
两个不相适应], which assesses that the PLA’s level of modernization is not
yet at the point of being able to win information-based local wars, nor can
the PLA fulfill all of its new “historic missions in the new phase of the new
century.”38 Another common phrase is “the two big gaps” [liangge chaju
hen da, 两个差距很大], which states that there is still a large gap between
the capabilities of the PLA and the overall demands of national security
and between the PLA’s state of modernization compared with the world’s
most advanced militaries.39
What seem to be the problems? Where are the “weak links” Xi Jinping
spoke of that must be addressed during this urgent period of military reform?
Even a cursory answer to these questions is far beyond the scope of this
chapter. However, to oversimplify, they reside in two big bins: technologies
(weapons and systems) and institutions (organization, people, and processes).
On the technologies side, the PLA is not satisfied that it has the weapons and systems it needs to sustain and prevail in modern warfare. For
example, there are still problems with China’s defense industrial system,
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with indigenous innovation, and in manufacturing key components of
some weapons systems or platforms. Aircraft engines are one persistent
example where there is still difficulty in the defense industrial sector. The
current reforms aim to address the perennial problems in China’s defense
industrial sector again (as they have been attempting to do for almost three
decades). The emphasis in the current period of reform on enhanced “civil-military integration” [junmin ronghe, 军民融合] as part of the solution
is not a new concept; it goes back decades (see the respective chapters by
Cheung and Lafferty in this volume).
Moreover, the PLA speaks of itself as unevenly modernized across
a force of some 2 million personnel (after the 300,000-troop cut that Xi
Jinping announced in September 2015 has been implemented). The PLA
still describes itself as only partly mechanized and partly “informationized”—not only in equipment but also in operational mindsets. The PLA
views itself as a force operating in two military epochs simultaneously:
the previous age of mechanization and the current information era, with
some forces only partially residing in either. In the year 2013, when this
period of reform was launched, the PLA was not where it planned to be in
making these transitions, even in achieving full mechanization, as called
for in its own 30-year military modernization plan known as the “three
step development strategy” [san buzou fazhan zhanlüe, 三步走发展战略],
promulgated in 1997.40
These problems notwithstanding, there has been great progress on
the weapons and systems fronts over the years that the current reform
enterprise aims to build on and accelerate. China’s defense industries have
demonstrated that they can indigenously produce (or reverse engineer and
reproduce) impressive weapons, systems, components, and technologies
that today give the PLA more reach, more punch, and more situational
awareness than at any time in the past. The Chinese have demonstrated the
capacity to field systems credible enough to elicit concerns and reactions
from among the foreign defense establishments in China’s neighborhood
and beyond, to include the United States. The U.S. Department of Defense’s
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annual reports to Congress on Chinese military power, and other types of
publications, are replete with examples of impressive systems being fielded
by the PLA (and the high rate by which they are being produced): various
types of missiles, surface vessels, submarines, aircraft, tanks, long-range
artillery, satellites and antisatellite systems, radars, cyber capabilities, and
a nuclear force that is being modernized. The list goes on.41 And there are
certainly pockets of excellence in defense innovation, so positive strides are
being made in some sectors in China.
The more vexing issues for the PLA seem to reside on the institutional
front. There appear to be deep-seated concerns, and a full appreciation,
that the capacity to produce first-rate weapons and systems does not
automatically translate into operational capability. The latter is the result
of real operational know-how (experience), coupled with the necessary
command and control assets, and organizational structures that allow
commanders to employ, integrate, and manage forces on the modern
battlefield. In short, the PLA is concerned about the practical but increasingly complex matters associated with operational art, to borrow a term
from the U.S. military. The PLA is painfully aware that it has not been
tested in battle for many years, and there are questions in its own mind
about how it might fare in real-world operations. As a commentator article in PLA Daily put it, “it should be noted that our military forces have
not fought any major battle for over 30 years, and have not undergone
the tempering of actual operations under informationized conditions.”42
Some of the comments attributed to Xi Jinping about the capabilities of
the PLA’s operational commanders are both blunt and surprising. For
example, PLA press articles often refer to Xi pointing out that many PLA
commanders suffer from the “five cannots” [wuge buhui, 五个不会]. These
commanders cannot:
■

analyze a situation

■

understand higher echelon intent

■

make a decision on a course of action
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■

deploy forces

■

handle unexpected situations.43
Beyond technological shortfalls and the lack of recent real-world oper-

ational experience, the literature surrounding this current period of reform
strongly suggests that the CCP and PLA leadership believe the real inhibitors
to generating operational capability and combat power are systemic. There
is an acute acknowledgment that the PLA’s legacy organizational structures,
processes and procedures, and even its institutional culture and the level of
operational acumen of its personnel (especially commanders) are such that
they are inhibiting the generation of combat power. This is borne out by a
careful read of the military section of the Central Committee’s Decision
from the Third Plenum. Almost all of the areas identified as needing reform
or change are organizational, institutional, procedural, or administrative in
nature. The CMC’s authoritative Opinion on Reform (2016) speaks of the
necessity of “resolving systematic obstacles, structural contradictions, and
policy problems that constrain national defense and military development.”44
Writing in People’s Daily over a year before the Opinion was published, CMC
Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang used almost the same language, calling for the
pressing need to “break through the restrictions” to accruing combat power
and operational capability caused by “institutional obstacles,” “structural
contradictions,” and “policy-related problems.”45
The persistence of institutional and systemic problems inhibiting warfighting capability must be a source of great frustration, for the PLA has been
working at resolving a host of these issues for decades. This is not the first
time in recent memory that the PLA has attempted to surge its reform efforts.
Students of Chinese military affairs will recall the late 1990s and early 2000s,
when the PLA introduced myriad systemic changes to doctrine, organization,
personnel management, training, logistics, professional military education,
and “civil-military integration” in the realm of defense industries.46 Among
some analysts of the PLA, this author included, 1999 was referred to as “the
year of regulations” in recognition of the amount of systemic change the
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PLA was attempting to undergo by enacting new administrative regulations
and guidelines as well as new operational doctrine. All of these areas (and
others) are being looked at again during this current reform period. One can
only surmise that the fixes of the past did not solve the problems they were
intended to mitigate, were not actually put into place or enforced, or did not
keep up with the rapidly changing nature of global military affairs. One must
also surmise that the political will to enable bold but necessary changes was
not present until recently (see the chapter by Wuthnow and Saunders in this
volume for an overview of the changes being discussed).
In terms of “bold but necessary changes,” the recent disestablishment
of the former seven “military regions” [junqu, 军区] and creation of the
five “theater commands” [zhanqu, 战区] stands out as a prime example of
what the PLA is attempting to achieve by way of improving its ability to
conduct joint operations.
After working assiduously since the early-1990s to develop the capacity
to conduct joint operations, a major stumbling block was apparently command and control arrangements. The wholesale disestablishment in February
2016 of the legacy military region system makes clear that the PLA assessed it
was unable to effectively superimpose the requirements of joint warfighting
onto the military region system, especially with respect to command and control arrangements. This is not surprising. The military regions were conceived
in the late 1940s based on internal geographic and political considerations:
internal political defense of the new CCP regime and the defense of the
new Party-state’s borders and coastlines from attack or invasion. Moreover,
throughout their existence, the military regions were ground force–centric
entities, with other services and forces stationed in the military regions
commanded or managed by their respective service headquarters, elements
within the four general departments, or the military region headquarters. No
arrangement could be less conducive to joint warfare.
The five newly created joint theater commands are conceptually different from the old military regions in various significant ways. (See the
chapter by Burke and Chan in this volume.) The most important difference
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is that they are joint entities focused on projecting military power externally
against designated contingencies—“strategic directions” [zhanlüe fangxiang, 战略方向], in the parlance of the PLA. Along with new command
and control relationships and authorities, the PLA hopes that this organizational change will do the following:
■

■

■

■

■

Simplify command and control relationships by having the theater
commands report directly to the CMC.
Establish unity of command by giving the five joint theater commanders operational control over all forces assigned to their theaters.
Achieve unity of effort by assigning specific strategic directions—
that is, contingencies—to each theater command for planning and
warfighting purposes.
Focus warfighters on warfighting by making theater commanders
responsible for war planning and joint training and relegating the
services to the role of force providers.
Quickly transition from peacetime training to wartime operations
by creating standing joint theater staffs versus the previous ad hoc
command and control arrangements.

This is but one example that underscores the operational factors behind
the current reform period.
Before leaving this section of the chapter, it is important to state that the
preceding discussion of the PLA’s self-assessment of its own operational or
institutional shortcomings, and those pointed out, should not be misconstrued for an argument that the Chinese armed forces are not an increasingly
capable, increasingly advanced, and potentially formidable force.

National Security Assessments: The Third Driver of Reform
The third major driver of this period of reform is a set of assessments that
the CCP and PLA have made about China’s current security challenges, as
well as concerns about the accelerating nature of the global revolution in
military affairs. Both are justifying and adding a sense of urgency to the
military reform enterprise.
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The increasingly “stern,” “complex,” and “uncertain” security environment the Chinese state and CCP itself are said to be facing is being touted
by Xi Jinping and senior PLA leadership as another critical reason why the
military must “accelerate” reform and modernization while the “strategic
window of opportunity” remains open. Then–CMC Vice Chairman General Fan Changlong urged PLA personnel to think of the current reform
period as “a race against time,” further stating, the “complexity and sternness of our country’s security situation require that substantial development
be made in national defense and army building.”47 A 2014 article in PLA
Daily declared, “to successfully accomplish our mission in the relay race of
history, our Party cadres in the military, no matter at what positions, should
have a stronger sense of trouble and crisis and a stronger sense of mission,
and dare to take on duties and commitments in work.”48
The CCP still officially adheres to the ideologically important judgment
that “peace and development” [heping yu fazhan, 和平与发展] remains the
“keynote of the times” [shidai zhuti, 时代主题]. This judgment was made
by Deng Xiaoping back in 1985 and revalidated in 1999 during an extended
public and internal debate triggered by the errant North Atlantic Treaty
Organization bombing of the PRC embassy in Belgrade. At its most basic
level, this judgment holds that a world war that could involve China is not
imminent and that China has the opportunity to develop in a fundamentally peaceful environment. That said, this larger judgment provides a good
deal of analytic space for challenges to China’s national security interests.
These include the possibility of local wars, regional conflicts, nontraditional
security threats, and other breeches of the peace that could involve China
or directly and adversely affect Beijing’s key national interests. Changes in
assessments in this space can result in adjustments to foreign policy, military policy, and domestic security policies. Consequently, it is important to
stay abreast of how the Chinese security community assesses its proximate
security situation at any given time.49
Since the military reform enterprise was launched at the Third Plenum, various assessments of China’s security situation placed in the public
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domain strongly suggest that Beijing sees challenges to Chinese national
security on the rise both externally and internally (the “two big situations,”
in CCP speak). This is discernable in publicly released PRC government
documents such as the defense white papers of 2012 and 2015. These concerns are especially driven home in much starker language in PLA-authored
articles in military and Party journals as well as in editorials and commentaries in the PLA’s media complex—venues meant for internal consumption.
Beyond the need to fight a joint, high-tech, information-intensive war
off China’s littorals, what other threats and challenges are being discussed?
What are some of the other perceived challenges to Chinese national security that are currently being transmitted down through the PLA and are
associated with the need for military reform and modernization? Below is
a brief sampling, not comprehensive by any means.50
The Rising Challenges of “Hegemonism, Power Politics,
and Neo-Interventionism”
Both the April 2013 and May 2015 editions of the PRC defense white paper
called out concerns about “hegemonism, power politics, and neo-interventionism.” In 2013 then–CMC Vice Chairman Fan Changlong wrote that
“Hegemonism, power politics, neo-interventionism are on the rise.”51 In 2014,
the dean of the Nanjing Army Command Academy parroted this assessment
in an article in China Military Science, stating that “Hegemonism, great
power politics, and ‘new interventionism’ have all risen to some extent.”52
External Pressures Aimed at Preventing China’s Rise
There is also an assessment often found in the PLA and Party literature
that “outside powers” are working to undermine China’s ascension to great
power status and retard China’s rise. A February 2014 commentator article
in PLA Daily declared that “some Western countries are not willing to see
socialist China’s development and strengthening, and try by all means to
carry out strategic containment and encirclement against China.”53 This
assessment was made in the context of urging the PLA to study Xi Jinping’s
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newly published Expositions on national defense and army building in 2014.
A PLA Daily editorial on August 1, 2014, commemorating the founding
of the PLA stated that “external hostile forces do not want to see China
growing strong, and try by various means to contain and restrict China’s
development.”54 A variation on this argument is that as China continues to
grow and gather strength, there will be pushback from outside powers—
especially the United States. In May 2014, Major General Gao Guanghui
(at the time commander of the 16th Group Army) made these arguments:
As the country’s comprehensive national strength has rapidly
increased, so too the structure of its national interests produced
great influence. The friction between containment and anti-containment continues to play out. This is especially true of the [U.S.]
Asia-Pacific “Rebalance” strategy, which strengthens containment
of China and brings about great change to the political, economic,
and strategic situation in the Asia-Pacific region.55
In an eye-catching passage from the 2013 edition of Science of Military
Strategy (published by the PLA Academy of Military Science), the authors
provided this admittedly low-probability but high-impact scenario when
it comes to thinking about the possible conflicts China could find itself in:
At this crucial stage in our country’s peaceful development, our
country cannot rule out the possibility of hegemonic countries
inciting war with the goal of delaying or interrupting our country’s
rise. The factors leading to war may be a crisis getting out of control and gradually escalating, or a premeditated plot that arises
suddenly. The probability of this kind of conflict breaking out is
low, but its degree of danger is high.56 (Emphasis added).

The “Three Main Dangers”
According to some Chinese public domain articles, Xi Jinping himself has
articulated the need for the Party and PLA to remain vigilant in defending
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against the “three main dangers.” In a long 2015 interview with Huanqiu
Wang, Admiral Sun Jianguo, a deputy chief of the General Staff whose
PLA portfolio included military intelligence and foreign affairs, asserted
that “President Xi has made a general survey of today’s changing world and
has clearly presented strategic determinations such as ‘three major trends,’
‘three unprecedented situations,’ and ‘three main dangers.’” In the interview, Admiral Sun states, “looking at the matter from the point of view of
the threats facing national security, the main dangers are the nation being
invaded, being subverted, and being split; the danger of the overall state of
reform, development, and stability being damaged; and the danger of an
interruption in the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics.”57 This formulation has appeared in other PLA-authored articles. For
example, in a May 2014 article in China Military Science, Major General
Wang Pei and Major General Zhang Zhihui, both of the Nanjing Army
Command Academy, wrote the following under the heading “The Security
Situation Has Grown Severely Complicated, Presenting New Demands for
the Military’s Warfighting Capabilities”:
We face a severely complex national security situation. We must
ensure that the country is not invaded, subverted, or split up;
ensure that the general situation of reform and development is
not broken; and ensure that the process of building socialism with
Chinese characteristics is not interrupted.58
In yet another variation on this theme, the deputy political commissar of
the PLA National Defense University argued in a January 2014 article that
the PLA must enhance its ability to fight and win informationized local
wars “so as to guarantee that our nation will not be turned into a target of
aggression, subversion, and division.”59
The near verbatim verbiage of these and other statements strongly
suggests that this language is contained in official internal study materials
associated with the military reform enterprise, perhaps in Xi’s Expositions
(published in February 2014) on national defense or some other speeches
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not in the public domain. One notes the three dangers cover the physical
security of China, China’s development, and political security—issues in
line with Xi’s concept of “holistic security” [quanmian anquan guan, 全面
安全观] as articulated in his April 2014 speech at the first meeting of the
National Security Commission.60
Political Subversion and Threats to Sovereignty
Related to the three main dangers are concerns about political subversion—specifically, the undermining of CCP rule. This is not a new worry,
but it has been a prominent theme associated with the internal propaganda
campaign associated with the current military reform program. As mentioned, China’s military strategy, as transmitted in the 2015 defense white
paper, called out “anti-China forces” that are alleged to be “attempting to
instigate a ‘color revolution’” in China.61 In his aforementioned interview
with Huanqiu Wang, Admiral Sun Jianguo likened the “occupy” movement
in Hong Kong to a color revolution and then went on to explain the concern
in more detail:
Instigating “color revolutions” is a customary trick of certain
Western nations to fly the flag of “democratization” and subvert
the regimes of other nations. With China’s constant development,
their aim to infiltrate and harm China has become all the clearer,
their activities are all the more rampant, and they are stepping up
the implementation of an online “cultural Cold War” and “political genetic engineering.” Struggles in the area of ideology are acute
and complex—iron-forged souls vs. the souls of termites, solid
roots vs. the roots of destruction. The contest is growing more
intense and is becoming a major danger facing China’s political
security and regime security.62
Related to the concern about the subversion of China’s political and
ideological unity are concerns about “separatist forces” determined to
undermine China’s geographic unity. PLA articles continue to emphasize
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challenges posed by separatist cliques and forces operating within and outside of China to separate Taiwan, Tibet, and Xinjiang from the mainland.
The challenges in Xinjiang in particular are associated with the incantation
of the “three evil forces” [san gu shili, 三股势力]: terrorism, separatism and
extremism. As stated by Major General Wang Pei:
the “three evil forces” are interlinked within and outside of
Chinese territory. They have intensified separatist movements,
repeatedly produced incidents, and posed serious threats to
the political security and social stability of the country. This
demonstrates that China’s security problems are becoming more
integrated, complex, variable, and unprecedentedly strong.63
Beyond the various forms of threats and challenges to China’s geographic, political, and “developmental” security, the evolving “global
revolution in military affairs” is touted as another reason why the PLA
must make significant progress in modernization and reform. Specifically,
the Chinese argue that the global revolution in military affairs continues
to forge ahead, China must keep up, China is not necessarily keeping up in
all domains, and various other nations are making progress that, in some
cases, is troubling. From a 2014 PLA Daily commentator article:
The accelerating development of the world’s new revolution
in military affairs also poses a stern challenge to our national
defense and armed forces building. With the rapid development
of new and high technologies with information technology as
the core, military technologies and the pattern of war are also
undergoing revolutionary changes. The major countries in the
world are all stepping up their military transformations in an
attempt to seize the commanding heights in the future military
competition. At present, there remains a substantial gap between
the modernization level of our military and the world’s advanced
military level.64
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Then–CMC Vice Chairman Fan Changlong used much the same
language in his own 2013 Qiushi article, writing that the “world’s new
revolution in military affairs is still accelerating. All major countries are
stepping up military transformation. This poses a stern challenge to our military.”65 Fan’s then-colleague, CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang, has also beat
this drum, stating that “deepening national defense and military reform is
an urgent need in adapting to the accelerating development of the world’s
new revolution in military affairs and the profound evolution of the warfighting patterns and operational forms.”66 In particular, the United States,
Russia, and Japan are commonly cited in PLA articles as nations whose
progress in military modernization bears China’s attention, for they are
often touted as being on the leading edge of the global revolution in military
affairs. For instance, one PLA author argues in China Military Science that:
Currently the new worldwide revolution in military affairs has
developed quickly. Competition [among] countries in the speed
of advancement and development of quality is increasingly fierce.
The American military relies on the continuous development
of science and technology, draws support from enriched combat practices, and continues the revolution in military affairs. It
openly emphasizes “we must ensure that the U.S. military is a few
steps ahead of any potential opponent.” Russia has announced
that it must speed up the process of its military “stepping into the
21st-century electronic world,” so that [it] can return to a place as
one of the world’s most influential powers. . . . Japan is accelerating the pace of its military reforms and attempting to build an
offensive force that can operate regionally and globally. India is
committed to promoting “a military capable of exerting influence
both regionally and globally.” Faced with these severe challenges
and pressing situations, we must view matters soberly.67
What usually follows these narratives of progress among the world’s
top militaries is the “sober” assessment of China’s lack of progress and the
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invoking of the various self-critical phrases mentioned earlier, such as the
“two incompatibles” or laments about the lack of progress in reaching “full
mechanization” and “informationization” as called for in the PLA’s “three
step strategy” for modernization of the force. “The foundations of army
building are weak. We are still engaged in the complex development stage
of mechanization, semi-mechanization, and informationization,” wrote
Major General Gao Guanghui.68 Moreover, a PLA Daily commentator
article stated:
The major countries in the world are all stepping up their military
transformations in an attempt to seize the commanding heights
in the future military competition. At present, there remains a
substantial gap between the modernization level of our military
and the world’s advanced military level; the modernization level
of our military is still not in keeping with the requirement of
winning local wars under informationized conditions.69
For his part, Fan Changlong argues that the PLA is getting closer to its
modernization objectives, but is not there yet:
We are now so close to the strong army dream like never before,
and are more confident in and more capable of fulfilling the goal
[of] strengthening the military. However, we should be soberly
aware that, at present, our military is situated at the stage of having
not yet accomplished mechanization and also accelerating the
development of informationization, there remains a substantial
gap between our military’s modernization level and the world’s
advanced military level, and our current condition remains out of
keeping with the requirement of national security.70
And so it goes. As one reads through PLA and Party materials, it
is clear that the sense of urgency in moving forward with the military
reform enterprise is being driven by assessments that China’s threat environment is becoming more acute, that the state of PLA modernization is
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inadequate, that the global revolution in military affairs is accelerating,
but that there is still a window of opportunity for China to make substantial progress if the PLA can just push through some bold reforms. How
much of this threat assessment does the Party and PLA truly believe,
and to what extent are these fears and concerns being hyped to justify
some tough decisions? The answer is probably a mix of both. What really
matters is that this is what the PLA is telling itself, this is what the officers
and troops are imbibing, this is the narrative being carried in important
Party media outlets—and one strongly suspects also being expounded on
in internal Party-PLA documents.

Who Are the Architects of Reform?
To this point, this chapter has focused on the reasons for the reform enterprise. An equally important question is who is behind these reforms. Who
devised these changes? As far as any single individual or specific group of
officers goes, the answer to this question is unclear, at least to this author.
Nevertheless, some brief speculation is in order.
Certainly, Xi Jinping’s fingerprints are indelibly stamped on this military reform enterprise, and it will undoubtedly be part of his legacy. Like
other aspects of the Chinese Party-state, Xi is attempting to move the
PLA into the post-Dengist era. His Expositions on national defense and
“army building” serve as a political primer to justify the reforms, and his
chairmanship of the CMC Leading Small Group for Deepening National
Defense and Military Reform places him in the center of all major decisions on military reform. Overall, it would not be unreasonable to posit
that Xi is the most engaged CMC chairman since Deng Xiaoping, and
there should be no question that Xi’s role in this reform process has been
vital. Specifically, Xi has served as the enabling and catalyzing agent who
has provided the political muscle necessary to force the PLA to overcome
its own bureaucratic inertia and force it to move forward with significant
organizational and institutional reform. Nevertheless, Xi is not the architect
of these reforms, deft Marxist theoretician though he may be.
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The reforms we have seen to date, and those yet to be announced, could
only have come from the military professionals within the PLA itself. However, one is hard-pressed to point to any single general officer or group of
officers publicly identified as being highly influential in the current reform
effort as in the past. In the 1980s, for example, General Li Jijun was closely
associated with the creation of the group armies [jituan jun, 集团军] and
combined arms doctrine for the ground forces. Also in the 1980s, General/
Admiral Liu Huaqing was associated with the modernization of the PLA
Navy. In the late 1990s, General Chen Bingde was sometimes associated
with the new iteration of operational doctrine that was issued circa 1999
(specifically, the “new generation operations regulations” [xin yidai zuozhan
tiaoling, 新一代作战条令]). Today, the PLA professionals who devised the
current reform program remain largely anonymous.
Without question, this current reform enterprise is the result of a
protracted institutional effort across the PLA. It is undoubtedly based on
many years of study, experimentation, and planning. Lessons learned from
the practices of militaries abroad were clearly studied by the cohort of military analysts and scholars who comprise the PLA’s foreign military studies
community. We should assume the PLA military intelligence community
supported that effort. PLA journal articles strongly suggest that military
reforms and operational practices of the armed forces of Russia and the
United States in particular were carefully followed and studied. More than
likely, PLA delegations traveling abroad and PLA officers studying at foreign institutions of professional military education would have had ideas to
offer. So too would officers participating in combined exercises with other
nations’ militaries be in a position to understand best practices from abroad.
More than anything else, perhaps, the results of nearly two decades of
joint exercises and experimentation were probably critical in formulating
fixes to the PLA’s more intractable operational problems, especially those
associated with joint command and control arrangements. The exercises
involve not only forces in the field but also observers and analysts from
Beijing and other centers of operations research throughout the PLA.
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One can imagine organizations such as the Academy of Military Science,
National Defense University, PLA Navy Research Institute, various service-level command academies across China, and other organizations that
comprise the PLA’s large military research complex all working on the key
problems, both through their focused research efforts and as observers in
field settings.
Staff officers in the former four general departments must have played
a role in thinking through the operational and administrative challenges of
the reorganization effort, likewise for officers in headquarters of the former
military regions. One does wonder with hindsight whether the establishment of the PLA’s Strategic Planning Department [zhanlüe guihua bu, 战
略规划部] in November 2011 was a harbinger of serious preparation for the
reorganization of late 2015 and the accompanying reforms.
Moreover, professionals from across the PLA were invited to write
papers and do their own research, a sort of “mass line” [qunzhong luxian,
群众路线] approach to gathering good ideas for change and practical fixes
to vexing problems. Some officers associated with the reforms have asserted
that the PLA has indeed taken a bottom-up as well as top-down approach
to seeking solutions to its problems. This becomes quite apparent when
reading the titles of articles in the table of contents in China Military Science
over time, especially between 2013 (post–Third Plenum) and continuing
over the following 3 years, especially under the journal’s section heading
of “National Defense and Armed Forces Building.” Many of these articles
identify shortcomings in various practices and offer solutions. And, of
course, as is the proclivity of the PLA, one imagines interminable conferences, meetings, symposia, workshops, and seminars at which ideas were
floated, rejected, adjusted, refined, and then sent up the chain of command
as recommendations.
Undoubtedly, the CMC Leading Small Group for Deepening National
Defense and Military Reform, as well as the new CMC Reform and Organization Office [junwei gaige he bianzhi bangongshi, 军委改革和编制办公室],
have played a critical role in gathering data, taking in recommendations,
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and sending decision papers up to Xi and the top leadership of the Leading
Small Group—whose full membership remains unpublicized, although
General Fan Changlong and General Xu Qilaing were both reported to be
vice chairmen.
This is the best we can do using public domain data: speculate about
how this process may have taken place, without knowing who the creative
military professionals are who devised the blueprints of the most ambitious
reform and reorganization enterprise in the history of the PLA. Hopefully,
that institutional history will be written one day and available.

Conclusion
This chapter has focused on the drivers behind the current military reform
enterprise—the reasons why the PLA is being told this is necessary and
why modernization must be accelerated. Three major drivers have been
identified: political factors, operational factors, and national security assessments. There are undoubtedly other ways that the catalysts for the current
reform effort could have been parsed, presented, or analyzed. These three
were chosen because they represent how the PLA is explaining the need for
significant systemic change to itself.
For many outside observers, certainly for countries in the Asia-Pacific
region and for the United States, the operational imperatives for Chinese
military reform will undoubtedly be the most important. A PLA that is
better organized, equipped, and trained to conduct joint operations along
various strategic directions—especially in the maritime-aerospace domains
beyond the Chinese littoral—will have a wide range of strategic and operational implications. And truly, reorganizing and reforming to become a
military that “can fight and win” is at the heart of this endeavor.
Yet the Chinese would surely say that the political drivers are equally
important. The survival and protection of the CCP as the ruling political
Party of China is Beijing’s number one national security priority: “political
security,” to borrow a phrase from the PLA and Party literature. One is
struck by the degree to which Party and PLA leaders see the CCP itself as
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the real target of internal and external threats. Consequently, a PLA that
is tightly tied to the CCP and that will defend the regime from political
threats both from within China and from abroad is deemed absolutely
essential. This is likely why the paramilitary People’s Armed Police was
brought under the sole control of the Central Military Commission in
January 2018, whereas previously it was under the dual command of the
CMC and State Council.
The sober assessments of China’s national security situation (even as
the Chinese judge that they are still in “a period of strategic opportunity”)
are clearly being used to justify why military reform must be accelerated
and why extraordinary measures are necessary. So too with the judgment
that the global revolution in military affairs is moving quickly and that
the PLA cannot miss this opportunity. Indeed, one gets the sense that they
believe that if they do not fix their biggest problems now, they will only
find themselves further behind than they believe they are now compared
to other modern militaries.
The need to maintain the momentum in military modernization and
reform was reiterated as a political task by the CCP in the work report of
the 19th Party Congress in October 2017. The year 2020 was set as the time
by which the PLA must achieve full “mechanization” and significant progress toward “informationization.” The report deemed the year 2035 as the
point at which the PLA will “basically realize modernization of national
defense and military.” By mid-century, the CCP aim is to have “a world-class
military” [shijie yiliu jun, 世界一流军]. These are ambitious objectives.71
What the PLA actually initiated with the issuing of the Central Military Commission Opinion on Deepening Reform of National Defense and
the Armed Forces on January 1, 2016, is a generational undertaking. Being
joint is not merely changing the line and block charts; it is a capability born
of a deep set of professional and operational experiences, a product of the
professional military education system, adjustments based on training
experiments and real-world operations, and sustained by institutional
incentives that reward joint service.
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How this will unfold for the PLA will depend on many factors, not least
of which is the quality, training, and capabilities of personnel in the force,
especially its commanders. From a professional and institutional perspective, some of the more interesting reforms coming down the road will be
those that address the PLA’s perpetual problems with attracting, training,
managing, and retaining the personnel it needs to fight the high-tech wars
it is convinced it must be able to fight (see the chapter by Wuthnow and
Saunders in this volume). As Jiang Zemin is alleged to have once stated
about the PLA, “Everything will be empty talk without qualified personnel
and knowledge.” Yet for all of its problems, the PLA continues to demonstrate that it is a “learning organization.” For those of us who study this
fascinating military organization, the next few years will hold our attention.
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CHAPTER 2

CHOOSING THE
“LEAST BAD OPTION”
Organizational Interests and Change
in the PLA Ground Forces
John Chen

T

he People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is currently undergoing a series
of organizational reforms unprecedented in its 90-year history.
Beginning in September 2015, Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

General Secretary and Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman Xi
Jinping announced a force reduction of 300,000 PLA personnel, kicking off
a rapid-fire sequence of organizational and structural reforms. The PLA has
undergone significant revisions to multiple levels of its command structure,
constituent branches and services, and force structure that broadly conform
to a dictum that the CMC will handle general management, newly formed
theater commands (TCs) will focus on operations, and the services will handle force building [junwei guanzong, zhanqu zhuzhan, junzhong zhujian, 军
委管总, 战区主战, 军种主建].1 These are major changes, and their complete

impact may not be fully understood and appreciated for some time to come.
Changes in China’s external security challenges, altered perceptions
of the character of warfare, and new political directives all likely played
critical roles in driving these latest adaptations in the PLA ground forces.
These drivers, however, appear better suited for explaining the gradual,
spasmodic pace of PLA Army reform that has taken place over the past 25
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years rather than the sweeping changes enacted over the past 2 ½ years. If
these three main drivers offer only partial explanations, what explains the
dramatic and unprecedented changes in the ground forces announced in
the latest organizational reforms?
This chapter argues that the army’s organizational and bureaucratic
interests are a valuable lens for interpreting the 2015 reforms and that
these same considerations may have contributed to the recent disruptive
changes aimed at fielding a PLA ground force that serves as a true ground
component of a joint force. To the extent that organizational interests prove
to be important steering factors of the future army, they may push the PLA
ground forces toward a more offensive-oriented role for a PLA ground force
that has previously been tasked to defend and deter.
This chapter proceeds in four parts. The first section summarizes
several possible drivers for change within the PLA ground forces since the
collapse of the Soviet Union, briefly outlining a variety of motivations and
the expected “new type of army” [xinxing lujun, 新型陆军] that would result
from each. The second section examines past and present changes in the
army, arguing that while each driver has some explanatory value, the existing explanations for adaptation are incomplete. The third section identifies
organizational incentives and behavior as a valuable lens for explaining the
drawn-out nature of army reforms. The final section describes the implications of army organizational behavior as a possible explanation for the
latest tranche of PLA reforms.

Drivers for Changes
Many of the existing explanations for the 2015 reforms fall into three broad
categories: changes in China’s external security environment, changes in
Chinese views on the character of warfare, and response to new political imperatives. While these categories of drivers are typically offered in
explanation of change in the PLA writ large, they are equally applicable to
changes in the ground forces.2
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Changes in External Security Outlook
Changes in China’s external security outlook could have motivated significant changes to the PLA ground forces. A broader reorientation of security
threats along China’s land borders, or a change in enemy war plans along
those borders, could have led to major changes in the ground forces. Any
change in threat perception from China’s surrounding waters would also
have had an impact on the ground forces. If changes in China’s overall
external security outlook are the main determinant for changes in the
PLA Army, new doctrinal thinking, force structures, and training patterns
should emerge following any new assessment of China’s land security situation. Conversely, relative continuity in China’s security situation should
trigger no major changes in the ground forces.
The most consequential change in China’s external security outlook
in the last three decades was the disappearance of the Soviet Union as
a major land threat. Shortly after the December 1991 dissolution of the
Soviet Union, top Chinese leaders assessed that a major land invasion of
the Chinese homeland from the north no longer posed an existential threat.
This relative confidence in the security of China’s land borders is reflected
in the 1993 Military Strategic Guideline for the New Period [xinshiqi junshi
zhanlüe fangzhen, 新时期军事战略方针], which called for the PLA to shift
its attention away from defending the Chinese mainland from large scale
invasion to preparing to fight local wars under high-technology conditions
along China’s periphery.3 The 1993 guideline held that the most likely
sites of local wars were on China’s land borders, along with near seas and
associated airspaces.4
The dissolution of a major land threat on China’s northern border has
been accompanied by an intensified emphasis on offshore threats. Military
scholars argued that future wars would increasingly threaten targets along
China’s coastline and involve maritime and air operations,5 and the 2004
defense white paper called for increased prioritization of naval, air, and
missile forces in accordance with this new threat perception.6 The most
recent defense white paper, published in 2015, reiterated the need to shift
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emphasis away from land and toward the sea, arguing that China “must
break the traditional thinking that land outweighs sea” [bixu tupo zhonglu
qinghai de chuantong siwei, 必须突破重陆轻海的传统思维].7 This language
was a prominent part of the development of the latest iteration of China’s
military strategy.8 The overall intent was clear: the PLA as a whole would
focus less of its resources and attention on land threats.
These altered views on China’s external security outlook had a clear
impact on reshaping the PLA ground forces. The dramatic decrease of the
land threat to China led to a reduction in the PLA Army’s end strength,
while the increasing priority placed on sea threats nudged the army toward
becoming the ground component of a joint force. The introduction of
the 1993 military strategic guideline was followed by a force reduction
of 500,000 personnel in 1997 that reduced the ground forces by some 19
percent, while only trimming the navy by 11.6 percent and the air force by
11 percent;9 further reductions in 2005 and 2015 also disproportionately
impacted the ground forces.10 The losses in end strength have been accompanied by increasing emphasis on maritime threats and joint training in
the years following the 1993 military strategic guideline, with the army
increasing the size of its amphibious forces after the 1997 troop reduction by
transforming the first army division to an amphibious mechanized infantry
division in 2000 and adding other amphibious units to the order of battle
in the former Nanjing and Guangzhou military regions (MRs).11 The army
began discussing and implementing its interpretation of “integrated joint
operations” [yitihua lianhe zuozhan, 一体化联合作战], which inevitably
broached an increasing maritime orientation when it was established as
the main form of operations beginning in 2004.12
Changing Views on the Character of Warfare
A second explanation for changes in the PLA ground forces could be that
broader changes in views on new technology and the character of warfare
drove military reforms within the PLA and its ground forces. The rise of
new warfighting technologies and their implications for force structure
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and employment may be driving adaptations in the ground forces, and
new technology may drive new tactics and ways of conducting warfare.
Increased emphasis on technological developments, changes in force structure, and rapid integration of new technologies into the force following
new assessments of the character and conduct of warfare would indicate
that the PLA ground forces are adapting to changes in the way warfare is
carried out. Relative continuity within the ground forces during perceived
periods of fundamental change in the character of war, especially in doctrinal thinking, would suggest that any army changes are responding to a
different determinant.
PLA strategy documents have envisioned at least three notable shifts
in the character of warfare over the past 25 years, namely “local war under
high-technology conditions” [gaojishu tiaojian xia de jubu zhanzheng, 高技术
条件下的局部战争], “local war under informationized conditions” [xinxihua
tiaojian xia de jubu zhanzheng, 信息化条件下的局部战争], and “informationized local war” [xinxihua jubu zhanzheng, 信息化局部战争]. Two of
these fundamental changes in how the PLA views the character of warfare
were strongly influenced by recent conflicts: local war under high-technology
conditions was informed by the 1991 Persian Gulf War, and local war under
informationized conditions was informed by the 1999 Kosovo War and the
2003 Iraq War.13 Scholars have argued that the third, informationized local
war, was not influenced by any particular past conflict.14
The lessons derived by PLA academicians from these conflicts place
a premium on mobility, range, command of information, and increased
operability in multiple domains, including land, sea, air, space, and the
electromagnetic spectrum. High-technology warfare is “focused on superior weapons technology; battlefield integration between air, land, and sea;
high-speed, all-weather operations; new modes of long-range warfare, especially missile, electronic, and air warfare; and a premium on [command,
control, communications, and intelligence] dominance.”15 War under
informationized conditions is characterized as an intermediate step toward
informationized war, using “information systems and a defined degree of
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informationized weapons to carry out war.”16 Informationized warfare
“relies upon networked information systems and informationized weapons,
fighting on air, land, sea, space, and in the electromagnetic spectrum.”17
These lessons have not been lost on the PLA ground forces, which
have translated them into ground forces more capable of meeting the
requirements of high-technology and informationized warfare, especially
by emphasizing increased mobility and more multifunctional [duoneng
hua, 多能化] units. Army transformation theorists argued that future
PLA ground forces would need diverse capabilities to enable army units to
fight under different conditions of informationization.18 Accordingly, PLA
ground forces began to stress mobility and more organic cross-domain
capabilities like aviation and electronic countermeasures units. Army
training has placed special emphasis on transregional mobility and operations in complex electromagnetic environments since at least 2008.19 The
ground forces have been adding aviation units and building them in size
and capability since the first formation of an army aviation brigade in
2009.20 These changes in force structure and training strongly suggest that
the PLA ground forces have been gradually adapting to a shift in the character of warfare that has called for better mobility and multifunctionality.
Response to New Political Directives
The PLA’s role as a Leninist military organization subject to CCP command means that military reforms could alternatively be the direct result
of military obedience to new political directives emanating from the Party.
Political directives that could have spurred doctrinal and organizational
change in the ground forces could include anything from the articulation
of new missions for the ground forces to exhortations to embrace joint
warfare. Timely changes in PLA ground forces in direct response to CCP
orders would suggest that obedience to Party directive is the main driver of
reform in the ground forces. On the other hand, delays in implementation
or repeated CCP orders would suggest that changes in the ground forces
are not necessarily responses to Party commands.
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Hu Jintao’s 2004 articulation of a set of New Historic Missions [xin
de lishi shiming, 新的历史使命] for the PLA is one obvious example of a
new political directive shaping PLA ground forces. Hu’s speech called for
the PLA to protect CCP rule, guarantee strategic opportunity for national
development, provide strategic support for defending national interests, and
protect world peace and security,21 and thereupon laid the groundwork for
increasing prioritization of military operations other than war (MOOTW).
The MOOTW concept made its first appearance in the 2008 defense white
paper, signifying its elevation in status to that of a critical military task.22
The PLA ground forces have made adaptations in accordance with
these New Historic Missions, with many of the changes falling in line with
the new political directive. Doctrinally, the PLA ground forces began to
embrace their newly articulated MOOTW role in a series of research works
detailing the army’s role in a variety of MOOTW operations, including
counterterrorism, protection of social stability, peacekeeping, and disaster
relief.23 Force structure concepts like “modularity” [mokuai hua, 模块化]
were originally intended to create more independent, deployable army units
capable of quickly adapting to a wide variety of missions in combat,24 but
quickly proved applicable for units training for different types of MOOTW
operations and yielded obvious utility for units rotating into and out of
peacekeeping operations abroad.25 At home, PLA ground force units routinely practiced rapid-reaction maneuvers to the point where the official
distinction between designated “rapid-reaction units” and “regular units”
has been mostly dissolved.26 Abroad, army soldiers make up the majority
of China’s peacekeeping forces,27 and some have gained combat experience
during their time overseas.28
Taken separately, these three drivers for army reform would have
resulted in three distinct types of ground forces, each with different projected opponents, force compositions, geographic orientation, and types of
operations. The characteristics of these different types of ground forces are
summarized briefly in table 1.
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Table 1. Drivers of PLA Army Changes and Resultant Types of PLA Ground
Forces
Changes in External
Threat Environment

Changes in Nature of
Warfare

New Political
Directives

Change

Land threat perception
greatly reduced;
maritime threat
perception increases

Shifting from large land
conflict to long-range,
noncontact warfare

Focus on New Historic
Missions and military
operations other
than war

Role

Ground component of
joint force

Defend and deter;
survive and thrive in
noncontact warfare

Guarantee Party
rule; secure China’s
overseas interests

Required Force
Size and
Structure

Reduced size,
increased amphibious
capabilities

Multifunctional, mobile

Modularity, mobile

Training

Joint training with
other services;
amphibious training

Cross-domain training;
joint training with
other services

Rapid deployment,
experience overseas

In reality, however, all three of these drivers have stimulated adaptations
in the PLA ground forces in the past and continue to manifest themselves
in the 2015 reforms. The PLA ground forces appear to have responded to
changes in China’s external threat environment, changes in views on the
character of warfare, and new political directives by implementing many
of the changes in table 1 to varying degrees over the past 25 years. Many of
these changes are still under way as a direct result of the 2015 reforms: the
army continues its seaward orientation,29 revisions to force structure have
stressed multifunctionality in army units by creating combined arms brigades
[hecheng lü, 合成旅] from divisions,30 and the army continues to play a large
(and increased) role in peacekeeping operations overseas.31
Yet an explanation that attributes the 2015 changes in the army solely
to some combination of the three drivers identified here would be incomplete. None of the specific factors described were especially pressing or
unique to the period immediately preceding the 2015 reforms. The explanatory gaps associated with each of these drivers are covered in more detail
in the following section.
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Gaps in Explaining the 2015 Reforms
Despite the fundamental nature of the existing explanations for reform,
none of these three main drivers is sufficient explanation for the 2015
reforms. Many of the critical indicators of change in the PLA ground forces
were present long before the 2015 reforms came about. Changes in doctrinal
thinking, force structure adjustments, and new training regimens all suggest that the three main drivers for changes in the ground forces have been
motivating a number of different adjustments in the army for some time.
Changes in Threat Environment?
Changes in China’s external threat environment are unlikely to have been
the primary determinants of the 2015 changes to the PLA ground forces.
Current analysis indicates that the 2015 reforms were designed to enhance
the PLA’s ability to conduct joint operations,32 which would strongly suggest that PLA leaders envisioned a change in China’s external security
environment or in the character of warfare dramatic enough to warrant a
major reorganization of the PLA ground forces—and yet no such tectonic
shifts are obvious in the period immediately preceding the 2015 reforms.
In fact, many of the factors driving the 2015 reforms have been unvarying
components of army transformation for years.
The 2015 force reductions that might be correlated to a shifting threat
assessment are not unique to the latest tranche of reforms. While these latest
troop reductions undoubtedly help reorient the army away from land and
toward the sea, they are better understood as part of a long-running effort
dating back to the 1990s to create a much smaller [xiaoxing hua, 小型化]
army. The 1999 Science of Military Strategy noted that combat forces were
trending toward smaller and lighter formations, and the 2001 Science of
Military Strategy called for the PLA to reduce the size of the armed forces
as much as possible without compromising victory.33 By early 2008, army
researchers had called for overall force reductions and specifically cited
army reductions as a key component of ground force transformation.34
Force reductions to implement this new type of ground force have taken
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place intermittently since the 1993 military strategic guideline, with reductions announced in 1997, 2005, and 2015.35
Although the latest reforms purport to push the army toward a maritime orientation, they have not yet added amphibious capabilities to the
army commensurate with a substantial reorientation toward a maritime
threat. Some army capabilities, like special operations, aviation, and electronic warfare units, are useful for offshore maritime operations, but PLA
and army leaders have been calling for more of these units since at least
2011, as noted in the 2013 Academy of Military Science (AMS) edition of
the Science of Military Strategy, which called for reductions in “traditional”
army units in favor of expansions in special operations, electronic countermeasures, network attack and defense, tactical guided-missile, and army
aviation units.36 These types of units have been growing in size and number
since at least 2009.37 If anything, rumors about the conversion of army units
in Northern China to navy-controlled marine brigades seem to suggest that
other services with more relevant maritime capabilities will benefit at the
expense of the army.38
Most importantly, the highest-level strategic articulations of army
missions have remained consistent since the early 2000s, coalescing around
regional threats including Taiwan, Korean Peninsula, and various forms of
territorial disputes along China’s borders. These missions are expressed in
the 2004 and 2015 defense white papers, which represent close approximations of revised military strategic guidelines, but are also reflected in more
granular PLA texts from the years dating back to at least 2004 and preceding
years.39 For instance, army academic research confirms the service’s previously anticipated roles in addressing regional threats: a 2011 AMS volume
identified several regional threats that China was likely to face, including potential land conflict hotspots like the Korean Peninsula to the east,
Afghanistan and Central Asia to the west, and Kashmir to the south. Tibetan
independence and Xinjiang independence were also specifically identified
as security challenges within Chinese land borders.40 For their part, army
researchers regularly stressed “anti-Taiwan separatist” operational training41
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and emphasized preparations for potential border conflict with India.42 The
2015 white paper repeats almost all of these regional land security threats,
with an added emphasis on threats to the security of Chinese overseas energy
resources, overseas personnel and assets, and strategic sea lines of communication.43 In short, past doctrinal thinking on the army’s main missions
roughly matched the thinking immediately prior to the 2015 reforms, albeit
with an additional emphasis on maritime threats in recent years.
Changes in the external security outlook certainly affected army
modernization, but the nature and scope of those changes may have been
insufficient to force large-scale, organizationally disruptive reforms. The
reduction of the Soviet military threat permitted change but did not compel
the PLA to adapt quickly to confront a major new threat. The rise of the
threat of Taiwan independence in the mid-1990s created the need for army
capabilities to deter Taiwan via the threat of punishment, a relatively modest
goal. Building the capability to successfully invade Taiwan in the face of
U.S. military intervention was a much more ambitious goal, but one that
lacked urgency given the acceptability of the status quo, so long as Taiwan
did not move toward de jure independence.
Changes in the Character of Warfare?
A fundamental shift in views regarding the character of warfare is similarly unlikely to have been the primary driver of the 2015 reforms. Many
of the indicators of such a shift predate Xi Jinping’s rule and have been in
play for many years before the 2015 reforms, suggesting that other factors
combined to push the 2015 reforms through. Although evidence suggests
that PLA theorists believe informationized warfare [xinxihua zhanzheng,
信息化战争] to be a departure from warfare under informationized conditions [xinxihua tiaojian xia zhanzheng, 信息化条件下战争], the changes
in the army instituted by the latest reforms have been undergoing trial and
experimentation for a decade or more, suggesting that a new conception of
the character of warfare among army leaders may not be a primary reason
for the 2015 reforms.
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The PLA ground forces have been pushing toward the multifunctionality [duonenghua, 多能化] associated with changes in the character
of warfare since long before 2015, suggesting that it was not a substantial
change in the way Chinese leaders perceived warfare that directly precipitated the 2015 reforms. The effort to build a “multifunctional” army has
been justified by a perception that the PLA’s ground forces must adapt to
a variety of different missions since the early 1990s. For instance, the 1999
Science of Military Strategy argued that “local wars” were by nature “diverse
situations,” and called for the PLA to better prepare for missions on land, at
sea, and in air.44 A 2011 AMS work called for the development of multifunctional forces to fulfill the needs of a “mission-oriented” combat structure.45
This attitude had filtered down to operational army units by mid-2013,
when a deputy commander of the former Shenyang MR emphasized the
importance of being able to complete a wide variety of missions.46 These
same views were expressed in various authoritative PLA writings leading
up to the 2015 reforms47 and have been implemented in the restructuring
of group armies to accommodate combined arms brigades.48 This implementation, however, is the culmination of years of efforts that predate the
2015 reforms, suggesting that it was not a fundamental change in PLA views
of the character of warfare that drove the increased multifunctionality in
the latest reforms.
An emphasis on increased mobility emblematic of a shift in the character of warfare has likewise been a consistent feature of army training
for more than a decade before the 2015 reforms. Doctrinally, the army
has stressed increased mobility and flexibility since before 2000: the 2000
defense white paper noted that the army was moving toward smaller,
modularized, and multifunctional forces as the army “reoriented from
theater defense to trans-theater mobility.”49 The army began to implement
some of these concepts by adding aviation units in 2009, while exercises
beginning in 2006 emphasized transregional mobility and operations in
complex electromagnetic environments.50 The 2015 reforms may have accelerated implementation of these concepts, but the reforms are implementing
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changes suggested in response to a shift in PLA views of warfare that was
elucidated many years before.
Army views on the character of warfare have evolved in the past 25
years, but there is no evidence that a major change in the Army’s view of
warfare occurred immediately prior to the 2015 reforms to prompt major
organizational changes. Many of the changes implemented in the reforms
were experimented with and agreed on long before they were actually executed, suggesting that other factors were at play in determining the timing
of the reforms.
New Political Directives?
Some analysts argue that a new political directive from Xi Jinping may have
driven the 2015 reforms, but the issuance of a new political directive alone
is unlikely to have prompted such swift and sweeping change in the ground
forces. Past political directives have not always been fully heeded or executed
in a timely fashion. While a new political dictum was issued in March 2013
calling for the military to obey CCP command, fight and win wars, and
develop an excellent work style (that is, not be corrupt) [ting dang zhihui,
neng da sheng zhang, zuofeng youliang, 听党指挥, 能大胜仗, 作风优良],51
this broad formulation did not imply a specific organizational structure or
translate directly into distinctive guidance for PLA reforms. The outlines of
the military reforms were unveiled in the third plenum decision document
approved by the CCP Central Committee in November 2013,52 but it took
an additional 2 years of work within the PLA to flesh out the details, some
of which are still being refined as the reforms are implemented. The new
military strategic guideline that eventually resulted (which was announced
in the 2015 white paper on China’s military strategy) was a minor adjustment
rather than a major change. (See the chapter by Wuthnow and Saunders in
this volume for discussion of Xi’s role in the reforms).
While the 2015 reforms were undoubtedly accompanied by a new
political urgency, the actual military content of the latest political directive appears to be based on longstanding past appeals by PLA reformers,
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including the emphasis on improving the PLA’s ability to plan and execute
joint operations.53 (See the chapter by Finkelstein in this volume.) Immediately after the reforms were announced at the end of 2015, newly anointed
commander of the army Li Zuocheng called for the service to dispense with
the “Big Army Mentality” [da lujun siwei, 大陆军思维], avoid the belief that
“land warfare is outdated and the army is useless” [luzhan guoshi, lujun
wuyong, 陆战过时，陆军无用], and construct a “new type of army,”54 ostensibly marking a new political directive to the army endorsed by Xi Jinping
himself.55 These expressions, however, are not new. A 2009 AMS volume
on army command in joint operations listed “countering the influence of
the Big Army” [kefu da lujun de yingxiang, 克服大陆军的影响] as the first
among many steps to establish better coordination among the services,56
and a 2011 volume noted that the PLA should abandon Big Army tradition
in order to better embrace integrated joint operations.57
Even if the most recent political directive had significant new content,
the PLA’s track record of executing political orders in a timely manner is
mixed. Hu Jintao’s New Historic Missions were announced in 2004, but the
PLA ground forces did not appear to fully embrace the study of MOOTW
operations until an extensive series of instructional materials were published in 2008.58 The details of Xi Jinping’s new type of army are likely being
interpreted in a similarly delayed approach: the flurry of recently published
articles by army officers “studying” Xi’s new type of army suggests that the
ground forces are still translating this latest political directive in ways that
may yield additional changes further in the future.59 Hu Jintao reportedly
contemplated organizational reforms to establish joint command structures
in 2008–2009, but was unable to push the reforms through against opposition by the ground forces.
These examples indicate a distinctive new political directive was not
the primary driver of recent army reforms. Hu’s inability to carry out
reforms may have been thanks to a lack of political capital or the resistance
of corrupt senior army officers, such as CMC vice chairmen Guo Boxiong
or Xu Caihou. The familiar content of the latest political instructions to
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the PLA suggests that that Xi Jinping’s personal involvement in the reforms
and use of a multifaceted political strategy to see them through likely
affected the timing and implementation of the reforms, but the content of
the reforms was largely derived from ideas about joint operations that had
been advocated by PLA reformers for years.
The main body of available PLA literature suggests that army theorists
arrived at a clear answer for their service’s modernization by the end of the
first decade of the 21st century at the latest: the future army was to be a smaller,
modular, multifunctional force shaped to conduct informationized joint
operations with a primary focus on threats emanating from the sea. Many
of these concepts were well-worn and not unique to the immediate period
leading up to the 2015 reforms. Even the new political directive to abandon
the Big Army Mentality was based on previously articulated exhortations.
The existing explanations for the 2015 reforms fail to account for the
timing and implementation of the most recent changes to the army. What
explains the time lag between development of army reform concepts and
the actual implementation after the 2015 reforms, and what could explain
the timing of the actual implementation of these concepts within the army
at scale once the 2015 reforms began?

Army Changes from an Organizational Perspective
The inadequacies of several existing explanations for the timing and implementation of the 2015 reforms leave at least one major question unanswered.
If many of the changes that comprise the 2015 reforms are not substantively
new ideas, what explains the long lag time between the genesis of these
ideas and their actual implementation in 2015, and what may have caused
the changes to actually happen? Though direct evidence of organizational
motivation to reform is hard to find, examining the changes from the organizational perspective of the army yields several compelling insights and
possible explanations for the long delay and the timing of the 2015 reforms.
The rough typology of PLA ground force organizational interests that
follows is based on past studies of organizational behavior that chart the
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typical organizational interests of a bureaucracy, as well as evidence of army
concern about these broad categories of organizational interests. It is neither
exhaustive nor necessarily fully borne out by direct evidence that may be
difficult to obtain; instead, the sections below provide a useful framework
for evaluating army changes from an organizational perspective.
Uniqueness and Identity
Like any other military organization, the PLA ground forces appear to
place a premium on a unique service identity driven by unique service
capabilities and a monopoly of expertise. Early scholars of bureaucracies identified monopoly of expertise as a formidable and indispensable
source of bureaucratic power.60 Monopoly of expertise and a bureaucracy’s
“technical superiority over any other form of organization” ensure that a
bureaucracy is the only unit capable of executing a task and virtually forces
society to rely on that organization to execute policy.61
PLA Army scholars view the service’s unique capability to seize and
hold territory as the defining hallmark of its identity, even as the advent
of integrated joint operations carves out even greater roles for the other
services. Army theoreticians have argued that even though naval, air, and
missile capabilities have replaced many of the army’s traditional strengths,
the army continues to have a special role even in the context of joint warfare, namely to seize, hold, and control strategically important territories.62
Autonomy
The army’s unique capabilities and identity are inextricably linked to
autonomy, which is a critical organizational interest for the service. This
emphasis on autonomy is particularly pronounced when related to control
of the budget, as the expenditure of funds determines the essence and
priority of an organization’s activities. Organizations frequently seek total
operational control over the personnel and resources required to carry
out a mission.63 Autonomy is valued by bureaucracies “at least as much as
resources” and signals that the agency “has a supportive constituency base
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and a coherent set of tasks that can provide the basis for a strong and widely
shared sense of mission.”64
One proxy for the army’s relative autonomy is its relationship with the
other PLA services, which is theoretically moving away from single-service
thinking and toward more interservice cooperation as a result of increased
emphasis on joint warfare. Army researchers openly acknowledge that
the service’s relative freedom to act on its own singular objectives is fast
waning as the rest of the PLA adopts joint warfare as the primary mode of
operations and the other services gain in prominence.65 On top of that, PLA
theorists have noted that army commanders must increasingly understand
and consider the requirements, strengths, weaknesses, and specialties of
other services, especially in the era of joint operations.66 This rhetoric suggests a steadily decreasing amount of autonomy for army commanders and
units, especially when engaged in joint operations or exercises.
Budget
A third army organizational interest is budget. An organization’s budget
may be the most important of the metrics of bureaucratic power, as money
enables a bureaucracy to hire personnel, buy equipment, gain prestige,
and otherwise increase an organization’s capabilities and strengthen its
ability to get what it wants.67 Scholars have compared bureaucracies to
firms, articulating a vision of bureaucracies as budget maximizers (instead
of profit maximizers). The problems of making changes and managing
a bureaucracy are at least partially alleviated by an increase in the total
budget, and organizations will frequently maximize their budget relative
to the production output expected of them by the sponsor of the organization’s budget.68 In brief, money is important to the extent that it enables
production and eases management, and organizations (and their leaders)
will pursue higher budgets as rational actors.
Available army writings almost never explicitly reveal budget-maximizing behavior, but the importance of the army’s budgetary disposition
is not lost on PLA researchers. Past researchers have called for increased
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overall defense expenditures to enable more investment on army weapons,69
while more recent articles have argued that overall army expenditure is
excessive in comparison to the spending of other services.70 These contrasting viewpoints illustrate that service budgets have long been a point of
debate within the PLA, in spite of an overall lack of budgetary transparency.
Presence in Command Billets
A final organizational interest is the number of influential positions held
by army personnel. Scholars have argued that in order for a bureaucracy to
provide governance, its officials must “occupy the most important positions
in policy making, and further, they must be in sufficient numbers to be
able to make their decisions effective.”71 Quantity of positions held has a
quality all its own, in that sheer preponderance of positions held may itself
increase bureaucratic power.72 Staffers, ad hoc players, and lower level officials are also critical, wielding substantial influence over action channels
and agenda-setting.73
PLA Army theorists understand the importance of having qualified
personnel occupying key billets in a given command structure. Army
researchers have recognized the importance of developing relevant army
talent to occupy billets that might require army expertise,74 and past analysis has identified the lack of qualified army technical personnel in key
billets as a major bottleneck for the advancement of transformation.75 One
prominent researcher proposed the establishment of an army command
organ, among other specifically army-controlled organizations like military academies, research units, and logistics support units, to remedy this
problem as far back as 2009.76

Becoming a Joint Force Component: Choosing the
“Least Bad Option”
While organizational and bureaucratic interests (some would say pathologies) may have held up the reforms until 2015, these same interests could
also have enabled the reforms by helping the army to evaluate its future
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force choices. Interpreting the army’s menu of options for its future force
through the lens of the service’s organizational interests yields an interesting perspective: of the three variants of a new type of army, becoming the
ground component of a joint force may have been the least objectionable
option for the army as an organization. The contours of these three different
models for a future ground forces are summarized briefly in table 2 and
described in more detail in the sections that follow.
Table 2. Future PLA Ground Force Roles
“Defend and Deter”

Constabulary Force

Ground Component
of Joint Force

Missions

Deterrence

Military operations
other than war

Taiwan

Unique
Capabilities

Defend homeland

Defend Chinese
Communist Party at
home

Seize and hold
territory

Relationship with
PLA Partners

Reliant on naval,
rocket, and air forces
for protection
and strike

Reliant on naval and
air forces for overseas
transportation

Reliant on naval and
air forces for transportation and support;
naval, rocket, and air
forces for strike

Budgetary
Implications

Limited budget;
investment in equipment for defensive
and deterrence
operations

Smallest budget;
limited investment
for personnel and
minimum necessary
equipment

Comparatively
reduced budget;
investment in heavy
power-projection

Command
Implications

Stay at home; limited
role in command of
high-end combat
operations

Stay loyal; little to
no role in command
of high-end combat
operations

Reduced but continued role in command
of complex combat
operations

Defend and Deter
The PLA ground force is currently shaped as a force designed to defend and
deter, largely thanks to China’s longstanding strategic posture and periodic
modifications in the way PLA leaders perceived the character of warfare.
The PLA and its ground forces place a heavy emphasis on deterrence and
defense of China; offense is typically referenced in the context of “active
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defense,” in which China would task its armed forces to attack only when
threatened.77 Force modernization resulting from changes in perceptions
about warfare under high-technology conditions to informationized conditions laid the groundwork for a force that is increasingly mechanized
and informationized, with growing but limited-range power projection
capabilities in its special operations and aviation components.78 Taken
together, these components represent the army’s status quo, forming the
basis for an army shaped primarily to defend the Chinese homeland and
deter any violations of Chinese territory.
A ground force shaped for defense and deterrence confers specific
bureaucratic advantages, capitalizing on the army’s unique capability
among the PLA’s services to hold territory in defense of China’s landmass.
While the navy and air force each have ground force components, and the
Rocket Force is based on land, the army alone has sufficient numbers and
heavy weapons to assure China’s territorial integrity on land.
At the same time, however, an army shaped for defense and deterrence
is saddled with distinct bureaucratic disadvantages. While the army could
benefit from interior lines for transportation and logistical support, it would
be heavily reliant upon the PLA’s naval and air forces and Rocket Force for
protection and strike, even while operating inside friendly territory. PLA
academics acknowledge this reliance, commenting that army operations
are “near impossible without reliable air cover”79 and that the army should
make maximum use of long-range firepower strikes from the other services
to achieve its goals.80
This reliance generates some significant potential budgetary and command limitations for the PLA Army. Comparatively greater portions of the
defense budget would go to the navy, Rocket Force, and air force to buy highend equipment needed for their operations. Meanwhile, with limited power
projection capabilities and missions, army commanders would gradually be
given commands limited to homeland defense and would only participate
in high-end joint combat operations to the extent that they are needed to
coordinate with other services tasked with protecting the ground forces.
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The PLA ground forces have already run up against many of these
limitations. The army does not command strategic air defense assets,
which belong to the air force, and the long-range strike weapons used to
keep China’s enemies far afield are under the command of the Rocket Force
and air and naval forces, which are perceived to be naturally better suited
to use long-range firepower.81 These trends have contributed to an army
with limited power projection capabilities designed primarily to secure
Chinese territorial integrity.
A Constabulary Force
Hu Jintao’s New Historic Missions offered the army a glimpse at a future
bureaucratic disposition far worse than the one army leaders were accustomed to during the runup to the 2015 reforms. A PLA ground force that fully
embraced Hu’s New Historic Missions would have focused more of its time and
resources on MOOTW missions like antiterrorism, peacekeeping, and internal
security, at the expense of training and equipping for complex combat operations against peer adversaries. The result would have been an army that more
closely resembled an enhanced constabulary force with limited expeditionary
capabilities instead of one designed to defeat the militaries of peer competitors.
While the call to participate in MOOTW missions under the aegis
of Hu’s New Historic Missions offered bureaucratic opportunities for the
army, the unique and most politically important of these was not one that
the PLA ground forces especially savored. Party leaders have continued
to champion the army as the final line of defense for ensuring continued
CCP rule,82 but internal security was a mission that army leaders did not
especially want. Some officers have candidly expressed their distaste for this
particular duty.83 Indeed, the existence of the People’s Armed Police helps
distance the PLA from this internal security mission.84
A constabulary army could have expected a greatly reduced share
of the budget and significantly lessened command responsibility for the
types of complex combat operations that armies typically embrace. Its
unique role as the defender of the CCP would not have required extensive
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modernization that could justify budgetary largesse, and modernization
funds would likely be funneled to selected units tasked with overseas
peacekeeping, antiterrorism, and other MOOTW operations, eschewing
the advanced capabilities needed to fight peer adversaries in favor of lighter
rapid reaction forces. The increased emphasis on MOOTW would divert
training time and resources away from more intensive combat operations,
which would ultimately diminish the number of army officers holding
prestigious command billets charged with executing complex combat
operations against peer adversaries offshore from China.
It is no surprise that the PLA ground forces have not fully embraced
the constabulary model that MOOTW missions would have foisted upon
the service. Some evidence suggests that army theorists increasingly
conceive of MOOTW operations within the context of larger, more complex operations rather than a set of separate, dedicated missions.85 This
is preliminary evidence that army theorists appear inclined to include
MOOTW missions as lesser included tasks, even though MOOTW
operations remain enshrined as one of the “three basic ways to use military power” cited in the 2013 Science of Military Strategy 86 and offer
unique opportunities for the army to gain experience in combat support
skills.87 Given the significant bureaucratic disadvantages, army leaders
are unlikely to endorse or adopt anything resembling the constabulary
model if they can help it.
Ground Component of a Joint Force
Given the options described here, becoming the ground component of a
joint force appears to be the best option from the perspective of the army’s
bureaucratic interests. While a full embrace of joint warfare would reduce
the service’s budget allocation, control over command billets, and leave the
army reliant on other services for transportation and support, it nonetheless
presents the strongest case for continued force modernization, making it the
best option for the ground forces from the standpoint of organizational and
bureaucratic interests.
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Fully transforming into the ground component of a joint force would
result in a bureaucratic retreat on multiple fronts, damaging the army’s
organizational interests and priming the way for significantly reduced
influence. The army would lose some of its monopoly of expertise as other
services begin to absorb or compete for army roles, such as amphibious
operations. Accordingly, the army’s share of budgetary appropriation
relative to other PLA services would fall as the navy, air force, and Rocket
Force funnel money toward costlier systems and training needed for complex joint operations. Army dominance of command billets would end as
officers from other services increased their proficiency in joint operations
and begin to rise through the ranks, demanding greater control commensurate with the rising importance of the other services.
Many of these bureaucratic retreats have already come to fruition
during the recent reforms, though the army lost at least some of these
bureaucratic battles more than a decade ago. Recent changes have captured
the most attention. For instance, key chief of staff and theater commander
billets in the newly formed theater commands are increasingly being filled
by officers from other PLA services.88 If true, rumors that an army brigade
would be converted to a marine corps unit would have dealt a further blow
to the army’s weakening monopoly of expertise on amphibious operations.89
Still, it is clear that the army likely lost some important bureaucratic clashes
years before—the prioritization of informationization over mechanization
and the announcement that the navy, air force, and Second Artillery would
have modernization priority in the 2004 defense white paper hinted at
major bureaucratic defeats for the army.90
In context, however, becoming the ground component of a joint force
entails comparably fewer bureaucratic concessions than the other two
options. Should the army ultimately be tasked with a future invasion of
Taiwan, for instance, it would reap the budgetary benefits of continued
modernization directed at defeating a technologically advanced Taiwan
military and the U.S. military might that the PLA expects to confront in
such a scenario. The aggregate number of officers occupying command
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billets responsible for joint operations would fall, but the army would still
retain a legitimate claim to a substantial number of critical command
positions given its continued role in a joint PLA. An army that is an equal
participant in joint operations could ameliorate its reliance on other PLA
services for protection and transportation by contributing niche capabilities
to joint operations with other PLA services.
Given the comparatively lesser bureaucratic losses to the army, it is
not entirely surprising that the undeniably painful transition toward a
joint force is fully under way. This transition, evinced by numerous blows
to the army’s bureaucratic standing, will likely continue to be shaped by
not only the army’s organizational interests but also broader strategic and
political directives described in previous sections of this chapter. In the end,
however, organizational interests may have helped push army leaders and
experts toward making the best of a worsening bureaucratic environment.

Explaining Incremental Change: Organizational Backsliding with
Chinese Characteristics, or Risk Aversion?
If the transition to a ground component of a joint force was ultimately in the
army’s best organizational interest, what explains the lag time between the
introduction of reform concepts in the 2000s and actual implementation
in 2015?
The first and most simple explanation for the delay is that the army
simply saw no strategic imperative for dramatic changes to its fighting force
after the 1993 military strategic guideline, which marked a new era in how
the PLA and the ground forces should have perceived land security challenges—a shift toward fighting local wars under high-technology and later
under informationized conditions called for a smaller, more versatile, and
mobile ground force. According to this explanation, the army’s changes, or
lack thereof, were a response to the new strategic directives laid down by the
1993 guideline, and subsequent modifications were appropriate responses
to comparatively minor adjustments in China’s national military strategy.
The army continues to implement the directives handed down to them by
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higher authorities and does so with sufficient speed and effectiveness.91
The consistency in the army’s perceptions of land security challenges
is a function of the enduring nature of China’s remaining land security
challenges, which is an especially plausible explanation given that China
has mostly settled its territorial disputes, save for a select few outstanding
trouble spots.92
But the evidence suggests that this “strategic” explanation is incomplete. If the PLA and its ground forces were as responsive to higher level
strategic directives as the CCP and the military would have observers
believe, one might expect quicker and more pronounced changes in doctrine or force structure than those described in the previous sections of this
chapter. One prominent example of this explanatory gap is the apparent
multiple attempts to adopt the smaller ground force structure that is consistently upheld and reiterated seemingly ad infinitum as a key pillar of army
modernization. Since the introduction of the 1993 guidelines, the PLA has
undergone several troop reductions: 500,000 personnel in 1997, 200,000
more in 2005, and an additional 300,000 announced in 2015.93 The latest
reductions were reportedly completed in March 2018,94 nearly a full 25 years
after the strategic need for a smaller ground force was first articulated in
1993 and 20 years since the first personnel reduction under the “military
strategic guideline in the new period” was undertaken. Are these reductions
deliberate and precise responses to changes in China’s land security threats
and views on the character of warfare, or have they been conducted in a
delayed and piecemeal fashion because the PLA (and especially its ground
forces) was unwilling or unable to reduce the size of the force? How much
of the delay can be attributed to the consensus-driven nature of the PLA’s
organizational culture, and how much is due to opposition or resistance?
Given the relative consistency in China’s views on land security threats
since 1993, the timing of the iterative, piecemeal force reductions cannot
be readily explained by adjustments in perceptions of land security threats.
A second explanation involves PLA (and especially ground force)
resistance to implementing its conclusion that smaller, modular, and
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multifunctional forces were necessary because these changes went against
parochial organizational interests within the ground forces. Seasoned
PLA experts point out that the PLA does not always respond rapidly to
decisions it does not like. There is ample scholarship supporting the idea
that the PLA and its ground forces may be less than fully willing to follow
through on CCP directives,95 and history is replete with concrete instances
of serious friction between the Party and army. One recent example is the
November 2015 announcement of a 3-year phase out of PLA commercial
businesses, which came nearly two decades after the famous 1997 divestiture of PLA businesses ordered by Jiang Zemin, which was apparently not
as effective or complete as civilian leaders had hoped.96 Through this lens,
one might attribute the slow and small-scale changes in army priorities to
organizational backsliding and unwillingness to break “iron rice bowls”
within the service. The army’s professional role as land warfare experts
gives the service excellent bona fides upon which to execute this particular form of doctrinal disobedience, as with any other service. The long
series of experimental exercises in the former Jinan MR may have been an
expression of this resistance, serving as an excuse to put off implementation of needed reforms rather than a genuine effort to change the army.97
Was the army’s laggard pace of change actually a result of a deliberate
campaign of military slow walking?
A third possible explanation for the army’s relative failure to adapt
to a new type of force centers on a potential organizational inability to
do so, or at least do so in a radical way. Military organizations, like their
nonmilitary counterparts, are typically deeply resistant to change, except
under conditions of competition or doctrinal innovation from a foreign
opponent.98 A review of scholarly literature on organizational behavior
suggests that organizations rarely adopt radical change, preferring instead
to engage in incremental innovation characterized by the adoption of policy
options that bear a strong resemblance to choices adopted in the past.99 On
its face, the main body of PLA and army literature regarding land security
threats appears to conform to these patterns of behavior—views on regional
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challenges and the future shape of the force have remained nearly identical,
while changes to emphasize amphibious operations use many of the same
intellectual language and constructs employed before the latest revision to
China’s military strategic guideline.100 This suggests that the ground forces
may have previously been organizationally unable to innovate, hindered by
a particular brand of organizational pathology that emphasizes hierarchy
and consensus-driven processes.101
Evidence to assess the relative weight of these explanations is difficult
to come by, but some details from the PLA reforms give hints that all three
of these explanations may be valid to varying degrees. Some of the latest
reforms appear to be directed at remedying selected residual outcomes
that could have resulted from the above three explanations, especially
any deliberate slow-rolling or inability to foster doctrinal innovation.
For instance, the reduction of army influence at the highest levels of
administrative and operational command, exemplified by the reassignment of several former General Staff Department functions to competing
organizations102 and the formation of joint operations command centers
[lianhe zuozhan zhihui zhongxin, 联合作战指挥中心] at the new theater
commands,103 would likely reduce any army-led efforts to obstruct or
hinder the development of a “joint” PLA. The heavier presence of air force
and navy officers at the theater commands is likely to force their army
counterparts to interact more with other doctrinal schools of thought.104
The bevy of first-time military delegates to the latest Party congress may
also hint at a broader displacement of army personnel who were professionally disinclined toward change.105
While it remains difficult to determine precisely which of the above
explanations best describes the army’s pace and scope of change, the
relative validities of these explanations nonetheless have much larger
implications for the army, the PLA writ large, and the state of Partymilitary relations in China.
If the army failed to adjust in the past based on limited adjustments
in strategy or views on the character of warfare, the latest changes in the
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ground forces suggest that a dramatic reorientation in the army’s future
force is coming to fruition. Many of the changes that army theorists have
discussed at length over the past 20-odd years are finally being realized,
shortly after the issuance of a new military strategic guideline strongly
emphasizing maritime threats. Reforms from the “neck down” [bozi yixia
gaige, 脖子以下改革] have resulted in significant reductions and changes
to army units, including the elimination of five group army headquarters
and the redistribution and reassignment of many of their subordinate
units, personnel, and equipment. The remaining group armies command
combined arms brigades instead of divisions, and have been redesignated,
reduced in size, and completely reorganized.106 If the army is responsive
to the latest military strategic guideline, it will continue to work toward
developing smaller, modularized, and multifunctional forces, primarily
for use in joint maritime operations.
If the ground forces were backsliding, some elements of the reforms
may be better interpreted as deliberately disruptive measures. The process
of “discarding Big Army Mentality” may have motivated the removal of
individual leaders and precipitated the abolition of certain institutions and
departments, and any further perceived Big Army Mentality may result
in further disruption within the PLA ground forces. A concerted move
against the army would bode ill for the Party-army relationship, and analysts should expect to see much more stringent efforts at political control of
the army in particular. Ground force personnel associated with corruption
may be drummed out of the force en masse, and the remaining forces and
their commanders will likely experience a sharp uptick in political work
emphasizing political and personal loyalty to Xi Jinping. For career army
personnel, it will likely pay to be “Red.”
If the ground forces are simply risk averse and organizationally incapable of articulating a radically different view of land security challenges,
the process of discarding Big Army Mentality is likely to be gentler and
more gradual, although just as jarring in the end. Party and military
leaders may increase the army officers’ exposure to other components
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of the PLA, namely the air force, navy, and Rocket Force, in an attempt
to diversify army doctrinal and operational thinking. Older officers will
be ushered out of their posts in order to be replaced by a new generation
that is more inclined to value joint operations with other services. One
obvious price of becoming more accepting of change in the army, however, is that the service’s bureaucratic status and influence are likely to
continue to decrease as a result of any “radical” changes in views on land
security challenges.
These three paths are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and some of
the recently announced changes from the reforms could be indicators of all
three explanations of army theoretical and actual change. One major issue
going forward is that absent better data, much of the evidence gleaned from
the reforms can be interpreted as supporting evidence for multiple theories
explaining the army’s views on land security challenges. For instance, army
leadership reductions and reassignments resulting from the group army
reorganization could be part of the service’s response to a new strategy,
serve as a punishment to some backsliding officers, or remove organizational and bureaucratic obstacles to needed change. On balance, such a
leadership change probably achieves all three of those objectives, which
makes it difficult to determine which explanation is most valid.
As it stands, the key findings of this chapter suggest that while changes
in China’s external security challenges, altered perceptions of the character
of warfare, and new political directives all likely played critical roles in driving these latest adaptations in the PLA ground forces, these explanations
for reform neglect the army’s organizational interests as a potential driver
and enabler of reform. While an organizational explanation may still be
unable to account for exactly what happened to push the 2015 reforms to
fruition, the existing body of literature on bureaucratic behavior in general
and on the ground forces suggests that army organizational interests almost
certainly influenced the scale and timing of reforms.
To the extent that army organizational interests prove to be important
determinants of the future service, they may push the PLA ground forces
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toward a more offensive-oriented role for a PLA ground force that has previously been tasked to defend and deter. This is not to say that the PLA or the
highest CCP leadership will opt to use the ground forces in an offensive manner,
but rather to imply that a more joint PLA ground force would have a greater
organizational preference for offensive actions within the context of the PLA’s
broader posture of active defense. This may be especially true in a Taiwan
scenario in which the ground forces may be called upon to invade the island.
Ultimately, the ongoing transformation of the army into the ground
component of a joint force is still not good for the service’s bureaucratic
standing. An altered strategic paradigm will likely precipitate a continued
decline in army bureaucratic power and influence. Organizational opposition or simple organizational pathology is likely to trigger similar outcomes,
albeit with varying degrees of disruption. Given these possible explanations
and outcomes, the other PLA services and branches will likely continue to
gain at the expense of the ground forces as the PLA continues to implement
the next slate of reforms. Nonetheless, the army’s embrace of joint warfare
will likely continue to be its “least bad” organizational choice, especially
in light of its other options.
The author is indebted to Dennis J. Blasko, Morgan Clemens, and
Phillip C. Saunders for their generous help in reviewing previous
versions of this chapter. Any errors are the author’s alone.
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CHAPTER 3

THE IMPACT OF
XI-ERA REFORMS ON THE
CHINESE NAVY
By Ian Burns McCaslin and Andrew S. Erickson

T

his chapter examines how China has come to declare itself a maritime country and how the reforms of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) under Xi Jinping affect the navy’s ability to protect and

advance China’s maritime interests and its own organizational interests. It
examines the context within which China’s maritime evolution is occurring,
explores three vectors of naval modernization, and considers the difference
that PLA reforms might make for each. Xi, general-secretary of the Chinese
Communist Party, chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC),
and commander in chief of the armed forces, has stated that his “China
Dream” includes a “strong military dream” and has tasked the PLA to be
able to fight and win informationized wars. In pursuit of this goal, Xi has
implemented ambitious reforms intended to force collaboration between the
services and improve their ability to conduct joint operations. The PLA Navy
(PLAN) stands to benefit from a reduction in traditional ground force dominance, but the reforms may also shift the trajectory of naval modernization
efforts in directions less supportive of an independent navy.
This chapter is organized in five sections. The first frames China’s
maritime development by examining its strategic drivers. The second
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outlines the navy’s three vectors of modernization: hardware and “software” developments aimed at creating a blue-water navy capable of power
projection; creation of a maritime component that can work effectively
with other services as part of a joint PLA; and further development of
an “interagency” maritime force wherein the navy works with the coast
guard, maritime militia, and other parts of the Chinese government to
advance China’s maritime sovereignty claims. Sections two, three, and
four lay out each of these vectors and examine the impact of the reforms
on it. The last section offers broad findings concerning the reform of
China’s sea forces and related implications, with particular focus on the
tensions among the three modernization vectors.

Strategic Drivers of China’s Maritime Development
“Reform and Opening Up,” “Going Out,” and “New Historic Missions”
Since Deng Xiaoping ushered in the policy of “Reform and Opening Up”
in late 1978, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has become increasingly
integrated into the global economy. China took full advantage of opportunities provided by globalization, with foreign companies investing in China
to tap cheap labor and Chinese state and private companies gradually developing the expertise and technology to produce for export markets. Rapid
economic growth increased Chinese demand for imported components, oil
and natural gas, and food and tied the employment of millions of Chinese
workers to exports. China’s integration with the global economy received
a further boost when Hu Jintao urged Chinese companies to “go out” into
the world by investing abroad to acquire natural resources and technology
and to compete for foreign construction contracts.1
The growing importance of sea-borne trade and increased PRC investment and citizen presence overseas, some in unstable places, prompted
Beijing to take measures to secure its new interests. In 2004, Hu Jintao gave
the PLA “New Historic Missions,” including defending China’s expanding
international interests.2 Under this aegis, the PLA Navy has conducted
counterpiracy patrols in the Gulf of Aden since December 2008 and
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participated in evacuations of PRC citizens during unrest in Libya and
Yemen. Social media and press coverage have produced growing calls for
the Chinese government to better protect PRC citizens abroad.3 China’s
overseas presence has continued to deepen with Xi Jinping’s Belt and
Road Initiative, an ambitious plan to fund infrastructure construction
to increase China’s connectivity with Eurasia and the rest of the world.
The initiative now even includes an additional maritime component, a
proposed “Polar Silk Road” through the Arctic Ocean.4
Navy Primed to Take Advantage of China’s New Orientation
Of all the services, the navy was best positioned to exploit the increasing
importance of the outside world. The navy has long worked to articulate the
importance of Chinese maritime interests and to advocate for a more capable
navy to protect these interests.5 PLAN leaders like Vice Admiral Chen Mingshan have argued since the early 1990s that the navy is “a direct defender of
its [China’s] economy, especially its maritime economy and foreign trade.”6
Chinese analysts have insisted that the navy needs capabilities “to protect
[China’s] long and increasingly vital maritime energy supply lines.”7 PLAN
publications such as Modern Navy8 have emphasized topics such as “maritime resources” more frequently than mainstream civilian publications and
general defense publications.9 The Chinese maritime lobby has grown to
include officials in maritime provinces, state-owned and private firms reliant
on overseas trade, companies that build equipment and technology used to
seize and build on claimed areas, and military and civilian organizations
charged with seizing, building, and administering claimed areas.10
The navy not only leveraged the growing importance of the sea for
China’s economy but also stressed the growing importance of China’s
maritime and sovereignty claims. China’s three highest profile sovereignty
disputes (Taiwan, South China Sea, and East China Sea) all involve islands
or other physical features surrounded by vast bodies of water. The navy and
marines have occupied physical features in the Paracels and the Spratlys
for decades. As maritime and sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea
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and East China Sea intensified after 2012, the navy took center stage in
defending China’s interests. Efforts by the Chinese naval and maritime
lobby to emphasize the growing importance of Chinese maritime interests
helped attract resources for naval modernization and culminated in the 18th
Party Congress work report in November 2012 that set the task of “building
China into a sea power nation.”11
Calls for greater efforts to protect Chinese maritime interests were
supported by rapid economic growth following China’s reform and opening up that enabled the PLA to receive double-digit budget increases for
decades. Higher budgets benefited all PLA services, but the navy received
an increasing share of the defense budget beginning in 2004, allowing it
to create and expand a fleet of modern warships and aircraft. Improved
underwater, surface, and aerial platforms have allowed the navy to operate
farther from the PRC more frequently and for longer periods of time. Given
exposure from port calls, international military exercises, and its increasing
presence in the South China Sea, East China Sea, and Indian Ocean, the
navy has in many ways become the face of the PLA to the world.

Chinese Naval Modernization
China’s naval modernization can be analyzed in terms of three vectors of
modernization. The first involves hardware and “software” developments
aimed at creating a blue-water navy capable of power projection. The second is creation of a potent maritime component that can work effectively
with other services to achieve operational synergies as part of a joint PLA
capable of fighting and winning wars against advanced militaries. The third
is further development of an “interagency” maritime force where the navy
works with the coast guard, maritime militia (which the U.S. Department of
Defense refers to as the People’s Armed Force’s Maritime Militia), and other
parts of the Chinese government to advance China’s maritime sovereignty
claims. Each vector is driven by certain factors, is supported by certain
actors, emphasizes different missions, and is optimized for use in different
areas. As resources are finite, any increase in resources for one particular
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vector potentially reduces those available for the others, thereby affecting
the composition of the navy and its capacity to perform other missions.12
The table illustrates key aspects of each vector.
Table. Three Modernization Vectors for the PLA Navy
Blue-Water Navy

Joint Operations
Force for the Maritime Domain

“Interagency” Maritime Force

Type/Mode
of Operation

Combined-arms naval
operations

Joint operations

Sovereignty claim
advancement operations

Maritime
Challenges

SLOC protection, farseas defense, power
projection, military
diplomacy

War vs. high-tech
adversary, Taiwan,
ECS, long-range piece
of joint campaign

Maritime territorial
disputes, regional naval
clashes

Missions

ASuW, ASW, strike,
amphibious operations,
nuclear deterrence

ASuW, ASW, strike,
transportation,
amphibious operations,
nuclear deterrence

Presence, deterrence,
C2, escalation control

Partners

Navy branches

Other services

CCG, PAFMM, MoFA,
SOEs

What Do
Partners
Provide?

Nothing

ASBMs, long-range
strike, manpower for
land ops., air control,
air defense, airlift,
cyberspace capabilities, counter-space

White hulls, fishing
vessels, deniability,
messaging, numbers
(swarming), asymmetric approach

Key: SLOC: sea lines of communication; ASuW: anti-surface warfare; ASW: anti-submarine warfare;
ECS: East China Sea; ASBM: anti-ship ballistic missile; C2: command and control; CCG: China coast
guard; PAFMM: People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia; MoFA: Ministry of Foreign Affairs; SOE:
state-owned enterprise.

First Vector: Blue-Water Navy
Possession of a blue-water navy has been the “blue dream” of every great power
since technology made such fleets possible.13 A blue-water fleet is commonly
seen as the epitome of naval development, with the ability to operate far from
the homeland and perform combined arms naval operations. In the Chinese
context, such a fleet would allow the navy to operate independently to address
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the maritime challenges of protecting sea lines of communication, far-seas
defense, power projection, and military diplomacy in distant seas. It would
also require the navy to perform the missions of antisurface warfare, antisubmarine warfare, strike, amphibious operations, and nuclear deterrence.
The navy has been working for decades to create its own blue-water
fleet. This involves two main elements: hardware modernization (military
equipment) and software modernization (education, training, doctrine,
and so forth). This vector of modernization supports PLAN interests by
providing a rationale for moving beyond its original role as a support force
for the army toward an independent operational capability.
Building the Fleet
The navy had been undergoing modernization for decades prior to Xi’s
reforms. Early Soviet (1950–1960), later American (1980s), and post–Cold
War Russian (1991–present) assistance for Chinese naval modernization have
been largely supplanted by efforts to replace foreign equipment and technology with indigenously developed or improved Chinese versions. Soviet
support created an initial foundation for the navy, both in terms of hardware
and personnel training.14 However, the withdrawal of Soviet advisors in 1960
and the Western technology blockade forced China to rely on indigenous
efforts to reverse-engineer foreign technology and to make incremental
improvements on Soviet designs. Rapprochement with the United States
eventually allowed China access to some Western arms and military technology, but this window largely closed after the Tiananmen massacre in 1989,
when the United States and Europe imposed bans on arms sales to China.
Improved relations with the Soviet Union in the late 1980s and its
eventual breakup gave the Chinese military and defense industry access
to advanced weapons such as the Kilo-class submarine, Su-27 fighter
(assembled in China, then reverse-engineered and produced as the J-11),
Sovremmeny-class destroyers (and their advanced antiship cruise missiles), and S-300 surface-to-air missile systems. The combination of broad
improvements in China’s technology base, direct access to advanced Russian
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weapons, assistance from weapons scientists from the former Soviet Union,
and industrial espionage helped the Chinese defense industry assimilate
advanced technologies into more advanced weapons systems.
Rapid economic growth spurred on by Deng’s reform and opening up
initiative provided both technology and resources that allowed the PLA
to import greater numbers of more advanced equipment and weapons
and procure the increasingly advanced weapons produced by the Chinese
defense industry. The PLA’s limited ability to respond to the deployment
of two U.S. carriers during the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis and the
accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in 1999 during the
Kosovo War persuaded Chinese leadership to increase funding for military
modernization. Preparing for a potential invasion or blockade of Taiwan in
the face of U.S. intervention became the chief scenario for PLA planning
and force modernization, with the maritime aspects of the Taiwan scenario
supporting PLAN efforts to procure a range of advanced weapons systems.
China’s naval modernization includes the development and deployment
of advanced surface ships, submarines, aircraft and aircraft carriers, and
amphibious vessels that will improve the PLAN ability to conduct a range
of missions. China’s shipyards are now launching new ships at a brisk pace,
but have also shifted to focus on “quality over quantity.”15 The old surface
fleet, based on largely antiquated 1950s Soviet technology with some indigenous improvements, is being replaced with new advanced vessels, such as
the Type 054/054A frigate, Type 052C/D destroyer, and cruiser-sized Type
055 destroyer. These vessels feature advanced weapons and modern design
features such as vertical launch systems capable of launching different types
of antiship, antiaircraft, and land-attack missiles, phased-array radars, and
improved air and cruise missile defenses.16 The navy had no corvettes prior
to 2014, but had 37 Type 056/056A ships as of November 2017.17
The notoriously noisy PLAN submarines have been gradually reducing
their noise footprint.18 The submarine force consists primarily of diesel-powered attack submarines, most of which are capable of launching advanced
antiship cruise missiles. The navy has also added 10 nuclear submarines
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to the force since 2002, including 6 longer range nuclear-powered attack
submarines, and 4 nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs).
The submarine force may grow to between 69 and 78 submarines by 2020.19
China’s first aircraft carrier, the Liaoning (Type 001), began sea trials in
August 2011 and was declared combat ready in November 2016. The Liaoning
carries J-15 fighters that launch off its ski jump–style flight deck. The navy
is currently developing two more advanced aircraft carriers, with the Type
001A carrier beginning sea trials in May 2018.20 The planned inclusion of an
integrated propulsion system on the Type 002 aircraft carrier, which would
support an electromagnetic aircraft launch system, could allow more rapid
aircraft launches.21 Xinhua hailed the launch of China’s first carrier as a symbolic step forward: “building a strong navy that is commensurate with China’s
rising status is a necessary step and an inevitable choice for the country to
safeguard its increasingly globalized national interests.”22
Due to their value and vulnerability to attack, aircraft carriers typically operate as part of a carrier group with multiple vessels protecting and
supporting them.23 The navy has made clear its intent to establish carrier
groups by rushing production of the Type 055 destroyer. The Type 055
destroyers will join the growing array of vessels and weapon systems that
will provide Chinese carriers protection against air and cruise missile attack
and allow them to operate more safely outside the range of land-based aircraft. The navy has also been producing a new type of large replenishment
ship, the Type 901, which is similar in size to those used by the U.S. Navy.24
The production of such support vessels is particularly important given
the continuing poor ratio of support vessels to frontline ships of the navy,
especially when compared with the U.S. Navy.25
The navy has also been deploying new ships to improve its limited
amphibious capabilities. These include semi-submersible amphibious landing vessels, the Type 726A air-cushioned landing craft, and the Type 071
landing platform dock. The new ships, coupled with the PLA Navy Marine
Corps expansion to add additional marine brigades, should significantly
improve PLAN amphibious warfare capabilities.26
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Creating a “New Type” of Sailor for the New Navy: Recruiting,
Educating, and Training
Naval modernization also requires talented personnel capable of executing
independent and joint operations far from the country’s shores. The service
and its branches have reformed their efforts to recruit higher caliber personnel to fill their ranks, especially with graduates from civilian universities.27
From 1999 onward, the navy planned to recruit 600 officers from civilian
higher education institutions each year.28 Naval aviation began recruiting its
own personnel in 1988, an important step toward achieving independence
from the PLA Air Force (PLAAF), which enabled it to educate and train
individuals for aeronautical operations in the maritime domain from the
beginning of their careers.29
The navy has also reformed the education and training of recruits.
Since 1987, the navy has utilized the training ship Zheng He, a “classroom
at sea,” to help train its cadets.30 This ship has been an “especially prolific
traveler,” even embarking on the first circumnavigation of the world by a
Chinese navy training ship in mid-2012.31 This has allowed the navy to give
thousands of cadets hands-on experience in a variety of maritime environments around the world.32 The navy has also recently added a “tall ship,” the
Polang, as well as the advanced naval training ships, Qi Jiguang and Yupeng.
These ships and the push for naval personnel to undergo “tempering” on a
vessel allowed the navy to provide onboard experience for 92 percent of the
3,000 “new soldiers” trained by the South Sea Fleet from 2011 to 2012.33 To
give its aviators at-sea experience, the navy launched the air training ship
Shichang in 1996.34 The PLAN aviation training base at Huangdicun has
added land-based facilities and equipment, such as ski jumps on runways,
to allow pilots to practice carrier takeoffs and landings more safely, and
added catapult launch systems to support training for the Type 002 carrier.35
Similarly, the navy created Vessel Training Centers in the 1980s for
each of its fleets to provide more detailed and vessel-specific training, facilitating the introduction of new classes of ships. The centers can assemble
military personnel, industry representatives, and other experts to help
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create an “Outline for Military Training and Evaluation” specific to each
class of vessel to accelerate training for the first crews.36 This was seen with
the Bengbu, the first Jiangdao-class (Type 056) corvette to be introduced
to the East Sea Fleet.37
An increased operational tempo contributes to training of the force.
China Daily stated that “each year every combat vessel and submarine will
spend nearly eight months at sea, carrying out patrols, drills, and training.
Every day, dozens of aircraft, more than 100 ships and submarines, and
thousands of navy personnel are in operation.”38 Since December 2008,
PLAN activity has included continuous deployment of an escort task force
in the Gulf of Aden to conduct escort and counterpiracy operations. This
high operations tempo is paralleled by more port calls and increased participation in international military exercises. The navy only conducted 11 port
calls from 2003 to 2008, but conducted 40 in 2015 alone. The navy has also
led the way in international military exercises. From 2003 to 2016, the navy
conducted almost half of all international military exercises that involved
the PLA, more than any other service. The navy has also begun to participate
in multilateral exercises such as the U.S. Rim of the Pacific exercise series.39
A growing number of these exercises, especially those with Russia,
include combat or combat-support elements. The navy “completed its first
overseas joint beach landing drill” as part of the Joint Sea–2015 exercise in
Russia.40 Sino-Russian naval exercises are being held in new locations, such
as in the Baltic Sea, Mediterranean Sea, and Sea of Okhotsk, expanding the
operational horizons of the navy. Some Sino-Russian naval exercises have
expanded to include combined arms operations with the participation of
multiple branches.41 Spurred on by their increasing experience and confidence, some navy officers have even begun using run-ins with foreign forces
as training opportunities, and they have been recognized and rewarded for
their actions.42
All these exercises and training have begun to pay off as the traditionally strict control by senior officers is starting to relax, giving operational
commanders more flexibility. Submarine units have been applauded in
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recent military media reports for undertaking significant operations without additional senior officers onboard, whose presence often reduced
the captain of a submarine to a “duty officer.”43 Naval aviation began
introducing greater “pilot autonomy” back in 2013, marking a shift from
“nanny-style” control of pilots by superior officers.44
Years after the army first established special operations forces (SOF)
units in the 1980s, the navy finally established its own SOF regiment in
the South Sea Fleet.45 This regiment has been able to gain operational
experience from the navy’s antipiracy patrols, which have included a SOF
contingent with every flotilla.46 PLA SOF operators have also benefited
from the establishment of the Special Operations Academy in Guangzhou
and have sought to gain experience from foreign units by participating in
international SOF competitions.47 The navy’s SOF regiment is augmented
by smaller units established in at least two marine corps brigades.48
The PLA marines corps functions as the naval infantry branch of the
navy but has recently established a separate headquarters and is expanding
its number of operational brigades as part of PLA reforms. The marines
were relatively late in joining the rest of the PLA in exercising abroad but
performed their first overseas exercise in Thailand in 2010.49 The marines
also appear to now have their own helicopters, which had previously been
provided by naval aviation.50 The Marine Corps College now boasts more
than 20 professional programs, an educated faculty, and simulation training
systems.51 Faculty are being encouraged to participate in exercises to rectify
their lack of combat and operational experience.52
Other branches such as naval aviation are making similar efforts to
improve education and training to produce officers and seaman capable of
operating modern weapons. To leverage carriers, the Naval Aviation Academy
and Naval Aeronautical Engineering Institute have been combined to form
the Naval Aviation University/Naval Aeronautical University, which will
train China’s carrier-based fighter pilots.53 The new university has recruited
450 pilot cadets, which will eventually translate into a significant boost in
naval aviation personnel to support the deployment of more carriers.54 Naval
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aviation has also changed the way it trains pilots to emphasize extended
daytime and nighttime operations and increasing flights over water and at
low altitudes.55 To improve the quality and realism of training, naval aviation
held its first actual combat confrontation exercise between different aircraft
models in 2011.56
Impact of Reforms on the Blue-Water Navy Vector of Modernization
The reforms have three main effects on the blue-water navy vector of modernization: altering the role of the services, assigning operational control
to the theater commands, and improving PLA education, training, and
personnel systems. First, the services are now responsible for force-building
rather than operations. This should reduce the operational role of navy
headquarters. However, the navy appears to be utilizing several methods
to keep a not-insignificant role in operations. PLAN headquarters appears
to have retained operational responsibility for counterpiracy deployments
to the Gulf of Aden. The headquarters role in force-building and setting
naval training requirements allows the navy to use training exercises to
maintain an operational role, since virtually anything can be promoted as
having “training” value. The navy refers to this as moving from “separation
of training and operations” [xunzhan fenli, 训战分离] to “embedding training in operations” [yizhan zaixun, 以战载训].57 The navy headquarters also
appears to be using tri-fleet exercises, which do not fall under the responsibility of any particular theater command, as another way to hold onto some
operational responsibilities.58 An unintended consequence of attempting
to relegate service headquarters to training and force-building is that it
frees time and resources for the headquarters to advocate for the interests
of its individual service.59 Such lobbying is more important as the Chinese
economy slows, which has already led to slowdowns in military budget
growth. For the navy, this could lead to clashes with the other services and
with the new theater commands, which have their own distinct interests.
Some platforms, like land-based aircraft, are highly relevant for the Eastern
Theater Command in planning for the invasion of Taiwan, while blue-water
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systems such as aircraft carriers are less relevant. It remains unclear how
such discrepancies in interests will be resolved.
The second major impact, placing the theater commands in charge
of operations, reduces the navy’s autonomy in conducting operations. It
also complicates operations to protect China’s maritime sovereignty claims
by adding another bureaucratic actor into the mix, especially if a nonnavy officer is in charge of the theater. However, the navy has used theater
command geographic constraints to lead some operations. The Indian
Ocean, for example, falls outside of the geographic jurisdiction of the theater
commands, giving the navy headquarters a strong case for continued leadership in counterpiracy operations, even if these have joint elements.60 Port
calls and exercises with foreign militaries also fall outside the geographic
responsibilities of the theater commands, giving navy headquarters another
opportunity. However, while navy headquarters can task its components to
meet certain requirements through training, the theater commands nominally control naval forces within their jurisdiction and may have different
priorities. This situation is complicated by the fact that the service chiefs are
no longer on the CMC but are now theater-leader grade, putting them on
equal footing with the heads of the theater commands.61 Neither side has the
authority to force the other to follow orders. It is unclear whether one of the
CMC vice chairmen, or perhaps even Xi himself, will arbitrate such disputes.
While the Joint Staff Department Overseas Operations Office coordinates army peacekeeping operations, the navy appears to control its
far-seas operations.62 This might be partly due to the unique nature of
navies and the history of “independent command at sea” that they cherish.63 Despite the increasing number of military diplomacy activities and
exercises involving naval forces, the theater commands do not appear to
have been able to curtail these activities to increase focus on joint training
and theater-specific missions.64
The third major impact of the reforms on this vector of modernization involves personnel issues. Some of the most important aspects of
the reforms and anticorruption campaign have to do with career paths
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and the health of the military force as a whole. As of April 2018, PLA
personnel have received two pay increases since Xi announced the 300,000troop cut in September 2015.65 How any military deals with its veterans
is of immense importance for recruiting and for the morale of existing
active-duty personnel. The PLA has historically been parsimonious toward
honoring commitments to its veterans.66 To address these shortcomings, Xi
announced that the government would “set up an agency that will manage
veterans and protect their legal rights and interests,”67 and a new Ministry
of Veterans Affairs was established to care for the PLA’s 57 million retired
personnel.68 Ensuring fair treatment of veterans will help “make a career
in the military one that is revered and respected by all.”69 As subsequent
large-scale veterans protests have demonstrated, this is still one area where
the armed forces and civilian government are struggling.70
The anticorruption crackdown within the PLA may also make a military career more attractive and respected. While the campaign has often
selectively removed individuals who were seen as potentially disloyal to the
Party or to Xi himself, many of those individuals were nonetheless spectacularly corrupt.71 The anticorruption campaign has helped officers who
resented the negative effects corruption has had on the PLA, those unable
to afford the bribes necessary to advance within a corrupt system, and
junior officers who can advance more quickly to fulfill positions vacated by
corrupt officers.72 This should allow professional military criteria to become
more important for career advancement, especially for the officer corps.

Second Vector: Naval Component of a Joint Force
The PLA is a “latecomer” to joint operations.73 Its first and only real joint
operation was the attack and conquest of the Yijiangshan Islands in 1955.74
An effective joint force, in the Chinese context, can respond to the maritime
challenges of war against a high-tech adversary, an attempted conquest of
Taiwan or the Senkakus, and the long-range aspect of joint campaigns in
the near seas. Officers have acknowledged that the PLA must become more
joint, which is seen as a fundamental part of modern warfare.75 For this to
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happen, the concept of winning as a joint force must replace the old concept
of a “single service victory” [danyi junzhong zhisheng, 单一军种制胜].76 The
push for jointness has undercut the army’s traditional dominance of the PLA
to the benefit of the other services. While the navy looks to be a big winner
under the reforms, interservice rivalry and competition for resources and
missions remain powerful obstacles to jointness and may have some negative
impact on navy interests. Moreover, jointness implies that naval operations
will be conducted via joint command and control structures, potentially
undercutting the navy’s efforts to develop more autonomy and the ability
to conduct its own combined arms operations in the far seas.
Joint Education and Training
The PLA’s conceptualization of jointness involves achieving victory by fusing the “operational strengths” of the separate services together to achieve
collectively what no service could accomplish alone.77 Jointness received a
much-needed boost following the ground force–dominated PLA’s inability
to respond effectively to the U.S. Navy’s sending two aircraft carrier battle
groups toward Taiwan in March 1996. The role of airpower in the Kosovo
War and sea power in the Falklands War impressed upon the PLA the strategic importance of other services.78 However, despite frequent mention of
jointness in articles and internal publications, the reality of jointness still
lags far behind the rhetoric.
The PLA has tried to rectify the imbalance among the services by
adding the commanders of other services to the CMC (2004–2017) and
by increasing students and faculty from services other than the army at
PLA National Defense University and the Academy of Military Science.
The presence of these officers was intended to facilitate joint thinking by
ensuring that non-army perspectives are included in the classroom and in
important debates.
PLA texts acknowledge that China’s armed forces still have a long way
to go to achieve true jointness.79 Even with increased focus on educating joint
commanders and theater command staff, joint experience remains a widely
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acknowledged weakness of the PLA as a whole.80 Officers complain that the
lack of joint command experience could reduce its joint commanders to
mere “armchair strategists” [zhishang tanbing, 纸上谈兵].81 The 2015 book
Theater Joint Operations Command [zhanqu lianhe zuozhan zhihui, 战区联
合作战指挥] suggested that the PLA should engage more in exchanges and
exercises with foreign militaries to compensate for this lack of experience.82
However, despite increasing PLA participation in international military
exercises, only a few of these (a mere 7 percent from 2003–2016) involve
two or more PLA services.83 The navy has been most active in international
exercises, but these are usually combined arms exercises with multiple navy
branches rather than joint exercises with multiple PLA services.
Joint training between the various services continues to be limited, but
some progress is being made.84 The navy (including surface vessels, marines,
and naval aviation) and air force participated together in a Sino-Russian
international exercise, Joint Sea–2015 (II), for the first time in 2015.85 However, in the words of one expert, “true joint interoperability remains largely a
work in progress for the PLA.”86 The navy and air force are doing some joint
training, most notably in name-brand exercises, such as Sharp Sword–2015.87
In some of the highest profile joint exercises between naval aviation and
air force, including Golden Helmet–2015, the two were actually competing
against one another as opposing forces rather than working together.88
Training between the navy and army is also limited, though this
appears to be changing as well. One example involves army aviation and
naval aviation providing air support for marines during amphibious training exercises.89 Another involves joint amphibious exercises with army
amphibious and ground force units, which would provide the bulk of the
troops for large-scale amphibious landings, such as an invasion of Taiwan.90
In reviewing PLA joint exercises, press reports highlight “cases in
which PLA commanders were not well-versed in the wide range of capabilities at their disposal, failed to coordinate and share information among
the units under their command, and demonstrated their weak command
and organization skills.”91 The lack of qualified joint commanders and staff
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officers continues to plague China’s armed forces.92 Without significant
progress, the PLA’s lack of jointness will result in “deconflicted operations,”
where the services operate in proximity to, but not with, each other.93
Reduced Army Dominance
Recognition of the increasing value of the maritime domain and the push
for jointness have benefited navy modernization efforts. One of the earliest
indicators of a shift in attention and resources away from the army was the
2003 force reduction, when it took a disproportionate share of the cuts.94
(Blasko’s chapter in this volume argues that the army is the biggest loser in
the current PLA personnel reductions, as the PLA places more emphasis
on the other services.)
Decreasing army dominance can also be seen in the PLA’s changing
strategic outlook. When the 2002 defense white paper stated that the “primary missions” of each service were to be performed “independently or
jointly,” it simultaneously encouraged the services not only to work together
jointly, but also to be able to operate on their own.95 Non-army services
received a further boost with the 2004 defense white paper, which explicitly
stated the PLA would “enhance the development of its operational strength
with priority given to the navy, air force, and Second Artillery Force.”96
Acknowledgment of the important role non-army services would play in an
invasion of Taiwan also gave the navy a new toehold in operational planning.
While the navy’s focus has gradually shifted outward from coastal to
offshore defense, establishment of an “active defense” strategy for the PLA
saw the military leadership formally inaugurate a shift in focus from China
and its immediately periphery, which favored the army, toward “open seas
protection,” which favors the navy.97 These changes were illustrated in
the 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy that argued, “the main
threat of war has already shifted from traditional inland direction to the
ocean direction.” In addition, the “strong enemy,” a common PLA euphemism for the United States, “will rely on its comprehensive distant combat
superiority from the ocean direction.” Under such circumstances, it will
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be “increasingly difficult to protect the homeland from the homeland and
the near seas from near seas, it might even become untenable.” Therefore,
defensive operations should be pushed farther away from Chinese territory.98 Efforts to “push forward the strategic frontier” to gain additional
strategic space boosted the navy because the geography of the region
means that additional strategic space is maritime space. As maritime concerns—such as Taiwan, the South China Sea, and sea-borne trade—have
grown over the years, the navy appears to have been increasingly successful
at capitalizing on them to bolster itself as a service.
The push for jointness has opened new opportunities for the navy to
make itself relevant for additional missions. The service has moved beyond
its initial coastal defense and sealift missions into missions ranging from
interdiction to amphibious operations to nuclear deterrence.
Increased Competition for Maritime Missions
The increased priority of maritime missions not only favors the navy, but
has also encouraged other services to encroach on PLAN turf by highlighting the relevance of their own current and future capabilities to the
maritime domain. The navy has responded by further developing its own
ability to perform “diversified tasks” to reduce the need for help from the
other services.99 These trends highlight the tension between the navy’s
desire to be able to conduct independent operations (especially in blue water
far from China’s coast) and the potential for other services to contribute
useful capabilities in a joint operational context.
As growth in PLA budgets has slowed, the air force, army, and even
Rocket Force are attempting to carve out new maritime responsibilities
(and associated budget claims). The air force has made the clearest effort to
ensure that it is not left out of the new emphasis on the maritime domain.
In the past few years, it has taken significant steps to emphasize operations
over water, the traditional domain of the navy and naval aviation.100 This
has been marked by a number of firsts, including flights over the Western
Pacific through new air corridors,101 PLAAF H-6K bombers practicing
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attacks on Guam,102 and deploying some of the air force’s most advanced
aircraft, such as the Su-35, to the South China Sea. The air force has also
expanded the role of its vessel troops to support maritime combat operations.103 A professor from the Air Force Command Academy stated that
South China Sea deployments showed PLAAF “resolution to implement
missions in the new era and firmly maintain national sovereignty and
security and maritime interests.”104
The air force has overhauled training for its pilots to emphasize operations over water, including those farther from shore.105 These included the
creation of new textbooks, including A Practical Handbook on Maritime
Live-Fire Training with Trainer Aircraft and Safety Checklist for Maritime
Live-Fire Training.106 Classroom work has been augmented by “regular high
seas training” that began in 2015.107 The air force has held seminars attended
by senior officers to review its progress in overwater training.108 These
efforts put the air force in direct competition with the navy for maritime
missions and resources.
The air force has followed the PLAN lead in using the need to protect
China’s economic interests as an argument to support its strategic relevance.
Then–PLAAF Commander Ma Xiaotian gave a speech in 2014 emphasizing
the importance of airpower for the maritime domain. According to Ma,
“[W]inning the initiative in the air is important in effectively responding
to all kinds of security threats at sea. . . . [We must] fully recognize the new
circumstances in the defense of maritime rights; [it] gives the air force new
meaning to accelerate the transition from territorial air defense toward
attack and defense. . . . [We must] transform the ‘center of gravity’ of sea
operations toward the employment of airpower.”109
The air force is acquiring two types of aircraft that will expand its
maritime capabilities. The first is the Y-20 long-range transport, which
can carry paratroopers and their equipment to the remote physical features
controlled by China in the South China Sea.110 Paratroopers have conducted
simulated airdrops over “unfamiliar island targets” in exercises.111 The second is the acquisition of additional and updated tankers, such as the IL-78/
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MIDAS, to augment its small and aging fleet of tankers.112 Expansion of the
PLAAF tanker fleet, including the rumored development of a tanker variant of the Y-20, would increase the range of PLAAF fighters, surveillance
aircraft, and bombers, improving their ability to operate far over the ocean
from land bases in China.113
By contrast, the army has found it harder to carve out a maritime role.
Although Taiwan has been the main driver of PLA modernization for
decades, the army only had one amphibious tank brigade in 1997.114 The
army’s amphibious force has grown since then, but these units only spend
3 to 4 months a year on amphibious operations, with the rest of their time
spent on nonamphibious training.115 In 2010, only one army ship group was
exclusively focused on amphibious support.116 However, it has been trying
to make itself more relevant for maritime missions. Army amphibious units
have traditionally focused on the conquest of Taiwan, where the need for
large numbers of ground troops would guarantee it a prominent role. PLAN
marines have primary responsibility for amphibious operations involving
smaller physical features, such as the land features that dot the South China
Sea. However, the army has recently suggested that it could too have a role
in capturing and holding smaller islands.117
Even the Rocket Force, the “hermit” of the PLA, is pushing into the
maritime domain. Its control of the PLA’s land-based antiship ballistic
missiles (ASBM) represents another attempt by a land-based service to “use
the land to control the sea” [yi luzhihai, 以陆制海].118 Literature from the
Second Artillery Force (now the Rocket Force) has been overwhelmingly
positive on the development and future utility of ASBMs, while PLAN analysts have been more pessimistic about the weapon’s value.119 The DF-21D
ASBM, dubbed the “carrier-killer,” is an obvious attempt to credibly hold
U.S. carriers at risk. It is joined by the Rocket Force’s DF-26, which also
has an ASBM variant and has the range to target U.S. facilities on Guam.120
The Rocket Force can also use its arsenal of conventional ballistic missiles to hit maritime-relevant land targets, such as ports. The 2006 edition of
The Science of Campaigns discussed how conventional cruise missiles can
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be used to “implement sea blockades” and “capture localized campaign sea
superiority.”121 Other tactics, such as a “missile fire blockade” [daodan huoli
fengsuo, 导弹火力封锁], can disrupt facilities important for naval forces,
such as ports and relevant airfields.122 While these efforts could be done
jointly in coordination with the navy and air force, the Rocket Force could
also conduct such campaigns independently, inserting itself into operations
for “sea blockades” and “sea dominance.”123
This competition for roles and missions goes both ways. The navy
now has submarines that can compete with Rocket Force conventional and
nuclear assets. The navy has four SSBNs armed with nuclear intercontinental ballistic missiles and attack submarines that can carry land-attack cruise
missiles.124 Such assets allow the navy to duplicate some Rocket Force capabilities, potentially with greater survivability than land-based Rocket Force
assets. The navy also has numerous surface vessels and aircraft armed with
antiship cruise missiles, which give it a strong tool to beat back Rocket Force
efforts to intrude too far onto navy turf.125 These systems, and the Rocket
Force’s desire to maintain primacy in nuclear deterrence and long-range
conventional strike missions, are likely to limit the Rocket Force’s ability
to carve out too much space in the maritime domain.126 Despite the clear
interest of other services in competing for maritime missions and associated
resources, spending too much time on these missions may compromise
their combat effectiveness in their primary missions.127
The final advantage the navy has over the other services in the maritime domain is presence. It is the only service that can operate assets on or
over the high seas for long periods of time. It also has advantages in its ability to use overseas bases and commercial port facilities to provide logistics
support for its peacetime operations. PLAN ability to launch and recover
helicopters and planes from frigates and carriers allows it to maintain an
air presence much longer than the air-refuelable land-based aircraft that
the air force operates.128 The navy can loiter under the waves, on the waves,
and in the sky—something no other service can do.
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Impact of Reforms on Joint Force Vector of Modernization
The reduction of army dominance presents new opportunities for the
navy to promote its own interests, advocate for increased focus on Chinese
maritime interests, and argue for new military capabilities to protect those
interests. However, the intent to eliminate the operational role of the service
headquarters and to conduct operations via joint command and control
structures also implies a reduction in PLAN autonomy and increased
competition for maritime roles and missions from other services.
The shifting of operational responsibilities away from the military
regions and service headquarters to joint theater commands is perhaps
the most significant operational change instituted by the reforms. The
establishment of new joint command structures ends the PLA’s reliance
on army-dominated military regions and ad hoc wartime joint command
structures. This shift, combined with placing some non-army officers
in charge of theater commands (Navy Vice Admiral Yuan Yubai in the
Southern Theater Command and PLAAF General Yi Xiaoguang in the
Central Theater Command) and presence of non-army staff in all the theater commands, constitutes an important step toward a more joint force.
The role of theater commands in leading military operations within
their geographic purview presents both a challenge and opportunity for
the navy. If the head of a theater command is a naval officer, as in the
Southern Theater Command, then the navy can theoretically run non-navy
operations there and decide how to integrate relevant capabilities of other
services into naval operations.129 Even if another service is in charge of a
theater command, each of the theater commands with a fleet (Northern,
Eastern, and Southern) has a navy officer as a deputy commander in change
of theater command naval forces. Much will depend on how much centralized control the theater commander exerts over the theater ground, naval,
and air components and how much authority the commander is willing to
delegate to his component commanders. The fact that army officers have
little experience in commanding naval operations, and the fact that the
navy can perform many of its near-seas missions using its own assets to
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conduct combined arms operations, suggests that navy component commanders are likely to retain a great deal of autonomy in most circumstances.
Most PLA operations in the South China Sea, for example, are kept below
the threshold where another country would respond with force. However,
PLA planning for a Taiwan contingency, which would involve both coastal
operations to support an amphibious landing and blue-water operations to
delay U.S. intervention, would require the Eastern Theater Commander
(currently an army officer) to make difficult choices about priorities.

Third Vector: “Interagency” Operations
China has a long history of drawing on military and militia vessels, as well
as civilian ships and fishing boats, to compensate for its limited naval capabilities. However, in recent decades, the PLA has increasingly cooperated
with other parts of the Chinese government and civilian actors to respond
to maritime and territorial sovereignty disputes and possible regional
naval clashes in the East China Sea and South China Sea. The heightened
importance of the maritime domain and maritime sovereignty disputes,
as well as the proven utility of other components of China’s armed forces
such as the coast guard and maritime militia in pressing Beijing’s claims,
have helped drive this vector of modernization. However, the other two
vectors of modernization have also allowed the navy to build capabilities
that strengthen its ability to conduct “interagency” operations.
These operations involve the navy working with the maritime militia and coast guard, as well as utilizing a network of bases and outposts
throughout the South China Sea.130 Civilian agencies are involved in some
aspects: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and state-run media, for instance,
play an important role in shaping and propagating the narrative of the day.
Navy Leading from Behind
China’s approach to the South China Sea involves seeking to use a range of
military, paramilitary, legal, and administrative tactics to expand Chinese
control of disputed features and waters, while minimizing the chances
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of military conflict breaking out. The PRC has adopted three lines of
“defense” in this effort, with the maritime militia as the first, maritime law
enforcement agencies as the second, and the PLA (especially the navy) as
the third.131 While the navy is deliberately kept away from the frontline to
minimize escalation risks, it played a significant role in crafting the strategy
and continues to directly and indirectly support the other actors.132
China’s maritime militia has always been an integral component of
China’s maritime forces, and in recent years, its importance and interactions with the navy have increased significantly.133 The maritime militia
has benefited from a generous building program that has seen its branches
acquire new, large steel-hulled vessels.134 Trends seen in the PLA at large,
such as a shift toward greater professionalism and phasing out less advanced
units, are also evident in the maritime militia.135 Leading personnel in the
maritime militia are being militarized, professionalized, and incentivized;
the organization can now call on elite units for more specialized and challenging tasks. Some maritime militia branches have become so well trained
and are so useful that they have even been referred to as a “veritable ‘light
cavalry.’”136 Some maritime militia detachments have developed specialized
combat support and technical skills to better aid the navy in operations.137
While the maritime militia organization has a limited ability to engage in
high-end warfare, it is optimized for sovereignty advancement operations
that stay below the threshold of military conflict.138
The navy also has been closely tied to the coast guard since the latter was formed by merging several different maritime law enforcement
agencies. Its role in protecting disputed Chinese maritime and sovereignty
claims and projecting Chinese domestic law into disputed waters have led
many to call it “China’s second navy.”139 The PLA influenced its creation,
and the navy plays a significant role in planning, coordinating, and conducting coast guard operations.140 Like the maritime militia, coast guard
vessels have been significantly upgraded in recent years. Some are actually
former PLAN vessels with some weapons systems removed.141 Some larger
coast guard vessels even have 76mm main guns, among other armaments.142
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The maritime militia and coast guard have carried out several successful interagency operations against foreign countries in cooperation with
the navy. Two examples are the Impeccable incident in March 2009 and
HYSY-981 oil rig incident in May–July 2014.
Impeccable Incident, March 8–9, 2009. The Impeccable incident
involved the USNS Impeccable, an ocean surveillance ship that was shadowed and harassed by Chinese vessels that maneuvered in ways that
threatened its safety. The Chinese ships and aircraft involved included
a PLAN frigate, Fisheries Law Enforcement patrol vessel, State Oceanic
Administration patrol vessel, two trawlers (one of which was from the
Sanya maritime militia), and at least one Y-12 aircraft.143 The Chinese action
involved multiple military and civilian government organizations and maritime militia vessels, necessitating a certain level of coordination. Chinese
vessels came dangerously close to the Impeccable, dropped objects directly
in its path, tried to snag its acoustics equipment, and even obstructed it
after it announced it was trying to leave the area.144 At one point a Chinese
Y-12 buzzed the Impeccable 11 times.145 The Chinese operation was reportedly led by then-head of the Fisheries Law Enforcement’s South China Sea
Bureau, Wu Zheng.146 Given the variety of Chinese assets and their close
proximity to each other and to the Impeccable, a high degree of communication and control was necessary to coordinate actions and avoid collisions.
HYSY-981 Oil Rig Incident, May 2–July 15, 2014. The HYSY-981 oil
rig incident is China’s largest and most sophisticated “Three-Sea-Force”
operation to date.147 Throughout the operation, China maintained between
110 and 115 vessels around the oil rig in an approximately 10 nautical mile
cordon. These included four navy vessels, 35 to 40 coast guard ships, 30
transport and tugs, and more than 40 maritime militia vessels.148 While
the cordon radiated about 10 nautical miles out from the rig, the Chinese
side utilized maritime militia and “fishing vessels” to harass, and in some
cases attack and sink, Vietnamese fishing vessels operating miles beyond
the cordon.149 During the incident, China was able to maintain around
twice as many vessels as Vietnam did in the area.150 Operating a cordon
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of so many vessels from so many different organizations over such a long
period, while sending out skirmishing parties to attack Vietnamese vessels
miles from the cordon, required careful coordination across multiple military and civilian organizations. This included cooperation with the China
National Offshore Oil Corporation, a state-owned enterprise that owned
and operated the HYSY-981 drilling platform.
The maritime militia was given mobilization orders for the operation
by the Guangzhou Military Region. In the case of the participating Sansha
City maritime militia, a sea command post was set up and a command
and coordination group was sent to the coast guard’s “forward command
post at sea.”151
China appears to plan to conduct more operations like these in the
future. While the navy is the main military service involved in maritime
sovereignty defense operations, at least one training event featured limited
involvement by other services. A 2014 joint escort defense and joint oil rig
defense exercise in the Gulf of Tonkin involved a maritime police unit under
the navy’s South Sea Fleet, personnel and vessels from fisheries, maritime
police, and maritime militia, as well as aircraft from naval aviation and the
air force. Just as in the HYSY-981 oil rig incident, a maritime command post
was set up to help coordinate the effort. The exercise took the “defensive”
actions utilized in the HYSY-981 oil rig a step further when fighter aircraft
and surface vessels armed with missiles “destroyed” enemy vessels during
the escort part of the mission. To defend the rig, the Chinese forces practiced blocking the passage of a “suspicious fishing boat” and shooting the
water to prevent frogmen from getting close to the rig. The exercise ended
with the arrest of “militants” and a journalist on the boat.152 Although this
example involved limited participation of the air force, the navy continues
to regularly perform such drills without the participation of another service.
Artificial “Islands,” More Than Just the “Big Three.” While China’s
“Big Three” artificial islands in the South China Sea (Fiery Cross, Mischief,
and Subi Reefs) have dominated the coverage of China’s artificial island–
building activities in the region, they are part of a larger network of Chinese
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bases and outposts scattered across the South China Sea.153 While PLAAF
aircraft might be able to operate from runways on the artificial islands,
the navy regularly operates from both larger and smaller land features in
cooperation with the coast guard, maritime militia, and other Chinese
government organizations.
The 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy argued that China
relies on islands and reefs to help create a “large-area maritime defense
system” [da quyu haishang fangwei tixi, 大区域海上防卫体系] for power
projection.154 In addition to the large artificial islands that have harbors
and airstrips, the smaller, but still vital, islands and reefs have facilities
called “coastal defense militia outposts” [haifang minbing shaosuo, 海防民
兵哨所], which are staffed by maritime militia and People’s Armed Forces
Department personnel, to monitor the maritime domain.155 This type of
force can help maintain a constant forward presence and play peacetime
(and potentially wartime) operations roles that would be much more visible
and sensitive if performed by military units.
Reform Impact on the Interagency Vector of Modernization
The PLA reforms have facilitated some aspects of interagency maritime
operations but have also created new organizational roles and responsibilities that may complicate existing understandings and procedures. The
reforms placed the coast guard under the authority of the People’s Armed
Police, which was itself subordinated to report solely to the CMC.156 This
gives the CMC the ability to issue orders to both the PLA and coast guard,
facilitating interagency planning and operations. Certain elite and specialized branches of the maritime militia have also drawn much closer to the
navy and coast guard in terms of funding, equipment, training, personnel,
and coordination in recent years.157 Such closer relations should help reduce
the coordination burden in interagency maritime operations.
That said, the PRC appears to lack a permanent mechanism to coordinate operations of the maritime militia and coast guard with services
other than the navy. Previous coordination mechanisms appear to have
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been run through PLAN headquarters and the three fleets, with no or
limited involvement of the military regions. The establishment of new
joint theater commands will require adjustments in these command and
coordination mechanisms, which may be challenging since the theater
commands have no natural channels to coordinate with national-level
ministries and state-owned enterprises. The challenge is further increased
because some maritime militia units are designed primarily for use in
peacetime sovereignty advancement operations, while others are designed
to provide support during combat operations. Given the high number of
maritime militia branches and specialized units within those branches and
the local nature of these branches, the lack of a mechanism to coordinate
with non-PLAN services will limit the ability of these forces to contribute
to joint operations with other services. For the time being, the navy will
likely have to coordinate directly with the maritime militias and coast guard
and then coordinate joint operations with the other services on behalf of
China’s maritime forces.

Conclusion
Like any large organization, the PLA is made up of different bureaucratic
actors, each with its own interests. As with any military, there is disagreement among the services, and even between different branches of the same
service, as to how the force should develop. The three vectors of modernization employed in this chapter are a useful device for highlighting these
divergent interests and thinking about how they may affect decisions about
PLA modernization in general, and navy modernization in particular.
We argue that there will be continued tension between the PLAN
desire to create a blue-water navy optimized for independent operations in
the far seas and the desire of the CMC and theater commands for a naval
component that is optimized for joint operations and executing theater contingency plans. Theater commanders are likely to advocate for naval forces
that suit the specific missions and geography of their region and use their
operational control to focus the naval components in their theaters on those
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particular priorities. This tension will likely manifest itself in arguments
over how PLAN headquarters and the theater commands want naval units
to spend their time and potentially even what platforms are assigned to what
theaters. However, because the interagency navy vector of modernization
involves support for a high national priority (defending and advancing China’s maritime sovereignty claims) and does not involve expensive weapons
development requirements, this mission set is not likely to be a major focus
of tensions between the headquarters and theater commands.
There will also be tension among the services over what level of jointness they are comfortable with, since true jointness will require each service
to give up some of its autonomy and limit its ability to maximize its organizational interests. The pursuit of joint synergies will inevitably involve
creating new dependencies on other services to provide critical capabilities
for joint operations. The logic of a blue-water navy whose different branches
provide all the capabilities needed for far seas operations has inherent
contradictions with the interdependence and cross-service coordination
that are the essence of jointness. There may even be resentment between
the navy and interagency maritime forces because resources going to the
coast guard and maritime militia will not provide much support for the
PLAN’s own “blue dream.” The navy’s efforts to seeks an even greater role
in the training, education, personnel, and operations of the coast guard
and maritime militia may also remove the gossamer-thin façade that these
forces are mainly concerned with maritime safety and fishing.
In the short-term, it is hard to tell how the various bureaucratic actors
in the navy, PLA as a whole, interagency maritime force, and civilian government will respond to the impacts of the reforms. The navy has made
progress in all three vectors of modernization in recent years, as is evident in
its improving capability to execute independent operations far from China’s
coastline, in the PLA’s improving capability to execute joint operations, and
in the interagency maritime force’s capabilities to outclass the paramilitary
or military forces of any other South China Sea claimant and to continue
advancing China’s maritime claims.
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The longer term impact is even harder to predict. For the navy, the
biggest factor will be how well it can sell itself as a service capable of contributing to the various missions each modernization vector is designed
to serve. If the navy cannot convince Chinese and PLA leaders of the
importance of a blue-water fleet, its efforts to develop blue-water capabilities will be hampered. If the navy does not play nice in pursuing jointness
while holding off efforts of the other services to play greater roles in the
maritime domain, it may find its roles and missions reduced along with
its share of the budget. The navy could even lose out on resources if the
interagency maritime force is too successful, with more resources going to
the paramilitary and militia forces that are the frontline and public-facing
elements of the maritime sovereignty defense strategy. On the whole, the
reforms have provided new resources and new opportunities for the navy,
but there are challenges on the horizon. How the navy meets them will
decide its future as a service.
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CHAPTER 4

THE FLAG LAGS BUT FOLLOWS
The PLA and China’s Great Leap Outward

By Andrew Scobell and Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga

D

oes trade follow the flag, or does the flag follow trade? In China’s
“reform and opening” policy, the sequence appears to be first
trade, then investment in resources and infrastructure—now

codified under the so-called One Belt, One Road (OBOR) or Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI)—followed by efforts to protect the physical manifestations
of extended engagement with the outside world. While “trade follows the
flag” may have been “a reasonable maxim for 19th-century imperialism,” it

does not appear to be a viable course of action for a 21th-century great power
in a globalized world economy.1
Since the late 1970s, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has been
engaged in a sustained economic outreach to the world beyond its borders,
initially focused mostly on its immediate neighborhood, but eventually
extending far beyond the Asia-Pacific region. In contrast to the most ambitious economic development policy initiative of the first three decades of the
PRC, the Great Leap Forward, China’s most ambitious economic development policy initiative since then constitutes a Great Leap Outward.2 While
the former effort was autarkic and internally focused, the latter effort is global
in scope and projected externally. Moreover, while the earlier effort was a
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catastrophic failure and abandoned 3 years after its launch, the more recent
effort has been a stunning success sustained for four decades and counting.
This chapter first examines possible options available to protect what
have been labeled China’s overseas interests—a category of national interests that has become much more meaningful because of the successes of
Beijing’s ongoing Great Leap Outward. Second, it analyzes People’s Liberation Army (PLA) thinking about the security dimensions of OBOR and the
role of the armed forces.3 Third, this chapter considers three case studies
to explore what securing China’s overseas interests involves in concrete
terms. Finally, it summarizes the findings and their implications. Before
proceeding, we briefly discuss Chinese national interests and summarize
the phases of China’s Great Leap Outward.
Much attention has focused on China’s core interests but far less on
China’s overseas interests. The former category of national interests has
understandably drawn considerable focus because when China designates
interests as core, this means they are considered worth fighting and dying
for—such as the PRC’s sovereignty claims over Taiwan. But Beijing’s overseas interests have grown in importance and are now routinely identified
as important interests to be protected. For example, they are mentioned in
China’s defense white papers and elsewhere. Overseas interests include—
but are not limited to—PRC citizens living, working, and traveling abroad,
as well as PRC property and investments located abroad. President Jiang
Zemin announced the “going out” strategy in 2002, and his successor
Hu Jintao gave the PLA four “new historic missions” in 2004, including
protecting China’s expanding interests. The Chinese military’s strategic
guidelines were revised that same year (the first revision since 1994) to
include “threats to overseas interests” as a primary threat for the first time.4
The volume and strategic significance of this category of national interests
have expanded considerably since Xi Jinping officially launched OBOR in
two major speeches in 2013.
The PRC’s prolonged Great Leap Outward has moved through three discernible phrases. It began as a quest to sell Chinese exports to the developed
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world, which stimulated demand for commodities and raw materials from
the developing world. Gradually, China’s initial heavy focus on exports to
the developed world broadened to include greater attention to the developing
world. This second phase saw China starting to invest and build infrastructure in the countries of the Asia-Pacific, Middle East, Africa, and Latin
America in support of trade and investment in these regions. A third phase
emerged as Beijing started to recognize that since many parts of the developing world are unstable and vulnerable to a range of threats, it was necessary
to figure out how to protect PRC citizens, investments, and Chinese-built
infrastructure around the globe.

Options for Protecting China’s Overseas Interests
The PRC’s expanding overseas interests have prompted a lively discourse
about how best to protect them. At least five ways have been identified.
China could:
■

continue to free ride on the coattails of other countries

■

rethink its aversion to alliances

■

reassess its policy of not posting military forces in bases abroad

■

enhance the nascent power projection capabilities of the PLA

■

outsource the protection of its overseas interests to host countries or
private contractors.

Free Riding
To date, Beijing’s primary means of protecting overseas interests have been
to rely on the kindness of acquaintances. Certainly, this is not China’s
preferred option, but given the severe limitations of the PLA and other
instruments of national power in past decades, Beijing has had little alternative but to look to other great powers, especially the United States, for
help. Indeed, China has been free riding on the U.S. Navy since the 1980s
and more recently on the U.S. Army in places like Afghanistan.5 The U.S.
Navy has been actively patrolling the sea lanes of the world’s oceans and in
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the process protecting not only U.S. commercial vessels but also the flagged
vessels of other countries, including China. But China would prefer not to
depend on the altruism of the United States; indeed, Beijing is suspicious
of U.S. intentions and worries that if bilateral relations sour and conflict
looms, then Washington would restrict or block access to PRC commercial
vessels. The so-called Malacca Dilemma is about both China’s heavy reliance on one narrow shipping channel and Beijing’s perceived vulnerability
to blockade by the U.S. Navy. Consequently, there is an active and ongoing
discourse about possible alternatives to protecting China’s citizens and
assets, whether on the high seas or land.
Rethinking Alliances
After decades of insisting that China does not “do alliances,” in recent
years, Chinese scholars and analysts have been debating the pros and
cons of having allies. Moreover, although the PRC has strongly criticized
the U.S. alliance system in Asia and Chinese elites have generally avoided
advocating for China adopting similar formal security arrangements,
Beijing has developed closer security cooperation with other countries.6
Indeed, if an alliance is defined as “a formal or informal relationship of
security cooperation between two or more sovereign states,” then China
may already have allies.7
North Korea stands out as a sui generis case of a Chinese “ally.” Formally known as the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), North
Korea is China’s only official treaty ally as of 2017. The official alliance
was established by the 1961 Treaty of Mutual Friendship signed between
Beijing and Pyongyang. However, the security and military-to-military
components of the bilateral relationship have long been essentially nonexistent, and more recently political ties have soured.8 In short, 21st-century
military ties between the PRC and DPRK look nothing like a functioning
alliance (ironically, China acted like a real ally prior to the penning of the
treaty—in the 1950s when Chinese forces fought side by side with the DPRK
Korean People’s Army during the Korean War). In fact, in 2017 China has
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a far more robust bilateral security relationship with Pakistan and a more
vibrant multilateral security relationship with the member countries of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, including Russia (see below).
One of the leading proponents of more formalized security relationships for the PRC is Yan Xuetong of Tsinghua University. Professor Yan
has argued that “China should consider having military bases in countries
it considers allies,” but acknowledges that this may be in the distant future
because the “Chinese government [unfortunately] insists on a nonaligned
principle. . . . The major obstacle to China abandoning its nonaligned
principle is years of propaganda criticizing alliances as part of a Cold War
mentality.”9 Discounting the argument that China’s lack of alliances is
due to a weak military, Yan framed his support for alliances as befitting
a great power: “China has become the world’s second-largest power, and
the nonaligned principle no longer serves its interests.” However, Yan does
not think that China’s OBOR project will lead to a fundamental transformation of partners into official treaty allies: “I don’t think China’s One
Belt, One Road initiative for economic development across Eurasia can
fundamentally change the nature of the relations.” He believes that China’s embracing of alliances would not drive another Cold War but rather
improve U.S.-China relations because the “more allies China makes, the
more balanced and stable the relationship will be. The more China shies
away from alliances, the greater the chance that Washington will contain
China, therefore resulting in an unstable relationship.” Clearly, some in
China are rethinking alliances.
But if China were to select a 21st-century military ally, the most likely
candidate would be Pakistan or Russia; both countries have proven records
of extended strategic cooperation with China. Chinese leaders are deeply
distrustful of outsiders and other states and trust takes time to develop.
Pakistan is one of the few countries that has been able to sustain good
relations with China across multiple decades.10 From Beijing’s perspective,
Islamabad has shown itself to be a trusted partner both during the Cold
War and after. From Pakistan’s perspective, China has proved itself to be an
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“all-weather” friend. Moreover, neither country has any good alternatives
for trustworthy strategic partners in the tumultuous neighborhoods of
South and Central Asia. Thus, while Beijing has never fought side by side
with Islamabad or directly come to Pakistan’s aid in any of its serial conflicts with India, China has provided considerable conventional military
assistance, critical support for Islamabad’s nuclear program, and the PLA
has sustained interactions with Pakistan’s armed forces over many decades.
Russia is another logical potential ally for China, but this alliance
option comes with heavy baggage for each country. Both Beijing and Moscow are undoubtedly wary of entering another alliance because of the fate
of their 20th-century effort. The newly established PRC looked to its socialist elder brother—the Soviet Union—for military support and economic
aid. Months after formally establishing a new communist party-state in
China, Mao Zedong traveled to Moscow to meet with Joseph Stalin and
sign the Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Assistance in February 1950. But a decade later, the alliance fractured because of ideological
differences, political tensions, and personality conflicts between two headstrong leaders.11 These fundamental tensions persist today. Indeed, as one
Chinese analyst opined, China and Russia will not cement a 21st-century
alliance unless driven to do so by the United States.12 A scholar at the
China Academy of Social Sciences wrote in 2016 that he could find “no
evidence supporting the possibility or necessity of a China-Russia military
alliance.”13 The expert highlighted the absence of any contributing factors,
including lack of a clear direct military threat (from the United States),
major differences between Chinese and Russia national interests, and
fundamental skepticism that even a formal treaty would guarantee that
one country would come to the aid of the other in the event of an attack
by a third country.
Moreover, nothing in official PRC rhetoric suggests that Beijing might
pursue a military alliance in the near future. President Xi’s May 2014 speech
to the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in
Asia made clear that China opposes the U.S. alliance system in Asia.14
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Referring to U.S. alliances, the Chinese leader stated, “One cannot live in
the 21st century with the outdated thinking from the age of Cold War and
zero-sum game. . . . [T]o beef up and entrench a military alliance targeted at
a third party is not conducive to maintaining common security.” Instead, he
advocated that security cooperation must be “universal . . . equal . . . [and]
inclusive” and that China needs “to innovate [its] security concept, establish a new regional security cooperation architecture, and jointly build a
road for security of Asia that is shared by and win-win to all.” Reflecting a
regional security order that excluded the United States, Xi concluded that
“it is for the people of Asia to run the affairs of Asia, solve the problems of
Asia, and uphold the security of Asia.” Speaking in September 2017, a Foreign Ministry spokesperson clarified China’s interest in partnerships over
alliances: “We advocate that regional countries should make joint efforts
to engage in dialogue instead of confrontation, forge partnerships instead
of alliances, and build an Asia-Pacific partnership featuring mutual trust,
inclusiveness, and mutually beneficial cooperation.”15 Such strident rhetorical positioning leaves little room for China to enter into a formal alliance.
Yet at least some of China’s relationships with other states are starting
to resemble alliances, and just because China does not call something an
alliance does not mean that it may not be or become one. But for Chinese
leaders and analysts, the term alliance has negative connotations because it
is seen as denoting a security relationship between two states that targets a
third state. Indeed, China tends to be both critical and wary of U.S. alliances
in the Asia-Pacific because they are perceived to be directed against China.16
Overseas Basing
One manifestation of an alliance can be the military bases of one country on
the territory of another. In this chapter, we treat overseas bases as an analytically distinct option separate from an alliance (but, of course, they may go
together). Beijing’s new base in Djibouti is a case in point—despite China’s
military installation, there is no expanded military cooperation between the
two countries. Indeed, Djibouti plays host to the military bases of multiple
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foreign states, including the United States, France, Italy, and Japan, but none
of these countries could be characterized as an ally of Djibouti.
China’s approach to overseas bases has undergone the clearest and
most dramatic shift in terms of how China thinks about protecting its
overseas interests. China has long adhered to its policy of non-interference
in the internal affairs of others, which would ostensibly preclude military
bases in foreign countries. Yet China’s deployment in the Gulf of Aden
since 2008 has triggered discussion among the Chinese public and elites
of the need for bases to support forward-deployed forces, and in 2017, the
Chinese government finally announced it would establish a military base
in Djibouti (discussed below).
China’s growing economic interests and the increased presence of PRC
citizens abroad have largely driven public expectations for the Chinese
government to protect these interests and related support for overseas bases
to accomplish this mission. According to an in-depth report on Chinese
overseas basing requirements, “polling data suggest the Chinese public has
a positive attitude toward overseas bases.”17 Indeed, the majority of respondents to polls as early as 2009 supported the construction of an overseas
base, and bases were the most popular responses to a separate survey that
same year asking how best to improve the PLA Navy (PLAN).18
Linked closely with public interest in overseas basing was elite advocacy for the Chinese government to establish such bases. A wide range of
Chinese scholars and military commentators began discussing and recommending this course of action, especially after 2008. However, in January
2010, PLAN media commentator Zhang Zhaozhong instead stated that the
odds were low that China would build an overseas base.19 Academics also
joined in the debate, with professor Shen Dingli in January 2010 explaining
the four responsibilities such a base would accomplish: protecting “people
and fortunes overseas . . . [and] trading,” as well as preventing “overseas
intervention which harms the unity of the country; and the defense against
foreign invasion.”20 Discussions have waxed and waned in the years since,
but general enthusiasm has persisted.
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Chinese military officials have occasionally tactically supported the
idea of overseas bases, or at least logistics facilities, to support operations
far from Chinese shores. The PLA has studied U.S. operations in World
War II and British operations in the early 1980s for the Falkland Islands to
understand the requirements of distant sea logistics, suggesting at least an
interest in such strategies.21 After reports suggested China may be interested
in establishing a base in the Seychelles in 2011, the Ministry of National
Defense stated, “Based on our demand in the escort mission, China will
consider stopping over at ports of Seychelles or other countries for supply.”22
With Djibouti establishing precedent for Chinese overseas bases, this
raises the question of whether more will be built, and where they might be.
Pakistan is a likely future choice. Civilian strategist Yan Xuetong advocates
that China should consider military bases in countries that it considers
allies and notes that “China now has only one real ally, Pakistan.” Nevertheless, he argued in February 2016 that it is “too early to say where China
would build military bases.”23 Pakistan’s close security cooperation with
China generates intense speculation that it may play host to a Chinese base
in the future. It has been suggested in 2014—before serious rumors began
about the Djibouti base—that “Pakistan’s status as a trusted strategic partner whose interests are closely aligned with China’s make the country the
most likely location for an overseas Chinese military base.”24 Following
the official announcement for Djibouti, the 2016 Department of Defense
annual report to Congress suggested that Pakistan may host a future Chinese base.25 Nevertheless, the exact location of the proposed base is unclear.
While Gwadar is mentioned most often, other sites, including Karachi and
Jiwani, have been discussed.26
Extended Power Projection
Another way to provide greater security for China’s overseas interests
is to enhance and expand PLA power projection capabilities to be able
to respond quickly to specific threats. Of course, this could be done in
conjunction with other options, not merely as a standalone option. An
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important element of expanding power projection would be developing
expeditionary capabilities, which would likely emphasize maritime and
aviation components.27
China’s military modernization over the last 20 years has begun to
lay the foundation for a blue water navy, but China does not yet have the
capability to project power beyond East Asia. The PLAN has deployed
its submarines outside Asia with more frequency in recent years and has
recently deployed new longer range nuclear submarines, but its submarine
force remains insufficient to protect the sea lines of communications along
the OBOR route. China’s growing fleet of aircraft carriers represents a much
more visible “flag” for deployment abroad, but so far Beijing has kept the
Liaoning in Asia, and it will likely take years if not decades for Beijing to
develop carrier strike groups capable of conducting U.S.-style offensive
operations around the world. Lastly, reporting suggests the PLAN will
expand its marine corps to 100,000 servicemembers (partly by transferring PLA amphibious brigades).28 This suggests following the U.S. model
in order to have the option of deploying a land-based presence to combat
terrorism or local instability along the OBOR. Further investment in submarines and more distant deployments of future aircraft carriers may
suggest some Chinese interest in actively replacing the U.S. Navy’s longstanding role as the ensurer of freedom of navigation, but China does not
appear to have made this decision yet.
While China’s Navy has led the way in developing power projection
capabilities, the PLA Air Force is now beginning to demonstrate its power
projection capabilities within the region. China’s indigenously produced
Y-20 provides a more capable strategic airlift capacity that may enable
Beijing to deploy troops—such as its future marine force—quickly in a
crisis along OBOR. The September 2016 announcement of the future H-20
next-generation strategic bomber will also extend the air force’s reach further from the Chinese homeland, but this would likely have to be paired
with an expansion of overseas military basing to support high-intensity
operations abroad. One potential solution to this basing requirement would
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be to make its bomber refuelable, which is reportedly under development.29
Other future aerial power projection capabilities that may enable Beijing to
avoid overseas basing would be to pursue unmanned combat aerial vehicles,
such as the Lijian.30 The air force’s development of long-range capabilities
may alleviate the direct requirement for bases abroad if Chinese aircraft can
target hotspots along OBOR with aerial refueling, but the U.S. model clearly
shows force projection on a global scale works best with bases abroad.
China has begun to use these more capable military assets in contingencies abroad. The PLA has participated in the United Nations–mandated
Gulf of Aden antipiracy mission since 2008, already establishing a limited
Chinese presence along the OBOR route years ahead of time. This was
followed by noncombat evacuation operations (NEOs) from Libya in 2011
using PLA Air Force cargo planes and Yemen in 2015 using PLAN ships (for
details see below).31 Greater Chinese investment and workers in countries
along the OBOR route mean that it is likely the PLA will remain in the
business of conducting NEOs.
While China has a growing suite of military hardware that can power
project abroad to secure its interests, China’s ability to use these platforms
has so far been constrained by a lack of dedicated facilities. One study suggested six potential logistics models that China could adopt for its overseas
operations: “the pit stop model, lean colonial model, dual use logistics
facility, string of pearls model, warehouse model, and model USA.”32 After
discounting the lean colonial, warehouse, and U.S. models because they
violate China’s non-interference policy and too closely mirror often criticized “hegemonic power,” the study suggests the dual use logistics facility
and string of pearls models. However, “China appears to be planning for
a relatively modest set of missions to support its overseas interests,” and
the study rejects the possibility that China is pursuing the ability to conduct major combat operations abroad via a string of pearls strategy. Such
operations would require hospitals; ordnance resupply; petroleum, oil, and
lubricant stocks; and likely “bases to provide air cover for naval forces and
to defend bases and logistics facilities from attack.” These are not evident
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at any China-related facilities abroad.33 Looking to the future, the study
concludes that “the most efficient means of supporting more robust [PLA]
out of area military operations would be a limited network of facilities that
distribute functional responsibility geographically” and that such bases
would be dual-use and “probably would be characterized by a light footprint with 100 to 500 military personnel conducting supply and logistics
functions.” Indeed, the Djibouti base is intended to solve many of these
challenges and is discussed in the following case study section. Finally, the
PLA acknowledges its overseas operations are constrained by many factors,
including legal ones.34
Outsourcing
Another option is to rely on the host country and/or private contractors to
handle security arrangements for China’s burgeoning overseas interests.
The former is what happened in Pakistan. After the 2007 Red Mosque incident in which PRC citizens were murdered and others were taken hostage,
Islamabad, under pressure from Beijing, reportedly established a security
force exclusively charged with protecting Chinese citizens in Pakistan.35
In other countries, PRC state-owned enterprises have relied on their own
security guards or hired private security contractors—the Chinese equivalent of Blackwater—composed of retired PLA personnel.36
But no matter which one of these options—or combination of options—
Beijing decides to pursue to provide security for China’s expanding overseas
interests, it seems inevitable that the PLA will be expected to play a greater
role. The potential set of PLA missions for specific PRC overseas interests
is outlined in the table.
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Table. Overseas Interests and Potential PLA Missions
Expanded Chinese Interest

Potential Corresponding PLA Missions

Protection of Chinese
citizens living abroad

Noncombatant evacuation operations, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief, counterterrorism, counterinsurgency,
training and building partner capacity, special operations
ashore, riverine operations, military criminal investigation
functions, military diplomacy

Protection of Chinese
property/assets

Counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief, training and building partner capacity,
special operations ashore, military criminal investigation,
physical security/force protection, riverine operations, military
diplomacy, presence operations

Protection of Chinese
shipping against pirates
and other nontraditional
threats

Counterpiracy, escort shipping, maritime intercept operations;
training and building partner capacity; sector patrolling; special
operations ashore; visit, board, search, and seizure; replenishment at sea; seaborne logistics; military diplomacy

Protection of sea lines of
communication against
adversary states

Antisubmarine warfare, antiair warfare, antisurface warfare,
carrier operations, escort shipping, maritime intercept operations, air operations off ships, helicopter operations, vertical
replenishment, replenishment at sea, seaborne logistics
operations, military diplomacy, mine countermeasures

Source: Christopher D. Yung and Ross Rustici, “Not an Idea We Have to Shun”: Chinese Overseas Basing
Requirements in the 21st Century, with Scott Devary and Jenny Lin, China Strategic Perspectives 7
(Washington, DC: NDU Press, 2014), 9.

PLA Thinking about OBOR
OBOR’s focus on economics and diplomacy has generated limited attention
on the security dimension, and the PLA’s voice on this issue has tended to be
rather muted. Nevertheless, there is a discernable discourse on the subject.
Discourse
Previous research on PLA views of OBOR have been sporadic and mainly
focused on military commentators in high-profile but mainstream publications, which are less authoritative than official PLA ones.37 Earlier work
by these authors found that most PLA discussions of OBOR focused on the
benefits accruing to China from economic cooperation, especially against
the backdrop of U.S.-China competition for influence in Asia, but did not
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focus on PLA responsibilities to protect these trade routes or overseas assets.
A survey of PLA writings on the topic through 2015 by Andrea Ghiselli
argued that while all “support the idea that the PLA should protect Chinese
interests along the One Belt and One Road, they disagree about whether
the PLA is capable of doing so” and that this debate within the PLA about
its role in the initiative outside Asia was likely more representative of PLA
opinion rather than pure propaganda work.38
Some PLA experts placed greater emphasis on military involvement
in the Silk Road Economic Belt or Maritime Silk Road—usually based on
their service affiliation, with the navy favoring the Maritime Silk Road
and the Army and Air Force favoring the Silk Road Economic Belt. Retired
PLA Army analyst Major General Zhu Chenghu cautioned that while
overseas bases were necessary, negative global opinion and domestic elections in host nations challenge the feasibility of the idea, and retired PLA
Air Force Major General Qiao Liang suggested a solution to this problem
through focusing on air force power projection in times of crisis instead
of permanent naval deployments. Lyle Goldstein analyzes two articles by
PLA authors and finds, “while it still seems quite far-fetched to argue that
military strategy is a major impulse for the [Maritime Silk Road], there is a
clear strain of threat perception,” possibly as opportunistic bandwagoning
to justify a larger PLA role in Chinese foreign policy.39 Most PLA writings
cited focus on nontraditional threats and do not envision fighting a conventional adversary, mirroring Western academic consensus about likely
PLA operations abroad.40
Limited PLA Analysis of OBOR
A broad review of PLA sources suggests the Chinese military has yet to
engage in a substantive debate over its roles and missions for OBOR. Indeed,
as Goldstein stated, “such writings are rather rare. . . . Chinese military publications have been much more reticent to comment, preferring to stay with
safe and relatively straightforward strategic issues, such as the maritime
disputes.”41 This is likely the reason most Western analysis of PLA views of
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the initiative has focused on PLA “talking heads,” since they are the only
ones providing even superficial analysis from the military. This lack of
discussion could be due to a lack of senior-level consensus on the PLA’s role,
sensitivity to imbuing a military angle to President Xi’s premier economic
and diplomatic initiative, or because the military deems discussion about
operations abroad as classified.42
A review of all Chinese military region newspapers, service newspapers, and military academic journals revealed few references to OBOR.
OBOR has never been referenced in China Military Science, the PLA’s
most authoritative journal, or in many of the operational and equipment
journals that typically feature debates over the future of PLA capabilities
and missions. These include Ordnance Knowledge [兵器知识], Winged
Missiles [飞航导弹], and Missiles and Space Vehicles [导弹与航天运载技
术]. The authors could find only two references to OBOR in the PLA Air
Force’s Kongjun Bao, one in the PLA Navy’s Renmin Haijun, and none in
the PLA Rocket Force’s Huojian Bao.43
There is some evidence that PLA entities studied OBOR in the summer
of 2015. That June, PLA Air Force Commander Ma Xiaotian and other
senior leaders held a conference with the Academy of Military Science titled
the National Aerospace Security and Development Forum.44 According
to Kongjun Bao, “the forum was aimed at implementing Chairman Xi’s
important instruction, serving the national strategy of ‘One Belt, One
Road,’ strengthening the research of the informationized warfare winning
mechanism, [and] providing theory support for winning local wars under
informationized conditions.” While this may seem like empty rhetoric,
the forum focused on the PLA Air Force’s responsibilities in the maritime
domain, which is the most likely area for the service’s foreign operations
along OBOR. It concluded “that the nation ‘will thrive if being oriented to
the sea, and will decline if giving up the sea.’ . . . The maritime direction has
become an important strategic direction concerning the nation’s economic
lifeline and the expansion of its development interests, and [it] holds a more
prominent status in the safeguarding of the national sovereignty, security,
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and development interests.” In explaining the PLA Air Force’s role, the
forum argued that “aerospace has become closely tied to the seas to an
unprecedented extent” and that “no battlefield will be isolated.”
PLA Pays Lip Service to OBOR
The PLA does, however, appear to pay lip service to the concept, likely as a
way to demonstrate political loyalty to President Xi by supporting his key
initiative and perhaps lobby for additional funding and resources. PLA
Daily references to OBOR jumped dramatically during May 2017, when the
first OBOR Forum was held in Beijing. This rhetorical support is common
in the PLA’s military diplomacy, where OBOR is a common item discussed
with foreign interlocutors.
PLA Uses OBOR Opportunity to Reduce Threat Perceptions Abroad
The PLA commonly uses OBOR, and especially the historical Silk Road,
as evidence that China’s current global outreach and presence is simply a
continuation of China’s longstanding involvement in global affairs and
that this involvement has always been peaceful. On the PLA Navy’s 60th
anniversary in 2009, Commander Wu Shengli stated: 45
Figure. PLA Daily References to One Belt and One Road Initiative, 2014–2017
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The maritime silk road starting from China’s coastal areas
became a friendship bond for spreading China’s advanced civilization to the other parts of the world. More than 600 years ago,
Zheng He, the famous Chinese navigator of the Ming Dynasty,
led the then world’s strongest fleets to sail the western seas seven
times, reaching as far as the Red Sea and the eastern coast of
Africa, and visiting more than 30 countries and regions. They
did not sign any unequal treaties, did not claim any territory, and
did not bring back even one slave. They wiped out pirates for the
countries along their course, broad[ly] disseminated benevolence
to friendly nations, brought China’s tea, silk, cloth, chinaware,
and Oriental civilization to the countries they visited, brought
back other people’s trust and friendship toward the Chinese
nation, and created a world-level example of peaceful and friendly
maritime exchanges.
Mini–Case Studies in Protecting China’s Overseas Interests
This section examines three examples of PRC efforts to protect overseas
interests. These cases have been selected to illustrate the full range of
measures Beijing is employing. The first examines the establishment of
China’s first military base beyond its borders; the second examines the first
overseas evacuation of civilians wholly planned and executed by the PLA;
and the third examines host-nation efforts to provide enhanced protection
for PRC citizens.
Establishing a Base in Djibouti (2017). There have long been rumors
about the possibility of China establishing an overseas base, and this speculation has only increased as the PLA has become more involved in United
Nations peacekeeping operations (since the 1990s) and anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden (since December 2008). The matter was sensitive
in China, and PRC officials routinely denied that Beijing was considering
establishing any base overseas. Thus, when questioned in 2011 as to whether
the PRC was going to open a base in the Seychelles, a Ministry of Foreign
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Affairs spokesman emphatically denied it, stating, “China has never set up
military bases in other countries.”46 Moreover, Beijing repeatedly denied
that China was going to locate an installation in Djibouti. Even after the
Djibouti president publicly announced in May 2016 that the two countries
were discussing the prospect, the PRC Ministry of National Defense continued to deny the reports.47
Nevertheless, Chinese civilian and military analysts had for years
openly discussed the possibility and logic of such an unprecedented move.
According to Senior Colonel Dai Xu, the criteria for locating “overseas
bases,” included not only “the needs of escorting [commercial vessels] and
peacekeeping . . . [but] also . . . the long-term protection of [China’s] overseas interests.”48 Djibouti was a logical choice for several reasons. First, it
is almost certainly the least controversial location. As noted above, other
states already have military installations there, and Beijing knew it would
be hard for critics inside or outside of China to accuse the PRC of creating
a new alliance, or strengthening an existing alliance, and/or threatening
third countries. If China had established its first overseas military base in
Pakistan, the move would have likely provoked tremendous controversy,
especially from India.49
Second, the location makes great sense considering PLA recent activities in the Middle East and North Africa and China’s growing interests in
the region. China officially has described the facility as a “logistics facility,”
which will provide valuable support for ongoing PLAN anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden and potentially for Chinese forces involved in
multiple United Nations peacekeeping operations in the region, including
South Sudan and Lebanon. Furthermore, Chinese overseas interests in the
area are significant and only likely to grow since the Middle East constitutes
the nexus of the overland “belt” and maritime “road” of the PRC OBOR
initiative. Not only does China have substantial economic investments
in countries of the region, but there are also approximately 500,000 PRC
citizens living and working in the Middle East and as many as 1 million
citizens on the African continent.50
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China’s base in Djibouti positions it to extend military power and
strategic influence over a critical part of OBOR, and the base appears to
be designed with room to grow as Chinese interests expand in the coming
years. Although rumors of China’s troop strength initially went as high
as 10,000, it appears China began with stationing several hundred troops
there, including some marines.51 This makes it comparable to most other
foreign bases, though the United States has 4,000 troops.52 The 90-acre base
is reportedly capable of supporting a brigade, with a heliport (including a
400-meter runway), ammunition, as well as petroleum, oil, and lubricant
storage.53 The base has already conducted several live-fire exercises since
it opened in August 2017, and according to one analysis, it “will be able to
accommodate all but the two largest ships in China’s fleet.”54
Evacuating Citizens from Yemen (2015). Beijing is increasingly concerned about the safety of its citizens in hot spots around the world, and
for more than two decades the PRC has been engaged in efforts to extract
civilians from harm’s way. Despite modest capabilities, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs has effectively conducted more than two dozen evacuations
from countries around the globe. All but two of these operations have been
purely civilian with no discernible involvement of PLA personnel or assets.
The first exception was in 2011, when Beijing organized the extraction of
approximately 36,000 PRC citizens from the chaos of post–Muammar
Qadhafi Libya, mostly using civilian and commercial vessels with some
support from one PLA naval vessel in the Mediterranean. Some civilians
were flown out on chartered commercial airliners, but several hundred were
evacuated on PLA Air Force transports via Sudan.55
The second and most noteworthy participation by the PLA in an overseas evacuation operation was the 2015 NEO from Yemen. The operation,
while coordinated with the other PRC bureaucratic actors, notably the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, marked the first time that the PLA took the
central role in planning and executing an evacuation of Chinese citizens
from a crisis zone far from home. In response to Saudi Arabia’s decision to
attack Houthi rebels in Yemen, China evacuated more than 600 Chinese
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citizens and nearly 300 foreign citizens over a week from multiple ports
in Yemen using three PLAN ships.56 Some of these people were initially
transported to Djibouti before flying home to China, underscoring the
strategic location of China’s first overseas military base.57
The operation clearly showed the benefits of China’s military deployments abroad. Most importantly, the evacuation began quickly because the
PLAN ships involved were drawn from Gulf of Aden patrols, reaching port
to start evacuations in 3 days.58 By comparison, a naval deployment from the
Chinese mainland would likely have taken upward of 2 weeks. Second, the
security situation was likely too dangerous for private companies to transport
the evacuees, showing the limits of relying primarily on commercial assets
as in the Libya NEO.59 Third, evacuating foreign citizens allowed China, and
especially the PLA, to frame Chinese foreign deployments as beneficial to others. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that the NEO was a “special action
by the Chinese government to evacuate foreign nationals,” which embodied
the notions of ‘putting the people first.’”60 This narrative was also touted at
home as a reflection of President Xi’s “strong army dream.”61
Outsourcing Security of PRC Citizens in Pakistan (Since 2007). Since
the 1990s when Chinese citizens have been more active traveling and living
overseas, they have been subject to crimes and acts of violence. Of course,
PRC citizens can be victimized by criminals or terrorists in any country,
but they are more vulnerable in some countries and regions than others.
Chinese nationals have been killed and/or kidnapped in tumultuous and
unstable countries in Central Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, and Africa.
While the thousands of Chinese living and working in Pakistan had
been occasionally victimized by criminals and extremists, until the mid2000s, they had not been targeted by militants to the same extent Westerners
had. The turning point was the Red Mosque incident in mid-2007 after seven
Chinese massage parlor workers were kidnapped by Islamic extremists in
Islamabad.62 The PRC citizens were eventually released unharmed, but the
episode culminated in the siege and storming of the Red Mosque complex
in July 2007. Pakistani commandos stormed the fortified mosque defended
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by armed Islamic extremists on July 10, and 20 hours later the complex was
secured at the cost of more than 100 fatalities. The battle was the most intense
and sustained combat that Pakistan’s capital city had ever witnessed.63
The June kidnapping of the seven Chinese workers prompted a proactive response by PRC officials starting with PRC ambassador to Pakistan,
Luo Zhaohui. Luo reached out to numerous Pakistani political figures,
including the sitting prime minister, former officials, and even the leader of
the militants holding the Chinese hostages. PRC Minister of Public Security
Zhou Yongkang also spoke with his Pakistani counterpart, and PLA leaders
communicated with Pakistani military leaders. In addition, President Hu
Jintao telephoned Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf on the matter.64
Although the Chinese workers were released unharmed, Chinese citizens in Pakistan became targets after the bloody end to the Red Mosque
incident, as many Islamic radicals blamed China for the crackdown. In
response, PRC leaders demanded that the Pakistan government do much
more to protect Chinese citizens. Islamabad established a National Crisis
Management Cell to coordinate the protection of PRC citizens working
in Pakistan.65 The cell also formed a joint liaison committee that included
PRC diplomats. Furthermore, a 24-hour hotline was created linking China’s embassy in Islamabad with Pakistan’s interior ministry and provincial
authorities across the country. In addition, “thousands” of additional
security personnel were added to secure Chinese construction projects,
and Chinese workers were transported in armed convoys.
According to one account, by December 2008, Pakistan mobilized
nine thousand soldiers and police to guard PRC citizens. Moreover, the
PRC reportedly contributed almost $300 million worth of new security
equipment for Pakistani police.66 The increased efforts appear to have
improved the security of PRC citizens in-country. Beijing was sufficiently
satisfied. The improved security situation allowed Xi to make a visit to
Pakistan in April 2015 and to declare that Beijing was committing $46
billion worth of infrastructure investments to develop an ambitious
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.67
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Conclusions
As China’s national interests have expanded further beyond the shores of
the PRC, Beijing has gradually embraced the idea that China is responsible
for protecting these interests and that the PLA ought to play a key role in
safeguarding these interests against both traditional and nontraditional
security threats.
The PLA constitutes only one set of tools—albeit an important set—in
the larger PRC toolkit available to protect China’s interests abroad. But no
matter which of the five security options discussed above Beijing adopts to
protect its burgeoning overseas interests, the PLA will be expected and will
be ordered to play a greater role. While China’s armed forces will salute and
do their best to obey, the PRC’s flag continues to lag in terms of available
capabilities and resources especially for out-of-area security requirements.
Of the five discrete alternatives identified in this chapter, free riding and
outsourcing seem destined to continue for the foreseeable future. Both are
appealing options in the absence of robust enhanced PLA capabilities. Indeed,
the PLA’s power projection capabilities are likely to grow only incrementally
and remain extremely limited, especially for out-of-area deployments and
employments in the near to medium term. Meanwhile, barring a dramatic
worsening of the strategic environment, China is unlikely to go much beyond
“rethinking” alliances. The most likely developments in coming years are
the establishment of at least one or two more military bases overseas, with
Pakistan being perhaps the most plausible location. With the construction
of a logistics facility in Djibouti, China has effectively broken the taboo of
building military installations beyond the borders of the PRC.
Although OBOR is officially a new foreign policy initiative under
President Xi, the overseas interests at stake for the PLA to protect have
slowly been growing in these places since the 1990s. The PLA has already
used some of its newer military capabilities in contingencies along the
route—mainly evacuating Chinese citizens from warzones, such as Libya
in 2011 and Yemen in 2015. As greater numbers of more advanced platforms
come online—including aircraft carriers, submarines, strategic airlift and
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long-distance bombers—an important question is how hard the PLA will
be pressed to employ these capabilities far from China’s shores.
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PART II
BUILDING A JOINT FORCE

CHAPTER 5

TOWARD A MORE JOINT,
COMBAT-READY PLA?
By Mark R. Cozad

M

ilitary reform has been a central element of Xi Jinping’s military program since ascending to the top positions in both the
Community Party of China and military in 2012. The need to

prepare and equip the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to “fight and win
informationized wars” has been a central, if not the central, theme driving
these reform and modernization efforts. Accordingly, joint operations factor
heavily into the PLA’s assessments of the capabilities it needs to improve its
status as a modern, informationized military. During Xi’s tenure, the PLA
has placed significant focus on all aspects of improving joint operations,
including personnel, architecture, organization, training, and concept
development. These renewed efforts under Xi are building on several years
of similar programs, all of which sought to build on lessons learned derived
from observations of recent foreign military developments, particularly
those involving U.S. operations. These lessons have magnified the importance of joint operations in modern warfare. From this standpoint, Xi’s
interest in joint operations has not been so much a new start as a top-level
reinforcement of previous efforts and a recognition that future success will
rely upon substantive, sustained progress in joint operations capacity.
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This chapter addresses the question of how much progress the PLA
has made in the joint operations arena during Xi’s tenure. To accomplish
this, the chapter examines how joint operations have evolved in the PLA
since 2000 in order to identify where Xi’s policies have diverged from earlier
practices and where they have maintained continuity. Similarly, this chapter
provides context on how previous reform efforts relevant to joint operations
development have fared. While the PLA has outlined new initiatives in
recent years designed to improve PLA readiness for actual combat, previous efforts in similar areas have met with limited success over the past two
decades. Lastly, this chapter discusses specific criteria for evaluating PLA
joint operations progress.
The overall conclusions provided in this chapter do not address two
key areas: organization and service-related personnel decisions within
that structure. Clearly, these two areas are essential elements in building a
military culture that embraces joint operations; however, these structural
questions become significantly less important if the basic building blocks of
joint operations have not been developed and put into effect. These building blocks include operational concepts; personnel development, training,
and education; and field training, experimentation, and exercises. Absent
developments in these three core areas, organizational reforms, personnel
changes at senior levels, and information architecture achieve few, if any,
tangible improvements in capability.

Recent PLA Reforms in Context
The 1990s were a watershed in PLA history. Military and civilian leaders
in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) closely observed U.S. operations
in the Middle East and North Atlantic Treaty Organization operations in
southeastern Europe and realized how far their forces had fallen behind
these technologically advanced militaries in several key areas. On further
study, PLA leaders identified not only major shortfalls in technology and
weapons systems, but also in conceptual development, organizational
structure, and personnel. Concerned that China’s forces were unprepared
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for modern combat, PRC analysts studied the successes and failures of
the Gulf War and Kosovo campaigns, drawing lessons for the PLA about
“asymmetrical war” and “local wars under high-tech conditions,” focusing particularly on joint operations as a means for efficiently fighting
in future wars that relied on information technology, networks, and
advanced weapons controlled by different parts of the military.1 Their
research led to a wholesale restructuring of all PLA services that encompassed a new military strategy, new operational concepts, the pursuit of
advanced technologies, and accelerated purchases of advanced Russian
weapons and platforms.2 Improved joint operations capability was viewed
as an imperative.
In particular, the operational surprises and resulting lessons learned
from U.S. operations in the First Gulf War and Kosovo compelled the
PLA to confront its weaknesses and step up its modernization efforts.
U.S. operations demonstrated that modern forces—particularly air
forces—equipped with precision weapons; advanced command, control,
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(C4ISR) capabilities; and aerial refueling offered an unprecedented threat to
the survivability of the PRC’s most strategically significant infrastructure.3
Many PLA observers thus argued that joint operations—particularly the
effective integration of offensive air and naval operations—would define
future conflicts, requiring the PLA to invest in a networked system of systems encompassing precision munitions, automated command and control
systems, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).4
These same observers also noted that U.S. and allied forces had easily gained and maintained the initiative in each conflict, deploying with
impunity around the periphery of the countries under attack and operating
with little concern for defending their own assets against attack.5 In the
face of such overwhelming adversary forces, the PLA could no longer rely
solely on massive numbers of ground forces. Instead, future conflicts would
depend on having significant maneuverability and destructive capacity. In
short, many capabilities applicable to future combat resided outside of the
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PLA ground forces. The need for developing joint operations concepts and
capabilities became understood as the critical link for bringing together
the PLA’s full range of combat capabilities.
Calls within the PLA for new programs to develop commanders and
improve training highlighted the importance of developing the PLA’s joint
operations capability. Broad efforts within the PLA to improve the overall
quality of its personnel focused on a variety of aspects such as recruitment,
retention, technical training, and military education. With the growing
demand for technically competent people, PLA efforts required a dedicated program to ensure that its new officers and soldiers were suited for
modern military operations. The need for commanders versed in modern
warfare was particularly important. These commanders were envisioned
as the primary ingredient necessary to “master joint operations under
modern high-tech conditions.”6 Moreover, they were expected to possess
“keen political insight” and a “deep strategic mind” along with mastery of
“high-tech operational theories and compatible science and technology.”7
Programs to cultivate talented personnel were subsequently focused on
emphasizing the ability to command joint operations.8 These efforts culminated in efforts throughout the military regions to improve training for
commanders and mid-level staffs and develop the competency of technical
personnel needed for future joint operations.9
The PLA has also treated training reform efforts as a means for
improving joint force readiness. Since 2001, the PLA has issued its third
Outline of Military Training and Evaluation (OMTE). The 2001 version
was largely focused on improving the framework for how PLA training
was performed and evaluated. It followed an extended period of study and
experimentation in the 1990s to ensure that new training methods could
be implemented effectively across the PLA and that innovations had been
tested extensively. The 2009 OMTE placed particular emphasis on building
joint operations capacity. The new guideline treated joint operations as its
primary theme.10 The most recent iteration of the OMTE has likewise placed
joint operations as a core element.
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These examples demonstrate that the need for joint operations and
the infrastructure required to support its development was recognized well
in advance of Xi’s leadership. The programs to develop commanders and
improve training were widely touted within the PLA as important steps
toward creating a modern, high-tech—later informationized—military. Likewise, joint operations concept development began in earnest in the early 1990s
and gained significant momentum during the 10th and 11th Five Year Plans.

PLA Joint Operations Concepts
In the 1993 revision of the Military Strategic Guidelines in the New Era (still
in force today with minor adjustments), the PLA’s observations coalesced
into the core objective of conducting integrated joint operations, a concept
that predates Xi and has, since its inception, guided the development of new
systems and operational concepts.11 The PLA textbook Science of Campaigns
defines integrated joint operations as “using integrated methods and information technology, blending an operational system from all services and
arms and other types of armed strengths with operational units to form an
integrated whole.”12 The PLA’s evolving framework for integrated joint operations forms the foundation for its current joint operations concept and is a
driving force behind two key concepts—noncontact warfare and target-centric warfare.13 In order to achieve success in local wars under informationized
conditions, the PLA recognizes that it must link military information systems
and networks that will enable PRC military planners to fuse “operational
strengths” from each of the PLA’s services.14 These integrated joint operations
in theory rely on a flexible system that permits and enables adjustments and
coordination over the entire depth of the battlespace and within all domains
as the situation requires. This flexibility allows for more precise applications
of military force based on new information as it becomes available and is
assimilated into the PLA’s command automation system. As one senior PLA
officer argued in the early conceptual development stages, these types of
operations are driven by “the guiding ideology of ‘comprehensive supremacy,
precision strike, and destruction of systems.’”15
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Integrated joint operations are linked conceptually with the continuing imperatives to improve the PLA’s level of “informationization” that
enables “system-of-systems operations.”16 Informationization has been a
core concept in PLA modernization formally for over a decade.17 In turn,
informationization is the essence of integrated joint operations, which rely
on information networks to integrate and systematize operations designed
to obtain information superiority.18 An informationized architecture forms
the basis for nearly all facets of integrated joint operations. Integrated joint
operations thus are considered “the basic form and necessary requirement
for informationized war,” particularly in terms of ensuring real-time information support, effective precision weapon employment, and a system
capable of rapidly deploying and configuring the necessary forces for a
range of environments and contingencies.19 Informationization will permit
the realization of truly integrated joint operations through the development
of precision timing for maneuvers, precise position data for fire strikes, and
precision support for forces across the battlespace.20 Accordingly, efforts
to develop informationized capabilities serve as a key unifying theme in
much of the experimentation that supported development of important
new operational concepts, including noncontact and target-centric warfare.
Another central element in the PLA’s joint operations development
is found in its emphasis on system-of-systems operations—an area that
presents commanders and their staffs with significant challenges. This
concept is based on linking command automation, ISR, precision strike,
and mobility in ways that permit rapidly and efficiently striking vital
sites and key nodes in an enemy’s systems.21 Conceptually these “combat
systems” optimize operational strengths from across the PLA’s services.
These systems should be optimized to meet specific operational objects
and ensure that critical weapons and capabilities are used as efficiently as
possible.22 The Campaign Theory Study Guide, an early PLA textbook that
addressed system-of-systems, identified the connection between campaigns
and combat systems in the following manner:
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Paralyzing the enemy’s combat system has become an important
means of winning a war. . . . Once there are problems in key links
of the system, the entire weapon system and combat system will
lose its combat effectiveness, or will even become paralyzed. This
illustrates that modern campaigns are the confrontation between
combat systems. Advanced weapons and equipment and good
strategy and planning both depend upon the integrity and coordination of combat systems. Therefore, in modern campaigns,
attacking and paralyzing key nodes in the enemy’s combat system
while ensuring the integrity and coordination of one’s own combat systems has become an important way of winning.23
This important PLA teaching text—although an early version—highlighted two imperatives for success in future wars that remain central to
PLA thinking on system-of-systems operations and, by extension, integrated
joint operations. The first imperative is the need to build and protect one’s
own combat system, while the second involves simultaneously identifying
and attacking an adversary’s critical weaknesses. These ideas, developed
and tested as part of the PLA’s military science research efforts, provide the
underpinnings for many of the PLA’s most recent joint exercises.

Key Joint Operations Concepts
PLA joint operations capability development efforts have not taken place in
a functional vacuum; they have been tailored to correspond to major trends
in global military development over the past two-and-a-half decades.
The methods of warfare that PLA observers identified during U.S. and
allied operations since the 1990s have led to the development of new ideas
within the PLA about how future wars will be fought and the capabilities
necessary to succeed in this environment. As discussed earlier, these
observations focus on information and weapon systems that can be integrated efficiently to target an adversary’s war-making capacity. These types
of operations placed a premium on air and naval power. Likewise, PLA
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observers concluded that future conflicts were much less likely to involve
ground-heavy, brute-force conflicts of attrition that characterized military
operations in previous generations. The strategic importance placed on
gaining superiority in the air, at sea, in space, and in information domains
presented an imperative to PRC political and military leaders: reorient the
PLA to become more joint, agile, and efficient or fail to keep pace with the
demands of the global revolution in military affairs.
One of the most significant developments in modern warfare that
shaped PLA recognition for the need for a credible joint operations capability
was the emergence of “noncontact warfare.” According to several senior PLA
writers who developed the concept, this new form of warfare constituted a
significant departure from earlier models of warfare in several important
respects.24 Until the 1990s, they argued, warfare was based on a model
of attrition that sought the destruction of fielded forces; military success
was primarily achieved by mass deployments of mechanized forces. U.S.
operations in the former Yugoslavia demonstrated that warfare no longer
conformed to this model. The objective of military operations had changed
from attrition to the destruction of an enemy’s war potential, embodied in
strategic targets like leadership, energy, industry, communications, and key
infrastructure.25 Long-range precision strikes on these targets, enabled by
advanced C4ISR capabilities, would be the cornerstone of modern warfare.
The noncontact warfare model required PLA commanders to bring together
each service’s firepower capabilities in unprecedented ways. It was therefore
necessary for PLA commanders to understand the entire range of kinetic
and nonkinetic capabilities at their disposal.
The PLA’s latest operational concept is target-centric warfare, which
has been under development since at least 2011. It appears to be a further
refinement of the noncontact warfare model primarily oriented toward
the joint integration of PLA Air Force and PLA ground forces. The general
concept behind target-centric warfare is that by employing ISR sensors
and target analysis, PLA commanders can identify—and subsequently
aim to destroy—the most critical targets in an enemy’s combat system.26
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This operational concept seeks to make efficient use of firepower assets,
provide timely targeting of the most essential targets on the battlefield, and
ensure that combat plans are able to adapt in an agile manner that addresses
rapid changes in a dynamic environment. Recent target-centric warfare
experimentation has focused on engaging mobile targets and employing
opposition forces in order to challenge exercise participants.27 Though this
concept is under development, there has been a limited amount of literature
available describing its evolution and key elements. Regardless, its existence
provides an overarching context by which to evaluate key areas of progress
in the PLA’s development of integrated joint operations.

Training and Experimentation
The PLA initiated its program to develop joint operations concepts in 2001
with the Five Year Plan on Headquarters’ Informationization Building,
2001–2005.28 This multifaceted effort involved conceptual development
that brought together a broad body of military science research, technology
development, new training guidelines, and operational experimentation.
The plan culminated with two exercises named Sharp Sword 2005, led by
units in the Chengdu and Nanjing Military Regions (MRs). PLA leaders
tasked units from the Chengdu MR with exploring new modes of integrated
joint training, along with air-land integration between the PLA Army and
Air Force.29 They also tasked units from the Nanjing MR with experimenting on firepower strike coordination, integrated training methods, and
interservice coordination mechanisms.30 Although this geographically
dispersed exercise highlighted several shortcomings in the PLA’s capability
to perform integrated joint operations, it marked a significant foundational
basis that guided follow-on efforts in the next two Five Year Plans.31
PLA joint operations training entered a “standardized development”
phase as the 11th Five Year Plan ended in 2010, presumably to experiment
and test the joint operations concepts and practices that emerged from the
Sharp Sword exercises. In 2009, the PLA claimed a total of 18 large-scale
exercises that explored a wide range of joint operations subject matter,
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including civil-military integration, naval and air force power projection,
“systemic operations,” joint training methods, and war zone–level command and control.32 Three key exercises during 2009 and 2010—Firepower
2009, Stride 2009, and Mission Action 2010—demonstrated the PLA’s progress in joint operations during the 11th Five Year Plan. More importantly, the
underlying themes guiding these exercises and evaluations would serve as
the basis for many components of the major exercises seen in the subsequent
12th Five Year Plan.
In August 2009, four PLA divisions subordinate to the Shenyang,
Lanzhou, Jinan, and Guangzhou MRs conducted “the first large-scale,
intertheater, live-forces, checkout-type exercises since the founding of the
Chinese People’s Liberation Army,” named Stride 2009.33 Participating
units deployed to a PLA combined tactical training base located outside of
their respective MRs. Subjects ranged from practical evaluations of training
practices and procedures to long-range mobility. PLA training methods
were further enhanced through the use of dedicated opposition forces and
the newly deployed Army Unit Exercise and Evaluation System.34 Substantively, exercise participants tested new equipment types, including multiple
features of the Beidou navigation and positioning system, electronic warfare
systems, and psychological warfare support vehicles, among many others.35
Stride 2009 also served as a comprehensive test in multiple specialty mobility–related areas, including fuel and material resupply, medical support, war
compensation, and political work.36
Shortly after Stride 2009 began in October 2009, the PLA General
Staff Department’s Military Training and Arms Department convened an
All-Army Symposium named Firepower 2009, which examined precision
strike under informationized conditions. This 3-day event brought together
PLA experts and scholars tasked with developing new approaches and
models for an advanced warfighting concept capable of integrating “precision reconnaissance, precision command, precision firing, and precision
evaluation.”37 In contrast with the evaluation- and test-focused aspects
of Stride 2009, Firepower 2009 served almost exclusively as a means for
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experimentation using demonstrations and working groups composed of
military science researchers and operators. The symposium’s content clearly
reflected PLA thinking on the intersections between joint operations and
system-of-systems concepts.
Mission Action 2010 marked the culmination of the 11th Five Year
Plan’s joint operations training efforts. This exercise involved multiple
units from across multiple MRs in a test exercise that focused on transregional maneuver and testing of key operational functions, including joint
campaign command, joint firepower strike, comprehensive protection,
and precision support.38 Overall, the exercise stretched for 20 days and
included participants from the Beijing, Chengdu, and Lanzhou MRs, along
with elements from both the PLA Air Force and PLA Navy. Most notably,
Mission Action 2010 marked the first time that operational forces crossed
MR boundaries to participate in an operationally oriented joint exercise.
More recently, since the beginning of the 12th Five Year Plan, joint
exercises have become even more of a centerpiece in PLA military modernization and experimentation. Primarily, they provide a means by which
PRC senior leaders can measure PLA progress toward achieving its most
important modernization objectives. In contrast to the heavy emphasis
placed on experimentation and concept development in the major joint
exercises during the 10th and 11th Five Year Plans, more recent joint exercises
have focused on testing and evaluating a wider range of operational missions
intended to produce a more flexible, adaptable, and deployable military. At
the same time, the integrated joint training methods examined in earlier
exercises—along with recognition among senior leaders that training quality needed to be improved overall—have evolved into a broader effort to
improve realism and more effectively evaluate unit performance. Although
many press reports following these events highlight shortcomings that continue to hinder PLA progress in the field of joint operations, they also portray
significant improvements in realism and complexity, as the units involved
are placed in much more dynamic scenarios away from their familiar surroundings and with dedicated opposition forces providing more-than-token
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resistance. Based on these improvements, the capabilities developed during
these joint exercises are essential for meeting the PLA’s objective of being
able to fight local wars under the conditions of informationization. The
progression of joint operations exercises spanning the 10th, 11th, and 12th
Five Year Plans demonstrates a sustained focus on the key elements of PLA
joint operations concepts developed over a decade ago—informationized,
system-of-systems-based, high-tempo, multidimensional operations that
integrate all PLA combat strengths.39

Evaluating Progress Under Xi
The preceding discussion and examples demonstrate that joint operations
development was under way within the PLA on many levels prior to Xi’s
coming to power. In no sense was the effort lacking in resources or highlevel interest. In addition, it appeared to make progress in several areas
despite some acknowledged setbacks by the commanders leading key
pieces of experimentation. Furthermore, a wide range of literature was
being made available to PLA professional military education institutions in
order to educate future commanders in joint operations theory. In sum, the
range of PLA activities dedicated to building joint operations concepts and
capabilities increased significantly and methodically attempted to address
a wide range of critical questions.
The primary issue related to Xi’s impact on joint operations development appears to be greater emphasis and a new organizational structure
that ensures responsibility for joint training will be overseen by the theater
commands—the PLA organizations responsible for operational planning
and warfighting.40 Although many efforts were in place to develop concepts,
improve personnel and education, and reform training, each of these programs had met with mixed success and were heavily focused on theoretical
aspects of joint operations. In some cases, personnel and training reforms
were rolled out in multiple iterations, each time acknowledging many of
the same longstanding shortfalls in key areas. While in many respects these
reforms may signal gradual improvements in practice or changes based on
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the state of the-art, in most cases they appear to be redesigned efforts to
address longstanding problems and shortfalls.
Xi’s imprint on joint operations has nonetheless been significant. His
guidance to prepare for military struggle has begun taking hold at multiple
levels as evidenced by a body of new training guidance. Most notably, at the
beginning of 2014, the Central Military Commission released the Opinions
on Raising the Level of the Realistic Battle Orientation of Training, and in
2015, the General Staff Department issued the Opinions on Strengthening
and Improving Campaign and Tactical Training.41 While these directives
build on earlier efforts to improve and reform training, they appear to be
a corrective to the emphasis under Hu Jintao on nonmilitary operations.
Similar programs have been designed to educate and train commanders to
better equip them because the requirements of joint operations have gained
momentum under Xi’s leadership. In general, Xi’s imprint will most likely
be felt in three key areas: education, training, and personnel.
In addition, new training regulations clearly outline responsibilities
for joint training. Most notably, joint training has been identified as the
key driver for service-specific training requirements. As such, the services
still maintain their overall responsibility for building general proficiency
based on service capabilities while the theater commands—overseen by
the Central Military Commission—are given the authority to ensure that
combat-related joint training meets PLA specifications and operational
requirements.42 As explained by the Eastern theater’s commander, the new
system was designed to have “the theater command taking the lead” to
ensure “alignment of training with combat operations” and “shaping of systems of systems.”43 Under this system, the theater command generates joint
training plans based on its missions and operational training requirements,
delegating key training decisions to the theater commanders responsible
for combat operations. This approach is a significant departure from the
highly centralized system overseen by the General Staff Department prior
to the reorganization.
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Personnel
The PLA has embarked on a program to train and cultivate talented personnel for command positions in joint operational roles. Key elements of
the program were discussed in Beijing at a July 2016 gathering of some two
dozen military education and research institutions, theater commands, and
the armed services that sought to identify measures to improve the cadre of
qualified commanders.44 The program highlighted several areas by which
the PLA could accomplish these goals, generally in the development of
strategic leadership, command capabilities, and management commensurate with the PLA’s future requirements.45 Overall, the effort is dedicated
to improving the manner in which commanders are selected and trained.
From a training perspective, this process will rely on intensified training for
commanders and staffs in eight areas that range from emergency situation
training to theater joint command organization.46
Another critical component in the effort to improve the quality and
preparedness of personnel taking joint command and staff positions has
been developing common standards and training requirements. These
standards range from educational materials to criteria for evaluating performance and progress of individuals in both educational and field training
settings.47 In particular, these guidelines are designed to provide a longterm, structured framework for ensuring that PLA personnel are groomed
at early points in their military career for the positions they will ascend to
in the future.
Education
A key element of these personnel reforms involves improved education
in joint operations. One of the most challenging problems facing the PLA
education system is determining “what kinds of ideas and models” should
be used in educating future joint commanders.48 Based on previous military
science research and experimentation efforts, this realization is illuminating
in terms of the PLA’s view of its own progress in the field of joint operations.
In line with the effort to “cultivate talented joint operations commanding
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personnel” the General Staff Department’s Military Training Department
(prior to its dissolution) alluded to new programs at the National Defense
University (NDU), National University of Defense Technology, and service and branch command colleges to enhance the content and quality of
teaching on joint operations topics. Interestingly, the program’s development comes shortly following new editions of key joint operations teaching
materials used to educate PLA officers.49 The new NDU Joint Operations
College at Shijiazhuang is likely to play a critical role in educating officers
for joint positions. It will offer a year-long course for division and “brigadier
level” officers and train staff below the rank of colonel who will serve in
joint positions.50
Training
Progress in training overall has been a notable success for the PLA. Over
the past 10 years, exercises have grown in scale, complexity, and number
reflecting the priority the PLA has assigned to developing joint operations
capability in a number of potential scenarios. These exercises also have
attempted to incorporate more realistic scenarios and rigorous evaluation
of performance through all exercise stages. Many of the most significant
problems highlighted in previous iterations of the OMTE appear to be
improving across the board. The primary uncertainty, however, is the extent
to which these innovations reflect true improvements or set piece additions
that give the appearance of progress. Based on the sources available, it is
difficult to make a definitive assessment. Regardless, the joint operations
exercise program and quality of the exercises themselves predates Xi.
Exercises performed during the 11th Five Year Plan provided an important
bridge between the PLA’s earlier experimentation and the major exercises
that have become routine during the 12th Five Year Plan. Based on this
steady progression, it seems that the PLA’s progress in this area is real but
not attributable to Xi’s reforms.
Xi’s primary influence is clear in two key areas. The first is in the
direction given to the PLA to prepare for military struggle, which came
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forward shortly after the 2009 OMTE. Based on the PLA’s recent discussions about this directive, it seems clear that new rigor is being applied to
exercise content, intensity, and evaluation under Xi.
The second area is closely related to recent efforts to cultivate talented
personnel and improve education—training joint commanders in realistic
conditions. Since the PLA reorganization, each of the major theaters has
highlighted efforts to ensure that joint command is a key topic in their
specific training programs.51 In addition, several units have attempted
to address perceived shortcomings in joint command, referred to as the
“Five Incapables.”52 These examples demonstrate that this critical piece
of training reform is at the forefront of PLA joint operations training. As
in previous years, the idea of rigorous training has taken hold across the
PLA, and units are now attempting to implement these guidelines. The
degree to which these new directives are being highlighted in PLA media
suggests that there is added impetus behind ensuring that evaluations and
commander training are dealt with more substantively than in the past. In
April 2016, Xi visited the newly established Central Military Commission
Joint Operations Command Center and emphasized the critical importance
of developing both operational- and strategic-level command capabilities
necessary for modern conflicts.53 Additional reports, both before and after
Xi’s visit, highlighted programs and training initiatives across the PLA and
within various theater commands designed to implement and test new joint
command programs and procedures.54

Conclusion
Overall, it is clear that the PLA has made substantial progress in several
key areas relating to joint operations capability.55 Exercises have become
considerably larger and more sophisticated. They now involve units from
across the PLA, frequently in scenarios that require them to deploy considerable distances from their home bases and familiar training facilities.
Attempts to improve realism by adding uncertain situations have also been
noted in several PLA media accounts as enhancing the overall quality of
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joint training. Similarly, joint training increasingly has involved the use
of new command automation systems to exercise the use of capabilities
from across the PLA’s services and branches. Participating commanders
and staffs are being challenged like never before. These developments
have built on to earlier experimentation and development efforts in clear,
steady progression from a long-term effort. The progress is real, but it is
not a result of Xi’s policies.
Xi’s policies likely will have the most significant impact in the areas
of personnel and education. “New” programs to cultivate better joint commanders are evidence of previous failures and a desire to change the PLA
culture. Much of the declaratory statements about why these programs
are important reveal a recognition that earlier reform attempts fell short
of their intended mark. In addition, the stated need to improve military
education instruction and content suggests a similar dissatisfaction with
the materials that are currently available. This second issue is particularly
striking due to the amount of time and energy devoted to joint operations
concept development since 2001. The degree to which these two areas are
considered shortfalls is uncertain, and the extent to which bureaucratic
branding is at play should temper future assessments. However, the attention devoted to these two areas over the past 3 years strongly suggests that
PLA leaders, including Xi, perceive a major problem. The reorganization
of the PLA military education system announced in July 2017 is intended
to address these shortfalls.
Similarly, the most recent training reforms also suggest dissatisfaction
with the progress and quality of training across the PLA. Two iterations of
the OMTE prior to 2010 were touted as solutions to the very problems that
Xi’s directive to prepare for military struggle was designed to solve. The new
OMTE, issued in January 2018, reinforced Xi’s core themes and ensured
that recent organizational reforms are embodied in these new training
guidelines. In general, directing the PLA to prepare for military struggle
following nearly two decades of training reform indicates that Xi and other
leaders were concerned the PLA’s training was not sufficient.
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As with any assessment of the PLA that relies on official media, there
are significant uncertainties due to the quality and veracity of the information. While these latest reforms suggest problems continue beneath the
surface, visible signs of improved training are readily available. The PLA
has made progress in joint operations, and its ability to perform many joint
functions is better today than it was in 2001 when these programs were
initiated. Regardless, the repeated reintroduction of reform initiatives to
address longstanding problems strongly suggests that there are significant
impediments to progress.
Over the past two-and-a-half decades, the PLA has devoted considerable time and resources to becoming a modern, informationized military.
There is no shortage of PLA analysis of the problems and potential solutions
required for China’s military to develop the capabilities necessary for bringing it up to the standards of the world’s most modern military, that of the
United States. Despite some degree of progress, the long lineage of problem
identification, experimentation, implementation, and reorganization has
not achieved several of the PLA’s most important objectives, particularly
in the area of joint operations. In part, this is due to the backward state of
the PLA when it embarked on its current modernization effort in the early
1990s. Major changes evolve over time. However, a major reason why many
of these problems persist is due to the PLA’s organizational culture, which
has favored the army over other services, fostered a lack of initiative and
creativity within the officer corps, and discouraged risk-taking. It appears
that reforms under Xi are focused on changing these aspects of the PLA’s
culture in ways previous reforms could not.
Absent a crisis that necessitates rapid change to survive, change in
organizational culture often requires considerable time for personnel
transitions, bureaucratic acceptance, and acculturation. Xi’s reforms
attempt to tackle these issues. They provide new professional incentives,
bureaucratic authorities, and organizational responsibilities that ultimately will guide how current and future military officers will approach
joint operations and command. At this stage in the current reform effort,
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it is unclear whether these cultural changes will take root and be assimilated successfully. Senior-level interest, although important, is not the
sole determinant of success, as evidenced by previous efforts to build
a joint culture within China’s military. Xi’s reforms are an important
departure from previous efforts and address several of the PLA’s most
challenging systemic problems. Assessing the prospects of success at
this early point in the reform effort is difficult, largely due to the number
of known and unknown variables that might shape the PLA’s actions in
coming years. However, Xi’s reforms offer an important departure from
earlier efforts and provide what appears to be a sustainable baseline for
cultural change—a critical element in making joint operations reforms
viable over the long term.
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CHAPTER 6

COMING TO A (NEW)
THEATER NEAR YOU
Command, Control, and Forces
By Edmund J. Burke and Arthur Chan

I

n late 2015, China enacted a series of sweeping military reforms
that ostensibly laid the groundwork for a more viable joint force.1

These reforms—long anticipated by Western observers due to the gap

between the command structure of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
and its force development goals—give the military an opportunity to align
its organizations and processes with these objectives. Consolidating the
former seven military regions (MRs) into five new theater commands (TCs)
(see figures 1 and 2); abolishing the four general departments; forming the
Strategic Support Force to consolidate space, cyber, and electronic warfare
responsibilities; and creating a separate army command are all massive
steps meant to address many chronic shortcomings that constrained the
development of the joint force and generation of combat power.
Among many details that are not yet clear and will no doubt require
years for Western observers (and the PLA) to sort out, perhaps the most
important is its success or failure in implementing a new approach to commanding and controlling theater forces. As PLA expert Roger Cliff points out,
there are significant cultural, doctrinal, and technical impediments ahead
before the PLA arrives at even an interim joint capability at the theater level.2
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Figure 1. MR System Boundaries

Source: Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China (Washington,
DC: Department of Defense, 2016), 2.

Figure 2. Approximate TC Boundaries

Source: Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China (Washington,
DC: Department of Defense, 2016), 2.
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Despite more than a decade of experimentation and sometimes citing a generation gap, critiques in official press continue to highlight the inexperience
and lack of commitment to “informationization” [xinxi hua, 信息化] on
the part of PLA officers and leaders.3 Nonetheless, the decision to finally set
aside the MR structure in favor of a joint TC construct has removed perhaps
the biggest obstacle in executing integrated joint operations [yitihua lianhe
zuozhan, 一体化联合作战], which is how the PLA seeks to operate jointly
under informationized conditions.
This chapter examines in depth one aspect of these new reforms: the shift
from military regions to theater commands. In so doing, it consults a broad
range of Chinese and English sources, including authoritative news media,
publications by Chinese military institutions, and commentary by PLA
experts. The first section examines the logic behind this shift, particularly
what Chinese leaders hope to achieve from such a transition. The second
section looks at the missions and responsibilities of each of the five new TCs.
It further presents a draft order of battle, sketching out what ground, naval,
air, and other assets have been assigned to the new theater commands. The
third section looks at the prospects of success for these reforms.

The Logic Behind the Shift to Theater Commands
When trying to quantify the importance of the reforms—and the dissolution of the MR system, in particular—it is necessary to revisit a long arc of
study and publications on military theory and the nature of modern warfare
by the PLA and its political leaders. This section reviews the background of
PLA efforts to improve its ability to conduct integrated joint operations. It
further examines how these efforts are connected with the shift from MRs
to TCs and what Chinese leaders hope to achieve.
Over the past 20 years, PLA thought leaders have written extensively on
the criticality of information technology for military innovation, prompted
by the U.S.-led coalition’s success in the First Gulf War and in particular
by its perceived ability to effectively command and control joint forces in
dynamic maneuver warfare. Their exploration of the topic highlighted the
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important role of integrating advanced information technology with joint
forces. This led to the incorporation of a number of related concepts in the
Chinese military lexicon, including information warfare [xinxi zhanzheng,
信息战争], digital forces [dianzi budui, 电子部队], and information operations [xinxi zuozhan, 信息作战]. The PLA eventually settled on Information
System–based System of Systems Operations [jiyu xinxi xitong tixi zuozhan,
基于信息系统体系作战] as their approach to conflict.4
Many of these themes are illustrated in a 2010 interview with a prominent PLA theorist at the Chinese National Defense University of Science
and Technology. Citing the U.S. military’s experience not only in the
Gulf War but also in Operation Iraqi Freedom as well as Joint Vision 2020
materials, the article laid out China’s information system–based system
of systems operations as “basically identical or similar” to the Western
concept of network-centric warfare.5 A background section prefacing the
article laid out what can be interpreted as an official PLA endorsement of
its new approach: “System operations based on the information system
have become a basic pattern of joint operations under informationized
conditions, and information capability has become the primary capability
in joint operations.” Moreover, after describing the critical importance of
new command information systems and weapons platforms to the PLA,
the senior Chinese strategist quoted in the article cited joint air strike operations during Operation Desert Storm as evidence that it was “absolutely
impossible to use traditional command means and methods to successfully
direct a complicated informationized joint operation, and it is necessary to
rely on an integrated command information system.”6 The PLA’s command
system itself, then, was a major impediment to achieving longstanding force
development and capability goals.
Both the command structure changes and the path to joint operations
writ large have been arduous and nonlinear. As PLA analyst Kevin Pollpeter
notes, Chinese leaders in the late 1990s began to aim for the creation of an
informationized force, and one of the ways to achieve this was through
jointness. In 1999, the PLA issued a gangyao [纲要], or outline, that formally
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instituted joint operations into PLA warfighting. Pollpeter notes that in
2009, “the General Staff Department (GSD) provided training objectives
that for the first time fully committed the services to joint operations.”7 Yet
during this period, the PLA made less progress toward achieving jointness
than hoped. This was due to a combination of factors, including a focus
on coordination rather than true jointness, the lack of permanent joint
structures, and a mindset of single service domination. Individual services
during this period were able to develop robust vertical command and control systems but failed to take the initiative to do the same across services.8
Chinese leaders have also attempted to change the PLA’s mindset
regarding joint operations. As Defense Intelligence Agency analysts
Wanda Ayuso and Lonnie Henley detail, from 2008 onward, these efforts
centered on three areas: “developing the expertise of academic faculty in
the military educational institutions; getting PLA commanders and staff
to think in terms of joint training rather than combined arms training;
and developing information systems and material solutions to facilitate
joint command.”9 The PLA also gained knowledge from its interactions
with other countries in bilateral and multilateral exercises.10 In spite of
these efforts, however, the PLA continued to have difficulty applying
joint operational concepts to actual situations and in changing its way of
thinking about military conflict.
The shift from an MR to TC system may be viewed in this context as
the continuation of these previous efforts to achieve jointness for the PLA.
China watchers and analysts for decades have pointed out the limitations of
China’s MR system, with its built-in impediments to deploying maneuver
forces across or in the air over invisible lines at MR boundaries and the
PLA’s reliance on this structure to provision logistics and other combat
service support in both peacetime and wartime.11 Even veteran PLA officers
recognized that the MR system was not a functional command and control
system for modern warfare. PLA campaign literature makes clear that an ad
hoc joint command and control system would be employed in wartime. This
ad hoc entity would have been led by an army general attached to the GSD,
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but potentially by an MR officer in smaller army-dominated contingencies
such as a small border crisis with a Southeast Asian neighbor. Maneuver
and strike forces would be led by GSD officers for large joint operations, but
potentially could be led by army leader to MR leader grade officers drawn
from participating military regions.
Over the past decade, as joint training and joint operations increasingly became focal points for the PLA, the MR construct became a greater
impediment for operational forces in terms of exercising command and
control and in training realism. If the joint command element would be
formed from and by the Central Military Commission (CMC) and staffed
with GSD officers in wartime, how realistic could the operational/maneuver force training have been in the absence of a real command element
exercising with them? If MR staff officers were not responsible for joint
training, how could they simulate this command element in a realistic
manner? How could anyone gain useful joint command experience in
this structure? The following section explains how the TC system helps
to rectify these issues.

Chinese Explanations of the TC System
Chinese researchers framed the need for restructuring as a strategic requirement—even as the framework of the radical reforms was being debated and
shaped. In September 2015, Senior Colonel Wang Xiaohui of the Strategy
Research and Teaching Department at China’s National Defense University
highlighted what he saw as the most pressing strategic preparations [zhanlüe
zhunbei, 战略准备] the PLA needed to make. While not necessarily authoritative, Wang concisely detailed the shortfalls that would soon be addressed
with the broad military reforms later that year.12 First, Wang contended that
China could not exercise unified command over the joint force without first
establishing what he termed an integrated joint operation command system
[yitihua lianhe zuozhan zhihui tizhi, 一体化联合作战指挥体制] to command
and control all PLA forces, to which the theater system would be subordinate.
He specifically cited the U.S. military experience with combatant commands,
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highlighting that its most prominent features are a simple hierarchy and
command smoothness and that the campaign and tactical command levels
from theater to division were reduced from five to three. The envisioned
Chinese command entity would be responsible for training theater forces in
peacetime and operational command in wartime. The supporting theater
departments—manpower and personnel, intelligence, operations, training,
and support—would then be formed under the theater command.
Second, Wang noted the weakness of combining military administration with operational command, pointing to the U.S. experience separating
the two. Wang went on at length regarding the challenges the PLA faced
under its current system:
For example, the command organs are oversized and overstaffed,
with unreasonable internal structure. Functions of various departments in a command organ are overlapped to a serious extent. Most
departments are responsible for peacetime training, management,
and support. As a result, over a long period, there were two major
shortcomings in our military’s leadership and command system:
First, the function of commanding forces to fight battles was weak.
Second, the strategic management capability of directing the whole
military’s building and development was weak. Such a state of
affairs is far from meeting the required “flat-shaped” joint operation
command system in informationized warfare, and also directly
restricts and affects the conducting of scientific leadership and
management of national defense and armed forces building.
Third, Wang emphatically highlighted the often-cited imbalance of
forces due to the historic primacy of the PLA Army and the need to rationalize the mix of combat to noncombat forces:
Furthermore, the most prominent issue related to the quantity and
scale of the Chinese military forces is the inappropriate proportion of forces in the army, the navy, the air force, and the Second
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Artillery, the inappropriate proportion of combat units to noncombat units, the inappropriate proportion of combat personnel
to noncombat personnel, and consequently the inappropriate
proportion of officers to enlisted personnel. . . . In particular, it
is necessary to energetically reinforce the building of the navy
and the air force, improve the proportion of various services,
establish a scientific and reasonable ratio of combat personnel to
noncombat personnel, and thus enhance the combat power of the
Chinese armed forces.
The strategic drivers that Wang laid out no doubt reflect the arguments
that won the day in terms of the reforms. Official statements and commentary by experts within and outside of the PLA cite four primary reasons for
the shift from MRs to TCs:
■

streamlining responsibilities

■

strengthening jointness

■

increasing readiness

■

making China’s military policy vis-à-vis external actors more coherent.

This section discusses each of these factors.
Streamlined Responsibilities
First, under the old system, the MRs fulfilled a wide range of functions,
which included force-building, management, command, and peacetime
administration.13 This made the MR a type of composite organization that
ended up dealing more with routine administration in peacetime than
actual preparations for wartime operations. As noted, during wartime the
affected MRs would have been replaced by a command drawn from staff
in Beijing, not exclusively officers from the particular MR.14 This was the
case in 1979, when the GSD set up a separate ad hoc organ responsible for
the overall prosecution of the Sino-Vietnamese War. The MRs adjoining
Vietnam continued to conduct operations separately and provide support
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for their specific strategic direction.15 In the context of the Cold War, this
was considered an optimal setup, as China’s political and military leaders
judged that if a war were to break out, it would likely be an all-out war. Thus,
it was better to leave the responsibility for preparing operations to the GSD,
which would create temporary theater command organs as needed.16 The
shift brought about by the reforms is an attempt to move away from this
arrangement by stripping the new TCs of many of their non-warfighting
functions, moving these responsibilities to other leadership organs, and
making the TCs solely responsible for joint training and operations. Mobilization, for example, now falls to the CMC’s National Defense Mobilization
Department, 1 of its 15 new functional departments.
At the same time, the reforms clarify the lines of authority flowing from
various PLA leadership organs. The new system allows the CMC to more
effectively and directly exercise overall authority over the country’s armed
forces. Meanwhile, the TCs are responsible for operations, and the services
are responsible for force-building.17 Under this arrangement, the TCs are able
to concentrate on performing a more narrowly defined, clearer set of roles,
theoretically allowing them to do so more effectively and with better results
than under the responsibilities assigned to the military regions.
Strengthened Jointness
Second, the TCs’ focus on joint operations and training, in turn, supports another longstanding force development goal: increasing jointness
among the armed forces. As mentioned, Chinese military experts strongly
believe that informationized warfare and system of systems warfare will
predominate in modern conflicts and that only a truly joint force is suited
for this.18 However, there was a noticeable lack of jointness under the old
MR system. In particular, regional naval and air forces commanders were
dual-hatted as deputy MR commanders, but under their dual chain of
command they also reported to their service chiefs in Beijing in peacetime. This duality impeded a true sense of jointness at the MR echelon.
In a February 2016 interview, Southern TC Commander Wang Jiaocheng
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explained the rationale for separating administrative management and
command of regional forces from preparing for joint combat:
In the traditional military region structure, the functions of combat command and construction management were combined,
construction and use were integrated, and because of that the
combat command function was weakened, and the joint operations
structure was not complete enough. Faced with the new challenges
of the revolution in military affairs, the shortcomings of joint
command and joint operations were worsened further. The lack
of smoothness in the joint operations command structure also
constrained the building of joint training and joint support structures. That contradiction became the most significant structural
impediment to our armed forces’ ability to fight [win] battles.19
While the precise command and control relationship between conventional missile forces at the brigade echelon and the theaters in which they
are based is unclear, like other conventional forces they will be available to
support any of the five theaters through theater joint operations command
centers if needed. Nuclear forces, on the other hand, are different. One
Global Times article notes that “According to tradition, nuclear weapons
are instruments of the utmost importance to the nation. In all countries,
they are controlled by the highest authority and cannot be assigned to
the theater commands.”20 Logically, though, if theater commanders and
their staffs have responsibility for planning for their strategic direction,
then conventional missile forces will almost certainly be part of planning
considerations not only in the theaters in which they are based but also in
supporting other theaters.21 Beijing fielded these operational forces based
on perceived wartime needs, and those needs have not changed under the
reforms. These forces would be under the command and control of those
theater commanders in wartime, but able to support other theaters as
well. Assigning the theater commander responsibility for an operational
direction and large-scale training of the joint force for that contingency
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are strong arguments for wartime command and control of conventional
forces for strike missions in that theater.
Increased Readiness
Third, a primary aim of the introduction of TCs is to increase the readiness
of the PLA. Indeed, Xi Jinping has been emphatic about the PLA concentrating on combat readiness.22 Modern PLA military texts stress that limited,
localized wars are far likelier than the all-out wars (and the concomitant long
warning times that accompany these conflicts) anticipated during the Cold
War period. For instance, of the four likeliest future wars that China will
have to fight that are listed in the 2013 Science of Military Strategy, three are
essentially localized wars. One is a relatively large-scale, high-intensity conflict with Taiwan. Another is a medium- to small-scale, mid- to low-intensity
war against bordering countries. The last is a small-scale, low-intensity war
to counter terrorist activities, maintain stability, and maintain sovereignty.23
Rather than create temporary joint headquarters, Chinese planners argue
that it makes more sense to have TCs already established for each strategic
direction so that China will have planned and be prepared for its most likely
contingencies. Such a system is envisioned to “allow for the rapid shift from
a peacetime to wartime stance . . . [and] greatly improve the nation’s ability
to respond to crises and protect national security.”24
The new command mechanisms to promote both jointness and readiness include new standing joint command entities known as Joint Operations
Command Centers, which exist at two levels. At the national level, there is
the CMC Joint Operations Command Center, of which Xi is commander in
chief. Each TC also has its own Joint Operations Command Center.25 How
these centers will work in practice, or who will serve in specific leadership
positions beyond the identified theater commanders and deputies, is not
currently known. For example, will theater joint commanders still exercise
command and control through operations groups, or will those entities now
be subsumed at the theater level? What seems certain is that, in the short term,
these command positions will continue to be dominated by army officers as
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the PLA works through the process of promoting more officers from other
services into staff and leadership positions at the theater level.
Greater Coherency Externally
Fourth, a further consequence of establishing theaters with operational
control of forces within their assigned geographic regions is to provide
greater coherency to China’s military policy vis-à-vis external actors. As
the example of the Sino-Vietnamese War demonstrates, the old system had
more than one MR for each strategic direction. In the event of a conflict,
the ad hoc “front” approach meant that coordination had to take place
across MR boundaries, thereby complicating planning, mobilization, and
communications at precisely the wrong time. As Yang Yujun, spokesman
for the Ministry of National Defense, stated, the “TC will serve as the sole
supreme joint operational command organ for its strategic direction.”26
How the new TC system attempts to accomplish this goal is discussed in
the following section.
Finally, it may also be worth noting the role that outside sources of inspiration have played. Several commentary pieces have compared China’s theater
commands to Russia’s joint strategic commands (military districts) and U.S.
unified combatant commands.27 The shift to TCs, in that sense, suggests a
desire to demonstrate that the PLA aspires to be a peer of the Russian and U.S.
militaries in terms of how it plans and prepares for conflict. The ultimate goal
of this, as China’s civilian and military leadership has stressed repeatedly, is
to make the PLA capable of fighting and winning wars.28

Theater Command Responsibilities
Each of the new TCs has its own defined set of roles and is responsible
for a particular strategic direction. In general, each TC has under its
command ground and air forces, and some capacity to either call for
fires or have some command authority over conventional missile units
based in the TC (see table). The three coastal TCs (Northern, Eastern,
and Southern) also have an assigned naval fleet, while the Central TC
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most likely includes some lower echelon naval elements not subordinate
to one of China’s three fleets. Of course, various support and nuclear
missile units are based in each theater, but their chain of command is
not under question: The consensus among analysts is that they remain
directly under the command of the CMC and would support any of the
theaters or directions at CMC discretion.
Table. Order of Battle for Theater Commands
Theater
Command

Group
Armies

Fleet

Air Assets

Rocket Force Base
(Brigades)/Unit

Eastern

71st,
72nd,
73rd

East Sea
Fleet

10th Bomber Division; 40th, 41st,
and 42nd fighter brigades; 26th
Special Mission Division; 83rd
Attack Brigade; Fuzhou Base;
Shanghai Base

61 Base (807, 811, 815,
817, 819, 820 brigades),
96180 Unit

Southern

74th,
75th

South Sea
Fleet

4th, 5th, 6th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 52nd,
54th, 96th, 98th, and 99 th fighter
brigades; 8th Bomber Division;
13th Transport Division;
20 th Special Mission Division;
Kunming Base; Nanning Base

61 Base (818 brigade),
96166 Unit; 62 Base
(802, 808, 821, 825
brigades), 96212 Unit;
63 Base (803, 805, 814,
824, 826 brigades)

Western

76th,
77th

N/A

16th Fighter Brigade; 36th Bomber
Division; 4th Transport Division;
Lanzhou Base; Urumqi Base;
Xi’an Flying Academy

64 Base (809, 812, 823
brigades)

Northern

78th,
79th,
80th

North
Sea Fleet

15th, 31st, 32nd attack brigades;
34th, 35th, 36th, 61st, and 63rd
fighter brigades; 16th Special Mission Division; Dalian Base; Jinan
Base; Harbin Flying Academy

65 Base (810, 816, 822
brigades)

Central

81st,
82nd,
83rd

N/A

19th, 55th, 56th,70 th, 71st, and 72nd
fighter brigades; 43rd and 44th
fighter/attack brigades; Datong
Base; Wuhan Base; Shijiazhuang
Flying Academy

65 Base (806 Brigade);
66 Base (801, 804, 813,
827 brigades)

Sources: For ground and naval assets, The Military Balance 2018 (London: International Institute for
Strategic Studies, 2018); for air assets, The Military Balance 2018, and Lawrence Trevethan, “Brigadization” of the PLA Air Force (Montgomery, AL: China Aerospace Studies Institute, 2018); for Rocket
Force brigades and bases, Directory of PRC Military Personalities (Washington, DC: Defense Intelligence
Agency, 2018), and various Chinese and English media reports.
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Another important facet of the military reforms is the establishment
of separate service headquarters for PLA Army units within each of the
five theaters, thereby creating an equivalency between all services in the
new theater construct. These perform the same function as TC air forces
and TC navy forces—operational and administrative oversight of operational units, in this case group armies. More than that, the TC service
headquarters will likely play an important role in ensuring that units meet
training requirements, in line with the new division of labor within the
PLA—with the CMC exercising overall control, the theater commands
responsible for operations, and the services responsible for force-building.
These would include both service-specific and joint requirements. As one
commentator noted, Xi Jinping in his report at the 19th Party Congress
stressed the need to build a modern operational system with Chinese
characteristics. For the services to “implement and carry out the spirit of
the commander’s speech, they must not only do a good job of building
their own weapons/armaments and operations systems, [but] they must
also improve their consciousness of the overall situation, their joint thinking, and do a good job of resolving the problem of integrating theater
services command into the theater joint operational command system.”29
Eastern Theater Command
Headquartered in Nanjing, the Eastern TC area of jurisdiction is exactly
identical to that of the former Nanjing MR. It has responsibility for
Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Fujian, and Jiangxi and initially had
command of all of the Nanjing MR’s group armies—the 12th, 1st, and 31st.30
In late April 2017, the PLA ground force underwent another reform that
saw the number of group armies reduced from 18 to 13 in addition to being
renumbered from 71 through 83.31 The 12th, 1st, and 31st Group Armies
were redesignated as the 71st, 72nd, and 73rd Group Armies, respectively.32
For the maritime dimension, the Eastern TC has responsibility for the East
China Sea and Taiwan. The East Sea Fleet has been assigned to the Eastern
TC, with the fleet commander simultaneously serving as deputy theater
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commander and commander of the Eastern TC naval forces, which were
initally referred to as the East Sea Fleet and then referred to as the Eastern
TC Navy as of February 2018.33
Because the Eastern TC includes the same provinces as the former Nanjing MR, it should theoretically also have retained its air assets. According to
the 2018 edition of the Military Balance, the Eastern TC’s air assets currently
include the 10th Bomber Division, 14th and 32nd Fighter Divisions, 26th Special
Mission Division, 28th Attack Division, Fuzhou Base, and Shanghai Base.34
(All PLA Air Force fighter divisions and attack divisions have now been converted into brigades. The table shows the new brigade designations for each
TC.). Finally, the Rocket Force’s 52 Base, now known as the 61 Base and headquartered at Huangshan in Anhui, is based in the Eastern TC as well.35 While
command and control of PLA Rocket Force nuclear units will remain held at
the CMC level, 61 Base’s subordinate conventional missile units will no doubt
feature prominently in Eastern TC planning. Much of China’s conventional
missile firepower is also based within the Eastern TC, as it was fielded there
to support Taiwan contingency operations. As mentioned previously, these
highly maneuverable assets would be allocated to any TC at CMC direction.36
Southern Theater Command
The Southern TC is headquartered in Guangzhou and was created by
combining parts of the Guangzhou and Chengdu MRs. From the former, it received the provinces of Hunan, Guangdong (and by extension,
the Hong Kong and Macau Special Administrative Regions), Guangxi,
and Hainan, as well as the 41st and 42nd Group Armies. From the latter,
it received the provinces of Yunnan and Guizhou and the 14th Group
Army.37 Following the changes to the group armies in April 2017, the 14th
Group Army was eliminated, while the 41st and 42nd were renumbered as
the 74th and 75th, respectively.38
The South Sea Fleet has additionally been assigned to the Southern TC,
serving as its naval force component.39 According to Liang Fang, professor
at China’s National Defense University, the Southern TC has responsibility
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for the South China Sea.40 Perhaps mirroring the importance of the South
China Sea in its planning, in early 2017 the Southern TC became the first
to be led by a PLA Navy officer when Admiral Yuan Yubai was named
commander, replacing PLA Army General Wang Jiaocheng.41 While this
may be a primary planning task for the theater, operational units of the
former Guangzhou MR also had responsibility for Taiwan contingencies
and participated in high-profile exercises on the Taiwan Strait. The Southern TC may have at least partially inherited this responsibility. It may no
longer lead planning and preparation for conflict with Taiwan, but it will
still have to support the Eastern TC. Southern theater commanders will
therefore have to ensure that it schedules and accomplishes rigorous joint
training for a variety of contingencies, some of which it may not command.
Moreover, the theater has added border regions with Laos and Myanmar.
While the combat tasks and campaigns are the same, planning for border
conflicts in terms of intelligence preparation, terrain analyses, and logistics
is presumably more complex when planning for multiple opponents.
In terms of air assets, the 2018 Military Balance notes the Southern
TC as having the 2nd, 9th, and 18th Fighter Divisions; 8th Bomber Division;
13th Transport Division; 20th Special Mission Division; Kunming Base; and
Nanning Base.42
Western Theater Command
In terms of geographic extent, the Western TC is the largest of the five new
theaters. It is headquartered in Chengdu and has responsibility for most of
the provinces under the Chengdu and Lanzhou MRs. From the former, it
received Sichuan, Tibet, Chongqing, and the 13th Group Army. From the
latter, it received Gansu, Ningxia, Qinghai, and Xinjiang, as well as the 21st
and 47th Group Armies.43 Later on, the 47th Group Army was eliminated,
while the 21st and 13th Group Armies were respectively renumbered as the
76th and 77th Group Armies.44 Initial reporting from Global Person argues
that this TC is in an especially strategically sensitive position because
it borders multiple countries in Central Asia and India.45 This range of
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border issues suggests that counterterrorism will also be prominent in
mission planning.
While it lacks subordinate naval forces, from a planning perspective,
the Western TC staff is responsible for a potential conflict with India, which
could certainly include a maritime dimension requiring PLA Navy involvement. As a result, naval forces likely would be operationally controlled
by the Western TC command but overseen by a naval command element
deployed to the area to command an operations group in a large-scale
conflict with India. It is unclear if the units subordinate to the Central TC
are assigned some responsibility for an India contingency, as some Central
TC ground units no doubt are. With the planning contingencies relative to
India ranging from a quick border crisis to a full-scale conflict between two
nuclear powers, the theater planners will have to coordinate closely with
navy counterparts based in multiple theaters, as well as working through
service lines of authority to complete their diverse tasks.
For air assets, the 2018 Military Balance notes that the Western TC
has the 4th Transport Division, 6th and 33rd Fighter Divisions, 36th Bomber
Division, Lanzhou Base, Urumqi Base, and Xi’an Flying Academy.46
Northern Theater Command
The Northern TC is headquartered in Shenyang and has jurisdiction over all
three provinces formerly under the Shenyang MR opposite the Korean Peninsula—Jilin, Heilongjiang, and Liaoning. It is further responsible for Inner
Mongolia, formerly under the Beijing MR.47 It has under its command all
three group armies from the former Shenyang MR—the 16th, 39th, and 40th—
as well as the 26th Group Army from the former Jinan MR.48 The Northern TC
further has jurisdiction over Shandong, which was also formerly under the
Jinan MR. Following the most recent reform to the PLA Ground Force, the
40th Group Army was eliminated, while the 16th, 39th, and 26th Group Armies,
respectively, became the 78th, 79th, and 80th Group Armies.49
In terms of other component services under this command, there was
some initial speculation that the North Sea Fleet would be placed under
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the Central TC,50 but this was clarified in March 2016 when Rear Admiral
Yuan Yubai, then-commander of the North Sea Fleet, was appointed to
the additional positions of deputy commander of the Northern TC and
commander of the Northern TC naval forces.51 Inclusion in the Northern
TC makes more sense from a planning perspective, as this theater is responsible for conflict on the Korean Peninsula, which could require heavy navy
participation in both the air and maritime domains.
According to the 2018 Military Balance, the Northern TC has the 5th
and 11th Attack Divisions, 12th and 21st Fighter Divisions, 16th Special Mission Division, Dalian Base, and Jinan Base.52
Central Theater Command
Chinese military experts describe the Central TC as being an innovation of
China’s system: Its unique position allows it to respond to crises on its own
while also being able to provide support to other theater commands. It subsumed the former Jinan MR, which also served this role for the CMC.53 As
a result, the Central TC provides the capital region with its own dedicated
military force, allowing it to respond to crises without having to rely on
troop transfers from other parts of the country. Defense of the capital is a
primary role; perhaps reflecting that defense of China’s leadership against
enemy air attack is a top consideration, the Central TC is now commanded
by PLA Air Force General Yi Xiaoguang.54 It is headquartered in Beijing
and was created on the foundations of the Beijing and Jinan MRs. From the
former, units based in Hebei, Shanxi, Beijing, and Tianjin were presumably
reassigned, as well as the 27th, 38th, and 65th Group Armies. From the latter,
it received Henan-based units and the 20th and 54th Group Armies.55 It further has jurisdiction over Shaanxi, formerly under the Lanzhou MR, and
Hubei, formerly under the Guangzhou MR.56 This setup makes the Central
TC the most diverse of the new commands in terms of its origins as well
as the largest in terms of the number of group armies assigned to it. It also
added the distinction of being the first TC to have a group army relocate: the
27th Group Army reportedly moved its headquarters from Hebei to Shanxi
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Province by early January 2016 according to PLA press reporting.57 The
relocation likely accommodated the establishment of the TC army command
at Shijiazhuang,58 which was formerly the site of the 27th Group Army headquarters. Like their counterparts in the other TCs, the group armies in the
Central TC also underwent changes in late April 2017. Both the 20th and 27th
Group Armies were eliminated, while the 65th, 38th, and 54th Group Armies,
respectively, became the 81st, 82nd, and 83rd Group Armies.59
According to Xinhua, the component services of the Central TC
include not only Ground Force but also navy, air force, and missile units.60
The Hong Kong–based Ming Pao newspaper noted that there are no military ports within the Central TC, but there are a number of technical
stations and training bases for naval aviation. These include the “naval
aviation training base located at Qinhuangdao; its associated Shanhaiguan
airfield; the naval aviation academy at Changzhi, Shanxi; and at Jiyuan,
Henan, the fighter aircraft branch of the naval aviation academy.”61 In
early August 2016, it was reported that a Ground Force air defense brigade
from the Central TC had conducted exercises with naval aviation units
around the Bohai area.62 In light of this, it appears that naval forces based
in the Central TC will not include surface vessels but encompass the other
service branches of the navy based in this geographic area. Until further
information is available, however, the exact nature of the naval component
of the Central TC remains a matter of speculation.
The 2018 Military Balance notes that the Central TC has the following air assets: the 7th and 19th Fighter Divisions, 15th Fighter/Attack
Division, 24th Fighter Division, Datong Base, Wuhan Base, and Shijiazhuang Flying Academy.63

Prospects for Success
Whether or not these reforms to the PLA succeed will depend greatly on the
ability of Chinese leaders to overcome a number of continuing challenges
in the medium to long term. This section identifies several remaining challenges for the new TC system, including training of command personnel,
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command and control, and potential service resistance in a still-armydominated military.
Phillip Saunders and Joel Wuthnow of the U.S. National Defense
University have dubbed the reforms as “Goldwater-Nichols with Chinese
characteristics,”64 which seems an apt description that promises the same
opportunities and pitfalls for the PLA. Much of the promise for increased
jointness will not be realized for years—well past 2020, and probably more
realistically by about 2030.
In the near term, success will depend on the details of the practical,
day-to-day relationship between the services and theaters in training units
for new joint operational capabilities. To be most effective, theater-level
training departments will need to have a mechanism to provide input into
(or at least a way to express their requirements to) services responsible for
force development. Similarly, theater commanders need to have staffs and
mechanisms in place to express their capability requirements both up a
command chain to the CMC level and to the military services, which are
peer organizations at the same grade. This is not to suggest that the PLA
lacks the personnel to staff these organizations because it clearly does not.
However, these kinds of relationships are not the norm in the PLA and
represent a substantial cultural change in that new relationships among
theater and service staffs may be workable in theory but are untested, which
will lead to uncertainty and confusion.
In addition, TCs will likely also be advising on and overseeing professional
military education initiatives for senior officers steeped in their old systems,
as well as for more junior officers presumably less invested in old processes.
All of this precedes the complexities of joint training, which requires not only
designing new training approaches but also becoming more familiar with
existing service training plans in order to integrate them across service lines
among like and similar operational elements in ways the PLA has never done.
The changing dynamics of the command and control relationship
between theater commanders and theater-based operational forces will also
take some time to sort out. These dynamics are different from those that
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officers have experienced throughout their careers. The forces allocated to
each theater presumably meet some kind of basic planning factor for that
theater based on their historic missions and strategic directions under the MR
system, but the theater no longer has to be concerned with the administration
of subordinate forces. The separation of administrative responsibilities from
operational command and warfighting responsibilities may be sensible and
best for operations, but this division of labor will not be a matter of habit or
standard procedure for commanders for some time.
The continued dominance of ground commanders at the TC level is
also problematic. A jaundiced view of the reforms from a non–PLA Army
viewpoint would be that the names of the organizations have changed, but
the uniforms are predominantly still green at the TC level. As mentioned,
the five new army headquarters give the army, navy, and air force counterpart commands at the operational echelon, presumably commanded by
officers of the same rank. The theater Joint Operations Command Centers’
staff is ostensibly the venue through which jointness among these services
will manifest itself for the time being. The elevation of navy Admiral Yuan
Yubai to Southern TC commander in January 2017 and the assignment of
air force General Yi Xiaoguang as Central TC commander in August 2017
also signal the CMC’s intent to break this ground dominance, especially
where it makes more operational sense to do so.65

Conclusion
The decision to do away with the old military regions and replace them
with theater commands is a major step in a decades-long effort to create
an informationized joint force. By doing so, Chinese military leaders aim
to streamline responsibilities, strengthen jointness among the services,
increase PLA readiness, foster a more coherent external military policy, and,
ultimately, create a force that is capable of fighting and winning wars. The
attainment of such a goal may not be so simple as replacing one organizational
system with another, however. Chinese leaders have undertaken multiple
initiatives since 1999, when joint operations were officially instituted in PLA
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warfighting, to achieve this goal. These have ranged from developing new
command and control technologies to altering the curricula at PLA academic
institutions to exercises with foreign partners. Yet progress to date has been
slow. Multiple fundamental challenges remain, particularly those related to
prevailing mindsets within the PLA. Chinese leaders will have to address
these as well in order for their reforms to be truly effective.
This round of Chinese military reforms is continuing, as the renumbering of group armies and Rocket Force bases attests. Areas for further research
begin with the most basic, foundational information: orders of battle for
each TC and service are now uncertain, as are unit designators. Evidence of
the evolving command relationships between TC commanders and service
chiefs, both in Beijing and at the TC level, also bears watching; it will probably become available via Chinese official and non-official media outlets.
The Chinese version of joint forces could well differ from Western concepts,
so researchers will be best served by gaining insights and evidence not only
indirectly but also through engagement with Chinese military officials.
As a point of reference, U.S. military efforts to achieve greater jointness
theoretically began immediately after World War II with the passage of the
National Security Act of 1947, which eliminated independent Cabinet-level
departments for each of the Services in favor of a single unified Department
of Defense. The subsequent Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 strengthened
the control and authority of the Secretary of Defense over the Services in part
by authorizing that each department be organized under its own secretary
who then reported to the Secretary of Defense; it also established “unified or
specified combatant commands” responsible to the President and Secretary
of Defense.66 Almost 30 years later came the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 which, among other measures,
“redesigned personnel incentives in order to prioritize ‘jointness’ among the
Services—a characteristic that the U.S. Department of Defense demonstrably
lacked prior to the reforms.”67 Even by 2013, as former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff Martin Dempsey noted as he advocated for globally integrated
operations, “efforts to create a fully joint force [were] not yet complete.”68 In
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2016, former Secretary of Defense Ash Carter stressed what he saw as the
need for updates to Goldwater-Nichols that would, among other measures,
redefine “joint duty assignment” to include operational functions beyond
“just” planning and command and control.69
Goldwater-Nichols with Chinese characteristics sounds like a much
lower bar than what the U.S. military has achieved over the years, but
it certainly hinges on achieving substantial progress on planning and
command and control if the PLA is to make headway on truly joint capabilities. Chinese leadership has taken decisive steps toward the future with
its organizational reforms; it is now up to PLA officers at the theater level
and throughout the services to execute these reforms. It will be a long time
before we know the outcome.
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CHAPTER 7

HANDLING LOGISTICS
IN A REFORMED PLA
The Long March Toward Joint Logistics
By LeighAnn Luce and Erin Richter

T

his chapter introduces People’s Liberation Army (PLA) logistics

modernization as an outgrowth of demands to ready the PLA for
joint operations and high-tech warfare while satisfying domes-

tic economic and political objectives for civil-military fusion. To forecast
future reforms and their impact, we examine the three interrelated logistics requirements that Chinese sources have identified as requisite for the
implementation of a joint logistics system: centralized command, advanced
information systems, and civil-military fusion [junmin ronghe, 军民融合],

also known as civil-military integration. We highlight constraints on PLA
logistics transformation, including ingrained corruption and weak oversight mechanisms for the military and political elite, which will continue to
degrade logistics efficiency and overall combat readiness.
The research underlying this chapter relies on a range of Chinese
language sources. Published speeches, interviews, and editorials provided Chinese Community Party (CCP) and PLA leadership judgments
regarding future requirements for military logistics. Official Chinese
news media provided official statements relating to organizational reform.
Finally, civilian and military academic and industry publications provided
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additional insights into the strategy and logic behind reform objectives,
specific examples and assessments of operational capabilities, and suggestions for future developments. This chapter also benefits from and builds
on prior expert assessments by Susan Puska and Dennis Blasko, as well as
James Mulvenon’s research on corruption within the PLA.1
The PLA’s long-term goal of logistics reform is a precision logistics
system that enables comprehensive, timely, and accurate logistics support to
PLA joint operations. Implementing a joint logistics system is the primary
means of achieving this goal. The PLA defines joint logistics as a system
that “unifies the organization of the services to implement basic logistics
work; avoids duplicate staffing, organizations, and facilities; and rationally
distributes workforce, material, and financial resources to support joint
operations and joint activities.”2 Alternatively and more colloquially, the
system provides logistics support at the right time, at the right place, in
the required amount.3 This reform does not mean to eliminate specialized
logistics support from the services, but rather seeks to consolidate general
logistic support and achieve efficiencies wherever possible. According to
PLA authors, an ideal joint logistics support system:
■

■

■

provides precision logistics support for high-tempo, dynamic joint
combat operations
achieves strategic unity of effort by implementing an integrated joint
logistics command system that is itself fully integrated with a strategic
joint operations command system
leverages the full potential of China’s comprehensive national power
through civil-military fusion to maximize combat power, ensure peacetime efficiencies, and maintain a constant state of combat readiness.4
Inspired by the U.S. Joint Vision 2020, the PLA has directed logistics

modernization and civil-military fusion initiatives over the last two decades
toward the development of a joint logistics system.5 While many procedural, organizational, infrastructure, and equipment changes have been
implemented, some changes necessary to unify and centralize logistics
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command remain incomplete. Consolidating and centralizing logistics
command require more than just organizational reforms; it also requires
the integration of logistics information systems to provide logisticians
with timely and accurate information on the location, movement, status,
and identity of units, personnel, equipment, material, and supplies.6 For
the PLA, this requirement also extends to civilian resources and demands
standardized catalogs of available resources and associated attributes,
regulations for military procurement, joint equipment development, and
knowledge transfer. All of these objectives are enabled through integrated
information systems.7
At the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in November 2013, the
CCP formally announced a series of significant military reforms intended
to ensure that the PLA can fight and win high-tech modern wars. These
reforms, to be implemented by 2020, alter the PLA’s logistics command,
infrastructure, and civil support systems to better support and sustain
combat operations. In March 2016, the PLA renamed the General Logistics
Department (GLD) as the Central Military Commission (CMC) Logistics
Support Department (LSD), but delayed the execution of additional reform
measures pending the September 13, 2016, establishment of the Joint Logistics Support Force (JLSF) [junwei lianhe houqin baozhang budui, 军委联
合后勤保障部队].8 The reason for this delay is unclear, but the broader
restructuring of the PLA headquarters and military regions (MRs) to CMC
and joint theater commands (TCs) may have been a necessary precursor.
With the establishment of the JLSF, PLA leaders separated logistics management responsibilities (resource management and regulatory
activities) from combat service support (sustainment activities). Logistics
management is now to be carried out by the CMC LSD, and combat service support is to be carried out by the JLSF. This move parallels wider
PLA reform efforts to separate warfighting from force management. This
change reduces the responsibilities of LSD offices, purportedly enabling
the LSD to concentrate on resource management, training, infrastructure
construction, and procedural oversight. (This reduction in responsibilities
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may explain why the current director of the CMC LSD, Song Puxuan, no
longer has an ex officio seat on the Central Military Commission.) A more
focused LSD will theoretically result in a greater standardization of logistics
management and support procedures across the force, more efficient use of
financial and materiel resources, streamlining of bureaucratic processes,
and an overall decrease in corrupt practices by logistics professionals.
Meanwhile, the JLSF is free to focus on planning and executing integrated
joint logistics support for strategic and campaign operations.
These structural reforms create opportunities for greater centralization
of command and control that allow the PLA to more effectively capitalize
on two decades of information technology (IT), transportation, and facility
improvements; maturing combat service support doctrine and training;
and civil-military fusion that collectively improve PLA capabilities to
manage and execute precision logistics support.

A New Logistics System for a New PLA
The CCP and PLA vision for future combat capabilities requires a modernized, centralized, efficient logistics system, but in many ways, the PLA
military logistics support system has persisted as a relic from the Chinese
civil war. Logistics organizations resisted numerous previous efforts to
reform the system to more effectively support joint logistics. This section
first reviews early attempts at and thinking on joint logistic reform. It then
examines advances in three areas that appear necessary to meet national
defense and economic logistics expectations: unification and centralization
of command, IT integration (or informationization), and civil-military
fusion. It then examines corruption within PLA logistics organizations as
an obstacle to logistics reform.
Early Attempts at Reform
Joint logistics was first raised by Zhou Enlai in a 1952 report to the Joint
Military Affairs Commission. Over the next four decades, the PLA unsuccessfully experimented with various methods of implementing joint
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logistics. PLA analysts attribute these failures to external events that made
structural reform of the PLA’s logistics system impossible. These include
the Cultural Revolution, the death of Lin Biao in 1971, and PLA force
reductions in the 1980s.9
In the 1990s, Jiang Zemin, as CMC chairman, directed the PLA to
research and draft a series of military reforms. Drivers for the reforms
included PLA logistics failures in the 1979 Sino-Vietnam war, observations
of U.S. military operations in the Balkans and Persian Gulf, the PLA’s inferior military capabilities revealed in the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, and
a general lack of combat readiness. In December 1998, the CMC enacted
a series of military reforms intended to transform the PLA into a modern
and professional joint operations force. These were subsequently outlined
in the January 24, 1999, PLA Joint Combat Program. Nested in the program
was a 10-year PLA logistics support system reform plan that emphasized
implementation of a joint logistics system, socialization of support functions, modernization of logistics equipment, and improvements to logistics
training and resource management.10
As a result of these reforms, the PLA logistics system now appears to
be capable of effectively supporting large-scale military campaigns along
internal lines of communication and has a nascent capability to sustain
external force projection operations.11 However, in 2014, the PLA identified
several areas that required additional emphasis in order to advance PLA
joint warfighting capabilities. These included unifying logistic units from
all services under one command center and establishing mutual support
relationships among and between joint and service units. The PLA needed
additional improvements to logistics information systems in order to obtain
the data necessary to command joint operations. The PLA also needed to
diversify force projection capabilities to support operations both at home
and abroad. This diversification required enhancing intermodal transport
capabilities and developing new air and maritime transport platforms that
leveraged the potential of the civilian sector. Most importantly, the PLA
needed to reduce corruption within the logistics system to guarantee that
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the limited resources of the military are used to meet the actual needs of
armed forces building and combat readiness.12
Unified and Centralized Logistics Command
Centralization of PLA logistics under one unified system has been an
objective of PLA leaders since the 1950s. In 1952, the separate supply
systems for the army, navy, and air force were unified under the leadership of the General Rear Area Services Department (later named the
GLD).13 On at least five separate occasions between 1965 and 1985, the
PLA experimented with more comprehensive implementations of joint
logistics command, but these were never fully executed.14 This was likely
due to a lack of joint culture in the broader PLA, but an internal power
struggle may also have played a role.15 The PLA’s 1998 joint operations
reforms under Jiang Zemin were a necessary precursor to real joint logistics command integration.16
By 2002, Joint Logistics Departments (JLDs) were established under
each MR. The JLDs unified most transportation, medical, and material support; infrastructure construction; equipment procurement; and financial
management functions under one headquarters. This allowed the PLA to
eliminate many redundant structures previously maintained by the navy,
air force, and Second Artillery Force; these services retained control of
their specialized facilities and units.17 By 2005, eight division-level logistics
organizations, 94 rear depots, 47 hospitals, and nearly 2,000 other support
organizations were eliminated, and a professional civilian cadre system was
instituted to further reduce active-duty military manpower requirements.
The cuts enabled the PLA to reduce its size by at least 135,000 troops.18
In July 2004, the GLD initiated a joint logistics pilot test in the Jinan
MR, combining MR joint logistics and service logistics organization under
the newly named Jinan War Zone JLD.19 The War Zone JLD brought
together logistics officers from the MR JLD, and MR army, navy, air force,
and Second Artillery commands to jointly plan and direct logistics support
for all PLA units operating in the MR. After the conclusion of the pilot in
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July 2006, GLD evaluations concluded that a fully integrated joint logistics
system improves the speed and efficiency of logistics support by centrally
managing logistics command and control at the theater/war zone level, consolidating logistics facilities and organizations, and reducing the amount
of combat service support capabilities required to support joint operations
by creating joint task-organized logistics support formations.20
However, the test identified some barriers that prevented implementation of the integrated joint logistics support system across the PLA. While
the new system enabled centrally managed logistics planning and direction
at the theater/war zone level, IT deficiencies undermined the JLD’s ability to
maintain visibility over logistics assets. The JLD was unable to direct the distribution of materials and service in time to support operational demands.21
Established logistics standards, regulations, policies, and procedures did not
adequately support the effective execution of joint logistics operations. A
period of comprehensive research and development was necessary to make
adjustments that fully integrated the requirements of the navy, air force, and
Second Artillery. Also, CMC leaders concluded that PLA-wide structural
reforms would be required to effectively centralize logistics command. Presumably, this included the transition from MRs to TCs.
In December 2007, the CMC promulgated “An Outline on Comprehensively Building Modern Logistics,” which directed logistics modernization
tasks required to fully transition the joint logistics system by 2020.22 From
2007 onward, the Jinan MR continued to operate an integrated joint logistics system at the MR level. This provided unified direction for service and
general logistics support activities in order to identify what command, communications, procedural, and operational changes would be necessary for
PLA-wide implementation.23 The MR would also continue to experiment
with organizing joint logistics support for deployed combat formations.
This involved task-organizing joint and service logistics units and fostering
mutual support relationships between services.24
Between 2009 and 2015, with the exception of Jinan, the MRs continued to operate separate logistics systems for shared and service-specific
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requirements. However, they also experimented with centralized theater
logistics command structures to inform planning for future PLA-wide
structural reforms. MR exercises emphasized the use of integrated logistics
command systems to direct logistics operations, and ad hoc joint logistics
commands were integrated into maturing joint operations command
structures for increasingly sophisticated campaign-level exercises.25 PLA
informationization, or IT integration, projects used these exercises to refine
systems to horizontally and vertically link all logistics activities.
Informationized Logistics
PRC experts on informationization recognize that the ability to aggregate,
process, and access large quantities of data, in near real-time, is an absolute requirement to conduct precision logistics. Moreover, examination of
PLA logistics information system research suggests that the foundational
technological requirements necessary for centralized joint logistics were not
met as of 2012. This suggests that there were significant technical barriers
to creating a centralized, joint logistics command organization.26
Despite the high degree of abstraction that this term has consistently
carried in PLA theoretical discussions, at its core, informationization (xinxihua, 信息化) emphasizes the integration of information technology and
other science and technology developments. As former Deputy Director of
the All-Military Informationization Work Office Hou Xigui expounds in
the 2002 publication Military Informationization Construction Research,
the “application of information technology to logistics support promises to
achieve more accurate and more intense logistics support. When information, logistics, and transportation are brought together, it fundamentally
changes the traditional delivery support mode, achieving more accurate,
precise, and intense support.”27 This publication also depicts the logistics
support system as one essential IT component together with combined
armed forces; each service’s operations platforms; communication systems;
and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems as components
of information technology. According to the author, these collectively form
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an integrated command platform that will provide a breakthrough in the
capabilities of the battlefield command and control system.28
PLA researchers recognize that the PLA’s desired logistics system
involves a large number of technical challenges. Two experts on logistics
informationization and information aggregation at the PLA Logistics
Command University raised a tentative list of technology requirements:29
■

■

■

■

■

unified military logistics standards, required to achieve logistics system interconnectivity and interoperability
military logistics sensing and collection equipment, such as the comprehensive application of radio frequency identification (RFID), GPS,
and other Internet of Things sensing and identification technology
that allows for real-time, dynamic visualization and control
construction of a ubiquitous information transmission network, using
an All-Military Joint Communication Network, Military Comprehensive Information Network, and other network resources to form a
Military Logistics Information Transmission Backbone Network
a robust information management platform, to enable data storage,
efficient processing, rapid retrieval, with intelligent processing to
prevent abuse
development of comprehensive enterprise applications.
This list lays out the technical milestones for the PLA to achieve visual-

ized, precise, intelligent, coordinated logistics support. Over the last decade,
the PLA has concentrated on making improvements in several areas, including inventory visibility and management; standardization, which would
enhance networking of logistics information; tracking of materiel and equipment throughout the distribution process; and information management.30
Warehouse and transportation management information systems, RFID
and GPS, and camera and aerospace surveillance systems have all been
sporadically integrated and networked to military logistics command centers. 31 Standardized logistics funding and material management platforms
and a suite of online procurement systems have been launched to integrate
logistics managers with commercial suppliers for materiel procurement and
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distribution. 32 PLA logisticians continue to modify sustainment planning
factors that are used to drive logistics information systems based on exercise
consumption and the characteristics of newly fielded equipment.33 In 2013,
the PLA created the All-Military Logistics Information Center in Beijing to
integrate logistics system standards to provide a framework for the large-scale
integration of logistics information systems.34
Informationization programs show that the PRC has prioritized a
development path that will enable military logistics organizations to coordinate and integrate information sources from outside civilian entities
with military information systems. One recent example is the new Forces
Medical Cloud, which leverages cloud technology to implement horizontal
and vertical integration between information systems between military
medical organizations and related Civilian Information Systems, such as
between military hospitals and China’s center for disease control. According to a 2014 presentation by Han Wei, one of China’s leading experts on
military medical information systems, this system design leverages cloud
computing–based technology, Software as a Service, Infrastructure as a
Service, and Platform as a Service to create a managed, scalable foundation
to develop big data information-sharing capabilities.35
The Forces Medical Cloud project appeared to progress rapidly and created network linkages between civilian and military organizations over a wide
geographic area, a requirement for centralized logistics. Specifically, the design
specifications show that the information services were available via mobile and
fixed-line networks, including three presumably military networks, a military
3G mobile network, local area networks, as well as a medical telework network
interface, allowing for information-sharing and coordination. The project
progressed from the research and planning phase in January 2013 through
intermediate phases to arrive at the application expansion phase in September
2014. Moreover, the project was expected to reach the final summary phase by
January 2015. Thus, in 2 years, Han Wei argues that the cloud-based model
provided significant improvements to the information platform that would
allow cost-efficient, scalable information systems infrastructure.36
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The Forces Medical Cloud project also highlights systemic weaknesses
within the PLA’s previous IT development programs, which suffered from
a lack of leadership and foresight and resulted in the creation of inefficient,
cumbersome IT systems that could not easily evolve or scale. In its early
years of development, the Forces Medical Cloud suffered from technical
impediments to the integration and centralization of data and was not
reasonably operational until 2015. According to Han Wei, developers faced
five major situational challenges:
■

numerous organizations were involved and were widely distributed

■

numerous systems were involved and were not easy to use

■

it was difficult to extend and difficult to maintain

■

there was insufficient funding and insufficient technology

■

the system was fixed, not mobile.

Furthermore, he described the pre–cloud computing development environment as characterized by stovepipe style applications that required intensive
investments and that were difficult to manage. Notably, several of the challenges faced by the developers, such as dealing with numerous, cumbersome
systems, insufficient funding and technology, as well as stovepiped development models, demonstrate larger systemic failures in leadership and program
management. Other logistics information systems likely suffered from similar
early development setbacks but have similarly benefited from advances in
project development strategy and technology capabilities in recent years.
Civilian Military Fusion
A third focus for PLA joint logistics reform is civil-military fusion, also
known as civil-military integration (see the chapter by Lafferty in this volume
for more details). Civil-military fusion aims to leverage the full potential of a
state’s comprehensive national power to maximize combat capabilities, ensure
peacetime efficiencies, and guarantee a constant state of combat readiness.
Within China, it also emphasizes the fusion of economic development and
military modernization to support the country’s overall economic and social
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development. China’s goals are not only to leverage national resources in
order to support military requirements but also to promote economic growth
through advancements in military capabilities.37 One Chinese National
Defense University professor highlights the Beidou system as an example
that was developed for national defense, but when commercialized can yield
400–500 billion yuan (63–79 billion USD) in returns by 2020.38
As part of logistics reform, civil-military fusion seeks to separate from
the PLA those operations where civilian resources can be used as part of
a larger strategy to strengthen the national economic system and reduce
military operating costs. This involves outsourcing logistical support to the
civilian sector wherever operationally feasbile. 39 The target of this reform is
to “incorporate the development of military logistical services into the state
economic and social development system and embed military production
in the civilian sector.” 40 Between 2000 and 2007, more than 5,200 administrative, subsistence, medical, and construction services were outsourced
to the civilian sector. Subsequently, troops deployed in China for exercises
and contingency operations have received some level of civilian support
through support-the-front offices or mobilized militia units.41
The PLA is also working to leverage the capabilities of the civilian sector to support a variety of logistics operations. Many of China’s maturing
logistics information systems utilize commercial technologies already widely
employed by international civilian and military logistics systems.42 In addition, Chinese regulations and laws issued between 2003 and 2016 facilitated
the PLA’s ability to use transportation capacity from the civilian sector and
encouraged civil transportation construction projects, both infrastructure
and equipment, to take military support requirements into consideration.43
These projects have improved PLA strategic mobility along internal lines of
communication through improved infrastructure and transport equipment,
neither of which must be regularly maintained by the military.44 In addition,
the construction of dual-use air and maritime platforms and infrastructure,
usually retained in the civil sector, has allowed the PLA to make modest
improvements in its ability to support external force projection operations.45
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China’s 2015 defense white paper, China’s Military Strategy, also
emphasizes the importance of civil-military fusion. The document notes
that through 2020, the PLA will continue to focus on “developing uniform
military and civilian standards for infrastructure, key technological areas,
and major industries, exploring methods for training military personnel in
civilian educational institutions, developing weaponry and equipment by
national defense industries, and outsourcing logistics support to civilian
support systems.”46 The paper also calls on the PLA to enhance force projection capabilities and support overseas operations. The PLA will likely
rely heavily on mobilized or contracted civilian support resources to do so.

Corruption as an Enduring Constraint
As the PLA’s logistic system has developed in the modern era, fiscal corruption and links to the private sector have distracted from its mission.
This section addresses increased corruption within logistics as an outgrowth of CCP policies in the 1980s and 1990s, which was compounded as
logistics organizations operated in an environment that lacked transparency and independent oversight. After characterizing the environment,
it examines the impact of corruption in undermining logistics system
reform efforts.
Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms in the 1980s helped cultivate an
environment for corruption in the PLA that persisted to the 2010s, as
they encouraged the PLA to participate in commercial activities while not
incentivizing proper behavior or providing adequate internal or external
oversight mechanisms.47 According to late 1990 estimates, there were over
15,000 PLA-run companies at one point, generating billions of yuan each
year.48 However, the military’s activities were shrouded and rarely discussed
publicly, although corruption was considered a serious issue.49 In July 1998,
Jiang Zemin declared that the PLA would divest itself from all commercial
activity, a pronouncement reiterated in his plans for PLA modernization.50
As a result, the GLD rapidly shed many of its corporate investments, handing over factories and other commercial businesses to the civilian sector,
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and dissolved GLD organizations responsible for managing much of the
PLA’s commercial enterprise and factory system.51
However, while many businesses were formally removed from military
control, in practice many remained under the control of relatives or close
associates of active-duty officers.52 CMC directives to outsource allowed
senior PLA officials to direct contracts for services to these companies,
enhancing their profits or to individuals with whom they desired to curry
favor. Graft was rampant.53 According to the Global Times, as of May 2016,
the PLA remained active in commercial businesses in sectors such as telecommunications, personnel training, logistics, technology, and health care.54
Furthermore, PLA regulations allowed the compensatory transfer of land
use rights (with GLD approval) and for units to form partnerships with local
governments and build real estate projects together on PLA-owned land.55
This set of semi-legal and outright illegal involvements of PLA officials
in commercial ventures hobbled PLA logistics reforms in particular because
senior GLD leaders responsible for implementing reforms had a great deal
to lose in the process. GLD officials managed most of the PLA’s land and
facilities, oversaw its construction and procurement contracts, managed its
material and much of its equipment, approved budgets, and accounted for
and disbursed its funding.56 The GLD also managed the PLA audit system
and was responsible for ensuring the fiscal discipline of senior PLA officials,
until the CMC transferred the audit system to its direct control in 2014.57
Anti-corruption measures have been in full swing since January 2012
when then-GLD Deputy Director Liu Yuan declared war on the establishment, promising to fight corruption to the end. President Xi Jinping
soon championed this fight.58 According to press reports, at least 17 deputy-corps level or higher logistics officials were charged with corruption
as of September 2016, and many others, including former GLD Director
Liao Xilong, are rumored to be under investigation.59 However, these are
just the tip of the iceberg of structural, endemic corruption within the PLA
and especially within its logistic system. The elevation of the director of
the CMC Discipline Inspection Commission to CMC member status in
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October 2017 is an indicator of the continuing extent of the corruption
problem and of Xi’s determination to try to address it.
Examining the efficacy of future PLA logistics reforms will require
consideration of the extent to which Xi has successfully curbed corruption.
Emphasis on civil-military fusion will compound this challenge, as military
and civilian logisticians must operate in the same ecosystem. One problem
is that China’s civilian logistics industry appears to also function in an
opaque environment that makes identifying corruption difficult.60 FTI
Consulting’s Asia branch has observed some standard practices within the
logistics industry that create risk and waste resources: bribery of staff, unauthorized subcontracting to third parties, collusion between suppliers in the
bidding process, and undisclosed conflicts of interest between purchasing
or management staff. Overall, the industry appears to lack transparency
and legislative control, especially when examining the supply chain beyond
first-tier suppliers. Reforms to the PLA logistics system are bound to fail
if there is not a similar holistic overhaul of business processes within the
civilian sector. That would be a particularly ambitious goal given China’s
demand for economic growth.

A “Reformed” PLA Logistics System
On February 1, 2016, the PLA announced the permanent transition to a
joint operations command system comprised of five theater commands
centrally directed by the CMC.61 By creating a unified command structure
at the strategic level, this decision set the conditions under which an integrated joint logistics system could be established across the PLA.62
The September 13, 2016, inauguration of the JLSF marked the implementation of the PLA’s new logistics system. During its establishment ceremony,
Xi Jinping identified the JLSF as the CMC’s main force for implementing joint
logistics support for strategic and campaign operations.63 Identification of the
JLSF as subordinate to the CMC and not the LSD suggests that, in sync with
wider PLA organizational reforms, joint logistics support for PLA operations
will be separated from force management.
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The LSD appears to be continuing previous GLD responsibilities of
PLA-wide strategic logistics planning, material management and procurement, facilities management, contracting, budget management and funds
disbursement, international military engagement, and overall administration of PLA hospitals and medical programs.64 To strengthen PLA logistics
support as a whole, the LSD is pursuing improved mechanisms to draw
support from China’s commercial enterprises to support PLA logistics operations, develop technologies to enhance logistics planning and execution,
and improve logistics support equipment.65 In addition, the LSD appears
to be spearheading initiatives to standardize information technology for
logistics management across PLA services to improve data integration
required to support joint logistics execution.66
The JLSF now coordinates the execution of logistics support to theater
commands, assuming the responsibilities of previous GLD direct subordinate units and MR JLDs. Its responsibilities include managing the storage
and distribution of material, fuel, ordnance, and directing transportation,
field medical, and subsistence support to PLA units assigned to theater
operations.67 Despite its designation as CMC subordinate, it is possible that
the JLSF remains administratively organized under the LSD, but it is almost
certainly operationally subordinate to the CMC Joint Staff Department.
The JLSF is a force led by the army leader grade Wuhan Joint Logistics Support Base (JLSB), which directs five joint logistics support centers
(JLSCs), each aligned to a theater command (see figure 1).68 Each of these
centers is a deputy army leader grade organization. Before the reforms, the
Wuhan JLSB was responsible for providing strategic material support to
the entire PLA. The base had some subordinate units that controlled equipment, weapons, fuel, material, and munitions depots spread throughout
central China. In wartime, it was tasked with providing strategic logistics
support to war zones/theaters.69 The base will likely continue in this role,
with an altered command structure.
The JLSF as a whole appears to operate separately from but in general
support of the theater commands in order to facilitate the movement of
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Figure 1. Organization of the Central Military Commission Joint Logistics
Support Force
Central Military Commission

Wuhan Joint Logistics
Support Base

Wuxi Joint
Logistics
Support Center

Guilin Joint
Logistics
Support Center

Xining Joint
Logistics
Support Center

Shenyang
Joint Logistics
Support Center

Zhengzhou
Joint Logistics
Support Center

Source: Zhang Tao, ed., “Defense Ministry Holds News Conference on Joint Logistic Support System
Reform,” China Military Online, September 14, 2016, available at <http://english.chinamil.com.cn/
view/2016-09/14/content_7258622.htm>.

resources across theater boundaries as required. The JLSCs are subordinate
to the Wuhan JLSB but provide direct support to TC operations and general
support to all units garrisoned and/or operating within their designated
theater command. JLSCs also appear to have some authority in tasking
military districts (MDs) and service logistics units within their area to
provide support to units operating nearby, regardless of service affiliation.70
How JLSCs are tasked to support TC elements is unclear, as there is
no evidence of a logistics department or staff directly subordinate to the
TC headquarters after reform. Each TC army and air force headquarters
does have a subordinate logistics department.71 It is possible TC subordinate units or service components request support directly from the JLSC
without consulting the TC headquarters, indicating the logistics system
[xitong, 系统] is distinct from the operational system, but this is unlikely
given the PLA’s overarching drive toward integrated joint operations. More
likely, there is a yet to be identified logistics coordinating entity within
the headquarters responsible for prioritizing the logistics requirements of
subordinate units based on overall operational needs (see figure 2).
JLSCs are new organizations. Rather than just renaming five MR
JLDs and transitioning their staffs to support the new theater commands,
the PLA created entirely new commands geographically separate from the
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Figure 2. JLSF May Act as a Supporting Command Separate from
Theater Commands
CMC Joint Operations
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Theater
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other Theaters as required

Wuhan Joint Logistics
Support Center
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Support Center

Theater
Army

Supported Command

Supporting Command

Source: Zhang Tao, ed., “Defense Ministry Holds News Conference on Joint Logistic Support System
Reform,” China Military Online, September 14, 2016, available at <http://english.chinamil.com.cn/

TC headquarters.72 The JLSCs were probably redesignated and elevated to
deputy army leader grade organizations from five of the PLA’s previous 26
division leader grade joint logistics support departments (JLSDs), which
were subordinate to MR JLDs (see table).73
Table. Probable Association of Former Joint Logistics Subdepartments to
New Joint Logistics Support Force
Previous Designation

New Designation

Supports

Wuhan Rear Base (MUCD
62101)

Wuhan Joint JLSB

Strategic Support to all
Theaters

13th JLSD (MUCD 73801)

Wuxi JLSC

Eastern Theater Command

20 th JLSD (MUCD 76140)

Guilin JLSC

Southern Theater Command

25 JLSD (MUCD 68060)

Xining JLSC

Western Theater Command

2nd JLSD (MUCD 65133)

Shenyang JLSC

Northern Theater Command

33rd JLSD (MUCD 72495)

Zhengzhou JLSC

Central Theater Command

th

Key: JLSB: joint logistics support base; JLSC: joint logistics support center; JLSD: joint logistics support
department; MUCD: Military Unit Cover Designator.

The reason for the separation of JLSCs from the TC headquarters
remains unclear. It is possible that PLA planners, in line with establishing
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theater commands that can smoothly transition to support wartime operations without significant changes to staff, wanted to establish standing
theater rear command posts to manage logistics, equipment, and mobilization support work in war and peace.74 If this is the case, theater mobilization
for contingencies may be improved since a full-time rear command post
would standardize command and support relationships among the JLSCs,
theater logistics forces, militia, reserve, and civilian supporting organizations. However, at present there is no evidence that JLSCs are responsible
for equipment support or mobilization activities outside of material procurement and transportation.
Some formerly disparate units appear to have been consolidated under
the JLSCs, most notably the former GLD transportation military representative offices (MROs) and possibly elements of former MD maritime
transport units. The following organizations have been listed as subordinate
to JLSCs in various press reports, though the distinction between secondand third-level organizations remains unclear: 75
■

Political Work Department

■

Medical Service Support Department

■

PLA Hospitals

■

Military Facilities and Construction Division

■

Procurement Division

■

Supplies Division

■

Military Representatives Division

■

Navigational Affairs MRO

■

Transportation MRO

■

Railway MRO

■

Airport MRO

■

Subordinate Work Division

■

Fuel, Supply, and Ordnance Depots

■

Ship Transport Units

■

Waterway Technical Support Unit.
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Figure 3. JLSD Organization Prior to PLA Reform
Military Region
Joint Logistics Department
Joint Logistics
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Source: Cheng Yunjie and Xu Jinzhang, “PLA Continues Long March of Logistics Reform,” Xinhua, July
28, 2007, available at <http://web.archive.org/web/20081025011030/http://news.xinhuanet.com/
english/2007-07/28/content_6441943.htm>.

Prior to reform, each MR JLD had between three and five subordinate division leader grade logistics units responsible for providing general
logistics support to all PLA units operating within their assigned area and
task organizing detachments to provide direct support to deploying units
as required (see figure 3). JLSDs also controlled a number of subordinate
regiment leader grade material, ordnance, and fuel depots; subsistence
support and transportation units; and hospitals.76 These units were the core
of the PLA’s joint logistics support system.
While five former JLSDs have been redesignated as JLSCs, there is
currently little information available on the other JLSDs. It is possible
that the PLA may separate the remaining JLSD fixed and mobile logistics
capabilities into separate but interconnected systems in order to increase
readiness to support power projection operations. JLSDs have been experimenting with various methods of task organizing contingency support
brigades for two decades and could carve these units out into their own
direct support echelon under the JLSC, while other echelons manage fixed
sites and general support capabilities. This may allow a consolidation of
some fixed storage areas and allow for a reduction of support personnel.77
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Figure 4. Possible Organization of JLSCs with Separated Fixed and
Mobile Groups
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Source: Cheng Yunjie and Xu Jinzhang, “PLA Continues Long March of Logistics Reform,” Xinhua, July
28, 2007, available at <http://web.archive.org/web/20081025011030/http://news.xinhuanet.com/
english/2007-07/28/content_6441943.htm>.

The JLSCs are likely to maintain separate maritime and motor transport
units to support the distribution of materials from rear to forward areas
supplemented by military representatives who coordinate civilian transport support to theater operations as required, under both peacetime and
wartime conditions (see figure 4).
A flattening of the logistics organizational structure at the theater level
may enable an overall reduction in the size of the PLA logistics force while
increasing its operational efficiency by designating full-time forward support units that can concentrate on mission-specific combat logistics support
tasks, while retaining a robust theater storage and distribution system. By
subordinating the military representative system under JLSCs, the PLA may
also be able to more effectively leverage growing civil-transport capabilities,
creating economies of force. If the supply support system follows a similar
model as the transport system, the PLA may be able to more effectively procure materials from local commercial suppliers, reducing theater material
storage requirements.
There is little information available to date on planned changes to navy,
air force, or Rocket Force logistic organizations. However, some consolidation of these organizations is likely where efficiencies can be found. The
newly designated PLA Army will likely inherit some facilities in order to
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establish its own organic service logistics system separate from the joint
system. Media reports suggest that the GLD’s Qinghai-Tibet Military Depot
has already been transferred to the army.78
It remains unclear exactly what the relationship between JLSCs and
TC service logistics units will be in the future. PLA officials have indicated
that service logistics systems will continue to maintain specialized capabilities and manage material specific to each service, while the JLSF will
manage all general support.79 This is in itself not a break from previous
practice; however, it is possible under the “reformed” PLA logistics system
that the JLSF will have greater authority to task service logistics units to
provide support to other units where and when necessary, procedures
required for precision logistics. It appears that JLSCs are much more joint
in composition than their JLD predecessors, indicating staffs are more
likely to understand service-specific requirements and capabilities and
be capable of integrating this information into joint logistics planning
and execution.80

Conclusion and Questions for Further Research
Through 2020, the PLA will likely complete the reorganization of its logistics command structure, centralizing support for theater operations under
a joint logistics headquarters that is more capable of leveraging the civilian
sector for support. However, legacy logistics infrastructure, leadership,
and culture, especially corruption, continue to exist as barriers to reform.
The future sustainability of PLA logistics reform efforts will depend on
how effectively the PLA can professionalize logistics operations to ensure
reliability within the system and modernize its information technology
to effectively integrate information systems among military units, and
between military and civilian logistics entities.
The PLA appears to be increasing the centralized management of logistics IT projects, while continuing to outsource support work to the civilian
sector. Both efforts appear focused on rectifying problems associated with
stovepiped, outdated, and cumbersome systems that impede joint logistics
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and operational planning and execution. The PLA has now introduced
organizations dedicated to IT standardization and integration to achieve
PLA-wide interoperability and compatibility. At the same time, the PRC
is prioritizing dual-use technology and unified civilian and military technology standards that may allow the PLA to more effectively integrate
disparate information systems currently in use and speed the fielding of
newer and more technologically advanced platforms. In particular, PRC
adoption of new data science methodologies, and development of cloud
computing and Internet of Things technologies, have the potential to significantly advance logistics management for the PLA.81 These technologies
are necessary for the PLA to capitalize on structural changes designed
to enhance joint operations and overcome previous organizational and
informational stovepipes.
One major question that remains unanswered is how the PLA will
modernize its logistics system to support overseas operations. The structural reforms under way and efforts to integrate civilian information
systems into PLA decision and planning systems all emphasize improvements to logistics support along internal lines of communication and
outward along China’s immediate periphery. There appears to be little
emphasis on developing true strategic force projection capabilities to support PLA overseas operations beyond the production of large Y-20 military
transport aircraft. In 2014, PLA leaders identified the development of
force protection and sustainment capabilities as goals for PLA logistics
modernization, yet to date there has been little discussion about how this
will be technically and procedurally achieved, or even what organization
will be responsible for these operations since they are beyond the current
responsibilities of any theater command.82
On July 11, 2017, the PLA officially established China’s first overseas
military base in Djibouti, ostensibly under the PLA Navy. The base is
purportedly intended to enhance support to naval operations in the Gulf
of Aden, though other joint missions are likely in the future.83 It remains
unclear how the PLA will permanently sustain operations from this base,
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though it will most likely involve regular support from Chinese commercial shipping and logistics enterprises to reduce the demand on military
lift platforms. Closely watching the development of logistics mechanisms
associated with the Djibouti base will be critical to understanding how
and how well the PLA will regularly sustain operational forces along
external lines of communication. Future academic research on PLA
logistics should emphasize civil-military coordination mechanisms to
leverage national resources to support PLA operations overseas as well as
the development of PLA expeditionary logistics capabilities with particular emphasis on the maturation of reception, staging, onward movement,
and integration procedures and supporting technological enablers.
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CHAPTER 8

A MODERN MAJOR GENERAL
Building Joint Commanders in the PLA

By Joel Wuthnow and Phillip C. Saunders

A

mong the key ingredients in fielding a modern joint military
force is cultivating a cadre of high-caliber commanders and staff
officers to plan and lead operations. This has been a perennial

challenge for all modern militaries, as the scope and scale of warfare has
extended past single battle campaigns of short duration. Since the end of
World War II, for instance, the U.S. military has considered and reconsidered ways in which officers can be given the requisite training, experience,
and education to work effectively across Service boundaries and within
joint organizations such as the combatant commands and Joint Staff. The
Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986
mandated joint professional military education and joint assignments as
requirements for promotion, yet the creation of a deeply rooted joint culture
remains elusive—if achievable at all.1
For decades, China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has also strug-

gled with producing the officers it needs to perform joint operations.
Reforms carried out during the 1990s and 2000s attempted to reorient the
PLA toward a stronger joint operational capability, but weaknesses in the
human resource domain persisted. Key problems included senior and mid-
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level officers with limited exposure to other services, few opportunities for
non–ground force officers to get joint assignments, and training that paid
lip service to joint operations via superficial involvement of other services
to allow portraying service exercises as “joint.” Yet the need for qualified
personnel has only increased as the PLA, under Xi Jinping, has been tasked
with being able to fight and win “informationized local wars,” which are
inherently joint.2 Xi and his fellow reformers in the PLA understand the
problem and have adopted several initiatives designed to alleviate it, but
the effectiveness of those reforms remains unclear.
This chapter documents how the PLA has tried to cultivate joint commanders before and during the current reform cycle, and comments on
obstacles limiting the chances for success. It is divided into five sections.
The first discusses the motivation for human capital reforms under Xi. The
next reviews reforms instituted during the preceding two administrations.
This is followed by a discussion of identified weaknesses as well as solutions
considered in PLA sources prior to the Xi era. The fourth assesses reforms
undertaken since 2016 to build qualified joint commanders in three areas:
professional military education (PME), personnel management, and training. The conclusion assesses possible obstacles to current reforms and states
the implications for the PLA.

Impetus for Reform
An overarching operational objective of the current PLA reform cycle is to
create the conditions for better planning and execution of joint operations.3
This focus on joint operations mirrors changes in PLA doctrine over the
preceding 30 years that required commanders to integrate the unique combat
capabilities of the individual services (army, navy, air force, and Rocket Force),
along with combat support units in areas ranging from logistics to spacebased surveillance, in order to conduct complex operational missions. The
current doctrinal rubric is known as informationized local wars [xinxihua
jubu zhanzheng, 信息化局部战争], which focuses on executing high-tech,
integrated joint operations. Key types of campaigns include amphibious
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assaults, blockades and counter-blockades, joint firepower strikes, and anti–
air raid operations.4 Conducting these types of operations effectively would
be a key to success in larger campaigns against Taiwan and other regional
adversaries—and to counter U.S. military intervention in a conflict.
Reforms launched in late 2015 and early 2016 sought to improve China’s joint operations capabilities in several ways. Most prominent was the
creation of a two-tiered permanent joint command structure, in which the
Central Military Commission (CMC), aided by a Joint Staff Department
in Beijing, would oversee operations led by five theater commands (replacing the previous seven military regions), each focused on a specific set of
regional contingencies. For instance, the Eastern Theater Command (TC)
would be responsible for operations against Taiwan, while the Northern TC
would lead operations in the Yellow Sea and on the Korean Peninsula. The
commanders would have peacetime and wartime control of the ground,
naval, air, and conventional missile units within their theaters.5 A related
goal was rebalancing the services in favor of maritime and aerospace forces,
which had been greatly outnumbered by the ground forces throughout the
PLA’s history.6 Joint “enablers” were consolidated in the creation of the Strategic Support Force (responsible for space, cyber, and electronic warfare)
and the Joint Logistics Support Force.
Xi and his fellow reformers understood that structural changes would be
of little value without corresponding human capital reforms, especially in the
officer corps. The initial reform outline presented at the Third Plenum of the
18th Party Congress in November 2013 discussed the need to build “new-type
operational forces” [xinxing zuozhan liliang, 新型作战力量], denoting highly
qualified personnel with the requisite training and education to succeed in
modern combat.7 CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang noted that achieving
this goal would demand changes across the PLA’s human resources system,
including in the areas of promotions, benefits, and career paths.8 The formal
5-year reform agenda unveiled on January 1, 2016, further described the need
to cultivate “new-type military talent” [xinxing junshi rencai, 新型军事人才],
requiring improvements in PME, training, and personnel management.9
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Nevertheless, recruiting and retaining higher quality officers (as well
as noncommissioned officers [NCOs]) would only be a first step. Given its
operational requirements, the PLA would also need a cadre of officers with
the specialized knowledge and skills required to understand, plan, and
carry out joint operations. At a tour of the PLA National Defense University
(NDU) in March 2016, Xi Jinping stated that the entire PLA must focus on
“grooming talented personnel in commanding joint military operations,
a complex and large project involving many factors.”10 Xi reiterated this
message during a tour of the CMC’s new joint operations command center
in April 2016, when he called on the PLA to adopt “extraordinary measures”
to train joint commanders and achieve a “big breakthrough as quickly
as possible.”11 An accompanying PLA Daily report argued that without
sufficient progress, “joint operations will be only a slogan, and winning
battles will be impossible to achieve.”12 These statements indicate that a
second phase of the current reforms will move beyond changes to PLA
organizational structure and focus on building the softer skills necessary
for executing joint operations.13

Earlier Reforms
Xi’s call for more qualified joint commanders was more an exhortation for
the PLA to complete unfinished business than a radical innovation. The
PLA’s overall focus on planning and conducting joint operations did not
originate with Xi, but rather began in earnest in the 1990s.14 Contributing
factors included the observation that success on the modern battlefield
required strong coordination between units from different services, as
exhibited by the U.S. military during the 1990–1991 Gulf War, and the
deterioration of cross-Strait relations, culminating in the 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, which spurred new thinking on the types of missions the
PLA must be prepared to conduct to deter Taiwan independence or invade
and occupy the island if necessary.15 This focus on joint operations led to
a number of changes in the PME system, personnel management, and the
training arena.
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PME Reforms
A series of PME changes were designed to better educate officers in joint
operational arts. PLA NDU [guofang daxue, 国防大学] was established in
1985 primarily in order to train senior officers (major generals and rear
admirals) from all the services, preparing them for command positions.16
Reflecting changes in PLA doctrine, both Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao called
for that institution to produce commanders capable of leading joint operations.17 Accordingly, during the 2000s, NDU added content in that subject,
such as by offering courses in “joint firepower strikes under complex
electromagnetic conditions.”18 This was complemented by the publication
of new teaching materials, likely derived at least in part from classified doctrinal sources. For instance, in 2012 and 2013 the PLA Academy of Military
Science [junshi kexue yuan, 军事科学院]—the PLA’s primary center for
doctrinal development—released two new teaching volumes designed to
give students more exposure to joint operations concepts.19
PME reforms also affected lower level service academic institutions
and military regions. In June 2007, for instance, the former General Staff
Department spearheaded an effort to promote closer collaboration between
NDU and the service command academies in the area of joint operations
instruction.20 Although the details of this program are unclear, the goal
was likely to introduce joint operational concepts to officers earlier in their
careers.21 A separate program sponsored by the Shenyang Military Region
between 2004 and 2009 tried to foster stronger interservice understanding
and esprit de corps by giving officers the chance to cross-enroll in PME
institutes outside their home service.22 In addition, the 2010 defense white
paper noted that the PLA was “laying stress on the training of officers for
joint operations,” in part by publishing “basic readers” on the subject and
holding lectures across all branches and services.23
Personnel System Reforms
Earlier reforms in the personnel system sought to develop human capital on two levels. As a first step, the PLA needed to attract and retain a
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high-quality, educated officer corps from which joint commanders could be
developed. Post-Mao professionalization of the officer corps began during
the 1980s, but took new strides in the 1990s with the recruitment of civilian
college graduates. National defense scholarships were also established at
civilian colleges in order to attract more highly educated and technically
proficient personnel, a task complicated by growing opportunities in the
civilian economy.24 Service academies and command colleges increased
emphasis on science and technology in their curricula.25 Pay and benefits
also increased as a way to retain top performers. Salaries doubled for some
officers between 1999 and 2000, for instance, and perks included subsidized
housing, new cars, and study opportunities.26
Personnel system changes also tried, in limited ways, to enhance officers’ exposure to different services and provide joint opportunities. Several
military regions experimented with cross-posting officers to temporary
assignments in different services during the 2000s. For instance, in 2006 a
North Sea Fleet deputy chief of staff was temporarily posted as a Nanjing
Military Region group army deputy commander.27 During the mid-2000s,
100 officers took part in a Shenyang Military Region program involving
short-term duty in a different service.28 In addition, a handful of senior
officers took positions in nominally joint billets, giving them broader (and
likely career-enhancing) experiences.29 Examples include Ma Xiaotian
and Wu Shengli’s assignments as deputy chief of the general staff prior to
assuming command of the air force and navy, respectively, and Ma and
Song Puxuan’s service as NDU president.30 Joint assignments for lower level
non–ground force officers, however, were few and far between.
Training Reforms
Following an overall pattern of increasing complexity and realism in the
training arena, PLA officers gained more experience in joint training
during the 2000s and 2010s. Major joint exercises in the early 2000s in the
Nanjing and Guangzhou Military Regions focused on Taiwan scenarios,
while those in the Jinan Military Region focused on problems in command
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and control, logistics, and other areas.31 Mark Cozad documents the evolution of joint training during the 11th and 12th 5-year plans (2006–2010,
2011–2015), describing a growing number of joint exercises (for instance, 18
were held in 2009 alone); a broadening range of subjects, such as war zone–
level command and control, civil-military integration, and air force and
naval power projection; and, especially during the latter period, increasingly
realistic conditions, including operations in unfamiliar terrain and “dedicated opposition forces providing more-than-token resistance.”32
The PLA also took steps toward greater standardization and supervision
of joint training. Perhaps the most important change was the creation of the
General Staff Department Military Training Department in December 2011.
Compared to its predecessor organization, the new department was intended
to focus on not only ground force training but also training across all the
services. It reportedly included a bureau responsible specifically for joint
training.33 As part of its oversight of the PME system, the Military Training
Department also sought to “cultivate talented joint operations commanding personnel” by devising new programs on joint operations at NDU, the
National University of Defense Technology [guofang keji daxue, 国防科技
大学], and service and branch academies.34 In short, the PLA adopted (or at
least experimented with) a variety of measures to cultivate joint commanders
during the tenures of Xi’s two immediate predecessors.

Problems and Proposed Solutions
Despite these initiatives, weaknesses persisted in the development of joint
commanders and staff officers. Helping to justify Xi’s focus on improvement
in this area, a Xinhua report on the newly created Central Theater Command
headquarters noted that most staff officers were “proficient” in the operations
of their own services, but joint operations were “rather strange to them. So
there exists an obvious gap in the capability of taking command of joint
operations.”35 A senior PLA interlocutor likewise argued in June 2016 that
deficiencies in talent cultivation meant that it would be “many years” before
non–ground force officers would be able to exercise command over army
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operations, while army commanders had much to learn about employing
air and naval assets.36 Some senior PLA officers judged the effort to increase
jointness by cross-service assignments to be a failure. While a cross-service
assignment increased the officer’s familiarity with another service, crossposted officers served for too short a time (typically 6 to 9 months) and lacked
the knowledge to be given substantive command responsibilities.37
PLA sources describe several interrelated factors contributing to this
situation. First are general weaknesses in leadership and technical skills. Poor
command skills are reflected in recent slogans such as the “two insufficient
capabilities” [liangge nengli bugou, 两个能力不够], referring to the inability
of the PLA to fight, and cadres at all levels to command, modern wars; and
the “five cannots” [wuge buhui, 五个不会], meaning commanders who cannot judge the situation, understand the intentions of higher echelons, make
command decisions, deploy forces, and deal with exigent circumstances.38
Lack of technical proficiency is also a commonly cited problem. A human
resources scholar at the Xi’an Political Academy, for instance, bemoaned the
fact that while the PLA has acquired “cutting-edge weapons” and equipment,
it lacks personnel qualified to use many of those systems.39
Second is the lack of “joint” education throughout the PME system.
One concern is that officers are not receiving adequate joint operations
content in the NDU course for senior commanders, which is a requisite step
for high-level command billets.40 Another problem is that, despite earlier
experiments, service academies below the NDU level lack the experienced
faculty and curriculum necessary to educate officers in joint operational
concepts. One PLA command academy commandant lamented that his
institute was lagging behind in its ability to provide joint education because
it was still struggling with bringing its students (at the colonel/senior colonel grade) to an acceptable level of proficiency in combined arms (that is,
intraservice) operations.41 Yet another issue is that command academies
tend to include students only from a single service, and even then are
segregated according to branch specialty, reducing the ability of officers to
interact with colleagues from different services.42
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Third are quality assurance and credentialing problems. Generally,
the PLA continues to face problems such as “weak and out of date courses,”
instructors that are “out of touch with modern operational requirements,”
and academic fraud and corruption.43 Certification of officers well beyond
their actual operational abilities has also been a longstanding problem for
the PME system.44 Exacerbating this situation is the lack of standardized
criteria for the selection of joint commanders. One PLA source, for instance,
contrasts the PLA with the U.S. and other Western militaries, which have
“strict requirements” under which officers must demonstrate proficiency
in joint operations (such as through graduation from a joint PME course
or by serving in a joint assignment) in order to advance.45
Fourth is a continuing paucity of joint operational experience among
PLA personnel. One hurdle is that few active-duty PLA officers have any
combat experience; those who do, such as current CMC member Li Zuocheng and CMC Vice Chairman Zhang Youxia, served in the 1979 border
war with Vietnam and subsequent skirmishes, which did not involve extensive naval or air force operations.46 A retired PLA flag officer identified
the lack of combat experience as a significant deficiency and noted that
efforts to gain experience via assignments to United Nations peacekeeping
forces and exercises with foreign militaries were of limited effectiveness.47
Although more intensive and realistic operational and joint training likely
compensates somewhat for limited combat experience, PLA sources continue to suggest constraints on training quality. A report on two 2016
exercises held in the Northern Theater Command, for example, found that
jointness was achieved only “in form rather than in spirit . . . on the surface,
rather than in essence . . . and in might rather than in mind.”48
Fifth is inadequate career incentives for officers to aspire to joint
assignments in the first place. A useful point of comparison is the U.S.
military prior to Goldwater-Nichols, in which officers were rewarded for
excelling within their respective Services and appointment to joint organizations was seen as detrimental to one’s career.49 That problem was only
rectified when joint assignments (and joint PME) became congressionally
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mandated requirements for promotion. A 2015 NDU volume suggests that
a similar problem might be at work in the PLA, noting that most officers
are not pursuing joint command or staff positions.50 In the PLA Navy, for
instance, key criteria affecting career prospects included experience at sea,
overseas experience, education level, participation in party affairs, and personal connections—but not experience in joint positions.51 The incentives
problem was exacerbated by the lack of opportunities for joint assignments.
Sixth is that the PLA is a relative latecomer in efforts to cultivate
qualified joint command personnel. One source notes that the PLA did
not begin focusing on joint operations until after the Gulf War, years
after the U.S. military began to emphasize joint warfare.52 Another source
similarly notes that both Russia and the United States began the process
of training joint commanders in the mid-20th century and argues that
both countries assessed that it would take 25 years to develop a cadre of
fully qualified joint commanders. Implicit in this critique is the notion
that building a joint culture, in which officers look beyond their own
service’s parochial interests, perspectives, and traditions, can appreciate
different service viewpoints, and can work effectively across service lines,
is a generational process. If U.S. experience is a guide, the goal of genuine
joint consciousness might never be fully attainable. Yet the author concludes that China “does not have 25 years and must adopt extraordinary
measures” to catch up.53
Given these problems, Chinese analysts have considered various proposals on how to improve human capital for joint operations. One set of
recommendations centers on strengthening joint operations instruction
across the PME system. Echoing initiatives sponsored in the mid-2000s,
one study notes that training for joint commanders cannot be accomplished “all at once,” but needs to be pursued at different stages in an
officer’s career.54 Pursuing a “multitiered” joint PME system, in which
instruction would begin as early as the major level, would also bring
China into conformity with the U.S., British, German, and other advanced
militaries.55 Other suggestions include curriculum reforms, increasing
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study abroad opportunities, better integrating PME institutes with joint
exercises, and creating more online courses to facilitate distance learning.56
Another proposal concerned changes to the personnel management
system. A 2008 internal-circulation volume published by NDU envisioned
a “joint specialization” (similar to a U.S. military occupational specialty) in
which a select group of junior officers would be designated as future joint
commanders and be provided with relevant experience and education at
different career point. For instance, between the 15- to 20-year mark in
their careers, ground force officers would be assigned to joint positions as
staff officers, then receive intermediate-level combined arms education,
then take a unit command position within a group army, and then receive
more advanced joint staff officer instruction. This would culminate with
appointment as a joint commander at the 35- to 40-year mark. Another
study argued that promotion criteria for joint commanders needed to be
clarified and standardized.57
Other suggestions focused on the need for practical experience. The
2013 Science of Military Strategy broadly argues for deepening joint training and completing a more effective joint training management system.58
A 2016 PLA NDU volume noted that “war is the best crucible for forging
command talent” but identified several areas in which commanders might
attain useful experience short of actual conflict, including joint exercises,
use of computer simulations, combined exercises with advanced foreign
militaries, and participation in military operations other than war, such as
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, search and rescue, and escort
duty. Without such real-world expertise, the authors feared that many
PLA joint commanders would be little more than “armchair strategists”
[zhishang tanbing, 纸上谈兵].59

Xi-Era Reforms
PLA human capital reforms after 2015 resulted from three factors: the
practical imperative to build the requisite talent to plan and lead joint
operations, the foundation provided by previous attempts to adjust the
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PLA’s human resources systems to achieve that goal, and assessments of
why the PLA faced continuing weaknesses in this arena. Even prior to
the structural changes announced in late 2015 and early 2016, the need to
adopt corresponding human capital changes was likely weighed by Xi and
the CMC leading small group on reform, which was established in January
2014 to lead the process and consider policy adjustments. As CMC Vice
Chairman Xu Qiliang remarked, the reforms would be a “complex systems
engineering project,” in which the major elements had to be considered in
parallel, even if they were announced sequentially.60 By late 2017, the PLA
had begun to unveil changes to the PME, personnel, and training systems.
PME Reforms
During his March 2016 visit to the PLA NDU, Xi set the tone for revamping the PME system to better educate aspiring joint commanders, calling
for new teaching concepts, updated course content, improved teaching
models, and a stronger faculty.61 That guidance led to several changes.
First, the NDU senior commanders’ course was restructured so that the
students, who had previously been grouped together, were divided into joint
operational command and leadership management tracks. The first group
focused on joint operations, including through case study analysis and
briefings on “key issues” facing each of the theater commands. The second
group, destined for senior-level staff posts (such as in service headquarters
and CMC departments), placed more emphasis on administrative issues.62
This change was accompanied by an updated syllabus, including six new
courses in joint operations. According to one PLA NDU professor, 80 to 90
percent of the course content was new.63
Second, PME institutes directly under the CMC expanded their course
offerings in joint operations. For instance, PLA NDU created a 10-month
course to expose lower level officers to joint operations. Launched in the
2017–2018 academic year, the program was focused on officers at the battalion to deputy regiment leader levels (majors through colonels), and included
staff officers working in each of the TC headquarters.64 According to PLA
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media, completion of the program would eventually be a precondition for
certain theater command billets—a goal that, if implemented, may help to
resolve problems of standardized credentialing.65 This change coincided
with the announcement that, as part of a larger realignment of the PME
system, the PLA NDU would oversee a new joint operations college, which
apparently succeeded the Shijiazhuang Army Command College (though
few details on that new organization were immediately available).66 The
National University of Defense Technology likewise unveiled new courses
on joint operations intelligence support for TC staff officers.67
Third, lower level service PME institutes placed a new emphasis on
joint operations. One report noted that the PLA Rocket Force Command
College had signed a cooperative agreement with five other service command colleges that would allow cross-training of students, broader research
cooperation, and “sharing of talent resources.”68 That college also introduced new rules stating that more than 60 percent of its Ph.D. students
would be required to complete dissertations focused on joint operations.69
A PLA service command college commandant also noted that his institute
had increased focus on joint operations, pointing out a system in which
student groups would have the opportunity to spend a month at each of
the other service command colleges.70
Fourth, stronger partnerships were established among PME institutes,
theater commands, and the services. Although faculty from the PLA NDU
and other institutes previously had opportunities to lecture and observe
training in the military regions, PLA media suggested that those relationships had deepened after the reforms. For instance, a report from the
Western Theater Command noted that in 2016, professors from 10 different
academies had given lectures or conducted seminars on joint operational
command, while volumes published by NDU were being used to train
headquarters staff.71 Another report noted that a single lecture by an NDU
professor drew more than 1,900 officers from the Southern Theater Command headquarters and service component commands.72 Moreover, PLA
NDU announced that it would invite commanders and staff officers from
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the theater commands to give lectures to its students in Beijing, bringing
insights from the field to the classroom.73
Personnel System Reforms
Building on previous reforms, changes were also made within the personnel
system to develop stronger joint commanders. One area involved attempts to
incentivize high performers. A program in the Eastern Theater Command,
for instance, matched performance in joint operations study and training
with incentives including promotions, priority in selecting future billets, and
other “awards.”74 Likewise, the Southern Theater Command stated that it
would grant awards, citations, and promotions to officers who had achieved
satisfactory results on tests measuring aptitude in joint operational command
skills.75 The impending shift to a system based on ranks, rather than grades,
may also have the effect of incentivizing joint commanders. According to one
NDU professor, higher ranks would be reserved for personnel who “directly
participate in operations,” rather than noncombat positions.76 If the PLA does
replace the senior colonel rank with a flag-level brigadier general rank, some
PLA sources have suggested that this rank may be reserved for operational
commanders and that senior colonels in support roles might be demoted.77
The reforms also expanded opportunities for non–ground force officers to serve in joint positions, especially within the theater commands.
Key examples include the appointment of a naval officer (Yuan Yubai) and
an air force officer (Yi Xiaoguang) as commanders of the Southern and
Central Theater Commands, respectively. Those appointments reflect the
recognition that naval and air force experience is valuable, and even preferable, in those theaters with heavy maritime and air defense responsibilities.
Changes also occurred at the theater deputy commander level, in which
the proportion of non-army officers rose from less than one-third to more
than one-half post-reform.78 Opportunities for naval, air force, Rocket
Force, and Strategic Support Force personnel at lower levels are less clear,
though reports suggest that joint operations command centers are staffed
with personnel from every service.79
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However, more ambitious changes to the personnel system were still being
debated in late 2017. PLA interlocutors have described proposals to create a rotational system in which officers are able (and required) to move among theater
command headquarters, operational units, and CMC departments.80 Some
evidence that these proposals were making their way into practice was seen in
2017 with the rotation of 100 Beijing-based officers to western provinces and the
reshuffling of group army commanders (though part of the rationale for the latter development was likely breaking up patronage networks).81 Establishment of
a rotational system for officers would represent a significant departure from the
current system, in which officers spend most of their careers within a single theater. Although it would provide future joint commanders with a broader range
of experience, rotational assignments would likely be an unwelcome change for
those officers who benefit from residing in more affluent regions, where their
families have access to better housing, education, and health care—and who
choose to remain in the PLA because of those circumstances. These practical
considerations are a significant obstacle to a more radical transformation of
the assignment system.
Broader changes to the personnel system could also result in a more
streamlined and competent officer corps. For instance, changes to the promotion system may encourage greater transparency and competition among
qualified officers. One early indication was a competition held in the Western
Theater Command in late 2017, in which 2 officers were selected from a pool
of 14 applicants to fill open brigade commander positions. The candidates
were screened through a standard assessment gauging their knowledge and
command skills.82 A separate, but perhaps related, proposal that has been
discussed in recent years has been to “civilianize” more of the PLA workforce,
especially noncombat positions currently filled by officers. This would build
on previous PLA efforts to contract out some nonessential tasks as part of
civil-military integration. Discussions with PLA officers indicate that the
previous civilian cadre [wenzhi ganbu, 文职干部] system is being eliminated
and that some military positions will become civilian contract positions as
part of efforts to meet force reduction targets. However, some officers are
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reluctant to move from the active force to civilian positions due to lower
pensions and reduced benefits.83
Training Reforms
A final set of reforms aimed to improve the quality of PLA joint training.
Structurally, the former General Staff Department Military Training Department was replaced with a separate Training and Administration Department
under direct CMC supervision.84 That department exercises its authority by
both establishing training standards and conducting inspections of training
events across the PLA, including “theater command–level joint training,” to
ensure that standards are being met.85 Inspections completed in early 2017,
for instance, uncovered violations by 57 units and 99 personnel from all of
the services and meted out a variety of punishments.86 The department has
also been involved in setting the content of PME reforms, including reducing
the number of doctoral students in military academies and redirecting their
focus to “practical” subjects, such as joint operations.87
Table. Theater Command Training for Joint Commanders and Staff
Theater
Command (TC)

Example Initiatives/Exercises

Eastern TC

Command post exercise involving more than 100 joint operations commanders.

Southern TC

Training class for joint commanders involving lectures from NDU scholars.

Central TC

Command post exercise focused on handling an “unidentified air object.”

Northern TC

Training courses for headquarters staff involving case study analysis,
lectures from theater commanders, and external speakers.

Western TC

Embedding headquarters staff in field exercises carried out by frontline units.

Sources: Dai Feng and Cheng Yongliang [代烽, 程永亮], “Upgrading Capabilities, Strengthening Skills
in Joint Operations and Joint Training” [能力升级，练强联战联训过硬本领], PLA Daily [解放军报],
September 1, 2016, available at <http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2016-09/01/content_155319.htm>;
Li Huamin and Jiang Boxi [李华敏, 姜博西], “Speed Up Training for Joint Operations Command Talent”
[加快联合指挥人才培训], PLA Daily [解放军报], August 15, 2016, available at <www.81.cn/jfjbmap/
content/2016-08/15/content_153536.htm>; Yang Danpu and Yang Qinggang [杨丹谱, 杨清刚], “‘Joint
Forum’ Focuses on Real Combat Capabilities” [‘联合大讲堂’聚焦实战长本事], PLA Daily [解放军报],
April 16, 2016, available at <http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2016-04/16/content_141747.htm>; Du
Shanguo and Shi Liu [杜善国, 石榴], “With This Type of Training, We Will Have Confidence in Future
Battles” [这样练下去，将来打起仗来心里就有底了], China Youth Daily [中国青年报], April 12, 2017,
available at <http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2017-04/12/c_129529922.htm>.
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Training reforms have also been conducted at the TC level. A key
focus has been on providing officers with practical training related to joint
operations. Likely intended in part to demonstrate compliance with directives from Xi and the PLA top brass, each of the theater commands have
announced relevant on-the-job training programs. Captured in the table,
these ranged from command post exercises, to lectures, to participation
in unit-level exercises. A Central TC program, for instance, focused on
six capabilities junior officers would need to run the theater’s joint operations command center, including drafting documents, marking maps,
performing calculations, performing data searches, providing support to
decisionmakers, and using the data link command system.88 A December
2017 competition of 100 staff officers in the Central TC tested skills ranging
from relaying orders to assessing adversary threats.89 Based on a similar
training program, the Eastern Theater Command required personnel to
pass a “joint duty qualification test” that evaluated officers’ understanding
of the weapons, equipment, and operational principles of different services.90
Some changes have also started to appear in joint field training. While
a comparison of pre- and post-reform joint exercises is beyond the scope
of this chapter, it is worth noting that the shift from military regions to
theater commands may be instrumental in spurring more intensive joint
training. Speaking during an air-ground exercise, a Southern TC air force
officer explained that his service often previously paid only lip service to
joint training, given weak authorities of the military regions over non-army
units. Under the new system, theater air forces are more responsive to
training requirements being set by TC headquarters.91 Theater joint training has also allowed non-army officers to gain experience in commanding
ground forces. For instance, in October 2016, the East Sea Fleet staged an
amphibious drill in which the activities of army, naval, and air force units
were directed by a maritime joint command center.92 The latest iteration of
the CMC’s authoritative training guidance, promulgated in January 2018,
also emphasizes joint operations as a focus of training across the PLA.93
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Conclusion and Implications
The first phase of the reforms announced in late 2015 and early 2016
involved major changes to the organizational structure of the PLA. These
included disbanding the four general departments and transferring most of
their functions into departments within a revised CMC structure; restructuring the seven military regions into five joint theater commands aligned
against specific regional threats; and removing the operational command
role of the service headquarters and giving them (including a new PLA
Army service headquarters) an “organize, train, and equip” mission. These
shifts were followed by an October 2017 restructuring of the membership
of the CMC, which eliminated ex officio representation for the service
chiefs and the heads of the CMC Joint Logistics Department and Joint
Armaments Department.94 These structural reforms collectively constitute
a major shift in where power and responsibilities lie within different parts
of the PLA, which is why they were resisted by vested interests (especially
the ground forces) for more than a decade. Nevertheless, these “above the
neck” reforms did not affect the organization of most PLA operational units
and had only a limited impact on average PLA officers, NCOs, and enlisted
personnel. For most PLA ground force and air force units, the “below the
neck” reforms to move to a group army-brigade-battalion structure were
likely more significant.
However, reforms to address the “software” and human capital problems discussed in this chapter have the potential to be much more disruptive
for the daily lives of the PLA officer corps. (The reduction of 300,000 personnel—declared to be “basically complete” in March 2018—has also been
extremely disruptive for the military.) Building a “modern major general”
capable of commanding integrated joint operations will likely involve significant changes to PLA recruitment and retention policies; to the military
educational system (at the academy level and throughout the service and
joint PME system); to the rank/grade, assignment, and promotion systems;
and to the conduct and evaluation of joint exercises. Put another way,
these reforms could change who joins the PLA, criteria for promotion and
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advancement, what a successful career looks like, and what quality of life is
available for a successful officer and his or her family. They could also have
a negative impact on the careers of current officers, who were recruited,
promoted, and assigned using a different set of criteria and incentives.
PLA writings and statements by Xi Jinping and PLA leaders suggest
that the PLA is aware of a number of deficiencies in its current recruitment,
educational, personnel management, and training practices that inhibit the
development of effective joint commanders. Moreover, a wide range of solutions are being discussed, some of which would involve significant reforms
to longstanding PLA regulations and practices. Some of the reforms, such
as increasing the joint content of PME courses and increasing interactions
between the field and schoolhouse, are underway and will be relatively
easy to implement. Others, such as reforming the grade/rank, assignment,
and promotion systems, will be much more disruptive to the military as a
whole and to the career prospects of the current officer corps. The degree
of difficulty is likely to be even higher because changes in one area affect
many of the other areas.
Making major changes in a military typically requires making major
changes in the incentives that ambitious military officers face as they try to
win promotion and advance to senior leadership positions. But changing
the incentives and promotion criteria also entails changes in who decides
which officers will get promoted, and this will undermine existing power
and patronage networks within the PLA. For example, increasing the joint
content of PME courses is relatively easy, but making these courses more
rigorous and having the results of classroom evaluations and performance
on tests influence promotion decisions take autonomy away from the local
commanders and political commissars who currently determine promotions. These officers (who have succeeded under the old criteria) are likely
to argue that proven operational command ability and political reliability
should outweigh classroom performance.95 The current system where
officers spend most of their careers within one service and one theater
up to corps leader grade means that winning the approval of one’s local
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commanders and political commissars is critical for success. But rotational
assignments to a different service or outside the theater will loosen these
bonds; the “new guy” will always be at a disadvantage compared to officers
who have known and worked for the commander and political commissar
for a decade or more. The U.S. military seeks to avoid these problems by
having centralized promotion boards within each Service, which reduces
(but does not eliminate) the role of patronage in promotions. The PLA could
potentially adopt such a system, but it would constitute a major change from
current practice, which is adapted to Chinese culture, Chinese Communist
Party rule, and the PLA’s own organizational culture and values.
Some of the proposals being discussed suggest focusing resources
and attention on a subset of junior officers who the PLA believes have the
potential to be effective joint commanders. (This is already being put into
practice in a limited way by the NDU distinction between “command”
and “staff” tracks, although this appears to be based on career fields.) One
challenge is identifying officers with high potential early enough in their
careers to steer them into the right mix of joint, educational, and operational assignments to develop well-rounded commanders. The idea of a
“joint specialization” is envisioned as one vehicle for achieving this goal.
However, a separate career track also has the potential to be a career ghetto
if the senior leaders deciding on promotions (currently local commanders
and political commissars within the officer’s service) value a different set
of criteria (for example, excellence in command rather than a well-rounded
set of skills). Moreover, if the promotion system discriminates against
effective service commanders who are not selected for joint specialization
early in their careers, it is likely to be regarded as unfair. Some militaries
have adopted joint staff or general staff systems that constitute a separate
career track, but these usually involve strategy, planning, or staff functions
rather than operational command of troops.96 The PLA, like any military,
will resent and resist a promotion system that does not reward and promote
its most operationally proficient commanders, even if that proficiency is
demonstrated primarily in single-service operations.
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This suggests that the success of reforms to the recruitment, education,
assignment, and promotion systems is interdependent with PLA efforts to
give operational units more stringent joint training requirements and more
opportunities to practice and meet those requirements in joint exercises.
This would create the possibility of a virtuous cycle where company and
battalion commanders understand how their units fit into joint operations
(and the benefits of jointness for their ability to carry out their assigned
missions) and bring that knowledge into PME courses and staff assignments
in a theater service headquarters or command post. That education and
experience, in turn, would make them more effective in exercising further
responsibility at the brigade level and then prepare them for higher level
joint positions at the theater or CMC level. However, this sort of virtuous
cycle involves generational change to be fully effective. The PLA leadership
faces difficult choices in deciding what changes are needed to get from
here to there and how to keep faith with existing officers and NCOs while
building the military of the future.
PLA leaders have concluded that cultivating “new-type military talent” is
necessary to build “new-type operational forces” capable of fighting and winning the informationized wars of the future. This chapter describes some of the
changes to current PLA recruitment, educational, personnel management, and
training practices that will likely be necessary. Some aspects of these changes
are likely to be observable as the PLA decides what to do and promulgates new
regulations to implement reforms in these areas. However, it will be harder to
understand precisely how these changes affect the career incentives of PLA
officers and to assess their cumulative impact. Military-to-military exchanges
offer a limited but valuable window on the issues the PLA is grappling with,
but U.S. interlocutors should be careful not to offer the PLA answers to the
problems it faces. At the same time, U.S. policymakers should expect the
PLA to engage other advanced militaries, including U.S. allies, in its efforts to
survey and evaluate the range of potential solutions.97
Building a “modern major general” capable of effectively commanding integrated joint operations is a challenging task that may take the PLA
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decades to achieve. The PLA assesses that its current efforts fall short of
the mark and is contemplating significant changes to its recruitment, education, assignment, and promotion systems and training practices. The
extent to which the PLA is willing and able to change how it does business
to develop more effective joint commanders—and its ability to “fix the
plane while flying it”—will be a major determinant in how successful it is
in realizing the potential combat capability created by PLA investments in
modernizing its weapons systems and developing joint doctrine.
The authors are grateful to Ian Burns McCaslin for invaluable
research assistance.
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PART III
OVERHAULING SERVICES

CHAPTER 9

PLA FORCE REDUCTIONS
Impact on the Services

Daniel Gearin

I

n October 2013, during the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress,

President Xi Jinping announced Beijing’s intent to reform the Chinese military, with the decision document adopted at the plenum

providing a brief overview of the intended reforms.1 These remarks kicked
off what would become a sweeping reform initiative, the details of which
were revealed over the next few years and implemented in phases with an
expected completion date of 2020. This reform program has received a fair
amount of scholarly attention, which it deserves given the scale and scope
of change taking place within the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).2 A

subset of the overall reform initiative involves a 300,000-troop reduction,
announced by Xi in September 2015 at an event honoring the anniversary
of China’s war with Japan. This reduction, and its impact on the PLA, has
received much less attention from Western academics.3
The current force reduction initiative, which was “basically completed” by the end of 2017, is the eleventh of its kind in the PLA’s history.
An examination of past efforts in comparison to the current round of troop
cuts demonstrates broad commonalities in how the PLA implements the
force reductions as well as in its stated objectives. The PLA has repeatedly
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conducted large-scale demobilization in tandem with organizational
changes, and in almost every case the goals are the same: streamline what
is perceived as a bloated and inefficient military force, focus reductions
primarily on noncombat troops, and utilize the force reductions and
organizational changes to address longstanding cultural problems existing
within the PLA.4
This chapter briefly examines several past force reduction efforts
dating back to the 1980s to highlight Beijing’s continued interest in
creating a military that emphasizes quality over quantity, addressing a
perceived army-centric bias within the PLA, and reducing the number
of command and headquarters staff positions to enable more efficient
command and control and military operations. The current round of
reductions is no exception, with the bulk of demobilized forces coming from the ground forces and noncombat units. The organizational
changes taking place in tandem with the force reductions are arguably
the most serious example to date of Beijing’s intent to overcome the PLA’s
historical army-centric culture and elevate the relative importance of the
other military services.
The troop reduction effort and overall military reform should also be
couched within Beijing’s strategic goals for its military. These goals have
been relatively consistent over the past several decades and were perhaps
best encapsulated in remarks by Jiang Zemin in December 1997, as he
laid out a “three step strategy” [sanbuzou zhanlue, 三步走战略] for modernizing China’s military. This strategy, while vague on details, lays out
three milestones for the PLA: to lay a solid foundation by 2010, to basically
accomplish mechanization and make major progress in informationization
by 2020, and to fully realize an informationized military by the middle of
the 21st century.5
Xi Jinping’s recent political work report at the 19th Party Congress
reiterated these broad goals but added an interim milestone and modified
the third goal. Xi called on the PLA to achieve modernization by 2035 and
to become a world-class military by the middle of the 21st century.6 While
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these goals are clearly ambitious, outside observers may be struck by the
relative conservative timelines given the long-period of double-digit growth
in China’s military budget and the overall pace of military modernization
over the past two decades. The current force reduction effort falls within
this larger strategic context, as Beijing believes it is a necessary step to
achieve these broader military modernization objectives.

Historical Context
The reductions announced in September 2015 were the latest in a series of
personnel adjustments that have occurred within the PLA over the past
several decades. The current force reduction is, again, the eleventh iteration
in the PLA’s history and the fourth since 1985, with the PLA having shed
1 million troops in 1985; 500,000 in 1997; and 200,000 in 2003. While the
context and specific drivers for these changes differed in each case, the
stated objectives that senior PLA leadership hoped to achieve are notably
consistent. In general terms, force reductions were aimed at streamlining a
military force that was viewed as bloated and inefficient. Furthermore, the
PLA implemented organizational changes in tandem with each iteration
of force reductions, in an effort to enhance the PLA’s overall operational
capabilities and tackle lingering cultural issues that were viewed as obstacles
to further modernization.
China initiated its eighth round of military force reductions in 1985,
which is a useful starting point for analysis due to the size of the reduction
and because it was largely in response to changes in China’s threat perceptions and domestic situation. The change in threat perception is perhaps
captured best in the change made to China’s military strategic guidelines
at the time. The operating guidance for the military changed from “active
defense, lure the enemy in deep,” to simply “active defense.” While a seemingly cosmetic change, this shift in jargon embodied a significant change
in worldview.7 The removal of the phrase “lure the enemy in deep” reflected
not only China’s embrace of economic modernization but also its growing
recognition of the doctrinal shortcomings of “People’s War.” Reform and
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opening up placed economic development as the top priority for China.
A military strategy of allowing the enemy to seize massive amounts of
territory, particularly China’s most economically valuable territory, fundamentally undermined this new development strategy.8
Directly related to the elevation of economic development as China’s
primary national objective was the recognition that the makeup of the
military at the time was too large, too expensive, and wasted manpower
that could be better utilized in China’s private sector in order to fuel economic growth. Decreasing the size of the armed forces would also alleviate
economic pressure on the government, allowing it to allocate additional
resources to foster private industry and the commercial sector.
An unintended consequence of these changes was the creation of what
became known as “PLA, Incorporated.” As PLA budgets were slashed and
as China’s economy began to liberalize, the military and defense industry
became increasingly involved in the commercial sector in an attempt to
compensate for the lost income. This change had widespread and lasting
negative influences on the PLA that Beijing is still attempting to address.
Corruption within China’s military grew to pervasive levels and large
sections of the PLA shifted their focus away from honing operational
capabilities toward economic initiatives. One purpose of the current
anti-corruption campaign in China is specifically to address the challenges
brought about by this cultural change.9
The 1985 reforms also reduced the number of military regions (MRs)
from 11 to 7, disestablished 11 group armies, disbanded over 4,000 division
and regimental entities, and reduced army units above the corps level by
31.10 In addition to the desire to streamline China’s military force, reductions and changes made during this time were aimed at emphasizing the
importance of combined arms within the group armies. Group armies
gained additional subordinate units that provided combined arms capabilities, including antiaircraft artillery, artillery, amphibious tanks, signal
regiments, and engineering units. Training and exercises at the time also
shifted to reflect this focus, taking on a more combined arms character.11
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The reductions were carried out gradually over a couple years, with
almost half of the goal of demobilizing 1 million soldiers achieved by
December 1986 and the reduction basically completed by April 1987.12
Overall this represented a 25 percent cut to the overall size of China’s military, with the bulk of troops coming from China’s ground forces.
A common target for force reductions across each iteration of reform
included cuts to headquarters and staff personnel at all echelons of the
PLA, decreasing the ratio of army personnel relative to the other services,
adjustments to the ratio between officers and enlisted, and eliminating
noncombat personnel. The 1985 iteration halved the number of personnel
within the PLA’s general departments, and the navy, air force, and Second
Artillery all experienced growth in terms of both personnel and budget.13
The 1997 iteration of force reductions was intended to shed an additional 500,000 troops from the PLA. These reductions deactivated an
additional three group armies and over a dozen infantry divisions, with
many of these personnel transferred to the People’s Armed Police.14 Additionally, the 500,000 troops demobilized included over 200,000 officers,
building on a theme established during the 1985 reductions of addressing a
perceived imbalance between the number of officers and enlisted personnel
within the PLA.15
The 1997 iteration also included significant organizational changes to
the PLA to address problems inadvertently created by the previous force
reduction initiative. Specifically, it was at this time that Beijing began a
serious effort to divest the PLA from its involvement in private industry.
By 1997, the PLA was believed to be involved in over 15,000 enterprises,
totaling over $10 billion annually.16 While some of this revenue was used
to maintain and improve military installations and equipment, most of it
is thought to have been siphoned off to line the pockets of individual officers, creating a culture of graft and corruption that Beijing is attempting to
deal with to this day. To address this problem, Beijing provided sustained
increases to the PLA’s annual budget and made organizational changes
meant to manage and rein in the military’s reach into private industry.
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In 2003, the PLA initiated its tenth troop reduction, demobilizing
an additional 200,000 personnel over a 2-year period and disbanding an
additional three group armies.17 Consistent with the previous reduction
initiatives, the 2003 iteration focused primarily on noncombat units within
the ground force, and emphasized the removal of “lower quality” units
in an effort to bolster the overall operational capability of the PLA. Once
again, Beijing implemented organizational changes around the same time
as the force reduction that appeared to be specifically aimed at addressing
the army-centric culture within the PLA. Notably, it was in 2004 that the
navy, air force, and Second Artillery commanders were added to the Central
Military Commission (CMC), a symbolic step toward greater joint representation on China’s highest military body.
Unlike the 1997 iteration, none of the demobilized ground troops
was transferred to the People’s Armed Police, thus representing a more
genuine reduction to China’s security forces. This round of reductions
again centered on streamlining higher echelon units, which was partly
accomplished by the disbandment of the headquarters and associated
staff of three group armies. Furthermore, several divisions and brigades
under these group armies were dissolved, while others were transferred
to the reserve force.18 A similar method of implementation is taking place
currently within the PLA.

Current Iteration
Although Beijing’s public commentary on the purpose of force reductions
cites the effort as evidence of China’s peaceful intentions and benefit to
regional security, the actual objectives are likely strikingly similar to the
historical examples detailed above. China’s Ministry of National Defense
acknowledged that the troop cuts were primarily designed to optimize
the PLA’s scale and structure in order to make it a more capable and efficient fighting force, and the primary target for demobilization once again
involved troops with outdated equipment, headquarters staff, and noncombat personnel.19
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Changes to the Top
Official figures on the number of personnel working within the highest
echelons of China’s military are difficult to come by. However, the reforms
made a number of changes to the Central Military Commission and its
subordinate entities. Although Beijing was probably able to trim some
excess personnel from the CMC as a result of reform, outside observations
of the organizational changes to these entities suggest that personnel were
mainly shifted from one organization to another, rather than removed from
the military entirely.
The Joint Staff Department, formerly known as the General Staff
Department (GSD), probably experienced a large amount of change as
a result of reform, shedding a number of second-level departments with
responsibilities that fall outside the purview of operations or that fit better in some of the newly created organizations. Specifically, the GSD
previously had responsibility for ground force operations that did not
fall under the MR structure, to include army aviation and special forces.
These departments were almost certainly transferred to the newly created
army headquarters.
Similarly, the GSD’s well-known third and fourth departments (the
Technical Reconnaissance Bureau and Electronic Countermeasures
Bureau) were absorbed by the newly created Strategic Support Force (SSF),
which is responsible for all information operations in the post-reform PLA
structure. These include space, cyberspace, and electromagnetic operations,
in addition to the “three warfares” (psychological, media, and legal).20 The
actual reduction of personnel resulting from this change is probably negligible. Instead, the SSF is likely to see organizational growth in the coming
years rather than a reduction. Placing all entities within the PLA that have
a responsibility for information operations—which had previously been
dispersed across several entities—under a unified command is likely to
improve China’s capabilities in this new warfare domain.
Other changes to the CMC involved the creation of new organizations,
which may suggest a force increase rather than a decrease, but these entities
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all existed previously in some form within the PLA. In most cases, these
organizations were subordinate entities to the previous CMC departments
and were merely given new names and subordination. For instance, the
Science and Technology Commission appears to be primarily comprised of
former General Armaments Department organizations, and the Discipline
Inspection Commission is made up of entities previously under the General
Political Department.
The changes to the CMC are important and worthy of discussion, but
the direct impact of the 300,000-force reduction on China’s top military
organization appears to be minimal. The changes instead appear to align
with Xi Jinping’s model for building a “strong army,” with his emphasis
on having a military that listens to the Communist Party’s command, is
capable of fighting and winning wars, and strictly maintains discipline. The
fact that the leaders of the CMC Political Work Department, CMC Joint
Staff Department, and CMC Discipline Inspection Commission are the
only CMC department heads to have positions as CMC members reflects
these priorities.

Military Regions to Combat Theaters
Below the level of the CMC, at the theater echelon, is where the PLA was
probably most able to achieve some significant personnel reductions. Similar to earlier force reduction and reform efforts, the latest round of reform
included the removal of some military regions. The Jinan MR was broken
up and distributed to the newly created Northern Theater and Central
Theater, while the Lanzhou MR was disestablished and its subordinate units
absorbed within the Western Theater. Similar to the 2003 force reduction,
the elimination of MR headquarters staff and their associated MR air force
headquarters staff provided an opportunity for actual personnel reductions.
However, it remains unclear how much of the overall staff was removed
from the military vice transferred to other entities.
The theater command (TC) structure that resulted from reform has
interesting operational implications. Chinese state media have noted that
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the newly created theater commands align to China’s “strategic directions”
[zhanlüe fangxiang, 战略方向]. While rarely enumerated in public forums,
we can infer the general focus areas from the five TCs that were created,
which include Taiwan and Japan, the South China Sea and South East Asia,
India, the Korean Peninsula, and the defense of Beijing.21
The consolidation of the former Chengdu MR and Lanzhou MR into
a single theater command aligned operational planning for a contingency
with India under a unified staff. However, the retention of both the Xinjiang
Military District and the Xizang (Tibet) Military District indicates that
some degree of bifurcation remains below the theater level.22 These two military districts each border an area of territorial dispute with India in Aksai
Chin and Arunachal Pradesh, which perhaps necessitates their continued
existence as military districts. The tensions between China and India in the
Doklam region in the summer of 2017 provided Beijing an opportunity to
test and assess the new command organization and its ability to deal with
a crisis.23 While it is difficult to determine the operational impact of the
consolidation of command and control from media reporting, the change
appears to be a step in the right direction for the PLA, at least conceptually.
Similarly, the Jinan MR and its subordinate entities were broken up and
distributed between the Northern and Central theaters. Historically, Jinan
MR has served as the PLA’s strategic reserve, and would deploy its subordinate forces to other military regions to support any emerging military
contingency. The newly created Central Theater absorbed the former Jinan
MR 54th Group Army and probably carries forth the mission of strategic
support to the surrounding military regions in the event of a conflict.

Elimination of Group Armies
As part of the force reduction, the PLA reorganized 84 corps-level entities.
In April 2017, Beijing officially confirmed what had been rumored for
several months—that five group armies within China’s ground forces had
been disbanded.24 The 13 remaining group armies all received new unit
designators (from 71st to 83rd) that aligned with the new theater structure
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and served as a symbolic break from the tradition and history of the PLA
ground forces. The full extent of these changes is not yet clear. Similar to
past instances of eliminating group armies, it appears that the headquarters
offices have been disbanded but that many of the subordinate units have
either been transferred to other remaining group armies or remain in a
state of transition.
Of the five group armies that were eliminated, one came from each of
the former seven military regions except for Guangzhou and Nanjing MRs,
possibly representing the continuing operational importance of preparing
for military conflict with Taiwan (a contingency for which the Guangzhou
and Nanjing MRs had primary responsibility). While the elimination of
five group armies represents a reduction in the number of combat troops,
the total impact remains unclear. The group armies selected for elimination were arguably among the less capable and in possession of more
outdated equipment.

Force Structure Adjustments
The PLA appears to have utilized this round of force reductions to implement force structure adjustments that have been under way for several
years. For the ground force, this includes the wider trend of converting
existing divisions and regiments into brigades. The brigade structure is
meant to facilitate greater mobility and modular capabilities, a theme
highlighted within the PLA for several years now (see the chapter by Blasko
in this volume). Since at least 2009, the PLA has stressed the need for the
ground force to be capable of rapid deployments, which it has practiced in
a series of exercises including Stride [kuayue, 跨越] and Mission Action
[shiming xingdong, 使命行动].25 The purpose of these exercises is to develop
the ability of ground units to rapidly deploy anywhere on China’s periphery
to respond to emerging contingencies; the shift to a brigade structure that
is accompanying the force reduction is also meant to facilitate this change.
In addition to the continued transition to a brigade structure, the
ground force is increasing its aviation and special forces units across the
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army. Of the remaining 13 group armies, there is increasing evidence that
the ultimate goal is to have at least one army aviation brigade and one
special forces brigade under every group army. This is another example
of a trend that has been under way for several years, but Beijing appears
to be utilizing reform and force reductions to force through changes that
may have otherwise taken longer to implement. Both army aviation and
special forces are viewed as key elements to the army’s future concept of
operations, which the PLA generally refers to as “three-dimensional” or
“multidimensional” assault [liti tuji, 立体突击].
In contrast to the army, the other services within the PLA are likely
experiencing a force increase rather than a decrease. This trend also predates the current round of reform and is a component of a longstanding
effort to reduce the army-centric focus of the PLA to the relative benefit
of the other services. Official personnel figures for the PLA in the 2012
white paper break out to 850,000 in the army; 235,000 in the navy; and
398,000 in the air force. The figure for the Rocket Force is left unstated,
but most unofficial figures put it at around 130,000 personnel. If accurate,
that leaves approximately 687,000 troops within the 2.3-million-member
PLA unaccounted for. That figure probably consists of civilian cadre
[wenzhi ganbu, 文职干部] and noncombat troops, in addition to other
unidentified personnel.26
Absent updated official figures, the post-downsizing personnel ratios
within the PLA breakout are a matter of speculation. That said, the PLA
Navy and to a lesser extent the PLA Air Force and Rocket Force are poised
to experience potential growth in personnel end strength. This is evident
from the PLA’s announced prioritization of the maritime domain, as outlined in Beijing’s 2015 white paper on military strategy. Furthermore,
the establishment of a new marine corps headquarters and a rumored
increase from two marine brigades to six hold true may produce a significant increase to the size of the navy.27
If the increase in the number of marine brigades proceeds as predicted,
one possibility that would both accommodate the force reduction plan and
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allow for more rapid establishment of mission capable units would involve
the transfer of existing ground force units over to the navy. The units
currently within the PLA Army with amphibious capabilities would make
logical sense for such a transfer. However, this would represent a significant
change to the historical missions of the army and marine corps, particularly
with respect to combat against Taiwan, which the army sees as one of its
most important missions. Recent PLA marine exercises featuring a diverse
set of climates suggest a potentially evolving role of the marine corps to one
that features more expeditionary missions.28
Other than rumors about additional marine brigades, the PLA reforms
and force reductions have had a relatively minor impact on the navy compared to the other services. The three fleets that existed prior to the creation
of the geographically focused theaters still exist and retain their previous
names, unlike the rebranding and flag ceremonies that have occurred
elsewhere with the PLA. It is unclear at this stage whether this is an interim
step with wider changes to be expected in the coming years, or if the PLA is
generally satisfied with the navy’s modernization pathway and will continue
with established plans (see the chapter by Burns McCaslin and Erickson
in this volume).
The PLA Air Force is experiencing a number of substantial changes to
its force structure, primarily as a result of the reforms rather than through
force reductions. As with the army, the air force has utilized the force
reductions and reform initiative to implement longstanding aspirational
force structure adjustments. In particular, the air force has continued its
own conversion of division and regimental units into brigades, which began
several years previously but appeared to have stalled. The air force brigades
are designed to provide more modular capabilities at the operational level
through the creation of brigades with subordinate units with dissimilar
aircraft, compared to the past structure that featured entire divisions containing essentially the same operational capability.
The PLA Rocket Force is the most difficult of the services to get
direct information on through open sources. However, it appears that
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all six operational missile bases that formerly existed within the Rocket
Force’s predecessor, the Second Artillery, have been retained, albeit with
new numerical designations. This is noteworthy due to the mismatch
between the missile bases and number of theaters, suggesting that the
Rocket Force has not fully been aligned under the theater structure. This is
further evident in the apparent absence of any Rocket Force leaders among
the theater deputy commanders.29 (See the discussion of the relationship
between the Rocket Force and theater commands in the chapter by Logan
in this volume.)
Similar to the situation with the navy, the reason for this apparent
disconnect is unclear, and it may represent an interim phase with plans
for a broader overhaul of the Rocket Force in the future. However, in the
meantime, the changes to the Rocket Force have been largely symbolic,
with the formal elevation of the organization to a service, while it had been
effectively treated as such for several years previously. Unlike the ground
force, there is little indication within the Rocket Force of structure changes
or unit transfers. However, like the army, the Rocket Force has been issued
a new set of military unit cover designators, possibly reflecting a new set of
true unit designators as well.

Conclusion
The broad objectives of China’s military force reduction and overall reform
effort are consistent with the strategies and goals outlined in numerous
official pronouncements dating back several decades. Although these
objectives may not be surprising, this does not diminish their significance.
Indeed, the consistency by which Beijing approaches its overall military
modernization effort speaks to the level of importance and determination
associated with this effort. We can conclude that China is sincere when it
announces goals such as becoming a world-class military by the middle of
the 21st century and that Chinese leaders are taking the necessary steps and
making the required investments to achieve these objectives within their
self-imposed timeline.
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Overall, Chinese military force reductions have focused on streamlining the PLA, enhancing cross-service interoperability, eliminating
a culture that favors the ground forces, and emphasizing qualitative
improvement of the force over quantitative measures. The 2-million-person military that will exist after the completion of this round of reforms
will still be among the largest in the world, indicating that reform and
force reductions will likely continue beyond the current eleventh iteration.
Indeed, while many of the changes taking place within the PLA today
are preparing China to become a more capable and effective regional
military power, a number of additional changes will likely be required
as Beijing shifts from seeking to accomplish its regional ambitions to a
more global orientation.
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CHAPTER 10

THE BIGGEST LOSER IN
CHINESE MILITARY REFORMS
The PLA Army
Dennis J. Blasko

S

ince 2004, the army officially has been listed in second place for development behind the other services in China’s People’s Liberation Army
(PLA). Accordingly, the army’s progress toward its modernization

objectives has been slower and perhaps less effective than the more technical services. Nonetheless, because of China’s huge landmass and despite
undergoing a 55 percent decrease in manpower from 1997 to 2018, the army
remains the largest service in the PLA.
China’s changing international environment and strategic realities
resulted in the 2015 defense white paper’s announcement that the “traditional mentality that land outweighs sea must be abandoned, and great
importance has to be attached to managing the seas and oceans and protecting maritime rights and interests.”1 This perhaps was the final blow to
the army’s traditional status of being first among the services.
To contribute to maritime and joint campaigns beyond China’s borders, as well as protect China’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, over the
past decade the army has concentrated on developing “new-type combat
forces,” including army aviation, light mechanized, special operations, and
digitalized (cyber/information/electronic warfare) units. It has restructured
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its organization by mostly abandoning the former Soviet model and seeks
to make the combined arms battalion the “basic combat unit” capable of
independent actions on the battlefield. It has radically refined its training
program to make exercises more realistic to develop both modern combined arms and joint capabilities that have never been tested in battle. Still,
its forces routinely come in second in their own red-on-blue exercises.
Though it now looks like a modern army with new uniforms and
equipment, PLA leadership recognizes major shortcomings in the capabilities of many units and some of its combat leaders and staff officers. With
maritime threats now dominating Chinese defense planning, the army’s
new capabilities likely will play a supporting role in future joint maritime
or aerospace campaigns. As such, for the benefit of all the PLA, second best
is good enough for the army at this stage of the force’s development.

Introduction
Between the technological display of the First Gulf War and the series of
military exercises during the 1995–1996 Taiwan imbroglio, the senior Chinese military leadership—led by Jiang Zemin, Liu Huaqing, Zhang Zhen,
Zhang Wannian, and Chi Haotian—outlined the general parameters for
the continued modernization of the PLA, a process begun in the late 1970s.
The force was to become smaller but more technologically advanced with a
greater focus on threats from the sea. With a new maritime emphasis, naturally the PLA Navy and aerospace forces (air force and Second Artillery)
would be strengthened. Nonetheless, as a continental nation, the PLA Army
would still be important and continue to be modernized, albeit without the
same sense of urgency as the other services.
By the late 1990s, the Chinese Communist Party leadership, Chinese
government, and Central Military Commission (CMC) increased the speed
and scope of PLA modernization with many years of double-digit annual
percentage increases to the defense budget, even as the PLA underwent multiple manpower reductions. When President Jiang announced the 500,000
personnel reduction in 1997, the total size of the PLA was about 3 million,
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with an estimated 2.2 million in the army, 265,000 in the navy, 470,000 in
the air force, and 90,000 in the Second Artillery, with an official defense
budget of less than $10 billion U.S. dollars.2 The army acquired its “biggest
loser” status when it was cut by 18.6 percent (amounting to over 400,000
people), while the navy, air force, and Second Artillery suffered only 11.4,
12.6, and 2.9 percent cuts, respectively.3
The 2004 Chinese defense white paper declared that priority of development went first to “the Navy, Air Force and Second Artillery Force, and
[to] strengthen [the PLA’s] comprehensive deterrence and warfighting
capabilities.”4 The 2013 defense white paper announced that “China is a
major maritime as well as land country,”5 but more ominously for the army,
the 2015 white paper stated:
The traditional mentality that land outweighs sea must be abandoned, and great importance has to be attached to managing the
seas and oceans and protecting maritime rights and interests. It
is necessary for China to develop a modern maritime military force
structure commensurate with its national security and development interests, safeguard its national sovereignty and maritime
rights and interests, protect the security of strategic [sea lines of
communication] and overseas interests, and participate in international maritime cooperation, so as to provide strategic support
for building itself into a maritime power.6
As part of the 300,000-man reduction and the new tranche of reforms
announced in late 2015, according to its first commander General Li Zuocheng, the army now accounts for less than half of the 2 million active-duty
force (which implies an army numbering less than a million personnel,
though no specific figures for any service have yet been announced).7
The army likely will see its size, influence, and status diminish further
throughout the remainder of the PLA’s three-step modernization strategy,
scheduled for completion in 2049.8 At the 19th Party Congress in October
2017, Xi Jinping modified the three-step strategy, calling on the PLA to
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achieve mechanization by 2020; the modernization of military theory,
organization, personnel, and equipment by 2035; and to become a worldclass military by the middle of the 21st century.9
The PLA’s greatest overall challenge will be the shift in collective mindset required to actually become a modern military capable of both land and
maritime operations, not simply modifying its organizational structure.
Changes of this magnitude are not measured in years, but in decades and
generations. Yet with 14 land neighbors and the threat of transnational terrorism and extremism, a capable but smaller army is still essential to protect
the Chinese mainland, deter Taiwan independence, and provide support
to maritime campaigns or other joint operations beyond China’s borders.
To accomplish these missions, the army is developing and expanding “new
types of combat forces” [xinxing zuozhan liliang, 新型作战力量].
This chapter examines the army’s new leadership structure, its evolving
order of battle, recent training and deployments, new logistics arrangements,
and changes in doctrine and the education system. Throughout the chapter,
evaluations of PLA capabilities and shortcomings published by its own military media are highlighted. In general, the senior PLA leadership is skeptical
of the ability of its operational commanders and units to accomplish successfully the wartime missions they could be assigned and understands that much
work remains to be done to improve operational readiness.

The Army’s New Headquarters and Leadership
The overall level of our military power system lags behind the world’s
military powers. In particular, the Army’s modernization is
relatively backward. Some problems are rather prominent.
It is necessary that we downsize and optimize its structure,
innovate its form, and strengthen its functions.10
—PLA Army Commander Li Zuocheng
Under the PLA’s old organization, the four General Departments served as
the national-level army headquarters and something of a joint staff for all
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the PLA. The CMC, with its own small staff, exercised command of most
operational army units through the four General Departments to the military regions (MRs). Within an MR, group armies (GAs) and some military
districts (MDs)—specifically Tibet, Xinjiang, Hainan, and the Beijing Garrison—commanded most operational army units (a few specialized units
fell under the General Staff Department). MDs also directly commanded
provincial army reserve units and army border defense units through military subdistrict (MSD)/garrison headquarters. MDs further commanded
militia units through People’s Armed Forces Departments (PAFDs) found
below MSD/garrison level. MRs directed many logistics units through
joint logistics subdepartments scattered throughout the country, while the
Wuhan Rear Base and Qinghai-Tibet Depot were controlled by the General
Logistics Department.
With the dissolution of the four General Departments, many senior
army generals saw the scope of their responsibilities and bureaucratic clout
diminish considerably with the expansion of the CMC bureaucracy to 15
functional departments, commissions, and offices. For example, General
Fang Fenghui, the first chief of the CMC Joint Staff Department (prior to
his removal on suspicion of bribery), oversaw a much smaller organization
than in his former role as Chief of the General Staff. The leaders of the three
other General Departments also saw important elements of their organizations transferred to other parts of the CMC or to army headquarters.
Likewise, the newly created Strategic Support Force, commanded by Gao
Jin, a former Second Artillery general, assumed responsibility for national-level cyber, electronic warfare, and space operations, which previously
were overseen by mostly army officers in the General Staff and General
Armament Departments and contributed further to lessening the army’s
parochial dominance.
When the four General Departments acted as the army service headquarters, the army, by default, held a higher status than the navy and air
force. After the creation of the national-level army service headquarters
[lujun lingdao jigou, 陆军领导机构] in Beijing with a grade of theater leader,
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the army now has a status equal to the other three services, including the
upgraded Rocket Force.11 Unlike his service counterparts at the time, the
first army commander, General Li Zuocheng, was not made a member of
the CMC. At the 19th Party Congress in October 2017, the composition of the
new CMC was announced, and none of the service commanders was given
a seat on the CMC. Li was named chief of the CMC Joint Staff Department
and became a CMC member. General Han Weiguo, previously the Central
Theater commander, succeeded Li as commander of the PLA Army; Lieutenant General Liu Lei remained as the army political commissar (PC).12
As a service headquarters, the new army headquarters must coordinate
with the CMC structure for “construction/army building” purposes as well
as with the five theater leader grade joint theater commands (TCs) for operational functions. Therefore, the army headquarters staff organization must
be able to interface with both the CMC and TC headquarters structures.
The army headquarters staff structure, as currently known through official
media reporting, is listed below (over time greater granularity is expected):
Army Discipline Inspection Commission [陆军纪委]
■

Discipline and Supervision Bureau [陆军纪委纪律检查局].

Army Staff Department [陆军参谋部]
■

Operations Bureau [陆军参谋部作战局]

■

Training Bureau [陆军参谋部训练局]

■

Arms Bureau [陆军参谋部兵种局]

■

Army Aviation Corps Bureau [陆军参谋部航空兵局]

■

Administration Bureau [陆军参谋部部队管理局]

■

Border and Coastal Defense Bureau [陆军参谋部边海防局]

■

Planning and Organization Bureau [陆军参谋部规划与编制局]13

■

Subordinate Work Bureau [陆军参谋部直属工作局].

Army Political Work Department [陆军政治工作部]
■

Organization Bureau [陆军政治工作部组织局]

■

Propaganda Bureau [陆军政治工作部宣传局]
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■
■

■

Cadre Bureau [陆军政治工作部干部局]
Soldier and Civilian Personnel Bureau [陆军政治工作部兵员和文职
人员局]
Art Troupe [陆军政治工作部文工团].

Army Logistics Department [陆军后勤部]
■

Procurement and Supply Bureau [陆军后勤部采购供应局]

■

Transportation and Delivery Bureau [陆军后勤部运输投送局]

■

Health Bureau [陆军后勤部卫生局]

■

Finance Bureau [陆军后勤部财务局].

Army Equipment Department [陆军装备部]
■

Maintenance and Repair Support Bureau [陆军装备部维修保障局]

■

Aviation Equipment Bureau [陆军装备部航空装备局].

While the Army Staff Department and Political Work Department have
adopted the names found in the new CMC organization, the Logistics and
Equipment Departments probably will not change to current CMC nomenclature as the CMC Equipment Development Department does not appear
to be responsible for overseeing equipment repair and maintenance as the
General Armament Department was.14
The establishment of the five joint theater commands required the
formation of a new level of command for the army: the TC army headquarters [zhanqu lujun jiguan, 战区陆军机关], each of which is a theater
deputy leader grade organization. The new TC army headquarters are the
same grade as the TC navy headquarters/three fleets and the TC air forces,
successors to the former MR air forces.
These TC service headquarters are important links in the chain of
command from operational units up to their service headquarters in Beijing (for construction) and to the regional joint TC headquarters (for joint
operations). However, instead of streamlining the old command chain from
MRs to group armies, the TC army headquarters actually adds a new link,
no matter how necessary, in the operational chain of command. The five TC
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army headquarters, not the joint TC headquarters themselves, have direct
command responsibility for operational army units located in the TC’s area
of responsibility. Operational units have a single chain of command going
only to their TC army headquarters. To facilitate communications up to
both TC and army headquarters and down to their subordinate units, a
communications support brigade is directly subordinate to each TC army
headquarters.15 The primary relationship of operational army units to the
TC army and not the TC is reflected by the fact that all TC army units wear
the generic army patch, whereas previously army units assigned to an MR
wore the shoulder patch of their specific MR.
TC army commanders and PCs also serve as deputy commanders and
deputy PCs for the theater. As seen in table 1, the headquarters for each TC
army is located some distance from the TC headquarters (therefore, we can
assume the PLA has confidence in its videoconferencing capabilities and/or
the TC and TC army headquarters have assigned liaison officers to each other).
TC army headquarters have been assigned four main missions, serving as:
■

■

■

■

a campaign headquarters [zhanyi zhihui bu, 战役指挥部] for combat
operations
a component of the theater joint command post [zhanqu lianzhi de
zucheng bufen, 战区联指的组成部分]
a construction headquarters [jianshe zhihui bu, 建设指挥部] for routine leadership and management
an emergency response headquarters [yingji zhihui bu, 应急指挥部]
for any of the nontraditional security tasks they must conduct.16
Each newly established TC army headquarters was assigned a com-

mander and PC. As is the normal pattern, most commanders served in a
single MR (their primary MR) until promotion to group army commander
and potential transfer to another MR/theater. PCs were more likely to have
served in more than one MR and in different types of units throughout
their career. As Saunders and Wuthnow note in chapter 13, the commander
and PC of each TC army headquarters came from different geographic
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locations and likely did not know each other well. Over the course of the
following year (into 2017), 5 of the 10 new TC army commanders and PCs
were transferred out of their assignments. Chinese media did not provide
explanations for the reassignments. Perhaps these officers knew from the
beginning that they would be placeholders in their new positions, or perhaps the early reporting of their assignments was wrong. A New York–based
Web site reported that Northern TC army PC Xu Yuanlin was dismissed for
disciplinary reasons, but this has not been confirmed.17 Table 1 identifies
the new leaders and indicates which leaders have been replaced.
Table 1. Theater Command Army Leaders
TC HQ–Location

TC Army HQ
Location

Commander
(Primary MR/
Previous MR/TC)

PC
(Primary MR/
Previous MR/TC)

Eastern TC–
Nanjing

Fuzhou

Qin Weijiang [秦卫江]
(Beijing/Nanjing)

Liao Keduo [廖可铎] (Beijing/
Beijing)

Southern TC–
Guangzhou

Nanning

Zhang Jian [张践]1
(Guangzhou/Eastern TC)

Bai Lu [白吕] (Nanjing/
Chengdu)

Western TC–
Chengdu

Lanzhou

He Weidong [何卫东]2
(Nanjing/Nanjing)

Xu Zhongbo [徐忠波] (Jinan/
Jinan)

Northern TC–
Shenyang

Jinan

Wang Yinfang [王印芳]3
(Beijing/Central TC)

Shi Xiao [石晓]4 (Chengdu/
Lanzhou)

Central TC–Beijing

Shijiazhuang

Fan Chengcai [范承才]5
(Chengdu/Southern TC)

Zhou Wanzhu [周皖柱]6
(Nanjing/Nanjing)

Key: HQ: headquarters; MR: military region; PC: political commissar; TC: theater command.
1

Original commander Liu Xiaowu [刘小午] (Guangzhou/Guangzhou).

2

Original commander He Qingcheng [何清成] (Lanzhou/Lanzhou).

3

Original commander Li Qiaoming [李桥铭] (Guangzhou/Guangzhou).

4

Original political commissar Xu Yuanlin [徐远林] (Jinan/Lanzhou).

Original commander Shi Luze [史鲁泽] (Beijing/Beijing); Second Commander Zhang Xudong [张旭
东] (Shenyang/Northern TC).
5

6

Original political commissar Wu Shezhou [吴社洲] (Guangzhou/Jinan).

Of the original commanders, only Li Qiaoming was assigned to a new
theater; the other commanders all had familiarity with their subordinate
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group army commanders and PCs and extensive operational knowledge
of the conditions in their areas of responsibility. Conversely, all of the PCs
were transferred to new theaters from their last assignments. Until evidence
emerges that they purchased these new posts or otherwise obtained them
through corruption or connections, it seems likely that these leaders were
selected for their past performance in operational leadership assignments
(primarily as unit commanders, deputy commanders, chiefs of staff and
political commissars, and directors of political departments) throughout
their careers. None of them served primarily in the local command chain
from MSD/garrison to MD (though Qin and Shi had served as MD commanders after rising through group army assignments).
As could be expected, several TC army leaders worked with each other
at various points in their careers.18 Insights into the thinking of several new
commanders and PCs can be found in interviews they have given recently
or articles they have written. For example, then-army Commander Li
Zuocheng and PC Liu Lei wrote in February 2016, “In particular, the modernization condition of the Army remains relatively backward, with the
issues of the ‘Two Inabilities’ and ‘Two Large Gaps’19 existing prominently.
This has become a shortcoming that restricts the building of a modern
military power system with Chinese characteristics.”20
The solutions they proposed were the same as what Li had previously
outlined (as seen in the epigraph that begins this section of the chapter),
which, unsurprisingly, are consistent with the current reform agenda.
The fact that both critiques identify concerns about the PLA’s operational
leadership capabilities is a criticism made frequently in the official media.
Liao Keduo, Eastern TC army PC, reiterated many of the same issues in an
important August 2016 article, noting that the PLA must find its own way
to reform in order to narrow the gap between it and other militaries. The
army must solve contradictions and problems that have existed for a long
time and gradually [zhubu, 逐步, a term used frequently by PLA leaders]
change from being a “following runner to a side-by-side runner [and]
eventually to a lead runner.”21
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Perhaps the most important and scathing critique of “some” PLA leaders is known as the “Five Cannots” [wuge buhui, 五个不会], which has been
prominent in the military literature since early 2015. “Some commanders”
[bufen zhihuiyuan, 部分指挥员]:
■

cannot judge the situation

■

cannot understand the intention of higher authorities

■

cannot make operational decisions

■

cannot deploy troops

■

cannot deal with unexpected situations.22

Changes in organization, training, and education are aimed at solving leadership problems at all levels of the PLA. Part of the solution is to decrease the
responsibilities of theater commanders and their staffs (by relieving them of
responsibility for day-to-day administration [construction] requirements)
and to assist battalion commanders by increasing the size of their staff.
Unlike the former MR structure, the TCs and TC army headquarters
do not control the local headquarters chain of command from MD to MSD/
garrison to PAFD, which is responsible for conscription/demobilization as
well as command of PLA reserve and militia units. Command of the military districts and below has been assigned to the CMC’s National Defense
Mobilization Department, with the significant exception of the Beijing
Garrison and Tibet and Xinjiang MDs, which fall under the “management”
of the national-level army headquarters.23 Each of these three organizations
is responsible for sensitive regions in China, command substantial combat
forces, and have therefore been given the higher organizational grade of
theater deputy leader compared to the other MDs that hold army leader
grades. The higher grade means that these three headquarters cannot be
overseen by the National Defense Mobilization Department, which also
is a theater deputy leader grade organization. This arrangement probably
means that operational combat units in Beijing, Tibet, and Xinjiang report
to the TC army headquarters in the area where they are assigned, who then
reports to army headquarters in Beijing.
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Sheng Bin, director of the CMC National Defense Mobilization
Department, has stated that MD headquarters serve in five capacities:
■

■

■

■

■

headquarters/command department for emergencies and combat
[yingji yingzhan de zhihui bu, 急应战的指挥部]
military affairs department for the local Party committee [difang
dangwei de junshi bu, 地方党委的军事部]
construction department for reserve forces [houbei liliang de jianshe
bu, 后备力量的建设部]
conscription department for the government at the provincial level
[tong ji zhengfu de bingyi bu, 同级政府的兵役部]
coordination department for military-civilian integration [junmin
ronghe de xietiao bu, 军民融合的协调部].24
Conspicuously absent from this list of responsibilities is the super-

vision of border and coastal defense units. It appears that command of
the PLA’s border and coastal defense units is being shifted to the command of TC army headquarters, with MD headquarters no longer in the
chain. One report from Heilongjiang states that border defense units are
being transferred to army command and a separate report indicates that
coastal defense units in Shantou have been transferred to army command.25
Throughout the country, except in Tibet, Xinjiang, and Inner Mongolia,
border defense brigades have been formed from former border defense
regiments.26 Some new border defense brigades have been reinforced with
new units and equipment and are responsible for areas extending over
multiple provinces.27 Consolidating multiple border defense regiments
into a single brigade will allow for a reduction in the total number of staff
officers required to support the same number of troops.
Both army headquarters in Beijing and TC army headquarters have a
Border and Coastal Defense Bureau/Division [bianhaifang ju/chu, 边海防
局/处] within their respective staff departments that oversee the border and
coastal defense units stationed on China’s borders. Furthermore, a report
has stated that a Guangdong Reserve Division has been transferred to the
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Figure. Old and New Group Army Structure
2017 PLA Reformed Group Army Structure
Pre-Reform Group Army Structure
April 2017 (18 Group Armies)
Group Army Headquarters
Two to Five Infantry
Divisions/Brigades

Post-Reform Group Army Structure
May 2017 and after (13 Group Armies)
Group Army Headquarters
Six Combined
Arms Brigades

One Armored
Division*/Brigade
Artillery Brigade†

Artillery Brigade

Air Defense Brigade

Air Defense Brigade

Special Operations
Brigade/Regiment‡

Special Operations Brigade

Army Aviation
Brigade/Regiment‡

Army Aviation Brigade

Reconnaissance
Battalion
Engineer Regiment

Engineer & Chemical
Defense Brigade

Chemical Defense
Regiment/Battalion
Communications
Regiment§
Logistics/Armament
Units

Service Support Brigade

*The 38th Group Army (GA) had an armored division.
†1st/42 GAs also had a long-range rocket brigade.
‡SOF/Army aviation units in some group armies.
§A few grop armies were also assigned an electronicountermeasures brigade or regiment.
Note: Prior to reform, only two GAs had similar structure.

army, which would be a change from the previous command arrangement
where MDs commanded reserve units.28 However, no mobilization staff
organizations have been identified (to date) in either army headquarters in
Beijing or TC army headquarters to oversee reserve unit activities.
According to unofficial reporting, provincial MD headquarters have
been changing their organizational structure to include only commanders,
PCs, and their deputies, while losing the former political, logistics, and
armaments staff elements.29 This is noteworthy in that several officers
named for corruption have come from the MD system, and the reduction in
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the MD staff therefore may be an attempt to decrease the number of officers
who may succumb to local temptations. Moreover, army officers are no
longer the only ones who can command MD headquarters; in April 2017, in
a first for the PLA, an air force major general was assigned as commander
of Henan MD.30 It is likely that many officers to be demobilized will come
from this MD-MSD/garrison-PAFD chain of command.
At this time, this command structure appears to be overly complex and
the details of how all these headquarters interact have yet to be explained
fully to the outside world. The PLA has given itself until 2020 to work out
the kinks in its new command structure.31 Further modifications and
adjustments are likely.

Army Order of Battle
Force structure remains irrational; there are too many conventional
units and not enough new types of combat forces. The proportion of
various arms is not balanced; officers are out of proportion to enlisted
personnel. Weapons and equipment are relatively backward.32
—Eastern Theater Army Headquarters Political Commissar
MG Liao Keduo
The PLA Army was assessed to number about 1.6 million personnel prior
to the 300,000 force reduction. That figure was more than 25 percent
smaller than the estimated 2.2 million before the 1997 (500,000-man) and
2003 (200,000-man) force reductions. If, as alleged, the army now numbers less than half of a total PLA force of 2 million, the service indeed has
been the biggest loser in personnel strength as a result of current reforms.
To reach this bookkeeping milestone of dropping 600,000 personnel from
the army’s rolls, it is likely the personnel who still wear army uniforms
but are assigned to the CMC staff, TC headquarters, Strategic Support
Force, and new Joint Logistics Support Force are not counted against army
end strength to better balance personnel among the various services and
forces. This appears to be the case, as personnel assigned to each of these
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new organizations wear their new units’ distinctive chest badges and
arm patches instead of the generic army badge and patch worn by those
in operational army units.
The 2013 defense white paper defined “new types of combat forces”
to include “army aviation troops, light mechanized units, and special
operations forces [SOF], and . . . digitalized units.” It noted the army
is “gradually making its units small, modular, and multifunctional in
organization so as to enhance their capabilities for air-ground integrated
operations, long-distance maneuvers, rapid assaults, and special operations.”33 These trends have been clearly evident in the army’s changing
order of battle for several years.
The 2013 white paper further revealed that 850,000 (over half) of army
personnel were assigned to “mobile operational units,” such as the 18 group
armies and independent divisions and brigades. In early 2017, the number
of operational maneuver army units assigned to group armies and independent units was estimated to include a total of approximately 21 divisions (20
infantry and 1 armored), 65 combat brigades (48 infantry and 17 armored),
12 army aviation units (7 brigades and 5 regiments), and 11 SOF units
(9 brigades and 2 regiments). Additionally, some divisions and brigades
were assigned smaller SOF units of battalion level or smaller.34 Maneuver
units were supported by a variety of artillery, air defense, engineer, chemical defense, and other units. Of the 18 group armies, only 2 had similar
compositions of infantry and armored units. All others were uniquely
configured, as were the independent combat units assigned to the Beijing
Garrison Command, Xinjiang MD, and Tibet MD. The remainder of the
army—some 700,000 personnel— therefore included nearly everybody in
the four General Departments; MR, MD, MSD/garrison, and county-level
PAFD headquarters; border and coastal defense units; and noncombatant
personnel assigned to logistics/equipment support units and to the army
portion of the PLA system of academies and universities.
A year after the “below-the-neck” reforms [bozi yixia gaige, 脖子以下
改革] began in April 2017, the number of group armies has been reduced
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to 13, their organization standardized and renumbered (from 71 to 83);
the number of combat divisions has been cut to 6 (4 in the Xinjiang MD, 1
in the Central TC, and 1 in the Beijing Garrison), and 15 former divisions
were transformed to two brigades each; and all combat brigades have been
transformed into combined arms brigades [hecheng lu, 合成旅], and their
number increased to about 82 (including three brigades in Tibet MD and
1 in Hong Kong).
Under the new standardized organization, each group army consists of six combined arms brigades and six supporting brigades, one
each artillery, air defense, army aviation (or air assault [kongzhong tuji
lu, 空中突击旅]), SOF, engineer and chemical defense [gongbing fanghua
lu, 工兵防化旅], and service support brigade [qinwu zhuyuan lu, 勤务
支援旅] (see table 2). Based on Chinese media reports, combined arms
brigades probably are designated either as heavy (armor or mechanized
infantry) or light (light mechanized or mountain) and are assessed to
command four combined arms battalions, a reconnaissance battalion,
an artillery battalion, an air defense battalion, an engineer and chemical defense battalion, a communications battalion, a combat or service
support battalion, and a guard and service company. Xinjiang and
Table 2. Army Transregional Exercises, 2016
Stride-2016
[跨越-2016] (Zhurihe)

Firepower-2016
[火力-2016]
(Qingtongxia)

Firepower-2016
[火力-2016]
(Shandan)

Eastern TC

Part A: 10 th Armored
Brigade (1st GA)

Part A: Artillery Brigade
(31st GA)

Part D: Air Defense
Brigade (1st GA)

Southern TC

Part D: 40th Mountain
Infantry Brigade (14th GA)

Part E: Artillery Brigade
(41st GA)

Part E: Air Defense
Brigade (42nd GA)

Western TC

Part C: 9th Armored
Brigade (47th GA)

Part B: Artillery Brigade
(21st GA)

Part A: Air Defense
Brigade (47th GA)

Northern TC

Part B: 77th Motorized
Infantry Brigade (26th GA)

Part C: Artillery Brigade
(39th GA)

Part B: Air Defense
Brigade (26th GA)

Central TC

Part E: 196th Motorized
Part D: Artillery Brigade
Infantry Brigade (65th GA) (54th GA)

Part C: Air Defense
Brigade (65th GA)

Key: GA: group army; TC: theater command.
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Tibet MDs continue to have a nonstandard structure in which both MD
headquarters directly command combat units and a variety of support
units, in many ways similar to a group army structure. In total, these
various types of support brigades number about 87 (including those
found in Xinjiang and Tibet). New combined arms battalions [hecheng
ying, 合成营] are formed based on their primary branch (either tank
or infantry) with reconnaissance, artillery (firepower), engineer, and
support companies or platoons.35
Below-the-neck reforms have resulted in a significant increase in the
number and size of new-type combat forces, such as army aviation and
SOF units. Currently, each group army and the Xinjiang and Tibet MDs
are assigned an army aviation brigade, for a total of 15. To form these new
brigades, aircraft and personnel were transferred from the seven former
brigades and five regiments and new equipment and people added. It is
likely that not all army aviation brigades are at full strength, and new
units will require a year or two to reach operational proficiency. Likewise, the previous 9 SOF brigades and 2 regiments have been expanded
to a total of 16 SOF brigades by adding additional personnel to existing
units and transforming other types of personnel and units to become
SOF. Significantly, Xinjiang MD appears to have added a second SOF
brigade in 2017 by combining elements of a divisional reconnaissance
unit and the previously existing SOF brigade to form a new brigade
stationed in Nanjiang.36
The army appears to have transformed one motorized infantry
brigade in Shandong and multiple coastal defense units in Fujian and
Shandong into four new marine brigades. As a result of the creation of
these four new units, when added to the two previously existing marine
brigades in the South Sea Fleet, it is likely there are now a total of six
marine brigades, with two assigned to/located in each TC navy.37
Over time, additional details of changes to the army’s order of battle
probably will be discovered through continuing analysis of media reports.
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Army Equipment and Battalion Staff Developments
Many military units are still upgrading equipment; the problem
of new and old equipment “three generations living under one roof”
is relatively prominent.38
The total number of personnel in operational combat and combat support
units (for example, infantry, armor, artillery, SOF, army aviation, engineers, electronic/cyber warfare, and chemical defense) is probably about
half that of the late 1990s. Today’s smaller force is being equipped with
new uniforms and personal equipment, newer tanks, armored fighting
vehicles, artillery (both towed and self-propelled), helicopters, unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), small arms and crew-served weapons, and other
support equipment and electronics. Due to the size of the force and the
relatively limited production of new equipment by the Chinese defense
industries, equipment modernization has been a long, drawn out process.
However, reflecting the army’s lower priority for modernization, all army
units do not necessarily receive the best equipment the Chinese defense
industries can produce.
Specifically, in 2016 China Daily reported that the Type-96B main
battle tank—not the more advanced and expensive Type-99 series—has
been selected to be the “backbone of China’s tank force,” replacing most
older models. This appears to be supported by current inventory numbers
suggesting that the second best tank has been judged to be sufficient for
the most likely ground contingencies the PLA may encounter in coming
decades. The China Daily report also stated the PLA had “more than 7,000
tanks in active service, including about 2,000 Type-96s and Type-96As,
as well as about 600 Type-99s and Type-99As, so the majority of the PLA
armored force is still equipped with tanks made several decades ago.”39
Those 7,000 tanks included five types of main battle tanks (Types 59, 79, 88,
96, 98/99), each with variants and three types of light tanks (Types 62 and
63A and ZTD-05). In 2018, the Military Balance counted a total of 6,740+
main battle tanks, with 3,390 of the Type 96/98/99 series, just slightly above
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half the total inventory.40 Type 96–series tanks account for 37 percent of the
force, with Type 98/99 series at 13 percent.
It is not unusual for up to 10 types and variants of a single category of
equipment, such as tanks and armored personnel carriers/infantry fighting
vehicles, to be found in the army and other services. The large number of
variants and types of similar equipment complicates training, maintenance,
and repair, especially when units go to the field. The Chinese refer to this
condition as “three generations under one roof” [sandai tongtang, 三代同
堂]. Xi’s goal of achieving modernization of equipment by 2035 probably
seeks, in part, to minimize this situation by eliminating weapons and equipment produced from the 1960s to 1980s and increasing the proportion of
newer models throughout the entire PLA.
New weapons and technologies allow army units to move faster over
more difficult terrain, including bodies of water; shoot farther and faster;
and integrate their capabilities with those found in the other services more
than ever before. Army commanders now have a variety of means to attack
opponents out to 150 kilometers beyond their frontlines, including longrange multiple rocket launchers and artillery, attack helicopters, SOF teams,
nonlethal electronic warfare and possibly cyber weapons, and supporting
PLA Air Force aircraft and armed UAVs. They are supported by an ever-expanding array of ground, air, and space reconnaissance and surveillance
capabilities to locate and identify potential targets. Such new capabilities,
however, require new types of staff procedures and decisionmaking to select
the appropriate weapons for various targets. These developments, along
with massive amounts of data now available from advanced computer and
communications technologies, have stressed commanders and staff in units
at all levels, especially at battalion-level headquarters.
One of the most important lessons the army has learned in the past
decade is that battalion commanders do not have sufficient staff to command and control combined arms operations. Recent reporting indicates
that units are adding a deputy battalion commander, a battalion master
sergeant [yingshi guanzhang, 营士官长], chief of staff [yingcan mouzhang,
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营参谋长], and four staff officers or noncommissioned officers [canmou,
参谋] (NCOs) to assist the battalion commander and political instructor. Though the exact composition of the battalion staff may not yet be
finalized, it appears that the following types of staff personnel have been
determined as necessary:
■
■

■

■

an operations and reconnaissance officer [zuozhen canmou, 作侦参谋]
artillery/firepower and engineering officer [paogong canmou/huoli
canmou, 炮工参谋/ 火力参谋]
information and communications officer [xinxi tongxin/tongxin canmou, 信息通信/通信参谋]
support officer [zhanqin canmou, 战勤参谋].41

No discussion has been found, however, concerning how many assistants
each of these staff officers/NCOs would need in order to conduct 24-hour
operations for extended periods. Standardizing these changes throughout
the army will require formal modification to battalion structure and changes
to the professional education and training system to prepare both officers
and NCOs for these new responsibilities.
The distribution of staff responsibilities described above was seen in a
recent report about a command information system [zhihui xinxi xitong, 指挥
信息系统] set up in 2016 in the former 20th Group Army. Previously, existing
information systems in its various subordinate units, such as infantry, armor,
artillery, and air defense, were incompatible, and commands had to be issued
separately to the units. To communicate directly with its subordinate units,
the headquarters set up a command information system composed of “one
network, four chains” [yiwang silian, 一网四链]: the command basic network,
command and control chain, reconnaissance and intelligence chain, firepower
chain, and logistics and equipment support chain.42 The four staff functional
responsibilities at battalion level would mesh seamlessly into such a system,
which would also be found at the intervening division and brigade levels.
Fewer units and personnel mean that it will take fewer new weapons
and equipment to modernize the force. Nonetheless, the army is still so
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large (more than twice the size of the active-duty U.S. Army) that all units
cannot be equipped at the same time. Though the current reforms are
geared to solve previously identified problems, new shortcomings are
discovered with nearly each deployment of new equipment and in every
round of field training.

Recent Training and Other Deployments
Solving the “Five Cannots” and improving command combat capabilities
is an urgent task in strengthening training and preparing for war.43
The PLA acknowledges that there is “a large gap between the PLA’s level of
training and the requirements of actual combat,” which is a major contradiction in its modernization process.44 Increasing the level of realism in all
PLA training by reducing formalism and cheating has been a perennial goal
for decades and is frequently enunciated by the most senior PLA leaders.45
As indicated by this typical assessment found in a 2016 PLA Daily staff commentator article, though the force has made some progress, the general level
of advanced, integrated joint operations capabilities is lacking and more
must be done to overcome the force’s deficiencies: “Through development
over the past more than 10 years, substantial progress has been made in our
military’s system-of-systems building. Yet, the overall system-of-systems
operational capability remains rather weak. In some aspects, defects and
weaknesses are still quite obvious.”46
As an institution, the PLA correctly identifies the crux of the training
problem to be a leadership problem at all levels, especially at battalion level
and above. They often use the formula “In training soldiers, train officers
[or generals] first” [lianbing xian lianguan/lianbing xian lianjiang, 练兵
先练官/练兵先练将] to focus on the necessity of training commanders
and their staffs to command and control both joint and combined arms
operations.47 That slogan underscores the problems of “some leaders” in the
previously mentioned formulaic assessments known as the Two Inabilities
and Five Cannots.
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As Zhang Xudong, former commander of the 39th Group Army, wrote
in July 2016, the PLA is a latecomer in conducting modern joint operations;
its theory and practice are not yet mature.48 For the past decade, the PLA
has been seeking to push command of joint operations down to division
and brigade levels [bingtuan, 兵团] and to enable modularized [mokuaihua,
模块化], combined arms battalions [hechengying, 合成营] to become the
“basic combat unit” [jichu zhanshu danyuan, 基础战术单元] capable of
independent actions on the battlefield.49 (Comparatively speaking, other
militaries have multiple decades of combat experience in those levels of
joint and combined arms operations.)
Conducting operations at battalion level requires major change to the
way the majority of army officers have been trained since the 1950s when
the Soviet system of command was adopted. Under the now mostly discarded Soviet system (which is still found in the remaining PLA divisions),
regiments were the lowest level at which combined arms operations were
executed, and regimental headquarters did all the planning and staff work
for battalions. With the “brigadization” of the force, which eliminates the
regiment from the chain of command down to maneuver battalions, battalions now must be capable of planning operations and conducting them
on their own. This has caused anxiety for many battalion commanders who
have not been adequately trained to handle such tasks and has resulted in
frequent critiques of poor coordination among units from the various arms
assigned to combined arms battalions. As commander of the 41st Group
Army in 2015 (before becoming commander of the Northern TC army),
Li Qiaoming observed that some individual commanders had not studied
adequately or were stuck in traditional modes of operations and were not
able to utilize the new types of combat forces assigned to them.50 As a result,
army large unit exercises (above battalion level) emphasize leadership/
staff training and evaluation as much as small unit (battalion and below)
maneuver, firepower, and support operations.
A principal tool in breaking the PLA’s traditional mode of operational
thinking has been the roughly 74 division and brigade transregional exercises
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[kuaqu yanxi, 跨区演习] conducted from 2006 to 2016. For most of the past
70 years, army units prepared to conduct operations almost exclusively in the
regions where they were located. Units concentrated on fighting potential
regional enemies in familiar terrain and climatic conditions. This approach
required large standing forces spread throughout the country and minimized
the need for military sea and air strategic lift. As the PLA reduced its size
and increased its level of weapons technology, the need to develop units that
could operate outside the areas in which they were garrisoned and cooperate
with forces from the other services became apparent. Most transregional
exercises display some degree of joint interoperability; often headquarters or
reconnaissance units are transported by air, air force aircraft provide support
to ground operations, and some sea movements and amphibious operations
have been included, as well as conventional support from Second Artillery/
Rocket Force units. The majority of transregional exercises were under army
command, but a few have been led by navy or air force headquarters.
The first major, but unnamed, transregional exercise was held in
September 2006 when the 190th Mechanized Infantry Brigade/39th GA/
Shenyang MR deployed to the Zhurihe Combined Arms Training Base in the
Beijing MR. None were held in 2007, but in 2008 Jinan MR held the exercise
Sharpening Troops 2008, in which the 58th Light Mechanized Brigade/20th
GA traveled to Zhurihe in August, followed by exercise Joint 2008 in September, in which the 138th Motorized Infantry Brigade/26th GA undertook a
sea movement from Yantai to a landing area near Dalian, Liaoning.51
Beginning in 2009, transregional exercises have become the marquee
events in the army’s annual training cycle, generating massive amounts of
domestic media attention. Each exercise has been slightly different, but all
involve sequential (but not simultaneous) deployments—using road, rail,
military and/or civilian air, and sometimes sea transport—from home
base to a distant large training base while undergoing enemy harassment
or attack. After organizing for combat at the training base, several days of
live-fire drills and confrontation drills between red force (friendly) and
blue force (enemy) units ensued. Missions sometimes were changed to test
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the adaptability of commanders and staff. Observers evaluated all phases
of the exercise using a 1,000-point scale. Some units underwent computer
exercises in preparation for these (and other) events.
From 2006 through 2015, roughly 35 infantry and armored divisions and brigades participated in the series of Stride-2009, Mission
Action–2010, Mission Action–2013, Stride-2014, and Stride-2015 exercises, which were organized by all seven MR headquarters (see appendix
1 for a chart listing each exercise and the red force unit involved). In 2014,
for the first time, artillery and air defense brigades were tested in the series
of 10 Firepower-2014 transregional exercises. The Firepower-2015 series
sent seven artillery brigades to the Qingtongxia training area and seven
air defense brigades to the Shandan training area (see appendix 2 for a
chart listing each Firepower exercise and the red force unit involved). In
2015, a total of 29 brigades of all types took part in transregional training,
an all-time high for such training. None of the red forces defeated the blue
forces in any of the 29 exercises. To date, the only red force identified as
having won a transregional brigade-level exercise is the 68th Mechanized
Infantry Brigade/16th GA in Stride-2014 Zhurihe D.52 Similar to the U.S.
Army experience training at the National Training Center, red force units
coming in second in most exercises is not unusual.
In 2016, army headquarters in Beijing organized the Stride and Firepower exercise series, which involved one infantry or armored brigade and
one artillery and air defense brigade from each of the five new theaters’
area of responsibility for a total of 15 exercises.53 In 2017, as below-theneck reforms were under way, army headquarters organized four of the
nine Stride and Firepower exercises.54 No sponsor was designated for the
other five exercises. The Chinese media only reported on four of these
exercises, Stride-2017 Zhurihe (combined arms), Firepower-2017 Qingtongxia (artillery), Firepower-2017 Shandan (air defense), and Sharp
Edge–2017 Queshan (the first for SOF units). The reduction in number
of transregional exercises probably was related to the disruption caused
by the creation of new joint and service headquarters, which were focused
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on organizing and training their own newly assigned personnel to perform their duties. If, as expected, transregional joint exercises continue
in future years, most probably will be organized and overseen by the
various TC headquarters, following the guidance that the “CMC is in
overall control, theaters are responsible for operations, and the services
are responsible for construction” [junwei guanzong, zhanqu zhuzhan,
junzhong zhujian, 军委管总, 战区主战, 军种主建].
The 15 transregional exercises held in 2016 specifically were intended
to address the leadership problem of the Five Cannots.55 These exercises
were further targeted to improve SOF, electronic countermeasures, army
aviation, and other new-type combat forces capabilities, while operating
jointly with air force and Strategic Support Force units.56 The units participating in 2016 transregional exercises are identified in table 2. Units from
11 of the then 18 group armies participated.
Reviewing the units involved in the totality of transregional exercises,
it is apparent that units from all MRs and theaters participated in mostly
equal proportions. Of the over 70 transregional exercises conducted from
2006 to 2016, only the 58th Light Mechanized Infantry Brigade/20th GA and
235th Motorized Infantry Brigade/27th GA are known to have participated
in more than one exercise. This implies that no unit or region is considered
more important than another and that all units must be prepared to conduct operations outside their home areas.
Another important development is the shift from both divisions and
brigades participating from 2006 to 2013 to only brigades in 2014 and the
expansion of the exercises to include artillery and air defense brigades. Perhaps even more significant, however, Mission Action–2013C was commanded
by the air force in a major step toward jointness in the PLA. This segment of
the three-part exercise primarily was an aerial exercise with support from
ground-based missile and naval units.57 Since that time, both navy and air
force headquarters have commanded a handful of other joint exercises.58
Units not participating in transregional events conduct a variety of
exercises within their home regions, some of which are joint, such as annual
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amphibious landing training. Many of these large exercises are named and
receive Chinese media attention, but not all are publicized. They follow an
annual training plan previously promulgated by MR headquarters, but in
the future will probably be a joint effort involving both TC and service headquarters passed down to TC army headquarters for execution. Training plans
highlight functions to be emphasized over the year, such as night operations
or air support to ground operations, and also must coordinate and deconflict
other training and operational events, such as exercises with foreign countries, military competitions, parades, and peacekeeping (PKO) deployments.
Because of the reorganization under way in 2016, some training events
were slight aberrations from previous practice. Although the army participated in nearly 20 exercises with foreign militaries in 2016, Chinese
participation was relatively small in scale. A few examples include:
■
■

■

■
■

■

Khan Quest 2016, an international PKO exercise in Mongolia
Exercise Tropic Twilight–2016, in which the PLA sent seven personnel
to a disaster relief exercise in New Zealand
Exercise Kowari 2016, involving small units from China, the United
States, and Australia
Panda-Kangaroo 2016, with Chinese and Australia forces
ADMM-Plus, a humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, medical exercise
in Thailand involving 18 countries with some 450 to 500 PLA personnel
Peace Mission 2016, for which the PLA dispatched 270 personnel to an
anti-terrorist exercise in Kyrgyzstan.

Perhaps the most important aspect of these exercises was that the Southern TC oversaw the joint deployment to the ADMM-Plus exercise and the
Western TC was in charge of Peace Mission 2016.59 In 2017, while units were
being reorganized, the number of army exercises with foreign militaries
was cut to about six.
In previous years, most army exercises with foreign countries focused
on anti-terrorist missions—sometimes with a heavy conventional combat
role as seen in the Peace Mission series—and humanitarian/disaster relief
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operations. Many exercises were relatively small, involving a company-size
or smaller element, frequently featuring SOF personnel. The number of army
exercises held annually has generally increased from year to year, from 1 in
2002 when the first event was held to 10 or more since 2014, depending on
what exercises are included. Although units from all MRs have participated
in exercises with foreign militaries, MRs on China’s western and southern
borders (Lanzhou, Chengdu, and Guangzhou) provided troops most often.
Though the PLA has sent units to international military competitions
in previous years, in 2016 the level of their participation was unprecedented.
The 14th GA sent 10 personnel to a jungle patrol competition in Brazil, and
the 26th GA sent 5 personnel from a SOF brigade to a sniper competition in
Kazakhstan.60 But the PLA’s largest level of participation was at the International Army Games in Russia from July 30 to August 13, involving 1,066
personnel from all services, multiple GAs, and 11 provinces. Army units
competed in 17 events including “armor, artillery, air defense, reconnaissance, engineering, chemical defense, special warfare, aviation, airborne
and other professional operations, as well as repair, field kitchen, health
service and other support.”61 In total, PLA teams competed in 21 events and
“won the first place in one contest, the second place in eighteen contests,
and the third place in two contests.”62 The PLA used its own Type-96Bs
in the tank competition, while all other participants used Russian-made
T-72B3s.63 The PLA team finished second, with one tank losing a road wheel
during the competition.64 This trend of active participation in international
competitions continued in the 2017 training season.
United Nations (UN) Peacekeeping Operations are another significant
category of activity that has been exclusively assigned to army units. Like
other high-profile events, responsibility for providing troops to UN PKO
deployments has been distributed throughout most of the army, though it
appears that units from the former Nanjing MR have not been so tasked.
For example, units from Shenyang MR’s 16th and 39th GAs provided troops
to the mission to Mali; units from the Beijing MR and the 27th and 38th GAs
have provided units for the missions in Liberia, Congo, and South Sudan;
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Lanzhou MR’s 21st GA and Xinjiang MD units have also sent units to the
Congo; elements from Yunnan and the 13th and 14th GAs have been sent
to Lebanon; and all GAs from the former Jinan MR have participated in
deployments to Sudan, South Sudan, and Darfur.
The vast majority of units and personnel deployed to UN PKO mission
have been engineers and transport and medical specialists. However, in
January 2012, the PLA sent a “guard unit” from the 162nd Motorized Infantry Division/54th GA/Jinan MR to South Sudan and a “guard detachment”
from the Shenyang MR to Mali in late 2013.65 The size of these forces ranged
from about a platoon to company size (170 personnel). In late 2014, the army
deployed its first infantry battalion to the mission in South Sudan. The
700-strong force was composed of personnel from a motorized infantry
brigade in the 26th GA and two companies from a division of the 54th GA.66
While press reports called this an “organic infantry battalion,” it was in fact
a composite battalion formed from units from two different group armies.
The second rotation in 2015 apparently was an organic infantry battalion,
this time from the 20th GA.67 While PLA infantry battalion commanders
usually are majors, it is notable that colonels (two ranks higher than majors)
were assigned as commanders of these PKO battalions. This could indicate
both the PLA’s attitude that these are important missions for which a higher
ranking commander is appropriate and a lack of confidence that a major is
ready for such responsibilities.
By assigning PKO missions to many units, the army has allowed the
responsibility and experience of overseas deployments to be shared by multiple headquarters. This indicates senior leadership trust in the abilities of units
from various parts of China to perform these highly visible missions and the
desire for many to learn from overseas deployments. Prior to deployment,
units undergo specialized preparatory training, which removes them from
routine responsibilities for an even longer period than the 8 months to a year
that they are deployed. Depending on circumstances, units from any part of
the army may also be deployed on domestic disaster relief missions. Though
emergencies may interrupt routine training, these deployments provide units
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with excellent opportunities for small unit leadership problem-solving and
real-world helicopter, communications, and logistics support operations,
often in adverse weather and terrain conditions.

New Logistics Arrangements
The traditional support model of our army is weak, with specialties not
unified, backward technologies, and scattered resources making it difficult
to complete system support tasks based on information systems.68
After the establishment of the General Armament Department in 1998,
armament (or equipment) departments were added to headquarters
organizations throughout the PLA. Among other duties, the Armament
Department was in charge of equipment repair and maintenance as well as
ammunition supply. The Logistics Department was responsible for finance,
supply, fuel, food, uniforms, health care, and housing. However, these
responsibilities became intertwined at the lower levels of the operational
chain of command. For example, units in the field need to be resupplied
with ammunition at the same time they are supplied food, water, and fuel.
Transportation units need to be able to repair and perform maintenance
on vehicles anywhere when in the field. As a result, small units from both
the logistics and equipment systems often would locate themselves in the
same general vicinity when in the field, sometimes operating together.
In 2012, PLA leadership acknowledged this reality by merging the Logistics and Armament departments at division and brigade levels into a single
Support Department [baozhang bu, 保障部] and Support Office [baozhang
chu, 保障处] at the regimental level. During the 2017 reforms, group armies,
TC army headquarters, and the Xinjiang and Tibet MDs also have formed
Support departments within their headquarters.69 Moreover, each group
army has established a service support brigade that is comprised of logistics,
maintenance, communications, UAV, and electronic warfare units.70
The merger of logistics and armament departments into a single support department is consistent with the division of responsibilities between
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the CMC Logistic Support Department and Equipment Development
Department. As suggested by its name, Equipment Development focuses
primarily on equipment acquisition, research and development, and has
transferred its repair and maintenance responsibilities to the services as a
part of their “construction” responsibilities.
A major change to the former logistics structure was announced in
September 2016 with the creation of the CMC Joint Logistics Support Force
[zhongyang junwei lianqin baozhang budui, 中央军委联勤保障部队]. The
“force” is comprised of the Wuhan Joint Logistics Support Base [Wuhan
lianqin baozhang jidi, 武汉联勤保障基地] and five joint logistics support
centers [lianqin baozhang zhongxin, 联勤保障中心] at Wuxi, Guilin, Xining, Shenyang, and Zhengzhou, with one center located in each of the new
TCs.71 It appears the Joint Logistics Support Force has incorporated many
of the subordinate elements of the former 20-odd, division leader grade
joint logistics sub-departments [lianqin fenbu, 联勤分部] into its structure,
with their supply bases and depots, hospitals, and transportation units
being resubordinated among the Wuhan Joint Logistics Support Base and
the five joint logistics support centers, while some logistics units are being
transferred to the services.72 (See the chapter by Luce and Richter in this
volume for analysis of PLA logistics and the creation of the Joint Logistics
Support Force.)
The Ministry of National Defense spokesman provided a bit more
information about the responsibilities of the new logistics force, noting
that “special-purpose materials and equipment are supported by arms and
services themselves, [g]eneral-purpose materials and equipment are supported by the joint logistic support force.”73 Such a division of labor existed
previously among the former joint logistics and armament systems and the
services. A graphic described the Joint Logistics Support Force’s “focus of
support” [zhongdian baozhang, 重点保障] as finance, housing, uniforms,
food, transportation, and hospitals. Therefore, the army and other services
must retain their own logistics systems to provide the specific functions that
the new Joint Logistics Support Force does not. Exactly how that will be
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done has yet to be revealed and is probably the subject of experimentation
and eventual further modification.

Changes in Doctrine and the Education System
[Military reform] must address the shortage of officers who have a deep
knowledge of joint combat operations and advanced equipment,
[a researcher in the Human Resources Department at the PLA Xi’an
Political Academy] said. “We have developed and deployed many
cutting-edge weapons, including some that are the best in the world, but
there are not enough soldiers to use many of those advanced weapons,”
he said. “In some cases, soldiers lack knowledge and expertise to
make the best use of their equipment.”74
The changes in PLA command and control, force structure, and logistics system will necessitate adjustments to its operating procedures and
methods, what may also be called doctrine. The shift to a more joint,
maritime-oriented force will also require changes to the way the PLA educates and trains its officers and NCOs. (See the chapter by Wuthnow and
Saunders in this volume for more details.)
An obvious consequence of the 300,000-man reduction is that the
number of officers in the PLA will be reduced. One report predicted that
half of the total cuts would affect officers.75 Accordingly, the number
of cadets selected to attend the PLA and People’s Armed Police system
of academies was reduced in 2016 and 2017 from the 2015 intake. See
appendix 3 for the numbers announced from 2005 to 2017. (The manner
by which these numbers have been reported has varied over time, sometimes making year-to-year comparisons difficult.) Moreover, in 2017,
PLA Daily announced that the National Defense Student program, which
began around the year 2000, will no longer recruit (and pay) high school
graduates or students already in college; instead, the military will select
and recruit national defense students from graduates of civilian institutes
of higher learning.76 This change to the National Defense Student program
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suggests that perhaps the system was not producing the results previously
expected and that by selecting graduates, rather than freshmen, the PLA
can adjust the numbers based on current needs and the students’ functional majors as required.
Just as important, the areas of study for the new students will be
adjusted to better support the changing force structure. In 2016, the CMC
Training Administration Department announced:
Compared with last year, 24 percent fewer students will be admitted
to studies related to the army, including the infantry and artillery,
while logistic and support departments will see their recruits fall
by 45 percent. . . . In comparison, students studying in aviation,
missile, and maritime fields will increase by 14 percent. The number
of recruits in sectors where there is an urgent need, such as space
intelligence, radar and drones, will rise by 16 percent.77
These percentages show the army (and logistics forces) coming in second
once more to the other services and the Strategic Support Force. Similarly, the
number of PLA graduate students will be reduced in 2017, and their fields of
study altered to support new requirements, most of which are not in the army:
the number of graduate students will be reduced to 6,000 and that
of doctoral students to 1,475, a decrease of 16.7 percent and 19.2
percent year-on-year, respectively. The goals of the enrolment
plan in 2017 are to reduce the enrolment of students majoring in
science, engineering, and medicine, and to increase the recruitment of those majoring in military-related fields, especially the
fields that are closely related to construction of new-type combat
forces, including strategic early warning, military aerospace,
air defense and anti-missile, information-based operation, and
strategic projection.78
As the services are rebalanced in the future, the components of the PLA
education system will likely continue to be modified to provide appropriate
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numbers of graduates for each service and functional specialty, not only
for officers but also for NCOs. For example, former academies have been
merged or consolidated. Additionally, curricula in all PLA academies and
universities can be expected to change to better prepare officers and NCOs
for joint and combined arms operations. In particular, courses for staff
officers and NCOs from battalion level up must focus on the integration of
all the new types of high-technology weapons and support required to conduct maritime and aerospace operations in addition to campaigns on land.
Some of this work likely will also be conducted at training bases at various
points in a soldier’s career after graduation from an academy or university.
In the coming years, both the PLA’s education and training systems will
have to work in unison to change “Big Army” [dalujun, 大陆军] thinking that
has dominated the Chinese military for nearly a century. This shift in mindset
will not occur quickly and not without pain for many still on active duty.
Compared to the “old soldiers,” this change will be easier for younger, more
junior personnel and those just entering the service. But it is not assured that
the international environment and the senior civilian Chinese leadership will
be accommodating enough to allow the PLA the time it needs to make all the
refinements it deems necessary to develop a modernized education structure
to prepare officers and NCOs for advanced system-of-systems operations.

Conclusion
Improving the army’s combat strength has become a major focus.
But the modernization level of the Chinese army is inadequate to
safeguard national security, and it lags far behind advanced global peers.
The Chinese army is not capable enough of waging modern warfare, and
officers lack command skills for modern warfare.79
The epigraph is one of the few instances, if not the only example, of the Two
Large Gaps and Two Inabilities assessments in English carried by the Chinese
military media (though it did not include those specific names). These and
other self-assessments of the PLA’s overall and functional capabilities have
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not made it into any of the series of defense white papers intended primarily
for foreign consumption. Instead, the countless inward-looking criticisms
are directed at the PLA itself in its Chinese-language media. They usually are
found after a description of some type of progress the PLA has achieved. But
most importantly, they underscore that everyone must work harder before
the PLA can join the ranks of advanced militaries.
Despite the new uniforms and equipment and glowing reports in the
Chinese media, despite the parades (there is little doubt that the PLA can
outperform all foreign competition on the parade ground), despite new
cyber, space, and missile capabilities, as much as it looks like a modern
force, the PLA has yet to demonstrate that it can operate with the first tier
of advanced militaries throughout the world. While true for the PLA as a
whole, this judgment applies even more to the army.
Based only on the types of organizational reforms in motion and
the open source reporting of the type and content of exercises the PLA
conducts, the emphasis on improving leadership and staff abilities and
conducting joint and combined arms operations is warranted. For the
army, it seems likely that many individual soldiers, squads, platoons, and
companies can perform their missions proficiently. (The level of tactical
proficiency may vary from unit to unit and be higher in some units in
other services.) But putting these units together to operate as combined
arms teams at battalion level, acting independently or as part of larger units
in joint operations, is an acknowledged shortcoming. The PLA’s ultimate
objective frequently is referred to in the Chinese literature as “turning
strong fingers [small units/service arms] into a hard fist [combined arms/
joint operations].”80 The below-the-neck reforms that created combined
arms brigades and battalions may help in achieving this objective, but
without properly educated and trained battalion commanders and staff,
it may result in small units from the non-infantry or armored branches
assigned to combined arms brigades not being as fully prepared to perform
their specific battlefield functions as they would be if they were part of a
larger brigade of their own specialty.
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Fixing these problems has been a perpetual training objective and
requires additional changes in education, unit structure, and doctrine that
must be formalized and implemented throughout the entire army, not just
in experimental units. While the PLA has begun to address these issues over
the past 10 to 15 years, many other militaries have conducted combined
arms operations at the battalion level and joint operations employing larger
formations in combat for multiple decades, and even they must continue
to refine organization, tactics, and procedures based on changing realities.
As the army seeks to address these challenges, it also is attempting to
demonstrate that it has a role in the PLA’s larger maritime doctrine. Several
new types of combat forces can contribute to operations conducted beyond
China’s landmass: helicopter units are now operating over water or from
ships and may conduct attack and reconnaissance missions at sea; SOF
units can be delivered to distant targets by a variety of means to conduct
raids and reconnaissance; long-range multiple rocket launcher units, air
defense, and electronic warfare units can be integrated into multiservice
groups to defend China’s exclusive economic zones; and army UAVs can
be integrated into surveillance operations and perhaps eventually strike
missions. Such missions, however, will be conducted as part of joint operations and all levels of army headquarters must be equipped and trained
to function within that joint structure.
The tasks described above mainly involve units up to battalion size;
getting larger units, especially conventional infantry and armored brigades,
to distant battlefields will require strategic air and sea lift from the other
services or civilian assets beyond the army’s span of control. Once again,
lack of strategic lift is an acknowledged PLA shortfall, but one that is beginning to be addressed by adding Y-20 large transport aircraft and a variety
of amphibious ships and vessels (for example, Type-071 LPDs and Zubr
air-cushioned craft) to the PLA, augmented by civilian aircraft and roll-on/
roll-off ships, some of which are now designed to military specifications.
Though senior army leaders have been assigned to the vast majority
of new joint command and senior staff positions, the stage has been set for
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non-army leaders to move into more of these slots in the future. With Vice
Admiral Yuan Yubai’s promotion to commander of the Southern TC and
air force General Yi Xiaoguang’s assignment as Central TC commander,
the PLA has achieved a milestone in its modernization program and quest
for jointness. Likewise, in the future, more joint exercises must be organized and led by non-army officers and staffs if the PLA is to acquire the
joint capabilities necessary to conduct maritime and aerospace campaigns.
As all this occurs, the army will lose the dominant role it enjoyed in past
decades. The difficulty in changing the PLA’s institutional mindset from
an army-led land power to an advanced maritime/aerospace joint force
capable of operating far beyond China’s shores—and the time required to
achieve these objectives—should not be underestimated. To accomplish its
modernization goals, the army will have to accept its position as the PLA’s
biggest loser, now and far into the future, or else squander the progress
made since China’s last major conflict with a foreign enemy.
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Appendix 1. Red Units (Inf/Arm Divs/Bdes) in Major Named Transregional
Exercises, 2006–2015
MR
2006/2008 Stride(Total
2009
Exercises
2006–2015)
Shenyang (5) 2006: UI
exercise,
190 th Mech
Inf Bde
(39 th GA)

Jinan (6)

Nanjing (5)

61st (“Red
Army”) Div
(21st GA)
Sharpening 162nd Mtr
Troops 2008, Inf Div
58 th Lt Mech (54th GA)
Bde
(20 th GA);
Joint 2008,
138 th Mtr
Inf Bde
(26th GA)

139 th Mech
Inf Bde (47th
GA)

3

4

Stride2015
(Zhurihe)

68 th Mech
Inf Bde
(16th GA)
Note: the
only Red
Unit judged
to have
“won”
235th Mech
Inf Bde
(27th GA)

119 th Mtr Inf
Bde
(40 th GA);
UI Arm Bde
(40 th GA)

58 th Lt Mech UI Mech
Inf Bde
Inf Bde
(26th GA)
(20 th GA)

Part A: 86th
Mtr Inf Div
(31st GA)

121st Mtr Inf
Div (41st GA)

Chengdu (4)

Stride2014
(Zhurihe/
Sanjie)

80 th Mtr Inf
Bde (27th
GA); 235th
Mtr Inf Bde
(27th GA);
UI Arm Bde
(65th GA)
55th Mtr Inf UI Arm Bde
Bde (47th GA) (21st GA)

188 th Mech
Inf Bde
(27th GA)

Guangzhou
(5)

Total 35

Mission
Action2013

115th Mech
Inf Div
(39 th GA)

Beijing (5)

Lanzhou (5)

Mission
Action2010

149 th Mech
Inf Div
(13th GA)
3

UI Arm Bde
(12th GA);
34th Mech
Inf Bde
(12th GA)
Part B: 124th 122nd Mech
Amph Mech Inf Bde
Inf Div
(41st GA)
(42nd GA)
UI Arm Bde
(14th GA)
2

8

Stride2015
(Taonan/
Sanjie/
Queshan)

Mtr Inf Bde
(47th GA)
UI Arm Bde
(54th GA)

3rd Mtr Inf 179 th Mtr Inf
Bde (1st GA) (12th GA)

UI Arm Bde
(41st GA)

UI Arm Bde
(42nd GA)

42nd Mtr Inf
Bde
(14th GA)
10

52nd Mnt Inf
Bde
(Tibet MD)
5

Source: Chinese media reports.
Key: Amph: amphibious; Arm: armored; Bde: brigade; Div: division; GA: group army; Inf: infantry; Lt:
light; Mech: mechanized; Mtn: mountain; Mtr: motorized; UI: unidentified.
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Appendix 2. Units Participating in Artillery and Air Defense Transregional
Exercises, 2014–2015
Firepower-2014
(Total live exercises: 10)
*Nanjing Part A: Nanjing Artillery
Academy and 38 th GA Artillery Brigade

Firepower-2015
(Qingtongxia)
(Total live exercises: 7)

Firepower-2015
(Shandan)
(Total live exercises: 7)

*Nanjing Part A: Nanjing Artillery
Academy and 20 th GA Artillery
Brigade

*Zhengzhou: Air Defense Academy and *Nanjing Part D: Nanjing Artillery
Academy and 16th GA Artillery
47th GA Air Defense Brigade
Brigade
*Leting: Air Defense Academy and 40 th
GA Air Defense Brigade
Korla Part A: 1st GA Long-range Rocket
Brigade

Qingtongxia Part A:
20 th GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part A:
28 th GA Air Defense Brigade

Shandan: Tibet MD Air Defense
Brigade

Qingtongxia Part B:
13th GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part B:
Xinjiang MD Air Defense
Brigade

Taonan Part A: 65th GA Artillery Brigade Qingtongxia Part C:
47th GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part C:
13th GA Air Defense Brigade

Korla Part A: 31st GA Artillery Brigade
(with long-range rockets)

Qingtongxia Part D:
16th GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part D:
54th GA Air Defense Brigade

Korla Part B: 42nd GA Long-range
Rocket Brigade

Qingtongxia Part E:
1st GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part E:
41st GA Air Defense Brigade

Taonan Part B: 38 th GA Artillery Brigade Qingtongxia Part F:
42nd GA Artillery Brigade

Shandan Part F:
16th GA Air Defense Brigade

Weibei Part A: 13th GA Air Defense
Brigade

Shandan Part G:
31st GA Air Defense Brigade

Qingtongxia Part G:
27th GA Artillery Brigade

Xuanhua: 40 th GA Artillery Brigade
Weibei Part B: 14th GA Air Defense
Brigade
Sanjie: 26th GA Artillery Brigade

Source: Chinese media reports.
Key: MD: military district; GA: group army.
* Denotes preparatory computer exercise.
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Appendix 3. Annual Intake of Students for PLA and PAP Academies
Year

High School
Students for
PLA and PAP
Academies

High School
Students for
National Defense
Students
(PLA + PAP)

PAP Academies
and National
Defense
Students

NCOs/Conscripts
into PLA and PAP
Academies

Total

2017

12,000

4,800

16,800

2016

14,500

4,700

5,900

25,100

2015

15,700

6,000

5,300

27,000

2014

15,000

5,000

2012

15,000

8,000

6,000

31,000

2011

20,000

8,000

(Not specified,
included among
the 20,000)

28,000

2010

15,000+2,200=17,200

6,000+850=6,850

4,100

28,150

2009

15,000

7,500

7,190

29,690

2008

10,000

10,000

20,000

2007

10,000

11,000

21,000

2006

10,000

10,000

5,000

25,000

2005

20,000

12,000

5,000

37,000

2004

20,000

8,000

3,800

23,800

2013

28,000

Source: Chinese media reports.
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CH A P T ER 11

MAKING SENSE OF
CHINA’S MISSILE FORCES
David C. Logan

S

ince the start of the country’s nuclear weapons programs, China’s leaders have emphasized the development of missile forces. This interest
in missiles was initially focused on the development of interconti-

nental ballistic missiles to deliver nuclear weapons but has since expanded
to include a large and expanding force of conventionally armed short-,
medium-, and intermediate-range ballistic and cruise missiles for regional
military operations.1 In the past two decades, the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) Rocket Force (formerly the Second Artillery)—the military organization responsible for operating China’s nuclear and land-based conventional
missile forces—has been transformed from a small force operating liquid-fueled nuclear-armed ballistic missiles to a much larger and more modern
force increasingly equipped with solid-fueled ballistic missiles. The majority
of these missiles are now conventional rather than nuclear.
Changes in China’s missile forces cannot be understood without referring to the broader context in which they are occurring. Jeffrey Lewis has
argued that changes in China’s missile forces have usually been a function
of broad changes in China’s political environment and bureaucratic structures, with ideological and strategic considerations of only secondary and
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tertiary importance.2 The most recent military reforms have continued
in this trend by demonstrating the importance of broader political and
organizational changes in altering the structure and policies of China’s
missile forces. The reforms also raise the possibility of a more powerful and
independent Rocket Force, a development that could increase the salience
of strategic considerations in how China develops, sizes, and postures its
missile forces. Depending on its institutional preferences, a more powerful
Rocket Force might change China’s missile forces in important ways, such
as prioritizing conventional missions over nuclear missions or lobbying for
nuclear forces to begin adopting the more assertive operational practices
common to conventional elements.
This chapter attempts to answer some of the questions raised by the
technological and organizational changes sweeping China’s missile forces.
First, it reviews the history and evolution of China’s missile forces as guided
by technological and bureaucratic influences. Second, it describes key features of the organizational structure and operational practices of China’s
missile forces on the eve of the 2016 reforms. Third, it examines the impact
of the recent military reforms on the missile forces. Finally, it assesses the
implications of recent changes for the future of China’s missile forces,
including its orientation toward either the nuclear or conventional mission
sets and its relationship with other military units. The chapter employs a
range of sources, including unclassified and declassified reports from the
U.S. Government, Chinese state propaganda, displays of missile forces in
parades and on state television, disclosures on social media, commercial
satellite imagery, computer models, and open-source Chinese press reports
on missile force organization, exercises, and capabilities.

Evolution of the Second Artillery Force
The Second Artillery was created in 1966, just 2 years after China’s first
successful nuclear test at Lop Nor.3 Though work had begun on missile
systems a decade earlier, the Second Artillery was assigned responsibility
for wielding these weapons. At its founding, the Second Artillery was not an
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official military service [junzhong, 军种], but rather an “independent branch
[bingzhong, 兵种] that is considered equal to the services.”4 For decades, the
Second Artillery operated a small and relatively unsophisticated force of
liquid-fueled nuclear-armed missiles. The modern incarnation of China’s
missile forces, the PLA Rocket Force, operates a larger force of increasingly
mobile solid-fueled missiles armed with nuclear and conventional warheads.
The following section examines some of the key bureaucratic and
technological drivers that have influenced the evolution of China’s missile
forces and the organization charged with operating them.5
Bureaucratic Changes
The evolution of China’s missile forces has been significantly influenced by
bureaucratic changes, as different organizations have guided the country’s
nuclear and missile policies. During the first several decades, China’s decisionmaking about nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles was dominated
by the bureaucracy responsible for defense research and development, the
National Defense Science and Technology Commission (NDSTC) [guofang
kewei, 国防科委] led by Nie Rongzhen from 1958 to 1975 and Zhang Aiping
from 1975 to 1982. In this early period, the Second Artillery, which was not
established until 1966, does not seem to have been a powerful or important
player in shaping China’s nuclear forces.6
NDSTC remained the dominant force, although its influence waned
in the 1980s with the retirements of Nie and his deputy, Zhang. By the late
1990s, NDSTC, under the leadership of Nie’s son-in-law, was weak enough
to be replaced in 1998 with a PLA entity, the General Armaments Department (GAD) [zong zhuangbei bu, 总装备部]. This change was intended
to make the weapons research and development process more responsive
to the demands of an increasingly professional PLA and its constituent
services. However, there are reasons to believe that the GAD remained a
powerful and somewhat independent bureaucratic entity. Despite the significance of the creation of the GAD, it did not usher in dramatic changes
in China’s nuclear armed-missile force.7
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Technological Changes
Technological advancements have been one of the key drivers of change in
China’s missile forces. As part of its ongoing nuclear modernization efforts,
China has largely replaced its silo-based and roll-out liquid-fueled missiles
with mobile solid-fueled missiles, has deployed new conventionally armed
missiles, and has taken steps to improve the ability of its missile forces to
penetrate adversary ballistic missile defenses.
China’s first generation of ballistic missiles were liquid-fueled—the
DF-2, DF-3, DF-4, and DF-5. The DF-2, with a range of approximately
1,000 kilometers, provided a rudimentary regional deterrent capability
until it was phased out of the force in the 1980s. The regional deterrent
was bolstered by the intermediate-range DF-3, credited with a range of
roughly 3,000 kilometers, though this missile is believed to have recently
been completely removed from the force. The DF-4, with a range of at least
5,500 kilometers, extended the reach of China’s missile forces to Moscow
and Guam. The silo-based DF-5, with an estimated range of more than
12,000 kilometers, formed the backbone of China’s intercontinental force,
providing the ability to strike the continental United States.
While some of these missiles were in development from the early
1960s, in March 1965 China established a plan to develop four missiles
in 8 years [banian sidan, 八年四弹], culminating in an intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM).8 While some sources describe these four missiles
in terms of their progressively longer ranges—the ability to strike Japan,
followed by the Philippines, then Guam, and ultimately the continental
United States—the real innovation embodied in the banian sidan plan
was structuring the ICBM program around incremental technical goals.
In retrospect, the DF-1 represented successful copy production, while the
DF-2 was an indigenized Soviet missile. The subsequent missiles represented technical advances. The DF-3 was the first effort to cluster engines
and use storable propellant (unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine instead of
liquid oxygen). The DF-4 was the first effort at staging, using a DF-3 as a
first stage. Ultimately, the DF-5 integrated all these technical achievements
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into a full-range ICBM, making a number of technical improvements that
allowed Chinese designers to create the massive missile.9
China completed these developmental goals in order, and largely on
time. In the case of the DF-5, the successful test in 1971 was followed by
a long period of disruption during the Cultural Revolution. China would
conduct a full-range test in 1980 as part of the “three grasps” campaign to
complete the unfinished business of the 1960s and 1970s—an operational
ICBM, a submarine-launched ballistic missile, and a communications satellite. 10 An important cautionary note is that the completion of flight testing
does not signal the end of development. Flight testing appears to continue as
long as a missile is in service, though after deployment flight tests move from
research organizations, such as the China Academy of Launch Technology
[zhongguo yunzai huojian jishu yanjiuyuan, 中国运载火箭技术研究院], to
the operational tests by either the Second Artillery’s equipment department
or operational brigades.11 China often continues to make evolutionary
improvements following the successful production of a missile. For example,
after initial DF-3 testing and deployment, China conducted a second flight
test series in the mid-1980s to produce the longer range DF-3A.
The DF-4 and DF-5 both remain in the PLA Rocket Force inventory.
China undertook a program to improve the DF-5 in the mid-2000s, which
the U.S. Intelligence Community calls the DF-5A. In September 2015, China
paraded a missile marked DF-5B that reportedly has multiple warheads.
China’s nuclear-armed ballistic missiles are, in general, too small to be able
to carry multiple warheads. The DF-5 was long understood to be a possible
exception to this rule. It is China’s largest ICBM and is massive, with a throw
weight of a few thousand tons. The reentry vehicle for China’s smallest nuclear
warhead, developed for the road-mobile DF-31 ICBM, weighs 500 kilograms.
U.S. analysts have long noted that China might be able to place three or possibly four such warheads on the DF-5. The appearance of the DF-5B during
the September 2015 parade suggests that China has done it.12
In January 1985, the State Council and Central Military Commission
reorganized China’s missile programs to develop a new generation of
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solid-fueled missiles to replace the nuclear-armed liquid fueled missiles of
the 1965 banian sidan plan. China’s current generation of strategic missiles
dates to this period: the 1,750-kilometer range DF-21/JL-1 to replace the
DF-3; the 7,000-kilometer range DF-31/JL-2 to replace the DF-4; and the
DF-41 ICBM to replace the DF-5. China had begun research on solid-fueled
ballistic missiles in the 1960s, work that was focused on development of
a submarine-launched ballistic missile. Work proceeded slowly through
the 1970s, culminating in a March 1985 meeting where Nie’s deputy and
successor, Zhang Aiping, apparently ridiculed the notion of a sea-based
deterrent by arguing that a Chinese submarine armed with the JL-1 would
have to travel to the Arabian Sea for Moscow to be within range.13 China
subsequently emphasized the land-based variant, the DF-21.14
In the mid-1980s, Deng Xiaoping extended the timeline for the construction of the second submarine, a decision that amounted to cancelation of the
program. The Xia-class submarine has never gone on patrol and is usually
described as not operational and not deployed. It is possible that Chinese leaders might order the submarine armed with nuclear weapons in an extreme
crisis, but this seems unlikely in the normal course of events. China continued
development of a land-based variant of the JL-1, successfully testing the DF-21
in 1985.15 Although China reportedly stood up the first DF-21 operational
test and evaluation unit in 1985 in Jilin Province, the widespread conversion
of the DF-3 to DF-21 units did not begin until the late 1990s. Establishment
of operational test and evaluation units and flight testing occurs well ahead
of full rate production and initial operational capability.
China first tested the DF-21 in May 1985. It then began a range extension program in August 1985, which eventually produced the DF-21A.
(Development on the JL-1 appears to have stopped after an aborted program
in the mid-1980s to develop underwater ignition.16) Testing on the DF-21
continued through the mid-1990s, with deployments beginning in the
mid-1990s and continuing as the DF-21A gradually replaced older DF-3A
missiles.17 The range and deployment locations of the DF-21A suggest that
it serves a regional deterrent role.18 While research and development of the
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DF-31/JL-2 began in the mid-1980s, flight testing of the DF-31 started in
August 1999.19 Flight testing was probably completed by the mid-2000s.
The JL-2 sea-launched variant suffered a series of testing failures until the
most recent cycle of testing in August 2012, which appears to have been
successful.20 (China has constructed at least four Jin-class ballistic missile
submarines and appears to have deployed the JL-2 on them as of 2017.21
Given the limited range of the JL-2, which cannot reach the continental
United States from its base on Hainan Island, there is speculation that China
may move on to a longer range version of the missile, usually called the JL-3).
The original DF-41 program gave way to a range-extended DF-31, called
the DF-31A, which has been operationally deployed with the Rocket Force.
Only in recent years has China resumed work on the DF-41. It has
tested the DF-41 six times since 2012, with a noticeable increase in the pace
of testing since August 2015. There are reports that China is considering
rail-mobile deployment for the DF-41. China explored rail-mobile basing modes for the DF-4 during the mid-1970s but concluded that basing
the DF-4 in caves under high mountains was a more feasible approach.
Rail-mobile deployment would offer some advantages; as missiles become
larger, road-mobility becomes a challenge, both for the transporter itself
and for the supporting network of roads and bridges. The DF-41 can
reportedly accommodate multiple warheads.22 Based on the limited public
information about the size of China’s nuclear warheads, the DF-41 would
need to resemble the U.S. Peacekeeper missile in size to accommodate about
four reentry vehicles.
The Second Artillery was originally established to operate China’s
nuclear deterrent, but China has also developed and deployed a substantial force of conventionally armed missiles. This began in the mid-1980s,
and the missiles were intended for export as the defense industry came
under budgetary pressure. These missiles, initially the DF-15 and DF-25,
appeared in Pakistan as the Shaheen I and Shaheen II. China has developed
a large number of short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs), although the
current Rocket Force inventory appears to comprise variants of the DF-11,
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DF-15, and DF-16 missiles.23 (The DF-16 appears to be a heavily modified
DF-11.) In addition to this series of conventionally armed SRBMs, China
has deployed conventional variants of the DF-21 and a land-attack cruise
missile called the CJ-10. China is also developing a new intermediate-range
ballistic missile, the DF-26. The DF-26 is likely to be a two-stage missile that
offers longer range and greater throw-weight than the DF-21 and DF-25.
China also displayed a transporter-erector-launcher with a missile canister
for the DF-26 in its August 2015 parade to commemorate the end of World
War II. The narration provided on Chinese television pointedly noted that
the missile could carry both conventional and nuclear warheads.24
Finally, China is taking steps to improve the ability of its nuclear forces
to penetrate missile defenses. In January 2014, and again in August, China
tested a hypersonic glide vehicle. Some open-source information seems
to suggest that the test was a failure, while other sources argue that it succeeded.25 The U.S. National Air and Space Intelligence Center has stated that
the hypersonic glide vehicle under development “is associated with [China’s]
nuclear deterrent forces.”26 One possible clue is in the name of the system.
The Chinese designation appears to be “DF-ZF,” which probably stands
for [dongfeng zairu feixingqi, 东风-再入飞行器] or “DF-Reentry Vehicle.”27
This description of the evolution of China’s ballistic missile force
indicates that the technology push that marked the first generation of
Chinese missiles is alive and well. The Chinese defense industry continues
to produce incremental improvements on fielded systems, including range
extensions, improvements in accuracy, and the ability to employ different
types of conventional and nuclear warheads.

The Second Artillery on the Eve of the Reforms
Thanks to the bureaucratic and technological drivers described thus far, the
Second Artillery that existed on the eve of the 2015 military reforms differed
markedly from the Second Artillery at its founding. This section reviews key
aspects of the force structure and operational features of the Second Artillery
on the eve of the reforms. We discuss Second Artillery leadership and the
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organization of its missile bases and subordinate missile launch units. These
features appear largely unchanged following the reforms, with the exception
of improved integration of conventional Rocket Force missile brigades with
the new theater commands (TCs). We close with a brief discussion of China’s
sea-based and aircraft-launched nuclear weapons.
Structure
The organizational structure of the Second Artillery (now the PLA Rocket
Force) is more complicated than a simple table showing the number of
missile launchers or missiles. Far more than a single truck is needed to
conduct launch operations. A brigade of missile launchers requires support
vehicles, as well as an infrastructure to maintain the vehicles, missiles, and
warheads and to support the people who perform these tasks. As a result, it
is necessary to consider the Rocket Force as an organization.28
The Rocket Force is commanded by a full general, who from 2004 to
2017 was also a member of the Central Military Commission. The Rocket
Force political commissar is a theater leader grade officer and chairs the
Rocket Force Party Committee. The commander serves as vice chairman
of the Party committee.29 The force is divided into six bases (sometimes
called armies) numbered 61–66, each led by an army leader grade officer.30
Bases 61–66 oversee subordinate launch brigades and support regiments.
The Rocket Force also oversees a separate base, Base 67 (formerly Base 22),
which is responsible for maintaining China’s stockpile of nuclear warheads.
The Rocket Force leadership also oversees three training bases and an
engineering base headquartered in Luoyang. The engineering base, which
was established in 2012, oversees a command in Hanzhong, Shaanxi, that
is primarily responsible for tunneling; a collocated “engineering technology
general group” in Luoyang, Henan, responsible for facility installation; and
a specialized engineering brigade for disaster response that is garrisoned
north of Beijing.31
Each missile base has between three and five subordinate missile
brigades, with most bases operating a mix of conventional and nuclear
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brigades. The exception is Base 61 (formerly Base 51), which operates only
conventional missiles and may have up to eight missile brigades. Within
this organizational structure, command authority is exerted from the base,
down through brigades, battalions, companies, and platoons.32 Though
most of China’s missile bases command both nuclear and conventional brigades, these two forces appear to be subject to somewhat separate command
and control arrangements. The Rocket Force’s nuclear units are believed to
report directly to the Central Military Commission, while there is evidence
that conventional units may now be under the operational command of the
theater commands.33
Table 1. China’s Ballistic Missile Inventory
U.S.
Designation
CSS-2 Mod 2

Chinese

Propellant

Mode

Range (km)

No. of
Launchers

DF-3A

Liquid

Transportable

3,000

CSS-3

DF-4

Liquid

5,500+

CSS-4 Mod 2
CSS-5 Mod 1
CSS-5 Mod 2

DF-5A
DF-21
DF-21A
DF-21C

Liquid
Solid
Solid
Solid

Silo and transportable
Silo
Road-mobile
Road-mobile
Road-mobile

?? (limited
mobility)
10–15

Solid

Road-mobile

1,500+
600

About 20
Fewer than
50
Fewer than
30
Unknown
90–110

Solid
Solid
Solid

Road-mobile
Road-mobile
Road-mobile

850+
750+
300

120–140

CSS-5
Conventional
CSS-5 Mod 5
CSS-6 Mod 1
CSS-6 Mod 2
CSS-6 Mod 3
CSS-7 Mod 1

DF-21D
DF-15/
M-9
DF-15A
DF-15B
DF-11/
M-11
DF-11A
B610
B611

12,000+
1,750+
1,750+
1,750+

Solid
Road-mobile
Solid/liquid Road-mobile
Solid
Road-mobile

600
150
150

CSS-9 Mod- B611M
X-2
CSS-10 Mod 1 DF-31
CSS-10 Mod 2 DF-31A

Solid

Road-mobile

260

Solid
Solid

Road-mobile
Road-mobile

7,000+
11,000+

CSS-11 Mod 1 DF-16
CSS-14
P12
Mod-X-1

Solid
Solid

Road-mobile
Road-mobile

800+
150

CSS-7 Mod 2
CSS-8
CSS-9 Mod 1
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More than
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Dual
launcher
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Table 1. China’s Ballistic Missile Inventory (cont.)
U.S.
Designation
CSS-14
Mod-X-2
CSS-X-15
CSS-X-16

Chinese

Propellant

Mode

Range (km)

BP12A

Solid

Road-mobile

280

M20
SY400

Solid
Solid

Road-mobile
Road-mobile

280
200

DF-26

Solid

Road-mobile

IRBM

CSS-X-20

DF-41

Solid

ICBM

CSS-NX-3

JL-1

Solid

CSS-NX-14

JL-2

Solid

JL-3

Solid

Road- or
rail mobile
Submarinelaunched
Submarinelaunched
Submarinelaunched

YJ-63
CJ-10/
DH-10

LACM
LACM

1,700+

No. of
Launchers

8 rocket
MLRS
Reported to
be dual-capable.
Not yet
deployed
Not yet
deployed

7,000+
Rumored
to be under
development

Air-launched
Groundlaunched

Key: ICBM: intercontinental ballistic missile; IRBM: intermediate-range ballistic missile; LACM: land
attack missile; MLRS: multiple launch missile system.
Notes: Table compiled by Jeffrey Lewis. The author gratefully acknowledges his contributions. Public
U.S. Government reports suggest that all DF-3A systems may have been phased out of the force.

Each brigade has launch battalions and/or launch companies that
operate a limited number of launchers. A launch platform in this context
can be a silo (as in the case of the DF-5), a cave rollout to launch site (such
as the DF-4), or, for mobile missiles, a transporter-erector-launcher. Table
1 chronicles China’s ballistic missile inventory. The missiles and launchers
also require significant communications, intelligence, and maintenance
support. The structure of brigades differs for fixed-site missiles and mobile
missiles, as well as for conventional and nuclear missiles. As a result, the
number of missiles per brigade may vary greatly between conventional missile brigades (up to 36 launchers with as many as 6 missiles per launcher),
mobile nuclear-armed missile brigades (between 6 and 12 missile launchers
per brigade), and fixed-site nuclear-armed missiles (6 or fewer silos or cave
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rollout sites.) This reflects differences in the number of battalions, companies, and launchers assigned to each unit.
When looking at unclassified U.S. Government estimates, it usually
makes sense to estimate that each nuclear-armed mobile missile brigade has
approximately eight launchers—although average does not necessarily accurately reflect each unit. For example, the National Air and Space Intelligence
Center assesses that China has 5 to 10 DF-31 missiles and “more than 15”
DF-31A missiles.34 Using an average of eight, China probably has one DF-31
brigade and two DF-31A brigades. Using the structure of bases, brigades, and
launch units, a rough order of battle for the Rocket Force is presented in table 2.
Table 2. PLA Rocket Force Organization
Base (Previous)
61 (52)

62 (53)

63 (55)

64 (56)

65 (51)
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Brigade (Previous)
HQ
611 (807)
612 (811)
613 (815)
614 (817)
615 (818)
616 (819)
617 (820)
HQ
621 (802)
622 (808)
623 (821)
624 (825)
625 (UI)
626 (825)
UI (UI)
HQ
631 (803)
632 (805)
633 (814)
634 (UI)
635 (824)
636 (826)
637 (UI)
HQ
641 (806)
642 (809)
643 (812)
644 (UI)
645? (UI)
646 (823)
HQ
651 (810)

MUCD (Previous)
96601 (96151)
96711 (96161)
96712 (96163)
96713 (96165)
96714 (96167)
96715 (96169)
96716 (96162)
96717 (96164)
96602 (96201)
96721 (96211)
96722 (96213)
96723 (96215)
96724 (96219)
96725 (96216)
96726 (96319)
96727 (UI)
96603 (96301)
96731 (96311)
96732 (96313)
96733 (96315)
96734 (UI)
96735 (96317)
96736 (96318)
96737 (UI)
96604 (96351)
96741 (96111)
96742 (96361)
96743 (96363)
96744 (UI)
96745
96746 (96365)
96605 (96101)
96751 (96113)

Location
Huangshan, Anhui
Chizhou
Jingdezhen
Shangrao
Yong’an
Meizhou
Ganzhou
Jinhua
Kunming, Yunnan
Yibin
Yuxi
Liuzhou
Qingyuan
Jianshui
Qingyuan
Puning
Huaihua, Hunan
Jingzhou
Shaoyang
Huitong
(UI)
Yichun
Shaoguan
(UI)
Lanzhou
Hancheng
Datong
Tianshui
Hanzhong
(UI)
Korle
Shenyang
Dalian

System
DF-21
DF-21A
DF-15B
DF-11A
DF-11A
DF-15
DF-15
DF-21A?
DF-31A
DH-10A?
DF-21D
(UI)
DF-21C/D? DF-26?
(UI)
DF-5B
DF-31
DF-5A?
(UI)
DH-10
DF-16
(UI)
DF-31
DF-31A
DF-31A
(UI)
(UI)
DF-21B? DF-21C?
DF-21
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Table 2. PLA Rocket Force Organization (cont.)
Base (Previous)

66 (54)

Brigade (Previous)
652 (816)
653 (822)
654 (UI)
HQ
661 (801)
662 (804)
663 (813)
664 (UI)
665 (UI)
666 (827)

MUCD (Previous)
96752 (96115)
96753 (96117)
96754 (UI)
96606 (96251)
96761 (96261)
96762 (96263)
96763 (96265)
96764 (UI)
96765 (UI)
96766 (96267)

Location
Tonghua
Laiwu
Dalian
Luoyang
Lingbao
Luanchuan
Nanyang
Luoyang
(UI)
Xinyang

System
DF-21C? DF-21D?
DF-21C
(UI)
DF-5B
DF-4? DF-5A?
DF-31A?
(UI)
(UI)
DF-26?

Key: HQ: headquarters; MUCD: Military Unit Cover Designator; UI: unidentified.
Source: Mark Stokes, “PLA Rocket Force Leadership and Unit Reference,” Project 2049 Institute,
Arlington, VA, April 9, 2018, based on open-source analysis. The author and editors thank Mr. Stokes
for his generosity in sharing this information with us.

Each Rocket Force missile base and missile brigade have a headquarters, with multiple subordinate launch units. As suggested by the use of
cave-based rollout sites, the Rocket Force relies extensively on underground
facilities—and engineering elements responsible for digging them. Launch
units are based above ground on a day-to-day basis in peacetime. Underground facilities are used for storage, as well as missile-warhead assembly,
check out, and roll out. Launch units practice deploying to tunnels for
short periods of time, a practice that allows the Rocket Force to ride out a
nuclear attack as suggested by the country’s no-first-use policy. A recent
article described a “multiday survival training” exercise in which a launch
battalion spent 8 days living in tunnels before conducting an exercise.35
The article highlights the “poor living environment” of the tunnels for even
short periods of time—particularly the challenge of maintaining nutrition.
(Cooked meals are prohibited because the heat from a kitchen would reveal
the tunnel is occupied.36)
In addition to the land-based Rocket Force units, the Chinese navy has
built at least four Jin-class ballistic missile submarines in the past decade.
These first submarines are believed to be based in Hainan.37 Each Jin-class
submarine has 12 launch tubes to carry the JL-2 submarine launched ballistic
missile. The slow development of the JL-2 delayed operational deployment
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of the system, but the missile now appears to be deployed on submarines.38
Major operational questions, such as how China would communicate with
ballistic submarines and whether China would conduct continuous at sea
deterrence patrols, remain unanswered. It is not clear, for example, whether
naval units will develop their own nuclear warhead storage and control
system outside of the Second Artillery Base 22 structure, or whether units
assigned to navy fleets would receive warheads only in a crisis.39
China probably does not currently maintain aircraft-delivered or
tactical nuclear weapons. During the 1970s and 1980s, the United States
did not identify locations at airfield for nuclear weapons storage or units
responsible for nonmissile warhead handling.40 Some estimates periodically
list aircraft as possibly having “secondary” nuclear missions or speculate
that China may have an interest in tactical nuclear weapons.41 There are also
reports of work on a new nuclear-capable strategic bomber currently under
development.42 However, despite recent changes to the country’s nuclear
forces and gradual progress toward a potential nuclear triad, China’s nuclear
deterrent will continue to be dominated by the Rocket Force.
Operational Features
The operational practices of the Rocket Force have been shaped largely by
policy choices of civilian leadership and by the technical characteristics of
the force. Civilian leadership has traditionally prioritized strict political
control of its missile forces over operational flexibility. This has meant the
adoption of a relatively constrained nuclear posture, including operational
practices that may reduce operational readiness but maximize political
control. Operational practices have also been influenced by technical considerations. For several decades following the creation of the country’s
missile forces, China’s ballistic missile force consisted of only a few immature
liquid-fueled stationary missiles. However, as part of its ongoing modernization program, China’s nuclear-armed missiles have increasingly become
solid-fueled and road-mobile. These technical changes have entailed potentially significant operational changes as well.
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China’s liquid-fueled ballistic missiles are not kept fueled during
peacetime. These missiles used transporter-erectors for the DF-3As,43
either elevate-to-launch silos or cave-rollout for the DF-4, and silo-basing for the DF-5. A typical rollout-to-launch exercise, as presented on
closed-circuit television, demonstrates the operational aspects of launching liquid-fueled ballistic missiles.44 (This launch exercise took place at
a training center, as suggested by the fact that the building in which the
warhead is attached is above ground.) Chinese missileers must arm the
warhead inside its shelter and complete a checkout of the missile. The
missile is then rolled out to the launchpad, where it is erected. The missile
is fueled and guidance sets are aligned/programmed. The missile is then
ready for launch. This process can take a significant amount of time,
lasting hours. For silo-based ballistic missiles, there is no rollout, but the
missile must be armed, fueled, and the guidance system must be aligned
and programmed prior to launch.
Although the DF-3 (CSS-2) had limited mobility, the introduction of
truly mobile solid-fueled missiles such as the DF-21 required new operational practices for the Rocket Force. Mobile operations can be seen in
satellite images near Da Qaidam, which previously contained two cave
rollout-to-launch sites but is now believed to be a training center.45 During
peacetime, the unit is located in a garrison. In the event of a crisis, the garrison would be a likely target of enemy attack. On strategic warning, the
unit could deploy to hardened shelters, a holding area, or proceed directly
to a launch site. There are a number of launch sites along the main road
stretching from a garrison location. In satellite images, one can clearly see
the pad unoccupied, then covered with vehicles in netting and tents conducting a launch exercise, then empty again.46
China appears to continue to store nuclear warheads separately from
ballistic missiles during peacetime. A description of a mobile missile
launch in the Gobi Desert—likely at the Da Qaidam training area—depicts
the unit mating the reentry vehicle to the missile on the fifth day of the
exercise, following maneuvers in the field, then erecting and launching the
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missile. However, it would seem more logical for units to mate warheads
before deployment.47
The Rocket Force has an extensive system for handling warheads,
centered on Base 67 near Baoji (formerly Base 22).48 Each base has a
warhead regiment that performs these functions. China initially stored
nuclear weapons in three vaults west of the original nuclear weapons
design facility near Haiyan (Koko Nor). Sometime after the late 1960s,
warhead storage moved to the Second Artillery unit near Baoji. Base 67
is responsible for storing warheads, transporting them, training units
in warhead handling, and communications and maintenance of warheads and special vehicles. The size and composition of these units have
remained roughly the same, even as the number of Rocket Force brigades
has expanded, suggesting that new Rocket Force brigades are mostly
armed with conventional warheads.
Until recently, Rocket Force training has suffered from a lack of realism
and a poor emphasis on conducting joint operations. However, in recent
years, training has increasingly attempted to emphasize realistic conditions
by undertaking more confrontation red-blue exercises and improving its
ability to conduct joint operations.
The Rocket Force has taken steps to emphasize and standardize the
use of red-blue confrontation exercises.49 In 2016, the newly established
Rocket Force announced the creation of its Blue Army Teaching and
Research Section, led by Colonel Diao Guangming. 50 Diao has been
quoted as favoring a move toward more complex scenarios in Rocket
Force training, stating, “Those whose peacetime training is overly nice
will suffer greatly when they take the battlefield.”51 The new section may
help standardize future confrontation exercises, which had reportedly
suffered in the past as blue teams were assembled ad hoc from various
different units.52 For example, past Rocket Force red-blue exercises have
employed “electronic blue teams” confined to a base and presumably
capable of simulating only some kinds of electronic harassment from
the enemy.53
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Impact of the 2016 Reforms
China is in the midst of sweeping military reforms that have affected the
force structure, organization, and command and control mechanisms of
the PLA. The reforms have the dual goals of tightening political control and
improving the military’s ability to conduct joint operations. The reforms
elevated the Second Artillery to full service status and renamed it the PLA
Rocket Force. Despite much attention paid to its new name and higher organizational status, the Rocket Force appears to be the service least affected
by the reforms.54 Here we summarize the major reforms to the PLA and
assess the impact of those reforms on China’s missile forces.
PLA-Wide Reforms
The Rocket Force’s creation did not occur in isolation, but in the context of
reforms that affected the missions and command arrangements for nearly
all the Chinese military. The scope and significance of PLA reforms have
been likened to those of the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986.55
The PLA replaced its old system of seven military regions (MRs) with
five new joint theater commands. Under the old system, the air force,
navy, and Second Artillery maintained peacetime control of their units,
with command and control of air force and navy assets transferring to the
war zone commander in the event of actual conflict.56 By contrast, theater
commanders will use their theater joint operations command center to
work through the army, navy, and air force component headquarters to
command all the ground, naval, and air forces assigned to their theaters
in both peacetime and wartime. The commanders of the ground, naval,
and air components are dual-hatted as deputy theater commanders. The
relationship between the services and theater commands appears similar
to the U.S. arrangement, with the services responsible for organizing,
training, and equipping units as a “force provider” and the theater commands responsible for operational planning and execution (see the chapter
by Burke and Chan in this volume).57 The reforms also established a new
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headquarters for the PLA Army, renamed the Second Artillery Force as the
Rocket Force and elevated its status to that of a full service, and created the
Strategic Support Force and Joint Logistics Support Force.
While the reforms include dramatic changes in the command and
control arrangements of the other services, the Rocket Force appears largely
untouched. Initial reports emphasized continuity in both China’s nuclear
policies and Rocket Force command and control arrangements, though
more recent accounts suggest greater progress toward integrating China’s
missile forces with the joint operations command centers of the newly
established theater commands.
Apparent Continuity of Nuclear Strategy and Policy
Media reports and official statements consistently emphasize that the creation
of the Rocket Force will not entail a change in China’s fundamental nuclear
strategy, and especially not a change in its no-first-use policy. Reporting on
the creation of the Rocket Force, a China Daily article stated that China’s
nuclear policy would remain unchanged: “Reiterating the no-first-use nuclear
weapons policy and the country’s defensive nuclear strategy, [Ministry of
National Defense Spokesman] Yang [Yujun] said China always keeps its
nuclear capability at the minimum level required for safeguarding its national
security.”58 In describing the Rocket Force, Xi Jinping used language identical
to that applied to the Second Artillery in the past, describing the new Rocket
Force as “a fundamental force for our country’s strategic deterrent, a strategic
pillar for our country’s great power status, and an important cornerstone
in protecting our national security.”59 The same rhetorical formulation was
repeated by Xi in his 2012 address to the Second Artillery, suggesting the
fundamental role of the new Rocket Force will mirror that of its predecessor.60
Command and Control
Rocket Force command and control structures have not changed to follow
the new model used by the theater commands to control army, navy, and
air force units within their areas of responsibility. Mainland commentary
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on the Rocket Force has consistently emphasized the need for strong central
control. In announcing the creation of the Rocket Force, media reports have
reiterated the importance of centralized high-level command for strategic
missile forces.61 An article in Rocket Force News stated that the force is “a
strategic military service directly controlled and used by the Central Party
Committee, Central Military Commission, and Chairman Xi.”62 These
comments suggest that centralized command continues to extend to not
only nuclear units but also conventional ones.
Although some theater commanders claimed to control conventional
missile forces within their theaters,63 initial reports about the relationship
between the services and theater commands were notable for the paucity
of references to the Rocket Force. Media reports noted that the new theater
commands would have dedicated forces from the army, navy, and air force
but did not mention forces of the newly formed Rocket Force, suggesting
that its units will remain with their home bases.64 The theater commands
were reported to have two deputy commanders from “each of the three
service branches,” not including the Rocket Force.65 One report did note
that 100 Rocket Force personnel have been assigned to TC headquarters as
staff officers, suggesting that some mechanisms exist for integrating the
Rocket Force into theater planning.66
Initial reports on training intended to improve the operational relationship between the Rocket Force and theater commands emphasized
coordination between the Rocket Force and theater commands, eschewing any language suggesting direct command authority from the theater
command to Rocket Force units.67 A mock order in a training drill used
the word coordinate [peihe, 配合] to describe the unit’s activities in relation
to TC units [zhanqu budui, 战区部队]. A photo essay reporting on Rocket
Force joint training hosted on the Web site of the newly created Southern
Theater Command stated that Rocket Force units conducted operations
“according to newly revised joint operations war plans with the relevant
units of each of the other services,” again suggesting a role of independent
support rather than command subordination.68
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One indicator of the Second Artillery’s relative independence vis-à-vis
the military regions prior to the reforms was the fact that the command
geography of the Second Artillery did not map directly onto the former
MR borders. The Second Artillery had six missile bases commanding
launch brigades and a seventh responsible for nuclear warhead storage and
handling. Of the six operational bases, four were believed to command
launch brigades garrisoned in different military regions. For example,
Base 65 (formerly Base 51), headquartered in Shenyang, oversaw not only
two nuclear-armed launch brigades garrisoned in the former Shenyang
MR but also one nuclear-armed launch brigade garrisoned in the former
Beijing MR and one conventionally armed launch brigade garrisoned in the
former Jinan MR.69 A similar command geography involving Rocket Force
bases commanding brigades in multiple theater commands appears to be
in place after the recent military reforms, though there has been significant
reshuffling of missile force units between the various missile bases.70
Elevation to Independent Service
In some respects, the formal elevation of the Rocket Force to the level of a service merely codifies its de facto status. The Second Artillery’s organizational
clout had steadily grown in the last 15 years. Prior to the creation of the Rocket
Force, the Second Artillery commander and other senior leaders enjoyed
ranks and grades equivalent to that of their counterparts in the services.
The Second Artillery had the same constellation of bureaucratic structures
as the services, including a Political Department, Logistics Department,
Armaments Department, and Command Academy. In 2004, Jing Zhiyuan,
then-commander of the Second Artillery, and his navy and air force counterparts became ex officio members of the Central Military Committee (CMC).
Wei Fenghe, the first Rocket Force commander, was a CMC member, but his
successor Lieutenant General Zhou Yaning and the commanders of the other
services no longer have ex officio seats on the CMC.71
Many reports on the Rocket Force have emphasized the significance of
its higher status as a service. Previous writings about the Second Artillery’s
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role in joint campaigns noted that while strikes conducted by Second Artillery units would be central to the importance of any operation, the Second
Artillery as an institution would largely play an auxiliary or supporting
role to the services.72 However, a professor at the Rocket Force Command
Academy predicted that the force would be able to “fight independently”
rather than merely “support[ing] other forces, a definition that is incompatible with the Rocket Force’s capacity and actual role.”73
Rocket Force members have stressed the independence and prestige
that come with its status. The Rocket Force has reportedly already begun
implementing the internal bureaucratic adjustments necessary to elevate
it to the status of a full military service,74 including a rollout of Rocket
Force uniforms.75 Internal Rocket Force reports highlight the fact that Xi
personally chose the name of the Rocket Force and bestowed a new flag
to the force.76 An article published in Rocket Force News reflecting on the
significance of the force’s elevation to the level of a military service noted
that the “status of the Rocket Force as a military service is getting more
important than ever before.”77 The article predicted the Rocket Force would
see changes in structure, status, and missions. Specifically, the “value and
capability of the Rocket Force should lie in the strengthening of the credible and reliable nuclear deterrence and nuclear counterstrike capabilities
referenced by Chairman Xi, along with strengthening the establishment of
intermediate-range and long-range precision strike forces and enhancing
counterbalancing abilities.”78
A Rocket Force political instructor, writing about the reforms, stated
that the elevation to the level of a military service would bring commensurate transformation of the force’s structure and elevation of its mission,
arguing that the status as a full-fledged service means that the “Rocket
Force is no longer a paper tiger, placing missiles on launch platforms to
scare the adversary, but rather is a strategic iron fist ready anytime to launch
missiles to intimidate the enemy,” perhaps suggesting a greater warfighting
role for the force.79
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Implications for the Future
Significant questions remain about the future trajectory of China’s missile
forces. This section addresses three key questions. First, to what extent will
Rocket Force units be able to successfully participate in joint operations
with the military units of other services and those assigned to the theater
commands? Second, will the Rocket Force emphasize the conventional
or nuclear aspect of its identity, and what implications will this have for
its force structure and operational practices? Third, what does the Rocket
Force’s elevation mean for its relationship with other services and how could
this influence control of other strategic weapons systems?
Future Joint Operations
The Rocket Force is part of a broader PLA-wide trend in emphasizing
joint operations (see the chapter by Cozad in this volume). Training has
appeared to focus on developing the ability to conduct joint operations,
something that has long been emphasized but not fully implemented. The
Rocket Force has created plans with other services, spelling out how it will
coordinate in joint operations.80 Training has reportedly tried to move away
from emphasizing theories and concepts of joint operations and to focus
on the actual experience and challenges of conducting such operations.81
Recently there has been a substantial increase in joint operations training
undertaken by PLA Rocket Force units, especially exercises directly involving units of other services.
As recently as 2014, though the former Second Artillery had been
emphasizing the concept of joint operations, “few instances of actual joint
training were reported.” A review of training exercises conducted throughout the entire year of 2014 noted Second Artillery participation in only one
exercise, a military-wide exercise identified as “Joint Action–2014.”82 A
2017 report, however, noted a significant increase in joint exercises, reporting that the Rocket Force “has launched hundreds of missiles in live-fire
exercises over the past several years to improve its combat readiness. The
missiles were fired during about 40 exercises within the force itself, as well
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as during more than 30 joint drills between the force and other military
branches and regional theater commands.”83 A Rocket Force News report on
training improvements noted that “multi-arm, multi-service joint exercises
and joint training have become the new normal.”84 The Rocket Force and
Strategic Support Force have also held discussions on coordinating their
respective forces in future joint campaigns.85
Despite the recent emphasis on joint operations, the PLA may experience difficulties in integrating Rocket Force units into joint operations.
There are reports of challenges involving the force, with particular emphasis on the concepts and practices of personnel. As one brigade commander
described it, “It’s a problem of old wine in a new bottle.”86 A report on efforts
to better coordinate between the theater commands and services noted that
while members of the various services had been dispatched to help staff
the theater commands and their knowledge of their own service was quite
good, their understanding of joint operations exhibited “noticeable gaps.”87
A significant development is apparent progress in integrating Rocket
Force command and control structures with those of the theater commands. Initial reports following the establishment of the Rocket Force
suggested that China’s missile units had not yet been integrated into the
theater joint command and control structures established as part of the
reforms. Rocket Force command and control appeared to remain centralized and not delegated to theater commanders, which would hamper
effectiveness in future joint campaigns. The greater institutional independence of the Rocket Force vis-à-vis both the theater commands and other
services may have exacerbated this problem. Divided command would
make it more difficult to coordinate the actions of Rocket Force missile
brigades and those forces assigned directly to a theater command in a
fast-moving crisis without clear command authorities and an integrated
communications network.
However, more recent reports on the relationship between the Rocket
Force and theater commands have emphasized efforts to improve jointness,
with some language suggesting conventional Rocket Force missile units may
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be formally under the command of TC joint operations command centers.
One recent report in Rocket Force News observes, “in the future of combat,
all war will be joint, and without jointness there will be no victory.”88 The
same account reports that “this base has joined the joint operations chain
of command” and that “accelerating [the base’s] integration into the TC
joint operations command system . . . is a top priority.”89 A 2017 report on
joint exercises led by the East Sea Fleet, in describing the need to enhance
coordination in joint operations, mentioned the Rocket Force alongside
the army and navy, suggesting a similar relationship between each of the
services and the theater command.90 A report on integrating a missile base
into a TC joint operations command system noted that “when we cross
the threshold into the theater command, we are like one family.”91 Several
accounts from Rocket Force sources mention efforts by the missile forces to
“integrate” or “build into” TC joint operations command centers and cite
the presence of Rocket Force officers within TC joint operations command
centers.92 Articles as recent as early 2018 report that efforts to improve
integration between Rocket Force command and control systems and
those of the theater commands are ongoing and “exploratory,” suggesting
that the efforts are as yet incomplete.93 It is still not entirely clear how and
to what extent theater commands will directly command missile units.
For example, a sample of recent reports do not explicitly describe direct
command by theater commands over missile force units or the attachment
of missile force units to them. However, it is clear that the Rocket Force is
emphasizing efforts to enhance coordination with the theater commands
and other services and is undertaking steps to deepen that coordination.
It is not yet clear how far the PLA will integrate Rocket Force units into
the joint operations command and control over the theater commands or
why that integration has proceeded more slowly than the integration of
units from the other services. There are several possible explanations for
the slow pace. PLA leadership might have decided that maintaining the
current Rocket Force organization exploits economies of scale and operational synergies. Some of the missile systems operated by the force include
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both conventional and nuclear variants. Even missiles of different systems
may share logistics, maintenance, and training requirements. Transferring
control of conventional units to the theater commands would likely have
required the creation of parallel and redundant structures. As one expert
notes, “personnel, logistics, and training requirements for only two SRBM
brigades proved unwieldy for the army when most SRBM units are assigned
to the Second Artillery.”94
There may also be operational reasons for maintaining current command and control arrangements for conventional missile units. TC leaders
probably lack familiarity with missile operations and Rocket Force units.
CMC leaders, including Xi Jinping, may also want to maintain tight central
control over China’s conventional and nuclear missile systems given their
unique ability to strike targets abroad and potentially initiate a conflict
due to carelessness or poor judgment. The accidental launch in July 2016
of a Taiwanese antiship missile that killed a fisherman provided a sobering
reminder that such concerns are not merely academic.95
Alternatively, the PLA may intend to fully integrate conventional Rocket
Force units into the TC command and control mechanisms, and the relatively slow pace of progress may merely reflect the challenges of integrating
units that historically have been more separate from the rest of the military.
Future Force Structure and Nuclear Strategy
A more powerful Rocket Force may also be able to wield greater influence
in shaping the country’s nuclear strategy and policies. Some experts have
suggested that as China’s political leadership has become less actively
focused on nuclear weapons issues, the PLA may enjoy greater autonomy in
the nuclear realm. However, the Rocket Force’s influence on China’s nuclear
strategy and policies may depend on the extent to which the Rocket Force
prioritizes either the conventional or nuclear mission set.
At the moment, the Rocket Force appears to treat conventionally armed
missiles differently than nuclear-armed ones. The Rocket Force has deployed
conventionally armed missiles in much greater numbers than nuclear-armed
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missiles. The Rocket Force reportedly already controls more than 1,200
conventional short-range ballistic missiles,96 compared to an estimated
roughly 160 nuclear-capable ones, and it is estimated that more than half of
personnel are assigned to conventional forces.97 In the past decade, officers
who comprise Rocket Force senior leadership were most likely to have served
in Base 61 (formerly Base 52), the force’s premier conventional base opposite
Taiwan, and almost no officers have served in both an ICBM base and Base
61. Doctrine for conventionally armed missiles also emphasizes preemptive
use, in contrast with China’s no-first-use policy for nuclear weapons.
However, the Rocket Force’s dual identity presents unique bureaucratic
choices, and its approach to the conventional and nuclear mission sets
may evolve along one of at least three lines, depending on both the Rocket
Force’s own institutional priorities and its relative power vis-à-vis other
services and civilian leadership. The first is that a more powerful Rocket
Force could advocate for the adoption of a more aggressive nuclear posture. The Rocket Force’s approach to conventional missiles may represent
its preferred doctrine and approach, absent the political interference that
accompanies decisions about nuclear weapons. In this scenario, a more
powerful Rocket Force would press to make China’s nuclear doctrine and
forces more closely resemble the country’s conventional missile doctrine
and forces.98 This could include lobbying for a host of more assertive doctrinal and operational choices, potentially including the peacetime mating of
warheads, increase in alert status, launch-on-warning posture, or abolition
of China’s no-first-use policy. Evidence to support this hypothesis includes
statements from officers in the Rocket Force and former Second Artillery
advocating the adoption of a higher alert status throughout the force and
a reconsideration of no-first-use.99
A second possibility is that a more powerful Rocket Force may be
inclined to disregard the nuclear mission and shift more of its resources and
attention toward the conventional one. Like many military organizations,
the Rocket Force may regard nuclear weapons as a distraction from the core
mission. A review of career patterns within China’s missile forces suggests
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that experience with conventionally armed missile units is more likely
to lead to a senior leadership position within the Rocket Force. Officers
who have served in units tasked with primarily conventional missions are
more likely to ascend to the ranks of senior leadership than officers who
have served in units tasked with primarily regional or strategic nuclear
missions.100 There is also evidence of an at least informal hierarchy among
the various missile bases, with Base 61 (formerly Base 52), the Rocket
Force’s premier conventional missile base opposite Taiwan, sitting at the
top. In addition, while China has seen only a modest growth in the size of
its nuclear arsenal, its conventional forces have expanded dramatically so
that, today, an estimated 80 percent of all missiles and half of Rocket Force
personnel are assigned to conventional missions.101 A more powerful Rocket
Force may advocate for more emphasis and investment in conventional
forces, with the nuclear deterrent persisting in its current form.
Third, civilian leaders may continue to shape operational practices and
doctrines (especially in the nuclear domain), regardless of Rocket Force priorities. Despite the extent of military reforms, the impact on the Rocket Force
has been notable more for continuity than change. The civilian leadership
may still exert significant control over the policies and practices of China’s
missiles forces and continue to require a relatively restrained nuclear posture.
It is not entirely clear which of these paths the Rocket Force may take.
The first two possibilities are not mutually exclusive. China could push
for an expansion and prioritization of its conventional missile forces at the
expense of its nuclear forces, while Rocket Force leaders simultaneously
lobby for a more assertive nuclear posture. The relationship between the
Rocket Force and civilian leadership is especially opaque, making it difficult
to determine the extent to which the Rocket Force will be able to determine
its own institutional priorities and practices. However, there are unconfirmed reports that, with the increasing professionalization of the PLA and
the turning of civilian attention to other matters, the Rocket Force may be
gaining increased autonomy.102 If true, this would make it easier for the
force to adopt more assertive policies and practices.
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Future Interservice Politics over Other Strategic Systems
Elevation to a full-fledged service may give the Rocket Force the institutional prestige and resources necessary to compete effectively with the
other services for resources and missions. As the PLA rebalances away
from traditional army dominance and slower economic growth leads to
slower growth in military spending, interservice rivalry, and competition
to control emerging missions, will likely become more intense.
Conventional missions and forces may present such a “growth area”
to the Rocket Force. With growing PLA emphasis on conducting joint conventional operations, the force might seek to expand its conventional forces
and missions. While China’s relatively restrained nuclear strategy may limit
the growth potential of the nuclear mission, conventional operations can
more easily be used to justify an expansion in force size and mission set.
Conversely, the Rocket Force maintains a comparative advantage over
the other services in the nuclear realm. Chinese leadership views about
the limited utility of nuclear weapons and guidance to build a “lean and
effective” nuclear deterrent imply a cap on the size of nuclear forces and
the missions assigned to them.103 However, the Rocket Force could seek
to capitalize on its unique nuclear role in a number of ways. First, it could
push China’s leadership to expand the role of nuclear forces and argue for
an expanded force structure and mission set in ways that could potentially
lead to more aggressive changes in overall strategy and policy.104 The Rocket
Force might also make a play for operational control of China’s emergent
fleet of Jin-class ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). A number of Chinese
and American experts have predicted that China’s future SSBN force could
fall under the command of the Rocket Force, though few have offered specifics about how such a command arrangement might work.105
The PLA Navy has little to no experience controlling nuclear weapons,
as China built only one hull of the previous generation Xia-class SSBN,
which never conducted a single operational patrol.106 To the extent that
greater operational experience with nuclear weapons increases confidence
and decreases the likelihood of accidents, mistakes, and misperceptions,
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centralizing nuclear control under the Rocket Force might improve strategic stability by reducing the risk of accidental or unauthorized launch.
Conversely, the Rocket Force has no experience running a naval fleet of
any kind, let alone the kinds of complex operations required to operate
and protect an SSBN force. Regardless of future command and control
structures, Chinese SSBNs would undoubtedly be staffed and operated by
navy crews and serviced in navy ports.
Finally, the Rocket Force could push to gain operational control of
conventional strategic assets such as the DF-21D antiship ballistic missile
or direct-ascent antisatellite capabilities. Both of these weapons are based
on ballistic missile systems already operated by the Rocket Force, and their
importance as strategic assets argues for strict centralized control.
China’s sweeping military reforms have ushered in substantial changes
in the relative status and relationships between different parts of the People’s
Liberation Army. The Rocket Force has arguably emerged as the biggest
winner in the reforms. The navy and air force lost operational control of
their forces to the theater commands, and the army suffered a reduction
in both formal status and administrative power after the dissolution of the
General Staff Department. The Rocket Force, on the other hand, has maintained direct control of its nuclear units, boosted its formal organizational
status, and strengthened its ability to compete against the other services
for resources and missions.

Conclusion
China’s missile forces are undergoing significant changes, though it is still
unclear how far those changes will go. Organizational reforms, technological developments, and operational changes all raise questions about
whether the future of China’s missile forces will resemble the past.
Organizationally, the Rocket Force has increased in prestige and,
likely, power. For its first few decades of existence, the Second Artillery,
the Rocket Force’s predecessor, fielded only a few dozen unsophisticated
missile systems. Today, it is estimated to command over a thousand total
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missile systems. The recent wave of PLA-wide military reforms saw the
elevation of the Rocket Force to the level of a full-fledged service, increasing
its institutional status and placing it on par with the other military services.
Technologically, China’s ongoing modernization program has changed
the technological makeup of its missile forces. In the nuclear domain, China’s missile forces have evolved from a small and relatively unsophisticated
set of liquid-fueled stationary missiles armed with single warheads into a
force of increasingly advanced road-mobile solid-fueled missiles, some of
which can be equipped with multiple warheads. China is also developing
a sea-based leg for its nuclear deterrent, developing and deploying a new
generation of SSBNs and accompanying submarine-launched ballistic
missiles, and there are initial reports of a next-generation strategic nuclear-capable bomber. Just as significant for the Rocket Force, the country’s
land-based missiles have increasingly shifted from nuclear to conventional
and, increasingly, advanced dual-capable missile systems.
Finally, the Rocket Force appears to gradually be changing its operational practices. It has placed greater emphasis on training under realistic
conditions by utilizing red-blue team confrontation exercises. Perhaps
most significantly, the Rocket Force has increased its integration with
the theater commands and has increasingly emphasized joint operations
in its training. These operational changes have, in part, been driven by
both the organizational and technological changes described herein. The
creation of the theater commands and the PLA-wide emphasis on joint
operations have catalyzed the Rocket Force focus on jointness. Similarly,
the introduction and expansion of conventional units in the Rocket Force
has made the organization more relevant to the kinds of conventional
conflicts for which the PLA prepares, especially a possible future conflict
over Taiwan. These changes raise several important questions about the
future of the Rocket Force.
First, will the Rocket Force change its fundamental policies and practices, particularly in the nuclear realm? With its recent elevation to the level
of a full service, the Rocket Force may enjoy greater autonomy in deciding
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its future force composition and operational practices. China has historically
adopted a comparatively restrained nuclear posture, but this could change.
Second, will Rocket Force units be able to effectively participate in
joint operations, and what will an increased focus on jointness mean for
the Rocket Force? As discussed, China’s missile forces have historically
remained somewhat apart from the rest of the PLA, and the Rocket Force
has been comparatively slow to integrate with the newly established theater
commands. Challenges persist in integrating Rocket Force units into joint
operations, and it remains unclear how long it will take to overcome those
challenges. The drive to jointness may end up altering the composition and
identity of the Rocket Force by leading to a stronger prioritization of the
conventional mission set.
Third, will the introduction and expansion of conventionally armed
missiles, especially dual-capable systems, increase the escalatory risks of
entanglement? Several scholars have noted that the deployment of dual-use
missile systems and the possible collocation of conventional and nuclear
missiles could create risks of unintentional escalation in a conflict.107
The risks generated by this kind of technological entanglement could be
mitigated or exacerbated by the operational practices under which those
missiles are deployed.
Finally, what will the development of other legs of a nuclear triad mean
for the future of both the Rocket Force and China’s nuclear policies? The
introduction of sea- and air-launched nuclear forces could push the Rocket
Force to embrace its conventional identity. The introduction of new nuclear
platforms could also create new opportunities or pressures for changes in
China’s nuclear policies. SSBN operational deployments will likely involve
mated warheads and missiles, which could lead the Rocket Force to advocate peacetime mating of warheads and land-based missiles. Conversely, a
more diverse and dispersed nuclear force could increase China’s confidence
in the survivability of its second-strike capability, causing it to forgo more
assertive changes to its nuclear posture.
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CHAPTER 12

CHINA’S STRATEGIC
SUPPORT FORCE
A Force for a New Era
By John Costello and Joe McReynolds

I

n late 2015, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) initiated a series of
ongoing reforms that have brought dramatic changes to its structure,
model of warfighting, and organizational culture. Undoubtedly, among

the most important changes has been the creation of a unified Strategic
Support Force (SSF) [zhanlüe zhiyuan budui, 战略支援部队]. This force
combines assorted space, cyber, and electronic warfare (EW) capabilities
from across the PLA services and its former general departments.
The few statements that Xi Jinping has made about the role of the
Strategic Support Force have been almost comically circumspect, affirming
that it is both a “strategic” force and a “supporting” one. Even 2 years after
its founding, some aspects of the SSF’s organizational structure remain
opaque to outside observers. However, despite this lack of transparency, a
coherent picture has gradually emerged of how various SSF components fit
together and the strategic roles and missions that they are intended to fulfill.
Although the Strategic Support Force is often described as having
been designed to streamline the organization of China’s information
warfare forces and thereby improve their efficiency, such incremental
advantages are not the primary reason that the SSF was created. Rather,
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the SSF’s structure is first and foremost intended to create synergies
between disparate information warfare capabilities in order to execute
specific types of strategic missions that Chinese leaders believe will
be decisive in future major wars. The PLA views cyber, electronic, and
psychological warfare as interconnected subcomponents of information
warfare writ large. Understanding the primary strategic roles of the SSF
is essential to understanding how China will practice information operations in a war or crisis.
This chapter begins by examining the evolution of China’s approach to
the space, cyber, and electromagnetic domains over the last three decades.
It then provides an analysis of military organizational reforms launched
in 2015, contextualizing the SSF’s creation against the backdrop of broader
changes to PLA structure, command organization, and changing concepts
of operations before focusing on the organizational dynamics of the SSF
itself. The chapter then explores each of the SSF’s operational components,
those responsible for its space, cyber, EW, and psychological operations
mission areas. After giving a brief overview of how peacetime-wartime
command relationships have shifted in the reforms, the chapter then details
the new joint force structure of the Central Military Commission (CMC)
and evaluates how the responsibilities for intelligence and technical reconnaissance, network and EW, and information support missions have shifted
force-wide given the preeminence of the SSF in these missions and the
new CMC and regional theater command structure. Finally, the chapter
outlines the key operational responsibilities of the SSF in the context of
the two primary roles it plays: strategic information support and strategic
information operations. The chapter then defines China’s conceptualization
of information warfare as applied to the SSF and notes key points where
this concept aligns with and diverges from a U.S. approach.
A key observation underpinning the research for this chapter is the
insight that the PLA, at least in the initial stages of its reforms, has pursued
what we call a “bricks, not clay” approach to reorganization. Instead of
building whole organizations from scratch, the PLA effected structural
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changes by renaming, resubordinating, or moving whole, existing organizations and their component parts and then redefining their command
relationships within the PLA. While the names, descriptors, designators,
and, in some cases, the commanders of these organizations have changed,
the addresses, key personnel, phone numbers, and other unique designators have remained consistent throughout the reforms. Through analysis
of hundreds of public bid and tender documents, contracts, articles, and
research papers, the authors have been able to identify numerous instances
where these designators remained the same, while the organizations to
which they were tied underwent changes of name or affiliation. From
clusters of these instances, it can be inferred which existing organizations
have been renamed or shifted in the reorganization, and from that one
can determine both the new structure of the SSF and changes in the PLA’s
larger command context.
Identifying the Military Unit Cover Designators (MUCDs) that have
been assigned to the SSF, a block of numbers between 32001 and 32099,
was particularly useful in this analysis. These designators are commonly
used as a cover mechanism for open-source references to PLA units. Since
organizations and units operating within this block are now subordinate
to the SSF, one can apply the above methodology to systematically identify
SSF units and their command relationships.1
This structural analysis informs analysis of the roles and missions of
the SSF itself. Based on the assumption that the operational responsibilities
of most units and organizations that were shifted to the SSF have not been
fundamentally changed by the reforms, one can draw upon the existing
body of Chinese military and PLA literature to gain insight into prior
organizations that are now components of the SSF. With an understanding
of the structure and mission of the SSF, one can then determine its broader
roles and responsibilities within the PLA by evaluating this mission set
against public comments, strategic literature, an understanding of the intent
and impetus for reforms, as well as the broader command and organizational context under which the SFF was being formed.
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The SSF in Historical Context
China’s approach to the interrelated space, cyber, and electromagnetic
domains—the main functional and warfighting areas for the Strategic
Support Force—has undergone considerable evolution over the past three
decades. In the 1990s, China identified and absorbed lessons from the 1991
Persian Gulf War, which in its view demonstrated that “the new revolution
in military affairs had moved from theoretical exploration into the phase of
implementation . . . drawing back the curtain on informationized warfare.”2
The lessons China took from the Gulf War fundamentally changed the way
that its military planners viewed the future of warfare as well as an understanding of its own vulnerabilities, prompting a decades-long upheaval in
Chinese thinking on the strategic role of information in warfare.3
China drew two primary lessons from the Gulf War. First, the war
proved that the widespread integration of information technology in warfare could confer overwhelming military superiority. As a result, a country’s
progress in “informationizing” [xinxi hua, 信息化] itself, both in a military
context and on a broader societal level, is central to its national security.4 To
this end, the PLA recognized that it would need to study and adopt operational concepts that are informed by the U.S. concept now referred to as
“network-centric warfare.”5 The operational use of space-based command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) attracted particular notice, with PLA writers frequently
referencing it as a barometer of how informationized warfare had become.6
Second, the PLA quickly assessed that U.S. use of these technologies created
fundamental dependencies that could be exploited in wartime. This line of
thinking paved the way for China’s unique information warfare strategy,
which seeks to “overcome the superior with the inferior” through the application of asymmetric information countermeasures against critical nodes in
space, cyberspace, and the electromagnetic domains.7 After working through
a number of doctrinal iterations, by the end of the 1990s the PLA had successfully developed the foundational concepts that have guided China’s strategy
for and development of its information warfare forces ever since.
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Chinese strategists spent the 2000s focused primarily on applying
these concepts and lessons, both through force-wide concepts such as integrated network and electronic warfare (INEW) [wangdian yiti zhan, 网电
一体战] and at the operational level. By the end of the decade, the PLA had
successfully fielded a regional constellation of Beidou navigation satellites,
space-based surveillance platforms, and dual-use communications and
relay satellites. Taken together, they formed the foundation of a nascent
Chinese C4ISR system to enable regional surveillance, reconnaissance,
and precision strikes.8 At the same time, China was rapidly developing
its ability to launch offensive information operations. By 2009, PLA EW
forces had fielded a basic capability to deny or disrupt U.S. space-based
C4ISR and navigation.9 China’s military cyber forces attracted global
attention from the mid-2000s onward due to a series of high-profile cyber
intrusions that demonstrated both growing sophistication and the rapid
progress that Chinese forces had made in the span of a few short years.
China also demonstrated a counterspace capability with the development
of a direct-ascent antisatellite system, which destroyed an obsolete satellite
in a January 2007 test.10
The advancement of the technical capabilities of Chinese space, cyber,
and EW forces stood in stark contrast with the PLA’s stagnant operational
structure, which remained virtually unchanged throughout the 2000s. In
the years immediately leading up to the PLA’s 2015 reorganization, there
was a growing realization in scholarly circles that the PLA’s structure
and organization, not its technological capabilities, had emerged as the
foremost roadblock facing modernization efforts.11 The key organizations
responsible for space, cyber, and EW missions were distributed across
different parts of the PLA and remained stovepiped in their respective
organizations, even as the PLA’s strategic literature increasingly called for
greater integration of these forces as an operational necessity.12 It is therefore unsurprising that the PLA saw the current period of major reforms
as an opportunity to finally realign its sprawling space, cyber, and EW
capabilities into a unified force.
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The Strategic Support Force’s creation comes at an inflection point for
the PLA. China has accelerated the ongoing shift of its military posture from
land-based territorial defense to extended power projection, not only in the
East and South China seas but also beyond them.13 As part of this transition,
China’s leaders have expressed a growing desire to protect their country’s
interests further afield in the “strategic frontiers” of space, cyberspace, and
the far seas.14 On this point, the relatively authoritative 2013 edition of the
Science of Military Strategy observed that “preparations and prepositioning
in fighting for new strategic spaces is both an important brace-support for
a country’s use of these international public spaces, and also an important
action in contesting new military strategic commanding heights.”15 China’s
2015 Military Strategy White Paper similarly describes the three as “critical
domains” and echoes their importance to China’s national interests.16 The
SSF’s design is a logical fit for improving China’s access to the space and
cyber domains in peacetime and contesting them in wartime. The SSF’s
“remote operations” in the far seas and beyond are aimed at achieving strategic national objectives through counterintervention and power projection.17
Even before the SSF’s creation, the idea of forming an organization
like it to meet the demands of future warfare had been germinating within
the PLA’s strategic theory community for years. As early as 2007, China’s
strategic literature called for an independent space force to unify myriad
elements of Chinese organizations responsible for space operations.18 Similarly, after the formation of U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) in
2009, there were numerous calls for China to establish its own equivalent,
with PLA scholars noting the inherent advantages of a unified command.19
In 2012, the influential PLA information warfare specialist Ye Zheng suggested a conceptual and organizational integration of information warfare
disciplines into an integrated network-electronic-psychological warfare
force that partially resembles the SSF’s cyber force.20
However, the closest conceptual forerunner for the Strategic Support
Force comes from U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). The PLA’s
decision to incorporate both space and cyber forces into a single service-like
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entity does not appear to have any clear bellwether in Chinese strategic
literature. Due to USSTRATCOM’s broad responsibilities for space, cyber,
strategic EW, and strategic information support, it was chosen as a model for
the SSF.21 Following USSTRATCOM’s example, the SSF is tasked with space
and cyber missions, while also providing the theater commands with ISR
support for joint operations.

The SSF and PLA Reform Efforts
The Strategic Support Force was created as part of a broader reorganization
that dissolved the PLA’s four former general departments, incorporating
the bulk of their functions into 15 joint force “functional organs” within
an expanded Central Military Commission. The General Staff Department (GSD) became the new CMC Joint Staff Department, the General
Political Department (GPD) became the CMC Political Work Department,
the General Armament Department (GAD) became the CMC Equipment
Development Department, and the General Logistics Department became
the CMC Logistics Support Department.22 These are not exact analogues
to their predecessors; some capabilities, tasking, and component parts have
been transferred elsewhere within the PLA, particularly in the case of the SSF.
At the outset of the reorganization, the SSF was formed out of these
departments’ operational units responsible for space, cyber, and EW. This
move was aimed in part to alleviate the organizational silos and other roadblocks that previously impeded the effective employment of these elements
as a cohesive, coordinated strategic force under the general department
system. The SSF’s space mission is formed primarily from units under the
former GAD and select elements of the GSD responsible for space-based
C4ISR. The SSF’s information warfare mission comes largely from the
former Third and Fourth departments of the GSD, which had respectively held the responsibilities for technical reconnaissance and offensive
cyber operations. The elements of the GPD responsible for psychological
operations were also incorporated into the SSF, in keeping with the PLA’s
aforementioned conceptualization of cyber, electronic, and psychological
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warfare as interconnected subcomponents of information warfare. The
psychological domain constitutes a core element of the PLA’s concept of
the “Three Warfares” [sanzhong zhanfa, 三种战法], a unique Chinese
warfighting model that calls for the coordinated use of psychological operations, public opinion warfare, and legal warfare to gain an advantage over
an adversary, and thus the SSF is expected to participate in Three Warfares
missions. Figure 1 shows the pre-reform locations of the major components
that make up the SSF. Figure 2 shows the post-reform structure of the SSF,
including headquarters elements such as the Staff Department and Political
Figure 1. Pre-Reform Locations of Major SSF Components
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Figure 2. Overall Structure of the SSF
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Work Department (organized as first-level departments), the Space Systems
Department (responsible for space operations), and the Network Systems
Department (responsible for information operations).
When PLA leadership plotted out a multiyear course for reforms
through 2020, they opted for a two-stage approach. The first stage largely
consists of “above the neck” [bozi yishang, 脖子以上] organizational reforms
that lay out the overall design of China’s armed forces going forward, with
“below the neck” [bozi yixia, 脖子以下] reforms coming later to reshape
PLA institutions and operations on a more granular level. In keeping with
this plan, the PLA has so far largely taken a “bricks, not clay” approach to
the creation of the Strategic Support Force. That is, existing institutions
have been taken in their entirety and placed within the SSF’s new organizational superstructure to serve as a core around which other, smaller
elements can later be arrayed. This dynamic is visible in the SSF’s space and
cyber warfare forces, the central components of which are formed from the
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GAD’s space cadre and the former GSD Third Department, respectively.
These in turn act as pillars for their respective missions, with lower grade
units from the GSD and services being transferred underneath them.
Prior to the PLA’s reorganization, space, cyber, and EW units were
organized according to their mission type—disciplines of reconnaissance,
attack, or defense—rather than their warfighting domain.23 This is most
evident when looking at the PLA’s cyber mission. Previously, espionage
and technical reconnaissance in the cyber domain were handled by the
GSD Third Department, while the targeting and attack missions were
handled by the GSD Fourth Department. Separately, the former GSD
Informatization Department [xinxihua bu, 信息化部] handled key elements of information systems defense.24 The approach used for the SSF is
intended to enable more effective full-spectrum warfighting by treating
space, cyberspace, and the electromagnetic spectrum as primary warfighting domains in their own right, rather than as supporting elements
of other domains.25 In recent PLA strategic writings such as the 2015
National Defense University version of the Science of Military Strategy,
this approach is termed “integrated reconnaissance, attack, and defense”
[zhen gongfang yiti hua, 侦攻防一体化].26
PLA strategic writings ref lect a recognition that employing a
domain-centric force for information warfare enables levels of unified
planning, force construction, and operations that would have been infeasible under the previous structure. This runs counter to the movement of
the PLA’s conventional armed services toward force construction and away
from operations, which have been tasked to the theater commands. The
difference is due to the unique requirements of the information domain,
where the vulnerabilities and exploits necessary to create “cyber weapons”
are discovered, refined, and deployed in a rapid, continuous loop throughout both peacetime and wartime.
Another important principle that appears to have influenced the
design of the SSF is the enduring Maoist imperative of peacetime-wartime integration [pingzhan jiehe, 平战结合, or pingzhan yiti, 平战一体].27
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Under its pre-reform organizational structure, the PLA would have been
required to transition to a wartime posture just prior to the outbreak of
war (or immediately following it, if China were taken by surprise). For
strategic-level information operations, this operational requirement
would have demanded unprecedented coordination between GSD,
GAD, GPD, and military region units across multiple echelons. The creation of the SSF and the theater commands has simplified this process
dramatically by organizing both China’s conventional and information
warfare units into permanent operational groupings that are designed
to transition seamlessly into wartime command structures, though
how smoothly that transition will be carried out in practice remains
an open question.

Overview of the SSF as an Organization
To predict the role that the Strategic Support Force will play in wartime, it is
first necessary to understand the particulars of the organization itself, as the
SSF’s structure will have a major impact on how its forces can be effectively
employed during a conflict. Established on December 31, 2015, the Strategic
Support Force is a theater command leader grade [zheng zhanqu ji, 正战区
级] independent military force under the direct command of the Central
Military Commission.28 General Gao Jin [高津], who previously served with
the former Second Artillery Force [di er paobing budui, 第二炮兵部队] and
then as president of the Academy of Military Science (AMS), was named
as the first SSF commander.29 General Liu Fulian [刘福连]30 served as the
SSF’s first political commissar until March 2017, when he was replaced by
General Zheng Weiping [郑卫平].31 General Gao’s previous role as AMS
president highlights the central role that AMS and its internal debates
play in China’s formulation of its military strategic thought—including, it
appears, China’s plans for the SSF. This prominence is without parallel in
the military academic institutions of western countries.32 See table 1 for a
list of SSF leadership.
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Table 1. Strategic Support Force Leadership, Grades, and Former Positions
Name
Position
Grade
Rank
Former Position
Gao Jin
Commander
Military Theater General
Commandant,
[高津]
Leader grade
Academy of Military
Science

Zheng
Weiping
[郑卫平]

Lu Jiancheng
[吕建成]

Feng Jianhua
[冯建华]
Li Shangfu
[李尚福]*
Sun Bo
[孙波]
Zhang
Minghua
[张明华]
Rao Kaixun
[饶开勋]
Shang Hong
[尚宏]

Political
Commissar

Deputy Political
Commissar and
Director,
Discipline Inspection
Commission
Director, Political
Work Department
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Military Theater
Leader grade

Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade
Deputy Commander Deputy Military
and Chief of Staff
Theater
Leader grade
Deputy Chief of Staff Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade
Deputy Chief of Staff Corps
Leader grade
Deputy Commander

Deputy Commander
and Commander,
Space Systems
Department
Kang Chunyuan Political Commissar,
[康春元]
Space Systems
Department
Hao Weizhong Deputy Commander,
[郝卫中]
Space Systems
Department
Fei Jiabing
Chief of Staff, Space
[费加兵]
Systems Department
Zheng Junjie
[郑俊杰]

Military Theater
Leader grade

Deputy Commander
and Commander,
Network Systems
Department

Corps
Leader grade
Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade
Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade
Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade
Corps
Leader grade
Deputy Military
Theater
Leader grade

General

Former Second
Artillery Officer
Commandant,
Academy of Military
Science

General

Former Second
Artillery Officer
Political Commissar,
Eastern Military
Theater Command

Lieutenant Deputy Political
General
Commissar, Jinan
Military Region
Major
Director,
General
GPD Cadre Department
General*

Director,
GAD Xichang Satellite
Launch Center
Major
Director, GSD
General
Management
Support Department
Major
Director, GSD
General
Operations Department
Lieutenant Chief of Staff, General
General
Armament Department
Lieutenant Deputy Political
General
Commissar, Lanzhou
Military Region
Lieutenant Director, Taiyuan
General
Launch Center
Major
General

Director, Maritime
Tracking and Control
Department
Lieutenant Director, GSD Third
Major
Department
General
Director, PLA
Information
Engineering University
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Table 1. Strategic Support Force Leadership, Grades, and Former Positions (cont.)
Name
Position
Grade
Rank
Former Position
Chai Shaoliang Political Commissar, Deputy Military
Lieutenant Deputy Political
[柴绍良]
Network Systems
Theater
General
Commissar, General
Department
Leader grade
Armament Department
* Li Shangfu is now director of the CMC Equipment Development Department. His replacement as
SSF chief of staff has not been identified.
Key: AMS: Academy of Military Sciences; GAD: General Armament Department; GPD: General
Political Department; GSD: General Staff Department; MR: military region; NSD: Network Systems
Department; SSD: Space Systems Department; TC: theater command.

Administratively, the SSF operates similarly to the former PLA Second
Artillery Force, which was also a force [budui, 部队33] that functioned like
a service and consolidated strategic capabilities under the direct command
of the CMC.34 Of its first-level departments, the SSF has a standard four-department administrative structure that includes the SSF Staff Department
[canmou bu, 参谋部], Equipment Department [zhuangbei bu, 装备部],
Political Work Department [zhengzhi gongzuo bu, 政治工作部], and a
Logistics Department [houqin bu, 后勤部].35 Alongside these departments,
the force also maintains headquarters for its space and information warfare
forces in the Space Systems Department (SSD) [hangtian xitong bu, 航天
系统部] and Network Systems Department (NSD) [wangluo xitong bu, 网
络系统部], respectively.36
The SSF’s operational responsibilities and chain of command were
initially uncertain but have become clearer over time. As part of the PLA
reforms, the Central Military Commission restructured the principal
responsibilities of the military’s main components under a new paradigm
encapsulated by the official phrase “CMC leads, theaters fight, and services
build” [junwei guanzong, zhanqu zhuzhan, junzhong zhujian, 军委管总, 战
区主战, 军种主建], envisioning a division of labor that would see the new
theaters focus on operations, the services on force construction, and the
CMC on supervising and managing both. This approach resulted in a new
dual-command structure with an administrative chain from the Central
Military Commission to the services and an operational chain from the
CMC to the five joint force theater commands. In theory, this would imply
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that subordinate SSF elements would be under the operational command
of the five theater commands. In practice, however, much like the PLA
Rocket Force [jiefangjun huojian jun, 解放军火箭军], which serves as the
cornerstone of China’s nuclear deterrent, the SSF’s capabilities have been
deemed sufficiently strategic that it reports directly to the Central Military
Commission for operations.37 The theater commands are confirmed to have
subordinate command organizations for ground force, navy, and air force
elements within their regions, but none have been found for the Strategic
Support Force.

SSF Structure and Components
Organizationally, the Strategic Support Force’s operational forces are
split into two co-equal, semi-independent branches: the Space Systems
Department, which heads up a force responsible for space operations, and
the Network Systems Department, which heads up a force responsible
for information operations. Though the force structure of these departments is largely opaque, as the reforms have progressed details have slowly
emerged regarding a growing number of personnel transfers, unit consolidations, Military Unit Cover Designator conversions, and in some cases
the establishment of entirely new units with no identifiable predecessor.
This transitional state complicates any attempt to give a full accounting
of structure and command relationships, but some basic inferences can
nevertheless be drawn.
First, the SSF appears to have a bifurcated structure, whereby the SSD
and NSD act as largely independent, administrative headquarters for their
respective forces and the Staff Department serves as an operational headquarters. This arrangement would help explain the apparent administrative
oddity of the SSD and NSD having the same grade as the Staff Department,
an organization they would normally report to. Such a command structure
may better enable the SSD and NSD to independently develop their own
officer corps, tailor training to force needs, and prioritize their own capabilities development while allowing the Central Military Commission to
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integrate their operations in situations where their missions overlap, such
as in certain strategic intelligence and counterspace missions.
Second, SSF units have been assigned MUCDs, the numerical codes
that the PLA has long used to conceal a unit’s true identity in public sources.
The SSF’s MUCDs fall between 32001 and 32099.38 Analysis of these designators largely confirms that, as expected, a number of SSF units are
beginning to migrate from their old designations to new MUCDs that fall
within the SSF’s assigned block. However, a select few appear to be newly
created or do not align to known units. MUCDs are a useful tool for determining which stage of reorganization the SSF’s forces are undergoing, as
a new designator is generally a fair indication that their structure, grade,
and command relationships have been reviewed, approved, and are likely
to remain static throughout the course of the remaining reforms. On the
other hand, a unit still using its pre-reform MUCD invites speculation that a
new designation awaits after some administrative change or reorganization.
Finally, many SSF forces appear to be organized as “bases,” a form of
corps leader grade unit that is distinct to the PLA. The space force in particular had already largely been organized as bases prior to the creation of
the SSF. Of the former GAD “test bases” [shiyan jidi, 实验基地], numbered
20 to 33, the five responsible for space operations have been confirmed to
have been transferred to the Strategic Support Force, whereas the remaining
bases were transferred to the Equipment Development Department and
services.39 These bases appear to have retained their previous numerical
designations even under the new system. However, a newly designated
unit called the “Strategic Support Force 35th Base” [zhanlüe zhiyuan budui
35 jidi, 战略支援部队35基地] now appears to be responsible for some of
the space force’s space-based survey, mapping, and navigation missions,
including the management of military Beidou satellites.40 The creation
or designation of a new SSF base beyond the aforementioned five that are
known to exist, with numbering that extends past what was previously
the highest numbered PLA base (the 33rd), raises the possibility that there
may be more space-related numerical bases in the offing. Additional bases
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might also be responsible for supporting the space information support and
survey, mapping, and navigation missions.
The SSF has also inherited the 311 Base [311 jidi, 311基地], also known
as China’s “Three Warfares Base,” from the General Political Department,
though its position within the SSF’s organizational structure is unclear. The
311 Base is the PLA’s sole organization that is publicly known to focus on
psychological warfare. Notably, one public record refers to the existence of
a “Strategic Support Force Eastern Base” [zhanlüe zhiyuan budui dongbu
jidi, 战略支援部队东部基地].41 This invites comparisons to a similar structure used by the newly created Joint Logistics Support Force [lianhe houqin
baozhang budui, 联合后勤保障部队], which has subordinate bases that align
with the five theater commands.42 These bases could fall directly under the
SSF’s staff department and serve both space and cyber force personnel or,
alternatively, could be a series of bases that fall under the Network Systems
Department. The former possibility would help further the SSF mission of
supporting the theater commands and may explain the absence of identifiable
SSF elements under them—SSF regional bases are still in the process of being
created. The latter possibility would answer the question of exactly how the
NSD intends to organize the loose and geographically dispersed confederation of cyber, EW, and psychological warfare forces it has inherited.
A Force in Transition
With reforms scheduled to run from 2015 until 2020, the SSF remains very
much a force in transition. Its transitional state complicates efforts to fully
understand how it will be permanently organized. There are several peculiarities in the current SSF structure that may either end up as permanent
features of its organization (and thus consequential for understanding the
SSF’s operational concepts), mere transient idiosyncrasies that have been
left over from larger structural reforms, or bureaucratic compromises that
have yet to be ironed out.
Many of these anomalies relate to the SSF’s grade [jibie, 级别] structure (see figure 3). The PLA’s grade system is separated into 15 grades that
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Figure 3. SSF Grade Structure
Military Theater
Leader Grade

Deputy Military
Theater Grade

Corps
Leader Grade

Strategic
Support Force

Staff
Department

Staff

Gao Jin

Commander

Li Shangfu*

Deputy Commander
Chief of Staff

Zheng Weiping

Deputy Corps
Leader Grade

Division
Leader Grade

Deputy Division
Leader Grade

PWD
Logistics
Equipment

PC

Space Systems
Dept.
Shang Hong
Deputy Cdr
CDR, SSD

Bases
XSCC
Former 4PLA
BACC

Possible
ECM Bureau

ECM Brigade
ECM Brigade

Network
Systems Dept.
Zheng Junjie

Possible
Department
Structure

Former 3PLA
1st Bureau
2nd Bureau

...

Deputy Cdr
CDR, NSD

12 Bureau
th

* Li Shangfu is now director of the CMC Equipment Development Department. His replacement as
SSF chief of staff has not been identified.
Key: BACC: Beijing Aerospace Command and Control Center; CDR: commander; ECM: electronic
countermeasure; NSD: Network Systems Department; PC: political commissar; PWD: Political Work
Department; SSD: Space Systems Department; XSCC: Xian Satellite Monitor and Control Center.

correspond to 10 ranks, defining both an organization’s and an officer’s
place in the PLA hierarchy. Ranks are occasionally used for ease of coordination with foreign militaries, since most other militaries consider ranks
to be paramount, but are often not referenced in the PLA’s daily practice.
Traditionally in the PLA, an organization’s grade, not its commander’s rank, has been the determining factor for its authority, shaping which
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organizations it may answer to, coordinate with, or command. The grade
system also defines the potential career paths for officers, providing
sequential rungs upon which billets are based.43 For many officers in the
PLA, organizational mergers or streamlining reforms ultimately mean a
reduction in billets, which means increased competition over fewer pathways for promotion.44 For organizations, these changes mean a redefinition
of command and coordination authorities, altering relationships within
the PLA’s command ecosystem. When reorganizing the PLA, planners
must be conscious of both officer career paths and organizational responsibilities, balancing the need for structural change against bureaucratic
and operational pressures.
Since the SSF is a massive merger between elements of the former
GAD and elements of the GSD, these considerations have almost certainly
played an important role in decisions about its structure. For instance, one
would ordinarily expect that the SSF’s Space Systems Department would
mirror its Network Systems Department counterpart and have bureaus
[ju, 局] under its headquarters. This would align with the PLA’s overall
organizational paradigm wherein “departments contain bureaus, which
in turn contain offices” [bu-ju-chu, 部-局-处]. Instead the SSD has another
layer of departments [bu, 部] where bureaus might be.45 This nonstandard
structure could either be temporary until the departments can be converted
into bureaus, or it could be an indicator that the NSD will defy convention
and maintain second-level departments instead of bureaus. Additionally,
both the heads of the SSD and NSD are dual-hatted as deputy commanders
of the SSF, giving them a “deputy theater command leader” [fu zhanqu
ji, 副战区级] grade. The merger and demotion of former GAD elements
appears to have created a bureaucratic bottleneck in promotions for much
of the space mission’s leadership, as many of the senior leaders there, such
as the heads of the space launch bases, had already attained “corps leader”
or deputy theater command leader grade. This may help explain the prevalence of former GAD officers in the SSF’s leadership, as it was necessary
to provide them with billets that accorded with their established grades.
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The most consequential and enduring mystery in this regard is that the
SSD and NSD appear to be the same grade as the SSF Staff Department, limiting
the latter’s ability to command and direct their operations. This arrangement
may be the result of bureaucratic necessity. Since many of the former GAD
launch bases were corps leader grade organizations, the Space Systems Department would need to be at least a deputy theater command leader grade to
command them, requiring a grade increase that made it the equal of the Staff
Department. Alternatively, it may indicate that SSF structure is in a transitional
state, with further changes to come that will move the headquarters as well as
the space and cyber forces into a more permanent organizational framework.
The SSD and China’s Space Forces
As noted, the Strategic Support Force’s space mission falls under the Space
Systems Department, a deputy theater command leader grade organization
that has been described as the headquarters of China’s military space forces
[junshi hangtian budui, 军事航天部队], also known informally as its “space
force” [tian jun, 天军].46 The initial leadership of this department consists
of Major General Shang Hong [尚宏], who has led it since its inception,
Political Commissar Kang Chunyuan [康春元], Deputy Commander Hao
Weizhong [郝卫中], and Chief of Staff Fei Jiabing [费加兵].47 With the
exception of Kang, who formerly served as the Lanzhou Military Region
deputy political commissar, all are from the former GAD and veterans of
China’s military space programs.48
This reorganization of China’s myriad space capabilities into a coherent, unified space force is a response to organizational challenges that arose
from space forces being dispersed throughout the military. Previously, the
PLA was tasked with executing space missions using assets spread across
the GAD and GSD.49 The SSD has now subsumed nearly every aspect of
PLA space operations that were formerly controlled by the GAD and GSD,
including space launch and support; space telemetry, tracking, and control;
space information support; space attack; and space defense (see table 2). The
office overseeing China’s manned space missions has stayed with the CMC
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Equipment Development Department, perhaps in an attempt to avoid the
appearance of militarizing China’s manned space mission.50
Table 2. SSF Space Corps Units
Space Launch and Support
Name
Assessed Grade
Jiuquan Satellite Launch Corps Leader grade
Center
[中国酒泉卫星发射中心]
20th Testing and
Training Base
[第20试验训练基地]
Taiyuan Satellite
Launch Center
[中国太原卫星发射中心]
25th Testing and Training
Base
[第25试验训练基地]
Xichang Satellite
Launch Center
[中国西昌卫星发射中心]
27th Testing and
Training Base
[第27试验训练基地]
Wenchang Aerospace
Launch Site
[文昌航天发射场]

Function and Description
Oldest and largest launch site and the
only one that conducts human spaceflight launches.

Corps Leader grade

The center launches satellites into
sun-synchronous and low-earth orbits.

Corps Leader grade

The center launches satellites into geosynchronous orbit. Maintains mobile
tracking stations that supply data to
other facilities.

Corps Leader grade

Completed in 2014. The center was
built to use the new heavy-lift Long
March 5 and to launch heavier payloads
into orbit.

Table 2. SSF Space Corps Units
Telemetry, Tracking, and Control (TT&C)
Name
Assessed Grade
Beijing Aerospace Flight Corps Leader grade
Control Center
[北京航天飞行控制中心]
Xi’an Satellite Control
Corps Leader grade
Center
[中国西安卫星测控中心]
26th Testing and Training
Base [第26试验训练
基地]
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Function and Description
Responsible for command and control
of China’s manned spaceflight program.
Core hub for China’s telemetry, tracking, and control network. Maintains a
nation-wide retinue of fixed and mobile
TT&C stations.
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Table 2. SSF Space Corps Units (cont.)
Telemetry, Tracking, and Control (TT&C)
Name
Assessed Grade
China Satellite Maritime Corps Leader grade
Tracking and Control
Department
[中国卫星海上测控部]

Function and Description
Provides maritime TT&C for China’s
space launches and intercontinental
ballistic missile tests. Maintains a small
fleet of Yuanwang (远望) tracking ships.

23rd Test and Training
Base [第23试验训练
基地]

Table 2. SSF Space Corps Units
Space-based C4ISR
Name
Aerospace
Reconnaissance Bureau
[航天侦察局]
Satellite Communications
Main Station
[卫星通信总站]
Satellite Positioning Main
Station [卫星定位总站]

Assessed Grade
Deputy Corps
Leader grade
Deputy Corps
Leader grade

Function and Description
Responsible for space-based
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance.
Responsible for space-based communications and data relay.

Deputy Corps
Leader grade

Responsible for military use of the
Beidou navigation system.

Although the bulk of the SSD’s operational units and administrative
functions are drawn from the former GAD’s space cadre, some operational
units and missions are also drawn from the former GSD. The components
brought over from the GSD are primarily related to space-based C4ISR
assets, which in the PLA are categorized as “space-based information support” [tian ji xinxi zhiyuan, 天基信息支援].51 For example, although the
military intelligence–focused former GSD Second Department [zongcan er
bu, 总参二部, or zongcan qingbao bu, 总参情报部] remains in existence as
the new Joint Intelligence Bureau [lian can qingbao ju, 联参情报局] under
the CMC Joint Staff Department, its former Aerospace Reconnaissance
Bureau [hangtian zhencha ju, 航天侦察局], responsible for space-based
remote sensing and the Yaogan [遥感] series of optical and electronic
intelligence satellites, has been separated and transferred over to the SSD.52
The former GSD Satellite Main Station, which is responsible for satellite
uplink, downlink, and managing space-based communication satellites,
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has also been transferred to the SSD, even as its parent organization, the
former GSD Informatization Department’s Information Support Base
[xinxi baozhang jidi, 信息保障基地], has been reorganized under the CMC
Joint Staff Department as the Information and Communications Bureau
(JSD-ICB) [lian can xinxi tongxin ju, 联参信息通信局] Information Support Base.53 Finally, the GSD Satellite Positioning Main Station [weixing
dingwei zongzhan, 卫星定位总站], responsible for managing the PLA’s
use of China’s Beidou navigation satellite constellation, has moved over to
the SSD as well.54 Its parent unit, the operations-focused former GSD First
Department’s Survey, Mapping, and Navigation Bureau [cehui daohang ju,
测绘导航局], has become the Joint Staff Department Battlefield Environment Support Bureau [zhanchang huanjing baozhang ju, 战场环境保障局].
It is currently unclear what responsibilities, if any, the SSF’s space force
has for antisatellite research, development, testing, and operations, nor is it
known whether the SSF has a role in the related discipline of ballistic missile
defense (BMD). Both missions could presumably fall under the categories
of space attack and defense, respectively, which would place them under
the SSF’s remit. Alternatively, these missions may be assigned to the PLA
Rocket Force, which already has a role in missile operations, or the PLA
Air Force (PLAAF), which has already demonstrated a limited capability in
both antisatellite missiles and BMD. In August 2017, the DN-3 antisatellite
missile was launched from the SSF’s Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center, which
may indicate that the SSF has responsibility for testing or fielding these
systems.55 The current locations of many of China’s offensive space capabilities, including its more experimental co-orbital attack capabilities such
as the Shiyan-7 [实验-7, or SY-7] “robotic arm” satellite, remain unknown.56
The creation of the SSD nevertheless appears to have resolved at least
some of the previous bureaucratic power struggles over space missions
between the former GAD, PLAAF, and Second Artillery Force. Although
the GAD had long held preeminence in space launch, support, and telemetry, tracking, and control, the capabilities necessary for contesting “space
dominance” (zhikong quan, 制空权) by holding adversary assets at risk
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of denial or disruption were split among the three organizations.57 From
the mid-2000s onward, PLAAF leadership forcefully argued that its core
responsibility for air defense operations should be extended into space,
proposing the strategic operational concept of “integrated air and space
operations” [kongtian yiti zuozhan, 空天一体作战] as a way toward this
coupling.58 The former PLA Second Artillery Force also promoted itself at
various points as the best equipped to carry out the military’s space mission
set. Its arsenal of short-, medium-, and long-range ballistic missiles, as well
as its inherent status as a strategic service, gave it a strong hand in arguing
that its existing capabilities “could be adapted for a space intercept role by
reprogramming missile guidance and fusing.”59 At least for the moment,
the creation of an independent force with responsibility for PLA space
missions provides a definitive conclusion to this long-running three-way
dispute, perhaps reflecting a bureaucratic compromise.
There is also a broader question as to whether the SSF’s primacy in space
and space-based C4ISR will preclude other services from independently
developing, operating, or maintaining their own space infrastructure for
operations. The PLA’s services have been known to defend aggressively
against one another’s efforts to challenge their primacy in their respective
primary domains of operation.60 It remains to be seen if the PLA’s reorganization and the CMC’s new functional joint model will relieve pressure on
these service rivalries, or if they will intensify as a result of new competition
over funding and development of “new-type” capabilities. It is possible
that the SSF’s space mission may represent a bureaucratic “solution” to the
previous fight for space primacy between the PLAAF and Rocket Force.
The NSD and China’s Cyber Forces
The Strategic Support Force’s cyber mission has been given to the Network
Systems Department, a deputy theater command leader grade organization
that acts as the headquarters for the SSF’s cyber operations force, sometimes
referred to as a “cyber force” [wang jun, 网军] or “cyberspace operations force”
[wangluo kong jian zuozhan budui, 网络空间作战部队].61 Despite its name, the
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NSD and its subordinate forces are responsible for information warfare more
broadly, with a mission set that includes cyber warfare, EW, and potentially
psychological warfare. Lieutenant General Zheng Junjie was named the NSD’s
first commander and Lieutenant General Chai Shaoliang as its political commissar.62 Zheng was the director of the former GSD Third Department (3PLA)
[zongcan san bu, 总参三部] and commandant of PLA Information Engineering University.63 Chai previously served as deputy political commissar of the
GAD and, before that, of the former Chengdu Military Region [成都军区].64
The NSD appears to represent a renaming, reorganization, and
grade promotion of the 3PLA. Much as the institutions of the former
GSD provided the partial foundation for the creation of the Space Systems Department, they also form the organizational core of the NSD. The
Network Systems Department maintains the former 3PLA headquarters,
location, and internal bureau-centric structure. In at least one instance, the
NSD has been referred to as the “SSF Third Department” [zhanlüe zhiyuan
budui di san bu, 战略支援部队第三部], mirroring its former appellation.65
The bulk of China’s strategic cyber espionage forces were previously
contained within the technical reconnaissance-focused GSD Third Department, which has been moved en masse into the NSD (see table 3).
Table 3. Former Third Department Units Now Likely under the SSF
Name of Unit
Notes
Operational or Administrative Organs
3PLA Headquarters
Now the Network Systems Department (NSD)
First Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Second Bureau (Shanghai) Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Third Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Fourth Bureau (QIngdao)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Fifth Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Sixth Bureau (Wuhan)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Seventh Bureau (Beijing)
Transferred to NSD
Eighth Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Ninth Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Tenth Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
Eleventh Bureau (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
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Table 3. Former Third Department Units Now Likely under the SSF (cont.)
Name of Unit
Twelfth Bureau (Shanghai)
Beijing North Computing
Center (Beijing)
Research Institutes
56th Research Institute
57th Research Institute
58th Research Institute
Academic Institutions
Foreign Language Institute
Information Engineering
University (IEU)

Notes
Assessed to be transferred to NSD or Space Systems Department or
Space Systems Department
Transferred to NSD

Transferred to NSD
Transferred to NSD
Transferred to NSD
Now PLA IEU Luoyang Campus
Transferred to NSD

The Third Department’s cyber missions were largely handled by its 12 technical reconnaissance bureaus [jishu zhengcha ju, 技术侦察局], which were
responsible for both cyber espionage and signals intelligence more broadly.66
While only three of the former bureaus can be fully confirmed to have moved
into the NSD, this most likely reflects incomplete public data rather than an
incomplete transition. The former GSD’s 56th, 57th, and 58th Research Institutes, which previously provided research, development, and weaponization
support to the technical reconnaissance mission, have also moved to the
NSD.67 Former military academic institutions, such as the PLA Information
Engineering University [xinxi gongcheng daxue, 信息工程大学] and Luoyang
Foreign Language Institute [luoyang waiyu xueyuan, 洛阳外语学院], have
also moved over and in some cases have been consolidated.68
The centralization of China’s strategic cyber forces is a key feature of
the Network Systems Department. The NSD appears designed to address
the operational coordination challenges that previously arose from the
structure of the former GSD. Traditionally, computer network attack was
handled by the GSD Fourth Department (4PLA), while the PLA counter-network defense mission has been handled by the GSD Informatization
Department. It now appears that the former 4PLA’s computer network
attack forces have been transferred to the SSF to integrate with the cyber
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espionage elements of the former Third Department (see table 4).69 However, it is noteworthy that the NSD does not appear to have integrated the
PLA’s counter-network defense mission, which remains with the Joint
Staff Department’s Information Support Base under its Network Security
Defense Center [wangluo anquan fangyu zhongxin, 网络安全防御中心].70
The SSF and EW
Compared with the space and cyber missions, China’s strategic electronic
warfare mission has historically been far less divided and compartmentalized, having been concentrated almost entirely within the former GSD
Fourth Department. The former 4PLA, which was also responsible for radar
and computer network attack, has now been split by the reorganization
along administrative and operational lines, with various elements either
abolished, reorganized, or transferred to the Joint Staff Department and
Strategic Support Force. At the top level, the former 4PLA headquarters has
been moved to the Joint Staff Department, where it has been reconstituted
as the new joint force Network-Electronic Bureau (JSD-NEB) [wangluo
dianzi ju, wang dian ju, 网络电子局, 网电局].71 In its new form, it likely
oversees management of the cyber and EW missions across the entire
Chinese military, including the SSF, theater commands, and services. The
4PLA’s military academy, the PLA Electrical Engineering Institute [dianzi
gongcheng xueyuan, 电子工程学院], has been subsumed by the National
University of Defense Technology (NUDT) [guofang keji daxue, 国防科技
大学] to become the NUDT Electronic Countermeasure Institute [dianzi
duikang xueyuan, 电子对抗学院].72 Meanwhile, 4PLA’s GSD 54th Research
Institute, responsible for research and development of operational electronic
and network countermeasures, has moved over to the Strategic Support
Force, likely under the Network Systems Department.73
At a lower, operational level, at least some of the 4PLA’s EW units have
been reassigned to the SSF, with Chinese media reports mentioning unidentified “electronic countermeasure brigades” under the new force and public
documents revealing former 4PLA units now operating under an SSF MUCD
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designation.74 Prior to the reforms, the 4PLA maintained a number of electronic countermeasure brigades, detachments, and stations nationwide,
none of which has been visibly accounted for in the PLA’s new structure.75
Nevertheless, the reassignment of the GSD 54th Research Institute is a vital
clue that EW now falls under the aegis of the NSD, and the former 4PLA’s
monopoly on strategic electronic warfare makes it a near certainty that some
or all of these units have been assigned to the SSF (see table 4).
Table 4. Former Fourth Department Units Now Likely under SSF
Name of Unit

Notes

Operational and Administrative Units
4PLA Headquarters
Transferred to JSD as a new 'Network-Electronic
Bureau'
Electronic Countermeasure Brigade
Assessed to be transferred to Network Systems
(ECM) (Langfang)
Department (NSD)
Langfang ECM Brigade Detachment
Assessed to be transferred to NSD
(Yingtan)
ECM (Beidaihe)
Transferred to the NSD
Beidaihe ECM Brigade Detachment
Transferred to the NSD
(Nicheng)
Electronic Countermeasure Center
Potentially merged with Joint Network-Electronic
Countermeasure dadui
Satellite Main Station (Beijing)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD or Space Systems
Department
Regional Satellite Station (Hainan)
Assessed to be transferred to NSD or Space Systems
Department
Research Institutes
Transferred to the NSD
54th Research Institute
Academic Institutions
Electrical Engineering Institute
Now the National University of Defense Technology
Electronic Countermeasures Institute

Integrating the cyber warfare and EW elements of the former 3PLA
and 4PLA is a crucial step toward fully realizing a long-held PLA theory
of how best to fight information warfare known as integrated network and
electronic warfare, which envisions the close coordination of cyber and
electronic warfare forces in both capabilities development and operational
use. According to this school of thought, the integration of information
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technology on the battlefield has created a combined “network and electromagnetic space” [wangdian kongjian, 网电空间] such that cyber and
EW forces “cannot be mutually exclusive, with each [force] fighting [its]
own battles.”76 On a more concrete level, integrated network and electronic
warfare was conceived by former 4PLA head Dai Qingmin in the early
2000s and represented 4PLA’s side of a bureaucratic turf war between
3PLA and 4PLA as to the proper division of missions between the two
organizations.77
With the adoption of INEW as mainstream PLA thinking, 4PLA
took on both the GSD’s offensive cyber and electronic countermeasures
missions in a partial realization of the concept, but its broader implementation remained largely incomplete.78 Responsibilities for the cyber
and electromagnetic domains remained divided at the strategic level,
with the Fourth Department responsible for both network and electronic
countermeasures (offense) and the Third Department responsible for
cyber espionage and traditional radio-frequency signals intelligence
(reconnaissance and espionage). The Strategic Support Force’s merging of
the two departments’ operational responsibilities could bring the concept
full circle, creating a unified force for warfighting in the network and
electromagnetic space.
The status of this integration is unclear. For now, at least, the integration appears to be notional and largely the result of renaming and
functionally realigning rather than at a deeper level of combining of personnel, systems, and culture. That said, the reforms are still incomplete
and the next stage is intended to focus on below-the-neck reforms and
integration, under which this would presumably fall. Still, it is unclear
how foreign observers would measure or understand the progress in these
actions, as they produce fewer appearances than larger scale changes. In any
case, if successful in achieving deeper integration, this force will be fully
empowered to conduct both espionage and offense operations, a recognition
of the ways in which the two disciplines often reinforce and depend on one
another on the modern battlefield.
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The JSD-NEB now seems to be pushing the INEW concept force-wide
as the main successor of the 4PLA, likely overseeing force development
and warfighting efforts in the Strategic Support Force, other services, and
theater commands. Initially, it seemed plausible that the former 4PLA
might move to the SSF to form something along the lines of a hypothetical
“Electronic Systems Department” that would stand alongside the SSD and
NSD.79 The fact that 4PLA headquarters has instead been integrated in the
Joint Staff Department as the Network-Electronic Bureau makes it more
likely that strategic electronic warfare units have been merged with the NSD
to better align with the combined network and electronic countermeasures
concept that the JSD-NEB is establishing throughout the entire PLA.80 The
“network-electronic” grouping has also been spotted in other post-reform
PLA organizations, such as the national joint force Network-Electronic
Countermeasures dadui [大队] and a Theater Command Network-Electronic Countermeasure dui [队].81 It is not clear if the NSD has inherited
any management institutions from the former 4PLA, or if it will create new
bureaus specifically for the purpose of leading the new operational EW
units under its command.
The SSF and the Three Warfares
The Strategic Support Force also appears to have incorporated elements
of the military’s psychological and political warfare missions, a result of a
subtle yet consequential reorganization of China’s political warfare forces.
Before the reforms, the former General Political Department had primary
responsibility for carrying out military political warfare. This mission was
encapsulated in a concept developed in the early 2000s known as the Three
Warfares, a unique Chinese political warfare model that calls for the coordinated use of psychological warfare [xinli zhan, 心理战], public opinion
warfare [yulun zhan, 舆论战], and legal warfare [falü zhan, 法律战] to
establish “discursive power” [huayu quan, 话语权] over an adversary—that
is, the power to control perceptions and shape narratives that advance Chinese interests and undermine those of an opponent.82 The former General
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Political Department separated responsibilities for these missions at strategic and operational levels, with the former Liaison Department [lianluo
bu, 联络部] responsible for the broader mission of political warfare and
the 311 Base responsible for more operational aspects of political warfare
and psychological operations against Taiwan.83 While the 311 Base was
under the command of the General Political Department in peacetime, in
a conflict scenario, the base, a deputy corps leader grade organization, and
its six subordinate regiments, would form the core of China’s psychological
warfare forces in information operations campaigns.84
The reforms shook up this arrangement, incorporating the General
Political Department into the Central Military Commission as the new
CMC Political Work Department and reassigning the 311 Base to the
Strategic Support Force.85 Although the base is unaccounted for in known
portions of the SSF’s structure, it could potentially fall under the SSF’s
Political Work Department or, perhaps more likely, the Network Systems
Department. The latter possibility would see the NSD in command of the
full spectrum of information operations—not only cyber but also electronic
and psychological warfare. The move itself appears to remove organizational impediments to coordination across the information operations
disciplines, integrating them in peacetime to ease their transition into a
wartime structure. PLA scholars have stressed the importance of both psychological and political operations in shaping the strategic situation ahead
of conflict.86 Integrating the 311 Base’s operational forces with the SSF’s
space, cyber, and electronic missions empowers psychological operations
forces with cross-domain intelligence and helps maximize the impact of
information operations on an adversary’s psychology.
What is unclear is what responsibilities the CMC Political Work
Department will have for political warfare and, therefore, psychological
operations. The former Liaison Department, which previously served as
the PLA’s political warfare command center, is unaccounted for in the
PLA’s structure; it has most likely remained with the CMC Political Work
Department in some form. The PLA’s inherent status as a Party army (not
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a national one) imposes on its psychological operations forces an additional
imperative to ensure ideological loyalty and push Party ideals as part of its
operational strategy. It is possible that the 311 Base’s move signals a “decoupling” of sorts between political and psychological warfare, which have
traditionally sat uncomfortably at the intersection of the General Political
Department’s political command and the GSD’s operational command.87
Both the PLA’s revised 2010 Political Work Guidelines and the 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy indicate the need for psychological
operations to more closely align with traditional, nonpolitical, military
information warfare forces, and the reorganization may be a direct reflection of this imperative.88

Joint Command and the SSF
The reforms have also substantially altered the command context for
many of the missions now under the Strategic Support Force, redefining
longstanding organizational relationships and creating new responsibilities
across the PLA command bureaucracy. The CMC’s new Joint Staff Department may have responsibility for relaying CMC operational decisions to the
SSF.89 Understanding how each of the different components of this organization interface with the SSF is crucial to understanding PLA command
and control during a wartime or crisis scenario.
The JSD was based on the former GSD, which had effectively been triple-hatted in the past—serving as a notional joint command headquarters,
ground force headquarters, and as administrative headquarters for strategic
missions and units. The reforms split these responsibilities apart, forming
a new ground force headquarters, establishing the Strategic Support Force
from pre-existing space, cyber, and EW forces, and elevating both the GSD
and many, but not all, of its subordinate organs to the Central Military Commission as the Joint Staff Department. JSD bureaus oversee various aspects of
military command, including operations, intelligence, cyber and electronic
warfare, communications, and battlefield environment support. However,
the precise manner in which the JSD commands the SSF remains unclear.
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Operational Command in Peacetime and Wartime
In peacetime, the SSF appears to fall under the command of either the
CMC’s Joint Staff Department Operations Bureau [liancan zuozhan ju,
联参作战局] or its Joint Operations Command Center [liancan zuozhan
zhihui zhongxin, 联参作战指挥中心], which are both responsible for central command and control of both the services and theater commands.
Official media state that the center acts as a “strategic command” over
services and theater commands.90 In the previous Joint Staff Department
Operations Bureau incarnation as the GSD First Department, it had a set of
subordinate bureaus responsible for different types of operations, including
both service bureaus, such as the Air Force Operations Bureau [kongjun
zuozhan ju, 空军作战局] and Navy Operations Bureau [haijun zuozhan ju,
海军作战局], as well as functional bureaus such as the Special Operations
Bureau [tezhong zuozhan ju, 特种作战局] and Information Operations
Bureau [xinxi zuozhan ju, 信息作战局].91 Some of these subordinate bureaus
appear to have survived and been reorganized as offices [chu, 处], though
only two have been definitively confirmed to exist: the overseas operations
office [haiwai hangdong chu, 海外行动处]92 and air traffic control office
[kongguan chu, 空管处].93
Since responsibilities for operations have shifted from the services
to theater commands, it is not clear whether the former service-centric
operations bureaus will ultimately survive or be replaced by geographic
bureaus that directly align with theater commands. In any case, there is
no clear subordinate office that would appear to be tasked with directing
SSF operations. Given the SSF’s mission, the chief candidate would be along
the lines of a hypothetical “information operations office,” a successor
organization to the information operations bureau under the Operations
Department before the reforms. However, an office that has clear authority
over the SSF has yet to be identified.
Prior to the recent reforms, the PLA’s plans for a wartime campaign
entailed shifting into “operations groups” [zuozhan jiqun, 作战集群], temporary entities at the strategic, theater, and tactical levels that would act
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as joint force commands and direct operations for a particular domain,
region, or type of wartime activity.94 If this basic structure persists, the
SSF will likely constitute the core component of an information operations group (IOG) [xinxi zuozhan jiqun, 信息作战集群], a joint force
wartime construct dedicated to waging information warfare.95 In his
authoritative 2013 work Lectures on the Science of Information Operations,
Major General Ye Zheng stated that in wartime the PLA would stand
up an IOG commanding all aspects of information warfare activity.96
Its missions would be organized as a series of subordinate elements,
referred to as “groups” [qun, 群], for mission sets including cyber warfare,
EW, psychological warfare, air defense electronic countermeasures, and
information support.97 As operations groups are further differentiated at
the strategic, theater, and tactical levels of warfighting, it is plausible that
any IOGs would be similarly tiered with national-level, campaign, and/
or theater-level iterations.98
The IOG structure used by the PLA prior to the recent reforms is in
many ways the predecessor to the new joint command structure in that it
similarly established joint command mechanisms overseeing individual
service components at the national and theater levels. The creation of the
theater commands may have obviated the need to shift the PLA into a
wartime structure for regional campaigns, but the need may still be present
at the national level. The Joint Operations Command Center likely facilitates command and control for national strategic missions, but it remains
unclear how the organization arranges operational groupings across the
services for these purposes. As of now, no joint force construct has been
identified under the Joint Operations Command Center that would serve as
a standing IOG. Instead, the Strategic Support Force appears to serve both
operational and administrative roles. This would mean that the SSF is not
a direct analogue to a wartime IOG, but rather a force that is optimized for
seamless transitioning to a more operational footing. However, an IOG may
still be necessary to integrate information operations capabilities from the
various services at the national level.
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Intelligence and Technical Reconnaissance
The reforms also substantially reorganized the intelligence responsibilities of
the former GSD, creating a new Joint Staff Department Intelligence Bureau
out of the former GSD Second Department as well as separating out and
centralizing the strategic-level technical collection organizations under the
Strategic Support Force (see figure 4).99 At the national level, this change
institutionalizes the PLA’s long-standing distinction between “intelligence”
[qingbao, 情报], which encompasses all-source analysis supporting command
decisionmaking, and “technical reconnaissance” [jishu zhencha, 技术侦察],
which refers to technical intelligence collection directly supporting military
operations.100 The structure appears to maintain the prior arrangement of
intelligence flow, whereby “all military intelligence flowed upward through
the GSD.”101 The new Joint Staff Department Intelligence Bureau serves the
GSD’s former role, incorporating intelligence from the theater commands,
each which in turn has its own bureaus responsible for operational and
tactical intelligence analysis.102 Theoretically, the establishment of a separate
Figure 4. PLA’s Military Intelligence System in Transition (Notional)
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ground force headquarters and the incorporation of the Intelligence Bureau
into the joint staff gives it more latitude to move away from its army-dominated past and direct intelligence resources to critical missions based on
operational needs.103 However, it remains unclear what exact responsibilities
the bureau will have beyond the traditional focus on all-source analysis and
human intelligence and whether, in light of its elevated role, it will take on
more bureaucratic responsibilities for managing intelligence demands and
balancing collections requirements among different competing interests
within the PLA.
Network and Electronic Warfare
The Joint Staff Department’s Network-Electronic Bureau creates a new
force-wide structure for the management of the cyber and electronic warfare missions in the Strategic Support Force, theater commands, and other
services. The creation of the JSD-NEB suggests that the PLA is maintaining a dual-echelon structure for cyber and EW, with the SSF’s cyber
force assuming responsibilities for strategic national-level operations that
previously rested with former GSD units, while the services and theater
commands continue to be responsible for cyber and EW operations at the
operational and tactical levels (see figure 5). The precise responsibilities
of the JSD-NEB are unclear, but likely include oversight and integration
functions such as the issuance of operational guidance, deconfliction of
areas of responsibility, and establishment of rules of engagement. In one
of the few public mentions of the organization tied to a specific sphere of
interest, JSD-NEB Chief Major General Wang Xiaoming [王晓明] and Deputy Bureau Chief Senior Colonel Lin Shishan [林世山] held a symposium
with international law experts at the Wuhan School of Law, discussing
international law in cyberspace and “Tallinn 2.0,” a study on applicability of
international law to cyber operations performed by the NATO Cooperative
Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn, Estonia.104
The reforms have also established a national Joint Network-Electronic
Countermeasure dadui.105 This organization appears to have corresponding
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lower echelon elements in the theater commands, called Network-Electronic
Countermeasure dui, which are likely made up of regional service branch and
theater command cyber and EW elements.106 These organizations mirror
the former force-wide network of electronic countermeasure centers (ECM
centers) [dianzi duikang zhongxin, 电子对抗中心], which were composed
of a national center collocated with the former 4PLA and lower echelon
elements in the former military regions.107 Based on the ECM center’s public
research, its mission appears to have focused on electronic support measures,
electronic intelligence, and targeting in the electromagnetic domain.108 The
similarities suggest the former ground force ECM centers were most likely
reorganized into joint force Network-Electronic Countermeasure dadui and
dui, expanding the scope of their mission to include network reconnaissance
and targeting. These organizations suggest that the SSF does not, as some
initially thought, have a monopoly of force in cyberspace, but rather continues
to share the mission with other components in the PLA.
Information and Communications
The new Joint Staff Department’s Information and Communications
Bureau, reorganized from the former GSD Informatization Department,
has inherited responsibilities for force-wide management of information
systems, communications, and support for high-level warfighting command and control. The ICB includes the PLA’s Information Assurance
Base [xinxi baozhang jidi, 信息保障基地], which has similarly moved over
to the JSD.109 However, the Strategic Support Force’s control of critical
ground-based satellite communication infrastructure and primacy in
operating space-based data relays may indicate it is a primary organization
responsible for routing and supporting information flows through outer
space, which would imply an overlap with what we understand to be the
JSD-ICB’s responsibilities. It remains unclear if the SSF will inherit regional
communications ground stations for downlink and uplink or whether those
will be operated directly by the Central Military Commission, by other services, or by the theater commands. It is worth noting that the Information
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Assurance Base appears to have maintained at least some of its subordinate
communications regiments through the reforms, raising questions as to
whether it might contain a joint “information support force” in the same
vein as the Joint Logistics Support Force.110

The SSF’s Strategic Missions and Roles
The Strategic Support Force demonstrates China’s evolving understanding of how information serves as a strategic resource in warfare. The PLA
recognizes that harnessing outer space, the cyber domain, and the electromagnetic spectrum—and denying their use to adversaries—are paramount
needs if the PLA is to attain superiority in a conflict. These three domains
are the primary conduits by which a military force collects, processes, transmits, and receives information. If a force is denied use of these domains, the
informationized system-of-systems infrastructure that underpins modern
military operations cannot properly function. For the first time in the PLA’s
history, the creation of the Strategic Support Force largely unifies both
responsibility for fielding critical systems in these domains and conducting
operations to dominate each domain’s battlespaces.
These two missions, frequently summarized as “information support”
and “information warfare,” align in large part with the composition of
the SSF’s subordinate space and cyber forces. This unity of organizational
design and mission set is likely to substantially improve the PLA’s ability to
achieve information superiority in a conflict. The reforms come at a time
when the military’s mandate from Xi Jinping to modernize and operate
further from China’s shores has placed growing demands on China’s information support and information warfare forces.
Strategic Information Support
The first commander of the SSF, General Gao Jin, has emphasized the
force’s role in information support by stating that the SSF provides vital
“support for safeguarding and raising up an ‘information umbrella’ [xinxi
yusan, 信息雨伞] for the military system, which will be integrated with
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the actions of our land, sea, and air forces and rocket forces throughout an
entire operation, [and] will be the key force for victory in war.”111 General
Gao never expands on what he means by an information umbrella, but
much can be inferred from a straightforward look at the types of information support the Strategic Support Force is uniquely positioned to provide.
The SSF’s space force contains what the 2013 Science of Military Strategy refers to as the “strategic brace support” (zhanlüe zhicheng, 战略支撑)
of space-based intelligence and communications, both of which are functions that AMS strategists envision as the primary role for space forces in
the foreseeable future.112 The terms used by authoritative sources, such as
brace support and information umbrella, all carry connotations of support
and extension, in this case by advancing the PLA’s ability to conduct and
sustain operations both within Chinese territory and in areas abroad that
China understands to be vital to its national interests.
While the SSF’s role in strategic information support largely derives
from the plethora of intelligence and communications assets under its space
force, the cyber force also maintains a deep bench of technical collection
capabilities that are consequential even beyond offense and espionage operations within the cyber domain. SSF information support missions can be
divided into five primary functions it offers across the military:
■

centralizing technical intelligence collection and management

■

providing strategic intelligence support to theater commands

■

enabling PLA power projection

■

supporting strategic defense in the space and nuclear domains

■

enabling joint operations.
Centralizing Technical Intelligence Collection and Management. The

Strategic Support Force commands a wide array of national-level technical
collection assets received from the former organizations that now make
up the bulk of its force. This includes space-based electro-optical imagery
intelligence, synthetic aperture radar, electronic intelligence platforms from
across the GSD and GAD, electronic support capabilities from the former
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Fourth Department, and strategic, long-range ground-based collection
systems from the former Third Department.113 Before the reorganization,
management of these systems was siloed, answerable only to their parent
general department, and differentiated based on source. While the reorganization places the totality of collection assets under the same organization,
the advantages inherent to centralization depend heavily on how well the
technical systems, data, and organizational procedures that underpin those
operations can be integrated. From a purely organizational standpoint,
control over these sources of intelligence potentially allows the Strategic
Support Force to gain the comprehensive perspective necessary to identify
gaps in collection, assess emerging needs, and tailor operations and acquisitions to address shortfalls and new challenges. In short, the sheer breadth of
what the SSF can see and hear empowers it to play a decisive role in China’s
comprehensive domain awareness and national defense far beyond that of
any single organization that has come before.
Providing Strategic Intelligence Support to Theater Commands.
While the theater command technical reconnaissance bureaus and
theater-subordinate service elements maintain their own collection
capabilities, they are largely focused on operational- and tactical-level
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance with limited coverage
beyond their regional areas of responsibility. Collection is further hindered by the logistical and geographical limitations of the collections
platforms themselves. Limited-range drones, surveillance planes, and
shore-based radar, though each provides vital necessary reconnaissance,
do not provide the type of comprehensive domain awareness necessary
for actionable early warning.114 The Strategic Support Force’s space-based
surveillance capacity can thus significantly extend the range of the theater
command commanders’ battlefield awareness, filling critical gaps in their
intelligence collection.115
The SSF’s primacy in space-based intelligence collection also places it
in a unique position to develop identifiers on foreign military targets. These
identifiers, which can be in the form of specific emitter signatures, signal
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parameters, radar signatures, infrared heat signatures, or even imagery
profiles, can help detect, identify, track, and target certain operational platforms and weapons systems. The development of these indicators requires
long-term technical collection on platforms and thus are a direct function
of opportunities for surveillance wherein space-based technical collection
systems have a clear advantage over their terrestrial counterparts. The
ability to conduct space-based intelligence collection on foreign military
assets thus gives the Strategic Support Force a primary role in developing
these indicators, feeding them back to intelligence systems and disseminating them to operational and tactical units in the theater commands for
joint force early warning, air defense, and area surveillance. In addition, the
SSF may also play a similar role for nonkinetic targeting in the cyber and
electromagnetic domains, where it is similarly well-positioned to identify
spectrum allocation for foreign adversary sensors, communications, and
radar systems for jamming and foreign adversary cyber infrastructure for
targeting, intrusion, and compromise.
Enabling PLA Power Projection. The SSF enables and sustains the
PLA’s ability to project power in the East and South China seas and into
areas beyond the first island chain. The SSF is said to field assets that cover
the entirety of the “information chain,” including space-based surveillance, satellite relay and communications, and telemetry, tracking, and
navigation, all of which are necessary to support these types of remote
operations.116 Long-range precision strike, far seas naval deployments,
long-range unmanned aerial vehicle reconnaissance, and strategic air
operations all rely to varying degrees on infrastructure over which the
SSF now wields exclusive control. Conventional strike, the most critical component of both the PLA’s nonnuclear deterrence posture and
its “counterintervention” strategy, is a prime example.117 Despite being
conducted primarily by the PLA Rocket Force, the PLA’s long-range
conventional strike mission depends heavily on the SSF to support operations, from initial detection, identification, and targeting, to guidance
and battlefield damage assessment.
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The Strategic Support Force’s monopoly on space-based information infrastructure similarly places the service in a position to play an
indispensable role in enabling the PLA Navy to operate in the far seas.
While providing traditional intelligence support on enemy movement,
early warning, and maritime surveillance, the SSF will also provide more
foundational “battlefield environment support” [zhanchang huanjing
baozhang, 战场环境保障], a term the PLA uses to describe battlespace-relevant survey, mapping, meteorological, oceanographic, and navigation
information.118 This knowledge-base is a critical factor for command decisionmaking in ship movement and operational planning. Placing China’s
growing fleet of maritime surveillance satellites, dual-use oceanographic
and hydrological satellites, and expanding constellation of Beidou navigation satellites under the Strategic Support Force puts it in a primary
position to provide this type of information. The expansion of the Beidou constellation also diminishes China’s reliance on the U.S.-produced
global positioning system. The constellation is expected to have global
coverage by 2020, extending navigation assurance for naval deployments
worldwide.119
Supporting Strategic Defense in the Space and Nuclear Domains.
Although the SSF’s responsibilities for antisatellite missile operations,
ballistic missile defense, and space-based kinetic operations are unclear,
its monopoly on space surveillance and early warning means it will at
a minimum play a critical role in supporting these missions. Space surveillance—the ability to detect, identify, and track objects in space—is a
prerequisite capability for both antisatellite and ballistic missile defense.120
The SSF’s space force has inherited three major telemetry, tracking, and
control centers in Beijing and Xi’an and a fleet of Yuan Wang–class [远
望] tracking ships. Each center provides varying degrees of space surveillance capabilities as well as telemetry functions for China’s satellites,
space launches, and long-range missiles. The military is also known to
maintain four large phased-array radars in Huian, Korla, Longgangzhen,
and Shuangyashan, possibly under the former GSD Third Department, that
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are capable of tracking objects in support of either counterspace or BMD
operations.121 The former 4PLA’s nonkinetic counter-space mission likely
means it also possessed a ground-based space tracking and surveillance
apparatus, which it would have used to feed targeting data to its satellite
jamming platforms.122
Enabling Joint Operations. The SSF’s role in strategic information support directly enables joint operations by providing a connective substrate
that helps to integrate disparate units and systems from the PLA’s four services. The SSF’s ability to provide the information umbrella of space-based
C4ISR, intelligence support, and battlefield environment assessments helps
forge a common intelligence picture among joint forces within each theater
command, a fundamental requirement for fulfilling the PLA’s mission of
winning “informationized local wars.”123 According to PLA commentary,
the SSF ensures the “centralized management, centralized employment, and
centralized development” of support resources and acts as an “important
support” for the PLA’s joint operation “system of systems.”124 At the time of
its establishment, Xi Jinping spoke of the need for the SSF to support system-of-systems integration, technical interoperability, information-sharing,
and intelligence-fusion among the services.125 The deputy director of the
SSF’s 54th Research Institute, Lü Yueguang [吕越光], goes further and states
that “information-dominant system-of-systems integration” challenges
will become the “fundamental requirement for future joint operations.”126
Strategic Information Operations
In addition to its strategic information support role, the SSF is the primary
force for information warfare in the Chinese military, responsible for
achieving “information dominance” in any conflict. The Science of Military
Strategy and other authoritative sources call for the coordinated employment of space, cyber, and electronic warfare as strategic weapons to achieve
these ends, arguing that the PLA must “paralyze the enemy’s operational
system of systems” and “sabotage the enemy’s war command system of
systems” in the initial stages of a conflict while protecting its own.127 These
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concepts are not unique to the Chinese military; many modern militaries
emphasize the importance of information dominance, underscoring it as
a prerequisite to victory on the battlefield.
The SSF’s importance in strategic information warfare is best understood in the context of challenges posed by an “information warfare
campaign,” the conceptual wartime front where the SSF’s forces—and
an information operations group—would be employed. This campaign is
likely to be a complex, multidimensional set of operations that incorporates kinetic, space, cyber, electronic, and psychological actions through
all phases of conflict, and with each discipline of information operations
having specific strengths at difference phases of a crisis or conflict.128
Psychological and electronic warfare, for example, are key in the pre-crisis
period to raise the political and military risks associated with aggression.
EW has the potential to be a key signaling mechanism for the PLA, due to
its ability to bridge the gap between cyber operations, which have a high
opportunity cost in terms of blown access when used for signaling, and
kinetic strikes, which mark a transition to open warfare. Electronic warfare is the workhorse in Chinese information operations and is frequently
portrayed as inherently defensive (in the broadest sense of the term), pulling double duty as both a tool of coercion and information denial. China’s
evolving concept of “cyber-electromagnetic sovereignty” raises the possibility that the PLA will one day declare the right to deny or degrade satellite
reconnaissance aimed at its territorial claims and space-based platforms,
which could indirectly be understood as holding its assets at risk, complicating U.S. efforts to project power in the region.
If China’s strategic objectives cannot be secured without escalating
into an overt conflict, the twin disciplines of cyber operations and precision kinetic strike will likely be employed in concert by the PLA in any
first strike, though PLA writings on the nature of informationized warfare
suggest that such coordination is only possible once conflict is deemed
inevitable and China has verifiably achieved information dominance.
Both cyber operations and kinetic strike offer first-mover advantages to
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an attacker willing to preempt its adversary, although the intended effects
may not be durable or reliable during the transition from peacetime to
wartime. However, these capabilities are also prone to denial, counterattack,
and uncertain effects. In the best case scenario, however, Chinese writings
emphasize that the employment of cyber and kinetic strikes can create a
self-reinforcing cycle that paralyzes an adversary at the outset of conflict,
cementing one’s own information dominance and quickly securing the
adversary’s compliance.129
The relative prominence of the information warfare disciplines shifts
once again after the threshold of war is breached and protracted conflict
ensues, with cyber warfare losing importance compared to electronic warfare and kinetic strike. Electronic warfare will be a key standoff weapon in
any conflict that China is likely to fight, offering the potential to significantly diminish the intelligence collection and information processing
capacity of an adversary even as enemy units come within range of the
growing web of air, submarine, surface, and missile threats that China
is extending out along its periphery. Once outright conventional warfare
begins, kinetic strike once again becomes dominant, and psychological
operations serve as a tool to maintain the populace’s resolve, weaken the
enemy’s will, and shape diplomatic and political narratives in order to better
enable the successful conclusion of the conflict on terms favorable to China.
The SSF evolves the PLA’s ability to conduct information operations
in both peacetime and wartime in a number of ways, namely, integrating
these disciplines of information warfare into a unified force, integrating
cyber espionage and offense, unifying information warfare campaign
planning, and unifying responsibilities for information warfare command
and control. This unity of command, planning, and force development
enabled by the SSF potentially realizes the PLA objective to conduct the
type of complex, coordinated set of operations an information warfare
campaign would require.
Realizing “Integrated Information Warfare.” The difficult prospect of
maintaining readiness in an ever-changing information environment is a
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key challenge that the SSF’s structural changes are intended to surmount,
integrating across divisions in a way that can play to the unique realities
of warfighting in the information domain. In this regard, the SSF effects
a sort of “integrated information warfare,” unifying China’s myriad and
dispersed forces across three key dimensions. First and most importantly,
the force merges espionage and offense disciplines across electronic, cyber,
and space warfare. Secondly, the SSF merges all the types of strategic warfighting operations that take place primarily in information domains
(as opposed to physical battlespaces) under a single cohesive force. Both
changes are necessary preconditions to implement the third and most
important dimension: peacetime-wartime integration. By consciously
mirroring the wartime IOG construct during peacetime, the PLA is better
enabled to conduct intelligence preparation of the battlespace, cohesively
plan cross-domain and cross-discipline information operations campaigns,
and develop capabilities suited to the evolving realities of conflict.
Integrated Cyber Espionage and Offense. The creation of the Strategic Support Force optimizes China’s preparation for conducting strategic
information operations by reducing the degree of separation between its
espionage and offense-focused disciplines, which previously only unified
in war under an IOG. This prior arrangement ignored that the two disciplines are heavily intertwined, draw on common resources, and, when
left uncoordinated in a conflict, can even run the risk of interfering with
each other.
The SSF brings two key advantages in this context. First, integrating
espionage and offense for strategic information operations allows both
missions to benefit from shared reconnaissance, which is essential for
identifying vulnerabilities and weaknesses around which their capabilities can be built and offensive effects can be planned. The set of conditions
on which these capabilities rely do not remain static and are especially
sensitive to changes in an adversary’s defense posture, readiness, prevailing attitudes, and the broader shift from peacetime to wartime footing.
Military readiness in such an environment means maintaining a constant
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operations cycle of “perpetual mobilization,” wherein countermeasures
and effects are constantly evaluated against a changing security landscape and the adversary’s efforts.130 The SSF’s integration of espionage
and offense recognizes that reconnaissance and capabilities development
overlap enough between the two disciplines that both suffer if they are
kept separated.
Second, grouping espionage and offense together enables commanders to balance conflicting objectives and inherent tradeoffs that
can occur between the two disciplines. Espionage operations prioritize
maintaining access to adversary systems and communications for the
intelligence gains they may provide, whereas offensive operations may
involve sacrificing those access methods in order to undermine the
adversary’s systems and limit his operations, even if the cost is losing a
prime source of information. These tradeoffs become even more pronounced in cyber domain operations, where offense and espionage are
inherently blurred; cyber accesses are notoriously “dual-use,” meaning
they are equally useful for intelligence or disruption. Readiness, in these
cases, demands empowering commanders to continually evaluate both
options against each other and against overall campaign objectives and
evolving military need, a difficult proposition if espionage and offense
authorities are typically separated.
Unified Operations Planning. The SSF’s dual responsibilities for “force
construction” and information operations empower it with both the perspective and authority to define campaign objectives and operational
plans for an information warfare campaign and in turn to develop a force
necessary to carry those out. Owing to the complexities of coordinating
disparate elements, Chinese military scholars have stressed the importance
of unified planning and command in order to “form a complete operational
force and carry out integrated planning and strategy.”131 The influential
2013 work Lectures on the Science of Information Operations lists three
primary requirements for unified planning and command in information
warfare campaigns, each of which has been addressed to varying degrees
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by either the large structural changes in the PLA’s reforms or the creation
of the Strategic Support Force:132
■

■

■
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Integrated planning within larger joint and combined operations. The
SSF affords information operations a status typically reserved for more
traditional domains by providing a cohesive military service capable of
representing constituent forces in joint force planning and operations.
Its creation conceptually upgrades the status of information operations
within the PLA from an auxiliary component of ground forces to a primary front of warfare alongside land, sea, and air. Fulfilling a similar
role to that which other services play for their corresponding wartime
operations groups, the SSF likely serves as the primary constituent service of the information operations group, shouldering responsibility for
carrying out information warfare within the broader PLA framework
of integrated joint operations.
Coordinated planning across services, echelons, and theaters. The
SSF’s precise role in coordinating information warfare planning across
other service elements and theater commands has yet to be publicly
defined. Aside from the PLA Rocket Force, the SSF appears to stand
alone among the services in not having any of its elements subordinate
to the theater commands, either indicating that lower echelon information warfare planning may largely fall to the theater commands
themselves or that these subordinate elements exist but have not yet
been discovered. It is similarly unclear which organization holds planning responsibilities for China’s non-PLA armed forces, including
local militias and the People’s Armed Police. Some military theorists
indicate the SSF plays both coordinating and supporting roles in this
context.133 Given its preeminence in information warfare strategy,
however, the SSF will nevertheless influence lower echelon planning
at a minimum.
Unified planning across information operations disciplines. The SSF
fulfills the core requirement of unified planning and command by
incorporating all information disciplines into a single cohesive force.
Chinese scholars have long emphasized the inclusion of “hard-kill”
measures into information warfare planning, epitomized by Ye Zheng’s
concept of integrated information and firepower warfare [xin huo
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yiti zhan, 信火一体战], which calls for the coordinated pairing of
network and electronic warfare with conventional long-range precision strikes.134 The SSF’s concentration of technical reconnaissance
capabilities provides a unique vantage point from which to identify
critical nodes in an adversary’s system of systems, prioritize targeting
for kinetic strikes, and weigh the use of “hard” and “soft” measures
against each other in campaign planning and operations.
Unified Information Warfare Command and Control. The importance
of information operations in gaining unseen information and intelligence
advantages in peacetime imputes upon the Strategic Support Force a unique
responsibility for achieving “escalation dominance,” a condition wherein
China maintains the initiative in shaping adversary behavior in a crisis
scenario that has not yet become a full-on conflict. This requires substantial
intelligence capabilities as well as the development of a diverse set of measures for countering, influencing, or deterring an adversary, not only before
the crisis occurs but also as part of a continuous process of evaluation to
judge both the merits of intentional escalation and the risks of unintended
escalation. This capability to engage in “calibrated escalation” reflects a
highly complex mission set that requires the ability to coordinate across
multiple dimensions of the military bureaucracy in order to produce a set of
options that can be clearly communicated up the chain of command, where
they will then be evaluated against other political, economic, and military
costs. Having a singular service to produce, account for these options, and
unify command and control is a marked improvement from the dispersed
and siloed arrangement that existed prior to the PLA’s reforms.

Comparing U.S. and Chinese Approaches to Information Warfare
While U.S. and Chinese information support and information operations
concepts generally align, a key point of departure is the manner in which
these two missions are understood to fit into broader whole-of-nation plans
to accomplish strategic objectives.135 The PLA, like the U.S. military, views
information support and information operations as key for anticipating
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adversary action, setting the terms of conflict in peacetime, and achieving battlefield dominance in wartime. The PLA places a strong emphasis
on dismantling the adversary’s system of systems, with decapitation and
paralysis rather than outright destruction being the ultimate objective. This
approach is tied to the long-standing Chinese focus on winning without
fighting, an older Maoist-era phrase that translates today to shaping an
adversary’s decisionmaking through actions below the threshold of outright war, accomplishing strategic objectives without escalating to open
conflict. In the Chinese view, if this approach fails, the military needs to be
prepared to rapidly seize the initiative in order to compel an adversary to
quickly cease hostilities on Chinese terms if the threshold of open conflict
is reached. Strategic information support is a key enabler, providing both
the avenues and intelligence necessary for well-timed political and operational decisions and action. China’s preparations for conflict and planning
for these strategic campaigns are directly tied to its national emphasis on
preempting and shaping enemy action.
Chinese information operations theory and force structure have
historically been somewhat inconsistent on this point, recognizing that
information operations defy the binary dichotomy of peacetime and wartime, while operating a force that was not up to that challenge. The Strategic
Support Force comes at a time when there appears to be renewed interest
in moving away from Western models of conflict, in which peace and war
are distinct stages, and toward a spectrum of omnipresent “struggle,” a
Maoist-Marxist-Leninist paradigm that sees a broad political front in an
enduring clash of political systems and ideologies, with military competition and conflict being merely one part of that whole.136
The strategic cultures and objectives of both the United States and
China have been on opposite ends of the spectrum in many respects for
decades, yet both sides have increasingly come to largely the same conclusion on the need to transcend the peace-war binary. The Chinese military
has long recognized that abandoning the peace-versus-war binary better
reflects the reality of modern operations but have lacked a military force
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structure that can properly act on that understanding. The United States
has maintained a force structure that, since 1986, has merged the concept of
peace and war and organized for readiness, but nevertheless maintained the
strategic and political distinction between the two. The key differentiator is
in how both sides view competition and conflict: as either a rising crescendo
that if left unchecked results in a discrete crisis event, as the United States
does, or as a long-term struggle between opposing objectives, as China does.
Somewhat ironically, in the current round of reforms, the PLA is seeking
to advance a traditional Maoist understanding of struggle and competition
by adopting a more Western model of military structure—albeit one with
Chinese characteristics. The Strategic Support Force’s primary roles of
information support and information warfare, on which military preparation and readiness in large part rests, are key advancements in China’s
ability to translate both of these paradigms into operational reality.
Although a truly authoritative insider’s view of Chinese information
warfare has not been made public, the 2013 Lectures on the Science of
Information Operations by PLA scholar Major General Ye Zheng gives a
comprehensive examination of the unique properties, advantages, and
limitations of information operations and their use in warfare. Ye identifies
four fundamental principles of Chinese thinking on information warfare
that inform the SSF’s approach to information operations:
■

■

Information operations are offense-oriented. Chinese scholars believe
information dominance is the core of the “three dominances” of information, air, and space that, when achieved, ensure victory. As modern
warfare requires the practice of system-of-systems operations, disrupting an adversary’s system of systems while preserving one’s own can
deprive them of strategic initiative and allow Chinese forces to rapidly
achieve battlefield dominance.
Information operations are offense-dominant. Cyber and intelligence
operations in particular are fragile, sensitive to changing circumstances, and rely on techniques and access methods that lose much of
their power once they have been put to use and the element of surprise
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is lost. Cyber accesses that enable these effects are frequently more
effective in the initial stages of a conflict.
■

■

“Prepositioning” and “massing on the border” manifest differently in
information warfare. Whereas other domains prioritize geographic
prepositioning, readiness and advantage in the information domain
place a priority on timing, blurring the distinction between peacetime
and wartime. This in turn partially blurs the distinction between
intelligence operations and military preparations.
Information advantage can be traded for space and time on the battlefield. A key belief in the Chinese understanding of information
operations is that prepositioned effects and capabilities, achieved
through either cyber implants in an adversary’s systems or an intelligence advantage enabled by strategic information support, can be
utilized at strategic times to anticipate, delay, and disable an adversary’s ability to defend himself or project power. This means that an
information domain advantage can effectively be traded for physical
space and time in conflict in order to enable the achievement of China’s strategic objectives.
PLA theorists believe that these characteristics of information warfare

are not unique to any one nation’s armed forces but instead are universal
operational precepts that need to be recognized and adhered to regardless
of a nation’s strategic culture. It is therefore unsurprising that China’s
understanding of information warfare looks remarkably similar to that
envisioned by the United States.
Where the Chinese view differs is in the strategic context and scenarios
where they see these options being employed, stemming from a recognition
of their vulnerabilities, limitations, and strategic objectives vis-à-vis those
of their potential adversaries. Bureaucratic factors also play an important
role. The organizational implementation of China’s cyber force, for example, reflects both the similarities and differences between the Chinese and
U.S. approaches. One of the key differences between USCYBERCOM and
the SSF’s cyber force lies in their respective scopes of responsibilities. The
SSF appears to be responsible for all of information warfare, overseeing the
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employment of a broad spectrum of tools for kinetic, cyberspace, electromagnetic, and psychological domains.
The SSF reflects another point of divergence between China and the
United States in the degree of organizational emphasis it places on the
space domain as a core arena of information warfare. The United States
certainly recognizes the intersection between the information domain and
outer space; however, in both strategic writings and official publications,
the PLA has continuously emphasized the link between space and cyber
networks, viewing them not in isolation but as extensions of one another
through their common use of the electromagnetic spectrum as a transmission medium. This may be due to the PLA’s understanding that the most
extreme threat scenarios it faces, such as a full-scale invasion by a foreign
power, an adversary’s long-range precision strike and force projection would
both largely be enabled by space-based infrastructure, which would serve as
both an extension of terrestrial cyber networks and a means of contesting
dominance in the electromagnetic domain.
At the strategic level of war, China’s plans for the defense of these
three domains converge to the degree that combining them not only creates natural efficiencies but also verges on being a requirement for an
effective force. The comparative lack of emphasis on operational cohesion
among cyber, space, and electronic warfare in the United States can be
understood as a manifestation of differing strategic priorities and threat
perceptions. In the wars the United States has fought since the end of the
Cold War—against armed insurgencies, terrorist groups, and relatively
low-tech powers—cyber, space, and electronic warfare could be treated as
separate, complementary disciplines without a demand for convergence at
the strategic level as would be required when facing a technologically developed near-peer military power with a mature C4ISR system. It is possible
that the U.S. 2017 National Security Strategy, which shifts focus away from
combating terrorism to confronting “strategic competitors,” will presage a
realignment within the Department of Defense toward an organizational
concept that more closely resembles the Strategic Support Force.137
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Another key point of divergence between the SSF Cyber Force and
USCYBERCOM is in the inclusion of psychological operations within the
former’s remit. Chinese Communist Party and PLA thinkers have long
understood cyber operations to be a primary vehicle for psychological
manipulation, a point not fully grasped by the U.S. Government, particularly the defense establishment, until the recent discovery and analysis of
Russian interference in the U.S. Presidential election in 2016. The United
States tends to view cyber warfare in terms of destruction and denial,
with a particular focus on the potential for cyber attacks with kinetic
effects and the destruction and manipulation of data in a conflict. Chinese leaders, on the other hand, view manipulation of information more
broadly as their chief vulnerability and worry about the societal effects of
an adversary undermining Chinese domestic information control. This
view manifests in China’s civilian cybersecurity establishment, which has
taken on an expansive scope that extends beyond computer networks to
physical devices, broadcast airwaves, online content, and propaganda. This
understanding that failure to control information threatens the Chinese
Communist Party’s political power and stability in a way that it does not
in democratic countries is a view shared by China’s civilian and military
establishments. Maintaining information control is thus viewed as a preemptive defense that obviates the need for more forceful measures, such
as armed domestic actions, to be employed. For the SSF, the inclusion of
content and a more information-centric approach to cyber operations is
translated into the expansive remit of the cyber force, which appropriately
includes psychological operations in alignment with the expansive Chinese
view of cybersecurity.

Remaining Challenges
Simply reorganizing command structures and relationships is but one
step in a lengthy and likely painful process the Strategic Support Force
must undertake in fully integrating its myriad components into a cohesive
operational force. Removing silos and integrating forces eliminate potential
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barriers, but without deeper changes within the space and cyber forces, the
SSF will be limited in its ability to fully play its information support and
information warfare roles. Similarly, in some cases there are deeper organizational tensions at play that may limit or impede overall PLA progress in
the long term, such as centralizing strategic capabilities vice diffusion and
balancing the cyber mission between civilian and military components.
How the PLA handles these challenges is vital in realizing its goal to be a
modern military able to fight and win wars.
Centralization vs. Diffusion of Control and Development of
Strategic Capabilities
It is worth noting that the SSF’s dual responsibilities for both “force
construction” and operations are in direct tension with one of the key
purposes of the reforms, namely, to transition operational responsibilities
away from the services to joint force theater commands. This fundamentally defies the “CMC leads, theaters fight, and services build” paradigm
implemented across the force. Although the Strategic Support Force appears
to take the U.S. Strategic Command as its conceptual inspiration, the SSF
diverges markedly in implementation. USSTRATCOM supports U.S.
combatant commands as a joint force construct rather than as a singular
service in the model of the Strategic Support Force. As a joint functional
combatant command, USSTRATCOM coordinates among a number of
subordinate elements from the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, and Air Force
to prosecute its primary missions of nuclear operations, space operations,
information warfare, strategic C4ISR support, and ballistic missile defense.
While the PLA created joint, regional theater commands analogous to
U.S. combatant commands, the PLA stopped short in creating functional
combatant commands, instead in the SSF’s case opting to create a singular
service that also serves a functional role force-wide. A similar approach was
taken with the PLA Rocket Force, whose functional role of employing China’s nuclear and strategic missiles has been similarly distilled into a singular
service that appears incongruent with the overall intent of the reforms.
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The most obvious explanation for these inconsistencies may be that
the current arrangement is transitional, and the PLA intends to eventually
create joint functional combatant commands—or some analog—in the
future. However, there may be deeper organizational dynamics at play. In
both circumstances, responsibilities for nuclear, space, and information
warfare may have been deemed sufficiently strategic that the CMC elected
to keep both operational and force construction functions contained
within a single service, where their use and development could be more
easily controlled. The lack of equivalent, mature development of these
capabilities in the other services, coupled with a still-nascent joint force
construct, may have convinced PLA planners that operational control
and development of these capabilities were, for now, best kept contained.
Chinese defense commentators have explained that the decision to construct the SSF as a separate force rather than a joint force construct was
driven by lessons learned from observing foreign militaries where the
distribution of strategic support across the different services resulted in
redundancies in force development and a counterproductive rivalry for
funding and resources.138
If taken at face value, this approach highlights some of the broader
challenges the PLA faces in modernization and reform. The centralization
of new-type force development and cutting-edge missions, such as space,
cyber, and electronic warfare, seems to run counter to the objective of
modernizing the PLA force-wide. The consolidation of these capabilities
under the SSF, either for resource conservancy, desire to control strategic
capabilities, or desire to more closely guide their development, may act as
a limiting factor for other services, preventing the development of space,
cyber, and information capabilities in their own missions. This raises
further questions about the future of both the space and cyber missions,
which in the former case may be shared with the PLA Rocket Force and
PLA Air Force and in the latter case shared with the theater commands
and other services. Given the above logic, it seems likely that the desire to
centralize and reduce redundancy, for whatever reason, may translate to a
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monopoly of force, command, and development over these missions on the
part of the SSF. The creation of functional services like the SSF and PLA
Rocket Force appears to be a bureaucratic compromise, allowing theater
commands access to these capabilities without ceding operational control,
diffusing force development across other services, or risking the adoption of
an unfamiliar joint force construct like USSTRATCOM by a PLA already
acclimating to a new organizational model.
Mission and Force Integration
Force integration at lower organizational and administrative layers also
remains a distinct challenge for both of the SSF’s two main forces. The Space
Systems Department is a motley mixture of higher grade bases, launch
and ground stations, and experimental technology development facilities
contained within a force structure that has traditionally not been optimized
for combat operations. To align and coordinate its disparate component
parts, the SSD will almost certainly need to stand up new administrative
structures. Since the SSD’s space mission brings together a disparate set of
mission components from the GSD and GAD, systems integration poses
an additional challenge. Each of these organizations comes to the SSD with
its own operations plans, technical data sources, and infrastructure, with
missions as diverse as communications, navigation, surveillance and reconnaissance, and telemetry, tracking, and control. For the SSD to fulfill the
SSF’s (and the PLA’s) broader mandate of system-of-systems integration [tixi
ronghe, 体系融合], it will need not only to integrate these systems together
but also to seamlessly feed this information into force-wide networks such
as the Integrated Command Platform [yitihua zhihui pingtai, 一体化指挥平
台] to support both strategic missions and theater command operations.139
The Network System Department faces several challenges of its own.
First and foremost, it will need to reform the former 3PLA’s administrative
structure to accommodate an expanded mission set and a newfound focus
on cyber domain operations, which had previously been dispersed across
multiple bureaus and treated as a subdiscipline of technical reconnaissance.140
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Further reorganization is likely to center on consolidating myriad cyber espionage elements and integrating them with cyber and EW elements from the
former 4PLA. However, these missions were deeply embedded in the force
structure of their respective departments and separating these elements out
to reconstitute them along either functional or organizational lines will likely
require deeper reorganization.
Beyond organizational mergers, the Network Systems Department will
also need to reform its personnel system. The organizational integration of
all the PLA’s strategic cyber and EW capabilities fulfills the long-held goal
of INEW in a more comprehensive way than the previous structure, but the
NSD still faces steep hurdles in integrating the two disciplines on a human
level. In the past, 3PLA and 4PLA appear to have largely maintained separate personnel systems, including distinct officer corps, noncommissioned
officer corps, and technical cadre career paths, all of which will need to be
merged if the NSD is going to fully embrace and realize INEW. The Network
Systems Department’s management of professional military education and
billeting will be a critical factor in any such reform. The consolidation of the
Information Engineering University as the sole military academy for the
cyber and electronic warfare arms of China’s network-electronic forces is an
important step forward that may help unify professional military education
to meet the disparate needs of both forces. At this time, however, assessments
of how the NSD will manage its personnel are complicated by the existence
of the Network-Electronic Bureau, whose responsibilities for force-wide
management of education and training in this sphere are still unclear.
It also remains an open question how the Strategic Support Force
will manage conflicting or overlapping responsibilities between its space
and cyber forces. For instance, a number of organizations now under the
Network Systems Department once had space mission components; these
presumably moved over with them to the SSF. The technical reconnaissance–focused former GSD 3rd Department’s 12th Bureau [zongcan san
bu di shi’er ju, 总参三部第十二局] or Unit 61486 [61486 budui, 61486 部
队] has historically been responsible for space-based signals intelligence
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collection and the interception of satellite communications, and may also
control a number of ground-based space sensing stations.141 The transfer
of units from the former 4PLA, which maintained at least two satellite
ground stations and whose operational brigades possess ground-based
satellite jammers, presents a similar situation.142 If transferred to the NSD,
a conflict in responsibilities with the Space Systems Department’s space
mission components might arise and require ironing out, either via further
below-the-neck reorganization or through redesign of these units’ operational responsibilities.
Challenges in Cyber Operations
While the reforms that created the SSF can be favorably compared to the
reforms that occurred in U.S. military structure between 2009 and 2014
with the creation of USCYBERCOM, there are key differences between each
side’s baselines for reform. For the United States, a key challenge has been
separating USCYBERCOM enough from the National Security Agency for
independent action and planning without losing the reconnaissance capabilities required to inform military targeting. The Chinese face the opposite
challenge of integration. Of China’s myriad agencies with cyber portfolios,
the Ministry of State Security (MSS) and PLA are the two primarily responsible for cyber operations, including both espionage and offensive action.
The Mandiant report in 2014, the Xi-Obama agreement on cyber-enabled
intellectual property theft in 2015, and the creation of the Strategic Support
Force each in various ways forced a realignment of responsibilities between
the two agencies, with the MSS focusing on foreign intelligence, political
dissent, and economic espionage, and the PLA redoubling its focus on
military intelligence and warfighting.
This broad division of responsibilities serves a key purpose, primarily
by deconflicting their mission and targeting efforts without requiring
in-depth coordination. Both the PLA and MSS have previously resisted
greater integration in their intelligence efforts, with the PLA in particular
heavily rebuffing oversight and coordination with civilian authorities.143
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As their political and bureaucratic power is largely secured by controlling
exclusive intelligence sources, any sharing of information could mean
a diffusion of power at the expense of their influence. In China’s 2017
National Intelligence Law, the provisions discussing national governance of
intelligence activities exempt the military, writing that the Central Military
Commission, not civilian authorities, are exclusively in control of military
technical reconnaissance efforts (and thus cyber operations).144 Despite this
arrangement offering greater clarity in a bureaucratic space with clashing
interests, the arrangement ultimately deprives both civilian and military
missions of the resources, insight, and technical skill from each other’s
reconnaissance and capabilities development efforts.
The PLA’s cyber operational challenges go beyond the civil-military
divide. Even under the new structure, the PLA faces crucial challenges in
its ability to credibly field a modern cyber force. For one, it remains unclear
how the PLA will integrate the SSF’s cyber operations, which appear to be
overwhelmingly focused on espionage and offense, with the PLA’s cyber
defense mission. Currently, primary responsibility for PLA network protection remains with the Information Support Base under the Joint Staff
Department’s Information and Communications Bureau. The decision to
separate responsibilities for cyber offense and defense between the SSF and
JSD is reflected in a similar arrangement between USCYBERCOM and the
Defense Information Systems Agency, which like the JSD-ICB is responsible for both network protection and network operations for high-echelon
command and control. It is unclear how the SSF will work with the JSD-ICB
to help secure PLA networks from cyber threat, or how its broader space
information support mission will integrate with the JSD’s role as a service
provider to the PLA writ large.
Even less clear is what responsibility, if any, the SSF will have for cyber
defense of private, civilian, and critical infrastructure networks. In an early
description of the SSF, retired navy Admiral Yin Zhuo broadly suggested
that the SSF plays an “important role” in “protecting the country’s financial
security and the security of people’s daily lives.”145 It is not clear where the
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SSF would have sourced the personnel or capabilities to serve in this role,
as it was not a known mission area of either the 3PLA or 4PLA, the two
cyber-focused organizations from which the SSF drew the bulk of its cyber
forces. Given the lack of preexisting units responsible for a “national cyber
protection” mission, Yin’s comments, if meant literally, suggest that the
SSF would need to create this capability from scratch. Even though as of
this writing there has been no indication that such units have been created,
they would be clear analogs to USCYBERCOM’s Cyber Protection Teams
under its Cyber National Mission Force.
It is also not clear how any SSF cyber defense and protection mission
would conflict or be coordinated with the Ministry of Public Security
[gongan bu, 公安部] and Cyberspace Administration of China [guojia
hulianwang xinxi bangongshi, 国家互联网信息办公室], both of which
are charged with maintaining the security and defense of China’s critical
information infrastructure.146 Overlapping responsibilities for defense and
security of critical infrastructure is a common issue in national cybersecurity governance, one equally felt by the United States. The Chinese
government would likely face challenges in clarifying roles and responsibilities and establishing necessary legal, procedural, and technical means
of operational coordination and incident response in order for critical
infrastructure security and protection to be meaningful. This would in
turn require a level of maturity and foresight in the notoriously fraught
relationship between civilian and military authorities that is not likely to
be achieved in the short term.
Finally, although the structural and organizational barriers between
cyber attack and espionage appear to have been decreased, PLA units
responsible for operations planning have little experience in anticipating
and balancing equities between the two missions. Nor does it appear
that the PLA has developed a doctrine for the use of force in cyberspace
under which consistent judgments can be made in a crisis. Freed from
its previous organizational structure, the PLA now faces the very real
challenge of defining its own ways of war in cyberspace. These peacetime
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decisions will shape the development of the SSF’s cyber force, network
warfare capabilities, espionage priorities, and operational preparation
of the battlespace. Unlike in other areas of warfare, when it comes to
wartime cyber operations the PLA has precious few real-world examples
upon which it can draw to inform its own doctrinal development. The
PLA, like many other militaries, will have to answer critical questions
about peacetime and wartime targeting, escalation in situations where
the divide between peacetime and wartime is not always clear, battlespace
prepositioning, and the viability and wisdom of utilizing cyber operations
to achieve specific strategic military objectives. Although the PLA has
developed its own theories on the strategic use of cyber operations in a
conflict, these ideas have not yet been tested against the hard reality of
operational and organizational implementation. The restructuring of the
SSF (and the PLA more broadly) will put those ideas to the test, pushing
Chinese cyber operations into unfamiliar territory.

Conclusion
The creation of the Strategic Support Force heralds a new era for China’s
strategic posture. Its very existence is both predicated on and a reinforcement
of China’s growing military strength, strengthening China’s preparations for
“local informationized war” and shifting the PLA’s horizons to projecting
power farther from China’s shores. The SSF demonstrates the evolution
of Chinese military thought about information as a strategic resource in
warfare, recognizing both the role it plays in empowering forces and the vulnerabilities that result from reliance on information systems. The inclusion
of responsibilities for both information support and information dominance
in the same organization is a wise decision. As China continues to develop
technologically and operate beyond the first and second island chains, the
asymmetric advantages it has relied upon as a land-based, technologically
inferior power will narrow, and it will increasingly have to contend with
adversaries on more equal terms. From this standpoint, the introduction
of an organization designed to balance those equities is forward-thinking.
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Success in the various roles that Chinese scholars—and Xi Jinping
himself—have envisioned for the SSF will largely depend on the efficacy
of the unique and unproven model of “strategic support” that the Chinese
have chosen to pursue. In one sense, centralizing these components into
a service rather than dispersing them in a joint manner can be seen as
innovative. On the other hand, the model can be viewed as an attempt by
the PLA to grapple with its deeper and more systemic issues rather than
a simple desire to try something new. Since an emphasis on top-down
control and distrust of bottom-up decisionmaking has been an enduring
hallmark of the PRC’s strategic culture, this new centralization of information power may be more a function of persistent paranoia and the
need for control than a desire to explore innovative means of warfighting.
China certainly has the technical and operational capability to use its
strategic resources in a punctuated manner for critical operations, but
its ability to do so at scale in a sustained way will require deeper cultural
and organizational innovation.
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CENTRALIZING AUTHORITY

CHAPTER 13

LARGE AND IN CHARGE
Civil-Military Relations under Xi Jinping

By Phillip C. Saunders and Joel Wuthnow

C

hinese military modernization has made impressive strides
in the past decade.1 The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has

achieved progress in key technological areas, ranging from pre-

cision-guided missiles to advanced surface ships and fighter aircraft; PLA
personnel are more highly trained and skilled, capable of carrying out
increasingly complex operations near to and farther away from China’s
shores; and Chinese military doctrine has been updated to emphasize
modern, joint maneuver warfare on a high-tech battlefield.2 This progress
has been undergirded by significant increases in Chinese defense spending
every year since 1990.3 Taken together, these changes better enable the PLA
to fight what the U.S. Department of Defense describes as “short-duration,
high-intensity regional conflicts.”4
As the title of a 2015 RAND report suggests, however, PLA modernization has been “incomplete.”5 Among the major weaknesses outlined
in that report is the PLA’s antiquated organizational structure, which had
experienced few major changes since the 1950s. Key problems include the
lack of a permanent joint command and control (C2) structure, inadequate central supervision—which bred corruption, lowered morale, and
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inhibited the development of a professional force—and institutional
barriers in the defense research and development (R&D) process.6 Prior
military reforms made only limited and incremental adjustments to the
PLA’s structure; more comprehensive reform efforts stalled in the face of
bureaucratic resistance.
Since the early 1990s, PLA reformers had argued for comprehensive
changes to the military’s structure. There were two basic reasons. First
was the trend of modern warfare toward joint operations, most notably in
the maritime and aerospace domains. This required the PLA to rebalance
from the army to the navy and air force, and to institute a joint C2 structure
that could integrate the capabilities of all the services as well as command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets. The need to conduct effective joint operations in multiple
domains only increased as China’s national economic and political interests
expanded outward to the maritime periphery and, later, to a global scale.7
Second, the general departments and military regions had amassed too
much power and were too poorly supervised, leading to growing financial
waste and corruption throughout the force. This, in turn, raised serious
concerns about PLA combat readiness and proficiency.8
To address these problems, the PLA embarked on a series of institutional reforms during the Central Military Commission (CMC)
chairmanships of Jiang Zemin (1989–2004) and Hu Jintao (2004–2012).
Important changes included reducing the PLA’s size by 500,000 in 1997
and 200,000 in 2003; establishing a professional noncommissioned corps
(NCO) in 1998; increasing resources to the navy, air force, and Second
Artillery Force in 2004; and restructuring the research, development, and
acquisition process in 1998.9 However, more fundamental changes to the
PLA’s C2 and administrative structure eluded reformers. Resistance to
change was likely strongest among the potential losers of reform, including
the ground forces and general departments. Moreover, the relative weakness
of Jiang and Hu within the military made bureaucratic opposition much
harder to overcome.10
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Conversely, Xi Jinping has been willing to invest significant amounts
of time and political capital in pushing forward an ambitious PLA reform
agenda. Prior to the initiation of the reforms, Xi’s signature military initiative was the directive that the PLA must focus on “fighting and winning
an informationized war.”11 Xi appears to place a high personal priority on
sovereignty and territorial disputes; a more effective military would be an
important tool in strengthening China’s ability to resolve these disputes
on favorable terms.
Revelations about widespread corruption within the PLA and the
limited authority that former CMC Chairman Hu wielded over senior
PLA officers also raised important questions about Chinese Communist
Party (CCP) control over the military.12 The corollary to Mao Zedong’s
dictum that “political power grows from the barrel of a gun” is that “the
Party must always control the gun.” The extent of corruption within the
PLA—and the fact that neither political ideology nor existing supervisory mechanisms could control it—was evidence that Party control
over the PLA had eroded, perhaps to dangerous levels. More broadly, Xi
appears to believe that emphasizing ideological conformity and obedience to Party central leadership are necessary conditions for continued
CCP rule.
A final point involves the extent to which Xi seeks to overturn the
norms of CCP collective leadership that Deng Xiaoping painstakingly
constructed.13 Given Xi’s apparent desire to build his personal power at
the expense of collective leadership norms, the military is an area where
he (as the sole member of the Politburo Standing Committee with direct
responsibility for military issues) has important advantages over potential political rivals. If Xi’s efforts to reassert CCP control over the PLA
also build his personal authority over the military and create a senior
officer corps that is personally loyal to him, this would be an important
political asset.
This chapter is organized in four parts. The first section examines
problems in civil-military relations in China from a historical, theoretical,
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and empirical perspective. It focuses on identifying the problems that PLA
reforms are intended to solve: ineffective information-sharing between
military and civilian authorities, corruption and cronyism, and a perceived
waning of ideological commitment to Party ideals and values within the
PLA. The second section examines how specific organizational and political
aspects of the reforms are intended to address these problems. Given that
the reforms will adversely affect the organizational and personal interests
of some parts of the PLA and some PLA senior leaders, reformers anticipated resistance. The third section examines some of the political tools and
tactics that Xi has used to push reforms through. The conclusion assesses
whether this political strategy is likely to succeed in building a PLA that is
more capable of executing joint operations to “fight and win wars” and in
reasserting CCP control—and perhaps Xi’s personal authority—over the
Chinese military.

Problems in Chinese Civil-Military Relations
A key dilemma for civil-military relations is how to build an army strong
enough to fight and win the nation’s wars that does not pose a threat to a
civilian regime or social order.14 In mature democracies, the problem is
often alleviated by military professionalism and broad acceptance of the
principle of civilian control, aided by institutions such as legislative oversight, the rule of law, and a free press.15 In these circumstances, militaries
can serve as a professional warfighting force but are constrained in the
extent to which they can (or desire to) interfere in domestic politics. In
transitional democracies and some civilian-led authoritarian states, the
problem is more acute because of weak social norms and weak institutions
limiting military encroachment into internal affairs. Indeed, in many cases
the military played a pivotal role not only in the founding of the regime but
also in post-revolutionary governance.16 Getting the military out of politics
in such cases is no easy feat.
Chinese reformers have learned firsthand how difficult it can be to
extricate the military from political affairs. During the Mao era, the PLA
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played a key role in elite politics as well as in domestic governance. Uniformed officers held high Party posts and on occasion became so powerful
(and had ideas so divergent from Mao’s) that they had to be purged, as in
the cases of Peng Dehuai and Lin Biao. The military also played a role in
social and economic affairs at the grassroots level, most notably during
the Cultural Revolution.17 During this period, shared belief in Marxism-Leninism by civilian and military elites helped CCP leaders exercise
what Samuel Huntington called “subjective control” over the PLA.18
Common ideology and objectives were reinforced by “objective control”
measures such as the political commissar system and the CMC, which
gave the top CCP civilian leader formal authority over military decisions.
Following Mao’s death, Deng Xiaoping and his co-reformers sought to
reduce the military’s role in political affairs, including encouraging the
PLA to focus on its professional military responsibilities. However, this
required an uneasy bargain in which the PLA was granted significant
autonomy over its own affairs and given compensation for limited defense
budgets in the 1980s by being granted permission to engage in a range of
commercial activities.19 Reduced oversight and encouragement to participate in China’s booming civilian economy proved to be a potent recipe
for wide-scale corruption.
Deng’s successors, Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, had to wrestle with
the consequences of this bargain. Both Jiang and Hu sought to make the
PLA into a more competent warfighting force, as well as to revise China’s
national security architecture to cope with a more diverse set of security challenges, but neither was able to fully implement their plans. For
instance, Jiang’s 1998 decision to remove the PLA from business ventures
was only partially successful, as many of these enterprises were simply
transferred to close relatives of senior officers.20 The creation of a National
Security Council (NSC)-like entity, which Jiang and Hu both supported in
order to produce more effective responses to regional crises, was stunted
in part due to the PLA’s unwillingness to share information with civilian officials or coordinate with civilian ministries.21 The problem was
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exacerbated by Jiang and Hu’s lack of knowledge of military affairs and
limited influence within the military; neither had served in the PLA nor
had significant ties to it.
Thus, Xi Jinping inherited a military that was making incremental
progress toward jointness and where Party control over the PLA had eroded
significantly in some areas. Xi recognized that the lack of effective civilian
(and especially Party) oversight limited the military’s ability to become a
truly professional force focused on fighting and winning wars. At worst, the
military might not follow the Party’s orders in the event of a national crisis.
This was especially worrisome given the perception that China was facing
increasing national security challenges both at home and abroad, such as separatism, maritime disputes, and strategic challenges from the United States.22
Xi wrestled with several distinct but interrelated civil-military challenges. These included the military’s reluctance to share information and
intelligence with civilian authorities, corruption and cronyism, and a
perceived waning of ideological commitment to Party ideals and values
within the PLA. These challenges are discussed in turn.
Information-Sharing
As part of the Deng Xiaoping–era bargain that reduced the PLA’s political
role, the military was granted extensive autonomy to manage its own affairs.
From the “principal-agent” perspective, this autonomy created a number of
information asymmetries between the Party (the “principal”) and PLA (as
its “agent”).23 Civilian Party elites had limited insight and control over the
PLA’s internal finances, R&D activities, and perhaps even some operational
decisions. The fact that a significant share of PLA revenue was coming from
“off-budget” commercial activities before the 1998 divestiture reduced the
effectiveness of budgets as an instrument of civilian control. The PLA also
kept tight control over military intelligence and information about Chinese
military capabilities and operations as a bureaucratic advantage, and it
was often reluctant to share this information with either senior leaders or
civilian ministries (such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which occupied
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a lower bureaucratic grade). At the heart of the problem was an extremely
thin institutional nexus between the civilian Party elite and PLA—only the
CMC Chairman himself bridged this divide.24
Limited information-sharing contributed to a number of secondary
civil-military problems. The first was prolific corruption and financial mismanagement within the PLA (discussed below). Second was the inability of
senior leaders to anticipate and manage key decisions and announcements
from the PLA. Two prominent examples were the negative international
response to the January 2007 test of an antisatellite weapon, which appeared
to catch Hu and other civilian officials off guard, and the January 2011
test of a J-20 stealth fighter, which led to a diplomatic kerfuffle as it coincided with the visit of U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates to Beijing.
Although there are several possible explanations for these incidents, the
most convincing is simply that Hu and his advisors were not kept abreast
of the specific operational details and timing of the tests.25 This does not
mean that the PLA had gone rogue, but, as PLA expert Andrew Scobell
argues, does suggest that it was able to act roguishly—or in a way that
caused embarrassment to top Party officials.26
A third problem was China’s limited ability to coordinate effective
civil-military responses to domestic and foreign crises. One of the key
drivers for proposals to institute a Chinese NSC was the perception of
weak and ineffective whole-of-government responses to incidents such as
the May 1999 accidental North Atlantic Treaty Organization bombing of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade and the April 2001 collision of U.S. and
Chinese military aircraft in the South China Sea.27 Part of the problem, as
already noted, was the PLA’s bureaucratic disincentive to share military
information and cooperate with civilian ministries. To be sure, the military
was represented on the National Security Leading Small Group, which was
intended to facilitate stronger coordination, but this was only an ad hoc
arrangement with little institutional support and no ability to compel the
PLA to share information or respond to requests from civilian agencies.
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Corruption and Cronyism
Another legacy of Deng’s bargain with the PLA was ineffective external (as
well as internal) supervision of the military, often resulting in corruption
and mismanagement. The most well-known examples of graft within the
PLA are those that came to light following the anti-corruption campaign
initiated by Xi and his colleagues at the end of 2012 (which was not limited
to the PLA but covered the entire Party apparatus and state organizations
as well). Those cases involve investigation and purges from the Party of
high-ranking cadres such as former CMC vice chairmen Xu Caihou and
Guo Boxiong, and former General Logistics Department deputy director
Gu Junshan, who was suspected of selling military ranks. However, corruption was found at many levels of the PLA, and in many areas. More
quotidian examples of malfeasance include the unlawful privatizing of
military housing, disobeying traffic regulations, travelling extravagantly,
and abusing retirement benefits.28 PLA-run businesses, such as military
hospitals, were also frequent targets of corruption allegations.29
System-wide corruption had several major negative consequences for
civil-military relations. First was that Party leaders may not have been able
to rely on the PLA as an effective warfighting instrument. No military,
of course, is optimized for combat when some (if not many) of its senior
officers earned their positions through bribes rather than professional
qualifications. Second was the military’s resistance to reform. As early as
1998, then PLA Chief of the General Staff Fu Quanyou warned that substantial reforms to the PLA’s size and structure would be difficult because
they would “inevitably involve the immediate interests of numerous units
and individual officers.”30 It is likely that graft-prone parts of the PLA,
such as the political work and logistics systems, were particularly averse to
restructuring. Third were the negative effects that corruption likely had on
morale among those personnel who were genuinely interested in serving
the Party’s, rather than their own, interests.
A key factor contributing to corruption in the PLA was the lack of
effective self-policing. At a theoretical level, authoritarian regimes often
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try to overcome principal-agent problems and concomitant information
asymmetry through two means: creating quasi-independent supervisory
mechanisms, such as secret police, and by instituting rules and norms
intended to shape behavior toward that preferred by the regime.31 The
PLA attempted both techniques, but with limited results. First, beginning
in its formative period in the 1920s, the PLA developed an “interlocking
and reinforcing” system of political commissars, Party committees, and
discipline inspection commissions. These helped to ensure Party control
by, respectively, ensuring that Party decisions were followed at each level,
managing appointments, and investigating violations of rules governing
Party members in the PLA.32 Because these “objective” mechanisms to
control the military were all implemented by PLA officers, their effectiveness depended on political commissars acting as loyal members of the
Party (that is, having the correct “subjective” political values and interests)
rather than pursuing their individual or PLA institutional interests. Instead
of objective and subjective control mechanisms being mutually reinforcing, failure of the subjective mechanisms eroded the effectiveness of the
objective mechanisms. The widespread incidence of corruption in the PLA
demonstrated that these control mechanisms were not effective and that in
some cases, such as graft in the promotion system, the supposed monitors
were complicit in the problem.33
A second effort to strengthen objective control mechanisms, beginning in the 1980s, involved efforts to regularize [zhenggui hua, 正规化]
the PLA by instituting laws and regulations governing military activities.
This was part of a larger transformation of governance in China from a
system based on fiat [renzhi, 人制] to one based on laws [fazhi, 法制] that
was designed to prevent abuses of power and promote better management
of Party and state affairs. Hence, the Party restored military ranks (which
had been eliminated during the Cultural Revolution) in the late 1980s, and
issued regulations on issues such as recruitment, promotions, retirement,
procurement, and auditing.34 Figure 1 depicts the increase in laws and
regulations from 1998 to 2012. However, cultivating a rule of law within
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Figure 1. Increase of PLA Laws and Regulations, 1998–2012
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the PLA was bedeviled by various obstacles. As Chinese law expert Susan
Finder notes, those problems include the lack of professionalization of
military courts and prosecutors, gaps in military legislation, isolation of
the military judicial system from its civilian counterpart, and perhaps most
seriously, commanders who think that “their word is law.”35
Ideological Laxity
The most nebulous, but also perhaps the most nefarious, problem in China’s
civil-military relations involved concerns about the Party’s waning ideological appeal within the PLA. In Huntingtonian terms, this suggested a decline
in the Party’s subjective control of the army. Speaking at the November
2014 Gutian political work conference—held at the site of a 1929 gathering
that cemented the PLA’s status as subordinate to the Party—Xi stated that
the most fundamental political problems were ideological, including those
related to “ideals and beliefs,” “Party spirit,” and “revolutionary spirit.”36
A PLA Daily commentary published shortly thereafter stated that the root
of the ideological malaise was the clash of competing value systems, in
which the ideas of PLA members are becoming “more independent, more
selective, more changeable, and more diversified.”37 Although not explicit,
this certainly refers to concerns about foreign, and especially Western,
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ideological influence both in the PLA and in the larger society (from which
the military draws its personnel).
Of greatest concern for Party leaders were signs of a renewed discourse
of nationalization [guojia hua, 国家化] and depoliticization [fei zhengzhi
hua, 非政治化] in the PLA. A 2014 essay in the Party’s flagship journal
Qiushi explained that the idea of rebranding the PLA as a national (and not
a Party) army has blurred the understanding of “some officers and men” in
the PLA about the principle of the Party’s “absolute leadership” over the military. The author stated that “some” have also “blindly admired” Western
models of civil-military relations, in which armies serve national goals, and
not those of individual political parties. If those ideas gained prominence,
the PLA would “lose its soul” and thus its ability to defend the Party.38
These arguments are not new, but rather rooted in the Party’s anxieties
about the impact of Western influence—an inevitable consequence of China’s economic opening—on the Party’s grip on power. The case of the Soviet
Union, in which a similar opening contributed to the end of one-party
rule, is never far out of mind. Regarding the PLA, concerns peaked during
the 1989 Tiananmen crisis, when some PLA units refused to obey orders
to disperse the student protesters. This was blamed on unnamed Western
conspirators as well as on ousted Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang,
whose alleged support for “nationalization” of the army was believed to
have weakened Party control.39 The crisis led to an increased emphasis on
political work in the PLA, including a major emphasis on the Party’s “absolute leadership” of the military. In the ensuing years, the same themes were
stressed at regular intervals. In 2007, for instance, CMC Vice Chairman
Cao Gangchuan argued that “some hostile forces” had made it their goal
to “separate the military from the Party leadership,” while in 2011 CMC
member Li Jinai blamed “domestic and foreign hostile forces” for spreading
similar ideas.40 Xi’s comments at the Gutian conference and elsewhere are
fully consistent with this pattern.
Whether the problem of ideological laxity has become more serious
since Xi took office is difficult to assess. Senior PLA officers continue
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to ritualistically proclaim their loyalty to Xi and the Party in speeches
and meetings. It is not clear who, if anyone, in the PLA actually supports
delinking the PLA from the Party.41 Nevertheless, there are two reasons to
think that Xi’s exhortations are more than a simple reminder. First is the
declining relevance of Marxism as a guiding concept within the Party-state
(witness, for instance, senior PLA officers who spend as much time purchasing luxury goods as they do attending meetings on their visits to the
United States). Second is the increasing role of nationalism as a growing
ideological force within China. CCP leaders have tried to compensate for
the declining relevance of Marxist ideology by positioning the Party as the
only vehicle for fulfilling nationalist goals such as building China into a
powerful and respected state and resolving outstanding territorial disputes,
including the status of Taiwan. However, this approach means that support
for the Party based on nationalism is conditional on its performance in
achieving nationalist goals. It is not hard to imagine deep resentment within
the PLA toward leaders viewed as unduly soft toward China’s perceived
enemies and perhaps even talk about ineffectual Party leaders as national
traitors [maiguozei, 卖国贼]. That does not mean that a nationalist coup is
likely as in the Soviet Union in 1991, but it does mean that the Party has to
continually reassert its influence in the army.

Structural and Procedural Changes
An initial sign of Xi’s intent to strengthen Party control over the PLA came
at the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in November 2013. At the
plenum, the Party decided in general terms to upgrade management of the
PLA, noting the need for more effective leadership, bureaucratic processes
(such as those related to the PLA’s personnel, budgetary, and procurement
systems), and laws and regulations. In addition, the plenum sought to
better integrate the military into the broader national security system by
creating a national security council (NSC).42 These changes were designed
to increase objective control in the PLA by reducing the problems of limited information-sharing and corruption. At the same time, there was an
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added emphasis on political work in the PLA, as evidenced by Xi’s speech
at the Gutian conference. This sought to strengthen subjective control,
especially by reiterating Party loyalty within the army. Party control was
also strengthened by changes to the personnel assignment system featuring more frequent rotation of senior officers. This section discusses these
changes.
Improving Information Flows
Two sets of structural changes were designed to increase the Party’s ability to understand and control PLA activities. First was disbanding the 4
general departments and replacing them with a new system of 15 offices,
departments, and commissions reporting directly to the CMC. This is
depicted in figure 2. This change was intended to reduce the influence of
the general departments, which had become powerful enough to limit the
CMC’s ability to exercise “unified command” over the military.43 Specific
functions previously ensconced within the general departments, such as
training, mobilization, and strategic planning, were placed under direct
CMC control. Moreover, as discussed below, supervisory organs including
the Audit Office, Political and Legal Affairs Commission, and Discipline
Inspection Commission also became direct CMC reports. This meant that
information on PLA affairs that once would have gone through the general
departments (and thus was subject to manipulation) would now be able to
Figure 2.
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reach CMC members directly.
A second change was the establishment of the NSC. Although the
Third Plenum was vague about the nature of this organization, the Politburo soon clarified that it is a Party organ under the Central Committee
and that it would be led by Xi. The two vice chairmen are the second- and
third-ranking Party members (currently Li Keqiang and Li Zhanshu).
Although perhaps focused more on internal than external challenges,
the NSC is designed to improve information-sharing and coordination
between the PLA and civilian agencies, which if successful could increase
the chances for effective crisis response. The organization will do this by
maintaining a permanent structure, unlike the ad hoc National Security
Leading Small Group, and by including PLA representation at a senior level
and as staff liaisons.44 Anecdotally, the NSC has already begun to improve
information flows by forwarding situation reports from the PLA’s East
China Sea joint operations command center to senior Party officials.45
However, these changes are at best only a partial solution to the information asymmetries inherent in Party-army relations. One problem is
that the PLA still retains control of military intelligence and information
about military capabilities and operations, and it can decide what information to share with civilian Party elites. Another problem is that the
institutional nexus between Party and PLA remains thin, located mainly
in Xi’s hands. The reforms did not increase the involvement of civilians
in military affairs (though it might be expected that Xi’s successor, when
named, could become a CMC vice chairman).46 A third challenge is that
significant power over diverse issues remains in the hands of the general
departments’ successor organizations, namely the CMC Joint Staff, Political Work, Logistics Support, and Equipment Development departments.
Those departments have considerable bureaucratic clout and opportunities
to shape the decisionmaking agenda.
Reducing Corruption
The PLA also enacted a series of structural reforms to reduce corruption
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and promote more effective internal governance. A first change came in
October 2014, when the PLA Audit Office was returned to the CMC from
the General Logistics Department, where it had resided since 1992. The
office’s director explained that the transfer was meant to enhance “independence, authority, and effectiveness” of auditors within the military, allowing
for greater supervision of “high-level leading organs and cadres.”47 A PLA
Daily report noted that, between 2013 and 2015, the office had audited 4,024
cadres at or above the Regiment Leader level, resulting in 21 dismissals,
hundreds of demotions and other penalties, and recovery of 12.1 billion
RMB (approximately $1.9 billion in 2018 U.S. dollars) in losses due to waste
and mismanagement.48
Further changes were made as part of a CMC reorganization announced
in January 2016. The Discipline Inspection Commission, which had been
part of the General Political Department (GPD) since 1990, was returned
to the CMC. The PLA also announced that teams of discipline inspectors
had been created and would be conducting investigations of Party members
across the PLA, just as the Central Discipline Inspection Commission has
conducted investigations of Party members in the civilian bureaucracy and in
state-owned enterprises as part of Xi’s anti-corruption campaign. CMC Vice
Chairman Xu Qiliang encouraged the inspectors to “take advantage of their
new standing” within the PLA to verify “officers’ political loyalty, power, and
responsibility.”49 In addition, hotlines were established so that military members could anonymously report Party violations to the Discipline Inspection
Commission.50 On January 15, 2018, the PLA formally issued a new CMC
Inspection Work Regulation governing the discipline inspection process and
specifying the responsibilities of the CMC Inspection Work Leading Small
Group, its subsidiary inspection groups, and similar bodies established in the
services and the People’s Armed Police.51 Another organizational change was
the transfer of the Political and Legal Affairs Commission, responsible for
military courts and prosecutors, from the GPD to the CMC.
These reforms were potentially useful because they extricated supervisory functions from the corruption-prone general departments and gave
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investigators, judges, and auditors greater bureaucratic independence from
those they were supposed to be supervising. Status as part of the CMC also
gave these units more authority and allowed CMC leaders (including Xi)
to exercise tighter control. This was not so much an innovation as a return
to the earlier system of “interlocking” directorates in which the Party
maintained several distinct channels of control.52 In this respect, the Audit
Office, Discipline Inspection Commission, and Political and Legal Affairs
Commission will reinforce the political commissar and Party committee
systems (which reside in the Political Work Department, successor to
the GPD). Taken together, this could result in a greater ability to identify,
investigate, prevent, and punish corruption at higher levels of the PLA,
especially in the former general departments. However, a key limitation is
the continued lack of significant external checks on PLA activities (such as
a free press or independent legislative oversight). To the extent that there is
corruption within the auditing, discipline inspection, and military judicial
systems themselves, structural changes will have little impact.
A related area of change was the announcement of new regulations
designed to strengthen the rule of law within the PLA and encourage a
stronger professional ethos among servicemembers. One important development was new restrictions on the PLA’s ability to engage in commercial
activities, such as accepting civilian patients in PLA hospitals, leasing
warehouses, and contracting out military construction units.53 This helped
to close loopholes that allowed the PLA to stay in business despite the 1998
divestiture. In addition, rules were promulgated to prevent garish displays
of power by PLA officers, such as use of military license plates to avoid
traffic laws, use of luxury cars, opulent banquets, and excessive foreign
travel.54 Still other regulations targeted the personnel system by mandating
dismissal of officers on the basis of incompetence and clarifying retirement
ages.55 This was meant to pave the way for a younger, more capable and
professional officer corps. Nevertheless, concerns remained about the efficacy of such laws. CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang noted that “We need to
correct the phenomenon of having law but not enforcing it, not enforcing
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the law strictly, and not pursuing those who break the law.”56
Improving Ideological Commitment
A third area of efforts to increase Party control is in the ideological
arena. A key feature of the PLA’s political work in recent years has been a
renewed emphasis on the principle that the “Party commands the gun.”
As early as the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, the CMC reiterated that the PLA must “unswervingly uphold the absolute leadership
of the Party over the army,” guarantee “absolute loyalty and reliability,”
and support the new generation of Party officials under Xi.57 Xi himself
stressed the same themes at the November 2014 Gutian political work
conference and elsewhere.58 At the same time, the CMC highlighted the
need for “reliable” Party cadres in the army, defined in one document as
those who have “resolute” political views, carry out military and political
orders “without hesitation,” and are able to resist “incorrect ideological
trends.”59 Senior PLA officers were also required to biaotai, or publicly
pledge their dedication to the Party and its leadership.60
There is nothing inherently unique about the recent emphasis on Party
loyalty in the PLA. The fact that this theme reappeared after the 18th Party
Congress does not imply specific concerns about disloyalty to the Party or
to Xi personally within the army (although it is impossible to rule out such
concerns). Rather, it is consistent with a pattern established in the immediate post-Tiananmen era of periodic political campaigns deemed necessary
to ensure that Party control does not waver—or what David Finkelstein
calls the “re-redding” of the PLA.61 Indeed, a CMC instruction on political
work released in January 2015 reaffirmed the need to “forge the soul” of the
army to follow Party commands, requiring continued ideological education
at all levels, but “especially in the upper echelons.”62 Hence, even as officer
training and promotion criteria increasingly stress operational capabilities,
the need for Party education and bona fides will remain central to the PLA’s
personnel system. Indeed, one PLA officer suggested in a 2017 conversation
that political loyalty has become the most important factor in promotions.
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A secondary emphasis of PLA political work has been on reinvigorating
support for Marxist principles. Overall, the CMC requires that the army be
educated with the “important theories of communism and socialism with
Chinese characteristics,” in addition to the specific principles exhorted by
Xi.63 This has led to an emphasis on socialist norms such as austerity, intraParty democracy, service to the people, criticism and self-criticism, and
upright actions.64 The goal is to instill values that counteract more self-interested impulses that give rise to materialism and ultimately to corruption
and lack of discipline. However, as already noted, the appeal of Marxism in
Chinese society has waned considerably since the 1980s. This is no less true
in the PLA, as illustrated in the extreme in cases of self-aggrandizement
such as those of Xu Caihou and Gu Junshan. PLA members might thus
vocalize support for Marxism, but it is unclear that those values are being
re-internalized to any significant degree.
Personnel Assignment Changes
A fourth aspect of efforts to tighten Party control over the PLA involves
rotating senior officers to reduce the risk of collusion between commanders
and political commissars and to break up existing patronage networks that
might facilitate corruption. Rotation is a traditional means of preventing
senior officers from developing their own local political networks that
might challenge civilian control. In the case of the PLA reforms, the assignment pattern of commanders and political commissars varied at different
levels of the ground forces. At the theater command (TC) level, four of the
five inaugural commanders were previously assigned to other military
regions, while all five of the political commissars were local. At the (newly
established) TC army level, four of the five commanders were local, while
all of the political commissars rotated from other military regions. At the
group army level, almost all of the commanders of the group armies were
transferred from other military regions, while most of the political commissars were from the local area.65
This pattern of personnel assignments balanced the benefits of famil536
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iarity with the operating area and subordinate officers with the enhanced
political control provided by transferring officers to new locations and
breaking up existing patronage networks. These rotations meant that
in most cases the commander and political commissar did not have an
existing personal relationship and were therefore less likely to trust each
other and engage in corrupt behavior. They also meant that if a theater
commander contemplated ordering subordinate ground units to engage
in unauthorized activity, the operational chain of command included a
TC army commander and group army commanders that he did not know
well. Taken as a whole, this pattern of senior officer assignments enhanced
Party control and the supervision provided by the political commissar system, but likely at some cost to operational effectiveness because the theater
commander, political commissar, and subordinate commanders were all
unfamiliar with each other.

Xi’s Political Strategy for Implementing Reforms
PLA reformers have advocated structural reforms since the early 1990s,
but previous reform efforts (including some backed by Jiang Zemin and
Hu Jintao) were stymied by bureaucratic opposition within the PLA. How
has Xi Jinping succeeded where his predecessors failed? Xi has employed
a number of tools and tactics to pursue the reform goals of building a
PLA that can fight and win informationized wars by improving its joint
operations capability and strengthening CCP control over the PLA. This
section describes the elements of Xi’s political strategy and the political
tools available to pursue his military reform agenda.
Embed Military Reforms in a Broader Reform Agenda
Key elements of the military reforms were unveiled in the Third Plenum
decision document approved by the Central Committee in November
2013.66 The plenum not only identified key areas of military reform, but
also sent a powerful message that fundamental organizational changes to
the PLA were an important part of China’s overall national reforms and
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were widely supported by the top CCP leadership. By embedding the PLA
reforms in a broader reform agenda, and elevating the decision mechanism
to the Central Committee level (where the power of PLA senior leaders was
diffused), Xi made it harder for potential opponents to resist the reforms.
As one PLA officer noted, incorporating military reforms into the national
reform agenda elevated military reform “to the will of the Party and act
of state.”67 The plenum decision document outlined key aspects of the
reforms, sometimes in vague terms that indicated the desired direction of
change without providing specific details. This is an effective device for
building consensus on the reform agenda while deferring divisive internal
debates (for example, over which services would gain or lose personnel in
the PLA restructuring).
Emphasize Xi’s Personal Involvement
Xi has used his personal involvement in the reform process to demonstrate
his commitment to making the reforms succeed. Widely considered the
most powerful Chinese leader since Deng Xiaoping, Xi has invested his time
and attention to military matters in ways that his predecessors Jiang Zemin
and Hu Jintao did not.68 For example, in his first 3 years as CMC chairman
(November 2012–December 2015), Xi made 53 publicized appearances at
military events. During the equivalent period of time from 2004–2007, Hu
made only 36 appearances.69 One nonauthoritative Chinese media report
claims that Xi spends a half-day every week at his CMC office, in contrast
to Hu, who rarely used his office.70 Moreover, as Nan Li argues, Xi’s more
assertive leadership style has allowed him to exert greater influence within
the PLA than either Jiang or Hu.71 Xi has also highlighted the “CMC chairmanship responsibility system,” which emphasizes that he bears ultimate
responsibility over all military matters.
Xi has used his positions as chairman of the CMC and chairman of the
CMC Leading Small Group on military reform established in January 2014
to lead efforts to flesh out the details of military restructuring, including
chairing meetings to study the feasibility of various options.72 More than 20
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working groups were established under the CMC to research and consider
various aspects of the reforms, with extensive consultations with military
and civilian units at various levels and more than 150 revisions of the
reform plan.73 Xi personally announced the first details on the reforms at
a military parade in Beijing in September 2015, stating that the PLA’s size
would be reduced by 300,000 by the end of 2017, bringing total personnel
down from 2.3 to 2 million.74 In November 2015, he chaired the CMC
meeting that adopted the detailed reform plan.75
Since the reforms were announced, Xi has been personally involved in
pushing them forward. One means involved making formal speeches to military audiences to launch key elements of the reforms, including a December
27, 2015, speech at the PLA newspaper Jiefangjun Bao and a major address
on the reforms to CMC and senior PLA leaders at a December 31, 2015,
ceremony to establish the army as a separate service, rename the Second
Artillery as the Rocket Force and elevate it to full service status, and stand
up the Strategic Support Force.76 Xi met with the leaders of the new services
and personally awarded them banners to serve as symbols of their services.77
He made a similar appearance and speech at a January 11, 2016, ceremony
to establish the reorganized CMC with its new departments, commissions,
and offices.78 Xi used these appearances and a photo opportunity at the CMC
joint operations command center to highlight the missions and importance
of the new services and the reorganized CMC and to reinforce his authority
as CMC chairman and his personal commitment to the reforms. He also led
a 2-day conference on military reform in December 2016 that reaffirmed the
need for a smaller, more agile military.79
Since Xi himself cannot be personally involved at all times and in all
aspects of the reforms, he has installed trusted agents within the PLA who can
ensure that his instructions are being followed. One such individual is Lieutenant General Qin Shengxiang, director of the CMC General Office from
December 2012 until September 2017, who was also dual-hatted as director of
the new CMC Reform and Organization Office, which has a leading role in
formulating reform plans and ensuring implementation.80 Another key figure
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is Major General Zhong Shaojun, who has been a senior civilian aide to Xi
since Xi’s time as Zhejiang Party secretary. When Xi became CMC chairman,
Zhong was given a military rank of senior colonel and designated as CMC
General Office deputy director and director of Xi’s personal office within the
CMC. His close association to Xi and responsibilities in the General Office
likely gave him significant influence despite his relatively low formal rank
and grade.81 Major General Zhong was subsequently promoted to replace
Lieutenant General Qin as director of the CMC General Office.
Protect Senior Officers
The PLA organizational restructuring is a major transformation that saw
the end of the general departments, the transition from seven military
regions to five theater commands, and the establishment or change in
status of three services. Some senior PLA officers stayed in essentially
the same jobs under a new organization structure; others changed to new
positions, sometimes in different geographic areas. One tacit principle is
clear, however: all senior (MR-grade and above) PLA officers were given
jobs at their current grades and kept their current ranks. This proved to be a
transitional arrangement that only lasted through the personnel shifts prior
to the 19th Party Congress in October 2017, which also named a new Central
Military Commission and removed the service chiefs and directors of the
CMC Equipment Development and Logistics Support departments from
their ex officio seats on the CMC. Protecting the personal career interests of
senior PLA officers (as opposed to forcing officers whose organizations were
disestablished to retire early) is an important means of defusing opposition
to the reforms from leaders whose organizations would lose personnel,
authority, or budget in the reorganization.
Compensate Reform Losers
Despite its traditional dominance in numbers and the PLA leadership
ranks, the army has lost status, budget share, and end strength relative to
the other services in recent years. Since 2004, Chinese defense white papers
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have emphasized the need for increased funding for the navy, air force, and
Second Artillery. “Optimizing the composition of the services and arms of
the PLA” has meant reductions in “technologically backward” army units
and personnel increases for the other services.82 Most of the 300,000 troops
that will be cut from the PLA will come from army ranks, and the army is
widely perceived as the likely loser in current PLA organizational reforms.83
Elimination of the general departments and establishment of a new army
commander and headquarters reduced the army to bureaucratic equality
with the other services. The army also lost direct control of space and cyber
units, which were transferred to the new Strategic Support Force.
Nevertheless, the reforms provided compensation that may actually
have increased the army’s power, at least in the short term.84 The new joint
C2 structure gives theater commanders both wartime and peacetime
operational control over all army, navy, air force, and conventional rocket
force units within their areas of responsibility. This significantly expands
the authority of theater commanders relative to commanders of the former
military regions. All five of the initial theater commanders and four of the
five initial theater political commissars were ground force officers (and the
other political commissar has spent most of his career in the army). Giving
all the theater commander positions to army officers provided a degree of
assurance to the army, although subsequent personnel reshuffles named
navy Admiral Yuan Yubai as commander of the Southern TC and air force
General Yi Xiaoguang as commander of the Central TC.85
Another effort to defuse potential opposition involves ensuring
that those officers and NCOs who will lose their positions as part of the
300,000-person downsizing of the PLA will receive pensions, civilian jobs,
and compensation to which they are entitled. Two PLA National Defense
University researchers published an article in the PLA Daily warning that
salary and pension issues needed to be addressed properly to ensure that
military downsizing did not destabilize the military and society.86 The
PLA has learned important lessons from previous force reductions and has
codified the benefits that conscripts, NCOs, and officers should receive,
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which vary based on status, years of service, and how they separate from
the PLA.87 Challenges include allocating sufficient resources to pay earned
benefits, ensuring that local officials fulfill their responsibilities to provide
benefits to PLA veterans, and pressuring state-owned enterprises and local
government offices to fulfill their responsibility to provide civilian jobs to
PLA veterans who are entitled to them.
One aspect of the reforms gives responsibility for veterans affairs to the
new CMC Organ Affairs General Management Bureau.88 Senior leaders,
including Xi, have repeatedly stressed the importance of local officials fulfilling their obligations to veterans.89 These measures, and the establishment of a
new Ministry for Veterans Affairs in March 2018, are efforts to demonstrate
the Party’s commitment to take better care of downsized soldiers than in the
past.90 The October 11, 2017, protest by disgruntled PLA veterans in front of
the Ba Yi building serves as a vivid reminder of the potential for veterans to
engage in embarrassing and politically sensitive protests.91 (See the chapter by
Ma and Chen in this volume for more details on the force reduction process.)
Enlist Support from Reform Winners
Generally speaking, the navy, air force, and rocket force are likely to be the
organizational winners from PLA reforms. They have already benefited
from an increased share of the PLA budget since 2004 and are likely to be
protected from significant force cuts in the 300,000-person downsizing
and may even increase their size. Although the army dominated the initial
theater command senior leadership and the senior CMC staff, the emphasis
on jointness in the reforms created opportunities for the other services to
increase their policy influence and their share of senior officer positions.
One early indicator was the number of air force and navy officers in theater deputy commander positions. In the pre-reform system, air force and
navy officers held only 10 of the 32 MR deputy commander positions, the
minimum possible given air force and navy responsibility for commanding
seven MR air forces and three fleets.92 After the reforms, officers from those
services occupied 16 of 31 deputy commander positions in the five theaters.93
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As noted above, a navy officer subsequently became commander of the
Southern TC and an air force officer was named as Central TC commander.
Use Threat of Corruption Investigations to Intimidate and
Punish Opponents
Investigations into former CMC vice chairmen Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou not only revealed their complicity in corruption on a massive scale
but also confirmed the widespread practice of PLA officers paying large
bribes for promotion to senior positions. This suggests that most senior
PLA officers are vulnerable to corruption investigations that would reveal
their complicity in the pay-to-play promotion system. However, in the initial phases of the reform, anti-corruption investigations focused primarily
on the logistics and political systems (which, along with military district
commands, offer the most opportunities for corruption). Senior PLA operational commanders were largely spared (with the potential exception of
some officers with close ties to Guo, Xu, and the network run by Bo Xilai
and Zhou Yongkang). Nevertheless, the threat of investigation is a potent
tool to intimidate or remove any officers who might obstruct reform efforts
or show insufficient loyalty to Xi Jinping.94 Once the organizational reforms
were implemented, Xi demonstrated his willingness to use this tool by
launching corruption investigations into then CMC Joint Staff director
Fang Fenghui and then CMC Political Work director Zhang Yang.95
Use Control over Promotions to Reward Allies and Supporters of Reforms
Guo and Xu were evidently able to extract such large bribes for positions
because Hu Jintao was not actively involved in the promotion and selection process, essentially rubber-stamping decisions made by the CMC
vice chairmen. Conversely, Xi Jinping appears to be significantly more
engaged in the promotion and assignment process, and reportedly conducts
interviews with candidates for senior military positions.96 Xi’s personal
engagement in the selection process provides opportunities to place supporters of reforms in key positions and to reward officers with whom
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he has close ties or who display personal loyalty to his leadership.97 This
approach would be consistent with his broader approach to civilian personnel appointments within the Party and government. The reshuffle of
senior PLA officers in the runup to the 19th Party Congress in 2017 provides
additional evidence of Xi’s involvement in PLA personnel decisions (see the
chapter by McFadden, Fassler, and Godby in this volume for an analysis).

Conclusion
The previous section indicates that Xi has an extensive range of tools to
influence the PLA and suggests that he employed a reasonably coherent
and phased political strategy to push the reforms through. How effective
will he be in pursuing the long-term goals of building a PLA with a stronger
joint operations capability that can fight and win informationized wars and
strengthening CCP control over the PLA?
One starting point is to ask whether Xi’s objectives are compatible
with the interests and goals of senior PLA leaders.98 Despite the potential
negative impact on some organizational and individual interests, there
is likely considerable support within the PLA leadership for reforms that
will improve PLA combat capability. The organizational reforms draw
upon insights from the PLA’s study of foreign military operations and on
theoretical study of the nature of modern war.99 Moreover, senior PLA
leaders were involved in drawing up the details of the military reforms,
which appear to incorporate some compromises to protect the interests of
individual leaders, major organizations, and those soldiers who will be let
go as part of the military restructuring.
Conversely, Xi’s efforts to strengthen Party control will reduce the
autonomy of the PLA as an institution and potentially have some negative
effects on both operational effectiveness and on the organizational and
personal interests of PLA leaders. Will the increased emphasis on political
work interfere with efforts to build a more operationally effective PLA?
Every hour spent on political education is 1 hour less spent on training,
so some tradeoffs are inevitable. Will the emphasis on regularization and
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stronger supervisory mechanisms lead to paralysis or disruption in major
parts of the PLA, especially if the anti-corruption campaign continues
indefinitely as an instrument of Xi’s personal control?
At a more fundamental level, can efforts to use political work to rekindle
the ideological flame of belief in Marxism-Leninism succeed? Senior PLA
officers have been willing to say the correct slogans and swear their loyalty to
the Party and to Xi as the core leader of the Party. But formal compliance is
not the same as genuine belief, and may not produce better behavior over the
long term or loyalty to the Party in a political crisis. Moreover, the hypocrisy
of CCP leaders pursuing an anti-corruption campaign when their own family
members have amassed fortunes by trading on their political connections will
likely undermine efforts to produce cleaner governance.100
The CCP’s insistence on reiterating the principle of absolute loyalty
to the Party suggests that CCP leaders themselves are not fully confident
about PLA loyalty. If the means of ensuring objective control over the
PLA require a high degree of subjective control (in the form of ideological
belief by those officers doing the supervision) to be effective, then Xi’s
efforts to improve supervisory mechanisms may not succeed.101 Even if
these measures are effective in the short term, they will require continued
high-level attention from Xi himself. This could become a problem in
the future if Xi’s attention gets drawn away to deal with other pressing
challenges. A permanent anti-corruption campaign, like the permanent
revolution Mao called for during the Cultural Revolution, is likely to be
highly disruptive.
The PLA reforms are still a work in progress, and the PLA is engaged
in figuring out how to make its new joint C2 system work. Knowledgeable
observers differ in their assessments of whether the reforms are likely to
make a significant difference in operational effectiveness.102 Observing the
PLA’s progress in building an effective joint operations capability that can,
as Xi Jinping says, “fight and win wars,” will be challenging, especially in
the absence of actual combat, but at least there will be some exercises and
operations to observe and some tangible indicators of progress.103
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Assessing Xi’s efforts to reassert Party control over the PLA will be
much more difficult. Senior PLA officers are likely to say the right things;
any officers who refuse to profess loyalty to the Party and to Xi will not
last long. But the real test would only come in a major political crisis or if
the CCP’s efforts to maintain economic growth and to achieve nationalist
goals falter. Until then, our assessment that the reforms are more likely to
succeed in improving PLA operational performance than in reasserting
CCP control over the military must remain a tentative judgment.
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THE NEW PLA LEADERSHIP
Xi Molds China’s Military to His Vision

By Joel McFadden, Kim Fassler, and Justin Godby

I

n October 2017, the 19th Party Congress resulted in dramatic changes

to the Central Military Commission (CMC), China’s highest military
decisionmaking body. Outsiders looking in can only speculate that the

deliberations surrounding the selection of these top generals involved a highstakes negotiation involving sensitive and critical questions of competence,
loyalty, and the future direction of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).
Although we may never know the content of these debates, the outcome
of those negotiations—the new CMC structure and leadership lineup—is
a window into the whims of the country’s top leaders on political loyalties,
Party-military relations, and China’s military modernization.
Overall, the changes to China’s high command reflect leaders giving
priority to joint operations and emphasis on having capable, well-rounded
commanders from across the services take charge of a rapidly modernizing
force. They also reveal a concerted effort by the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP), especially since 2012, to accelerate the careers of a new generation
of senior military officers who are in lockstep with President Xi Jinping’s
agenda and who apparently avoided the worst of the endemic corruption
that reached to the highest echelons of the PLA. Over the next 5 years and
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beyond, these new leaders will oversee the PLA’s continued expansion into
a capable, global military that is attempting training and overseas missions
that are unprecedented in recent Chinese history. They will also be expected
to meet key goals, including a 2020 deadline for implementing the most
comprehensive changes to the PLA’s command structure in recent decades.

Background: PLA Priorities and Party-Military Relations under Xi
To understand the mindset of Xi Jinping and other Chinese leaders involved
in making these selections ahead of the 19th Party Congress, it is worth
examining the changes that have taken place in the PLA during the past 5
years. The incoming Party leadership that rose to power at the 18th Party
Congress in 2012 did not delay in announcing its priorities for the PLA.
On November 16, 4 days after the congress concluded in Beijing, newly
appointed CMC Chairman Xi Jinping and his outgoing predecessor, Hu
Jintao, addressed an enlarged session of the CMC. After thanking Hu for
his stewardship of the PLA, Xi first reminded military leaders that the
PLA must “unswervingly adhere to the Party’s absolute leadership over
the armed forces.” Second, Xi instructed the PLA to “resolutely complete
various tasks of military struggle,” including safeguarding national security
and sovereignty and raising combat capabilities. Finally, Xi exhorted the
PLA to uphold the military’s “glorious tradition and fine style.” Xi included
in this sentiment a warning to top generals to “take a firm stand against
corruption,” foreshadowing a sweeping anti-corruption campaign across
the Party and military.1
Xi and the new leaders’ sense of urgency about reforming the PLA in
part probably stemmed from issues in civil-military relations during Hu’s
tenure, many of which were only brought to light after the 18th Party Congress. Headlining these were poor discipline and widespread corruption
that apparently reached all the way into the top ranks. The rampant problems must have caused deep anxiety among Party leaders not only about
the PLA’s loyalty, but also about the corrosive effect of shady procurement
deals and buying positions on military readiness. The extent of corruption
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in the PLA was revealed in dramatic fashion in 2014 and 2015 when the two
highest ranking generals and top military advisors to Hu were arrested in
retirement for corruption.2
As a result of these fears, in 2012 Party leaders led by Xi intensified
efforts around these three priorities: Party control of the armed forces, combat capability, and discipline. First, the Party firmly reasserted its symbolic
control over the PLA and bolstered propaganda around Xi’s authority as
commander in chief. On November 1, 2014, Xi convened a critical all-army
political work conference in Gutian, Fujian Province. This historic location
was the site of an important 1929 meeting where Mao Zedong cemented
Party authority over the Red Army and which thus serves as a potent
political symbol of the Party’s control over the armed forces. Political propaganda before and after the meeting has stressed the principle of the Party
leading the army, stridently rejected Western-style nationalization of the
armed forces, and strongly reiterated the concept of the “CMC Chairman
Responsibility System,” which emphasizes the singular authorities of the
CMC chairman (Xi) in running the military.3
Similarly, Xi formally was named commander in chief of the CMC
Joint Operations Command Center, an honorific title signaling the chairman’s place at the top of the operational command chain. From the start as
head of the CMC, Xi also took an early and active interest in military affairs,
frequently visiting military units and meeting with officers and soldiers. In
July 2017, wearing military fatigues and riding in a jeep, he presided over
a massive military demonstration to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the
PLA’s founding, during which he again exhorted the PLA to obey the Party’s
command and transform itself into an elite fighting force.4
Xi’s second exhortation to the military to “resolutely complete various
tasks of military struggle” has been most vividly illustrated in the intensified training, exercises, missions beyond China’s borders, and reforms
to the PLA’s command structure intended to equip the PLA to be able
to defend evolving Chinese interests. In 2004, then-CMC Chairman Hu
Jintao ordered the PLA to be prepared to perform new missions, including
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defending China’s overseas interests. Xi’s guidance to the PLA, issued early
and often during his tenure, to be able to “fight and win”5 compounds this
guidance. It is both a reflection of the PLA’s rapidly developing and externally facing capabilities and the leadership’s need for a force that can defend
China’s growing domestic and overseas interests from threats. Chinese
ships and aircraft now operate more frequently and farther from China’s
immediate borders than at any time in recent history—as China’s growing
presence in the East and South China Seas illustrates. Meanwhile, China’s
first overseas logistics hub in Djibouti and the 24th Counterpiracy Task
Group to the Gulf of Aden, both completed in 2017, underscore China’s
growing global interests and the PLA’s increasing global presence. Lastly,
the whole-scale restructuring of the PLA that began in late 2015 finally
abolished the military’s outdated organizational structure and brought
the high command in line with longstanding operational goals, such as
refining joint operations.6
Finally, Xi and the leadership have taken a firm stand against corruption at all levels of the military. These measures have included inspections
of military units across China, updated guidelines for proper behavior,
more frequent political indoctrination sessions, and corruption investigations into top military leaders. In December 2012, the CMC announced 10
regulations to rein in bad behavior in the PLA, including banning alcohol
at banquets. Since then, the campaign has netted dozens of officers whose
names and crimes have been publicly announced in the Chinese press. In
August 2017, corruption rumors emerged around two CMC members,
Chief of the Joint Staff Fang Fenghui and Political Work Department
Director Zhang Yang, when their names were not included on a list of representatives to the 19th Party Congress.7 The list instead contained a surprising
percentage of first-time delegates from the PLA, by some accounts up to
90 percent. These developments suggest that leadership does not intend to
slow down military anti-corruption efforts anytime soon; instead, anti-corruption measures are likely to have an enduring impact on all aspects of
military life, including promotions.8
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The Central Military Commission
The new CMC reflects the themes of Xi’s tenure thus far. It was slimmed
down from 11 to 7 members and retained a civilian chairman (Xi), two
military vice chairmen, the defense minister, and the directors of the Joint
Staff and Political Work Departments. The new structure added the secretary of the PLA’s Discipline Inspection Commission, while the leaders of
the Logistics Support Department, Equipment Development Department,
navy, air force, and Rocket Force were removed. This structure and the
backgrounds of the new elites provide some insight into the Party’s considerations for military leadership selection and its goals for the PLA during
the next 5 years and beyond.
Analyzing the New Leadership
Much can be said about the structure and membership of China’s new
CMC, but it is evident that it aligns closely with Xi’s three-pronged agenda
for the military: “follow the command of the Party, build capability to win
battles, and maintain a fine work style.”9 Although many will argue that
cutting the CMC from 11 to 7 seats and displacing the service chiefs and
half of the former general departments from the body reflect yet another
example of Xi’s personal drive to consolidate all authority under himself,
a stronger case can be made that it enhances efficiency, decisionmaking,
and clarifies roles in a much more effective way in the wake of ongoing
structural reforms.
Atop a body of 15 CMC entities is now a smaller leadership core that
can serve as an advisory body and focus more succinctly on oversight and
issuing guidance to an overhauled PLA. The CMC leadership reflects
the priorities that Xi views as most essential and is better positioned to
ensure the success of the ongoing structural reforms. This is technically
the smallest CMC since the 1930s, but it looks very similar to the 1982
body that Deng Xiaoping brought out of the bloated Cultural Revolution
era and streamlined to the needs of the coming era.10 The CMC leadership
structure was the last piece of the PLA not touched by reforms, and its new
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membership finally reflects the PLA’s shift into a new command structure.
Analysts assessed the CMC would either become a larger Politburo-like
body bringing on all the service chiefs, five theater commanders, and
heads of new CMC departments, or become smaller and push some of
its former responsibilities down. With their missions shifting to focus on
administration, the services were bumped off the CMC, and it is now clear
that logistics and equipment development are viewed as important yet
secondary enablers compared to operations, Party affairs, and ensuring
accountability and loyalty in the force.11
The new high command with Xi sitting unchallenged at its apex is
well-balanced between an old guard of three CMC veterans and an inbound
group of three newcomers who have seen their careers fast-tracked during
Xi’s tenure. For the first time, the top PLA officer did not rise up through
the ground forces, but has been at the forefront of a modernizing military
that has taken on an increasingly joint appearance. A decade ago it would
have been unthinkable for a Rocket Force commander to become China’s
primary face for external engagement, but Wei Fenghe was named China’s
defense minister during the National People’s Congress in March 2018.
Finally, the easily dismissed resonance of the CMC having two “war heroes”
with rare combat experience and the elevation of the Discipline Inspection
Commission (led by a Rocket Force star) could not more clearly signal Xi’s
priorities for a military he wants to be “world class” by 2050.12
The Old Guard: Precursor to a New Era
Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang (born 1950/CMC member since 2007). The
PLA Air Force (PLAAF) fighter pilot could have been pressed to retire after
serving two-full CMC terms. On the cusp of hitting the informal “seven
up, eight down” retirement norm, Xu is the first officer to serve this length
on the high command since former Vice Chairman Chi Haotian. Xu is the
PLAAF golden boy who always was the youngest, fastest rising officer in
his cohort. Younger than his successor, Ma Xiaotian, he has made a career
of hitting “firsts” within China’s modernizing force. It was in 2004 when
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the service chiefs were first elevated to the CMC that Xu and former navy
commander Wu Shengli were the first non–ground force officers named
as deputy chiefs to the then–General Staff Department. This gave them
the requisite grade level for promotion to the CMC and clarified their
designation as the heirs-apparent to lead their services. During the course
of his five-decade military career, Xu has been in the vanguard of a rapidly
evolving PLA, reflecting reform and modernization priorities put forward
by Jiang Zemin, Hu, and now Xi. It is only apropos that this military prodigy who joined the PLA at age 16 and achieved milestones in so many areas
of joint representation should become the PLA’s top officer today.
According to his official biography, Xu was born March 1950 in Linqu,
Shandong. He trained at three of the PLAAF’s aviation schools to become
a pilot in the late 1960s. During the early 1980s, he served in the PLAAF’s
4th Army Air Corps and was chief of staff (COS) of its Shanghai base. After
attending the basic course at China’s National Defense University (NDU)
from 1986 until 1988, Xu was transferred to the 8th Army Air Corps in
Fuzhou where he ultimately became its commander from 1990 to 1993.
Xu took his first staff job in 1993 when named as a deputy COS of PLAAF
headquarters, a corps-level assignment, and then as COS from 1994 to 1999.
Xu was transferred to the Shenyang Military Region (MR) in 1999, where
he was dual-hatted as a deputy MR commander and as the PLAAF MR air
force commander until 2004. In June 2004, he was promoted to become a
deputy chief of the General Staff Department (GSD) for 3 years before being
named commander of the PLAAF and CMC member in 2007.13
Xu, like all in the new CMC lineup, received some higher education.
He consistently pursued educational opportunities throughout his career
including coursework at the Air Force Command College and four separate
study stints at China’s NDU.14 Although not a combat veteran, one source
suggests his air force unit may have mobilized in 1979 in Guangxi in support of the war against Vietnam.15
Although much has been made of (and speculated about) Xu’s ties to Xi
Jinping, his air force career really started to take off during Jiang’s tenure and,
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according to some reports, with the direct help of Deng ally and PLA stalwart,
Zhang Zhen. Zhang, who was charged by Deng to oversee the establishment
of NDU in 1985, apparently took a liking to Xu when Xu was in the first class
of the basic course at the school with other rising cadre like future PLAAF
Commander Ma Xiaotian and Deputy Chief of the PLA General Staff Zhang
Qinsheng. It was during Zhang’s tenure as CMC vice chairman (1992–1997)
that Xu was transferred out of the Nanjing MR to PLAAF headquarters to
help lead air force operations, first as a deputy COS and then as COS. During
Hu Jintao’s 8 years atop the military, Xu became the first air force officer
to join the GSD leadership, after which Hu selected him over more senior
competitors to helm the PLAAF and to join the CMC.16
Xu probably developed some ties to Xi Jinping in Fuzhou between 1990
and 1993 when Xi was the Party chief of the city and Xu was COS and later
commander of the 8th Army Air Corps. At the time, Xi served concurrently
as the Fuzhou military district’s first Party secretary. It is not clear to what
extent they remained in touch afterward, and Xi probably would not have
been well positioned to support Xu until decades later. More likely, Xu’s rise
came from his stellar reputation as a first-rate fighter pilot, serving for decades
in units across from Taiwan, who embodied the skills and leadership traits
that Chinese leaders were looking for in building a modern air force.
He reached the rank of major general by age 41 and was voted as an
alternate member of the CCP Central Committee at age 44, the same
year he was named PLAAF headquarters COS. On his watch, the PLAAF
undertook some it most critical modernization efforts and emerged as a
force aligned to support China’s evolving national security interests. Viewed
as a young innovator by several top civilian and military leaders, Xu even
caused ripples in 2009 for his reported advocacy for the air force to develop
both defensive and offensive space warfare capabilities and his belief that
the eventual militarization of space was inevitable.17
Xu, in his role as CMC vice chairman during the past 5 years, has overseen at least two of Xi’s top priorities for the PLA: cleaning up the force and
implementing the largest structural reorganization since the 1980s. Since
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2012, Xu has headed the CMC Leading Group for Inspection Work, giving
him responsibility for monitoring discipline inspection, judicial, auditing,
and supervision.18 Xu also was tasked as the point person for implementing the reform plan as the executive secretary of the CMC Leading Group
for Military Reform.19 Regardless of any previous ties to Xi, he clearly has
earned Xi’s trust as his top military aide.
Vice Chairman Zhang Youxia (born 1950/CMC member since 2012).
Zhang, the princeling perhaps best known for his family connections to Xi,
has taken a relatively modest profile since his elevation to the high command 5 years ago. First as the head of the General Armament Department
and then as head of its post-reform version, the Equipment Development
Department, Zhang appears to have quietly but successfully pressed ahead
in meeting objectives for China’s weapons modernization program. The
rare PLA officer who can tout combat experience, even in the less than
complex battle environment along the Sino-Vietnamese border, he is arguably the PLA’s most experienced operator after nearly 50 years split between
command postings in the Chengdu MR in China’s rugged southwest and
since the mid-2000s in the Beijing and Shenyang MRs.20
Appointed to the CMC in 2012, the low key Zhang has shown little
to corroborate the claims in some media sources that he is Xi’s “sworn
brother” and staunchest ally on China’s top military body.21 Notwithstanding the credibility of reports about his enduring family connections
to Xi, Zhang, like Xu, probably benefited just as much from the support of
Hu Jintao and military patrons from previous generations, including the
disgraced former CMC Vice Chairmen Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou. In
fact, the launching point for Zhang’s rise was his transfer to be a deputy
commander in the Beijing MR in 2005, years before Xi had a toehold in
either the Party or military leadership. It was also during Hu’s tenure that
Zhang was elected to the Party’s Central Committee in 2007 and that same
year given the trusted post of commander of the Shenyang MR bordering
the Korean Peninsula.22 Xi probably would only have been positioned to
indirectly help Zhang until 2010, when he was named to the CMC as the
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first civilian vice chairman under Hu. Notably, other princelings with
rumored ties to Xi such as Liu Yuan, Zhang Haiyang, and Liu Yazhou all
retired when they reached the requisite age.
Zhang was born in Weinan, Shaanxi Providence, according to his official biography.23 Like Xu, he attended the basic course at the PLA Military
Academy (the precursor to NDU) and attained a junior college education
early in his career. Zhang served nearly three decades in command posts
in the 14th Group Army (GA) near Kunming in the Chengdu MR. After
taking additional training in combined arms operations at NDU in the
mid-1990s, Zhang moved to the 13th GA near Chongqing, where from 1994
to 2005 he served as deputy commander and then commander. Picked
by leaders in Beijing for greater things, he was sent to the Beijing MR as a
deputy commander in 2005 before serving a full 5-year term as Shenyang
MR commander in advance of joining the CMC in 2012.24
We do not know what part Zhang’s family connections may have
played in advancing his career, but he has longstanding ties to Xi’s family
and many others associated with the revolution. Zhang’s father, Zhang
Zongxun, led the PLA General Logistics Department in the 1970s and
commanded the Northeast Army Corps (or First Field Army) in 1947 when
Xi’s father was its political commissar. Both Zhang and Xi are Shaanxi
natives and second-generation revolutionaries with family who were later
purged in the Cultural Revolution. At the same time, Zhang made a name
for himself early, when at the age of 26, as a company commander, he led
his unit into combat during the border war with Vietnam in the late 1970s
and in later skirmishes in the 1980s.25 His service in three different MRs
gave him a wide-ranging background in critical security issues such as
Tibet, China’s sometimes lawless southwest border, capital defense, and
North Korea. Since 2012, in leading the PLA’s weapons development and
acquisition programs he has emphasized civil-military integration and
emerging issues such as space and lunar exploration.26 Relatedly, Chinese
press claims he attended the first class focused on high-tech training at the
National University of Defense Technology in 1998.27
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Minister of National Defense Wei Fenghe (born 1954/CMC Member
since 2012). As with all officers rising through the secretive Second Artillery
Force (now the PLA Rocket Force), we have only modest details on Wei
Fenghe’s background and career.28 The nuclear officer rose to prominence
in late 2010 when he was named as the first Second Artillery Force officer
to fill one of several prestigious posts as a deputy chief of the General Staff
Department. The promotion to the GSD—giving him the requisite grade
increase needed for promotion to the CMC—all but guaranteed his later
promotion to commander of his service in 2012.
According to several official and unofficial biographical sources, Wei
was born in Liaocheng, Shandong Province. He reportedly has served in
a variety of command posts associated with China’s nuclear forces. For
example, he may have risen through the 54th Base located near Luoyang,
serving as COS from 2001 to 2002. Prior to that, he served in an unidentified brigade as COS then as its commander between 1990 and 1994. He
then led the 53rd base near Kunming until 2004.29 In 2004, he was named
to the leadership of the Second Artillery headquarters as a deputy COS
before taking the COS post in 2006. Wei was promoted to the rank of
major general in 2004, lieutenant general in 2008, and general after joining
the CMC in 2012.30 During several periods of his career, he took time to
pursue educational and training opportunities. For example, he attended
the Second Artillery Command Academy from 1982 to 1984 and NDU in
2006 and in 1997–1999 for full-time study.31
Like Xu Qiliang and the air force, Wei has served at the forefront
of the Rocket Force’s growing representation across the PLA, taking on
responsibilities never previously available to officers from his service. As
the youngest deputy among the GSD leadership, Wei spent substantial
time supporting China’s military-to-military relations with other nations.
From late 2010 until the fall of 2012, he was involved in extensive foreign
engagement both at home and abroad including supporting CMC Vice
Chairmen Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou, as well as then-defense minister
Liang Guanglie. In fall 2011, Wei joined Guo on a trip to Cuba, Colombia,
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and Peru and traveled with Xu to Mongolia in May 2012.32 In June 2011,
Wei joined Liang as a “key member” of the PLA delegation to the Shangri-la
Dialogue in Singapore.33
It is unclear how well Xi Jinping knew Wei before 2012, though Xi’s
first promotion as CMC chairman was promoting Wei to general. Under
Xi, Wei and fellow Rocket Force officers Zhang Shengmin and Gao Jin have
risen to unprecedented seniority in the PLA hierarchy. Heading two services and holding two of the six seats on the new CMC, the once backwater
missile men have arrived.
The New Guard: Bridging the Past and Future
Joint Staff Department Chief Li Zuocheng (born in 1953/CMC member
since 2017). Perhaps more a late riser than a newcomer, Li was promoted
to chief of the Joint Staff Department in late August 2017, replacing Fang
Fenghui. He rose to prominence in 1979 as the company commander who
successfully led an offensive again Vietnamese forces during a month-long
battle along the border. Li sustained multiple injuries and was later awarded
the honorific title of “Combat Hero” by the CMC for his bravery.34 The
distinction apparently also earned him a seat on the dais as part of the 12th
Party Congress presidium at age 29 in 1982.35
Li made major general in 1997 but saw little movement with his career
until 2008, when he was transferred out of the Guangzhou MR after four
decades to become a deputy commander of the Chengdu MR. In 2009, he
was promoted to lieutenant general, appearing to benefit from the support
of then-CMC Chairman Hu Jintao and top military leaders, even though
he did not make the cut for selection to the Central Committee. However,
Li has seen his career take off during Xi’s tenure.36
Born in Meicheng, Hunan Province, Li received an undergraduate
degree in Marxist theory and graduate degree from NDU later in his career.
During the fight that made him famous in 1979, he reportedly captured four
enemy personnel along with enemy supplies. Li rose through the 41st GA
in Guangxi in the Guangzhou MR and was named the unit’s commander
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in 1998. From 2002 to 2008, he served as a deputy COS of the Guangzhou
MR before his transfer to the Chengdu MR. After his combat exploits, he
developed a reputation as a skilled administrator who successfully oversaw
several disaster relief efforts, such as responding to massive flooding in
Guangxi in 1994 and along the Yangtze River in 1998.37
After 5 years as a deputy commander, Li was promoted to Chengdu
MR commander in July 2013 in the first notable shuffle of senior military
personnel under Xi. Along with Li, 31st GA veteran Wang Ning was named
a GSD deputy chief and Song Puxuan was appointed NDU commandant.
None of these officers were members of the Central Committee, suggesting
Xi was already seeking to advance the careers of officers outside established
PLA leadership circles.38 Li’s career also appears to have risen in parallel
with Eastern Theater Commander Liu Yuejun. Both officers come from
Guangxi and fought in the Sino-Vietnamese war, then served together in
the 41st GA.39
Until his promotion to the high command, Li’s biggest achievement—and a signal that Xi viewed him as having potential for greater
things—was his appointment as the inaugural commander of the new
PLA Army headquarters, established after top-level organizational
reforms were announced in December 2015. This followed his promotion
to general earlier that summer.40
It is clear that Xi and Chinese leaders value the symbolism of Li’s war
hero status and his reputation as an experienced veteran who has seen the
reality of combat. At the same time, Li brings to his new role a plethora of
more practical experiences from his decades commanding units in China’s
rural southern and western regions. His tenure in Chengdu from 2008 to
2015 gave him a leading role in disaster relief campaigns and managing
ethnic unrest. He almost certainly played a key part in the response to the
uprisings in Tibet in 2009 and the Sichuan earthquake in 2010.41 According
to Xinhua and local news reports, Li also helped facilitate the Chengdu
MR’s involvement in the 2010 Mission Action mobility exercise where
units crossed through multiple MRs on a deployment that extended 2,000
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kilometers.42 Li has also authored works on civil-military integration, an
important element in Xi’s military strategy.43
Li probably also would have had some association with former CMC
member and Political Work Department head Zhang Yang (who committed
suicide in November 2017 while under investigation for corruption), as they
both spent decades in the Guangzhou MR. This speaks to the difficulty of
understanding why some officers have been targeted even as their peers
have risen.
Political Work Department Director Miao Hua (born 1955/CMC
member since 2017). A clear Xi favorite among the next generation of
military leaders, Miao is one of only two members of the new CMC who is
eligible to serve another term on the military’s top body starting in 2022,
if retirement norms hold. Miao is the first among an elite group of officers
who earned their spurs toiling in the 31st GA in the Nanjing MR near Xiamen. Under Xi, with his close association to that area, Miao and others,
like Wang Ning and new PLA Army Commander Han Weiguo, have seen
their careers fast-tracked. Miao, born in Fuzhou, is a career political officer
who spent almost his entire tenure in the Nanjing MR, including stints as
the political department director of the 31st GA (1999–2005) and political
commissar (PC) of the 12th GA.44
In late 2010, Miao was transferred to the Lanzhou MR to serve as the
director of the political department. The timing notably coincided with
Xi’s appointment that fall to the CMC. In mid-2012, Miao was promoted to
a deputy PC of the Lanzhou MR and secretary of its discipline inspection
commission. In July 2012, he was made the MR’s PC. Considering that the
Lanzhou MR was long seen as Guo Boxiong’s powerbase, Miao may have
had a role in supporting the investigation against Guo and removing remnants of his influence in the region. Miao was made major general in 2001
and then lieutenant general in 2012. He was a member of the larger Central
Discipline Inspection Commission body overseen by Wang Qishan from
2012 to 2017. He has a bachelor’s degree in project management from the
National University of Defense Technology.45
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Miao was among the dozens of senior PLA leaders who in April 2014
published articles in the same paper pledging loyalty to Xi.46 A political
track officer from the ground forces, Miao was transferred in late 2014 to
the PLA Navy to serve as its PC.47 The move appears similar to others like
Wang Ning’s crossover to become the People’s Armed Police (PAP) commander, which may reflect Xi’s placement of trusted outsiders in service
headquarters to monitor and clean up malfeasance and fix lingering issues
with graft. Reflecting his candidacy for CMC elevation, Miao was promoted
to the rank of admiral in mid-2015 alongside others who have benefited
from Xi’s trust, including Li Zuocheng, Wang Ning, and Song Puxuan.48
Discipline Inspection Commission Secretary Zhang Shengmin (born
1958/CMC member since 2017). Arguably the most surprising and impactful move in the unveiling of the new CMC and its membership was the
elevation of the newly appointed head of the PLA’s Discipline Inspection
Commission, Zhang Shengmin. Zhang is the youngest member of the high
command and, alongside Miao, he is well-positioned to serve two terms
through at least 2027. Hailing from Shaanxi Province like Xi and Zhang
Youxia, his 42 years in the PLA represent the shortest tenure among his
CMC peers.
As with his Rocket Force counterpart Wei Fenghe, Zhang’s career
details are shrouded in mystery. According to an unofficial biography
from Phoenix News and other reports, Zhang got his start in the Lanzhou
MR before taking a staff officer post in the then–General Political Department’s General Office. Starting in 2004, in just a decade, he served in senior
political posts at four separate missile bases (Bases 55, 53, 56, and 54) across
China. During one of those years, Zhang served as the PC of the Rocket
Force Command College. By late 2014, Zhang was leading the political
department of the then–Second Artillery Force headquarters.49
Despite his diverse career spanning multiple bases and MRs, in recent
years no other officer has benefited more from the top-level changes
necessitated by the reform effort than Zhang. His positioning as a rising
star probably helped beforehand from major shuffles in a number of top
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positions in the Second Artillery in 2014 and 2015, possibly spurred by
corruption concerns and moves to remove the lingering influence of Xu
Caihou and Guo Boxiong.50 The late 2014 shuffle appeared to be focused on
the navy, Second Artillery, PAP, senior PLA academies, and the Beijing MR.
The personnel overhaul represented the first time that all senior officers
at the MR-leader level were born after 1950.51 The changes also included
a number of transfers and swaps of posts that probably were conducted in
place with an eye on 2017 and the revamped military leadership structure.
For example, among those moving alongside Zhang were Gao Jin, Miao
Hua, and Wang Ning—some of whom were on their second posting within
a year. This was the first tangible sign that Xi and his top military deputies
were intent on resetting the promotion lineup in the coming years.52
Zhang has served in several newly created posts since the PLA was
reorganized in late 2015. In just 2 years, his status has soared as he was first
named the inaugural PC of the new CMC Training and Administration
Department in early 2016, then only a few months later in October was
reassigned to replace Xi ally and anti-corruption champion Liu Yuan as the
new CMC Logistic Support Department PC.53 The move coincided with
a number of other top-level changes in the navy and among the political
officer corps. In March 2017, not even a year later, Zhang was elevated
again to become the PLA’s top graft-buster as the secretary of the Discipline
Inspection Commission. This was part of another sweeping personnel
overhaul that saw dozens of senior officers step down from their posts.54
The elevation of the PLA’s Discipline Inspection Commission to the
CMC aligns its prestige to that of its parent organization, the Central
Discipline Inspection Commission, whose leaders serve on the Politburo
Standing Committee. It also tracks with the bolstering of the PLA’s inspection, judicial, and audits mechanisms since 2012, including giving them the
authority and imprimatur of Xi and other CMC leaders. Zhang, with his
CMC seat and sitting atop a department with responsibilities now viewed
on par with operations and Party matters, should have a freer hand to institutionalize the military’s anti-corruption processes and use his 10 roving
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inspection teams to ensure that PLA officers are following Xi’s exhortation
to “conduct themselves well.”55 In January 2018, Xinhua announced that
full-time inspection teams will start supervising Party members at and
above the corps level, including organizations under the CMC, underscoring a continued emphasis on discipline through Xi’s second term.56

Outlook and Implications
Xi’s work report at the opening of the 19th Party Congress called for the
PLA to perfect its new post-reform joint command system in the face of
“profound changes” in China’s security environment. This may have caused
leaders to opt for modest continuity in the midst of historic organizational
change for the military. Despite rumors to the contrary before the congress,
the leadership stuck with its decade-long practice of maintaining two uniformed vice chairman posts and did not appoint a potential successor to
Xi as a civilian vice chairman.57 Similar to the civilian transition, the final
results of the CMC turnover appear to reflect a balanced lineup of relatively
clean, competent, and loyal officers with diverse career experiences. The age
67 norm was also upheld on the military side, with older generals such as
Fan Changlong stepping down and Vice Chairmen Xu Qiliang and Zhang
Youxia, both 67, selected to serve on the Politburo through 2022.
Retaining a mix of seasoned veterans while injecting new blood into
the CMC is not unusual, yet it suggests Xi wants to maintain momentum
on military reforms as he cultivates a diverse generation of talented leaders.
Xi’s friendship and decades-long familiarity with the two vice chairmen also
affords him trusted, capable officers he can rely on during a pivotal time for
China’s rise—a major contrast to the adverse circumstances Hu Jintao faced
when dealing with Jiang Zemin’s appointees in the Guo Boxiong and Xu Caihou era.58 In addition to spending years together in China’s coastal provinces
and overlapping with Xi on the CMC since 2010, Xu Qiliang was an early,
vocal proponent of the military’s reform efforts even before serving as Xi’s
top deputy on the PLA reform leading group. Zhang Youxia in his former
role embraced calls for improved civil-military integration and technological
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development, two of Xi’s top priorities for the coming years outlined in his
marathon speech during the congress. Furthermore, the combat experiences
of Zhang and Li Zuocheng, albeit dated, will prove valuable in setting an
example if hot spots flare up on China’s periphery during their tenures.
Wei Fenghe, who was named defense minister in March 2018, is no
stranger to foreign engagement and is well-postured to serve as the face of
China’s military diplomacy abroad. In addition, Li Zuocheng’s selection
represents a refreshing change compared to the old-school officers formerly
responsible for PLA operations. His relative youth and combat experience,
combined with his recent tenure as the first army service chief, prepare him
to address readiness issues precipitated by reform implementation. In the
next few years, he should be able to apply these lessons learned by translating Xi’s guidance to the PLA and prepare to “fight and win.”
Finally, Miao Hua’s transfer from navy headquarters to run political
affairs and Zhang Shengmin’s elevation to oversee PLA discipline strongly
imply the anti-corruption campaign has become further institutionalized
at the highest levels of the military and is likely to become ingrained for
years to come. The success of Miao and Zhang in their respective posts
will be vital if Xi hopes to complete a once-in-a-generation cultural shift
in the PLA.
The new lineup, however, still leaves observers with some important
questions. For example, it remains to be seen how the absence of service
chiefs on the CMC will affect operational decisionmaking, particularly
during a crisis. It is also unclear how and from whom Xi intends to receive
service-specific advice during CMC gatherings or through which venues
the service chiefs will advocate for service priorities in acquisitions. However, the new leaders previously occupied top positions in the services,
which probably made this change more palatable. Relatedly, it is unclear
how a CMC that appears to be more joint, at least symbolically, will practically improve the military’s ability to conduct joint operations in the
timeline Beijing has unveiled. In reality, this transition probably will take
several years, if not decades.
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We also do not know what, if any, political concessions or compromises
were hammered out in the deliberations about the CMC. From a management perspective, the choice to have a smaller CMC membership overseeing
an expanded CMC organization with 15 disparate organs seems counterintuitive. The leaders probably will have to rely on the CMC General Office
more than ever if they hope to coordinate across a sprawling bureaucracy,
arbitrate disputes over missions and resources, and implement troop cuts
in the coming years. To this end, Xi has named Zhong Shaojun, a civilian
and trusted advisor who has worked closely with Xi for more than a decade,
to lead the General Office. In 2012, when Xi became CMC chairman, he
picked Zhong to lead his personal office and gave him the rank of senior
colonel.59 Previous Chinese leaders Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao also kept
an eye on the PLA by appointing confidantes to the General Office, but the
large-scale changes afoot in the military arguably make Zhong’s job more
complicated than it was for his predecessors.
The removal of Fang Fenghui and Zhang Yang unveiled the first investigations during Xi’s tenure into members of the CMC and sends a strong
message to younger leaders about a new level of scrutiny in promotions and
new expectations for officers at all echelons. The generals’ downfall affected
the final outcome, as both were eligible to remain on the CMC.60 In addition,
the dramatic revelations about Zhang’s suicide and Fang’s investigation
punctuated an overhaul of military representatives in the Central Committee to include new and younger officers. In fact, according to Cheng Li of the
Brookings Institution, the congress may have been the “largest-ever turnover
of military elite in the history of the PRC.”61 This generational change probably affected associates of Zhang, Fang, and the old guard, and signals that
the anti-corruption campaign in the PLA is far from over.
If Xi’s exhortations to the PLA during the 19th Party Congress are any
indication, the new military leadership has a challenging agenda to accomplish. With a new leadership team in place, Beijing is well-poised to address
its goals for modernizing and reforming the PLA to address future security
challenges. The congress produced one of the smallest leadership lineups in
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the PLA’s history and enshrined the CMC Chairman Responsibility System
into the Party’s constitution, reflecting the culmination of Xi’s efforts to
centralize the CMC’s authority—and his own—over the entirety of the
armed forces. This should make Xi even better poised to push his priorities for the PLA than at the start of his tenure. What remains to be seen is
what Xi will do with that added authority over an increasingly capable and
global military. However, there is little doubt Xi and his generals emerged
in a stronger position to steer the PLA toward fulfilling its part in the “great
rejuvenation” of the Chinese nation.
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KEEPING UP WITH THE JUNDUI
Reforming the Chinese Defense Acquisition, Technology,
and Industrial System
By Tai Ming Cheung

X

i Jinping has established strong control over the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) since becoming its commander in chief and the
country’s paramount leader in 2012. He has used this authority

to press ahead with an ambitious and bone-crunching reform agenda to
make the defense establishment more politically loyal, less corrupt, and
better able to fight and win future wars.
One area of particular attention for Xi is the defense acquisition, technology, and industrial (DATI) system, which covers the defense technology
and industrial apparatus and PLA agencies overseeing acquisition matters.
The central goal of these reforms is to transform the DATI system from a
predominantly absorptive development model toward a system better able
to engage in original higher end innovation. Among the key requirements
necessary for this upgrading are building a more advanced R&D base,
developing an operating culture that is more risk-tolerant, greater market
competition, and closer integration between the civilian and military segments of the national economy. This chapter examines the reforms that are
currently taking place within the Chinese DATI system and what can be
expected in the near-, medium-, and long-term future.
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The State of the Chinese Defense Industry in the Mid-2010s
The Chinese defense industry in the mid-2010s is enjoying a golden age
of record revenues and profits. Driven by leadership concerns of mounting challenges to the country’s external security environment and rapid
advances in the global technological order, investment into research, development, and acquisition has soared, greater efforts are being made to
acquire and absorb foreign technologies, and the existing defense innovation system is being remade.
This has resulted in significant improvements in technological, economic, and industrial performance. The country’s 10 major state-owned
defense corporate groups, which together control the defense industry’s six
sectors, have enjoyed nearly double-digit annual growth in revenues and
profits over the past decade. Between 2004 and 2015, total profits of the
big 10 increased from Rmb 15 billion to Rmb 120 billion (see figure 1). The
ordnance, space, electronics, and aviation industries were the most profitable sectors, while the shipbuilding industry has struggled because of a
severe global downturn. While the robust expansion of the defense industry
is a bright spot amid slowing growth in the rest of the Chinese economy,
its future prospects depend on continuing defense budget increases that
now appear to be slowing. The rate of increase for the 2016 defense budget
was only 7.6 percent, which may mark the end of the double-digit budget
increases that began in the early 1990s.1
However, the official defense budget represents only one source of
funding for the defense industry, which has access to funding and resources
from a diversified array of sources. Funding for defense-related research
and development, for example, comes primarily from other areas of the
central government budget, most notably those allocated to the State
Administration for Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense
(SASTIND), which is not included in the official defense budget. Moreover,
around half of the defense industry’s revenue and profits comes from civilian business, and in some sectors like ordnance and nuclear this could be as
high as 80 to 90 percent.2 In addition, since 2013, the defense industry has
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Figure 1. Financial Performance of the Chinese Defense Industry, 2004–2015

Sources: Information obtained from annual reporting of the 10 defense corporations. See also China
Civil-Military Integration Development Report 2015 [中国军民融合发展报告2015] (Beijing: National
Defense University Press [国防大学出版社], 2015), 61.

been allowed to seek investment funding from capital markets that provide
access to large pools of financial resources, including shareholder funds,
bank loans, and bonds, which will be discussed later in this chapter. These
different sources will allow the defense industry to mitigate the impact of
slowing official defense budget increases.
The aviation sector, for example, is simultaneously engaged in the
development or production of more than half a dozen combat and transport aircraft. The shipbuilding industry has at least four active nuclear
and conventional submarine programs along with research, development,
and construction of aircraft carriers, destroyers, and numerous other surface warships. The PLA Navy is estimated to have laid down, launched, or
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commissioned more than 60 naval ships and smaller craft in 2014 alone,
with the same number expected in 2015.3
An important new trend is also becoming apparent in the performance of the shipbuilding industry. Until the mid-2000s, Chinese naval
shipyards relied heavily on the importation of foreign, primarily Russian, technology transfers for their industrial development. As Chinese
shipbuilders absorbed these transfers, they have been able to substantially reduce their foreign reliance in the past decade. The U.S. Office
of Naval Intelligence (ONI) notes that since the beginning of the 2010s,
the PLA Navy’s “surface production shifted to platforms using wholly
Chinese designs and that were primarily equipped with Chinese weapons and sensors (though some engineering components and subsystems
remain imported or license produced in country).”4 These include the
Jiangkai-class (Type 054A) frigate series, Luyang-class (Type 052B/C/D)
destroyer series, and the upcoming new cruiser (Type 055) class, which
ONI considers to be “comparable in many respects to the most modern
Western warships.”5
The space and missile industry has also been among the leaders in
promoting technological self-reliance in the defense industry. Chinese
authorities were especially keen to signal the industry’s potency in offensive
missile capabilities at a military parade in September 2015 to celebrate the
70th anniversary of the end of World War II, with more than half a dozen
short-, medium-, and long-range ballistic missiles and cruise missiles on
display. These included the DF-15B short-range ballistic missile, DF-21D
and improved DF-26 medium-range antiship ballistic missiles, and DF-5B
and DF-31A intercontinental ballistic missiles.
The accelerating pace of output of the Chinese defense economy
is taking place at the same time as it is confronted with deep-seated
structural problems. The principal constraints and weaknesses that the
Chinese defense economy faces stem from its historical foundations and
the uncertain efforts to overcome the corrosive legacy of its difficult past.
The institutional and normative foundations and workings of the Chinese
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defense industry were copied from the former Soviet Union’s command
defense economy and continue to exert a powerful influence.
The PLA and defense industrial regulatory authorities are seeking to
replace this outdated top-down administrative management model with
a more competitive and indirect regulatory regime, but there are strong
vested interests that do not want to see any major changes.

High-Level Leadership Support
High-level and sustained support and guidance from Chinese Communist Party, state, and military leadership elites have been essential
in the defense industry’s transformation efforts. Leadership backing
and intervention have been vital in addressing entrenched bureaucratic
fragmentation, ensuring adequate resource allocations, and tackling
chronic project management problems. Without high-level leadership
engagement, much of the recent progress of the defense industry probably
would not have happened.
Leadership involvement in the defense industry often occurs through
small groups and special committees. The committed involvement of the
country’s top leaders is especially critical, and the DATI system has been
fortunate that Xi Jinping has taken a keen and active interest in defense
science, technology, and innovation issues. Between November 2012 and
October 2016, Xi took part in more than 30 publicly reported events related
to PLA and DATI issues, which is considerably higher than his predecessors
such as Hu Jintao or Jiang Zemin (see figure 2). Activities that signal his
interest on defense S&T issues include:
■

Inspection of the Liaoning aircraft carrier and J-15 carrier fighter
plant in Liaoning Province in September 2013: within his first year as
Central Military Commission (CMC) chairman, Xi made a high-profile visit to tour the Liaoning aircraft carrier in Dalian and look at the
progress in the development of the J-15 fighter aircraft at Shenyang
Aircraft Corporation. This was a clear demonstration of Xi’s keen
interest in China’s naval airpower capabilities.
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Figure 2. Publicly Reported Visits to Military and Defense Science and
Technology–Related Facilities by Xi Jinping, November 2012–October 2016

■

■
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Tour of National University of Defense Technology in Changsha,
Hunan, in November 2013: Xi has emphasized on his military visits
that the defense science and technology (S&T) establishment’s duty
is to serve the needs of warfighters. He noted during an inspection at
the National University of Defense Technology, the military’s leading
high-tech R&D establishment, that the work of defense scientists and
engineers should be “closely linked with real combat and army service.”6 This fits with Xi’s calls to the PLA to strengthen its preparations
for “military struggle,” which means enhancing combat readiness.
Convening a Politburo study session on military innovation: Xi chaired
a study session of the full Politburo in August 2014 devoted to the examination of global trends in military innovation. Xi pointed out that a
global revolution in military S&T affairs is currently taking place “at a
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speed so fast, in a scope so wide, at a level so deep, and with an impact so
great that it has been rarely seen since the end of World War II.”7 Xi stated
this represented both a challenge and opportunity that required China’s
defense establishment “to vigorously promote military innovation.”
■

Keynote speech at the All-Army Armament Conference in Beijing in
December 2014: With the leaderships of the PLA’s armament apparatus and defense industry in attendance, Xi affirmed the “historical
achievement” in the PLA’s weapons development, and urged accelerating the pace of construction. He emphasized the importance of
“unifying thinking” and “gathering consensus,” which may have been
hints of policy differences over the Third Plenum reform issues.

Preparing for the Next Stage of Defense Industrial Advancement
The Xi administration signaled its intention to carry out a major overhaul of
the defense industry as part of an ambitious national program of economic
and military reforms at the Third Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in
2013. A flurry of activity since then by defense industrial decisionmakers
has produced new medium- and long-term defense industrial development
strategies, plans, and institutional arrangements that collectively represent
a potentially key turning point in the defense industry’s evolution from an
innovation follower to becoming an original innovation leader.
The reform planning effort began in earnest in March 2014 when the
CMC established a leading group on national defense and military reform.
This group was headed by Xi Jinping and acted as the command headquarters for designing reform plans, coordinating work among different
departments, and implementing policy.8 The leading group conducted more
than 800 forums and seminars involving 690 military units. After almost
2 years of investigation, a reform plan titled the Proposal on Deepening
Defense and Military General Reform Plan was approved at the leading
group’s third meeting in July 2015. The plan was subsequently released
at the CMC Working Conference on Reform in November 2015, which
marked the formal start of the implementation of the most far-reaching
structural reform of the PLA in its history.9
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While the reforms focused on the PLA’s central management, military
regions, and services, they also had important implications for the armament management system, which plays a highly influential role in defense
science, technology, and industrial matters. At the end of 2015, the PLA’s
armament system underwent a far-reaching reorganization:10
■

■

The PLA General Armament Department (GAD) was reorganized
into the CMC Equipment Development Department (EDD) [zhuangbei fazhan bu, 装备发展部] and given responsibility for “centralized
unified management” [jizhong tongguan, 集中统管] of the military
armament system.11 One of the now-defunct GAD’s chief roles was to
oversee the armament development of the ground forces. GAD units
responsible for this function have been transferred to the newly created
PLA Army headquarters.
The GAD Science and Technology Committee was elevated to a commission-level rank reporting directly to the CMC and renamed as
the CMC Science and Technology Committee (CSTC) [kexue jishu
weiyuanhui, 科学技术委员会].
Although it will take some time before these reforms are fully imple-

mented and can be adequately assessed, some initial speculative thoughts
can be offered. First, the promotion of the CSTC from the GAD to the CMC
demonstrates that Chinese military authorities, especially Xi, are serious
about engaging in higher end science, technology, and integration (STI)
activities and establishing a high-level coordinating mechanism through
the CSTC to provide operational leadership and guidance. Lieutenant
General Liu Guozhi, who was the GAD S&T Committee director, will lead
the CSTC. He has spent much of his career engaged in high-tech R&D. Liu
has a doctorate in physics from Tsinghua University, is a member of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, and has technical expertise in accelerator
physics and high-power microwave technology.12
Second, the ability of the EDD to carry out its mandate of providing
centralized management of the armament system looks to have a greater
chance of success than the GAD, which was hamstrung by its institutional
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bias toward the ground forces. The nature of the relationship between the
EDD and the armament departments belonging to the service arms will be
critical in determining how much jointness versus compartmentalization
will be present in PLA armaments development. The authority and influence of the EDD initially benefited from the appointment of GAD Director
General Zhang Youxia as its head. Zhang reportedly has close ties with Xi
through princeling-related links and was subsequently promoted to be a
CMC vice chairman in October 2017.13 The new EDD director is Lieutenant
General Li Shangfu, who spent much of his career working in the space
launch system before serving as a deputy director of the GAD and then as
a deputy director of the Strategic Support Force.14
In parallel, the state defense industrial bureaucracy formulated new
strategies and plans for a less ambitious but still significant adjustment to
the defense industry as well as to chart its medium- and long-term transformation. One of these key plans is the 13th Defense Science, Technology,
and Industry Five Year Plan (13th Defense S&T FYP). This plan was issued
at the beginning of 2016 and sets out six key tasks through 2020:
■

facilitating leapfrog development of weapons and military equipment

■

enhancing innovation capabilities in turnkey areas

■

improving overall quality and efficiency

■

■

■

optimizing the structure of the defense industry and vigorously promoting civil-military integration (CMI)
accelerating the export of armaments and military equipment supporting national economic and social construction
supporting national economic and social construction.15
Compared to its predecessor, the 13th Defense S&T FYP has a stronger

focus on the development of high-tech weaponry and civil-military integration. It also signals a significant shift in the direction of defense industry
development from absorption and reinnovation to greater emphasis on
original innovation. The 13th FYP also shows that China is seeking to build
on the inroads it has been steadily making in the international arms market.
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Chinese arms sales have almost doubled over the past 5 years, according to
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute.16 China now supplies
arms to 37 countries, with three-quarters of the exports to customers within
the Asia-Pacific region, led by Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Myanmar.17
A longstanding Achilles’ heel of the Chinese defense industry being
addressed by defense planners is a lack of higher end manufacturing capability. In 2015–2016, SASTIND put together the Defense S&T Industry
Strong Basic Engineering Project 2025 that is aligned closely with the
national-level Made in China 2025 Advanced Manufacturing Plan aimed at
lifting the overall level of the country’s industrial equipment manufacturing
base and curtailing excessive dependence on foreign core technology and
products. The defense industry features prominently in the Made in China
2025 plan, especially in the space and aviation sectors.18
In a further signal of Chinese leaders’ efforts to chart a long-term
course for the country’s defense S&T development, SASTIND announced
in June 2015 that it was establishing a defense S&T Development Strategy
Committee to conduct research and provide policy input that would help
the country’s leadership in its decisionmaking on long-term defense R&D
over the next 20 to 30 years. The key goals of this committee are to implement the Communist Party leadership’s strategic decisions and plans; focus
on strategic, comprehensive, and forward-looking studies; and provide
policy recommendations and consultation on defense S&T development
and innovation.
This Development Strategy Committee is headed by the SASTIND
director and its membership features many prominent figures in the
Chinese national and defense scientific community, including 10 academicians from the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Chinese Academy
of Engineering.19 In addition, there are officials from a range of other
governmental agencies such as the National Development and Reform
Commission, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Science and Technology,
Ministry of Finance, and PLA armament units.
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Targeting Breakthroughs in Core Technological Capabilities
Another trend in the Chinese national and defense S&T system in the Xi
era is a stronger emphasis on making breakthroughs in core technological
capabilities, also referred to as turnkey technological capabilities. A key reason behind the focus on promoting breakthrough science and technology is
Xi Jinping’s belief in the critical role of advanced technology in enhancing
China’s competitiveness and acquiring international political power. Xi
has commented that the previous IDAR (introduction, digestion, assimilation, and reinnovation) development strategy pursued by Hu Jintao’s
administration is no longer as effective today, since it has become much
more difficult and often impossible for China to purchase core technologies
from foreign countries. Those technologies can only be developed through
original innovation.20
Hand in glove with this shift, in 2016 the Chinese leadership formally promulgated an “innovation-driven development” strategy, which
aims to strengthen the country’s original innovation capacity and enable
China to move up the innovation ladder. 21 Identifying and making
breakthroughs in turnkey technology areas is a key component of this
new development strategy.
At the 5th Plenum in November 2015 that discussed the 13th FYP, Xi
Jinping stressed that there must be more “serious prioritization” of “technological innovation in key sectors and implementation of important
technological projects that affect the national big picture and long-term
future”—a point he has made previously in multiple other venues. Xi also
called for China to pursue an asymmetric strategy to catch up with developed countries, stating that “China should develop its own strengths and
explore ‘asymmetric’ measures in core technologies that would otherwise
be unlikely for China to catch up by 2050. More efforts should be put into
these critical, bottleneck fields.”22
A number of technological fields have been designated as turnkey
for short-, medium-, and long- term development, and this is reflected
in the selection of major projects. In his speech at the National Science
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and Technology Conference in June 2016, Xi confirmed that China has
decided to speed up implementation of 16 megaprojects, such as highend all-purpose chips, integrated circuit equipment, broadband mobile
communication, high-grade numerical machinery, nuclear power plants,
and new drugs.23 Many of these projects were included as high-priority
developments in the 2006–2020 Medium- and Long-Term Science and
Technology Development Plan.
Additionally, China is adding a new round of megaprojects that
“embody national strategic intentions” with a timeframe of achieving
breakthroughs in the industries by 2030. This new initiative is part of a
new program called Science, Technology, and Innovation 2030 that was
announced in the national 13th FYP. Projects selected for this program
include aero-engine and gas turbines, quantum communication, information network and cyber security, smart manufacturing and robotics,
deep-space and deep-sea exploration, key materials, neuroscience, and
health care. To support this initiative, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) requested proposals for its new National Key Research
and Development Program in early 2016 in fields that are aligned with the
2030 Program.
Chinese authorities also announced plans in 2015 to establish largescale national laboratories modeled on U.S. and foreign entities such as Los
Alamos and Lawrence Berkeley national laboratories to support the pursuit
of breakthroughs in big science endeavors. Xi Jinping has pointed out that
“national laboratories are important vehicles in which developed countries
seize the high ground in technological innovation.”24 For China, these
national laboratories are viewed as critical platforms to accelerate fundamental and applied research that will enable it to reach the global frontier.25
The idea to establish national laboratories dates back to 2000, when
MOST started an experiment to build seven national laboratories over
3 years.26 Progress was very slow, however, and only two laboratories in
Shenyang and Qingdao were established. Despite measured initial progress
made by those pilot national laboratories in improving China’s innovation
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capability, their future prospects are unclear because of unstable financial
support and divided opinions about the contributions of the laboratories
to basic research.
However, as the new national laboratories initiative is labeled a key
priority in the 13th FYP and has Xi’s strong endorsement, this situation is
expected to change. Xi stated that China
urgently needs to establish comprehensive integrated national
laboratories of greater dimensions and greater cooperation among
disciplines, driven by national objectives and strategy and aimed
at international technological frontiers to optimize the distribution and arrangement of talent and material resources and form
a new structure of coordinated innovation.27
A series of national laboratories will be established in new sectors that create “important strategic innovation power that can take the international
technological high ground.”
As such, the old development model for pilot national laboratories will
be abandoned. According to MOST officials, a new development plan is
being drafted where MOST, the Ministry of Education, Chinese Academy
of Sciences, and Chinese Academy of Engineering jointly study the national
laboratory construction plan and the Ministry of Finance and the National
Development and Reform Commission work on institutional mechanisms.28
Though it is still too early to tell where this initiative will lead, the building of
national laboratories will “represent major transformation of China’s R&D
system,” according to Chinese Academy of Sciences president Bai Chunli.29
The new national laboratories will be significantly different from the
existing pilot laboratories, both in scope of focused areas and development
model. Instead of targeting single subjects, the new national laboratories
will be multidisciplinary and will work in both civilian- and defense-related
fields. It is not yet clear which technological sectors these national laboratories will be focused on, but if they are modeled on the U.S. system, then
high-tech weapons R&D may be an important consideration. In addition
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to these national laboratories, SASTIND has called for building defense
laboratories and defense science, technology, and industry innovation centers to further support China’s national defense S&T innovation system.30

Vigorously Promoting Civil-Military Integration
CMI has been promoted in China since the early 2000s but with little tangible success because of limited leadership engagement, unclear strategy,
ineffective implementation, and weak civil-military coordination. Despite
the weak progress, Chinese civilian and military authorities see CMI as
essential in the drive for original innovation and defense modernization.
Efforts to promote CMI have focused primarily on reforms of stateowned defense conglomerates and on the implementation of policies,
platforms, and other mechanisms by which private-sector technology can
flow smoothly into defense projects.31 Each of the half a dozen sectors that
make up the Chinese defense industry is controlled by one or two defense
corporations. Efforts to promote competition in the late 1990s by dividing
these monopolistic behemoths into competing entities were largely a failure
because of poor institutional design. Consequently, Chinese authorities
began to remerge these firms, especially so they could compete with much
larger foreign firms on the global arms market. This began in the late 2000s
with the consolidation of the aviation sector, but there was a long hiatus
before the next merger took place at the beginning of 2018 between the two
principal firms in the nuclear sector, China National Nuclear Corporation
and China National Engineering Corporation. The shipbuilding industry
appears next in line for restructuring as one of its two dominant conglomerates, China State Shipbuilding Corporation, has been adversely affected
by a sharp downturn in the global civilian shipbuilding market.
The transfer of state-owned defense technology to the private sector
also receives strong emphasis in the plan and is important to support China’s “innovation-driven development” and the financing of China’s defense
industry. China’s efforts to increase its high-tech industrialization through
programs such as the Made in China 2025 plan also feed directly into CMI,
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and efforts have been made to coordinate these programs to emphasize
areas that will directly benefit China’s defense industry.
In 2007, Hu Jintao attempted to broaden CMI’s scope and push for
deeper implementation, although with only limited success. Ultimately,
Hu’s aim to implement “overall coordination” [tongchou guihua, 统筹规划]
stalled due to persistent obstacles such as poor coordination among top-level
decisionmaking bodies, insufficient regulatory structures to allow transfer
of technology between civilian and military entities, poor intellectual property rights (IPR) protection, especially for defense industry–originated IPR,
and lack of universal industry and technology standards across civilian and
military sectors. While Hu’s attempt at top-down leadership support should
have been enough to catalyze CMI implementation, it proved insufficient
to mobilize all the needed actors and agencies.
Two modest successes of Hu’s push include broadening the thinking
on CMI away from its former limited understanding of “combining the
civilian and military sectors” [junmin jiehe, 军民结合] to an understanding
more reflective of the deep implementation required through “integration
of civilian and defense sectors”; and broadening the scope of CMI to include
all available economic resources in the promotion of the defense industry,
including capital, technology, human capital, facilities, and information.32
The Xi administration has made a renewed push to make CMI a viable
policy tool. CMI has been relabeled as military-civil fusion (MCF) [junmin
ronghe, 军民融合] to distinguish the new approach. To address deficiencies
in the previous CMI strategy that was ad hoc, structurally misaligned, and
of low policy importance, Xi designated MCF as a national priority in 2015
and defined it as a development strategy. According to Xi, a central goal of the
MCF strategy is to build an “integrated national strategic system and strategic
capabilities.” The development of such a strategic system and capabilities will
allow China to “implement key science and technology projects and race to
occupy the strategic high ground for science and technology innovation.”33
Key elements of this national strategic system are detailed in some
of the MCF implementation plans that have been formulated since the
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adoption of the MCF strategy. This includes the 13th 5-Year Special Plan
for Science and Technology MCF Development issued in 2017 by the CSTC
and MOST. This plan detailed the establishment of an integrated system to
conduct basic cutting-edge R&D in artificial intelligence, biotechnology,
advanced electronics, quantum, advanced energy, advanced manufacturing, future networks, and new materials “to capture commanding heights
of international competition.”34 This plan also noted the pursuit of MCF
special projects in areas such as remote-sensing, marine-related technology,
advanced manufacturing, biology, and transportation.
The political significance of MCF gained even more prominence with
the formation of the “Commission for Integrated Civilian-Military Development” (CICMD) [zhongyang junmin ronghe fazhan weiyuanhui, 中央军
民融合发展委员会] in January 2017. The importance of this organization
in leading MCF policymaking and implementation was made clear with
the appointment of Xi as its chair and Premier Li Keqiang as a vice chair.
At the CICMD’s first meeting in June 2017, Xi stated that there was a “short
period of strategic opportunity” to implement MCF, pointing out the most
fruitful areas that included infrastructure, equipment procurement, training, military logistics, and defense mobilization.35 In its September 2017
meeting, the CICMD issued a series of plans and guidelines tied to the 13th
Five Year Plan on MCF that covered defense industrial development and
military logistics.36

Supporting High-Tech Defense Industrialization
The Chinese authorities are currently engaged in a comprehensive effort
to boost advanced manufacturing capabilities in high-tech industries, of
which defense and dual-use capabilities are a central priority. Led primarily
by civilian agencies, this effort aims to support China’s innovation-driven
development strategy that focuses on broader economic growth. For the
defense industry, directing China’s overall plans to develop its high-tech
industries with particular emphasis on CMI-related industries is a key
factor that will enable it to produce innovation at higher levels.
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Chief among China’s actions to develop its manufacturing base is the
Made in China 2025 plan issued in May 2015. The plan outlines a three-step
strategy for China to comprehensively upgrade its industrial economy and
achieve its goal of becoming a world-leading manufacturer by 2049.37 The
plan outlines policies to deepen institutional reforms, strengthen financial
and tax support, complete a talent training system, and also introduces
five sub-plans intended to facilitate government involvement when market
mechanisms alone are insufficient.38 The plan also prioritizes 10 industrial
sectors for policy and funding support:
■

new-generation information technology

■

automated machine tools and robotics

■

space and aviation equipment

■

maritime equipment and high-tech shipping

■

modern rail transportation equipment

■

new energy vehicles and equipment

■

power generation equipment

■

agricultural equipment

■

new materials

■

bio-pharmaceutical and advanced medical products.
Close coordination took place between civilian and defense agencies in

drafting the Made in China 2025 plan to emphasize CMI priorities, including space and aviation equipment, high-tech shipping, and new materials.
SASTIND continues to be closely involved in the implementation of the plan.
In June 2015, the State Council established a “State Strong Manufacturing
Power Building Leading Small Group” [guojia zhizao qiangguo jianshe lingdao xiaozu, 国家制造强国建设领导小组] led by Vice Premier Ma Kai and
administered by Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)
to oversee Made in China 2025. SASTIND Director Xu Dazhe sits as 1 of
20 representatives on the leading small group, as do many other leaders of
major agencies with a vested interest in CMI development.39 The body also
directs the work of other subgroups, such as the “ Manufacturing Power
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Building Strategy Advisory Group” [zhizao qiangguo jianshe zhanlüe zixun
weiyuanhui, 制造强国建设战略咨询委员会], which also includes SASTIND
representatives, and is tasked with issuing a technical “green paper” every 2
years to act as an update to the 10 original sectors in the Made in China 2025
plan.40 All indicators are that CMI-related industries will continue to receive
priority attention in these plans. SASTIND is also preparing a Defense S&T
Industry 2025 plan that will set additional goals toward development of
CMI-related industries. Information on this plan has been scarce, but there
is a large expectation that turbo-fan engines will receive significant focus.41
Outside of Made in China 2025, many additional efforts are being
made to strengthen China’s high-tech industrialization. One such industry
receiving attention from many fronts is the integrated circuit (IC) industry,
which has been the focus of a new State Council plan titled Guidelines
on Developing and Promoting the National Integrated Circuit Industry,42 a new leading small group named the “Leading Small Group for IC
Industry Development” [jicheng dianlu chanye fazhan lingdao xiaozu, 集
成电路产业发展领导小组],43 and an approximately $25 billion National
Integrated Circuit Industry Investment Fund.44 MIIT’s Special Action
Implementation Program calls for creating military IC products and the
promotion of civil-military IC production lines, and the 2016 SAP states
that a Civil-Military Dual-Use Integrated Circuit Development Special
Action Plan will be drafted along with a document outlining “high-level
plans and programs” for the IC industry development in CMI areas.45
These efforts—and continued movements as China deepens CMI implementation—are intended to produce a defense R&D base more capable of
sourcing prime technology domestically.

Restructuring the Defense Research Institute System
Although the Chinese defense industry has made significant progress transitioning from centralized planning to a market-oriented modern enterprise
system, one overlooked area has been the status of research institutes (RIs)
that belong to or are affiliated with the big 10 defense corporations. While
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these RIs are a core component of the R&D capabilities of the defense firms,
they are designated as “government-affiliated institutions” [shiye danwei, 事
业单位], which means they are subject to state ownership restrictions and
cannot be restructured into listed entities.
Many defense RIs have developed advanced technologies that are
potentially lucrative and are viewed as cash cows by their parent defense
corporations. For example, 30 percent of the profits of the China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation in 2014 reportedly came from its 28 RIs.46
The barriers in listing defense RIs have become a major bottleneck for the
defense industry’s ongoing efforts to securitize their assets on the capital
markets. Besides the ownership problem, the corporate restructuring of
defense RIs has also run into difficulties in other areas. The issues include
asset management, personnel placement, income distribution, social welfare, taxation, and secrecy considerations.
However, the restructuring of defense RIs is viewed as critical to
overall efforts to reform the defense industry and to improve innovation
capacity.47 Consequently, in 2016, Chinese authorities began tackling
defense RI reform and drafted a number of reform policies. These include
the Scheme on Classification of Defense Research Institutes, Defense
Research Institutes Classified Reform Implementation Plan, and Supporting Policies on the Restructuring of Defense Research Institutes under
Public Institution Reform. In the latter document, SASTIND drafted a
total of 31 policies on party-building, personnel placement, income distribution, social welfare, and security and secrecy issues.48 In addition,
defense RIs will be divided into three categories that will determine the
nature of their ownership structures.49 These proposals were then sent to
the major defense corporations for comments, and it now appears that the
long-awaited RI restructuring process may begin.50 Defense corporations
with the largest number of RIs, such as the two space and missile conglomerates China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation and China
Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation, will be allowed to take the
lead in reform implementation.51
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Chinese authorities hope that a successful restructuring of the
defense RIs will be a colossal boost for the defense industry. Analysts
argue that this will significantly promote innovation, optimize resource
allocations, increase the efficiency in state investment, facilitate civil-military integration, and bring in more investment for defense R&D from
the capital markets.52
In addition to the reform of the defense RI system, the country’s
civilian R&D apparatus is being overhauled to make it more capable and
effective in producing higher end innovation. One major initiative is the
consolidation of S&T plans operated by numerous state agencies into just
five plans. This streamlining is intended to address structural problems
such as duplication, nontransparency, and corruption that have caused
widespread waste and inefficiency. Key plans that have or will be merged
include the 863 Plan, the 973 Plan, and the National Science and Technology
Infrastructure Plan that is managed by MOST. Research plans administered
by the National Development and Reform Commission and MIIT will also
be affected. The five new comprehensive S&T plans will be:
■

National Natural Science Fund

■

National Major Science and Technology Plan

■

National Key R&D Project (NKRDP)

■

Special Fund for Technology Innovation and the R&D Base

■

Professional Special Plan.53
The NKRDP is by far the largest and most important of these five new

plans and was officially established in February 2016. It is designed to be as
wide-ranging and inclusive, supporting research and development in areas
such as agriculture, health care, energy, environment, industrial competitiveness, innovation, and national security.54 Unlike the legacy programs
that the NKRDP replaces, which were divided according to their position
on the R&D spectrum from basic research to engineering development,
the new plan covers all phases from research to development and production with the goal of improving commercialization rates.55 The other four
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remaining plans were expected to be launched at the end of 2016, although
full-scale implementation was not scheduled until 2019.56

Leveraging Capital Markets for Defense Investment
The defense industry is being opened up to the capital markets, and the big
10 state-owned defense corporations are seeking to take advantage of the
lucrative financial opportunities that this may offer for them to better manage and leverage their assets. With enough recent orders to keep production
lines churning, a pipeline full of new generations of equipment under development, and plenty of high-level leadership support, the defense industry
is attracting plenty of interest from a growing proliferation of domestic
investment vehicles that has appeared in the past couple of decades, and
especially in the past few years.
While defense companies have been allowed to list subsidiaries on
stock markets in China and Hong Kong since the early 1990s, this was
limited to their civilian operations. Chinese authorities—led by the Commission for Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense—began
to prepare defense firms to tap into the capital markets from the mid to
late 2000s by establishing a regulatory framework to ensure a secure and
orderly process (see table for details). Detailed procedures were promulgated
in 2007 that emphasized three principles: allow nonpublic capital to enter
the defense industry, encourage the defense industry to make increased
use of capital markets, and encourage the defense industry to diversify
investments and ownership.57 An initial round of deals were allowed to
take place in 2007 in the shipbuilding and aviation sectors.58 Additional
guidelines followed that encouraged further opening up to capital markets
by the defense industry.
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Table. State Guidelines Promoting Diversification of Investments and Use of
Capital Markets by Defense Industry
February
2007

Guiding Opinions from COSTIND COSTIND
Regarding Non-Public Ownership Economic Participation in
Construction of Defense S&T
Industry1

March
2007

Guiding Opinions Regarding the COSTIND
Development of Defense S&T
Industry for Civilian Industry2

March
2007

Certain Opinions Regarding
Deepening Reform of Investment System for Defense S&T
Industry3

COSTIND

COSTIND
May 2007 Guiding Opinions Regarding
Promoting Shareholding
System Reform for Defense S&T
Industry4
November Interim Measures for Implemen- COSTIND
2007
tation of Shareholding Reform
for Defense Enterprises5
COSTIND
October Certain Opinions Regarding
2010
Establishment and Improvement
of Civil-Military Integration
of Weapons and Equipment
Research and Production
Systems6
COSTIND
“Guiding Opinions Regarding
Categorically Promoting Reform
of Public Institutions”7
June 2012 “Implementation Opinions for
COSTIND
Encouraging and Guiding Private
Capital in Entering Defense
Industries”

March
2011

August
2013

Rules for Defense S&T and
COSTIND
Industry Fixed Assets Investment Program Management
April 2014 Guidelines on Promoting
COSTIND
Civil-Military Integration
January Related Issues for Non–State
COSTIND
2016
Owned Enterprises Applying for
Military Industrial Fixed Assets
Investment Programs

Encourage and guide non-public capital to enter
defense S&T industries; encourage non-publicly
owned enterprises through purchasing shares,
shareholding, and mergers and acquisitions to participate in developing civil-military dual-use products
that emphasize nonmilitary uses.
Fully utilize capital markets to promote industrial
development; encourage introduction of capital into
military and civilian enterprises through acquisitions,
asset swaps, and joint ventures; encourage
companies that sell military products approved for
nonmilitary production to list.
Promote diversification of investment and ownership
in defense S&T enterprises; expand investment
from the social sphere in defense S&T industry to
implement management of different classes divided
into open, restricted, and prohibited classes.
Complete shareholding reform for qualified military
industrial enterprises; diversify investments;
promote the establishment of modern enterprise
structures and modern ownership structures by
military industrial enterprises.
Allow domestically listed companies to reacquire
military industrial enterprises.
Promote shareholding reform through asset restructuring, listing, mutual shareholding, mergers and
acquisitions; actively and steadfastly promote the
reform of military research institutes and actively
promote the applied research institutes to restructure along the commercial basis; establish modern
enterprise systems or convert into large corporate
R&D centers.
Promote the reform of public institution, and particularly for scientific institutions, promote the reform of
production activities.
Encourage and guide private capital in entering
defense industries; allow private companies to
undertake R&D and production tasks for weapons
and equipment; guide and support the involvement
of private capital in restructuring of military enterprises; encourage private capital to undertake R&D
for technologies fit for both military and civil uses.
Allow defense corporations to undertake largescale share placements using military assets as
securitization.
Make new progress in giving private capital access
to the defense industry.
Outlines methods by which non–state owned actors
can invest in fixed assets of defense industry.

Key: COSTIND: Commission for Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense; CMC: Central
Military Commission; R&D: research and development; S&T: science and technology; SASTIND: State
Administration for Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense.
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Notes
1
“Guiding Opinions from COSTIND Regarding Non-Public Ownership Economic Participation in Construction of Defense S&T Industry” [关于印发《非公有制经济参与国防科技工业建设 指南》
的通知], Commission for Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense, People’s Republic of
China, August 8, 2007, available at <www.gov.cn/zwgk/2007-08/07/content_708284.htm>.
2
“Guiding Opinions Regarding the Development of Defense S&T Industry for Civilian Industry” 《
[ 大
力发展国防科技工业民用产业的指导意见》发布], Commission for Science, Technology and
Industry for National Defense, People’s Republic of China, March 2, 2007, available at <www.gov.cn/
gzdt/200703/02/content_539623.htm>.
3
“Certain Opinions Regarding Deepening Reform of Investment System for Defense S&T Industry” 《
[
深化国防科技工业投资体制改革的若干意见》], Commission for Science,Technology and Industry
for National Defense, People’s Republic of China, March 5, 2007, available at <www.china.com.cn/
policy/txt/200703/05/content_7905219.htm>.
4
“Guiding Opinions Regarding Promoting Shareholding System Reform for Defense S&T Industry” [
国防科工委 发展改革委 国资委关于推进军工企业股份制改造的指导意见], Commission for
Science, Technology and Industry for National Defense, People’s Republic of China, June 23, 2007,
available at <www.gov.cn/gzdt/2007-06/23/content_658955.htm>.
5
“Interim Measures for Implementation of Shareholding Reform for Defense Enterprises” 《
[ 军工
企业股份制改造实施暂行办法》], Commission for Science, Technology and Industry for National
Defense, People’s Republic of China, November 21, 2007, available at <http://gov.finance.sina.com.
cn/chanquan/2007-11-21/50173.html>.
6
“Certain Opinions Regarding Establishment and Improvement of Civil-Military Integration of Weapons
and Equipment Research and Production Systems” [国务院中央军委关于建立和完善军民结合寓军
于民武器装备科研生产体系的若干意见], State Council and Central Military Commission, People’s
Republic of China, October 24, 2010, available at <www.jxgb.gov.cn/2011-1/20111111433114.htm>.
7
“Guiding Opinions Regarding Categorically Promoting Reform of Public Institutions” [中共中央国
务院关于分类推进事业单位改革指导意见], State Council, People’s Republic of China, March 23,
2011, available at <www.gov.cn/jrzg/2012-04/16/content_2114526.htm>.

The initiative to allow firms to tap the domestic equity markets was
curtailed by the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, and this hiatus continued
into the early 2010s. As a consequence, many defense companies delayed
undertaking management, financial, and other reforms, such as becoming
shareholding entities that would allow them to issue shares to outside investors.
The situation changed in 2013 when SASTIND began to permit firms
to issue share placements using military assets as securitization.59 This
opening up of the defense industry to investment from capital markets is
part of a broader initiative by Chinese authorities to forge closer integration
between the science and technology system and financial markets. Premier
Li Keqiang stated in 2014 that:
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it is necessary to increase the efficiency of science and technology
innovations with institutional innovation . . . and let the market
decide allocation of innovative resources. We should intensify financial support, guide more enterprises and social capital to increase
input in research and development. We should pay particular attention to activating stock assets and enhance capital usage efficiency.60
China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC) became the first
defense firm to undertake a private share placement in September 2013
and raised Rmb 8.5 billion ($1.4 billion) from 10 Chinese parties to acquire
production facilities to manufacture warships. More than one-third of the
funds (Rmb 3.275 billion) was earmarked for the acquisition of mediumand large-sized surface warships, conventional submarines, and large
landing ships, while Rmb 2.66 billion was designated for arms trade–
related undertakings and civil-military industrialization projects, and
the remaining Rmb 2.54 billion was allocated as working capital.61 CSIC
explained that the funds would “satisfy the development and manufacture
of a new generation of weapons and equipment,” adding that “we need
urgent large-scale technological improvements and need to expand our
financing channels.”62 Dalian Shipyard is one of the CSIC facilities that are
slated to receive proceeds from the share placement, and it is reportedly
China’s first domestically designed aircraft carrier.63
All 10 big defense conglomerates have begun actively issuing public
and private equity offerings and bond issuances, although to varying
degrees. Total funds raised in public and private equity offerings between
2010 and June 2016 totaled nearly Rmb 207.6 billion ($31.14 billion), with
most of these funds going specifically to military development projects. Funds raised decreased from 2010 to 2012, but have significantly
increased annually thereafter. Funds raised in 2016 were expected to
register a significant jump from 2015, as total funds raised in the first
half of the year had already exceeded total funds raised in 2015 by Rmb
4.3 billion ($645 million).64
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The shipbuilding and aviation industries raised by far the largest
amount of funds, significantly dwarfing the other defense industrial sectors. Between 2010 and June 2016, the shipbuilding industry raised Rmb
63 billon ($9.45 billion) while the aviation sector brought in Rmb 65 billion
($9.75 billion). The space industry raised Rmb 31.9 billion ($4.79 billion),
ordnance industry Rmb 27.1 billion ($4.07 billion), electronics industry
Rmb 17.3 billion ($2.6 billion), and nuclear industry came last with Rmb
3.4 billion ($510 million). See figure 3.
Bond issues by defense firms were also substantial and totaled Rmb
211.5 billion ($31.73 billion) between 2010 and June 2016. Shipbuilding came
first in total bonds raised during this period with Rmb 101.8 billion ($15.27
billion). Surprisingly, the nuclear industry came second with Rmb 40.8
billion ($6.12 billion). Space came in third at Rmb 20 billion ($3 billion),
Figure 3. Chinese Defense Corporate Equity Deals, 2010–June 2016
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Figure 4. Chinese Defense Corporate Debt Issuances, 2010–June 2016

followed by aviation at Rmb 19.6 billion ($2.94 billion) and ordnance with
Rmb 19.4 billion ($2.19 billion). Electronics came last with Rmb 9.9 billion
($1.49 billion). See figure 4.
Total equity and bond offerings between 2010 and June 2016 reached
Rmb 419.16 billion ($62.87 billion), which is equivalent to 8.9 percent
of the official Chinese defense budget total of Rmb 4.7 trillion ($704.39
billion) for the same period. See figure 5.
Defense corporations will be able to continue to raise large amounts
from asset securitization deals and bond issues as well as from bank loans
in the coming years. As of March 2016, the big 10 defense companies had
80 subsidiaries listed on China’s stock exchanges, which accounted for
around 25 percent of their total assets.65
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Figure 5. Chinese Defense Corporate Equity Deals and Debt Issuances,
2010–June 2016

Analysts estimate that if China follows the United States, which has
around 70 percent of defense industrial assets listed, this could allow Chinese firms to raise upward of another Rmb 1 trillion of funds. Aviation
Industry Corporation of China’s Deputy General Manager Wu Xiandong
stated, “Not all military industrial enterprises are suitable to marketize
and undergo shareholder reform, but the vast majority are suitable.”66 As
an example of the magnitude and speed of growth at which the Chinese
firms may grow, the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation
plans to triple its asset securitization rate from its current 15 percent to 45
percent by the end of the 13th Five-Year Plan.67 Other defense conglomerates
can be expected to strive toward similar growth.

Weaknesses in the Chinese Defense Industry
The principal constraints and weaknesses that the Chinese defense industry faces at present stem from its historical foundations and uncertain
efforts to overcome the corrosive legacy of its difficult past.68 The institutional and normative foundations and workings of the Chinese defense
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industry were copied from the former Soviet Union’s command economy
and continue to exert a powerful influence. The PLA and defense industrial regulatory authorities are seeking to replace this outdated top-down
administrative management model with a more competitive and indirect
regulatory regime, but there are strong vested interests opposed to any
major changes.
Monopolies
One of the biggest hurdles that PLA and civilian defense acquisition
specialists point out is the defense industry’s monopoly structure. Little
competition exists to win major weapons systems and defense equipment
because each of China’s six defense industrial sectors is closed to outside
competition and is dominated by a select handful of state-owned defense
corporations. Contracts are typically awarded through single-sourcing
mechanisms to these corporations. Competitive bidding and tendering only
takes place for noncombat support equipment, such as logistics supplies.
An effort in 1999 to inject more competition by splitting corporations
that monopolized their sectors into two separate entities did little to curb
monopolistic practices because these firms focused on different areas of
business in their domains and there was little direct rivalry. These powerful
defense firms have subsequently sought to reverse this effort at demonopolization by finding ways to remerge or collaborate. In 2008, the aviation
industry made the first and so far only successful challenge by consolidating
its two post-1999 entities back into a single monopoly structure. There have
been occasional reports that the space and shipbuilding sectors might also
seek to reestablish a single holding company arrangement.
Bureaucratic Fragmentation
A second serious weakness that has seriously handicapped the effectiveness of Chinese defense economy is bureaucratic fragmentation. This is
a common characteristic of the Chinese organizational system,69 but is
especially virulent within the large and unwieldy defense sector. A key
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feature of the Soviet approach to defense industrialization that China
imported was a highly divided, segmented, and stratified structure and
process. There was strict separation between the defense and civilian
sectors as well as between defense contractors and military end-users,
compartmentalization between the conventional defense and strategic
weapons sectors as well as among the different conventional defense
industrial subsectors, and division between R&D entities and production units. Key reasons for this excessive compartmentalization include
an obsessive desire for secrecy and the powerful influence of the deeply
ingrained Chinese model of “vertical functional systems” [tiao tiao, 条
条] that encouraged large-scale industries like those in the defense and
supporting heavy industrial sectors, such as iron, steel, and chemicals, to
become independent fiefdoms.
This severe structural compartmentalization is a major obstacle
to the development of innovative and advanced weapons capabilities
because it requires consensus-based decisionmaking that is carried
out through extensive negotiations, bargaining, and exchanges. This
management by committee is cumbersome, risk-adverse, and results in
a lack of strong ownership that is critical to ensure that projects are able
to succeed the thicket of bureaucratic red tape and cut-throat competition for funding.
The research, development, and acquisition (RDA) system also suffers
from compartmentalization along many segments of the RDA process.
Responsibilities for research and development, testing, procurement,
production, and maintenance are in the hands of different units, and
under-institutionalization has meant that linkages among these entities
tend to be ad hoc in nature with major gaps in oversight, reporting, and
information-sharing.70 The fragmented nature of the RDA process may
help to explain why Hu Jintao was apparently caught by surprise by the first
publicized test flight of the J-20 fighter aircraft that occurred during the
visit of U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates in January 2011.71
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Weak Management Mechanisms
A third major weakness is that the PLA continues to rely on outdated
administrative tools to manage projects with defense contractors in the
absence of the establishment of an effective system. The PLA did implement
the use of contracts on a trial basis in the late 1980s with the introduction
of a contract responsibility system.72 These contracts are administrative in
nature, though, and have little legal rights because of a lack of a developed
legal framework within the defense industry. Consequently, contracts are
vague and do not define obligations or critical performance issues, such as
quality, pricing, or schedules. Contracts for complex weapons projects can
be as short as 1 to 2 pages, according to analysts.73
Moreover, the PLA acquisition apparatus is woefully backward in
many other management approaches and tools that it uses compared to
its counterparts in the United States and other advanced military powers.
It has yet to adopt total life-cycle management methods, for example,
and many internal management information systems are on standalone
networks that prevent effective communications and coordination. One
analyst stated that this often meant that the only way for project teams to
exchange information was through paper transactions.74
Outdated Pricing Regime
A fourth serious weakness is the lack of a transparent pricing system
for weapons and other military equipment, representing a lack of trust
between the PLA and defense industry. The existing armament pricing
framework is based on a cost-plus model that dates back to the planned
economy, in which contractors are allowed 5 percent profit margins on top
of actual costs.75 There are a number of drawbacks to this model that hold
back efficiency and innovation. One is that contractors are incentivized
to push up costs as this would also drive up profits. Another problem is
that contractors are not rewarded with finding ways to lower costs such as
through more streamlined management or more cost-effective designs or
manufacturing techniques. Contracts rarely have performance incentives,
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which discourage risk-taking and any willingness to adopt innovative
approaches. Yet another issue is that contractors are dissuaded from
making major investments in new technological capabilities or processes
because of the low 5 percent profit margin that is available.
To address this longstanding problem, the PLA, Ministry of Finance,
and National Development and Reform Commission held a high-level
meeting on armament pricing reform in 2009 that concluded the outdated
pricing system had seriously restricted weapons development and innovation.76 A number of reform proposals were put forward that provide
incentives to contain costs, switch from accounting procedures that focus
on ex post pricing to ex ante controls, and expand from a single-pricing methodology to multiple pricing methods. Some of these ideas were
incorporated in a document issued after the meeting titled “Opinions on
Further Pushing Forward the Reform of Work Concerning the Prices of
Military Products.”
At the beginning of 2014, the GAD announced that it would conduct
and expand on pilot projects on equipment pricing. These reforms include
the strengthening of the pricing verification of purchased goods, improving
cost controls, and shifting from singular to plural pricing models, from
“after-purchase pricing” to “whole-process pricing,” and from “individual-cost pricing” to “social average–cost pricing.”77 These represent modest
steps in the pricing reform process, but the PLA will continue to face fierce
opposition from the defense industry on this issue.
Corruption
A fifth impediment is corruption, which appears to have thrived with the
defense industry’s uncertain transition from centralized state planning to
a more competitive and indirect management model.78 PLA leaders have
highlighted the RDA system as one of a number of high-risk areas in which
corruption can flourish along with the selection and promotion of officials,
enrollment of students in PLA-affiliated schools, funds management, and
construction work.79
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At the PLA’s annual conference on military discipline inspection work
in January 2014, CMC Vice Chairman General Xu Qiliang, who heads
the PLA’s anti-corruption efforts, pointed out that armament research,
production, and procurement was one of two areas that required “better
oversight.”80 The other area that Xu highlighted was construction projects,
which have been plagued by a number of high-profile corruption scandals
in recent years including the case of the General Logistics Department
Deputy Director Lieutenant General Gu Junshan, who amassed a huge
fortune from lucrative real estate kick-backs.81
The almost complete absence of public reporting on corruption in the
defense industry and RDA system means that the extent of the problem is
not known. Military authorities justify this lack of transparency, as many of
the cases involve classified programs. In the latest anti-corruption crackdown
that began with Xi Jinping’s ascent to power at the 18th Party Congress in
November 2012, there have only been a handful of cases of defense industry
executives being arrested on corruption charges.82 A rare instance of official
reporting into defense industrial–related corruption was when the Central
Discipline Inspection Commission sent a team to investigate SASTIND for
2 months in the spring of 2016. SASTIND was required to set up a “comprehensive rectification program” [fankui zhuanxiang, 反馈专项] covering
100 measures and the investigation led to 2 officials being subject to “party
discipline” [dangji zhengji chufen, 党纪政纪处分], 14 officials were “verbally
admonished” [jiemian tanhua, 诫勉谈话], 3 officials were moved from their
positions, and 10 officials were given letters of criticism.83

Implications for U.S.-China Military Technological Competition
Chinese defense industry efforts to successfully transition from an innovation follower to an original innovator able to engage in higher end
technological development appear likely to succeed because of the confluence of powerful factors discussed in this chapter. What are the implications
for the intensifying military technological competition with the United
States from a more capable and innovative Chinese defense industry?
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First, as the Chinese defense industry becomes more self-reliant and
less dependent on foreign sources, this will allow it greater ability to forge a
more independent development path. This is an important policy consideration because Chinese analysts have pointed out that a key goal in the U.S.
Third Offset Strategy is to lure potential adversaries to compete in areas
that the United States chooses and in which it enjoys a decisive advantage.
According to one analysis in the PLA Daily, China should avoid this temptation and “persevere in taking our own development road, continue to
stress and strengthen the domains where we enjoy superiority, and not be
influenced by the United States.”84
Second, as the pace and intensity of the Chinese defense industry’s
restructuring efforts quicken, the United States will find it has a narrowing
window of opportunity to pursue the Third Offset and other related initiatives and restore its strategic superiority before China is able to catch up in
critical areas. The next 5 to 10 years could be a decisive period in shaping
the nature of U.S.-China military technological competition. This is a viewpoint that is shared by Chinese decisionmakers, including Xi Jinping, who
see China engaged in a zero-sum global race for technological leadership
in both the civilian and defense S&T domains.85
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CHAPTER 16

CIVIL-MILITARY INTEGRATION
AND PLA REFORMS
By Brian Lafferty

I

n December 2015, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) formally
launched reforms that have been described as the “most wide-ranging
and ambitious restructuring since 1949.”1 Central Military Commis-

sion (CMC) Chairman Xi Jinping announced his intention to pursue these
changes by calling them the “only way to develop a strong military and
the key to deciding the future of the PLA.”2 The PLA’s new plan set several

goals for 2020: achieving “breakthrough development” in joint operations
command system reforms and leadership management system reforms, as
well as “significant results” in military force reductions, reforms to improve
defense policies, and civil-military integration (CMI) development.3 CMI’s
inclusion as a key pillar in a transformative reform agenda confirmed its
importance to the PLA’s overall modernization, and China’s unwavering
embrace of it as a national strategic imperative.
CMI began slowly taking root in China as a military modernization
strategy in the 1990s, and has since become steadily more institutionalized
within the PLA and China’s national security sector.4 Chinese reliance on
CMI in military and economic development has increased significantly
under Xi Jinping, who has called for CMI to extend into more technology
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areas, cover more military and economic activities, and generate more tangible achievements.5 He has provided a theoretical justification for change
by arguing that China’s CMI has entered a new phase, transitioning from
its initial institutionalization toward a deep integration of the civil and military sectors. To spur a greater focus on CMI’s importance, in March 2015
Xi announced that it would be raised to a “national strategy” [ba junmin
ronghe fazhan shangsheng wei guojia zhanlüe, 把军民融合发展上升为国家
战略], and this decision was ratified by the Politburo a year later.6
Chinese commentators have voiced their support for this policy direction by emphasizing the critical importance of CMI, arguing that it is a
“strategic requirement” [zhanlüe xuqiu, 战略需求] and the only way to build
a military capable of winning informationized wars.7 As a recent article in
Qiushi argued, “CMI has become the one and only choice for strengthening
national comprehensive strength and defense competitiveness. . . . If a state
does not pursue CMI then it is difficult to preserve technological dominance.”8 The same article also asserted that CMI development had become
a new area of fierce competition between states, and any major country that
did not quickly adopt CMI would inevitably fall behind its rivals.9
While Chinese CMI reforms have received saturation coverage in
China, they remain underexplored elsewhere, hindering efforts to understand their potential impact on the PLA’s current round of reforms. In
particular, CMI has emerged as an integral part of Chinese efforts to promote defense science and technology development and bring additional
resources more efficiently into defense modernization. Its success or failure will in turn have a corresponding influence on a broad range of PLA
activities, and as such, it is helpful to better understand China’s efforts to
implement CMI, as well as its problems and prospects.
This chapter provides an overview of four aspects of China’s push for
civil-military integration. First, it surveys the broad impetus and objectives
for CMI, highlighting why Chinese leaders consider it so vital to the overall
PLA reform program. Second, it describes the operationalization of CMI,
noting where and how China has tried to pursue CMI reforms. Third, it
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focuses on some of the key problems that have hindered the effectiveness
of CMI reforms. Finally, the chapter discusses the creation of the Central
Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development [junmin
ronghe fazhan weiyuanhui, 军民融合发展委员会], and how it offers a
credible new path for resolving some of the most entrenched CMI obstacles.

Broad Impetus for Civil-Military Integration
China’s impetus for pursuing CMI as a core component of its PLA reforms
is in large part a result of its reckoning with modern technology-driven
warfare. After the first Gulf War, Chinese military strategists reached a
consensus on the decisive role played by technology in military conflicts,
and the reforms that have followed were geared toward creating a PLA that
was better equipped and better prepared to fight on the battlefield. The
many U.S. military engagements since 1991 have only reinforced for Chinese strategists that modern warfare has transitioned from the mechanized
warfare of the industrial age to the informationized warfare of the network
age.10 This change has dramatically affected Chinese thinking on military
modernization and the role of civil-military integration in their national
security strategy. In particular, it has focused Chinese strategic attention
on the issues of technology development and resource allocation.
Technology Development
The 2013 edition of the Academy of Military Science’s Science of Military
Strategy addressed the importance of science and technology (S&T) for
military development at length: “Science and technology is the key foundation for combat strength,” and “the ferociously fast development of new
and high technology . . . has profoundly changed the content and mode of
combat strength.”11 CMI theorist Hou Guangming also analyzed the changing impact of technology on the PLA, noting in a 2014 book on innovation
in the Chinese defense industries, from the “state’s perspective, the global
revolution in military affairs continually promotes upgrades in high-tech
weaponry, and the core of military competition is changing toward science
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and technology.”12 Thus, the race to upgrade defense technology has become
an overarching strategic imperative, and PLA strategists have stressed
that China’s weapons development pace will be inadequate if the country
fails to catch up in technology innovation.13 This imperative has already
been enshrined in policy documents, as the 18th Party Congress in 2012
concluded, “[s]cience and technology innovation is a strategic support for
raising social productivity and comprehensive national strength, and we
must place it in a core position within our national security posture.”14 Xi
Jinping amplified this mandate in 2016 when he stated that the “state needs
the strategic support of science and technology more urgently than any
other time in the past” and warned that China was in a precarious position
in terms of its ability to innovate. He stated, the “situation that our country
is under others’ control in core technologies of key fields has not changed
fundamentally, and the country’s S&T foundation remains weak.”15 Most
recently, China included similar sentiments in the 19th Party Congress final
report, which stated, “We must keep it firm in our minds that technology is
the core combat capability, encourage innovations in major technologies,
and conduct innovations independently.”16
China’s efforts to overcome its deficiencies in defense science and technology are hampered by the fact that the resource commitment needed to
reach and maintain technological parity with other major military powers
(let alone preeminence) is enormous. Chinese analysts have made numerous
references to the increasing costs of next-generation weapons platforms,
citing, for example, that the research and development (R&D) expenditures
for global first-generation fighters were under Rmb 500,000, while the cost
to develop fourth-generation fighters was between Rmb 10 and 40 billion.17
The financial requirements for R&D alone, exacerbated by how long the R&D
cycle now stretches, pose a significant resource challenge. Chinese analysts
have also drawn attention to the rapidly rising cost of military operations,
both in terms of finances as well as materiel consumption.18 Compounding
these issues, the government is also confronting the enormous cost of transforming its economy in an effort to build China into an S&T power.
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Resource Allocation
Given these demands on its finite resources, China’s official policy statements
have repeatedly warned that the country’s much-publicized defense budget
increases would be insufficient to meet the PLA’s development needs.19 The
head of National Defense University’s China Institute of National Defense
Finance Studies [zhongguo guofang jinrong yanjiu hui, 中国国防金融研究会]
highlighted the PLA’s budgetary constraints in a May 2016 speech, stating,
“[r]ight now . . . we face the reality that there is an intensified contradiction
between the rigid demand for increases in defense investment and the state’s
fiscal situation. In relying solely on state finances for defense investment,
we are already unable to support major advances in the development of our
defense.”20 This dynamic has arguably worsened over the last 2 years, as
China’s official defense budget increase was well below media expectations
in 2016, and rose by an even smaller margin in 2017, thanks in part to slower
economic growth.21 While China’s official defense budget does not capture all
of its defense-related spending, it does capture most defense expenditures.22
Moreover, to the extent that China’s economic growth has slowed to a “new
normal,” declining defense budget increases are most likely not overly disproportionate with trends in its total defense-related spending.23
As a result, there are no expectations that China can achieve its defense
modernization goals solely by increases in the defense budget. Chinese
leaders have been clear that the solution to this problem will not be guns-versus-butter budgetary tradeoffs that prioritize short-term military needs at the
expense of economic imperatives. Their reluctance to raise defense spending
more dramatically stems in part from the belief that it would harm economic
growth (and thus the foundation for long-term military strength), as well
as from the common perception that one of the major causes for the fall of
the Soviet Union was its ruinous attempts to match U.S. military spending.
CMI Reforms as Strategic Response
China’s current CMI reforms have evolved directly from concerns about
resource constraints versus the need to promote defense modernization.24
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Xi Jinping has stated that they are the product of research into how best
to coordinate building the country’s economy and defense capabilities,
and indeed, they reflect what has been a slow evolution in policy toward
broader, deeper civil-military resource-sharing.25 As currently conceived,
CMI reforms offer a way to ease PLA competition for resources by broadening and strengthening the resource base that China can use for building
up defense. Phrased another way, they involve the “leveraging of dual-use
technologies, policies, and organizations for military benefit.”26 Their
basic prescription is the abandonment of governing norms that closed off
[fengbi, 封闭] military and defense institutions from the rest of the country,
and granted them their own dedicated resources, management systems,
and policy and standards environments. Instead, Chinese CMI seeks to
dramatically increase cross-fertilization and sharing between military and
civilian institutions in a growing spectrum of activities like technology
development, logistics, finance, and training. It seeks to merge civilian and
military development resources into a combined system that pursues substantially more cost-effective “coordinated development” [xietiao fazhan,
协调发展] and resource-sharing [ziyuan gongxiang, 资源共享] to satisfy
the requirements for China’s national security and economic strategies.27
CMI’s idealized application is a situation in which “military” and “civilian”
development is organically blended into a single whole, the distribution of
civil and military resources are optimized, and the overall efficiency of
resource utilization is improved to the point where “one kind of resource
investment produces multiple kinds of benefits” [yizhong ziyuan touru
chansheng duozhong xiaoyi, 一种资源投入产生多种效益].28
While CMI touches on a wide range of activities, it is primarily concerned with an efficient allocation and use of resources [ziyuan peizhi he
shiyong, 资源配置和使用].29 Chinese analysts have often taken inspiration
from the example set by U.S. moves toward CMI, which they feel considerably lightened the U.S. military’s burden on overall spending.30 To that
end, China seeks to create coordinating institutions and mechanisms
between military, political, economic, and social organizations that reduce
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allocative redundancies, achieve multiplier effects, and eliminate working
at cross-purposes. As one analyst argued:
Under the premise of preserving core national defense building
abilities [baochi hexin guofang jianshe nengli, 保持核心国防建设
能力], [CMI] should fully bring about the market’s determinative
utility in resource allocation, and promote dual directional flow of
resources between the military and local areas in things like technology, industrial arts, equipment, facilities, labor, capital, and
information. It should make national defense construction even
more fully utilize the fruits of economic and social development,
and actively bring into play the important “pull effect” [ladong
zuoyong, 拉动作用] that defense and military modernization
have on economic and social development. We want a maximized
“military benefit” for economic construction, and a maximized
“economic benefit” for defense construction.31
In this fashion, China’s leaders feel they can create savings and make
government spending more effective by doing things like minimizing
redundant development efforts, such as when defense and civilian institutions are separately receiving grants to conduct similar research on the
same technologies; finding cheaper civilian sources for generic goods and
services that do not need to use specialized military providers; and ensuring
consideration for defense needs in economic planning, so that spending and
investments are mutually beneficial to the military and local economies.
Chinese strategists argue that CMI reforms can achieve the unification
of the “strong army” and “rich country” ideals [fuguo he qiangjun xiang
tongyi, 富国和强军相统一], providing a blueprint for overcoming structural
impediments to military and economic development. Their support for the
reforms is enhanced by the fact that CMI serves as a compelling strategic
response to four major characteristics of modern informationized warfare.
First, Chinese leadership has reached an analytical conclusion that military
development and economic development are mutually dependent to a greater
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extent than ever before. They believe it is impossible to be a global military
power without also being a global economic power. This viewpoint took root
decades ago, when Deng Xiaoping’s military reforms were conditioned by his
belief that a country’s military strength was dependent on its economic base.
However, the resource requirements for modern warfare are so extensive
now that Chinese analysts are especially conscious of how vital an advanced
economy is to PLA modernization. As Yu Chuanxin, one of the Academy of
Military Science’s more prolific CMI experts explained, China’s pursuit of
a strong military requires a leading economic and S&T foundation, which
is only possible if China’s economy develops further, productivity levels
increase, and its strength in S&T advances to the global forefront.32 At the
same time, Yu argues that given the complex and increasing security threats
facing China from foreign and domestic enemies, its economy and society
need a strong military that can ensure security, stability, and peace.33 The
defense sector can also contribute to economic development through multiple
channels, such as the transfer of defense technologies for civilian use, integrating defense conglomerates into the broader economy, and contracting out for
goods and services needed by the military. Therefore, national security and
economic development should be thought of as a “single piece of steel” [yikuai
zheng gang, 一块整钢] that serves China’s fundamental national interest.34
The second characteristic of modern warfare that favors a move
toward CMI reforms is that technology is increasingly dual-use, blurring
[mohuhua, 模糊化] the lines between military and civilian.35 CMI analysts
regularly claim that over 80 percent of technologies in the equipment used
by leading military powers are dual-use, highlighting an imperative to
more effectively promote civil-military technology sharing in China.36 In
addition, the narrow but deep specialization needed to develop next-generation technologies has ensured that an ever-increasing number of industries
are involved in defense technology development and production. Chinese
researchers have cited statistics claiming that products from more than
1,000 industrial technology categories were involved in the equipment
used to conduct combat operations during the first Gulf War, up from
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the roughly 160 used for World War II.37 These trends have only accelerated. As such, the limitations of relying primarily on military and defense
industry resources to pursue defense-related S&T have been brought into
stark relief. The technology demands of modern combat are so great that
they far exceed [yuan yuan chaochule, 远远超出了] the research and production capacity of military academic, research, and defense industry
institutions.38 CMI analysts have been critical of how slow China has been
to adapt to these dual-use trends, citing widespread wasteful duplication
in R&D efforts—stemming from bifurcated military and civilian research
streams—as well as serious difficulties in converting R&D discoveries into
the production of new defense technologies.39
China’s slow response to dual-use dynamics has clear consequences
in an era in which the civilian sector has increasingly become a source of
major technological innovation.40 As one analysis in Qiushi observed, in
the “20th century, defense science and technology was the locomotive for
technological revolutions, and the main direction for the spread of new
technology was from military to civilian sectors. However, disruptive
technological change in the 21st century now usually starts in the civilian
sector.”41 As this implies, in an increasing number of technology fields,
civilian R&D has surpassed the capabilities of military and defense industry
research institutions.42 Therefore, China has national security interests in
helping its civilian technology sector develop as quickly as possible, as well
as in ensuring that the PLA is able to rapidly absorb and apply whatever
advanced technologies it produces. Given how fast technology is changing,
an inability to develop or apply advanced S&T capabilities can have progressively dire effects on a country’s security.43 This logic was clearly evident
in China’s New Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan [xin
yidai rengong zhineng fazhan guihua, 新一代人工智能发展规划], released
in July 2017, which established a goal of making China the world’s premiere
global artificial intelligence innovation center by 2030, and also explicitly
promoted a CMI strategy to ensure that corporate and civilian advances in
artificial intelligence could be leveraged for national defense.44
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The third characteristic of modern warfare relevant to CMI reforms
is its unprecedented resource demands, which has created incentives to
more fully eliminate the distinction between peacetime development and
preparation for war. “Combining peacetime and wartime preparations”
[pingzhan jiehe, 平战结合] has long conditioned party leaders’ approach
to domestic development strategies, but Chinese analysts have begun to
advocate for a more extreme version due to their assessment that victory in a
conflict between major powers is no longer determined by simple measures,
such as numbers of ships and planes or industrial capacity. Instead, winning
is determined by comprehensive national security systems, encompassing
the whole of a country’s national security resources. Everything is brought
to bear in a major conflict, and the state that is able to fuse its disparate
resources together to exert the most strength is likely to emerge victorious.
As a result, they argue that China must approach its military reforms from a
systems engineering perspective, in which multiple disparate elements work
together toward an overall goal. The factors involved in winning informationized conflicts—the investments to promote S&T development, reforms
to promote innovation, infrastructure to support rapid deployments, training to ensure that troops can handle the complexities of informationized
operations, and so forth—must be defined to include a very broad range of
activities so that areas not normally viewed through the prism of defense are
included in military reform and development strategies. Moreover, given
the importance of these factors, they must be addressed continuously, not
simply when security concerns are more urgent.
In recognition of these conditions, Chinese CMI analysts now describe
war between states as a contest between entire systems [tixi duikang, 体系对
抗], encompassing (to a much more consequential degree than in previous
eras) political, economic, scientific, technological, and cultural strength.45
As such, failing to recognize the interdependence of defense reforms with
the country’s overall policy environment is untenable: “In the information
era the lines are increasingly blurred between concepts like security and
development, economic and military development, civil and military,
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peacetime and wartime, frontlines and rear areas, and military-use versus
civilian-use. These concepts are being increasingly fused together.”46
The last characteristic of modern warfare that makes CMI a compelling
strategic response to military reform requirements is that informationized
war has increased the value of quality over quantity. China has enshrined
this as official policy under Xi Jinping, who has stated that streamlining the
PLA’s “scale, structure, and power composition” is an important part of the
PLA’s ongoing reforms.47 As he noted in a July 2017 Politburo study session,
“Quantity should be reduced and quality improved to build capable and
efficient military forces, which should be science and technology–oriented
rather than relying on labor intensity.”48 To this end, Xi has continued the
PLA’s longstanding efforts to shed excess manpower. In January 2016, the
CMC announced a plan to cut the PLA’s size by 300,000, focused in part on
noncombat organizations and personnel [fei zhandou jigou he renyuan, 非
战斗机构和人员].49 Chinese commentators have noted that the troop cuts
are a sign that the PLA will change “from big to strong” [you da dao qiang,
由大到强], but the consequence of moving toward a leaner, meaner fighting
force is that the PLA will be increasingly reliant on civilians, reserves, and
militias to fulfill certain noncombat roles and responsibilities.50 CMI’s focus
on promoting civil-military resource-sharing and using civilian capabilities
to support the military is therefore well aligned with the needs arising from
a smaller PLA.

Operationalizing Civil-Military Integration
Having established why China wants to pursue a CMI development strategy, this section examines how and in what areas it has tried to apply CMI.
It is important to recognize that even though China has been promoting
CMI reforms in earnest for over 10 years, in most areas the reforms are still
at early stages of development. At the start of this process the basic infrastructure for CMI—organizations to administer, regulations to govern, and
institutional mechanisms to facilitate—needed to be established either from
scratch or from rudimentary foundations.51 Defense conversion [jun zhuan
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min, 军转民] was the only component of CMI reforms that could be considered solidly institutionalized, but this was due to policies that began at the
start of the post-Mao era.52 China was unprepared to implement the other
main components of what it wanted to accomplish with CMI—namely,
promoting the flow of civilian technology, talent, capital, and information
into the defense sector and encouraging a freer cross-exchange of civil and
military resources. As a result, initial CMI reforms focused on identifying
organizations with managing responsibilities for particular activities,
crafting first-step regulations that removed barriers to civil-military coordination and/or facilitated better cooperation, creating better information
flows between relevant civil-military actors, and pushing relevant actors to
engage in CMI reform tasks.53 It was about laying groundwork rather than
producing immediate results.
The process of breaking down civil-military barriers and establishing
cross-cutting civil-military resource-sharing has moved slowly precisely
because it upended entrenched norms and interests. CMI reforms required
disruptive change, but Chinese leaders’ own unfamiliarity with CMI and
their uncertainty about its impact helped pushed them toward a cautious
policy approach. As one 2008 analysis observed, “CMI is a big issue and
new topic, and our understanding and research is still in its initial stage.”54
Therefore, much of what China’s leadership promoted for CMI prior to Xi
Jinping’s administration amounted to relatively basic reforms that took
piecemeal steps to realign institutional behavior, such as changes that
allowed private companies to begin to contract goods and services to the
PLA, or the effort to encourage joint research, technology transfer, and
personnel training agreements between civil and military companies, universities, and research institutions.55 The focus was in reorienting political,
corporate, and military leaders toward collaborative development processes
in which they had little to no experience.
China’s effort to create a basic infrastructure for CMI has been complicated by the fact that the operationalization of CMI reforms are unavoidably
complex, involving interaction between an array of political, military, and
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corporate organizations in different administrative levels and geographic
areas, and across multiple areas of responsibility. It is at least “cross disciplinary” [kua lingyu, 跨领域] and “cross-departmental” [kua bumen, 跨
部门], but is more accurately understood as a “system of systems for coordinated military and economic development.”56 Xi Jinping has described it
in similar terms, stating that “CMI development is a systems engineering
issue, requiring systemic thinking, systemic methods, and systemic science
in making relevant policy prescriptions.”57 As such, the activities that are
potentially affected by CMI reforms, and the institutions involved, are
vast, and the interaction between all of them conditions how effective the
reforms will be.
Due in part to this complexity, China focused its initial CMI reform
efforts in only four high-priority areas: weapons and equipment development, social support for the PLA [jundui shehuihua baozhang, 军队社会
化保障], defense personnel training, and defense mobilization.58 In each
of these areas, China identified CMI reform goals, authorized or created
managing organizations to oversee activity, modified or created rules and
regulations to support activity, and reviewed implementation to identify
ways to improve outcomes. It also developed multiple channels for information-sharing so that relevant actors could be more aware of CMI resources
and opportunities.59
In practice, thanks in part to relentless advocacy for CMI reforms
from political and military leaders, and political expectations for results, a
broad swath of Chinese actors at both central and local levels has engaged
in CMI activities. With so much room to improve, and so many actors
involved, this participation has generated some notable positive outcomes.
These include steadily broader and more substantive participation in PLA
contracting work from civilian-owned companies, fueled in part by the PLA
General Armament Department’s launch of the online All-Army Weapons and Equipment Procurement Information Network [quan jun wuqi
zhuangbei caigou xinxi wang, 全军武器装备采购信息网] in January 2015.
The Web site, now operated post-reorganization by the CMC Equipment
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Development Department, became the PLA’s first authorized clearinghouse
for defense procurement notices. More than 1,000 projects were put up
for competitive bid in both 2016 and 2017—in theory, promoting cheaper,
more efficient supply services—and the PLA hopes to double that number
by 2020.60 CMI’s positive results also include the PLA’s increased reliance on
contractors for basic supplies and simple military services such as barracks
maintenance, heating supply, power supply, and cleaning, which is already
common in more urban areas and is increasingly getting adopted in lower
level and more remote areas.61
Positive developments aside, the operationalization of CMI reforms has
thus far not fully met the government’s aspirations. Anecdotal evidence and
the complaints of Chinese leaders (see below) suggest that implementing
CMI reforms has not unleashed pent-up energies for CMI. The government
has so far been willing to let CMI participants use a certain amount of
initiative in implementing CMI measures, in the hopes that self-interested
behavior would help discover best practices, but civil and military leaders
have not aggressively embraced new opportunities for collaboration and
resource-sharing. This could be interpreted as a signal that there is opposition to the reforms, but Chinese leaders and strategists have instead blamed
the slow pace of meaningful compliance on the government’s inability to
effectively respond to the difficulties involved in implementing the reforms.
Operationalizing CMI Reforms under Xi
Xi Jinping did not immediately seek to leave his mark on China’s CMI policies
when he first took office, but in early 2015 he initiated major new theoretical
guidelines for CMI work that have shaped reforms since. At a meeting with
PLA representatives in advance of the 2015 National People’s Congress, he
announced a new phase in CMI reforms, stating, “China’s CMI development has just entered a transitional phase, from initial integration [chubu
ronghe, 初步融合] to deep integration [shendu ronghe, 深度融合].”62 It was
at this same meeting that Xi elevated CMI to a national strategy, setting CMI
reforms on their current path of serving as a core component of the PLA
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reform program. Both of these ideas reflected Xi’s belief that a CMI development strategy could “break new ground in the PLA’s capability building.”63
In promoting this new phase of CMI development, it is notable that
Xi—despite the mixed record of success in China’s CMI reforms to this
point—decided to dramatically expand the scale and scope of implementation. He has called for using CMI in a broader range of activities and raising
the level and degree of integration wherever it is applied. While retaining
CMI’s focus on weapons development, social support for the PLA, training,
and mobilization, Xi has called for expanding CMI processes into new
areas, specifically citing sea, space, and cyberspace [haiyang, taikong, wangluo kongjian, 海洋、太空、网络空间] as priorities.64 He has also ordered
China’s academic, corporate, and research institutions to take the initiative
in discovering, cultivating, and applying cutting-edge technologies that can
help build up China’s military and national defense capabilities.65
In addition to new technology areas, Xi wants CMI reforms to focus
more on organizational innovation, specifically in “three systems” [san ge
tixi, 三个体系]:
■

■

■

a management system that features unified leadership and coordination
between the PLA and local governments
an operational system in which work is led by the state, driven by
demand, and unified by market operations
a policy system that features a well-conceived set of policies (which covers all necessary areas), a complete set of policy linkages, and effectively
encourages desired outcomes.66

Essentially, Xi is calling for CMI processes to begin working the way policymakers have hoped they would.
Indeed, Xi has been critical of the pace of progress made so far in CMI
reforms, specifically flagging the country’s inability to quickly generate new
ideas and concepts to guide CMI activity; the government’s inability to keep
up with the demand for CMI-related policies, legislation, and operating
mechanisms; and a lack of top-level, unified management systems. Notably,
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he has also complained that CMI reform work was not being pursued with
enough intensity [gongzuo zhixing lidu bugou, 工作执行力度不够].67 As
he has stated, “We can do some things even better and some things even
faster with respect to using CMI in S&T areas . . . and we will more quickly
transform our military toward models based on quality and efficiency and
concentrated science and technology.”68
Problems in Implementing CMI
Xi Jinping is not the only critic of CMI’s operationalization, as scholars
and political and military experts have been cataloging its unresolved
problems for years. The critiques are motivated by the sense—clearly
shared by Xi—that given how important CMI reforms are for PLA
modernization, they have advanced far too slowly. For all the legitimate
progress that has been made, it is still true that China has only succeeded
in establishing a basic framework for CMI. Moreover, critical reforms
such as the restructuring of defense industry scientific research institutions into corporations have taken much longer than originally expected,
and are only now getting started.69
Thanks to the lack of transparency regarding China’s defense spending, it is hard to gauge how effective CMI has been at promoting a more
efficient use of defense resources. However, it is telling that experts still
discuss CMI’s ability to usher in a more productive use of resources in
aspirational rather than empirical terms, and this style of argumentation
suggests that there is not yet a wealth of relevant data to cite. In terms of
CMI’s impact on defense science and technology, despite some encouraging
signs of technological progress in advanced critical technologies like quantum communications, Chinese leaders have stated that China still lacks
sufficient international core competitiveness in technological innovation.70
This is, of course, a matter of national security concern given how strength
in science and technology is considered vital to China’s security and its
ability to develop into a more advanced military power.
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Problems with Execution
Despite the government’s clear prioritization of CMI reforms, Chinese
analysts have observed a lingering (and at this point, increasingly problematic) lack of buy-in from actors impacted by the reforms. Some military
and civilian operations still remain closed off [fengbi yunxing, 封闭运行]
because administrators are not actively seeking out opportunities to work
across the civil-military divide. Other officials act as if national defense
was not an economic concern and vice versa.71 Analysts have also cited a
widespread persistence of “no action, no initiative, no self-reliance” [deng,
kao, yao, 等, 靠, 要] behavior among lower level officials, arguing that they
too often wait for higher level administrators to deal with CMI implementation problems instead of taking them on themselves. In addition, analysts
accuse some local officials of not treating CMI reforms with a sufficient
level of importance, noting that they promote local interests at the expense
of consideration for CMI development, as if CMI were only a priority for
the national government or the military.72
These critiques point to issues of misaligned incentives between
national and local officials, but Chinese officials and analysts have avoided
describing the problem in those terms. Instead, they have blamed these
issues on a persistent superficial understanding of CMI, relating to what it
entails, why it is important, and how it should guide behavior. The annual
report on CMI development overseen by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology and National Development and Reform Commission has found that some Chinese believe that any contact between civilian
and military actors is evidence of successful CMI, and therefore limit their
ambitions to simple activities that promote army-government and army-civilian unity rather than working on more substantive aspects of CMI. Some
organizations have also overemphasized one component of CMI, as if it was
simply about civilian support for the PLA or military interaction with civilian political and economic sectors, without understanding that CMI now
prioritizes mutually beneficial bidirectional interaction.73 This latter problem
is especially prevalent in the defense industries, where companies with long
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experience and comfort in developing products for the civilian market focus
on that aspect of CMI without expending much effort to utilize civilian
resources in their operations. These assessments of the problems affecting
CMI implementation are directly reflected in how Chinese leadership has
responded, with calls for better education and guidance from the top.
The flip side of concerns about apathy is that with so many units participating in reforms—across industrial sectors; across military, political,
academic, and business activities; and across central and lower level administrative units—CMI operationalization has been overly fragmented. The
participants in a 2012–2013 year-long consultative investigation into the
defense industry’s CMI development strategy, sponsored by the Chinese
Academy of Engineering, found that individual industries and departments
were pursuing idiosyncratic CMI strategies that had them scattering off in
different directions.74 China’s military, economic, and political institutions
at different administrative levels (for example, national, provincial, municipal, and so forth) established organizations to manage CMI work within
their specific jurisdictions, but there was little regular coordination between
them, and coordination work was slow, cumbersome, and consultative, not
collaborative. In general, these institutions were working individually, but
not collectively, to advance CMI policies. They were not used to the level
(and extent) of coordination being asked of them, and in the absence of clear
guidance and authoritative pressure, it has been easier to remain in their
comfort zone.75 This is problematic for a policy that requires cross-sectoral,
cross-industry, and cross-administrative cooperation to work optimally.
Indeed, CMI work—in the words of one recent commentary—has thus far
only been implemented to a “narrow, shallow, and superficial” degree.76
Problems with Top-Level Coordination
Chinese analysts have blamed the above problems on ineffective top-level
design [dingceng sheji, 顶层设计], a suboptimal outcome that stems from
the inescapable fact that Chinese CMI is a massive management challenge.
It requires coordination and cooperation among the leading institutions
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in charge of the military, national economy, administrative institutions,
and industrial sectors, and affects a broad, cross-sector range of activities,
including science and technology, education, and the economy. Traditionally, this level of coordination has not been ingrained within Chinese
institutions, and in the absence of strong national guidance with clear
incentives, Chinese actors have found it much easier to avoid the effort and
sacrifice required to make dramatic behavioral changes. This resistance
has made the generic benefits of CMI—integrating economic and military
development into unified strategic planning and allocating resources more
efficiently—much more difficult to achieve.77
These problems reflect China’s inability to effectively coordinate the
more complex aspects of CMI policymaking among CMI’s leading stakeholders. Functional departments under the State Council and CMC have
had oversight over individual aspects of CMI, like defense industries,
defense S&T development, civil air defense, national defense transportation, and defense education, but none has had clear lines of authority
over the others to lead and coordinate action. As a result, although there
is a consensus among both military and civilian leaders concerning the
importance and urgency [jinpoxing, 紧迫性] of CMI, there are still significant differences between military and local civilian actors [jun di zhijian
de renshi piancha bijiao da, 军地之间的认识偏差比较大] regarding the
concrete steps to accomplish these goals. Areas of contention include determining civil-military functions, division of responsibilities, and operational
processes.78 China has also failed to settle on ways to routinize stable operational processes for interagency coordination, as well as for other CMI
management activities such as linking available resources to requirements
and implementing civil-military resource-sharing.79
Experts have consistently argued for years that many of the problems
in CMI implementation are due to the central government’s disjointed
management of the issue, which affected its ability to educate and guide
behavior. Until January 2017, when the government launched the new
Central Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development
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(discussed below), China had avoided giving any single institution leadership over the CMI portfolio. Most likely, this was due to the fact that CMI
straddled both military and economic activities but was only designed to
affect some aspects of military and economic development. Thus, a supra
agency with managing authority over only a limited range of its subordinates’ activities was not practical or feasible. Instead, China relied for years
on the Department of CMI Promotion [junmin jiehe tuijin si, 军民结合推
进司]—a subordinate unit in the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology—to serve as the government’s highest administrative body
devoted solely to CMI work.80 In practice, the department only had limited
value in advancing reforms, as it had no discernible ability to set or enforce
CMI policy and lacked the authority to play much of a managing role. It was
ostensibly charged with promoting greater integration between civil-military
S&T institutions, but since the actual management of these institutions fell
to a host of other higher ranking agencies (among them the Ministry of
Science and Technology, Ministry of Commerce, National Development and
Reform Commission, and State Administration for Science and Technology
for National Defense), it could do little to affect actual behavior. As a result,
its activities were restricted to serving as a CMI facilitator, in which it acted
as an information resource for CMI opportunities and brought various
stakeholders together to find opportunities to deepen CMI development.81
The problem of diffused national leadership over reforms was exemplified by the 2010 Opinions on Establishing and Improving a “Civil-Military
Integration” and “Locating Military Potential in Civilian Capabilities”
Weapons Research and Production System [guanyu jianli he wanshan junmin ronghe yu jun yu min wuqi zhuangbei keyan shengchan tixi de ruogan
yijian, 关于建立和完善军民融合寓军于民武器装备科研生产体系的若干
意见] issued by the Central Military Commission and State Council. This
document was the most authoritative guideline for the CMI reform agenda
through the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011–2015), and in that context it is worth
noting how many institutions were given responsibility for CMI implementation. The Opinions were addressed to the People’s governments in
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each province, autonomous region, and provincial-level city, the ministries
and directly managed organizations under the State Council, the People’s
Armed Police, each of the PLA’s services and branches, the four PLA general
departments, each military region, each military district, the Academy
of Military Science, the National Defense University, and the National
University of Defense Technology. They called on “relevant departments”
in the PLA and State Council to formulate concrete methods and policies
to address CMI requirements, to focus their planning on developing links
between units involved in CMI, and to implement CMI policies in close
coordination with each other, based on their (unspecified) division of
responsibilities. They also called on local governments and military equipment management departments at each level to actively work in concert
and implement a full set of measures to ensure the smooth advancement of
development for the CMI weapons research and production system. As one
analysis highlighted, this guidance—in a top-level document that shaped
CMI development in weapons research and production for years—placed
overall managerial responsibilities in the hands of at least 20 different
institutions under the CMC and State Council.82
China sought to mitigate these problems by creating top-level coordination groups, such as the Inter-Ministerial Coordinating Small Group
for the Development of the (CMI) Weapons Research and Production
System, which debuted in 2012. Led by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the small group featured senior officials from 23
military and civilian departments.83 It has met every year since its launch,
and according to reports the meetings typically focus on discussing each
member’s respective efforts to support the current CMI priorities.84 While
this information-sharing is presumably helpful, the body is not equipped
to resolve conflicts or disagreements, given that all members are on the
same levels of the administrative hierarchy.
A diffused management of CMI was less consequential when China’s
key tasks were focused on developing a basic institutional framework for
CMI. However, as CMI has progressed along its development path, the
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problems of disorganized management of CMI have become more obvious
and acute. They are not only confined to the issues of coordination and
superficial implementation, described above. As Chinese analysts have
argued, inadequate management has also affected the pace of technology
innovation, created widespread unnecessary duplication in investment and
policies, failed to sufficiently encourage competition, and ultimately led to
a huge amount of waste [juda langfei, 巨大浪费].85
Improving Top-Level Design
Given the difficulty in resolving the management issues described above,
Chinese CMI experts have promoted the creation of a national-level managing organization with the authority to oversee top-level design of CMI
reforms.86 These calls have now been answered. China launched a Central
Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development [junmin ronghe fazhan weiyuanhui, 军民融合发展委员会]. This commission,
announced on January 22, 2017, is chaired by Xi Jinping, and its original
members included three other Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC)
members (Li Keqiang, Liu Yunshan, and Zhang Gaoli) as vice chairmen, as
well as CMC Vice Chairmen Xu Qiliang and Fan Changlong.87 According
to news reports, the commission was specifically created to provide unified
leadership of CMI decisionmaking, acting as a top-level coordinating organization overseeing the most significant issues affecting CMI development.
It reports directly to the Politburo and PBSC, and its importance is reflected
in the fact that Zhang Gaoli was chosen to lead the commission’s General
Affairs Office [bangongshi, 办公室].88 As the South China Morning Post
article on his appointment observed, the head of the General Affairs Office
is more typically a lower grade leader, so it is unusual that a PBSC member
was chosen to lead the commission’s day-to-day operations.89
In a sign of how important its work is considered, the commission has
already met three times—in June and September 2017 and in March 2018.
At the September 2017 meeting, Xi called on members to strengthen toplevel design of CMI development and urged them to insist on making key
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breakthroughs, while focusing both on present and long-term strategies
for CMI development.90 The members also reviewed accomplishments
since the first meeting and discussed work items relating to the passage
of recent CMI guidelines, including the Guidelines for Defense Science
and Technology Industry Development During the 13th Five-Year Plan
(2016–2020), Opinions on Promoting Deep Development of Civil-Military
Integration in the Defense Science and Technology Industries, and Opinions on Implementing Deep Development of Civil-Military Integration in
Military Logistics During the 13th Five-Year Plan.91 The commission’s third
meeting called for strengthening the leading role of strategy and ideology,
for the CMI development strategy to take root in each region and department, and for reforms to achieve effective results in key domains, regions,
and industries. It also highlighted the need for key reform breakthroughs,
such as quickly eliminating barriers to defense conversion [jun zhuan min,
军转民] and civilian participation in the defense industries [min can jun,
民参军] and hastening key reforms in areas like defense S&T industries,
PLA equipment acquisition, pricing of military supplies, and unbalanced
civil-military taxation policies.92
While the launch of the commission is an important step for the management of CMI reforms, none of the management challenges that existed
before its creation has melted away. It must still deal with a sprawling network of institutions (with a diverse set of functions) that implement CMI
directives. It also still faces the problem of misaligned incentives between
national- and local-level actors, as party leadership appears to expect lower
level compliance with CMI directives without acknowledging that they
may be at odds with corporate and organizational interests. However, CMI
operationalization is now led by a higher authority that can issue concrete
guidance, push authoritatively for greater interagency cooperation, and
more credibly demand a focus on overarching goals. In addition, the commission allows the government’s CMI management system to move toward
a more rational division of labor—where top-level management organs
make policy decisions, interministerial coordinating organs allow leaders
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from relevant departments to consult with their counterparts, CMI departments lead, and relevant departments carry out centralized management.93

Conclusion
Xi Jinping’s assessment that China has only just emerged from its initial
phase of CMI development serves as a useful reminder that CMI is still a
work in progress, with fundamental questions about how to operationalize
and manage it still unsettled. In particular, despite full agreement on the
abstract need for CMI, China’s aspirations for it involve an extremely complex level of system of systems (interministerial, cross-sectoral, center-local,
and civil-military) cooperation, and substantive buy-in for this degree of
integration is not yet widespread. As described in this chapter, Chinese
actors throughout the CMI universe have shown varying levels of commitment to CMI reforms, and while the sustained drumbeat of pressure from
top-level leadership makes it unlikely that disinterested actors can fully
resist efforts to deepen CMI, they can surely limit how far CMI behavior
is institutionalized. As such, China’s prospects for fully integrating CMI
processes into day-to-day PLA functions remain in doubt, and the track
record suggests that even positive returns will involve a longer and more
difficult process than the party currently acknowledges.
However, China is clearly improving its understanding of CMI-related
policy challenges and has shown a commitment to working through them
despite their obvious complexity. Even before the creation of the Central
Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development, one of
China’s leading voices on CMI strategy argued that China had started
the process of taking on the deep-rooted obstructions that had hampered
CMI development.94 This effort is reflected in the designation of CMI as
a national strategy in 2015, and Xi’s engagement on the issue, which has
created a new urgency to generate substantive CMI returns. According to
the reform timeline that the CMC described when it announced its PLA
reform plan in January 2016, CMI reforms would be a focus from 2017 to
2020. As such, the effort to adjust, optimize, and improve its workings is
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just getting started, and still has 3 years to go.95 It is too early to assess how
well it has gone.
The government has set a goal of “breakthrough” development in
CMI by 2020, and while this is a vaguely defined objective, there is reason
for Chinese leaders to think it is reachable. An institutional framework
for CMI operations is already in place, a better management structure
has been devised, and invested leaders have accrued several years’ worth
of watching CMI in practice and working through policy solutions to
emergent problems. As a result, although CMI reforms have thus far not
delivered on their promise, and still face significant hurdles, there is more
of a chance for CMI to take hold. If it does, it will mark a turning point in
the PLA’s reforms, with tangible and significant multiplier effects in areas
such as defense science and technology, logistics, military education, and
mobilization. By the same token, it would be equally important if China
continued to struggle with CMI implementation. A failure to deepen CMI
reforms would serve as a drag on the PLA’s reform process and impair
China’s ability to fully meet the challenges—as it currently sees them—of
modern informationized warfare.
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CHAP TER 17

SYSTEM OVERLOAD?
The 2015 PLA Force Reduction, Military-Locality
Relations, and the Potential for Social Instability
By Ma Chengkun and John Chen

O

n September 3, 2015, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General
Secretary and Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman
Xi Jinping announced a reduction in the overall size of the

People’s Liberation Army (PLA) from 2.3 million personnel to 2 million, a reduction of about 11 percent of the military’s end strength.1 The
announcement was followed by a Work Conference on Central Military
Commission Reform [zhongyang junwei gaige gongzuo huiyi, 中央军委

改革工作会议] in which Xi initiated his military reform plan.2 A flurry
of organizational and structural reforms to the PLA soon followed, and
continues apace today.
The reforms were to be implemented in three main stages. First, top
leadership and management organs of the PLA were to be reorganized and
the joint operations command structure reformed before the end of 2015.
Next, changes in force structure and size, along with reforms to the military
education system and the People’s Armed Police, were to be implemented
before the end of 2017. Finally, the above reforms, along with changes to the
policy system and civil-military integration, were to be adjusted, advanced,
optimized, and completed from 2017 to 2020.3
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To those ends, the Ministry of National Defense announced that the
reduction of 300,000 personnel from the PLA would be completed by the
end of 2017.4 Broadly speaking, Xi’s reform directives explicitly included
rationalizing the structure and organization of the military force, reducing
numbers of administrative and noncombat personnel, and adjusting and
improving the ratio of different services.5 The troop reduction was widely
interpreted as a means of implementing these overarching directives.
Noncombat billets are likely to be targeted for elimination, and PLA interlocutors have suggested that the ratios of navy and air force personnel will
increase relative to their army counterparts.6
Downsizing 300,000 PLA personnel while simultaneously upending
and reorganizing the operational and administrative components of the
military would inevitably bring considerable turmoil and dislocation. Xi’s
downsizing policy also forced Chinese society to absorb and reintegrate a
substantial portion of these 300,000 personnel in the span of approximately
2 years. At a minimum, any failure or inefficiency in accommodating these
personnel and their families could jeopardize the pace and effectiveness of
the military reforms; at worst, neglect or poor execution of the downsizing
could lead to potentially regime-threatening social instability.
The risks of a botched troop reduction were not lost on the Xi regime.
Xi himself has consistently reiterated the importance of properly reintegrating downsized military personnel back into Chinese society, and he has
emphasized the work of veteran administration and support at the central
government level to forestall dissatisfaction from downsized personnel.7
This chapter argues that although force reductions are especially
fraught for the local governments responsible for accommodating veterans,
the effort will ultimately be successful due to a number of countervailing
forces in play during this latest reduction effort. These offsetting forces
range from the benevolent encouragement of veteran entrepreneurship to
the more ominous specter of Xi’s ongoing anti-corruption campaign, and
most importantly, the supremacy of party rule over any potential legal,
economic, and political contradictions. The announcement in March 2018
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that the troop reduction was “basically complete” supports this judgement,
while the establishment of a new Ministry of Veterans Affairs [tuiyi junren
shiwu bu,退役军人事务部] speaks to the military-locality tensions and
conflicts of interest that had to be managed and overcome in the process.8
The chapter proceeds in four parts. The first section gives a brief
historical overview of military-locality relations and documents changes
in relations that have increasingly pushed the burdens of troop reductions
and personnel resettlement onto local governments. The second section
describes key parts of the military-locality administrative system and the
legal regulations overseeing the 2015–2017 troop reduction. The third
section explores political, economic, and legal issues that complicate force
reduction efforts, and describes the intermittent protests by dissatisfied
veterans that have resulted from past complications. The chapter concludes
with an examination of several countervailing considerations and various
factors unique to the Xi era that are likely to offset the difficulties of the
reduction, albeit at the expense of strains in military-locality relations.

Evolving Military-Locality Relations
The PLA’s modern-day efforts to reduce its end strength are dependent
on good relations with the localities that must absorb the burden of troop
reductions. Military-locality relations in the years before Deng Xiaoping’s
late 1970s reforms focused primarily on providing moral and material
support to the PLA and its predecessors. After Deng’s reforms began to take
hold, however, the realities of China’s emerging market economy began to
substantially increase pressure on localities charged with handling troop
reductions. These difficulties have extended to the present day.
Early Military-Locality Relations
The PLA has a long history of drawing support from the people, dating
back to the 1927 founding of its predecessor military organization, the
Chinese Workers’ and Peasants’ Red Army [zhongguo gongnong hongjun,
中国工农红军]. In the years leading up to 1949, interactions between the
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military and the people, referred to as “military-locality relations” or
“double support work” [shuangyong gongzuo, 双拥工作] by the Communist Party, initially emphasized preferential treatment for Red Army
soldiers and their dependents in order to increase recruitment and political and logistical support for the Communist cause, and later expanded
to demobilization and mobilization efforts.9
The resolution of the First Red Army Representative Assembly [minxi
di yi ci gongnong bing daibiao dahui xuanyan ji jueyian, 闽西第一次工农兵
代表大会宣言及决议案], held in Fujian in March 1930, provided a monthly
stipend to Red Army soldiers and called for CCP members to shape the
societal atmosphere to improve the social position of the Red Army.10 This
treatment was later extended to Red Army dependents in 1934: the CCP 2nd
National Soviet Assembly adopted the Resolution on Preferential Treatment
of Red Army Dependents [zhongguo gongchangdang zhongyang weiyuanhui, zhonghua suweiai gongheguo renmin weiyuanhui guanyu youdai
hongjun jiashu de jueding,中国共产党中央委员会、中华苏维埃共和国人民
委员会关于优待红军家属的决定], emphasizing the necessity of extending
this resolution into a social movement for the purpose of strengthening the
combat determination of the Red Army and encouraging more people to
join the forces.11
The founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949 introduced demobilization of military personnel as a major new task for
military-locality relations. Military victory over the Kuomintang on the
mainland precipitated a pressing need to reduce the size of the PLA, which
led to an initial force reduction in March 1950.12 Newly anointed PRC
officials set up governing and administrative infrastructure according
to socialist ideology for national development. Early centrally planned
mechanisms for resettling and reintegrating demobilized soldiers in their
hometowns provoked relatively little controversy between the military and
various localities because the interests of central and local governments
often overlapped—for instance, the PLA needed to shed personnel, and
local governments needed labor.
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Mao Zedong’s decision to send PLA troops to the Korean War abruptly
upended the initial process of demobilization and sent defense mobilization to the top of the priority list of military-locality issues. On December
2, 1950, the Central Government Interior Affairs Ministry and General
Political Department of the People’s Revolutionary Military Commission
issued “Instructions for Supporting Policy and Loving the People and Initiating Movement of Supporting Military Personnel and Their Dependents”
[guanyu xinjiu nianguan kaizhan yongzheng aimin he yongjunyoushu
yundong de zhishi, 关于新旧年关开展拥政爱民和拥军优属运动的指示],
formally establishing a mechanism of interaction for local governments
to mobilize logistics and recruitment support for the army.13 This was the
first official directive by the Chinese government codifying a mechanism
for mobilization efforts from the Chinese population.
Defense mobilization, preferential treatment for military personnel
and their dependents, and resettlement of demobilized military personnel
remained the core issues of military-locality relations until 1979, along with
a strong emphasis on maintaining popular support for the military. The
provision of preferential benefits to soldiers and codification of mobilization
efforts were supplemented by patriotic parades and ceremonies organized by
local governments on significant days for the PLA. The main responsibility
for military-locality interaction fell largely on the people, who were charged
with showing their respect and support for military personnel.
Popular moral support for the military belied the comparatively
underdeveloped nature of demobilization mechanisms. After the PRC was
founded in 1949, the government kept the military permanently mobilized
as it continually perceived serious hostility from the international community. Under these circumstances, the PLA had little chance to transform
itself from a revolutionary force organized mainly by rural citizens into a
regular army with regular conscription and a demobilization mechanism.
Time in service was not well defined. Personnel could remain in the military until they decided to leave or the military believed they were too old
to continue service. While mobilization mechanisms relied heavily on
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popular local support, demobilization mechanisms remained comparatively underdeveloped.
Reform and Opening Up, Military Modernization, and Military-Locality
Relations, 1979–Present
China’s leaders initially sought to maintain existing military-locality relations even as Deng Xiaoping’s 1979 reform and opening up [gaige kaifang,
改革开放] shifted the direction of the national zeitgeist from revolution
to peaceful development. The December 14, 1979, “Notice to Enhance the
Glorious Tradition of Supporting Military Personnel and Dependents,
Supporting Policy and Loving the People, and Further Strengthening
Military-People Unity” [guanyu fayang yongjunyoushu, yongzheng aimin
de guangrong chuantong, jinyibu jiaqiang junmin tuanjie de tongzhi, 关于
发扬拥军优属, 拥政爱民的光荣传统, 进一步加强军民团结的通知] exemplified this extension of the status quo and confirmed existing mechanisms
of military-locality interaction.14
In the early 1980s, however, China’s program of defense modernization presented a new major challenge to military-locality relations. Deng
announced a force reduction plan in June 1985 that would trim 1 million
military personnel from the PLA as part of a broader defense modernization and cost reduction effort.15 The announcement of the massive troop
reduction was followed soon by a notice placing the responsibility of resettling demobilized personnel at the top of the priority list for localities. The
July 27, 1985, “Notice on Respecting the Military and Actively Supporting
Military Reform and Construction” [guanyu zunzhong, aihu jundui jiji
zhichi jundui gaige he jianshe de tongzhi, 关于尊重,爱护军队积极支持军
队改革和建设的通知] elevated resettlement [anzhi, 安置] for demobilized
PLA personnel as the most important task that localities could undertake
to support the reforms.16
At first, local governments were usually able to resettle demobilized
PLA personnel into corresponding high- or low-level positions. Local
governments had more billets available than the central government and
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proved able to accommodate demobilized personnel one way or another.
Officers were offered local government positions roughly equal to their
former military grade and became civilian officials; enlisted personnel, for
whom the local government had no resettlement responsibility, were nonetheless often pointed toward lower level grassroots labor units to forestall
potential unemployment.
As Deng’s economic reforms accelerated, however, China’s transition
to a market economy made military resettlement much more difficult.
Market pressures for organizational and financial reform in government
sectors to reduce personnel spending and improve government efficiency
made it increasingly difficult to accommodate demobilized PLA personnel.
Local governments, given wide latitude to implement their own reforms,
began privatizing state-owned enterprises, reducing redundant billets,
laying off underperforming employees, or at least slowing the hiring of
new personnel. The remaining collectively run government enterprises
were hit especially hard, facing stiff competition from foreign and foreigninvested competitors.
This rush to privatize state-owned enterprises disenfranchised demobilized PLA personnel. Newly privatized enterprises began to shirk their
responsibilities to resettle and retrain veterans in their drive to compete in
the marketplace. The 1993 “Notice Concerning Problems of Enterprises
Canceling Worker Identification Boundaries and Fully Implementing the
Labor Contract System” [guanyu qiye quxiao gongren shenfen jiexian shixing
quan yuan laodong hetong zhi ruogan wenti de yijian de tongzhi, 关于企业取
消工人身份界限实行全员劳动合同制若干问题的意见的通知] was one such
example; the notice allowed enterprises to cancel the national cadre identity of
former military cadres in order to establish more normal, efficient personnel
systems within the enterprise.17 It also freed enterprises from the burden of
subsidies, as well as medical and social insurance for these military cadres, all
of which had been promised by the government when they left the military.
In an attempt to respond to reports of shirking, the central government
promulgated a series of legal and organizational measures intended to
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ensure better military-locality relations. A National Double Support Work
Leading Group [quanguo shuangyong gongzuo lingdao xiaozu,全国双用工
作领导小组] was established in 1991 by the State Council and CMC to coordinate and unify the work of provincial, county, city, and municipal Double
Support Offices [shuangyong bangongshi, 双用办公室].18 To further clarify
regulations regarding the treatment of separated officers, the State Council
and CMC issued the Provisional Measures for Resettling Transferred Officers
[jundui zuanye ganbu anzhi zanxing banfa, 军队转业干部安置暂行办法]
in 2001. These measures remain in force today as the primary reference
document governing the treatment of demobilized, retired, or downsized
PLA personnel; the measures have been supplemented by additional laws
codifying the treatment of enlisted personnel. The administrative organs
and the legal regulations guiding the resettlement of PLA personnel are
covered in detail in the following section.

Administrative and Legal Mechanisms for Force Reduction
As the 2015 PLA personnel reduction has proceeded, several details about
troop reduction have surfaced. Half of the downsized personnel are reportedly officers,19 and generally speaking, administrative and command billets
have been reduced.20 For the most part, these discharged personnel will
have a number of separation options available according to a collection of
laws passed and overseen by two main organizations of the State Council.
This section examines key components of the separation process, giving
an overview of the legal mechanisms and organizations responsible for
accommodating discharged PLA personnel.
Resettlement and Separation Options
Soldiers leaving the PLA have a number of separation options available
to them according to their grade and time in service.21 Resettlement and
separation options for conscripts, noncommissioned officers (NCOs), and
officers are governed by a variety of relevant laws discussed in the text and
figures below.22
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Figure. Separation Options for PLA Servicemembers
Conscripts
[义务兵]

Demobilize
[退伍]

Noncommissioned
Officers [士官]

Civilian
Transfer
[转业]

Finish Education
[完成学业]
Conscript Option
NCO Option
Officer Option

Retire
[退休]

Officers [干部]

Independent Job
Search [自主就业]

Full Government
Support [国家供养]
Shared Option
Conditional Option
Disability Option

Conscripts (义务兵). As late as 2007, conscripts appeared to have
only one main option for separation from the PLA. They could choose
to simply be released from service [tuiwu, 退伍] after their 2-year service
commitment with no government obligation to provide job placement, or
they could decide to extend their term of service and become NCOs, after
which they would enjoy the separation benefits and options described in
the next section. Those who chose to leave have traditionally returned home
and continued their old way of life.23
Conscripts that left after fulfilling their service obligation were
entitled to certain benefits, including a small resettlement allowance
and assistance in job-hunting. However, these entitlements had often
been ignored or doled out unevenly across China, sparking complaints
and aggravating civil-military tensions.24 Dissatisfaction with inconsistent disbursement of benefits led the central government to codify the
benefits available for discharged conscripts. The most obvious changes
are manifested in 2011 revisions to the Military Service Law [zhonghua
renmin gongheguo bingyifa, 中华人民共和国兵役法] and Enlisted Personnel Resettlement Regulations [tuiyi shibing anzhi tiaoli, 退役士兵安
置条例], which declared conscripts eligible for a one-time independent
subsidy [zizhu jiuye yicixing tuiyijin, 自主就业一次性退役金], in which
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they would look for a job themselves and collect a one-time subsidy
from the military.25 As of September 2015, demobilized conscripts also
receive a one-time demobilization subsidy [tuiwu buzhufei, 退伍补助费],
a one-time healthcare subsidy [tuiwu yiliao buzhufei, 退伍医疗补助费], a
subsidy consisting of next month’s allowance [lidui xiayue jintie, 离队下
月津贴], prorated living expenses for the month they leave [lidui dangyue
shengyu tian huoshi fei, 离队当月剩余天伙食费], and living expenses for
the month after demobilization [lidui xiayue huoshifei, 离队下月伙食费],
among additional healthcare and retirement subsidies.26
Noncommissioned Officers (士官). NCOs enjoy more separation
options and benefits than conscripts. As of 2007, enlisted personnel who
had served up to 6 years beyond their initial 2-year conscription period were
considered junior NCOs [chuji shiguan, 初级士官] and were eligible only for
demobilization [tuiwu, 退伍]. NCOs who had served between 8 and 16 years
beyond their initial 2-year conscription period were referred to as mid-level
NCOs [zhongji shiguan,中级士官] and were eligible for transfer to civilian
state positions [zhuanye, 转业] after 10 years of total service. Senior-level
NCOs [gaoji shiguan, 高级士官], or NCOs who had served at least 14 years
beyond their conscription period, were eligible to retire [tuixiu, 退休] after
30 years of total service.27
Major changes to discharge and resettlement policy enacted in 2011
expanded resettlement options and simplified separation benefits. Revisions
to the Military Service Law outlined five major separation and resettlement
options: independent job-searching [zizhu jiuye,自主就业]; government
job placement [anpai gongzuo, 安排工作], also known as civilian transfer [zhuanye, 转业]; full retirement [tuixiu, 退休]; government support
[gongyang, 供养]; and completion of education [jixu wancheng xueye, 继
续完成学业].28 The 2011 revision to the Enlisted Personnel Resettlement
Regulations simplified eligibility rules for separation benefits: NCOs who
had served less than 12 years would receive essentially the same benefits as
conscripts, including the same one-time independent job-searching subsidy
per year of service from the military, along with possible further financial
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subsidies from local provincial and municipal governments.29 NCOs who
had served more than 12 years were eligible for government job placement
(also known as resettlement),30 while those who had served at least 30 years,
were disabled in war or public service, were 55 years or older, or had to retire
for health reasons were eligible for full retirement or government support.31
Officers (干部). Officers have the most options available for separation
from the PLA and enjoy greater benefits than either enlisted soldiers or
conscripts.32 Officers are required to apply for separation from the PLA.
Of those whose applications are accepted, officers who have served for 30
years are eligible for full retirement. Division leader grade officers with
less than 30 years of service and officers at the battalion leader grade or
lower with less than 20 years of service are to be transferred to civilian
state employment. Battalion and regiment leader grade officers who have
served between 20 and 30 years are allowed either to accept a transfer to
a civilian job or to accept a partial pension while they independently seek
employment in the private sector [zizhu zeye, 自主择业].33
Officers transferred to civilian positions are entitled to the same levels of pay and benefits they would have earned at their duty grade level
in the PLA,34 and their years in military service count toward retirement
at their civilian positions.35 Civilian transfers also collect subsidies for
living expenses [shenghuo buzhufei, 生活补助费] and home settlement
[anjia buzhufei, 安家补助费].36 Officers who choose to independently seek
employment accept an 80 percent pension that persists unless they accept a
job in the government sector.37 They are also eligible for a job-search subsidy
[zizhu zeye buzhufei, 自主择业补助费] on top of the living expenses and
home settlement subsidies offered to civilian transfers.38 Officers that retire
collect full pensions and are eligible for a number of allowances, including
one-time payments for living expenses and home settlement,39 along with
housing, healthcare, and other benefits.40
Most officers leaving the PLA must return to the location of their
original household registration [hukou, 户口]. Some consideration is made
for the locations of spouses or parents,41 although the policy does not
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elaborate on who makes the decision. Those leaving under the auspices of
independent job-searching, as well as aviation and naval officers who have
served 10 or more years, are also allowed a degree of flexibility in resettlement.42 Discharged officers can also be placed in other regions as needed.43
Some officers may simply be transferred to locations as needed rather than
transferred home, especially to government regions in central and western
China “eagerly hunting for talented people.”44
Full Government Support (国家供养). A special discharge option is full
government support [guojia gongyang, 国家供养] for all military personnel
who are disabled in public service and includes considerable disability compensation payments based on the level and type of disability. Disabilities
are classified on a scale of severity from Levels 1 to 10 (1 is the most severe)
and sorted by combat, work, or illness disabilities. Personnel with disability
ratings from Level 1 to Level 4 are eligible for full government support and
receive substantial compensation payments in addition to health care and
housing allowances.45
Key Trends. Changes in the PLA’s separation and resettlement processes since the last major troop reduction in 2003 can be characterized
in three main ways.
First, conscripts have increasingly enjoyed greater benefits for their
service, and as the PLA continues to seek more college-educated personnel,
it will feel compelled to better enforce existing demobilization policy and
improve the conscript demobilization package by providing more generous benefits. The 2011 revisions to discharge policy afforded much greater
financial assistance to conscripts by opening up independent job selection
to a group that was simply demobilized and returned home in the past.
Some demobilized conscripts ostensibly leave the force with marketable
job skills and useful certifications such as a driver’s license,46 although their
employment prospects are in doubt in an economy that increasingly values
higher skilled workers. The PLA faces no shortage of available conscripts,47
but in recent years it has been forced to relax physical standards to attract
better educated personnel.48 As it continues to compete with the private
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sector for college-educated personnel, the PLA will have little choice but
to continue increasing expenditures on demobilized conscripts as one way
to attract desired talent.
Second, the PLA has placed increasing emphasis on higher education
as a separation pathway, especially for its enlisted and noncommissioned
personnel. This is evident in the various incremental revisions to NCO
discharge and resettlement policies. Starting in 2011, NCOs who have
been discharged for longer than a year, have tested into a full-time higher
education program, and are participating in independent job-searching are
also entitled to a yearly tuition subsidy of up to 6,000 RMB (roughly $942
USD in 2018 )49—a figure that was adjusted upward in 2014 to 8,000 RMB
($1,257) a year for undergraduate programs and 12,000 RMB ($1,885) a
year for graduate programs.50 Discharged enlisted personnel who choose
independent job selection are also entitled to attend local government
vocational education for up to 2 years at no cost.51
Third, the civilian transfer process for officers has become increasingly
competitive. Though the burden of resettling transferred officers is the legal
responsibility of local governments52 and rejecting officers is not allowed,53
there appears to be a priority order for the best positions. Division and
regiment leader grade officers eligible for civilian transfer must undergo
an evaluation process [kaohe, 考核] that assigns civilian positions based on
moral virtue, grade, military rank, time in service, specialty skills, hardship duty, and military commendations. Eligible officers at the battalion
leader grade or lower would undergo the above evaluation process and an
additional testing process [kaoshi, 考试] administered by the receiving
province, consisting of a written test and an in-person interview.54 The
competitive nature of civilian transfers has generated considerable anxiety
over transfer prospects.55
Separation and resettlement mechanisms have changed over time
according to various needs and pressures. The PLA’s desire for collegeeducated personnel precipitated an increase in benefits for demobilized conscripts, while the looming expense and difficulty of finding jobs for NCOs
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led officials to highlight education as an increasingly important pathway
for discharged troops. The opacity of the officer civilian transfer process
prompted officials to clarify the process in an attempt to defuse criticism from
the affected group. In each case, the PLA and the relevant civilian agencies
have taken deliberate steps to address a need or a potential problem.
Resettlement Organizations
The task of reintegrating PLA personnel into Chinese civil society falls to
a pair of State Council small groups [xiaozu, 小组] comprised of various
agency officials with relevant roles. These national-level small groups
nominally oversee a larger nationwide ecosystem of corresponding provincial, county, and municipal groups responsible for disbursing a variety of
benefits to discharged PLA personnel, ranging from placement in civilian
government-arranged jobs to lump sum pension and buyout payments.
Although the exact bifurcation of responsibilities remains unclear, generally
speaking the State Council Military Cadre Transfer and Resettlement Work
Small Group is responsible for transferring military officers to civilian
government jobs, while the National Double Support Work Leading Small
Group handles the resettlement of retiring military personnel and civilian
cadres [wenzhi ganbu, 文职干部].
Resettlement and Transfer Work. The organization primarily responsible for transferring military personnel to civilian government jobs is
the State Council Military Cadre Transfer and Resettlement Work Small
Group [guowuyuan jundui zhuanye ganbu anzhi gongzuo xiaozu, 国务院
军队转业干部安置工作小组]. This group is headed by the director of the
Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security [renli ziyuan shehui
baozhang bu, 人力资源社会保障部]56 and has typically been comprised
of members from the former General Political Department, Ministry of
Public Security, Ministry of Civil Affairs, and several other government,
party, and military organizations.57
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Table. Separation Options and Major Associated Benefits for
PLA Servicemembers
Separation
Mechanism

Eligibility

Major Associated Benefits

Demobilize
[退伍]

Conscripts; NCOs with less
than 12 years of service

One-time demobilization subsidy (4,500 RMB
per year of service); one-time independent
job-searching subsidy (2,000 RMB); one-time
healthcare subsidy; pro-rated last month’s living
expenses; following month’s living expenses
(750 RMB)

Finish
Education
[完成学业]

NCOs demobilized more
than a year ago who have
tested into a full-time
higher education program
and are independently job
searching

Tuition subsidy: 8,000 RMB per year for undergraduate programs; 12,000 RMB per year for
graduate programs; up to 2 years of free access
to local government vocational education

Civilian
Transfer
[转业]

NCOs with more than
12 years of service; division-leader grade officers
with less than 30 years of
service; battalion-leader
grade officers or lower
with less than 20 years of
service

Salary equivalent to pay level at time of
discharge; years in military service count toward
civilian retirement; living expenses subsidy: none
for less than 8 years of service; 3 months salary
for 8 to 9 years of service; additional 1 month
salary for each year of service beyond 9, up to 16
years; home settlement subsidy: 4 months salary
for 14 years of service or less; additional halfmonth salary for each year of service beyond
15 years

Independent
Job Search
[自主择业]

Battalion and regiment
leader grade officers with
more than 20 but less than
30 years of service

Monthly pension payment worth 80 percent
of monthly salary; job search subsidy: 1 month
salary for every year of service under 15 years;
additional 1.5 month salary for each year of service beyond 16 years; same living expenses and
home settlement subsidies as civilian transfers

Retire
[退休]

NCOs and officers at the
age of 55 or with 30 or more
years of service

Full monthly pension; one-time living expenses
subsidy: 4 months salary; home settlement
subsidy: 8 months salary for troops returning to
rural areas; 6 months salary for troops retuning
to cities

Full
Government
Support
[国家供养]

Conscripts, NCOs, and
officers disabled in public
service

Health care, caretaking, and housing allowances;
annual compensation payments corresponding
to disability level and type, ranging from 5,000 to
52,000 RMB

Key: NCO: noncommissioned officer; RMB: renminbi.
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The General Office of the Transfer and Resettlement Small Group
[guowuyuan jundui zhuanye ganbu anzhi gongzuo xiaozu bangongshi, 国务
院军队转业干部安置工作小组办公室], also known as the Military Officer
Transfer Resettlement Department [junguan zhuanye anzhisi,军官转业安
置司], carries out most of the actual work of resettling transferred officers
to civilian government roles at the national level. Specifically, the General
Office plans military cadre transfer resettlement, trains and educates on
policy and resettlement plans, makes adjustments to the resettlement system, and handles Beijing-area transfer resettlements. The organization is
also partly responsible for resolving problems that arise with transfers to
industries, and manages independent job-searching services [zizhu zeye, 自
主择业].58 The national level small group oversees the work of local provincial, county, and municipal leading small groups that undertake the same
transfer resettlement tasks as the General Office.59
Double Support Work System. The administrative system officially
responsible for coordinating overall military-locality relations is headed
by the National Double Support Work Leading Small Group (NDSWLSG)
[quanguo shuangyong gongzuo lingdao xiaozu, 全国双用工作领导小组],
operating under the authority of the CCP Central Committee, State
Council, and CMC.60 Led by a vice premier, the NDSWLSG is made up
of 7 deputy directors and 31 members representing a wide variety of
government, party, and military organizations, including the political
work departments of the four former PLA general departments and the
People’s Armed Police.61
The General Office of the NDSWLSG [quanguo shuangyong gongzuo
lingdao xiaozu bangongshi, 全国双用工作领导小组办公室] is charged with
disseminating information to and liaising with provincial, county, and
municipal Double Support Offices [shuangyongban, 双拥办],62 which are
typically situated under the authority of local civil affairs departments.63
The General Office has two subordinate groups: the Secretariat [mishuzu,
秘书组], charged with organizing and coordinating meetings and communication between national and local Double Support Offices, and the Policy
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Research Group [zhengce yanjiu zu, 政策研究组], responsible for drafting
reports and publications of the NDSWLSG.64
The NDSWLSG is responsible for resettling certain types of discharged
military personnel. The director of the Special Care Resettlement Bureau
[youfu anzhi ju, 优抚安置局] of the Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA)
[minzhengbu, 民政部] is a member of the NDSWLSG,65 and the bureau
is responsible for the resettlement of discharged enlisted personnel [tuiyi
shibing, 退役士兵] demobilized cadre [fuyuan ganbu, 复员干部], retired
military cadre [jundui li tuixiu ganbu, 军队离退休干部], and retired nonmilitary staff [wu junji tuixiu tuizhi zhigong, 无军籍退休退职职工].66 The
bureau’s subordinate units include a Comprehensive Office [zonghe chu, 综
合处] and a Policy and Law Office [zhengce fagui chu, 政策法规处]. Both
are affiliated with the Secretariat and Policy Research Group of the General
Office of the NDSWLSG, respectively.67
Overall, the Ministry of Civil Affairs and the PLA’s CMC Political
Work Department are the primary loci of responsibility for double support work, with a heavy emphasis on resettlement of military personnel.
The director and deputy director of the MCA occupied two of the seven
NDSWLSG deputy director positions in 2013, and the MCA deputy director
was dual-hatted as the head of the General Office of the NDSWLSG. Two
of the three deputy directors of the General Office hailed from the CMC
Political Work Department Mass Work Office [zong zhengzhi bu qunzhong
gongzuo bangongshi, 总政治部群众工作办公室]; the third was the deputy
director of the Special Care Resettlement Bureau of the MCA.68
Broader Characteristics. At the national level, the composition of these
small groups suggests that a variety of agencies have important equities in
managing resettlement and separation of PLA personnel. Several agencies
have representatives present as members of both small groups, specifically
the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security, CCP Central Organization Department, political departments of the various former PLA general
departments, and ministries and administrations for national development and
reform, finance, education, housing, taxation, and industry and commerce.69
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Many of the participating organizations in both the Double Support
and Resettlement LSGs have other primary functions, and the rotational
nature of LSG membership extends to both national- and local-level LSGs.
The overwhelming majority of members in both groups are deputy directors of their respective “home” organizations, serving on the groups as part
of a rotational assignment; a few are assistants to directors.70 New rosters
with different members are announced every 4 to 5 years.
While the responsibilities at the national level seem clear, the lines
of responsibility are not always so at the local level. Both double support
work and resettlement work are the responsibilities of local civil affairs
departments, but it is not clear if double support work includes resettlement, or if double support work and resettlement are considered separate
tasks under separate units. The NDSWLSG considers resettlement to be
within its purview, describing resettlement work as a critical part of double
support work.71 Some provinces include resettlement and transfer work
under the auspices of double support work.72 Several cities, however, direct
“double support work” at active military personnel and their dependents,
and consider double support work to be distinct from resettlement work.73
Problems with Resettlement
While the codification of preferential treatment and job placement for discharged PLA personnel represented a concerted attempt to formalize a
discharge and separation process, the effort has suffered from complications.
A lack of standardization in converting military grades to civilian equivalents
has led to complaints about resettlement, and restrictive legal measures limit the
options of local governments. At a macro level, the localities charged with resettling PLA personnel into civilian jobs face political and economic pressures that
profoundly undercut their ability to complete this task quickly and efficiently.
Complications
The lack of a standardized conversion between military and civilian grades
has spawned widespread complaints that personnel resettlement differs
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across provinces. While the Provisional Measures for Resettling Transferred
Officers stipulates that military officers should be emplaced into positions
of equal grade,74 the measures do not specify what the corresponding civilian grades are. According to one PLA officer, the military uses a system
based on 15 grades and equivalent civilian systems have 11 or 12 grades.75
Although there is discussion about unifying the two systems, as of 2017, the
conversion from military to civilian grades varied from province to province.76 Problems with resettling regiment and division grade officers are
particularly acute.77 In the past, many regiment and division grade officers
would have readily found arranged employment in local government billets
as dictated by the State Council, typically as county mayors [xianzhang, 县
长], office heads [chuzhang, 处长], administration heads [juzhang, 局长],
or department heads [tingzhang, 厅长].78 As more regiment and division
grade officers left the PLA across multiple troop reductions, however,
local governments struggled to accommodate all of these personnel at the
dictated civilian grade level. Instead, local governments began backsliding
on these assignments, sometimes failing to assign discharged personnel to
civilian positions or assigning them to lesser sinecures as a way to fulfill
their obligation. Discharged regiment and deputy regiment grade officers
continue to face this problem: many are currently being forced to accept
lower grade positions while working their way up the civilian promotion
ladder to positions to which they should have already been legally entitled.79
Local governments, however, do not have full authority to assign discharged PLA personnel to whichever positions they wish; their autonomy
is restricted by laws passed to reform China’s civil service. The 2005 Civil
Servant Law [gongwu yuanfa, 公务员法] states that all non-leadership positions lower than senior section member [zhuren keyuan, 主任科员] must
be filled using open examination, strict testing, and equal competition to
select the most qualified candidates.80 Article 25 of the same law states that
civil service positions will be “filled within the limits of the authorized size”
and when there are “vacancies of corresponding posts to be filled up.”81
Structurally, this means that local government positions at the township
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[xiang,乡] level and below are subject to open examination and fair competition practices and cannot be simply assigned to discharged military
personnel;82 all billets must be filled according to set, existing vacancies,
severely restricting the ability of local governments to create positions for
discharged PLA personnel.
Broader efforts to streamline and reform the administrative elements
of local and national governments, along with corresponding efforts to
reduce military administrative billets, have also greatly complicated the
resettlement and accommodation of discharged PLA personnel. Accelerated reform efforts in both the PLA and in local governments have upset
patronage networks and “iron rice bowls” that previously provided for
military cadres and government officials.
Breaking Military and Government Iron Rice Bowls
The recent PLA reorganization has focused on slimming down noncombat and administrative organs, upending the PLA’s iron rice bowl and
resulting in a surplus of discharged PLA personnel who must be offered
civilian positions commensurate to their military grade.83 In the past, unit
commanders often extended the military careers of officers who did not
win promotion to increasingly competitive command track positions in
combat units by transferring them to administrative or noncombat billets.
This process was especially common for division and regiment grade officers and helped commanders avoid embarrassing personnel downsizings
that would weaken their fiefdoms. These billets are now being reduced en
masse, resulting in a large number of less-qualified discharged division and
regiment grade officers who must be accommodated by local governments.
In the past, local governments responded to the ballooning number
of discharged military personnel by creating civilian billets with little substantial responsibility to accommodate additional troop reductions. Today,
however, local governments face a mandate to slim down their administrative organs—the same ones that would ordinarily provide civil service
billets for demobilized or discharged PLA personnel.84 Local governments
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often have little recourse left but to offer lower grade positions, register
these veterans and ask them to wait, or hope veterans accept buyouts to
participate in independent job-searching.
The pressure to slim down both civilian and military administrative
positions has created significant difficulties in finding appropriate positions
for field grade officers at the division- and regiment grade levels. The resettlement of these officers is one of the most difficult problems in personnel
resettlement and has been amplified by the lack of a standardized conversion between military and civilian grades, leading to widespread complaints
that personnel resettlement differs across provinces.85 Regiment and deputy
regiment grade officers, among others, have often been forced to accept
lower grade positions while working their way up the civilian promotion
ladder to positions they may have already been legally entitled to.86
The Effects of Market Reforms and Economic Adjustment
China’s shift toward a market economy has also profoundly reduced the
ability and willingness of localities to accommodate discharged PLA
personnel. In the past, state-owned enterprises (SOEs) were to accommodate discharged personnel into positions in industry and commerce,
but increasing privatization and market liberalization have incentivized
these companies to shirk their responsibilities to veterans. Some economic
reforms, like the 1993 Notice Concerning Problems of Enterprises Canceling Worker Identification Boundaries and Fully Implementing the Labor
Contract System [guanyu qiye quxiao gongren shenfen jiexian shixing quan
yuan laodong hetong zhi ruogan wenti de yijian de tongzhi, 关于企业取消
工人身份界限实行全员劳动合同制若干问题的意见的通知] not only were
meant to create more efficient and competitive personnel systems in stateowned industries,87 but also allowed enterprises to cancel the national cadre
identity of these former military cadres, freeing the companies from the
burden of medical and social insurance.
The ultimate result of this privatization for enterprises was organizational reform, large-scale layoffs, and veteran dissatisfaction. Newly
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unemployed military veterans were told that the enterprise had already
become a private business, so SOEs had no responsibility for their subsidies
and medical care promised by the government. Local governments claimed
they had fulfilled their obligation to veterans by finding them jobs, and
the military viewed these veterans as civilians and ultimately refused to
intercede on their behalf.
Economic readjustment and rebalancing are slated to accelerate under
Xi Jinping, leaving localities with an even more daunting task ahead of
them. The government is embarking on “structural reforms” to reduce overcapacity in the steel and coal sectors, potentially shedding millions of jobs,
many in the economically depressed Northeastern rust belt.88 The sweeping
pace and scope of the anticipated economic reforms have prompted officials
to promise that China can handle the economic adjustments;89 the government quickly announced that it would earmark some 100 billion RMB
(roughly $15.7 billion USD in 2018) to offset pending unemployment.90
Nonetheless, local governments will likely be hard pressed to find appropriate jobs for discharged military personnel amid the upheaval caused by
the latest tranche of economic reforms.
Overall, local governments are under increasing pressure to accommodate PLA personnel leaving the military, but their viable options for doing
so are dwindling. Problems with resettlement policy and restrictive legal
measures limit the ability of local governments to handle the most recent
troop reduction quickly and without incident. When combined with the
effects of accelerating reform in military, civil, and economic sectors, the
processes of resettlement and dispensing preferential treatment for PLA
veterans look set to significantly increase military-locality tensions and
potentially create problems for the regime.
Protests
Many of the problems described above have resulted in increasingly visible
protests by disenfranchised PLA veterans in the last 15 years. In April 2005,
more than 1,600 discharged military personnel came from 20 provinces
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to hold a peaceful sit-in demonstration in Tiananmen Square, where they
protested their unemployment even though they were supposed to receive
corresponding jobs after they left the military.91 Protests continued as market
reforms deepened after Hu Jintao’s inauguration. In 2007, more than 1,000
discharged military members clashed with the police in Heilongjiang, with
several injured and arrested.92 In Hunan, more than 300 discharged personnel
protested in front of a provincial government building, prompting the local
government to use special police forces to suppress the demonstration.93
The Central Military Commission responded to these protests by
increasing subsidies for these former cadres, but the situation did not
improve because protestors had already been stripped of their national
cadre identities by local SOEs. In March 2008, roughly 6,000 discharged
military cadres signed a petition to show their disapproval of the situation. This petition appealed to the central government to recover their
cadre identity and associated subsidies, medical, and social insurances.94
Protests continued into 2009, as hundreds of former cadres demonstrated
and petitioned members of the local Shandong government assembly and
asked the government to recover their cadre identity and to implement
the resettlement policy of the central government.95 Although the local
government suppressed this demonstration, a larger protest occurred only
6 months later.96
The potential for troop reduction to create social instability is probably
the single weightiest concern for the party.97 Authorities appear to have
ample reason for wariness: veterans complain that state-owned companies
often renege on promised benefits and local officials embezzle funds meant
for veterans,98 and reports of protests have increased in the last year. As
many as 4,000 veterans assembled at the offices of the CMC in July 2016
to call for the full payment of benefits.99 Another protest in October 2016
brought hundreds of veterans to the CMC headquarters building in Beijing,100 followed by another in early January 2017.101
Troop reduction will inevitably increase tensions between local governments and the central government and the PLA. Official media writings
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acknowledge these difficulties, noting that local governments will bear the
heaviest burden of finding jobs for transferred officers and emphasizing the
importance of alleviating this pressure.102 The requirement that downsized
personnel return to their home provinces virtually ensures that the troop
reduction will impact Chinese provinces unevenly, as local governments in
economically depressed regions of China will be charged with finding jobs
for discharged personnel who likely joined the military in greater numbers
to escape poor economic prospects. This could be harder if the PLA decides
to cut large numbers of higher-ranking officers, who are entitled to scarce
high-paying jobs.

Troop Reduction in the Xi Jinping Era
In spite of the organizations and regulations put in place to manage the
separation of 300,000 military personnel from the PLA, the 2015 troop
reduction has almost certainly encountered political, economic, and legal
headwinds. The local governments that would otherwise accept discharged
PLA personnel as civil servants face a political mandate to slim down their
administrative ranks that has intensified as Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption
campaign continues apace. Large SOEs, previously major employers of
discharged PLA personnel, face a similar political zeitgeist compounded on
two sides by statist pressures for strong economic performance and market
pressures wrought by privatization and free market competition. To make
matters worse, the organizations responsible for resettlement are typically
low on the pecking order, and legal mechanisms ensuring preferential treatment for discharged military personnel conflict with legislation designed to
reform government civil service. At first glance, the 2015 troop reduction is
likely to seriously disrupt military-locality relations thanks to these political, economic, and legal obstacles—recent suggestions that the deadline
for force reductions will be extended until 2020 likely prove as much.103
Nevertheless, the party’s worst fears about a troop reduction gone
wrong are unlikely to come to pass in the era of Xi. Though the potential
implications for social instability are serious, a number of considerations
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are likely to mitigate the problems of the ongoing troop reduction. Expertise
gained from past troop reductions, general demographic characteristics of
the downsizing, and the government’s active efforts to strengthen supervision of veterans’ affairs may help attenuate the difficulties of the current
reduction effort. A number of countervailing forces unique to Xi Jinping’s
rule may temper objections and force cooperation, including recent initiatives for entrepreneurship, Xi’s ongoing anti-corruption campaign, and the
ultimate supremacy of party rule over the rule of law. On balance, the party
will likely successfully reduce the size of the PLA without threats to its rule,
even at the cost of greater tension in military-locality relations.
Countervailing Considerations
The PLA and Chinese government have extensive experience managing
troop downsizing, implementing at least 11 large force reductions since
1949. Past reductions have been much larger and were accomplished in
part by transferring personnel to the People’s Armed Police.104 Recent
reduction efforts were similar in size, scale, and method to the current
downsizing: the 1997 troop reduction cut 500,000 troops in 3 years, and the
most recent troop reduction in 2003 downsized 200,000 troops in 2 years.105
Though historical experience is no guarantee that Chinese authorities will
successfully navigate the ongoing downsizing, both the PLA and relevant
civil authorities have gained substantial insight into the possible problems
associated with large troop reductions.
The demographics of the latest reduction may be less problematic than
it initially appears. Though dissatisfied veterans might pose a political
risk for China’s leaders, they may constitute a relatively small percentage
of discharged soldiers. Officers transferred to civilian jobs should be mollified by a position with equivalent pay and benefits, while retired officers
can expect extensive benefits and a full pension. The biggest losers of the
downsizing will be those officers who choose independent job-searching
but subsequently have difficulty finding work on their own. Statistics from
2014, however, indicate that only 22.5 percent of the discharged officers
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choose independent job-searching,106 amounting to an estimated 11,600
to 13,000 officers per year during the downsizing. This is no small figure,
but authorities have already stepped up efforts to help these officers find
employment by organizing conferences, giving classes, and teaching entrepreneurship skills.107
The transfer of PLA personnel to state-owned enterprises may also
prove less painful than speculated. Statistics from past years suggest that
only 1.5 to 2 percent of eligible officers are placed into SOEs,108 roughly
equivalent to 1,160 officers per year for the current troop reduction. Past
economic reforms split SOEs into public and commercial categories, with
several “strategic” industries kept under strict government control that
will face a strong mandate to find jobs for eligible discharged PLA personnel.109 Though the percentage of enlisted personnel transferred to SOEs
is unknown, the government has reportedly made accommodation for
enlisted personnel, announcing that 5 percent of jobs at SOEs would be
reserved for discharged soldiers.110
While recent protests by PLA veterans have made for splashy headlines, these protestors are likely less of a threat to regime stability than
reports indicate. Many of the demonstrators in these protests were older
veterans from past conflicts like the 1979 Sino-Vietnamese War, for whom
the primary concern is pension and benefits, not employment and resettlement.111 These protesters are more likely to be placated by appropriate
disbursement of subsidies and pose a less difficult logistical problem for
local governments.
At a higher administrative level, the central government and PLA have
undertaken several steps meant to strengthen supervision of veterans’ affairs
and eliminate corruption in the system. An October 2015 report indicated the
PLA is considering establishing an independent body responsible for veterans’
affairs.112 The PLA’s recent organizational reforms dismantled the four general departments that previously handled veterans’ affairs for themselves113
and placed the newly formed Organ Affairs General Management Bureau
[zhongyang junwei jiguan shiwu guanli zongju, 中央军委机关事务管理总
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局] in charge of veterans’ affairs under direct CMC supervision.114 Changes
in resettlement and separation policy have expanded and codified benefits
for discharged soldiers, and current policy allows the central government
to simply assign officers to jobs outside their home province if necessary.115
Pronouncements from the highest levels of China’s leadership warn against
contravention of demobilization and resettlement policy.116
The Chinese government has also demonstrated a tacit willingness
to extend deadlines in order to forestall any potential future disruptions
brought on by the troop reduction. PLA officers have suggested that the
original deadline for reductions will be extended from the end of 2017
until 2020, giving more time for the relevant parties to arrange for the
downsizing and subsequent treatment of discharged personnel.117 While the
deadline extension is an indicator of the difficulties inherent in trimming
the PLA’s end strength, it is also undoubtedly intended to relieve pressure
on both PLA commanders charged with making reductions and the local
governments tasked with providing benefits to discharged personnel.
Countervailing Factors in the Xi Era
Although the convergence of political, economic, and legal obstacles depicts
bleak prospects for a smooth PLA personnel reduction, a variety of countervailing factors suggests that the reduction will nonetheless be successfully
implemented. For instance, the various party and government organs
charged with accommodating discharged PLA personnel will encourage less burdensome alternative separation paths for them. Xi Jinping’s
anti-corruption campaign will punish some military personnel and leave
them ineligible for preferential treatment, while cowing others into foregoing aggressive efforts to secure their full benefits. Xi’s recent consolidation
of power at the 19th Party Congress is likely to steer governance away from
institutionalization and rule of law and further toward party supremacy
and personalized rule by Xi himself, making it less likely that legal barriers
and local concerns will truly stand in the way of swiftly executing troop
reduction and resettlement efforts that have Xi’s backing.
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Alternative Separation Options. Higher education, independent
job-searching, and entrepreneurship initiatives benefiting discharged
soldiers are increasingly attractive for the local governments and SOEs
already hard pressed to accommodate former military personnel. Higher
education bonuses and reduced pensions for independent job-searchers are
ultimately much less expensive and easier to arrange than retirement with
full pensions or transfer to civilian billets.118 Chinese authorities are placing
a stronger emphasis on these separation options. Military authorities have
already stepped up efforts to help officers find employment by organizing conferences, giving classes, and teaching entrepreneurship skills;119
provincial human resources offices have added more classes to improve
entrepreneurship ability for discharged soldiers.120 Provincial civilian and
military organizations responsible for the troop reduction have begun holding ceremonies for soldiers who leave the PLA to obtain higher education.121
These separation options benefit multiple stakeholders in the discharge
and resettlement processes and may alleviate the burden on localities
charged with accommodating discharged soldiers. The military is able to
jettison the personnel it no longer wants, and discharged PLA personnel
are able to secure some benefits while pursuing futures in the private sector. Hard-pressed local authorities are absolved of resettlement obligations
beyond a buyout payment for veterans who chose independent job-searching; they are similarly absolved of further obligations for personnel who
choose to pursue higher education. Neither of these options are as expensive
as retirement or civilian transfer, and nominally, neither option explicitly
excludes PLA personnel that may have been charged with corruption.
At scale, these alternative separation options could have benefits for the
central government’s effort to rebalance the economy; each veteran who
starts a business is one less veteran on the payroll of a local government or
state-owned enterprise.
The Anti-Corruption Campaign. Should education bonuses and
entrepreneurship classes fail to satisfy the demands of PLA veterans, Xi’s
anti-corruption campaign adds a powerful coercive tool to the central
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government’s toolkit for implementing the troop reduction on Xi’s terms.
The anti-corruption campaign has accelerated at an extraordinary pace
since 2013, with 4,024 officers above lieutenant colonel punished since
2013122 and 4,885 officers punished in 2016 alone.123 At least 13,000 military officers have been punished since the campaign began in 2012.124
According to article 13, section 2, of the Provisional Measures for Resettling Transferred Officers, regiment grade officers and below who have
committed a crime are not eligible for resettlement benefits; anyone
convicted of a crime is likewise ineligible for civil service jobs of any
kind.125 While some of these officers may remain in PLA service and are
not part of the latest troop reduction, those who leave the PLA will not
enjoy preferential treatment from the party.
The anti-corruption campaign also has a strong coercive and deterrent effect on military personnel and local government officials who have
not officially been convicted of corruption. Many of the administrative
and noncombat military organizations facing personnel reductions were
hotbeds of corruption given their frequent interaction with commercial
industry and civilian business. The specter of guilt and criminal charges
withheld is likely to be compelling enough to force corrupt military personnel to leave the PLA without claiming the veterans’ resettlement and
benefits owed by the government. Even the hint of prosecution for corruption may have cowed Xi’s political opposition into compliance before the
19th Party Congress; a similar dynamic will likely hold true for both the
military personnel leaving the PLA and the local governments and SOEs
charged with accommodating the discharged personnel. PLA veterans
may be more willing to accept less than they are due rather than make
complaints that risk triggering a corruption investigation.
Coercion and silencing effects aside, the national scope of the anti-corruption campaign may also free up civilian billets for discharged PLA
personnel who do not have the black mark of corruption charges on their
records. Local government officials and SOE leaders are not immune from
the anti-corruption campaign; indeed, the campaign has thus far ensnared
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nearly 100,000 higher officials since it began in 2012, and the “tigers and
flies” nature of the effort has targeted local officials as well.126 Some of these
recently vacated positions may be open for discharged PLA personnel.
Xi Ascendant: A More Compliant Governing Apparatus? Xi’s consolidation of power at the top of the CCP will lead to a party that is more
compliant and more likely to override legal mechanisms of resettlement
should the need arise. Most agree that China is a country under “ruled by
law” rather than “rule of law,” despite attempts to portray China as the latter.127 In other words, China’s highest governing authorities, namely Xi and
the CCP, may be more inclined than ever to adjust, override, contravene,
or outright ignore existing law if the troop reduction threatens their rule.
Xi’s anti-corruption campaign and subsequent coronation as core
leader of the CCP hint at an increasing unity of command throughout the
party that controls all aspects of the Chinese state and government. Given
the party’s longstanding emphasis on its control of the military and the military’s continued allegiance to protecting the party,128 central party leaders
will not look kindly upon laws or local officials that restrict their ability to
extend preferential treatment to PLA veterans. Military-locality relations
will undoubtedly be strained by the troop reduction, but the well-worn
maxim that the party comes before all else in China is likely even more
true under Xi’s consolidated rule than in years past. This centralization of
power and emphasis on party rule will likely override local difficulties in
accommodating PLA veterans.

Conclusion
The People’s Liberation Army and relevant civilian agencies were well aware
of the potential negative impact the force reduction could have on morale
and social stability and have worked hard to anticipate and ameliorate
problems from past force reductions. Expanding and increasing benefits
to demobilized conscripts, providing more exit opportunities to NCOs in
the form of education stipends, and clarifying the civilian transfer process
for officers all represent calculated efforts by the Chinese government to
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soften the negative impact of force reductions on discharged soldiers. The
government announced in March 2018 that the force reduction was “basically complete,” although some PLA officers have privately suggested that
the force reduction process could extend beyond the originally announced
2017 deadline until 2020.129
Nonetheless, the troop reduction significantly strained military-locality relations. Tensions were likely most aggravated in the localities hit
hardest by the economic downturn that face underfunded mandates to find
jobs for discharged PLA personnel. Still, the success of the force reduction
indicates that challenges such as increased costs are serious but solvable: the
government would likely find the monetary resources needed to make separation and pension payments if serious threats to social stability emerged.
Furthermore, recent veteran protests appear to be aimed at eliciting central
government pressure to rectify local injustices and protect veterans’ rights,
rather than directing dissatisfaction at the CCP and central government.130
If social instability rises to a level that requires suppression, the Chinese
internal security apparatus has amply demonstrated its ability to stifle any
substantial disruption of social stability, applying its expertise most recently
against veteran protesters in 2015.131 The party’s ability to control, co-opt,
coerce, or otherwise suppress dissent is well documented by past incidents
and verified by the party’s continued rule.
The biggest challenge in any force reduction lies in finding civilian
positions for discharged soldiers in poorer parts of China. Failure on this
front could exacerbate tensions between the PLA and local governments,
and more importantly, between the PLA and a party obliged to care for
its military. However, this challenge does not seem to have posed a severe
threat to party rule since the PLA and Chinese government were well
positioned to mitigate the difficulties that arose from the force reduction.
The claim that the force reduction is basically complete suggests that the
challenges were manageable.
In March 2018, the Chinese government responded to the issues that
emerged in the force reduction by establishing a new Ministry of Veterans
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Affairs to “to maintain the legitimate rights and interests of the military
personnel and their families, strengthen the building of the service and
support system for veterans, build and optimize a concentrated, integrated,
and well-defined service and support system for veterans, so as to make the
military a better respected career in China.”132 The ministry is intended
partly to serve as an advocate for veterans and to press local governments
to meet their responsibilities. However, it is unclear whether this new organization will be successful in overcoming the inherent conflicts in interest
between the military and local governments.
This chapter is based on a conference paper prepared for the 2016
CAPS-RAND-National Defense University People’s Liberation Army
Conference and a two-part article published by the Jamestown Foundation’s
China Brief. See Ma Chengkun, “Xi Jinping’s Military Reform and Military
Locality Relations,” November 18–19, 2016; John Chen, “Downsizing the
PLA, Part 1: Military Discharge and Resettlement Policy, Past and Present,”
China Brief 16, no. 16, October 26, 2016, available at <https://jamestown.
org/program/downsizing-pla-part-1-military-discharge-resettlement-policy-past-present/>; and John Chen, “Downsizing the PLA, Part 2: The
Potential for Social Instability,” China Brief 16, no. 17, November 11, 2016,
available at <https://jamestown.org/program/downsizing-pla-part-2-military-discharge-resettlement-policy-past-present/>.
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Appendix
Comparison of National-Level Working Groups Responsible for
Military-Locality and Demobilization, 2008
Military Cadre Transfer and Resettlement
Work Small Group

National Double Support Work Leading
Small Group

State
Council

Director, Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security [人
力资源社会保障部部长]*

Vice Premier, State Council
[国务院副总理]*

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security [人
力资源社会保障部副部长]**

Director, Ministry of Civil Affairs
[民政部部长]**

State
Council

PLA

Assistant to Director of General
Political Department
[总政治部主任助理]**

Deputy Director, CCP General Office
[中央办公厅副主任]**

CCP

CCP

Deputy Director,
Central Organization Department
[中央组织部副部长]

Deputy Director, Central Organization Department [中央组织部副
部长]**

CCP

CCP

Deputy Director,
Propaganda Department
[中央宣传部副部长]

Assistant Secretary General, State
Council [国务院副秘书长]**

State
Council

CCP

Deputy Director, State Commission
Office for Public Sector Reform [中
央编办副主任]

Deputy Director,
Propaganda Department
[中央宣传部副部长]**

CCP

State
Council

Assistant Secretary General,
State Council
[国务院副秘书长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of Civil
Affairs [民政部副部长]**

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director,
National Development and
Reform Commission
[发展改革委副主任]

Deputy Director, National
Development and Reform
Commission [发展改革委副主任]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Education
[教育部副部长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Education [教育部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director,
Ministry of Public Security
[公安部副部长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Science and Technology [科技部
副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of Civil
Affairs [民政部副部长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology [工业和信息化部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of Finance
[财政部副部长]

Deputy Director, Ethnic Affairs
Commission [国家民委副主任]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director,
Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development
[住房城乡建设部副部长]

Director, Political Department,
Ministry of Public Security
[公安部政治部主任]

State
Council
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Comparison of National-Level Working Groups Responsible for
Military-Locality and Demobilization, 2008
Military Cadre Transfer and Resettlement
Work Small Group

National Double Support Work Leading
Small Group

State
Council

Assistant to Director,
People’s Bank of China
[人民银行行长助理]

Deputy Director, Ministry of Justice
[司法部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director,
Administration of Taxation
[税务总局副局长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of Finance
[财政部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director,
Administration for
Industry and Commerce
[工商总局副局长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security
[人力资源社会保障部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director, Administration of
Press, Publication, Radio, Film,
and Television [广电总局副局长]

Member, Party Committee,
Ministry of Land and Resources
[国土资源部党组成员]

State
Council

PLA

Political Commissar, General
Logistics Department [总后勤部
政治委员]

Deputy Director,
Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development
[住房城乡建设部副部长]

State
Council

PAP

Director, Political Department [武
警部队政治部主任]

Deputy Director,
Ministry of Transport
[交通运输部副部长]

State
Council

PLA

Deputy Director, General Political
Department Cadre Department [总
政治部干部部副部长]

Deputy Director,
Ministry of Railways
[铁道部副部长]

State
Council

State
Council

Deputy Director-General, Ministry
of Human Resources and Social
Security [人力资源社会保障部
副司长]

Deputy Director, Ministry of Water
Resources [水利部副部长]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Agriculture [农业部副部长]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Commerce [商务部部长助理]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of
Culture [文化部副部长]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Ministry of Health
[卫生部副部长]

State
Council

Deputy Director, State-Owned
Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission
[国资委副主任]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Administration of
Taxation [税务总局副局长]

State
Council
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Comparison of National-Level Working Groups Responsible for
Military-Locality and Demobilization, 2008
Military Cadre Transfer and Resettlement
Work Small Group

National Double Support Work Leading
Small Group
Deputy Director, Administration for
Industry and Commerce
[工商总局副局长]

State
Council

Deputy Director, Administration of
Press, Publication, Radio, Film,
and Television [广电总局副局长]

State
Council

Director, General Staff
Department Political Department
[总参谋部政治部主任]

PLA

Director, General Political
Department Mass Work Office
[总政治部群众工作办公室主任]

PLA

Director, General Logistics
Department Political Department
[总后勤部政治部主任]

PLA

Director, General Armaments
Department Political Department
[总装备部政治部主任]

PLA

Deputy Political Commissar,
People’s Armed Police
[武警部队副政治委员]

PAP

Vice Chairman, All-China
Federation of Trade Unions
[全国总工会副主席、书记处书记]

NGO

Secretary, Central Secretariat,
Communist Youth League
[共青团中央书记处书记]

CCP

Vice Chairman, All-China
Women’s Federation
[全国妇联副主席、书记处书记]

NGO

Vice Chairman, All-China Federation
of Industry and Commerce
[全国工商联副主席]

CCP

Director, Ministry of Civil Affairs
Special Care and Resettlement
Bureau [民政部优抚安置局局长]

State
Council

Notes: Heads [zu zhang, 组长] of these two groups are denoted with one asterisk; deputy heads
[fu zu zhang, 副组长] have two asterisks. Positions in red are common to both groups, but few
of the actual personnel are dual-hatted with positions in both groups. All information is sourced
from the 2008 rosters, which is the last year both rosters could be found. See State Council of the
People’s Republic of China, “Personnel Adjustment for State Council Military Cadre Transfer and
Resettlement Work Small Group” [国务院军队转业干部安置工作小组组成人员调整], Liaoning
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Provincial People’s Government Report, available at <www.ln.gov.cn/zfxx/lnsrmzfgb/2008/d9q/
gwybgtwj/200806/t20080602_219353.html>; and Duan Hongjie, ed., “State Council General Office
and CMC General Office Notice on Adjustment of Personnel in National Double Support Work Leading
Small Group” [国务院办公厅中央军委办公厅关于调整全国拥军优属拥政爱民工作领导小
组组成人员的通知], Jilin Provincial People’s Government, available at <www.jl.gov.cn/zw/xxgk/
jlgb/2008/200809/200809GBF/200812/t20081228_2275705.html>.
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CHAPTER 18

CONCLUSION
Assessing Chinese Military Reforms

Phillip C. Saunders and Joel Wuthnow

C

hina’s military reforms are driven by Xi Jinping’s ambition to
reshape the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to improve its ability to
win informationized [xinxihua, 信息化] wars and to ensure that it

remains loyal to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). There is broad political support within the party for Xi’s goal of building a stronger military. The
outline of the current military reform agenda was endorsed at the third plenum of the 18th Party Congress in November 2013, and Xi played a central
role in working with PLA leaders to develop detailed reorganization plans
and implement the reform agenda.1 At the first meeting of the new leading
group on military reform in early 2014, Xi declared that the overriding goal
was to produce a military that can “fight and win battles.”2 The 19th Party
Congress work report in October 2017 advanced the timeline for Chinese
military modernization, calling for achieving mechanization and making
strides on informationization and building strategic capabilities by 2020 and
building “world-class forces” [shijie yiliu jun, 世界一流军] by mid-century.3
The reforms are unprecedented in their ambition and in the scale
and scope of the organizational changes. Virtually every part of the PLA
now reports to different leaders, has had its mission and responsibilities
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changed, has lost or gained subordinate units, or has undergone a major
internal reorganization. The relationships between and among the Central
Military Commission (CMC) departments, offices, and commissions, the
services, and the theater commands have all changed. The military education system has been reformed to reduce duplication and place greater
emphasis on jointness, and changes to the military assignment, promotion,
and grade/rank systems are still to come. The reforms will have important
implications for the PLA’s responsiveness to political direction and ability
to achieve the modernization goals that the CCP has set for it.
The chapters in this book explore various dimensions of Xi’s PLA
reform agenda in detail. This conclusion draws the analytical threads
together to assess what difference the reforms are likely to make for the
PLA’s ability to conduct joint operations, for the CCP’s control of the army,
and for civil-military integration. The analytic judgments draw on some
of the arguments, evidence, and assessments presented in the individual
chapters, but those authors do not necessarily share all our conclusions.

Assessing the Reforms
While the reforms are not complete, the chapters in this book show how
much has been accomplished in a relatively short period. One important
judgment is that Xi and fellow PLA reformers have succeeded in forcing
the military to adopt needed reforms that previous CMC Chairmen Jiang
Zemin and Hu Jintao were unable to push through and that the PLA could
not adopt on its own. Xi’s political strategy for pushing his reform agenda
through bureaucratic opposition appears to have succeeded, with the
reforms breaking up the four general departments (previously described
as “independent kingdoms”), reducing the institutional power of the previously dominant ground forces and purging the senior PLA officer corps
of many potentially disloyal and corrupt elements.4
The structural reorganization of the PLA is basically complete, with
the responsibilities and constituent parts of the four general departments
redistributed to CMC departments, commissions, and offices or sent to
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the new army headquarters, Strategic Support Force, or the Joint Logistic
Support Force. The seven military regions have been converted into five
joint theater commands, which now exercise operational control over the
ground, naval, air, and conventional Rocket Force units within their areas
of responsibility. The army has stood up its new headquarters, the Rocket
Force is now a full-fledged service, and the Strategic Support Force and Joint
Logistics Support Force are both operational. Ground force group armies
and air force fighter and fighter-bomber units have been reorganized into
a standardized “group army/corps-brigade-battalion” structure. The PLA
claims to have completed its downsizing of 300,000 officers and troops,
cutting over 1,000 units and 30 percent of commissioned officers by the
end of 2017.5 The military education system has been reorganized and
downsized to achieve efficiencies and increase emphasis on joint operations and technology. Changes have also been made to the People’s Armed
Police, which handles domestic security as part of China’s armed forces.
Planned changes to the military assignment, promotion, and grade/rank
systems—which will have a major impact on the ultimate success of the
reforms—are yet to be implemented.
Improving Joint Operations Capability
The reforms revised the division of labor within the PLA, with the CMC
providing “general management” [junwei guan zong, 军委管总], the theater
commands focusing on operations [zhanqu zhu zhan, 战区主战], and the
services managing force-building [junzhong zhu jian, 军种主建].6 The
resulting theater joint command and control structure, with the theater
commands exercising control of ground, naval, and air forces through
service-specific theater component headquarters, rectifies a major problem
with the pre-reform command and control structure, where the military
region headquarters did not have peacetime command of naval, air, and
missile units within its area of responsibility. The new construct should be
much better suited to joint planning, training, and operations. PLA joint
exercises at the theater level appear to be focused on developing the ability
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of commanders and their staffs to employ joint forces effectively. There
have been significant growing pains as the theater commands and their
components adjust to new command relationships and learn how to work
together, but the basic joint command structure appears to be workable.
The disruption caused by the organizational reshuffling and personnel
downsizing has probably reduced the PLA’s near-term combat readiness,
but the reforms are likely to produce significant improvements in the PLA’s
ability to plan and execute larger and more complex joint operations within
2 to 3 years.
Important questions remain about the relationships between the
CMC’s Joint Staff Department (JSD) and theater commands and about how
theater commanders will tap nuclear and nonnuclear strategic capabilities
that remain under CMC command. The reforms established joint command and control structures at the national level (under the CMC’s JSD,
which also has nominal control of operations beyond China’s periphery)
and at the theater level (the theater commands). But the precise division
of labor and willingness of the CMC to delegate decision authority to the
theater commander remains unclear. Will the JSD (acting on behalf of the
CMC) view its role primarily as providing supporting strategic capabilities
(such as antiship ballistic missiles, intelligence derived from space and cyber
systems, counterspace and offensive cyber capabilities, and long-range precision strike) to help a theater commander execute his war plan, or will the
JSD (run by a CMC-member grade officer senior to the theater commanders) attempt to micromanage the theater’s operations? The prevailing PLA
organizational culture emphasizes caution and deference to authority, not
taking responsibility for actions not fully vetted with more senior leaders.7
The notion of empowering military officers to exercise initiative to carry
out the intent of their commanders (known as mission command), which
is integral to some Western militaries, is not culturally accepted in the PLA
at present.8 Integrated communications systems and a common operational
picture provide both opportunities for timely support and temptations to
intervene in the decisions of subordinate commanders.
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A second question is the role of the services in supporting joint operations and building a joint force. In principle the reforms remove the service
headquarters from operations, but in practice all of them have held onto
some operational command responsibilities. Army headquarters retains
responsibility for border and coastal defense; navy headquarters supervises the counterpiracy patrols in the Gulf of Aden; air force headquarters
retains centralized control of bomber, transport, and airborne assets; and
the Rocket Force has operational control over strategic forces. Moreover,
all the services are using service-specific training requirements (including
multi-theater exercises) as a means of asserting a continued operational role.
The theater command service component commanders report to both the
theater command headquarters for operations and to their service headquarters for service training and administration. How they will reconcile
competing (and potentially incompatible) demands remains to be seen.
While the services are responsible for building forces to support joint
operations, there is ample evidence of interservice rivalry and competition
for missions and resources. Ian Burns McCaslin and Andrew Erickson
show in their chapter how the higher priority accorded to the maritime
domain by Xi Jinping has prompted efforts by the air force, Rocket Force,
and even the army to develop and showcase capabilities relevant to maritime operations.9 Similar trends are evident in long-range precision strike,
where the navy, air force, and Rocket Force all have systems that perform
similar missions. Especially in an environment where military budgets are
growing more slowly, interservice competition over missions and resources
may impede operational cooperation. This may also be the case in the
nuclear domain as the PLA Navy’s submarine-launched ballistic missile–
equipped nuclear submarines become operational and if the PLA Air Force
develops nuclear capabilities. The tension between the services desire to
maximize their budgets and capabilities and the needs of theater commanders for trained forces that can work jointly to achieve operational synergies
is real. One question going forward is whether the removal of the service
commanders from membership on the CMC will allow that organization to
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override parochial service considerations and make procurement decisions
that maximize PLA joint capabilities.
Achieving the potential synergies of a joint force will ultimately depend
on the PLA’s ability to successfully recruit, educate, and train operational
commanders and staff officers who can lead and work effectively in a joint
environment.10 The PLA recognizes this as a current weakness, and some
planned military reforms are aimed at fixing these problems. PLA Army
officers currently spend the bulk of their careers in a single group army, in
a single theater, with limited opportunities to work with units from other
locations or services. This system produces officers and commanders who
may be proficient in their service tasks and assigned responsibilities in
specific contingencies, but who have a very limited perspective. Building
effective joint commanders will require changes not only to the military
education system to teach soldiers about the other services and how to conduct joint operations but also to the military assignment, promotion, and
grade/rank systems. Without cross-fertilization and broader operational
experiences, PLA effectiveness could be stunted.
However, these changes are interdependent and would constitute a
major disruption of longstanding PLA practices. For example, a rotational
assignment system would allow officers to gain experience with other
services, localities, and job responsibilities and help them develop into wellrounded commanders capable of leading joint operations. But rotational
assignments would require developing new military housing and schools
for dependent children to entice officers to accept assignments in remote
regions.11 They would also likely require a shift to a centralized promotion
system that evaluates officers fairly and rewards them for their experience
and qualifications rather than their relationship with their local commander.12 Such changes to the assignment and promotion systems are being
contemplated and experimented with, but conversations with PLA officers
suggest that military leaders remain cautious about implementing reforms
that will reshape career incentives and affect every member of the PLA.
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Ensuring CCP Control over the Military
A second major driver for the reforms was Xi Jinping’s desire to strengthen
party control over the military, which had eroded during Hu Jintao’s tenure
as CMC chairman. Rampant corruption within the PLA was one major
problem, but the potential for the military not to follow orders from the CCP
(and from Xi himself) was an even bigger issue. Xi asserted his authority
over the PLA by emphasizing the “CMC Chairman Responsibility System”
[zhongyang junwei zeren zhi, 中央军委责任制], which gives the chairman
the ultimate authority over military affairs, and by using anti-corruption
investigations to root out senior officers who might be disloyal, including
retired CMC Vice Chairmen Xu Caihou and Guo Boxiong (both appointed
by Jiang Zemin). The example set by these cases—and the vulnerability of
other corrupt officers to investigation—proved to be a potent weapon in
defusing potential opposition to military reforms.
Xi has implemented a series of structural and personnel changes
designed to combat graft and ensure political orthodoxy among the officer
corps. These include reducing the susceptibility of PLA supervisory mechanisms to the influence of commanding officers by elevating the Discipline
Inspection Commission to independent status, raising its secretary to CMC
member status and placing the audit bureau and the military court system
under direct CMC oversight. It also includes efforts to reemphasize the
importance of party organs and political work at all levels of the PLA, including the requirement to incorporate Xi’s writings on military issues into the
military education system. Finally, Xi has used corruption investigations,
rotations of senior officers, forced retirements, and promotion of younger
officers to reshape the ranks of the senior PLA officer corps, eliminating or
sidelining officers deemed to be potentially disloyal and promoting those
viewed as politically reliable and relatively free from corruption.
These measures have marginalized potential opposition to Xi’s PLA
reform agenda and have likely been effective at uprooting officers who
might have been part of patronage networks tied to Xu and Guo. The structural changes to the CMC’s organization should improve the effectiveness of
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monitoring mechanisms, while the appointment of Zhong Shaojun as head
of the CMC General Office gives Xi’s long-time personal aide the ability
to monitor communications and activity within the CMC. Xi’s personal
involvement in the promotions of senior officers and ability to initiate (or
withhold) investigations are powerful carrots and sticks to help ensure
an obedient officer corps. However, the continued effectiveness of these
measures requires Xi to continue to dedicate significant time to military
personnel issues and is likely to create a climate of toadying and fear that
may stimulate resentment and inhibit diverse or contrary military advice.
More generally, efforts to use political work to rekindle the ideological
flame of belief in Marxism-Leninism will be difficult. Senior PLA officers
are willing to mouth the correct slogans and swear their loyalty to the
party and to Xi as its core leader. But formal compliance is not the same as
genuine belief and may not produce better behavior over the long term or
loyalty to the CCP and to Xi personally in a political crisis. Moreover, the
hypocrisy of CCP leaders pursuing an aggressive anti-corruption campaign
when their own family members have amassed fortunes by trading on their
political connections is likely to breed cynicism and undermine efforts to
produce a cleaner PLA.
Strengthening Civil-Military Integration
A third major driver of PLA reforms is the desire to strengthen civil-military cooperation, known as civil-military integration [junmin ronghe, 军
民融合] (CMI) or civil-military fusion. The PLA has long relied on defense
mobilization to reduce military expenditures by tapping civilian transportation, personnel, and supply resources in a crisis or conflict. However,
a major focus of CMI is finding ways for the military to leverage breakthroughs in the civilian science and technology (S&T) sector and to ensure
that military science and technology needs are met. CMI also involves other
types of military and civilian cooperation, including expanding reliance on
civilian contractors in the military supply chain and incorporating military
specifications into the design of civilian transport ships, which could be
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mobilized during wartime (especially during an amphibious invasion of
Taiwan). As Brian Lafferty discusses in this volume, strengthening CMI has
been part of the PLA’s reform agenda since the 1990s, but its implementation has been hindered by ineffectual top-level management, bureaucratic
stove-piping, and other obstacles.
The PLA reforms include several initiatives to enhance CMI. One
involves upgrading the PLA’s Science and Technology Commission, previously subordinate to the General Armaments Department, to a higher
level CMC organization that reports to Xi Jinping. This commission is
responsible for the military’s coordination with civilian experts in critical technological areas. Another change involves reforms to the military
educational and research systems. For instance, several technical research
institutes were merged into the PLA’s Academy of Military Science, helping to more closely integrate technology advances with innovations in
China’s military doctrine.13 To improve management and supervision of
the process, the government declared civil-military integration to be an
official development strategy in 2015 and created a new Central Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development in January 2017,
with Xi as chairman.14
In their chapters in this volume, Brian Lafferty and Tai Ming Cheung
analyze the prospect for intensified CMI efforts to build on the existing
foundation and produce important breakthroughs in military technology.
Cheung sees the adoption of civil-military fusion as an official development
strategy, the establishment of the new commission, integrated civilian and
military S&T planning, efforts to develop China’s advance manufacturing
base as part of the “Made in China 2025” plan, and reforms of defense
research institutes as creating the conditions for major innovations. He
concludes with a positive assessment of “prospects for the Chinese defense
industry to successfully transition from an innovation follower to an original
innovator that is able to engage in higher end technological development.”15
Lafferty has a more measured assessment, noting that the Chinese government has laid an initial foundation for CMI, improved its understanding
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of challenges in implementing CMI, and shown a commitment to tackling
them, but that success is not guaranteed.16
Although there are clearly potential civil-military synergies in some
areas, the large-scale cooperation envisioned by CMI advocates requires
Chinese companies and government agencies to reduce their organizational
autonomy by opening up their decision processes to incorporate the views
and interests of other actors. The contradiction between the CCP’s desire
to incorporate all civilian and military interests into economic and S&T
decisionmaking and the reluctance of companies and agencies to cede
control to others may make it difficult for China to move beyond formal
compliance (for example, establishing mechanisms to participate in CMI)
to actual accomplishments. The CCP’s ability to appoint the leaders of
Chinese state-owned enterprises is a powerful tool, but it has not prevented
these leaders from pursuing the financial and institutional interests of the
companies they run and resisting implementation of mandates that would
interfere with profits.

Signposts for the Future
How can we gauge the extent to which PLA reforms are succeeding?
In the absence of a regional conflict that would put the PLA’s new joint command structure to the ultimate test, joint training and exercises will provide
the best window into improvements in PLA joint operations capability.
Large exercises that involve multiple PLA services working together against
an adaptive enemy would be the best evidence that new joint command and
control structures can not only plan joint operations but also execute them
and respond to changing battlefield conditions. Effective use of Strategic
Support Force and Joint Logistics Support Force units to support theater
exercises—and the ability to integrate other strategic capabilities controlled
by the CMC or the services—would be additional evidence of improvements
in higher level joint operational capabilities.
Another metric will be the extent to which joint operations and forces
take priority over their service counterparts. A crude metric for assessing
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reductions in ground force dominance is the army’s share of overall personnel, theater command positions, important jobs in the CMC, and slots
in the joint military education courses that will train future PLA leaders.
A more sophisticated metric will be observing whether officers with joint
experience enjoy a promotion advantage over peers who stick to traditional
service-centric career paths. The U.S. military ultimately required congressional intervention to make joint experience a requirement for promotion
to general officer; a similar PLA regulation would be an important milestone for jointness. Of course, major changes to the PLA assignment and
promotion system would be necessary to support such an action. The U.S.
experience suggests that building an effective joint force can takes decades,
since it requires a new generation of senior leaders that has experience
working with other services and that develops a mindset that prioritizes
joint operations over service interests.17
Another question is whether the CMC eventually develops the ability
to contain interservice rivalry and discipline service desires for new weapons systems that advance service equities rather than joint objectives. The
removal of the service chiefs from CMC membership in October 2017 may
mark an important evolution in jointness within the PLA. The addition of
the navy, air force, and Second Artillery commanders to the CMC in 2004
marked what might be called “representational jointness,” with those services gaining a voice in high-level PLA decisions. The removal of the service
commanders from CMC membership as part of Xi’s reforms could mark
a transition to “directed jointness,” where the CMC imposes its decisions
about how to build a joint force on the services. Given the service-centric
nature of the PLA, the CMC is unlikely to play this role anytime soon, but
this would be an important development if it occurs.
Assessing the degree to which Xi’s efforts to reassert CCP control over
the PLA have succeeded will be a much more difficult analytic challenge.
All senior PLA officers are likely to say the right things in public; any officers who refuse to profess loyalty to the party and Xi will not last long. But
the real test would only come in a major political crisis or if the CCP’s efforts
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to maintain economic growth and to achieve nationalist goals falter and
call Xi’s leadership (and the party’s legitimacy) into question. Until then,
our assessment that the reforms are likely to strengthen CCP control over
the military in the short term, but will not guarantee military support in a
crisis, must remain a tentative judgment.
Identifying markers of progress in civil-military integration is also difficult because the priority that CCP leaders place on the program requires
Chinese companies and agencies to pay lip service to CMI and emphasizes
procedural improvements rather than substantive outputs. The clearest evidence of success would be a leap forward in innovation in Chinese weapons
systems that incorporate dual-use technologies and production processes.
Another indicator would be a major expansion of PLA use of civilian contractors and Chinese defense industries subcontracting important parts
of weapons system development to civilian companies or state-owned
enterprises outside the defense sector.

Implications
If PLA reforms succeed, they will have significant implications for China’s
neighbors, competitors, and opponents. A better trained, organized, and
equipped PLA will be in a stronger position to accomplish its primary
functions: winning modern wars, especially what the U.S. Department of
Defense terms “short-duration, high-intensity regional conflicts”; deterring
both large and small competitors; performing a variety of military operations other than war (also known as nontraditional security missions);
and protecting Chinese interests in Asia.18 A more effective joint command
structure will enable the PLA to more quickly and seamlessly transition
from peacetime to combat operations, as well as to more capably oversee
complex peacetime missions that may require participation from multiple
services, such as large-scale disaster relief or noncombatant evacuations.
That system will be further improved as the PLA educates and trains commanders and staff to employ joint forces, and as more advanced capabilities
in the various domains of warfare come online.
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Rival territorial claimants, such as Vietnam, the Philippines, Japan,
and India, will face a more confident and capable adversary in the South
and East China seas and across the Sino-Indian border. Reforms to the
broader Chinese armed forces, including placing the People’s Armed Police
under firm CMC control, could permit closer coordination between PLA,
coast guard, and maritime militia forces, thus giving Beijing a strong hand
in gray zone operations against other claimants. Taiwan will have to contend with a PLA that can more credibly plan and execute joint operations,
such as amphibious landings, blockades, and joint missile strikes.19 This will
further strengthen the need for the Taiwan military to develop and implement asymmetric and innovative approaches to respond to the threat posed
by a more capable PLA. U.S. forces operating throughout the Indo-Pacific
region will face a PLA that can respond more quickly to regional crises
and conduct counter-intervention operations more effectively. Moreover, a
Chinese military and defense industry that can effectively harness civilian
S&T breakthroughs to create advanced and innovative weapons would
be an even more formidable strategic competitor over the long term. This
latter point is important to counter the U.S. defense strategy that seeks
to regain its technological edge over time to sustain a favorable regional
balance of power.

A Future Expeditionary PLA?
One future requirement that the current PLA reforms do not fully address
is the potential need to command and support a broader range of military operations beyond China’s borders. In the last several decades, PLA
overseas operations have been limited to participation in United Nations
peacekeeping operations, counterpiracy patrols in the Gulf of Aden (since
2008), short-term deployments to participate in military exercises and conduct military diplomacy, and a few noncombatant emergency evacuations.
The theater commands are better equipped to respond to a range of
regional contingencies than was possible under the pre-reform military
regions. However, their ability to plan and execute operations has geographic
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limits depending on their areas of responsibility and the specific contingencies they are assigned.20 For example, the Southern Theater Command
already routinely conducts operations that extend into the far reaches of
the South China Sea, while the other theater commands have more limited
areas of operations. However, in the event of a Taiwan contingency, the PLA
Navy may be tasked to operate even farther from Chinese territory into the
Western Pacific, and it is not clear whether the Eastern Theater Command,
navy headquarters, or the CMC’s Joint Staff Department would have operational control over forward-deployed naval forces. Command and control
arrangements are even less clear in the event of a conflict with India that
involves both ground operations along the Sino-Indian border and naval
operations in the Indian Ocean, since the Western Theater Command does
not have a naval component to conduct contingency planning or take charge
of naval operations in a war.
The PLA is devoting considerable effort to developing power projection capabilities, doctrine, and political justifications that would support
expeditionary operations well beyond China’s land borders and outside
the second island chain.21 The new PLA logistics base in Djibouti provides
the ability to sustain peacetime naval operations in a permissive environment and a nascent capability to support other types of operations that
may involve a combat role. These operations are justified domestically by
the need to protect China’s overseas interests and internationally by the
claim that the Chinese military can provide public goods and contribute
to international stability.22
PLA operations beyond the theater command areas of responsibility
are currently handled differently depending on the type of operations.
For example, navy headquarters appears to retain responsibility for the
counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, with each escort task force
composed of ships drawn from a different fleet. Conversely, the Joint Staff
Department’s Overseas Operations Office is in charge of PLA deployments
to support United Nations peacekeeping operations. Unlike the U.S. military, which assigns every part of the world to a geographic combatant
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command responsible for contingency planning and operations within
its area of responsibility, the PLA has gaps where potential operations fall
outside the areas of responsibility of the theater commands. Moreover, it
does not appear to have established a standing or ad hoc joint task force
mechanism to command such operations.
To date, most PLA independent overseas operations (such as the
evacuation of Chinese citizens from Libya in 2011) have been small, of
short-duration, and in relatively permissive environments.23 These types
of operations could be assigned to either the Joint Staff Department or
one of the service headquarters depending on the nature of the operation.
However, these mechanisms are likely to prove inadequate if PLA overseas
operations become larger, require joint forces, last for extended periods
of time, or occur in nonpermissive environments where deployed forces
face threats from hostile state or nonstate actors. Conducting multiple
simultaneous overseas operations would further stress the PLA’s ability
to command overseas operations. If the PLA begins to regularly conduct
such operations, new joint command and control mechanisms will likely
be necessary.

Conclusion
This volume has traced the drivers of the PLA’s ambitious reform agenda,
examined how the reforms affect the component parts of the PLA and their
relationships to each other, and assessed the opportunities and challenges
that will affect the success of the reform agenda. The reforms that have
been implemented have already had a major impact on how the PLA is
organized and how it expects to plan, train, and execute combat operations.
The reforms that are still to come—which will affect the military recruitment, education, assignment, promotion, and rank/grade systems—are
likely to play a decisive role in determining whether a reformed PLA can
realize Xi Jinping’s goal of building a joint force capable of fighting and
winning informationized wars. As the PLA begins conducting larger and
more sophisticated joint operations and potentially expands the range and
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scope of its overseas operations, experience is likely to reveal the need for
additional adjustments to joint command and control mechanisms to fully
support China’s growing military ambitions.
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hina’s current military reforms are unprecedented in their
ambition and in the scale and scope of the organizational
changes. Virtually every part of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) now reports to different leaders, has had its mission and
responsibilities changed, has lost or gained subordinate units, or
has undergone a major internal reorganization.
Drawing on papers presented at two conferences co-organized
by the U.S. National Defense University, RAND, and Taiwan’s Council
of Advanced Policy Studies, this edited volume brings together some of
the world’s best experts on the Chinese military to analyze the various
dimensions of the reforms in detail and assess their implications for the
PLA’s ability to conduct joint operations, for the Chinese Communist
Party’s control of the army, and for civil-military integration.
The contributors review the drivers and strategic context underpinning the reform effort, explore the various dimensions of PLA
efforts to build a force capable of conducting joint operations, consider the implications for the PLA services, and examine Xi Jinping’s
role in driving the reforms through and using them to strengthen
control over the military. The chapters chronicle successes and
outstanding problems in the reform effort, and consider what the net
effect will be as the PLA strives to become a “world- class” military
by mid-century, if not much sooner.
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